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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with both the direction and the
appropriateness of the recently adopted standards-based approach in
post-compulsory education and training in New zealiid, while
particuJarly foctrssing on the implications this might have in forrral
post-school trades training. It evaluates the developments, the teneb,
and the early results of the 'standards' movement within a socio-
historical context and against the development of relevant policy
formations and legislative changes. The central foctrs in this *ork- is on
the National Qualifications Framework, which is crrnently being
developed under the auspices of the New Zealand eualiiicatioru
Authority. This outcomes-focrrssed model, and related government-
initi3tives, represent a radical shift away from established iearning and
teaching practices in New zealand,a move whichis not uncontestid for
loth pedagogical and pragmatical reasons. An analysis of these
developmenb is rliscussed with reference to those in ipprenticeship
T"ffig and policy in the Federal Republic of Germany, wnicr, includes
the intention, as expressed by the major role players in the Republic, to
develop an educational framework model. Ttre principles, scope, and
structure, as they relate to these framework models, are analysea rrom
a comparative perspective, and certain points are highlighted.

This thesis contends that despite fundamunt"iditrergences in
training cultures and systems in the two countries, it is recogiised that
the common aim of the framework approaches is to dprove the
conespondence between the world of education and work as well as to
enhance the educad"pl- pathways for students. This, it is argued, are
commendable and valuable aims; not in the least because it ha; abo the
poryq{ to bridge the 'vocatiornl/academic divide - an increasingly
invalid division in modern-day societies. This is reflected in a stro"ng
foctrs in these framework models on the promotion, arra
implementatiory of 1n integrated learning and teaching approach whichis ?lpportea by the notion introduied by Miciaei young that
qualifying is a continuous process. This concept is now geierally
endorsed by the major role players in both Gerrra'ny and New2eahnd
1 b_eing an important one, in that it is supportirr" of the macro aim of
ryrthering national economic progress. Ttre author, however, contends
that educational progress cannot simply be assumed because a new
educational, or qualifications, framework is being introduced. Its
foundation needs to be pedagogicalry sound and based on sufficient
research while an (over)reliance on a single assessment strategy for
application to all of post-compulsory educalon and training canilot be
accepted as valid from an educational viewpoint. The thesis concludes
with advocary for more critical research intothe NeF.
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GTOSSARY

TYPES OF SCHOOL
Grundschule
Hauptschule
Realschule

Gymrusium
Gesamtschule

Kollegschule
Abmdgymtwsium
Baufliches Gymnasiuml
Fachgymtusium
Boufsaufbauschule
Bnufsschule
Bnufsfachschule
Fachschule
Faclnbqschule
Fachlnclschule
Gesamtlnclschule
Unioqsititt
Sehndarstufe I
Sehtndarstufe II

TYPES OF QUALTFTCATTONS
Abitur
All ganeine Ho chs chulr eif e

Faclwrbeitrbrief
Fachhochschulreife
Gesellenbrief
Diplom
Dn Grail Mngister Artium

VET-SPECIFIC TERMS
Arb eit sf in dnun gs ges etz
Ausbildungsbnuf
Ausb ildun gsb erufsb ild
Attsb iI dun gs or dnun g en
Ausbildungsrahmenplan
Bnuf
b nufliche Handlun gskompe tetu or

- primary school
- general secondary school (grades 5-9)
- intermediate secondary school

(grades 5-10)
- grarnmar school (grades 5-13)
- comprehensive secondary school
- sixth-form college
- evening gymnasium

- vocational g5rmnasium (grades ll-13)
- vocational extension school
- part-time vocational school.
- full-time vocational school
- technical school
- technical secondary sctrool
- college of higher education
- comprehensive university
- university
- junior secondary school
- senior secondary school

- gymnasium leaving certificate
- general qualification for unversity
entrance

- skilled worker's certificate
- Fachhochschule entrance qualification
- joumeyman's certificate
- Diploma (degree)
- Master of Arts degree

- Employment Promotion Act
- training occupation
- training occupation profile
- training ordinances
- outline training plan
- occupation



berufliche Tiichtigkeit I Handlungs-

fiihiglceit
b n uf Ii che Miindi glce it
Berufsausbildung
B n uf sb iI dungsf 6r dentngs g es etz

Berufsbildungsgesetz
B nuf s grundb ildun gs j ahr
Bnufsgrundschuljahr
Buufspiiilagogik
Externenfifung
Faclnrbeiter
Faclnrbeitabnuf
Fachwirt
Grundberufe
Handuterk
Handwerkordnung
lndustri4achwirt
Industriemeister
Ingenieur
Meistq
p ii dago gis che Handlun gs -
lampetenz

Qualifilationen

S chliis s eI q ualif ilutiorcn
Technilcs

- occupational perforrnance competence
- vocational maturity
- vocational training
- Vocational Training Promotion Act
- Vocational Training Act
- basic vocational training year
- basic level training in a trade field
- occrrpational pedagogcs
- external examination
- skilled worker
- skilled worker occrrpation
- (middle level) business specialist
- basic occupations
- craft sector
- Crafts Code
- industrial business specialist
- industrial master tradesperson
- engineer
- master craftsman

- pedagogical action competence
- combination of skills, knowledge and
attitudes

- core skills (or key qualifications)
- tedurician

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BODIES
Bundesanstalt filr Arbeit (BA) - Federal Employment Office

B un de sins tit ut B nufsb ildung f iir
(BiBB)

B unde smini s terium f iir B il dun g
Wis s erc clnft , F or s chun g und
Technologie (BMBF)

B und-Under Kommis sion filr
B iI dun gsplanun g und P r o mo tio n
F or s chun gsf 6r dentn g ( B LK)

Kultusminis t nko nf u ntz ( KMK)

- Federal Institute for Vocational
Training

- Federal Ministry of Educatiory
Science, Research and Technology

- Federation-Ldnder Commission for
Educational Plarning and the
Promotion of Research

- Standing Conference of the Ministers of
Education and Culhrral Affairs of the
Ldnder of the Federal Republic of
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Germany

MAIOR INTEREST GROUPS IN VET
Bundesprband der Deutschen - Federal Association of the German
htdustrie (BDD Industry
Bundesvqeinigung dr - Federal Organisation of Gerrran
Dantschen Arbeitsgeber- Employer Associations
Vqbtinde (BDA)

Deutsche lndustrie- uttd - German Chambers of Commerce
Hanilelstag (DIlfD and Industry
DeutscherGewokclnftbutrd -GermanTradeunions'Association
(DBG)

Zentraloqband des Dantschen - Central Association of the Geruran
Handwnl<s (ZDH) Craft Sector

MISCETLANEOUS TERMS
Abiturimtm - gymnasium graduates
Allgnreinbildung - general education
Anpassungsweitnbildung - job adjustment education
Arbeit - labour
Aufstiegsweitnbildung - career extension education
Bildung - education
Bildungsiileal - idealistic education approactr
Bildungspolitik - education policy
Fiihigkeiten - abilities
Frtiglceitm - skills
F_ortbildungberufe - further education occupations
Grundgesetz - Basic Law
Kenntnisse - knowledge
Kompetenz - competence
Kulturlplwit - ctrltural sovereignty
LandlUnder - federal state/s
Mitbestimmung - co-deterrnination
soziale lvlarlctutirtsclwft - social market economy
Weitnbildung - further education
Zueitr Bildungsweg - second education path



CHAPTER l INTRODUCTION

METHODOTOGY

This thesis sets out to citically appraise the newly adopted

outcomes approach to education and training in New Zealand with regard

to its directiory appropriateness, and expected results given the design and

the implementation of policies governing it. This outcomes or 'standards'

based training and assessment regime will be discussed within the

framework of the tertiary education reforurs, covering the period lgw
Septembet 1996, and with reference to the broader social and economic

obiectives of the govemment (1). An historic account of the development of
apprentice training precedes the discussion.

A discourse on issues relating to the correspondence between

education and work, while particrrlarly focussing on the changing role and
purpose of vocational education and haining (vET) in a New Right-
dominated ideological and economic environment is included. Attention
will also be paid to the efforts made in New Zealand in bridging the
'academic/vocational' divide. Research into the German training system

has been undertaken so as to provide a basis for comparison with the new
poliry directions taken in New Zealand regarding the organisatiory

content, and delivery of VET.

This comparative education research examines the level of
desirability and feasibility for New Zealand to adopt elements of the

German apprenticeship system in its own vET system at a time when the

domestic training, curricrrlum, and qualifications refonns have neither

been fully implemented by government agencies nor fully understood by
the public at large. Conversely, because the Gernran training system has

increasingly been criticised for its rigidity and outmoded way of providing



training, the new New Zealand 'standards' model may serve as an example

for consideration in Germany.

The reason for choosing Gerrrany as an exemplar country to
comPare our VET refonns against is that its dual system of vocational

training has been acknowledged world-wide as one of the most successful

systems around, and because of this, it has become a well-known

education export product (Hayes, 798/.; Heckman et al., 1993; Deissinger,

l99h). However, the more important reason for selecting Gerrrany is

based on the fact that their approach of apprenticeship modernisation

continues to rely on a method of innovation, which differs conceptually

from New Zealand's standards-based approach to education which
represents a radical deparhrre from existing educational practices.

It is because of these diverging approaches to vET in Germany and

New zealand, and indeed world-wide, as stated before, that a comparative

approach is potentially valuable since it occurs at a time when education

and training have to inctease their responsiveness in order to meet the

needs of the economy. Clearly, many dissimilarities exist between the two
countries in education and training, but also with regard to their history,

ctrlture, demography, economy, and so on (see also chapter 11). On the

other hand, issues and problems in education and training can be

considered at a general level compatible cross-rultionally.

However, countries filil/r and do, respond to partictrlar problems

and issues in different ways because of respective traditions and country-

specific conditions (Eckstein, 1988). Comparative education research

methodology must therefore be dearly specified so as to ensure that it is
both valid and reliable. But before proceeding in this directiory the aim or

purpose of comparative education must be clarified. postlethwaite (l9gg)

states that there are four major aims of comparative education; oiz. to

identify what occurs elsewhere that might improve one's own system of



education; to describe the similarities and differences in educatiornl

phenomena between education systems and the interpretation as to why

they exisU the estimation of relative effects of variables on outcomes both

within and between systems of education; and, the identification of general

principles concerning educational effects.

This thesis endeavours to make a contribution to, firstly, the

academic discipline of comparative education and, secondly, to policy-

making in VET in New Zealand. The perceived strength of comparative

education is that it'can help us to understand better our own pasg locate

ourselves more exactly in the future; and discern a little more clearly what

our education future uray be' (Noatu 1983, quoted in postlethwaite, l98g).

It certainly can assist in making changes in education poticy and afford

furthering our knowledge about the field under discussion (Jones, lgzllr.

In order to achieve these research aims, a number of methods have

been applied. while one of the two methods may be regarded as

conventional in the positivist tradition, the second is less traditiornl.
Bereday's ([ones, 1971:8*92) four stages methodology is used as a

conventional guideline in this research, which is extended by Richard

Rose's more experimental method of prospective evaluation

Bereday (fbrd) designed a methodology that specifically applies to a

two-country comparison of education systems. In the first two stages of

the process the pedagogical data in country A and B are described and the

data gathered is being cross-interpreted, while having partictrlar regard for

the interlinking between historical, geographical, economic and

sociological data, and educational details. The third stage comprises the

establishment of differences and similarities and the forrnulation of a

hypothesis, which is followed by a 'simultaneous' comparison in the final

stage.



In spite of the obvious advantages this methodology provides to
comparative education researchers, its static cross-national approach does

not take into account the cross-time dimension. Rose's (199r) method of
prospective evaluation encompasses both the cross-national and cross-time

dimensions as it compares one country's 'present' with the ,future' of
another. Prospective evaluation applied to this research coruiders under

what circumstances and/or to what extent New Zealand could adopt in
the foreseeable future elements of the Gersran VET system as effectively as

it is today in Germany

This method, obviously, is experimental in that it seb out to test

hypotheses by reference to future events. Its approach is based on an

understandirg, in this case, as to how vET poliry works in Germany,

which corresponds basically to the first two stages of Bereday,s

methodology. It not only offers a critical reflection of VET refonns, which
could be achieved by using conventional methods only, but it also

embodies a forward-looking comparative evaluation that is aimed to assist

improving future VET poliry-making in New Zealand.

Educational borrowing is now considered by comparative

researchers to be fraught with diffictrlties (Jones ,l97l; Rose, l99l; Mcleao
7992; welctu 1993), as opposed to the 1950s and 1920s when it was rather

conunon to copy foreign practice. Nowadays, considerations of class,

culture, and the role of the State rightfully deserve a great deal of attention

in comparative education researc[ because for understanding foreign
practice one has to examine not only the overall educational culfure
(Mclean, 1992), but also the broader societal context in which that culnrre

is embedded (Welch, 1993).

Comparative (education) policy research is regarded as a young
field, but has the potential to play a major role in informing potiry-makers
(Coombs, 1988). Using experimental research methods, such as prospective



evaluation, it is my contention, needs to be complemented with cortmon

research methods, not contravene it. Thus, critical educational poliry

analysis (Prunty, 1985) should also be applied where possible, since this

'method' sets out to darify both the moral and ethical implications of

policy researclu It sees poliry as being 'the authoritative allocation of

values' (Kogan, 1985:135), a definition to which I subscribe. Thus a

researcher's stance on an issue must be chosen with care.

DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Limited fieldwork was conducted in Germany in December l9gg,

during which period eight people - representatives of employers, trade

unions, examination and vocational training authorities, and the German

Federal Ministry of Education and science - were interviewed. A
questionnaire with sector-specific research questions was used and

complemented by the asking of unstructured questions during the

interviews. This approach was completed with docrrment analysis and

library research in New Zealand.

This period of fieldwork-based researdr in Germany was

complemented by an additional period of six weeks spent in the unified

German Republic in 1995, from March to April. During this second period,

data was gathered by means of a review of literafure, interviews, and

library research About four weeks were spent on doing library research at

universities (Frankfurt, Bochum and Giessen) and research instifutes (the

Gerrnan Instifute for International Educational Research in Frankfurt, the

Max Planck Institute for Human Development and Education in Berlin,

and the Institute for l^abour Market and Occupational Research at the

Federal Employment Office in Nuremberg).

The remainder of time that was available was spent on meeting VET

experts (see appendix 1). Two weeks of fieldwork were spent at the offices



of the Federal lnstitute for Vocational Training (BiBB) in Borur and Berlin

which can be regarded, in some respects, as being the Gerrran counterpart

of the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA). And in addition, I
participated in a threeday expert seminar on in-company training

methods in Germany.

All the respondents to this research were selected on the basis of

their role in the VET system and the potential contribution they could

make. In the preparatory stage of this work a general list of questions was

compiled covering not only the researdr focus but also addressing some

wider issues relevant to the research topic. Moreover, specific research

questions were formulated for each organisation visited, which were sent

to Germany prior to my fieldwork there. Interviews were usually audio-

taped, and transcribed after returning to New Zealand. Also, contact has

been maintained with various organisations and people in Germany, and

some of the respondenb supplied further data and docrrments, while
others were helpful in commenting on draft chapters.

ln New zealand, parallel interviews were conducted with key

people (see appendix 1) in education and training which were conducted

mainly in the course of 1994. Follow-up and additiornl interviews were

held in 1995 and 7996. Normally, a letter requesting a person's

participation was sent and he or she was asked to refurn a response sheet.

It is logical, given my emplo;rment with NZQA, that a relative large

number of interviews and inforrnal conversations were conducted with

Authority staff (2). Research was done in a number of departnrental

libraries, and the National Archives, and seminars and conferences

relevant to the research area were attended where possible. The inten'iew

data were transcribed and categorised as per the research foci, and

arnlysed per country, followed by a cross-national comparison in
accordance with specified methodologies.



It needs to be clarified at this point that NZeA has provided

generous support for this research to the writer. Firstly, financial support

was made available under the study assistance provisioru for permanent

staff. Secondly, most of the staff members I approached during this

research for an interview, written information or informal disctrssion were

generally very accommodating and helpful. However, on a number of

occasions restrictions were placed on this research by some of NZeA,s
senior staff members as requests for interviews and upto-date information

were dedined.

ln essence, this research has focussed on a number of levels,

systems, interfaces, and issues, which all relate in greater or lesser degree

to either the central research aim or to the secondary research objective, e.g.

the improvement in New Zealand of the corespondence between

education and work. The main emphasis has been on vocational training,
which means that the predominant focrrs was placed on levels 1-4 of the

New Zealand National Qualifications Framework (NQF), i.e. the national

certificates, and the Gernnn apprenticeship system.

ISSUES: ERRORS AND CONSTRAINTS

The data and analyses which follow in the subsequent chapters of
this thesis will demonstrate that comparative education research is

inevitably fraught with diffictrlties, especially if one investigates training

systems in countries so diverse as New Zealand and Germany. Noah
(1988) points out some of the problems in comparative method: the costs

and the diffiarlty of collecting data from overseas sources; their potential

lack of comparability; uncertainties with regard to the validity and

reliability of the data obtained; problems relating to the constnrction of
valid scales; and, the application of ethnocentric bias.



Regarding Noah's first point of concem, there were some

considerable difficulties in obtaining a reply from a number of potential

respondents in Germany when contacting them from New Zealand. Access

not only to people but also to resources was at times difficult, which

applied to a lesser extent to research and interviews conducted in New

Zealand. A factor of concern throughout my research was the limited time

that was available for overseas fieldwork, as well as the problem of access

to information and publications in Gerrrany from New Zealand; in other

words, the problem of having to cope with the tyranny of distarrce.

while Noah's first and third points are likely to have had some

constraining influence on the research design and the research process,

their effect will remain unmeasurable. Regarding Noah's concern of a lack

of useful and reliable comparative data, I am convinced that despite the

existence of obvious 'national differences', sufficient commonalities

between any two countries in terrns of education poliry aims and directiory

training provisiory delivery methods, and so ory will exist to conduct

valuable comparative research that is based on standards of validity and

reliability acceptable to the international academic community.

Since scales have not been used in this researctr, the last of Noah's

points, ethnocentric bias, is now addressed briefly. In 19g9, I migrated to

New zealand, which was one year prior to the establishment of NzeA,
and the same year the "Leaming for Life" decisions were announced by
the New Zealand government. I was neither familiar with the purpose nor

the rationale for the economic and educational reforms; and was employed

with NZQA at its inception date on I luly f990.

clearly, one advantage of being a relative newcomer to New
Zeal,and and its education sector was that I could do my research rather

free of professional and personal biases. on the other hand, because of a



ceftain lack of knowledge and understanding of the historical

development of educational issues and their political context, a knowledge

base and a certain appreciation of it had to be developed during the

research process. Furthermore, as both English and Gennan are foreign

languages to me, a certain neutrality in that respect was eruiured. A further

constraint was the fact that my research was conducted in addition to full-
time employment.

Because this researdt was completed before the tertiary education

reforrns were fully implemented, it is unavoidable that sorne of the

findings presented here will be inaccurate and irrelevant, since they have

been overtaken in real life by ongoing policy and implementation

developments. It is my belief that the research findings have

unquesticlnably been influenced, to whatever degree, by the

aforementioned errors and constraints. Full responsibility therefore for this
work is mine, and mine alone.

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

In this section, a number of theoretical perspectives relevant to the

principal aim of the thesis (see page one) will be disctrssed. These

perspectives are considered to be complementarJr, in that they inform both

the discussion and analysis of the key elements of the education and

training, and qualifications reforurs in New Zealand and Germany. The

human capital approadl currenfly embraced in both nations, forrns the

starting point and is appraised critically which is followed by Mancist, neo.

and non-Marxist theories, all of which aim to contribute to the discrrssion

by providing what I would call a 'connective, perspective.

The application of such a broad theoretical perspective allowed me

to examine a selected number of topics and issues deemed relevant for
desclription and analysis of the research questions and inforrr the direction
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and the 'intrinsiC logic of the thesis within the context of the overall aim.

And it is with regard to the NQF in particular, that issues such as the role

of the State in a droice'dominated education and training market and

'vo@tionalisation' are being addressed, as is, inter alia, the meaning and

pu{pose of the key VET concept of 'competence' in reforrring education

and training.

A recent OECD publication reported that international economic

competitiveness is to be maintained through two related poliry measures,

viz. in facilitating adjustnrent, a government's intervention in .the macro-

economic environment requires the consensus of the social partners (3),

and the workforce needs to acquire both the right knowledge and skills

and a general level of education (oEcD, 1989). Both the economy and

education are subject to changes which make them more interdependent as

a consequence of converging functions. 'The human factor', i.e. the

qualificatioru and the skills of the workers and employees, is thus

becoming a critical factor in the economy.

In additiory technologically advanced societies require research

capacity and technologically literate consumens. At the same time, a trend

is discernible that persistent long-term unemployrrent requires education

to prepare not just for working life. And, as a last point, education and

schooling are becoming less synonymous as education and training are

increasingly being delivered by non-institutional providers and in the forrr
of labour market prograrnme (ibid, pp.1&9).

The above statements succinctly describe some of the major

problems faced by advanced capitalist countrim today, which includes

New Zealand and Gerrnany, both of which are OECD countries. Although

a major concern of the State is to achieve capital accrrmulation, this is
matched and supported by its need to continuously legitimate itself

politically for its actions, or liack of them. The theoretical position taken in
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this thesis derives in the main from neo-Marxist conflict theories which

repudiate the economic determinism of functionalist human capital theory.

Moreover, theories of the State and the labour process will be presented for

the purpose of providing a theoretical framework within which the

linkages between the economy, education and the State can be disctrssed.

Hurn (1985) asserts that functionalists tend to daim that schooling

fulfils an important role in modern society. In their view, it performs the

functions of representing an efficient and rational way of sorting and

selecting talented people, resulting in the most able and motivated

achieving the highest status positions. Secondly, functionalists see schools

as inculcating cognitive skills and nonns essential to an adult's

perfonnance in a society which becomes more and more knowledge.

intensive for economic growttu Moreover, proponents of this school of

thought desire a meritocratic society, which is a society in which ability

and effort are considered as more important than privilige and inherited

status. Theirs is also the view that modern society requires more highly

skilled people than ever before in history.

Human capital theory vindicates education as an investment

because an increase of an individual's human capital, knowledge and

expertise will pay off in terms of increased future eamings (Becker, 196/,).

This theory was developed by economists in the 1950s and has dominated

the field of economics of education ever since. It is seen as the 'most

influential economic theory of western education' (Fitzsimons and Peters,

1994:251) and it has been used by neo-liberal governments around the

world as a cornerstone of monetarist policies, treating education as a

commodity (Broady, 1981). Human capital theorists are concerned,

consequently, with the rate of rehrrn to investurent in education and

training. Th"y daim that it is possible to calctrlate the 'profitability' of the
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investrnent in human capital by using cost-benefit analysis tedrniques

which traditionally have been applied to physical capital. This perspective

thus views investment in human capital as beneficial to the individual and

society alike. An individual who takes part in education or vocational

training is expected to increase job prospects and lifetime earnings

(Woodhall ,1987\.

Critics of the human capital perspective have pointed out that it is
an employers' method for scteening suitable individuals for available

positions, which has been coined the 'screening' or'filtering' hypothesis in

the literature. However, the suggestion that education or training leads to

both increased productivity and lifetime earnings ignores the existence of

other factors on earnings, such as innate ability (ibid, p?l). Accordingly,

the human capital theory can be criticised for the fact that it conveniently

ignores the crrltural and historical factors in human activity, and simply

reduces human behaviour to the economic self-interest of individuals in a

free market system. The social relations which are an intrinsic part of

capital accrrmul,ation are thus not acknowledged by this theoretical

perspective and neither are the stnrctural factors affecting individual

attainment, such as the economic, political and social systems.

Research seems to suggest that it is unclear whether a direct

relationship between education/human investment and improvements in

occupation or income exists at all, and if so, to what extent (Hurn, 1985;

fencks et al., 1972, quoted in Fiigerlind, 1983:18; Raggatt, 1993). Maglen

(1990) asserts that neither time-series nor cross-country studies lend much

support to the contention that incteased education promotes the growth of

labour productivity. But while the limitations of the human capital theory

may be dear, the fact remains that neo'liberal governments continue to set

their economic and social policies in accordance with human capital

formation principles and its underpinning 'thin social theory'. For this
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particular reason the role of the State in education needs to be examined,

which will occur in a later section.

In reaction to the prevailing theory of human capital in the 1960s,

the Prokla School (4) in Gennany developed a Marxist critique which

daimed that the course of capital accrrmulation determined the nature and

the direction of the modem interventionist state, and which influenced also

the development of education (Altvatet, 7972, cited in Broady, 1981). The

ideological manifestation of the State as an independent entity, Altvater

(ibid) avows, is economically deternrined. In his view, the aim of the State

is to function as a guarantor of the reproduction of collective capital for

which education and educational poliry are crtreial. And he notes that the

State has become increasingly interventionist since the 1930s by taking on

more and more functions (ibid,pp.l5}4).

In analysing the political economy of education, the Prokla School

c.lme to the belief that the education and the qualification of the labour

force are to be regarded as necessary for the reproduction of collective

capital while, on the other hand, public educational expenditure is

deliberately kept low (ibid, p.15a) (5). The School's theoretical contribution,

it can be argued was instnrmental in drawing attention to the political

and economic limitations of State actions in a field such as educational

refonns.

However, the Prokla School's work can be criticised for its
oversimplistic portrayal of the relatiorship between state educational

policy and capital acctrmulation Offe (198a), for example, has stated that

the State's prime objective is its need for legitimacy, which assumes

importance over capital accuurulation. Baethge (7972, cited in Broady,

1981) argues that the School's theoretical deficits are evident since

educational poliry formation, and the role of the State in it, are presented

merely as a given; no attention has been paid to the nature of these
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Processes, which occur through conflicts and contradictions. He furttrer

posits that 'the qualification requirements have to do not only with

productiory but [...] also with the rqtoduction of the labour force' (ibid,

p.150) (emphasis added). Of partiorlar interest here is Baethge's view that

the structure of the workplace can be changed without this requiring a

change in the stmcture of qualifications (ibid, p.157').

Neo-Mancist conflict theorists, on the other hand, have formulated

theoretic.' trameworks which appear to adequately and appropriately take

into account modern social relations in advanced capitalism. In general

ternts, their convictions offset the economic approach of human capital.

Whereas some of its protagonists, for example, focus on the formation of

ideology (Apple, 1989; Althusser, lgzl), others emphasise the sooal

relations of capitalist production (Bowles and Gintis, 1976).Intentionally,

an amalgam of 'related' theories has been chosen here, so as to both

combine their mutual strengths and, at the same time, avoid taking a

unilateral viewpoint by adhering strictly to one th*ry. This will be

complemented by a brief discussion of Collins's non-Mancist conflict

theory.

Conflict theories are generally supportive of the idea that it is not

quite clear whether the teaching of cognitive skills at schools explain the

relationship between eamings, schooling, and occupational status

adequately (Hurn, 1985). The lirrkages between schools and the demands

of the dlites tend to be emphasised, rather than those which exist in the

wider society. Schools, therefore, are said to reinforce existing inequalities,

and have an interest in the teaching of compliance rather than cognitive

skills. Consequently, conflict theorists daim, there is an unequal struggle

for power and stahrs in society, which always will be won by 6lites,
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because they possess superior resources as well as control over the means

of communication (ibid).

Bowles and Gintis (7975), in their 'conespondence thesis', have

claimed that schools serve the interests of capitalist society, on the basis of

which they reject the meritocratic hypothesis. Educational meritocracy, in

their view, is 's5rmbolic' as 'the educational system legitimates economic

inequality by providing an opeo objective, and ostensibly meritocratic

mechanism for assigning individuals to unequal positions' (ibid, p.103),

which reinforces class inequalities in society.

In their view, schools work towards convincing people that

selection is based on merits and that people in high-status positions

deserve their positions grven their efforts and talents. Schools and the

schooling process are therefore deemed to be critical measures for

maintaining the legitimary of the capitalist order. Educational change,

Bowles and Gintis (ibid) suggest, occalrs mainly because in a changing

economic order the 6lites require new values and skills. In a similar vein,

they contend that the relation between the economy and education must

be exposed through the effect of schooling on'consciousness, interpersonal

behaviour and the persorality it fosters and reinforces in students' (ibid,

P.e).

This 'correspondence thesis' has been criticised for the fact that it
grants little autonomy to the educational system and, additionally, it fails

to address the nature of the class stmggle in the educational apparatus

(Carnoy, 7982; Demaine, 1981). A major problem perceived with the

corresPondence theory is that education is regarded dogmatically as the

supplier of educated human resources.

Hussain's (7976) distinction between two categories of

unemployment, viz. aggregate and stnrchrral, appears to be useful in this

context of the relationship between education and work. The forrrer refers
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to a situation where the total number of job vacancies is less than the total

number of unemployed. The reduction of unemployment here will only

occur when more jobs are created and the education system has no role to

play in this. Ilt the latter category, a lack of correspondence between labour

supply and demand exists and is thought to have been caus"d by a highly

differentiated labour market and regional differences. Education may now

play a role in alleviating stnrctural unemployment through the teaching of

employer-demanded knowledge and skills.

Hussain (ibr?, p.Qn cautions that the 'efficary of institutional

providers depends on the range of vocational training provided in them

and the extent to which competence for occupations is defined in terms of
educational occtrpations'. Furttrer limitations exist, he states, such as

sfudent choice, institutional course numbers not meeting labour market

requirements, and the reluctance of workers to move to other regions.

In developitg hit argument further, the valuable point is made that

education should not be conceived as a subordinate part of the economic

system ptr se but must be viewed as existing in relation to both the

economic and the social system. Hussain also asserts that education poliry
is part of social policy, and hence subject to both political control and

political'deterrrination' (ibid).

In developing a non-Marxist conflict theory, Collins (lgz9)

particularly focussed on the value and the purpose of. educational

credentials in modern capitalist societies. His ideas may be interpreted, by
those sympathetic to it, as a challenge to one of the central tenets of the

human capital theory - in that modern society needs workers with more

and higher skill levels and qualifications (OECD,l994d).

The key notion underpinning his theory is that there is a trend for

unnecessary educational credentials to determine access to desirable iobs.

He claims adamantly that employers and providers have vested interests
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in steadily raising the levels of educational credentials, while asserting that

the employer's conception of the skill requirements of most jobs tends to be

rather imprecise (ibid, p.28). Hence, the 'myth of technocracy', which holds

that jobs in a modern society are becoming so complex that only people

with high levels of cognitive skills are able to perforrr ttrem, has been

proven false by Collins's own empirical research(ibid, pp.13,19).

Collins believes that most iobs are not very complex, and that the

required skills can usually be learned on the job. Schools, he maintains,

ineffectively produce cognitive skills in their students. The content of

much of education is more concerned with the teaching of com.rron

standards of sociability and propriety rather than with instrumental and

cognitive skills (ibd, p.19). He uses the terrr 'cultural crrrrenry' to

emphasise that it is the quantity of schooling attested to by diplomas,

degrees, and certificates, that is more important than what is learned (ibl4

pp.60-52) while also stating that the inflation of educational credentials is

wasteful and irrational, which in the long run may become unworkable.

Spenner (1985:132) agrees that '...schooling and training may have

more to do with getting iobs and launching careersi than with perfornring

in work roles once there'. Brown and l*auder (1992), on the other hand,

affirm that the relation between educational credentials and productivity is

unclear on two accounb. Firstly, they refer to and endorse Murphy's (1988)

idea that'the predominant effect of credentials has been that of exclusion,

domination, and inequality'. They believe also that there is a substantial

under-utilisation of education in the workplace (Ber& 1970).

Secondlp Brown and Lauder (1992) are convinced that educational

credentials are increasingly being used by the employers to regulate the

demand for positions they have avail,able. The relation between education

and occtrpational destinatioru yet agarn, is regarded as problematic

because factors such as ascriptiory and social and geographical
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background, co-determine in coniunction with education a person's

destination in the labour market (c/. OECD,1994d).

Collins (1979:91), in The Credential Society. refers to Turner's (1950)

useful notions of sponsored and contested mobility. The former refers to

societies with differentiated secondary streams in which the remainder of a

student's career is set once a branching point has been reached after which

a sfudent is sponsored through successive stages without much attrition.

Contested mobility, on the other hand, occurs in systems where there is a

lack of branching points which allows for a relatively easy transfer

between the different sorts of prograrnmes and accoulmodate sfudents re-

entering the system after dropping out. In this system there are no fixed

end points.

Dore (1976) daims that the credentialling process may have

defimental effects at a time of increased educational expansiory in that

students focus on becoming certificated for iob purposes without
necessarily wanting to master the curriculum, which is distinct from self-

motivated mastery of knowledge and skills. It is necessary to state that

although educational qualifications are used for selection into the

occtrpations by employers, the arrival at an occupational destirntion, and

the volume and the terrrs of employment, are determined outside the

educational system (Hussain, 1976).

Consequently, the extent to which qualifications are being used

should not be overestimated. Qualifications for the higher occupational

levels, Watts (1985) asselts, are often regarded as an insufficient selection

device; while at the lower levels, they essentially indicate an individual's

behavioural traic and norrrative qualities and, hence, do not necessarily

constitute a signal of cognitive abilities for employers (Burrell, 1993).

It can be said that the above selected theories of sdrooling discredit

the main assumptions of the functionalist human capital th*ry by either
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emphasising the social relations inherent in human activities, such as

capital accumulatiory or questioning the nature and the purpose of the

schooling process.

ln order to advance the theoretical position of this thesis, the

changing nature of capitalist societies, and the links between labour

markets, new technologies, education and vocational training will need to

be addressed. A major concern urany national governments are currently

facing, is whether the existing systems of education and training will be

able to meet the challenges of increasing international competition and the

introduction of new technologies in a demographically changing

environment. And although many OECD countries have experienced a

long period of economic growth, it occurred with persistent very high

levels of unemployment (Bengtsson, 1993).

Bengtsson (ibid, p.135) provides three explanations for the

occurrence of these phenomena: first, the emergence of a 'jobless growth
societ5r' as the economy is unable to create full employment in the

traditional sense; second, a belief that increased deregulation and free

market forces will solve the probleuu over time; and third, uurny (of the

OECD) countries are moving towards knowledge-intensive economies

(Drucker, 1993), which is characterised by a rapid growth of the service

sector. In all these explanations, the lack of human resource development -

at both the micro and macro level - is identified as a prohibitive factor for
economic and employment growth (Bengborg 1993; OECD l9g9).

Consequently, education and training systems have been accorded

cmcial importance in providing parallel support to economic and

technological dranges, which in many countries has recenfly resulted in
educational reforus in an effort to improve the responsiveness of
education and training.
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In the last two decades or so, it has become clear that a new

economic and social order has arrived, which has been termed by some as

a post-capitalist society (Drucker, 1993), a post-industrial society (Bell,

1973) by others, as well as post-Fordism (Hickox and Moore, 1992). Before

analysing its characteristics, plus its anticipated impact on the future

structure and the provision of education and vocational training, an

account of ib historical development is presented. This is based on the

concept of 'the three waves of socio-historical development of state

education' (Brown and Laudet 1992).

The 'first wave' took place in the late nineteenth century under the

conditions of primitive capitalism, and was typifiud by the rise of mass

schooling of the working classes (Brown, 1990). Social positions and status

were ascribed to individuals according to their place in the social strata.

Elementary education was deemed to be for the poor and offered the

working dasses minimal sdrooling for their fufure occtrpational positions,

while secondary education was the uncontested domain of the middle and

uPPer dasses and its function was to reproduce the social and economic

6llte (ibid, p.58).

The second period of development (the'second wave') commenced

with the introduction of the economies of scale, which led to the creation of

mass markets and the creation of stock markets in which bureacracy

became the most efficient way to produce predictable outcomes.

Production was now controlled through the processes of rationalisation,

hierarchical work organisation, and the breaking down of complex tasks

into their simplest components. Taylor, the first management theorist to

recognise the importance of control in mass production, promoted the

separation of the manual and mental activities in the labour process in his

'scientific marurgement' approach (Wood, 1982).
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Braverman (o97D developed a theoretical critique of capitalist

labour Processes on the basis of Taylor's ideas. His 'deskilling thesis'

suggests that the remainder of the twentieth cenfury will witness a long-

term trend for jobs to become mechanical, routinised, while lacking any

personal, or professional, challenge. Taylorism, Braverrran (1974:1199)

claims, consists of three 'principles': first, the skills of workers become

dissociated from the labour process; second, the separation of execrrtion

from conception and, third, the managerial 'use of this monopoly over

knowledge to control each step of the labor process and its mode of

execrrtion'. In his view, technological change, work reorganisation, and the

deskilling of jobs serye to control labour, which results in both a potarised

labour force and occrrpational shrrcture (Spenner, 1985). His theory has

been criticised for failing to recognise the workers' active participation in
the l,abour Process and the social consbrrction of skill, and also the absence

of proof that universal deskilling had taken place in indusEial capitalissl
(Grint, 1997; wood, 1987; Brown, 1995). In the'second wave', ascriptiory as

an organisational principle of educatiory is superseded by a system based

on individual merits (Brown, 1990).

According to Brown (1991), a third wave of the socio-historical

development of state education can be discerned, which has occurred in a

number of countries, e.g. Australia, New Zealand, the United States of

America, and Britain. In this period national economies changed

dramatically due to the improvement of telecommunicatioru and the

liberalisation of intemational trade which led to intensified global

economic competition. Education is now seen to be vital for economic

survival, requiring higher levels of education and flexible workers.

The rapid development of tecturology requires workers to deal with
abstract and syurbolic knowledge systems which is a radical departure

from a strict reliance on 'tools-o.ly' itr previous periods (OECD 1993c;
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Reictr, 1992; Wirtb 799il.In accordance with these changes, occupational

classifications and the contents of jobs have changed too, as a result of

traditional demarcations becoming increasingly blurred. The importance

of workers being able to cross job and sectoral boundaries is being stressed

increasingly in public poliry. The modularisation of ctrrricrrla and national

certification of perforrnance standards are but two examples of responses

to these trends (Drake, 1988).

Although an increased accentuation on enhancing worker mobility

by national governments and industries may enhance state legitimacy and

improve business profitability, it does not necessarily inctrlcate worker

empowerrnent. According to Cohen (1984), the'hidden agenda of the new

vocationalism' is primarily about the infusion of social discipline which

will result in a self-disciplined reserve ailny of youth labour. 'Self-

fulfilment', as a liberal educational idea, is being promoted and cross-

applied pragmatically in the era of 'new vocationalism', or post-Fordism,

to mean increased opportunities for 'flexible' and 'accessible' learning and

working for those in pursuit, leading to empowerrrent, multi-skilllng, etc.

(ibid,p.l07).

The conditions and the objectives, however, are set by those in

Power to serve pre.eminently utilitarian purposes. And it is in practice that

'transferable skilling' ruly mean for qualified workers 'deskilling' while

ascendangr to better opportunities may be dependent on one's gender,

class, or culture (Ainsley and Corbett, 1994). Moreover, upskilling may be

applicable and available only to those regularly employed in the 'core'

workforce, while those iregularly employed in the'outer cirdes' engage in

routinised work (ibid, p.369; Brown, 1995).

Both consumer choice and fledble production are deemed core

characteristics of post-Fordism and these are gradually spreading from the

manufacturing sector into other sectors of the economy, such as the public
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services (Marsden, 1994). The important point to make here is that the

emerging post-Fordist work organisational and production environment is

neither a universal nor a uniform trend (Hickox and Moore,1992; Spenner,

1985), as there are differences between and within countries (and between

and within industries) in the same way that non-universality applies to

Fordism (Hyman,1988).

The post-Fordistic (or post-Taylorist) period requires new

correspondences and alliances between education and the economy, and

new attitudes of people towards learning and production (5). Post-Fordism

essentially constitutes a move away from a russ production-dominated

manufacturing and work organisational model towards a 'task-integrated

paradigm'. While Kern and Schumann (1984) have coined this trend the

'reprofessionalisation of work', others refer to it as a 'refurn to craft

production methods' (Piore and Sabel, 1984) or 'anthropocentric

production systems' (Brodner, 1985; Wobbe, 1991). Thus Taylor's restrictive

concept about the use of human labour is grving way to 'a greater

willingness now to make use of the flexibility, skills, and (tacit) knowledge

of the workers inside the labour process' (Dankbaar,l988z27).

Evidence of an increasing emphasis on multi-skilling customer-

oriented skills, entrepreneurial skills, problem-solving skills and

transferable skills in the economy is becoming more and more abundant

while, on the other hand, low-skilled and unskilled iobs are gradually

disappearing (Bengtsson, 1993). As a consequence, skill structures are

changing which, exacerbated by rapidly changing information

technologies, cause occtrpational structures to be modified. Multi-skilling

and flexibility as key concepts in the post-Fsl.listic vision are a response of

enterprises to produce high-quality products and services while shortening
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their life'cycles in order to surwive in an intensified globally competitive

environment.

The 'upgrading thesis', the antithesis of Braverman's downgrading

argument, is representative of post-Fordism. ln this vision, Adls (1993)

notes, the earlier notions of human capital become embodied. The

upgrading argumerrt daims that due to technological advancement

increased skill levels are calld for, and both sdrool attainsrent levels and

vocational preparation will increase dramatically (Spenner, 1985). One of

the key principles of this paradigm is that a refreshed alignment between

education and training is required; uiz. mininal general education coupled

with effective on-theiob training is believed to bring about maximum

individual and collective competence (Bengtsson, 1993).

Consequently, combinations of school and work-based learning, or

'alternance', are believed to assume increased importance as a policy

measure to link education, training and employment (OECD, 799k'), ot

which apprenticeship it one example. It is questionable whether the

arrangements and stnrchrres underpiruring traditional apprmticeship are

able to maintain their relevance and carrrency in modem society (Geissler,

l99l; Kutscha, 1992a). what apppears to be dear is that on-the-job training

will increase in volume as well as in importance for both young workers

and adults (OECD, 1989) and enterprises are increasingly becoming places

of learning as well as places of production (4. Dehnbostel et al.,lgg2).

The notion that work itself, given the right pedagogical conditions,

may be considered a form of learning seeuu to have taken root (Bader,

1992).In general terru, political support for increased workplace training

derives from the State's intention to have its responsibilities reduced in this

area by encouraging not only a free market approach to education (Kin&

1932206), but also by actively seeking to create a 'training and education

market'.
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Streeck (1989:99), in introducing the notion of 'the limits of

functional differentiation', puts the accent on the problems associated with

the provision of education and training in two different places of learning.

In a similar fashiory Foster (1965, cited in Fiigerlind and Saha, 1983:82)

points out that there are limitations as to the extent the State should

provide public education, while conceding that institution-based

vocational education is also regarded an inadequate solution in matching

education with occupational needs.

Streeck (1989:92-3) maintains that 'market failure in skill formation

is endemic and inevitable', for whidr there are two reasons: firstly, a young

person's skill attainment and identity formation are inextricably linked,

and for this reason learning cannot be conceived in terrrs of a rational

long-term investmenU and secondly, most enterprises tend to invest less in

training than they should for their own good. He also contends that

market-led training systems are liable to ignore the importance of social

and ctrltural factors in training, since this is likely to have a negative

influence on industry's ut'litarian approach. Therefore, if training is left to

tlre market, its quality will differ enormously between enterprises.

It follows, in his view, that there is an apparent need for a

government regulatory framework to ensure mechanisms are operating

which will see the enterprises' utilitarian rationality constrained, while it
also needs to make sure that enterprises fulfil their duty as a cultural

institution (ibid, p.700). Lane (7987:60) stresses the important role of social

and cultural aspects in the capitalist labour process too, and claims that

'vocational education is not merely lto be] regarded as a technical

phenomenon but is seen to have multiple social consequences with
ramifications all through society'. Weiermair (1981:181-2), on the other

hand, makes a useful distinction between skill-, infonnation-, and social

dimensions in the process of human capital forsration. The latter category,
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which is also labelled as 'social capital formation', comprises social values

and skills relevant and important to the employment sector.

Whilst Hickox and Moore (1992) claim little evidence is available to

support the existence of any 'correspondence' between education and the

economy in the Fordist period, it is their contention that in post-Forrlism a

type of limited correspondence may occur for the first time in capitalist

development. Ttlis, th"y believe, can be achieved through a policy

presciption of 'vocationalisation', which generally is taken to.mean here

'[ctrrriculum] change in a practical or vocational direction' to ensure the

occurrence of a higher degree of relevance of education and training to

employers' needs.

Moreover, vocationalisation is also seen to constifute a political

response to economic recession (tauglo and Lillis, 1988). Field (1991), in
criticising the competenry movement's aims to improve the alignment

between education and the labour market, suggests that the move [in the

united Kingdoml towards competency-based qualifications not only

endeavours to achieve desirable economic goals, but also ensures that

learning is subordinated to and influenced by work activities (ibid, p.42).

In a response to the persistent nafure of contemporary economic

crises, national govemments tend to select policy measures which include

all or some of those mentioned in a recent oEcD (1994d:a9 report, e.g. the

establishment of educational pathways (which refers to the aim of linking

the different sectors for enhancing student learning mobility), integrated

learning (which refers to the poliqF aim to link 'the academic' with 'the

vocational'), and the promotion of social partnerships so as to ensure that

effective linkages between all the k"y groups involved exist, and

institutional co-ordination of private sector agencies and the government is

secured.
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However, the issue of whether one can afford in this day and age to

keep thinking in terms of dichotomies, such as education and training, or

theory and practice, appears to have already been overtaken by

contemporary economic and social realities (OECD, 1989) (see chapter 11).

The most important issue that ought to be addressed is: where and how

should the twain meet? A logical starting point for doing this is an

examination of the concept of knowledge and its application value. Dewey

(Hyland, 1993:94) believed that 'knowledge t..1 is neither given nor

absolute but constructed by humans out of their "experience"'.

Vocationalism, he daims, is

neither narrowly focused nor occupationally-specific,
but allows for a genuine discovery of personal aptitudes
so that proper choice of a specialised pursuit in a later
life may be indicated (ibitl, p.9il.

It is Dewey's tinking of vocational preparation with effective

citizeruhip that is particrrlarly athactive, not in the least because one can

relate it easily to the course of post-Fordism. Dewey, a proponent of a
liberal vocational educatiort reiects both Platonist dualistic rigidities and

the economic deterrrinism of vocationalists. A similar view has been

advocated in Germany by Kerschensteiner who avows that in addition to

trade efficiency, moral and civic goals have to be an integral part of

vocational education (Lauglo and Lillis, 1988; c/. Simons,1961).

In order to develop this thesis further, the notion of 'competence'

requires exploration. However, it may be clear from the outset that there is

no consistenry regarding the definition of this concept. Various concepts of

competence exist, whictr have been refined over time for the purpose of

gaining improved theoretical accurary and for pragmatic use in those

countries applylng them. Hence the development and antecedents of a

partiorlar type of competence concept must be understood in reliation to
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both the international debates surrounding the concept and its application

in a counby-specific setting.

What seems to be clear, however, is that the notion of competence is

currently the dominant paradigm in vocational skills haining (fones and

Moore, 1993), and has been developed as an 'umbrella' concept to

incorporate knowledge, skills, attitudes and experience (Silver, 1990). At
present, the 'competence movement' in VET is predominantly an Anglo-

Saxon phenomenon, which has its origins in the United States of America

in industry, military training, and social work, and was developed too as

an alternative scheme for teacher training (fones and Moore,TggS).

Three major perspectives on 'competence' exist. In the behaviourist

model, competence comprises discrete behaviours associated with the

completion of atomised tasks. Competency equates to task, and evidence

of possession of competenry is derived from direct observation. This

reductionist approach has been criticised for ignoring the underlying

attributes, r.e. group processes and their effect on performance, the role of

professional judgement in perfornrance as well as for its atheoretical

position (Gonczi, 1993a; Ashworth and Saxton, 1990).

In the second model, general attributes are believed to be essential

to a practitioner's effective perfonnance. Thus competencies are general

attributes, induding knowledge or critical ttrinking, which provide the

basis for transferable, or more specific attributes to be applied across

situations. The main problems with this approadr is that we do not know

whether generic competencies actually exist, and this model fails to
contextualise the application of those attributes (Gonczi, 1993a).

The holistic approadr, as advocated by Gonczi, advances the above

models considerably. He postulates that competence is relational; and in

his approach professiornl judgement is inherent. The compledty of

interrelating attributes, such as knowledge, attitudes and skills, are not
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only acknowledged by Gonczi, but also used for understanding human

activity. Moreover, the application of a wide variety of assessment

techniques is allowed in his model (ibid). Undoubtedly, the advantage of

this paradigm is the contextualisation of the various attributes, and their

dynamic intertwining, which makes it a theoretically more sophisticated

model.

In borrowing Gonczi's (1993b:9) definitiory competence is defined in

this work

to incorporate the attributes of knowledge, skills, attitudes
and understanding, and a competent professional (or worker
at any occrrpational level) is conceived as having the
attributes necessary for iob performance to the appropriate
standard.

Quite recently, concepts have been developed in a number of non-Anglo-

Saxon countries, which appear to be similar in substance and purpose to

those advocated in countries such as the United Kingdom and Australia. ln
Germany, the notion of 'bnufliche Handlungslcompetenz' (occupational

performance competence) seems at face value comparable to the definition

of a 'competent' worker employed by Gonczi.

Upon examination of international policy developments in

vocational education and training, two diverging though complementary

trends can be discemed. In some countries (7) a shift towards competenry-

based training has or crrrrently is taking place; a move which emphasises

the specification of particul,ar knowledge and skills and their application to

the performance standards required in the workpl,ace. While in the second,

parallel development, other countries (8) are regrouping vocatiornl

specialisations into new qualifications (King 1993).

It is envisaged that the concept of 'competence' will gain

predominance over the concept of 'qualification' in the not too distant
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future, because it is able to attest more accrrrately to what an individual

actually can do (Grootings, 1994; Bader and Rutrland, 1993). The OECD

(1994:59) predicts that the outcomes and objectives in vocational and

technical education and training 'may increasingly be defined in terms of

competences rather than occrrpations'. In sum, the future appears to belong

to the'homo competuts'.

The strengths of the competencebased approach, as is claimed by

proponents, are numerous and important. A feature of importance is that

'competencies' are being specified and promulgated and used in
professional, and other, work, which Sves the advantage of enhanced

transparency and darity of requirements. It may be seeru as is the case in

Australia, to be the best way of implementing the ideas behind workplace

reforrr and award restnrcturing (Gonzci, 1993a). It also has the potential to

recognise current competence, and to remove barriers to access to learning.

Moreover, it is daimed that this approach will foster fledble learning and

assessment, while ensuring portability of qualifi@tions, nationally and

internationally.

A k"y characteristic of the competenqy-based training and

assessment regime is that sfudents have increased choice over when they

wish to be tested against stipulated competency standards. The argument

is that a coherent transparent all-encompassing system of outcomebased

qualifications m,fiy help to maintain (or regain?) public confidence in the

purpose and provision of national education and training; particularly if
greater relevance to industry's needs can be attributed to improved

vocational education and training structures and policies. Lastly, in

drawing attention to an important issue mentioned before

competency approaches have the potential to break
the long standing and destnrctive dichotomy between
theory and practice which has draracterised educational
thinking for so many y6rs, This will help to break down
the unforhrnate dichotomy between vocational and
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general education which has led to the distinctions
between manual/mental, body/mind, theory/
practice, applied/pure ef cetna characteristic of some
western societies (Gonczi, 1993a).

Competence-based approaches to education and training have been

the subject of substantial criticism. So too has the emphasis on measurable

and observable aspects of human behaviour, since some believe that it will
not necessarily contribute to the attainment of the wider vocational goals,

because only the instmmental value of learning is stressed (Hyland,lggg).

Jones and Moore (1993:391) point out that 'competenry has no content in
its own right', but is merely a device for regulating content located in other

bodies of expertise. A paradigm shift to regulated outputs (standards,

performance criteria) from inputs (knowledge and cultural attributes), they

daim, will see a parallel move from a crrlfural to a technical mode of
control over expertise, and will cause the importance of culture and

socialisation in ocorpational training to erode (ibid).

Field (1991) interestingly describes comPetency-based assessment as

the new Fordism of the education system since, in his view, it is a method

of analysis and organisation which may result in narrowing the scope of
initiative and field of responsibility of each individual in his or her work.

Given this context, a contradiction appears to exist between those concepts

which esPouse labour mobility, such as generic and transferable skills -

which are considered central to the post-Fordistic vision - and a

commitment to capitalist modemisatiory as inherent in post-Fordism

(Avis, 1993). Transferable skills, Avis (rbrd, p.1l) daims, carurot serve

emancipatory or other ends, because they become 'freefloating

possibilities' without a social context.

The important Point to make is that'competence', like 'transferable

skills', is a corutrucq it is not something that one can observe directly
(wolf, 1990). Competence and each of its underpinning components -
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knowledge, attitudes, and understanding - are considered context-

dependent. Hence, cross-situational inference of competence is being

perceived as problematic. Wolf (ibid; 1995b) asserts that knowledge and

understanding are constnrcts to be inferred from observable behaviour. ln

her view, both components cannot be divorced from perfor:nrance, and

they are often best learned 'in use'. on the subject of inferring from

performance underpinning knowledge and undenstandirg, she cautions

that this may be drawn from altemative or inconect schema (ibiit,p.33).

Having iust said that competence is a constmct, the question to be

aruwered is: whose? and for what purpose? Murphy (lg9f,,, cited in
w.Hall, 1994:5) indicates that the structural efficiency principle

emphasised the need for a competency-based training and assessment

system which, in general terms, aligns with the tenets of the human capital

perspective. The competency approach dearly has widespread
implications that go beyond curricrrlar issues ptr se, as it pernreates the

domains of industrial relations, vocational education and training
arrangements and administration, and influences the education-economv

correspondence as well.

It remains to be seen whether outcomes-based training will improve

learning. In Jackson's (1993:114) view, 'the competency paradigm has not

and probably will not improve learning in most of the educatiornl contexts

where it has been applied', but it'is significant in today's policy climate ...

because it provides an infrastnrcture for determining how and by whom

educational goals and standards will be set'. Thus, importantly,

competency-based training in her view is not an educational matter at all,

but rather a urarugement and a political tool (t' Ashworth and Saxtory

1990).

In order to understand and appreciate the political and economic

rationale for educational reforms, the role of the State needs to be
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examined. Undoubtedly, economic crises are linked to the timing of maior

educational reforms (Ginsberg et a1.,1990) and since the State is the main

provider and organiser of education, there is a logic that 'the fortunes of

education are bound .tp with the fortunes of the State as a whole'

(Hargreaves, 1989:44). The important point here is that political,

economical and cultural forces all have and continue to have an impact on

education and training.

Educational reform can be described as a comprehensive change in

the stnrcture of an education and training system, which require

fundamental changes in education policies and, in turn, may lead to major

changes in one, or all, of the following areas in education: the national

allocation of resources; the allocation of resources within the existing

educational system to other levels of the system; the aims of the currictrla

and their conten! and the allocation of responsibilities for education and

training; the percentage of sfudents not from and from disadvantaged

social strata that complete different levels of the educational system

(Fiigerlind and Saha, 1983:139) (9).

hr assessing educational reforms, a fundamental issue is whether

reforms deliver their promises, or whether the benefits are more apparent

than real (fackson, 7993). tn the view of Broady (1981:181), 'it is practically

the rule that educational reforms fail, that courses of education become

distorted in directions that were not intended ...'. Others indicate the

empty rhetoric of educational reform, arguing that its purpose is to
legitimate those with political power rather than change education

(Campbell, 1982, quoted in Ginsberg et al., 7990 ; Weiss, 1993; Weiler, 1990).

Against this it can be argued that the perceptions people have on

the outcome of educational reforur may and will differ substantially. Some,

for example, may gauge reform as representing constmctive change, while

others may perceive it as rather symbolic or even regressive (Giruberg,
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1990). Lawton (1993) notes that the only educational reforrr critique that

has proven to be successful to date, appears to be the one that daims that

central agencies have a hold on educational goals. In this thesis, reform in

education is not necessarily regarded as constituting a change for the

better (c/. Ginsberget a1.,1990).

ln the subsequent section the role of the State will be explored in

some more detail. According to Dale, who aptly advances the restrictive

structural-functionalist notion of the State being a neutral force in polity

and society, the State is understood to be

[...] not a monolith, or the same as government, or merely
the govemment's (or anybody else's) execrrtive committee.
It is a set of publicly financed institutions, neither separately
nor collectively necessatily it harmony, confronted by certain
basic problems deriving from its relationship with
capitalism..., with one branch, the govemment having
responsibility for ensuring the continuing prominence of
these problems on its agenda (Dale, lg8g, quoted in Apple,
1989:13).

State institutions operate at different levels - national, regional and local.

Those institutions on the periphery are likely to enjoy a lesser degree of

freedom than the central agencies. The importance of regional and local

institutions derives from their influencing the implementation of poliry

formulated by those central bodies. State intervention in advanced

capitalism has tended to increase the powers of the lattter instihrtions but

across nations considerable differences exist as to how the State is made up

and what its functions are (Ham and Hill, 1985).

ln theorising about the State, Dale (1989) affirms that it is more than

a reproducer of the capitalist order, i.e. it is an active entity which carries

out functiors that are intrinsically muhrally contradictory, and which

carurot be brought back to economic objectives only. The State itsetf is
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perceived as an arena of conflict, a perspective which produces a much-

welcomed degree of sophistication into the previously functionalist-

dominated academic discrrssions of the State. Besides the aforementioned

continuation problem, the capitalist state is also constantly in pursuit of

trying to solve the crises of capital accumuliation and democratic

legitimati on (ibid; OIfe, 1975).

The government may be considered as the most important part of

the State, but is not all of it, as the forrner is subject to potential change due

to regular elections. Dale (1989:53) contends that 'governmenb. attempt to

represent short-terrr interests of the temporarily dominant coalition of

forces within a social formation'. [n this context, the relationship between

the institutions of the government and public policy needs to be

characterised.

Firstly, government lends legitimary to policies as they are regarded

as legal obligations; secondly, Boverrrment policies involve 'universality',

because of their across-society applicability; and l"rtly, government

monopolises coercion in society. Dye (1978) believes that these elements

are reference points which encourage groups and individuals in the

pursuit of having their interests 'converted' into poliry. There are different

ways to conceive of public poliry and two approaches are incrementalism

and systems th*ry.
lncrementalism views public policy from the perspective that

government activities are continued on an incremental basis from one

government to the next. There is a tendency, in this model for poliry

makers to accept established policies, and not to question their legitimary.

Th"y do so, according to Dye (ibid, p.33), because they do not have the

time, intelligence or money to forrnulate new policies, or because the

implications of new policies are uncertain. Moreover, investment in

existing prograurmes may be seen to predude radical change while
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incrementalism, in general terms, may be considered as politically

expedient from this perpsective.

The systems theory of public policy is a response of the political

system to forces in the 'environment', which is '".y condition or

circumstance defined as extemal to the boundaries of the political system'

(ibid, p.37). Flence, the political system is 'that group of interrelated

structures and processes which functions authoritatively to allocate values

for a societSr'. Outputs of the political system are seen as 'authoritative

value allocations of the system, and these allocations constitute public

Policy' (ibid; Kogan, 1975). All the elements of the system are interrelated

and the system is capable of enduring conflicting demands placed upon it.

The demands are transformed into outputs through the process of
settlements, which may have a modifying impact on both the
'environment' and the political system.

By definitiory the role of the State is central and pertinent to state

theory. Offe (1984:120) asserts that the capitalist welfare state 'seeks to

implement and guarantee the collective interests of all members of a class

society, dominated by capital'. In doing so, two contradictory roles in the

capitalist state are being exposed; oiz. its support for capital accumulation,

and its drive to secure legitimacy through electoral support (ibid).

However, the state 'or,ly' has 'relative autonomy' in rel,ation to this, a

concept which refers to the relative autonomy of 'the political' and 'the

ideological' from'the economic' (Ball, 1990:13).

The State has to deal with structural contradictioru in its policies,

which can be accomplished through regulatory measures, or by means of

'scientific-technical ratiorality' (Habermas, 1976), which is a strategy of

modifying political problems into technical ones. ln this approach, citizens

may become alienated from societal issues affecting them whicb in turn,
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uuy result in people becoming depoliticised; as the decisions are being

taken by experts using specialist jargon (Codd et a1.,1990b).

Habermas (1984) points out that in advanced capitalist societies

input and output crises exist. Because the State uses 'legitimate power', it

needs to secure the input of a mass loyalty that is as unspecific as possible.

An input crisis may result in a legitimation crisis, he claims. The outputs

consist of 'soverei1ly executing administrative decisions', which manifest

themselves as efficienry crises, such as a fiscal crisis, in troubled times.

However, it is my contention that inputs and outputs are both internally

and externally linked, the latter through the 'cydical nature of crises' (ibid,

p.135) in modern capitalist accumulation. And therefore the crisis of

legitimation should not be seen as only applicable to the input side, but to

bottu

The actions of the State, or lack of them, in each of the above

domains (ideological, economic, and political) is subiect to continuous

appraisal by groups and individuals in society. Since a political system is

iudged as legitimate or illegitimate, according to the way and the degree in

which its values correspond with those affected by it, legitimary is

essentially evaluative (Lipset, 1984). Congruent with the rydical nahrre of

crises, legitimacy is bound by reorrring processes.

Vaessen (1980, quoted in Akkerrrans et al., 1986:9*5) identifies four

phases in the legitimary process. Firstly, 'legitimacy' is considered an

essential condition for the stability of a social system; secondly,

'delegitimation' distorts the equilibrium of legitimacy, caused by public

criticism on inadequate government policies, for example; thirdly,

'legitimation', refers to the process of 'explarntion' and iustification

employed to create a 'new legitimary' (c/. Berger and Luckmarur, 1985);

and in the last phase the existence of newly established social relations is

being marked.
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Weiler (1990, quoted in Welch, 1993:14), in applying to education

the general principles underpinning Habermas's and Offe's ideas about

legitimacy, maintains that the State has little room to manoeuvre because

of the contradictions built into the system. Since the State's involvement in

social and economic areas has increased, he claims, it need to enhance its

'legitimary' accordingly, a process which he expects to result in crises of

authority and governability, as well as a general system crisis (ibid). In

warding off a crisis, the State may resort, in Weiler's view, to strategies,

such as

legalisation (the increasing resort to legal remedies to
control education), expertise (the strategy of using 'experts'
to attempt to defuse contentious issues of poliry) or
participation (the selective) use of individuals who
'represent' groups involved in highly politicised educational
issues) (ibid,p.li).

These three strategies are strategies of compensatory legitimation in

educational poliry, Weiler (1983) contends, while educational reform, as

discussed earlier, is a fourth strategy. Because of the problem of
'legitimation deficit', weiler (1983:2CI-1) asserts, 'the retrieval of legitimary

becomes a matter of central concern for those who hold the state's

authority'. This concern, according to his thesis, significantly influences the

way (educational) policies are designed and implemented.

It is in the context of the legitimacy and efficiency crises of the State

that the policies of the neo-liberal Right have become dominant and need

to be understood. The introduction of market elements in some countries is

not necessarily confined to the education sector, but may well spread

across to other public sectors. The introduction of market or droicedriven

systems in education triggers the asking of the question whether

marketisation will result in greater inequality or not.
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Brown (1990:73) argues that the neo-liberal Right, or New Right, is

concerned with reproducing an 6[te culture, in which the education

system plays a key role. To achieve this md, it promotes the idea of a
'decomprehensation' of education, in that selection for and access to

education are largely deterrnined by an ideology of parentocracy whictu in

Brown's opinion, is based upon the motivational and material 'attifudes' of

parents towards their children's edu@tion. In the 'third wave', increased

inequalities in educational opportunities are expected to be found, not a

decrease. According to Ball (1993:4), the introduction of market.reforms in

education is 'essentially a class strategy which has as one of its major

effects the reproduction of relative social class (and ethnic) advantages and

disadvantages'.

Bourdieu, in developing a theory of social and orltural

reproductiory introduced the concept of 'culhrral capital', comprising

human disposition or educational qualifications as objectified cultural

goods (Nastu 1990). This notion is useful to this discrrssion since it suggests

that through culfural practices social groups vie for real and symbolic

advantages for present and fufure generations. The point to stress is that

neutrality in either the market or education is non-existent, because their

underpinning philosophies and observable practices are both culturally

and politically constructed (Ball, 1993).

The marketisation of education and training should not only be seen

in terms of the State's attempt to rationalise educational provision in

accordance with monetarist economic runagement policies but,

additionally, as an effort to devolve selected responsibilities pertaining to

this sector out of the political sphere into the community. In balancing

these views, a brief survey of the public choice theory is presented here.
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The public choice theory's basic axioms are that it is a 'democtatic'

approach because it applies to all, and that all human behaviour is

dominated by self-interest (Boston, 1991; c/. Buchanan,1972). Public choice

theory posits the fundamental claim that the market is capable of meeting

all needs, and that choice to errter it is evenly distributed throughout the

cornmunity (Ball, 1993). Although theorists of this school admit that

inequalities in the market do exist (Tullock, 1972; Chubb and Moe, l99o),

they are not interested in addressing the implications (Ball, 1993).

The public choice economic behaviour paradigm differs from
'private choice', because the latter applies to a fully competitive market

only. Education and training, health, and social welfare are traditionally
'public goods', for which a national (or local) government typically has

responsibility for, albeit to varying degrees, and therefore does not comply

with the conditions of the'private choice'model.

Ball (1993) has made the important point that choice presupposes

costs, and that consequently the education and training market only exisb

for those who can afford to pay the cost (Brown, 1995). The espoused aim

of 'a market for all'in public droice theory, is furthersrore constrained by

individual, social, crrltural and potitical factors.Ag"-, the market is not a

neutral phenomenon. Individuals may, for example, be prohibited from

entering the market for dispositional reasons since they may lack the

necessary skills (Ball, 1993). Hence, the ideolory of the'education market'

perpetuates culhrral and social dass reproduction and division through the

adoption of choice as a generic concepL

The rhetoric of the concept of choice in education and educational

policy, couched in a language of empowerment, ignores the fact that the

possession of 'cultural capital' is a necessary condition for making

informed choices. As a result, a system of social exclusion and

differentiation is maintained, which eruiures the relative advantage of some
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classes over others (Ball, 1993; Lauder, 7991; Brown, 1995). ,Choice', yet

again, can be seen as a function of political legitimation, in that

responsibility is devolved from the political system to the individual level

of the citizens.

Public choice theory assumes that groups with vested interests may

be excluded by the government from the poliry-making process if those

interests are incongruent with its position ([,auder, f991). ,provider

capture' (10) is likely to cause educational standards to decline in a non-

competitive system of education (ibid, p.aB). The key issue is not whether

this would be empirically the case, or whether a competitive market

environment in education and training is capable of remedying a

perceived 'crisis in educational standards', but that the State's paradigm
shift towards marketisation in education and training constitutes a

deliberate move to safeguard ib political legitimary by reducing
educational potiry conflicts (Weiss, 1993).

In condusiory I agree with Dale and ozga's (1991:13-4) view that
neither the State, the economy, nor the community is pernranently or
necessarily dominant. Th"y may at times work together, or on their own,

in varying configurations, to iointly set the parameters for, and contribute

to, the development of policy-making. Thus policy-making should be

understood as a dynamic ongoing-process and consequently is one that

does not stop at its implementation point, but is reformulated and

redesigned, where needed, to meet new demands and challenges through
processes of conflict and negotiation by the major role players involved.

NOTES

1 In this chapter reference is frequently being made to the concept of
'competence', and related notioru, which are concepts usually employed in
the literature associated with VET. I wish to acknowledge at this point that
NZQA refrains from using these terms and is cturently prombting the
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notion of 'standards' that equally applies to all of education and training.
The purpose and the specification processes which inhere in 'competence'
and 'standards' and their technicist terrrinology are .l*.ly highly
interchangeable.
2 Throughout this thesis, information has been used that was
gathered from forural interviews and informal personal contacts. The
names, designations, and the organisations of the respondents are listed in
appendix 1.
3 'socid partners', a terur widely used in Gerunny, are the state, trade
unions, and employers' associations. The 'socinl partner systern' is an
organisational co-ordinations principle which relates to sudr areas as
vocational training and industrial relatioru, and which operates at
national, rcgional and local levels.
4 The Prokla school was 'established' in the mid l%0s in Berlin,
consisting of scholars who established the new research discipline of 'the
critique of the political economy of education'.
5 Broady (f981) identifies the following neasons for this: fi*tly,
educatiornl expenditures reduce available fu.dirg for productive
investments; secondly, people who are being educated carurot be used in
the labour force; and lastly, an expensive education raises the value of the
labour force. Ttre latter poinb however, has been questioned by Broady as
for its accuracy; an issue which is addressed in a latter part of this work.
6 'Correspondence' refers here to the idea that eactr level of the
education systen functioru to trarumit appropriate work habits and
attitudes to those wishing to enter the 'corresponding' sector of the
occupational structure (Hickox and Moor e, 1992).
7 some of the countries following this path are: England, Australia,
scotland, New zealand, and very recently South Africa and the United
States of America.
8 The regrouping of vocational specialisation is taking place in a
number of West European countries, induding the Federal Republic of
Gerrrany, and is also occurring in many parts of Eastern Europe, notably
in the former Soviet Union.
9 This categorisation has been borrowed from Fiigerlind and Saha,
except for my adding of number 5.
10 Following [.auder (1991:4J29),, 'provider capture' is defined here as
'the ability of specific groups to insutate themselves from market
disciplines and consequences by exerting political pressure'.
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CHAPTER 2 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN NEW

ZEALAND: AN HISTORICAL SURVEY

THE EARLY HISTORY OF APPRENTICE TRAINING

The origirs of the apprenticeship system in New Zaland can be

traced to the arrival in 1841 of the "Mandarin" which brought 31 boys from

Parkhurst prison in England who were to be apprenticed in the colony

(Murray, 1936). But this first experiment in apprenticeship failed due to

the hostility of the colonists to the convicts, the lack of skilled trades at

that time in New Zealand, as well as the attitudes of the boys thenselves

(ibid, p.L8). As the domestic conditioru of production dranged and

overseas industrial competition increased in the second part of the 19th

century, the need for systematic tedurical education became apparent

(Purnell, 1884:402-3). However, it was not until the late 1880s-early 1890s

that evening tedrnical schools were estabtished which were also to
compens:lte for a lack of adequate education offered by the day schools at

that time (Mason" 1944; Hunter Boyes, 1940). Day technical schools,

however, did not come until much later.

The Master and Apprentices Act of 1855 was the first compreheruive

piece of apprenticeship legislation in New zealand, to come into force. The

main aim of this Act was to attemp to solve existing problems, e6.

providing for pauper childreru as did apprenticeship legislation in
England at the same time. In fact, the colony's Act was an extension of the

laws of England (NZ Government, f865). The historical significance of the

1875 Government Apprentices Act, which amended the 1gb5 Act, was that

for the first time the apprenticeship tenn was specified, viz. notless than 3

nor more than 7 yeam (NZ Government, l87S:145). Two years Later the

EducationAct of 1877 wasintroduced, which provided New Zealand with
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a national system of free secular, and compulsory primary education

administered under a central Department of Education.

The 1880s was a period of world-wide economic uncertainty. ln New

Zealand the price of wool fell steadily and it also was realised that

overseas money borrowed in the previous decade had to be paid back.

One consequence of the depression was that it showed how vulnerable

apprentices were without legal protection, for employers had the right to

refuse to indenture apprentices as th.y saw fit (VTC, 1975a). The

prosperity of the 1890's did not improve the situatiorL as 'the rapid

mechanisation taking place in industry, combined with the abundance of

labour, allowed employers t kiog young people on as machinetenders to

oxploit them in the same way' (ibid). However, these years were marked

by the Passage of a significant number of industrial and social tegislative

measures, e6. the lSg4Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act (Deeks,

1994).

In 1899, George Hogben became the Inspector General of the

Department of Education and became renowned for his expansion of the

secondary system and for the introduction of tectrnical education
(Richardson, 1981). The 1900 Act amending the promotion of Elementary

Technical Instruction Act of l$gs, Hogbens brainchild, provided capital
assistance for providers, and broadened the definition of technical

education. This subsequently became the foundation for the development

of technical education in New Zeal,and. However, at the same time, it was

realised that the preindustrial apprenticeship system was outmoded, and

was in need of an overhaul but Hogben's attempt to persuade secondary

schools to undertake technical education failed.

In 1905, Hogben authorised the opening of the first day technical

school (or technical high sdrool) in weltington This school type was

distinct from the technical college as it provided more general evening
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dass instruction (McKenzie et aL, 1990:10). Some of the reasons for the

establishment of the technical high school were the economic use of

staffing and resources to teadr day and evening students on the same

premise (Mason, 194), and also to offer students leaving the primary

school two or more years of pre-vocational training in general and specific

zubjects cornected with their chosen ocorpation (McKenzie et a1.,1990:11).

These schools, however, were never conceived as something complete in
themselves, though they had initial success as they were receptive to the

needs of the labour market. By 1910, technical high schools were

established inall the main centres of the country Gbid,p.70).

ln 1923, a conference was convened by the then Minister of Labour,

GJ.Andersoru with workers, employers, and the Departments of
Education and Labour represented, to consider a tentative bill to correct a
situation in which New Zealand's apprenticeship system became

increasingly criticised at a time of widespread unemployment among the
unskilled (Murray, 1936; Kitby, f95G). The two main topics that were
discussed were how to recruit more apprentices and to deterrrine whether
the apprenticeship system was out of date, given that a trend was

noticeable of skilled trades buiog broken down into operative work
(Departnrent of Iabour, 1923:H-11:12). The conference agreed that the
future supply of skilled labour was unsatisfactory, and that new
legislation should be introduced. The subsequent Apprentices Act lgzg,
which is considered a landmark in its field, formed the basis of an
apprenticeship system whidr served the country for more than 55 years

until the introduction of new radical education and training legislation in
the late 1980s-early 1990s.

under the Act control of the system remained with the court of
Arbitration and gave it the powers to make orders regulating the wages,
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the length of the apprenticeship term, the hours, the minimum age of

entry, and other conditions of employment (NZ Govemment, 1923). The

policy behind the Act, which applied to male apprentices only, was to

remove matters relating to the training and welfare of apprentices as far as

possible from the field of industrial bargaining Ohe Commission of

lnqtrtry into Apprenticeship and Related Matters, 1945). The Act made

registration of every contract of apprenticeship compulsory while the

Registrar of Apprentices, an official from the Departrrent of Labour, and

the District Registrars, had the responsibility to ensure that the Act was

complied wittL The Registrar was also to report periodically to the

Director of Education on the numbers of apprentices required for

industries, and reliated matters. The court was to act as a controlling

authority rather than in ib iudicial capacity, and under the provisions of

the Act, the court could delegate most of its powers to apprenticeship

committees which were established under the new legislation.

New Zealand's industrial character as a predominantly urban nation

dependent for its economic survival upon the British market for its
agricultural products took definite shape in the years prior to the

depression (Brooking 1981). The manufacturing sector of the industry was

considered underdeveloped in New Zealand by international comparisons

as local factories were mostly small and the average size of industrial firrrs
did not exceed twelve to twenty perons (Spencer, 1939). These factors did

not contribute to a possible upgrading of technical education. On the

contrary, the "learning on the job" and "sitting next to Nellie" approaches

continued to prevail at that time as methods of training sufficient for the

New Zer.land economy.

The severe economic depression of the early 1930s affected the

apprenticeship system badly. Employers were not keen to commit

themselves to apprentices for several years, and the number of
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apprenticeships dropped significantly in the period 1929-35 - from 9,943 to

3,329 - while another 15,000 young people were denied entry to a trade

(Kirby, 1955:54). Slowly, industry and the general public became more

confident in the future after these dismal years, but this was not reflected

in the revival of apprenticeship, according to Beeby (1992). Nevertheless,

an increase in the supply of apprentices became dearly noticeable until the

event of the outbreak of World War II (l).

Of considerable significance in the development of education was the

decision in 1936 by Peter Fraser, the Minister of Education in the first

Labour Government, to abolish primary school proficienry examinations,

thereby allowing students the opportunity to pursue post-primary study

without travhg to pass an entrance test (Berrien, 1964:2). The implication

of this Policy decision was that the government had to re.examine the role

and purpose of post-primary education, induding the technical high

sdrool's position as a separate and inferior institution; this position being

potentially at odds with Fraser's goal of making post-primary education

accessible to everyone, and his aim of avoiding vocational specialisation.

The dominant ideology at that time was welfare labourism which saw

education as a public good.

F.H.spencer's visit to New Zeatand in r93B was thus timely for as an

English educationist, and retired chief inspector of the London County

Council, he was asked to examine the state of technical education in both

New Zealand and Australia. He was of the opinion that technical schools

and academic schools should never combine into a single irutitution, but
also that sfudent selection was a necessary condition for modern post-

primary education Some of his suggestions for improvement found their
way into policy in later year€, e.g. industry and technical schools working

doser together, and the introduction of day release instmction Spencer

not only observed that the 1923 Apprentices Act never produced the
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desired technical schooling for apprentices, but also foresaw that the

future of technical education would lie in expansion into the tertiary sector

(McKenzie et aL,1990).

Shortly after the Leader of the Opposition, S.G.Holland, publidy
expressed conc€rn in 1944 about the lack of incentives being avail,able for

young people to engage themselves in a long apprenticeship (2), a

Commission of Inquury into Apprenticeship and Related Matters was set

up under the chairrrarship of Sir Arthur Tyndall. The Commissions brief

was to investigate existing educational facilities of both prevocational and

vocational character, and to report on the changes necessary to meet the

present and future needs of the industry, to exarrine existing legislation

bearing upon apprenticeship, and to make recommendatioru as to the

legislative changes required (The Commission of Inquiry into
Apprenticeship and Related Matters, 1945:1).

The inhoduction to the comrnission's report mentioned that an

increase in the number of skilled tradesmen was required so that New
Zealand could achieve its social and economic objectives, i.e. a substantial

increase in the population and an increased standard of living the fonner
required the services of an increased number of skilled people (ihid, p.4)
(3). The report endorsed apprenticeship as the main method of educating

and training recmits in the skilled trade, and supported the retention of
the concept of apprenticeship wholeheartedly. However, despite the fact

that the legislative basis for apprenticeships, the 1923 Act, was considered

sound in structure, the Comrnission found that its principal weakness was

the accompanying machinery Gbid). [n order to overcome these problems,

it recommended the appointment of a commissioner of Apprenticeship as

well as Deputy commissioners, hereby replacing the Registrar of
Apprentices and the District Registrars, while it also reconfirsred the

importance of the local apprenticeship comnittees (vrc, 197sa).
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The main advice the Comsrission offered on educational aspects was

for the Dominion Apprenticeship Comsrittees to consider instituting trade

tests for all apprentices in the last six months of their term (The

Commission of Inquiry into Apprenticeship and Related Matters, 19115).

Hence, the successfuI candidate would be iszued a certificate, which

would be of value to its holders and employers alike (4). The topic of pre
vocational education of apprentices was a contentious one as many

employers expressed concerns at that time that an uruatisfactory situation

had ariserl which was partly blamed on the poor selection of apprentices.

The Comrrission recomrnended that in trades with a high theoretical

component only those who were considered as able to cope with it should

be taken on The argument that technical classes would improve the

competence of workers was endorsed by the Commissiory howerrer, it was

recognised that in a few trades only a low level of theoretical instruction

was required (ibid, p.ll).
on the rntiornl apprenticeship committees as well as the local

committees a Person conversant with technical education was represented.

This brought the technical colleges into a forrnal association with the

plarning of apprenticeship training for the several trades, which was a

development promoted by the Departrrent of Education since the 1920s

(McKenzie et aI., f990). The Tyndall Comrdssion recomnreruted that the

Department of Education firurly commit itself to providing for day release

apprenticeship training where required. Most of the Comrnission's

recommendations were adopted, and embodied in the Apprentices

Amendment Act ot1946. This Act, with the 1923 Apprentices Act, formed

the basis of the 1948 Apprentices Act to be administered by the

Deparhent of Labour (NZ Government, 19rl8a).

The key feature of this apprenticeship legislation was that the

natiornl and the local apprenticeship comrrittees were glven the stafutory
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responsibility for controlling apprenticeships (5). On the recommendations

of the national committees, conditions of apprenticeship were laid down

in apprenticeship orders made by the Court of Arbitration These orders

were made for each industry or branch thereof on a national basis,

prescribing the wages, hours, and other conditions of employmen0 the

period of apprenticeship in any industry, and the minimum age at which a

person could coulmence as an apprentice in any industry. In making the

orders, the Court of Arbitration had the power to apply the conditions of

an award to apprentices, in whole or in part, and to deternine the wages

of apprentices which were payable pursuant to any industry award or

agreement (ibid).

Following the inhoduction of the 19118 Apprentices Act, day-release

courses, a new idea in New Zealand, were rapidly introduced (5). The first

began in February 1949 in motor engineering at five schools and was soon

followed by other trades (wc, 1977; Kirby, 1956) (7). lt was the usual

practice at first for classes to be held for hatf a day, or four hours once a

week, during the first three years of apprenticehip. The alternative of
block courses, pioneered by the baking industry in 1950, was found to be

more practical and became the most popular method (VTC, Bm.

THE NEW ZEALAND TRADES CERTIFICATION BOARD

The New Zealand Trades Certification Board (NZTCB) was created

by an Act of Parliament ir.194g, and for the first time there was a system

of general provision for trade examinations in New Zealand (NZTCB,

19A). The government wished the NZTCB to be as independent an

organisation as possible, for which reason its controlling board was

directly made responsible to the Minister of Education However, in its
daily functioning, the NZTCB needed the advice and guidance from the

Department of Education" 'which was very much considered the driver of
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what was happening in education in New Zealand' (E.Taylor, interview,

1994).

The NZTCB's statutory functions were to make provision for the

examinations of persons practising or intending to practice any trade, and

to issue, either independently or in conjunction with any other examining

body, certificates to any person eligible for recognition of proficiency in

any trade (NZ Government, 1948b) (8). The Board's aims were prodaimed

in its first arurual report (NZTCB, 1948) as the setting of theoretical and

practical standards, which an efficient apprentice or tradesman would be

able to attal$ to provide incentives for apprentices and tradesmen to

improve their knowledge of, and their efficiency in their particular trade,

and to establish courses of study and prescriptions suitable for the various

trades.

Members of the controlling board of the NZTCB consisted of the

commissioner of Apprenticeship, and representatives of employers,

workers, technical school teachers, the plumbers' Board, the Motor Trade

Certification Board, the Electrical wiremen's Registration Board, and the

Department of Education NZTCB's number of perrranent staff ranged

from six in 1955 to about fifteen people in the early 1970s, whictr were all
administrators (NZTCL lgil). Ao"illiury staff were hired for the

examination periods (E.Taylor, intenriew, 1994). All matters of maior

importance were carried out by comrdttees of the Board, which consisted

of members of industry, education" and the board itsetf.

The 1948 Act, whidr was superseded by the 1965 Trades Certification

Act, exPedited the replacement of outmoded technological examinations,

which were run by the Department of Education for only a few trades
(NZTCB, l9&), by Trade Certificates, Advanced Trade Certificates, and

their preliminary qualifying o<aminatioru under the control of the Board
(Le, 1970). For most trades the sequence of examination runs from the
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First Qualifying Examination (one or two years after commencement of

apprenticeship) to the Second Qualifying Examination (one or two years

Iater) to the Trade Certificate Examination (held towards the end of the

apprenticeship terrr), and ultimately to the Advanced Trade Certificate

Examination (a year after completion of the apprenticeship), which is

available for a number of trades. The prelimirnry examinations are nearly

all writterl whereas at trade certificate level there is often a practical test

and a written paper (9).

Passing the TCB trade tests is only compol"ory for ernployment
in registrable trades (10); for other trades it is entirely voluntarily.
Some people, who attained a Certificate of Dre Apprenticeship
when completing their term, but did not sit an examination,
believed that they held a trade certificate. It was not until later
that they discovered that they could get more pay when
certificated. In a lot of cases, industries did not advise the
apprentices properly of the examination system, and the
advantages of trade certification (E.Taylor, interview, lgg4).

The first of the new examinations were held in 1949. By lgffi, these

examinations covered 31 trades with 154 different examination subiects.

There were rP55 candidatm sitting the examinations in lg4g, compared

with 9,035 in 1950 (Berrieru 196/J and35,87 in 1988 (NzrcB, t9g9).

Kitby (1955) declared that industry was satisfied with the newly

instituted examinations, and that'it was happy to pay the increased wages

provided in many orders for apprentices to pass', while he also makes

reference to the fact that daylight training for apprentices became more

acceptable to employers after an initial adverse stance on the issue, as the

value and standard of practical training at technical schools were looked

upon with suspicion initially by industry (ibid, p.r45;r-re.,1970). The trade

unions, on the other hand, had always been in favour of daylight training.

The amount of practical training provided by schools varied from trade to

tradg which was directly related to the extent of specialisation within each
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industry, the specialised equipment and accommodation required, as well

as the Department of Education's ability to provide it (La Trobe, 1939). The

Department's poliry on practical training in technical schools was that

they should refrain themselves from duplicating training for which

industry was primarily responsibte (11). Their role was defined as to assist

industry to produce tradespeople with'adequate theoretical knowledge

and background, but leave industry to teach its own skills' (12).

From the outset, the Trades Certification Board's work was very

dosely linked to the apprenticeship system (E.Taylor, interview, 1994),

and there was always a tendency to protect formal apprenticeship training

to mai.e sure that no short-crrts in achieving trade certification were

possible. Before an apprentice became eligible for trade certificatiory the

practical and theoretical requirements had to be met in full. To this end, an

apprentice's examination progress was checked very throroughly by the

NzrcB, making zure also that all the requirements were met in the

prescribed sequence (ibid).

Departing from its original policy of conducting examinations only
for apprenticeable trades, provisions for non-apprentices to enter trade
examinations became avail,able after the introduction of the Trades

certification Act of 1956, when the term'trade' became defined as 'trade or
industry', which made it clear that the Board's power to introduce
examinations was quite wide (NZTCB, 1966:G7). The Board recognised

that many Perons acquired trade skills and knowledge equivalent to that
acquired during a normal apprenticeship (c/. NZTCB trade prescriptions).

For a number of occupations, like boiler attendants and concrete

operatives, non-apprenticeable examinations were instituted by the Board,

while for a number of non-examinable hades, e.g. moulding, a hade
certificate was issued upon completion of a forrral apprenticeship
(NZTCB, 196/,). These measures, introduced over time by the Board,
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dearly underlined a policy change towards more flexibility in examination

and certification systems.

In the early days of the NZTCB, practical examirntiors were set by

the Board and carried out at a teaching institution As time went by, this

dranged to a situation where students were either internally assessed at

the provider's premises only or just on the reliance that the combination of

forrnal training in a school setting and the completion of apprenticeship

would suffice in ensuring standards had been met although'There was no

real dreck on that' (ibid; NTICB, 1978:4). The problems with formal

practical tests were that they were diffictrlt to administer and were

expersive, and also that a moderation system was non-existent in those

days. Theory acquisition was tested through formal external examirntions

which were norm-referenced while the result comsrittees of the NZTCB

had the task to ensure there were'reasonable' pass rates (ibrd).

New prescriptions were recommended to the NZTCB by the rntional
apprenticeship comrrrittees and industry grouts, when a revision was

thought necessary. It was the Board's poliry to co-operate with indusbry in
meeting their needs, while refraining from taking the initiative (Kirby,

1956), and the Board would set up a prescription review committee. The

trade prescriptions were largely based on skills set by the apprenticeship

division of the Departrrent of Labour, which had to be covered by formal
apprenticeship haining. The NZTCB could introduce additiornl skills to
those already required, which was done in consultation with employers

and trade unions. The first draft was reviewed by the Board and sent for
comment to the appropriate national apprenticeship committee. The views

of the technical schools were also sought. Upon approval by the NZTCB of
all the conditions, the details were printed and examinations instituted
(E.Taylor, interview, 199 4).
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In the early 1950s a demand for training for engineer's assistants led

to the irnuguration in 1955 of the New Zealand Certificate in Engineering,

which was the first technicrans' course in New Zealand. One year earlier,

the Controtling Authority for New Zealand, Certificates in Engineering

was established, which was superseded in 1958 by the Technician's

Certification Authority (vTc, 1975a), an awarding body responsible for

the examination and certification of techniciaru. This, in turn, was

superseded by the Authority for Advanced Vocational Awards (AAVA) in
1979. The fiveyear part-time New Zealand Certificate courses were

normally offered by the technical institutes (13), and were available in the

early years of the authority's existence in the areas of engineering,

draughting, science, buildiag quantity surveying, coulmerce and statistics
(Dakin, 1973). one of the criteria of eligibility for the award of the

certificate was that the candidate had to submit proof of three years, of
relevant work experience.

In 1959, two-year residential courses were introduced for Maori
carpentry apprentices in rural areas where apprenticeships were generally

not available. After completing these two years, Maoris were placed with
employers to complete their apprenticeship in a norrral way (vrc,
1975b:19). This idea was later ortended to other trades, like electricians

and painters, and is regarded as the starting point of full-time pre-
vocational training in New Zealand, with technical institutes providing
the training (McQueeru 1950). This scheme entailed the transfer of not only
the costs of apprentices' early training from the employer to the

government, but also a gradual shift of haining from industry to technical

institutes, which was once regarded as the sole province of employers.

The establishment of the New Zealand council for Technical

Education in 1959, which had as task to advise the government on the
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needs of the industry and commerce, marked the beginning of an era of

increased interest in technical education (Berrien 796/'). Technicians and

semi-skilled operatives were in high demand to support the rapid

technological changes taken place in industry (The Commission on

Education in New Zealand, L962). The need for technical and vocational

education was not only recognised by the Industrial Development

conference of 1960, but also by both the Commission on Education in
New Zealand and the Commission of Inquiry into Vocatioral Training (c/.

Keir, 1960). One of the most important industrial changes at that time was

the rapid expansion into the secondary sector, and the further

mechanisation of primary industry, for which more skills and better

training for l"tgu sections of the population were called for (The

Commission on Education in New Zenland,lg6}.
The 1950 conference acknowledged that the development of human

resources is of vital importance to a nation's aim for prosperity, while also

making dear that tyFs of qualified workers with different skills bases

were required to adrieve this goal, viz. tradesmer; technicians and

technologists (Keir, 1960; The Comrrrission on Education in New Zs,land,,

1952). For the training of skilled workers, a nominal 10,000 hour terrr had

prevailed (14), which was protect.d by the employers as they argued that
the full terrr of apprenticeship was needed to train an apprentice
(McQueen, 1950). Despite resistance to tenn reductiorL the passing of the

trade certificate examination could gain an apprentice 2,000 hours, and in
several industries credits of 1,000 hours were given at the begirming of an

apprenticeship for those holding School Certificate for which often specific

zubjects had to be taken, e6. mathematics. As early as the 1960s, the

question of raising the school-leaving age to lg was considered but was

not resolved (The Commission on Education in New Zealand,,l962:1il.
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The conference concluded that an imminent change had to be made

to the structure and nature of apprentice training to enable projected

industrial expansion to occur (ibid, p.5). The central issue addressed was

whether a new conception of vocational and technical education was

needed, or whether a continuation of the 'hit and miss' system of work-

based haining would suffice (ibid, p.3) (15), while at the same time the

importance of 'training for skill' (Keir, 1950) was professed. This had to be

realised through the development of a vocational training system suitable

for all the needs of workers aged betrveen L5 and 18. Although overseas

models had been looked at for reasons of comparison (c/. McQueen, 1950;

Keu, 1950), a solution suitable to New Zealand's dispersed small

popupation and its small-scale manufacturing industry, had to be found.

THE CURRIE REPORT

The currie commission was instituted in a period (1950s-1950s)

draracteris"d by mounting public criticism of state educatiorl in partictrlar

on the issue of equality of opporhrniV, at a time of a sharp growth in the

school population (Dunstall, 1981). The task put before the Royal

Commission, under the chairuranship of Sir George Currie, in 19G0 by the

Minister of Education was to review the education system below the

university level with regard to the future needs of the country. The

Commission was mandated to attempt 'to exploit the talent of the

community' in the light of further developments required to meet the

needs of educatiorL as well as those of industry and comsrerce (The

Commission on Education in New Zealand, 1962:59).

In considering the future of the technical high school, the Currie

Report recommended that this type of specialised secondary institution
(15) had outlived its distinctive function due to the introduction of

universal post-primary schoolirqg the rise in the sdrool retention rate, and
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the development of a common core ctrrriculum which promoted general

secondary education for all (McKenzie et aI., 1990). The detachnent of

technical education from the secondary system was advocated by the

commission as a timely and wise step, which also would bring New

Zealand in line with overseas trends by offering technical education at

tertiary level (The Commission on Education in New Zealand,l962). The

transfer of technical education into the tertiary sphere was legislated in the

Education Act of l9&, so that a pattern emerged of broadly-based

secondary education followed by more specialised studies at tertiary level.

At the time the comrrrission prepared its report, tertiary-level

technical institutes had opened, e.g. the Central Institute of Technology

(1950), Auckland Technical Institute (tg5t), and wellington polytechnic

0962r, and these were followed by the establishment of christchurch
Tedurical Institute and Otago Polytechnic in 1965 and l96d respectively
(Potter, 1968). These institutes were established very much on similar lines

to those in England, and were grven their own regulations in l9dg, being

funded by arurual grants administered by the Department of Education
(Lawrence, interview, lg4). The commission strongly supported a

further development of technical education as it was convinced that New
Zealand was in danger of uruierrating the economic value of this type of
education.

As regards apprentice training, the Commission was satisfied that
the existing arrangements were suitable for the country, and it believed

that the cooperation between the Departments of Education and Labour,

the schools and trades was 'effective and complete, (The Commission on
Education in New ze,land,1962:393).It comnented upon the popularity
of instifution-based block courees, delivering theoretical instmction to
apprentices to supplement their on-theiob training and noted indusbry's

confidence in the training and trades exanrination systems, which was
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indicated through its willingness to allow for apprenticeship terrr

reduction on the basis of higher entry level quallfications or the passing of

a trade examination.

The report reinforced Fraser's 1939 poliry statement on education as

it concluded that there was a national consensus about the development,

aims, and the role of the education system (McCullodr, 1990). The Currie

Report reflected and encouraged the dominant view in society of the

accomplishment of gradual progress in public education achieved in a

prosperous and complacent post-war era in New Zealand. However, the

report itself can be seen as an instnrment in transmitting an ideology that

sought to satisfy dients, sponsors, and the population as a whole about the

value of state education (ibid, pp.GZ). The value of the Commission's

report with regard to the development of the apprenticeship system

cannot be deducted from its uninspiring suggestions, but merely lies in its

thorough documentation of the status of New Zealand education.

THE TYNDALL REPORT

In 1955 a Commission of Inqurry into Vocational Training was held,

which was chaired by fudge Sir A. Tyndall. Its ternrs of reference were to

inquire into vocational training at all levels of industry, induding

apprenticeship (17) and technician training, and the need for change in the

light of an estimated population growth and economic development, and

accordingly to recommend any new legislation required (The Commission

of Lqrury into Vocational Training in New Zealand, 1965). The

Commission reported that although the system of vocational training was

working satisfactorily, a more systematic approach to broad-based

apprentice training was needed, whidr had to be based on sound methods

of instmction to ensure that apprentices were exposed to good habits.
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Trade specialisatiorL in the view of the Commission, could be built upon

apprenticeship completion.

Substantial attention was paid in the report to educational issues,

and *ris resulted in various recommendatioru. These induded the

advocary of pilot prograurmes for apprentices to spend periods in trade

school in the early months of their term (18); to raise the school-leaving

age to 15, and to rely on inducements such as higher pay for certificated

tradesmen, rather then to strictly adhere to compulsory ex:rmiftltions for

apprentices (WC, 7975a). other suggestioru brought forward were the

need for training sdremes for adults to help meet the shortage of skilled

tradesmeru the introduction of extended block cours,es on an experimental

basis, and the setting up of a vocational Training council (ibid). A number

of these recommendations have been adopted since, like apprenticeship

term reductioru skills lisb updating, and the establisment of the Council.

In its opinion on the functioning of the New Zealand rrades
Certification Board, the report expounded its success would lie in the close

cooperation it had established with industry and its practice not to initiate
any changes to examination programmes, which in the main derived from
the employers and workers representatives (The Comsrission of Inquiry
into Vocational rraining in New zealand,l96s). Furtherrrore, the report
endorsed the retention of a system of employers certifying the practical

abilities of their apprentices, emphasising the prominent place of trade

experience in apprentice training. on the other hand, it also affirmed the

necessity of an apprentice gaining increased theoretical knowled ge (ibid,

p.26). These factors portray the er<istence of a dual system of vocational

education which, at face-value, appears to resemble elemenb of the

German training system.
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THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING COUNCIT

The New Zealand Council for Technical Education was

disestablished since it was perceived to have failed to function effectively

as an advisory body to the Minister of Education (Potter, 7971). One year

later, the Vocational Training Council was set up by statute as an advisory

body to the government and other authorities on aspecb of vocatiornl

training as proposed by the Tyndall Commission (NZ Government, 1958).

The council became operational in 1970, at a time when the euphoria of the

1959 National Development Conference was still lingering (Potter, 7971).

This conference had corrsisted of several committees, of which the

Committee on Education, Training and Research was but one. Its terms of

reference empowered this committee to investigate how its sector could

contribute to the conference's basic policy issue of trying to achieve change

to existing attifudes and policies so as to increase economic growth

through the more efficient use of human resources (Committee on

Education, Training and Researctu 1969). The main proposals put to the

forum were the promotion of transfer between trades and technician

courses; provision of bursaries for sfudents of vocational qualificatiorui; an

increase in the proportion of theoretical instmction for apprentices (19);

continuous review of skills, knowledge and requirements for each trade;

redefinition of responsibifif for trade training between technical instihrtes

and employers and institutional provision of vocatiorral training for

operatives similar to provision for apprentices.

A significant proposal was the inauguration of rntional diplomas. A

newly established council was to be charged with the responsibility for

setting and maintaining standards, and for the award of these higher level

qualifications. Furtherrrore, it was proposed that technical instihrtes

should be established in the smaller centres of population, that cross'
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crediting from technical institutes to universities should be extended, and,

lastly, the providers should become more actively involved in providing

training in specific skills, induding the assistance with works-based

training for which employers bear the full cost. Conversely, the State was

to continue to provide broad vocational training according to existing

arrangements (ibid, pp.l2-16).

The Vocational Training Council, an independent consultative body,

advised the government through the Department of labour, and had the

task of coordinating and stimulating effective training at all levels of

employment and in all sectors of the economy through improved methods

of identification and forecasting (V'TC, 1970). A feeling existed that currmt

manpower and training shortages prevailed (Stua*, interview, 1994) at a

time when population growth had slowed down, and the need for

manpower plarming was'shamefully seU-evident' (Harrison, 1970:L37).

Hence, the requirement for forecasting training needs and the council's

aim of systematicelly introducing training for each sector of the economy.

It was not until the early 1980s, however, before the government

comsritted itseU to a more active labour market policy, for which the

Department of [abour became resporuible.

The council encouraged individual industries to establish their own

training schemes by setting up training boards, whidr operated at national

industry level or at the level of the firrn (Dakin, l9zgr. These voluntary

tripartite boards acted as co{porate bodies under delegated authority from

the council, and were responsible for the promotion of systematic training

and development in their industries at all levels fimC, 1978) (20). These

industry haining boards had consultative and advisory lfu*s with
polytechnics and national apprenticeship comrnitttees. The Vocational

Training Council worked through a number of advisory comnittees and
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working parties, which reflected the broad approach taken to training, of

which the apprenticeship and related trade training advisory committee

was only one among several (VTC, 1976) (21). This committee set out to

review apprenticeship itt subsequent years.

The 1974 budget announcement of government to introduce five

training incentives prograrnmes (VTC, 1975b) was a measure which aimed

to extend and to improve existing training activities by providing

subsidies for employers at a time when unemployrrent had become a

natiornl problem in New Zealand. The policy answer to this problem was

the introduction of the notion of lifelong learning O/TC, 7978; Report of

the Working Party on Improving Learning and Teaching, 1974; New

Zealand National Committee for UNESCO,7978), and was exemplified by

the fact that the Education Amendment Act (No.2, 1974) subsumed

technical education into its terrr continuing education. This term was

defined as 'educatiory induding vocational education, provided for

persons who are no longer required to attend school' (ibid), and 'stressed

oPen and continuous access to educational opporhrnity at all levels, for

people at all ages' (Renwick, 1975, cited in l.Hall, 1983:43).

It was dear that the division of education and employment into

separate spheres was losing ib relevance. and it was further being

recognised that technical and vocational education had to make a

considerable contribution to government's policies of employment and

training. As a result, continuing dialogues between industry, education,

and the government have gained credence ever since.

The early 1970s had seen a number of new trends in apprenticeship

traininp one of which was a much gteater proportion of the training was

being carried out in a technical institute, where the apprentice received

training in both the theoretical and practical aspects of the trade O/TC,
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to1975a). The policy implication of this move was that, according

W.L.Renwick, the then Assistant Director-General of Educatioru

by cutting down the doctrinal hedge against training as a
function of technical institutes, and by removing the
conceptual distinction between technical education and
training, the ground should now be cleared for a
reconsideration of the functional responsibilities of the
various agents in the field of industrial training
(W C N ao sle t t n, 197 4:4) .

Under this new model, in which the training system would have

doser linls with the labour market, a sharp distinction between education

and training would not exist.

Research conducted by the council showed that apprentices taking 18

weeks of full-time instmction in the practice and the theory of their hade,

followed by on-the'job training for the rest of the year, another new trend,

reached an achievement level norrnally attained by apprentices at the end

of their second year (ibid). A disadvantage of extended institutional
training was the cost incrrrred by the employer for releasing apprentices

for a longer period with pay. The pilot progranrmes in the trades of
carpentry/joinery, motor, and engineering were successful to the extent

that some of these tradm adopted the new system of training.

The government had agreed to provide a subsidy for those

employers *irhiog to engage in the new scheme on the condition that

they had to review the effectiveness of their on- and off+hejob training
methods ({bid' p.7)- A wc sun'ey conducted revealed, however, that

employers did not strongly support extended trade training schemes (c/.

vrc, 1979), and were not keen on radical change to existing training

.uran$ements. It was noted also that there were trends towards reduced

terms of apprenticeship and a move towards internal assessment (FIau,

r983).
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A number of conferences and seminars on apprenticeship were held

in 1977, which resulted in the council's decision to conduct a thorough

review of apprenticeship so as to position itseU for the fufure course of

trade training. A fair degree of dissatisfaction with the apprenticeship

system was expressed not only at these conferences, but also observed by

visiting OECD examiners (OECD 1983), who identified a number of areas

of concern, uiz. qnlity of on- the-job training, skill training not meeting

demands of emerging occupations and failure to identify skill

requiremenb.

Dissatisfaction, however, was not only confined to apprenticeship

but also with the education administration system of that time, and this

had been expressed by the public at forums in the first hatf of the 1970s.

These forums voiced their wish for greater local autonomy in educational

issues. The Nordmeyer (1974), Holmes (1974) and McCombs 09Z6)

Reports identified that dranges were needed as well as serious flaws in the

administration of schools, but the sifuation was not improved upon in
either education or training (Barrington, 1991). Thus, an education policy
of 'purposeful compliacency' prevailed, ensuring that the status quo

continued.

In reaction to the perceived problematic state of apprentice training
the 1977 Technical lnstifutes Association Conference keynote address by
Major-General L.A. Pearce, chairman of the vocatiornl Training council,
called for a more flexible, revitalised system that was also able to attract
the various parallel trade training schemes (eg. chef trainees and farsr

cadets) into its overall training structure (pearce, l9T7; cf.wC,l9z5). The

existence of these parallel training anangements had been perceived for
some time as being a problem in need of resolving.
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submissions to the vrc's subsequent 1978 discussion paper "Review

of Apprenticeship" reflected industry's concern with some aspects of the

apprenticeship system. one submission suggested the return to the

technical high school with its emphasis on pre-apprenticeship training
(wc, 7978:18). Poaching of trained staff and premature apprenticeship

termination (22) were identified as problem areas, as were the quality and

organisation of on- and off-the-job training, and the decreased status of the

trades. The alternative approaches to apprentice training suggested in the

paper were a standards-based mod'lar training approadl as developed

by some industries in the united Kingdom, alternative forrrs ot
apprenticeship contracts, and group apprenticeship to induslry (fbrd,

Pp.2730). Nonetheless, the comments received on the apprenticeship

system were'very much concerned with maintaining the status quo, (wC,
1980a:2).

The revised trade haining system proposed by the vrc consisted of
a number of components. These included the recommendation that the
industry training boards and the Manpower planning section of the
Departuient of Labour become iointty responsible for initiating and
coordinating manpower plaruring. The founding of a New Zealand

Apprenticeship comrrission was recommended to deal with poliry
matters courmon to all trades. Systematic on-thejob training was to be

improved through the use of on-job training manuals, instructor training
for all persons instnrcting apprentices on-the-job, the maintenance of
acctrrate uptodate training records, and visits from local apprenticeship

comnitttees. The council also suggested the introduction of a stratified
training system, comprising broad-based initial training in trarsferable
skills, followed by specialist skills (ibid, pp.3GZ) (23). The council
acknowledged that for some employers it would be increasrngly difficult
to provide a full range of skill training in their apprentices' training, and
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therefore recommended the extension of both off-the,job training and

group apprenticeship as suitable solutions.

The council urged its recommendations be adopted as it was strongly

convinced that the existent system of apprenticeship would not be able to

meet the changing needs of industry in the 1980s (VIC, 1980a). Whereas

the 1950s in New Zealand could be characterised in terms of prosperity

and full employment, the 7970s saw change and uncertainty brought

about by events which affected the domestic workforce environment, e.g.

Britain's entry to the European Economic Community u.1973, rezulted in
New Zealand's restricted market access, and a world oil crisis which

sparked off worldwide inflation and caused expensive debt servicing.

A tradition became established in New Zealand in the 19CIs and the

1970s, in that a part of the nation's skill requirements were met by training

New Zealanders, and the remainder filled through imrrigration (Bolger,

1981; vrc, 1988). But this was deemed inappropriate for meeting the

drallenge of the next decade according to the New Zealand planning

Council's report "Emplo5rment Towards an Active Employment poliry,' of
1981 (cited in Bolger, 1981:8). The report identified changes required in
certain aspects of the labour market poliry, including apprenticeship

training, and stated that skills shortages had to be remedied through the

improvement of training, rather than through imnigration It proposed

changes to apprenticeship training, whictr concrrrred with those

previously suggested by the Vocational Training Council in ib 19zg

review report.

The Planning Council's proposals relating to haining issues were

endorsed in the 1.981 government's white paper "Apprenticeship for
Tomorrow". Although this document reported the principles underlying
the apprenticeship system to be sound, it concluded that the system was
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unduly rigtd, and was kept in place by conservative attitudes by all parties

involved in the system (ibid, p.l}; Kerr, interview, lg94). This doctrment

invoked the necessity of apprenticeship reform. It recognised that the

skills required for the present are not necessarily the ones needed for the

future, and that apprenticeship training must not be seen therefore as an

end in itself but a base for future skill development. Accordingly, the

government directed an apprenticeship training needs analysis be carried

out (ibid, p.26), and for key skills to be identified, for which the VTC

would become responsible (vTC, rg9z). Furthermore, the government

wanted to place greater emphasis on broad-based training in the early

stages of the apprenticeship. It would coruider assisting with th9 cost of

Pre'aPPrenticeship training in technical institutes as it recognised the

trend towards increased institutional haining. An apprenticeship

commission as advocated by the wc was not supported by the

Sovernment because it found the existing labour market advisory bodies
were perforrring adequately.

A tripartite advisory committee on apprenticeship reform was set up
to advise the Minister of Labour on issues relating to the implementation
of the proposed changes. Its work ultimately led to the passing in
parliament of the 1983 Apprenticeship Act. One of the key features of this
Act was its provision for the existence of different types of apprenticeship
contracts, such as apprenticeship to industry, as had been proposed
previously (NZ Government, 19g3). Additionally, the scope of both the
national and the local apprenticeship committees was extended (c/. NZ
Government, 194tlb). The national comrnittees were now empowered, for
example, to recommend the inclusion in apprenticeship orders of modified
systens of apprentice training so as to ensure that sustained numbers of
skilled workers were avail,able in the short terrn (NZ Government, l9g3).
However, this new legislative framework delivered in reality only modest
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changes to entrenched attitudes (Kerr, interview, 1994). This, of course,

can in part be explained by the historical importance attached to

apprentice fraining in New Zealand because it was as much an industrial

relations device as a way of training people.

At this juncture it should be noted that policy for technical and

vocational education was the prime responsibility of the central

Departurent of Education (Hall, 1983). The responsibility for poliry

development and implementation was divided among several agencies,

uiz. the WC and its industry training boards, the Departrrents of Labour,

Educatioru and Maori Affairs, the national and local apprenticeship

committees, the providers, NZTCB, and AAVA. The Standing Comrdtttee

on Relationships in Tertiary Education (SCORITE) was set up rnlgTZ as a

forum where education administrators could meet to discuss possible

developments over the entire field of tertiary education, and offer advice

to the Minister of Education.

The Department of Education also interacted with a number of non-

government bodies, like the Association of Teachers in Technical

Institutes, and the Technical Institutes Associatioru with consultation

t"ki.g place through a Standing committee on Technical Education.

Furthermore, it exercised control over the operation of technical institutes

through the allocation of resources and the provision of equipment, and

coordinated the location of courses and the level at which these courses

were taught (ibid, pp.9-10).

In sum.mary, the major developments of apprenticeship until 19&4

were the transfer of technical education from the secondary to the tertiary

education sector, which ctrlminated in a network of regional tectrnical

institutes and comrrunity colleges, a technical correspondence institute,
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and a national irstitute (Central Institute of Technology). The introduction

of institutional training from the late 1940s, led to the establishment of the

NzTcB in 194fJ and extended trade training being introduced for
apprentices in the early 1970s. The introduction of technician training in
1949, and the setting up of the Tedrnicians Certification Authority in 1958,

which was replaced by the AAVA inlgTg, saw the establishment of the

wc in 1958 as a tripartite advisory body on vocational training. The

development since lgTl of, a network of industry training boards was an

atteurpt, industry by industry, to promote a more systematic approach to

training.

The changes made over time to the stmcture, content, and

organisation of apprentice training in New Zealand clearly indicated a
move towards increased systematic training, and its importance in
meeting the challenge of modern technology, the growth of the service

industry, and international trade. However, the contribution of formal
apprenticeship to meeting the needs of the chang,ng economic
circumstances decreased in importance, which partly reflected the fact that
employment opporhrnities were increasingly becoming available in the
service sector, for which sector there was generally no apprentice training
to hand (Haines, 198s). The apprenticeship system had been zubject to
zustained criticism but because of vested interest and complacency no
radical changes had been made to enhance its relevance to modern
economic conditions (Deeks, 1994; Kerr, interview, lgg4). Apprentice
training was the only formal route in New Zealand leading to skilled
worker stafus but it covered a limited number of occtrpations only and
served a relatively small section of the economy.

The decision of government to seek a conrmon basis for
apprenticeship reforrr was therefore an important one in the sense that
this required a systematic aralysis of the tasks of each trade. Subsequently,
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the foundations for a paradig* shift from time-served apprenticeship to

an emphasis on the identification of skills needed were taid. The

Developing a Curriculum method (DACUM) was selected by the VTC as

the appropriate insfrument to achieve this (Burleigh, 1989) (24). The

training needs analysis unit of the council undertook projects in 198&85 to

assist apprenticeship committees by conducting these training needs

analyses. By applying this method, each ocorpation could be brokm down

into knowledge, skill, and attitude components. The advantage of this new

approach was its broad occtrpational applicability, which was not confined

to the limited number of apprentioeable trades (ibid, pp.229-232). Burleigh

made reference of the fact that the majori$ of the unit's work did not

relate to apprenticeship while also noting a growing demand for assessed

competence.

The next chapter will develop this topic in further detail, and

concomitantly regress to address aspects of apprenticeship refornr in the

1987'1992 period. The remainder of this chapter will concentrate mainly

on relevant tertiary education review reports, disanssing broad education

and training policy developments.

THE GENESIS OF RECENT EDUCATION REFORMS: AN
INTRODUCTION

Although the historical roots of ctrrrent education reforms in New

Zealand can be traced to the 1970s, the coming to power of the fourth
l^abour government in July 198a was the starting point of sweeping

changes in not only the education and training sector, but also in the

nation's overall economic and social orientation. During the 1980s

dissatisfaction with parts of the education system was augmented by a

greater awareness in society (sic) of some wider social problems, such as

racial inequality, a rapid rise in crime, and increased unemplo)rment.
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Furthermore, and significantly, overseas developments in education were

used by the New Right to criticise the state of affairs of the nation's

education system (Barrington, 1991) (25). This was accompanied by a

growing feeling among many parents and politicians that education was

not delivering what it should (ibid, p.295). It could be argued that these

factors helped to create an envirormrent conducive to a radical challenge.

In this period, a distinct sense of social division became discernable

in New Zealand with inequities in issues of gender and ethnicity

becoming a major concerrL A foctrs on the failings of the education system

in not being able or purposefully not willing to demarginise the social and

cultural issues in the provision of public education posed a fonnidable

ctrallenge to the liberal assumptions that had previously seemed so

convincing (McCullodr, 1990). Developing parallel to this was a severe

crisis of legitimation (Codd et al., 1990a), perpetuated from the previous

National Government into the fourth Labour Government era, manilesting

itself through continued, highly centralised forms of public goverrnnce

and being seen to be undemocratic (ibid'). Both political parties were

stntggling to secure an ideological control over education

Rurning counter to an evolving right-wing ideological dominance

was the development in the 1980s of a left-wing critique of public

education, whidr had done much to undermine earlier confidence in the

soundness and progress of the education system (McCullodu 1990).

TERTIARY EDUCATION REFORMS: 198r1-19E7

In this section a number of government reports will be analysed,

which are essential for understanding the evolvement of the educational

reforms from 1984 to the present day. It is important to reiterate at this

point that the educatiornl refor:rrs cannot be dissociated from the broader

economic and social policies of the I-abour government. However,
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limitations of space require that the dominant focus of this thesis is on

educational policies and therefore relatively little attention is paid to

details of those named broader policies.

The election of the Labour Government created a Neo-Liberal

revolution in New Zealand (Lauder, 1990; Dale, 1992). "Rogernomics", as it
became known under, was essentially a drive for increased efficienry and

accountability, and for the putting in place of a prograulme of economic

liberalisation (Bollard and Mayes, 1993). The Treasury (1984:104) assessed

the New Zealand economy in 1984 as one 'beset with serious stnrchrral

difficulties', which had difficulties adjusting to new economic realities

because of unbalanced government policies. Coruequently, the.Treasury

proposed to the incoming government an economic management

approach capable of adjushent, for which a steadier monetary poliry,

smaller government deficits, and a freer exchange rate policy were

required (ibid,p.707). The Treasury's "Economic Management" rePort must

be regarded therefore as a document which ushered in a new era affecting

every aspect of the societ5r, induding education and one which introduced

a Thatcherite enterprise crrlture (Barrington, r99r;petss et aI., lgg4r.

The section of the report dealing with educational issues made it
dear in no uncertain terms, that in the Treasury's (19&4268) view the poor

perforrnance of the education sector contributed directly to the adiustment

problems of the labour market and, indirectly, to the economy's

perforrrance. In its analysis of the nature of educatioru as either a private

or a public good, the Treasury asserted that tertiary education is more a

private than a public good. studmts of school leaving age it followed, are

capable of making infornred decisions as to which qualificatioru they wish

to pursue for labour market application. Therefore, these individuals have

incentives to invest in education This line of reasoning led to the

statement that a greater use of market processes in the provision of
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tertiary education was to be considered, with the government retaining an

important role in state subsidiation (ibid,p.259).

The l.abour party's education poliry NZ Labour Part1-, 1984)

stressed the importance of an 'education for purpose' in zupport of

achieving the aim of an added-value economy, which required a well-

trained, educated and mafure workforce. By internatiornl standards, the

participation rates for young people beyond the age of 15 in New Zealand

were (and still are) low. To improve this situatioru Labour advocated

access to further education and vocational training for those school leavers

failing to find employment in their first year after leaving school. This

poliry priority of higher post-compol"ory education and training retention

rates, was further emphasised by Labour's wish to initiate a review of all

aspects of continuing and tertiary education in order to meet the learning

needs of the country (ibid, p.9).

In tandem with education and training reforurs, the labour
Government adoped a hands-off approach to labour relations which was

reinforced by the enactnrent of three pieces of legislation, i.e. the 198d

Enterprises Act, the 7987 Labour Relations Act and the 1988 State Sector

Act (Deeks et aI.,1994). These acts intended to establish a more flo<ible,

deregulated labour market, supporting the nation's newly embraced

monetarist economic policies.

The Labour Party docrrment further characterised education at that

time as a battle ground which needed to change into a more cooperative

and consultative environsrent, 'with an intention to devolve as far as

possible, decision-making away from Wellington into the regions and

comnunitie' (ibill). Public consultation was deemed inportant by Lange,

the Prime Minister, at a time of rapid change in society.

As Labour's first terrr progressed, pressures from the public and

from the party grew for a more radical drange. A Parliamentary Education
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and Science Select Committee, set up in 1985, investigated the quality of

teaching (Barrington, 1991). After examining the professional stahrs of the

teachers and their perfonnance their report registered the existence of an

outdated and complicated administrative structure, the existence of,

limited accountability structures, and the occurrence of a 'provider-

capture' (ibid). The significance of this document is that it demonstrated

that in their stmggle for ideological control both the Labour and the

National Party were using the same arguments to put the other party on

the defensive.

The mid 1980s saw the occrurence of certain events which

contributed to laying the foundation for far-reaching reforrns in education

and training and whictr would not only change the provision and

administration of the system but also its very nature. Subsequent chapters

will deal with these events in detail.

In 1987 a Ministerial working Party was set up by the then Minister

of Educatioru Russell Marshall, to further investigate the issues of
educational administration and provision (probine and Fargher, lggZ) and

resulted in the so-called Probine/Fargher Report. The party was asked to

look paficularly at a number of important iszues, such as the (by

international standards) low participation rates in tertiary education in
New Zealand (cf. OECD 1983), institutiornl uranagement, technological

skills attainrnent rates, and access to education for those disadvantaged.

The Party reported that because of the existence of more than 50

examining and registration bodies, 28 industry training boards and some

30 apprenticeship comrnittees there existed a serious lack of coordination

in the delivery of educational services (probine and Farghe\ lggr), while

the Department of Education's management style was deemed centralist

and interventionalist (ibid).
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As the technical institutes played an important role in providing

vocational education and a potential contribution to the countr5r's

economic growth (25), the authors recommended that the institutions be

allowed to adopt a more entrepreneurial approach to the provision of

services within the limits of the provider's charter. Th"y should have

incteased responsibility for resource management and for the quality of

education they provided, while assuming greater accountability in turn

Also they should no longer be under the Department of Education, the

latter's responsibilities were to pass on to a proposed Continuing

Education and Training Board (ibiil, pplnll-s) which would have both a

po[cy and operational role, providing a coherent and integrated stnrchrre

for the delivery of education and training.

TERTIARY EDUCATION REFORMS: 1987 -1992

Whereas the 198&1985 can be labelled the nations adjustment to a

new economic orientatiorL the 1987-1992 era saw a number of important

reports comrrissioned and legislation enacted, which pa*iarlarly relate to

the sodal and the educational fields. Just prior to the election of.1987 a

taskforce to review education administration was set up, whidr dearly

indicated that the ideological stnrggle appeared to have been settled to the

advantage of the New Right (Lauder, l9B7; Grace, 1988).

The National party went into the general election of 1987 with
education issues high on its political agenda. In its education manifesto, "A

Nation at Risk", it made clear in no uncertain terurs that changes to the

education system were unavoidable. Better school ruuugement, it was

advocated, would be ensured by entnrsting schools with greater

responsibility for their own Euuugement (National Party, l9BT, cited in
Barrington" 1991,:297). The manifesto brought forward also the claims that

illiteracy was a major problem in New Zealiand, that more emphasis was
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needed on basic school subjects and the criticism that the management

style of the Departrrent of Education was essentially interventionist and

highly centralised (ibid).In additioru the doctrment stated that it would

like to see decisions on the employment of teachers decentralised to the

managrng boards of the sdrools as well as having parental droice

incteased. These examples of proposed changes must be seen as a part of a

larger picture in which the National parg pulposefully manoeuvred to

gain ideological and political domirnnce in a period of educational flux.

A key factor undelpinning both the Treasury's and the Natiornl

party's policy position on economic affairs was their awareness of New

zealand having to perforrr much better, economically, and, therefore,

educationally, in order to achieve the level of international economic

competitiveness demonshated by other OECD countries. In achievement

of this the western world has embraced the notion of 'quality,, and the

associated concepts of 'excellence', 'efficiency', and 'standards' for
application to both the economy and education (Angu s,l9 {i-/-,:245).

Another force whidr had to be reckoned with in the period directly
prior to the reforms was the media which attacked aspects of the existing
education system with considerable force (Barrington, l99l). The teacher

unions and the teadring profession at large, including the education

adminstration sector, were porhayed as clinging to their vested interest in
education and, thereby, perpetuating the crisis situation in education(ibid,

p.2e8) (27).

The Treasury produced two "Government Management" documents

in1987, the latter being subtitled "Educational Issues',, which fully stated

the department's neo-liberal ideology and its invocation of applying
market principles stri4gerrtly to the provision of public education in New
Zealand. In this second volume reference was made to the notion of
'caphrre', with 'the Treasury arguing that the state (including the
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education system) was in danger of capture from lobby groups and its
own bureaucracy' (Jesson, lggg, cited in Barrington, rggr:2g6). These
vested interests in government poliry-making had to be reduced while
central to the government's new economic approach was its concept of
achieving quality of expenditure across all the portfolios (The Treasury,
1987:4*5).

Through the publication of "Government Management, volume 2,,,
the Treasury presented itself suddenly as an expert in educational issues.
The radical changes advocated in both these volumes must be viewed
within the context of the Treasury taking advantage of the political crisis
of legitimation by using its powerful institutional position to push its ideas
to the government, indushy, and community alike. According to Grace
(1990:77), 'an ideological agenda derived from New Right principles, was
demorutrated in the Treasury reports' thesis. Education was seen as a
commodity of the marketplace (The Treasury, lggT). The nature of the
relationship between the education service and its participants was
essentially one of provider and customer and education senrices would be
better provided through the operation of a free market system.

The Treasury's "Educational Issues,,publication provoked a reaction
from the academic comrrunity (Iauder et ar., r9gg; Boston et aL, rggg;
Nas[ 'l,9BB), militating against this influential pubrication. some
academics pointed out the arrival of the third wave of educational policy_
making [see chapter r] with this document (Lauder et ar., r9gg). The
Treasury's position on education rnay be criticised for its lack of depth and
consistency in tenns of its methodoloFel, epistomologrcal, and
philosophical approaches (Boston et ar.,lggg), but most of all for the fact
that it simply regards education as ,just, another commodity in the market
place.
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In analysing the tertiary sector in this document, the Treasury

devoted most of its attention to the universities, while in the main

ignoring the technical institutes and colleges of education. However, it
must be realised that historical facts, and the political and economical

realities at that time, seemed to allow for a fair degree of justification for

radical policy change W se. Evidently, the Treasury, the National Party,

the New Zealand Business Roundtable the media, and the community

were all discontented with the provision of public education in New

Zealand for different reasons and to varying degrees (Grace, 1990). Th"y

all contributed, depending on their position and their degree of

involvement and power, to the genesis of a new era. Like the Treazury, the

state Services Comrrission contributed to education poliry change as it
argued, in its advocary of public sector refor:m, that it was unable to give

special treatment to education because of its special needs (Peters et al.,

1994). Even though the l.abour party was reelected to office, the New
Right's drallenge had ultimately zucceeded, and was hencefonryard

legitimised in new legislation In order to understand this poliry outcome

a number of reports will be analysed below, of which the picot and the

Hawke Reports are the most seurinal ones.

"Administering for Excellence" (hencefonuard, picot Report), the

report of the Taskforce to Review Education Adminishation, was released

in APtiI 1988. It criticised the existent administrative stnrcture as

overcentralised (and therefore subject to pressure group politics) and

overly complex by having too many decision points. Furtherrrore, it noted

that effective management practices were lacking and the
inforrnation needed by the people in all parb of the system
to make inforrred choices is seldom available. Almost
eyeryone feels powerless to change things they see need

$"g"S.To make progress, radical change is now required
(Deparhent of Education, 19E8a:xil3).
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The report emphasised that mere tinkering changes would be

insufficient to overcome the inadequacies of the present system (ibiil,p.3O.

Some of the most important recommendations made in the Picot report

were that decisions should be made as dosely as possible to where they

are carried out, which needed to be underpirmed by the establishment of

lines of accountability and authority, and national educational aims.

Consequently, the individual learning institutions would be the basic unit

of education administration but would be held accountable by an

independent Review and Audit Agenry for meeting aims and objectives

set out in a charter while the rururing of the institutiors would be a

partrtership between the teaching staff and the community (ibid,p.xi).

The underlyrng aim of these specific proposals was to develop a

system of education provision that would be doser to the direct influence

of the community, whereby it could be ensured that the negative effects of

an intervening bureaucracy were minimalised, which was in agreement

with the Treazury's aim of minimalist state intervention (The Treasury,

E9n. In additioru the new system was perceived as potentially more

flexible. The Picot Report also zupported the establishment of a national

validation authority, the establishment of which was decided by the

Cabinet Ad Hoc Committee on Employment and Training on 29 october

1985 (cabinet Ad Hoc Committee on Employment and Training, 1986),

and further discussed by subsequent committees (see also chapter three

(2e).

The Picot taskforce had identified tr.r'o aims around which the new

administration system was to be builh firs! every learner should gain the

maximum individual and social benefit from the money spent on

education and second, education should be fair and just for every learner
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regardless of their gender, and of their cultural or geographic
circrrmstances (ibid, p.3). The new structure would display a number of
essential features, i.e. simplicity, decisions made at appropriate levels,
national aims, co-ordinated decision making, clear responsibilities and
goals, conhol over resources, accountability, openness and responsiveness
(ibid, p.4r).

The report's recomrnendations reflected overall dissatisfaction with
the perforrrance of the education system in New Zealandas well as with
the ongoing ideological stmggles the country was submerged in at that
time- A key criticism of the ctrrrent system was made by Dale (r$)z:7),
who asserted that the education system was run in the interest of the
'producers'rather than the'consumers', and that advice from the teaching
profession inevitably was self-interested and could therefore be discarded
(tauder, 7991:423).

In a rather unprecedented move, the New Zealand Employers
Federation, the New Zearand council of Trade unions, and the
Association of polpechnics in New z'*.land made a joint submission
(NZEE 1988) to the Minister of Education in which they expressed their
concerns at serious shortcomings in the picot Report,s treaturent of the
tertiary sector, and 'its lack of recognition of the role of central industry
and provider bodies in policy forrration at national level in a reforured
system of posFschool education and training'. Th"y further stated their
support for both an integrated tertiary system and a national vocational
qualifications body on which they wished to be represente d (ibid).

The Picot Report can be interpreted as an attempt at appeasing
political criticism from both the left and the right. Nonetheless, the New
Right's educational views were 'endorsed' in the report by its
recornmendation to rationalise the education administration system to the
extent that education on a local level actively participates in the market
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place. The report responded to criticism of the 'ideological left' by the two

aims it set for the new administrafion system as mentioned above. These

responses were glossed over by Picot's condusion that the reforms could

have positive, beneficial and exciting social and economic consequences

(Department of Education, 1988a:98). Overall it was a prescription for

drange that appealed to the Neo-Liberal ideological position of Lange

(McCulloch, 1990). A first decisive step towards steering the reforsr

recommendations on the perceived ideological track was Prime Minister's

Lange's decision to appoint himself as the Minister of Education in the

new Labour cabinet of 1987, an action highly indicative of the importance

accorded with education in the new government's political agenda.

In his attempt to compromise between the extreme ideological

positions of both left and right, Lange was underestimating the

Perseverance and growing influence of the New Right's economic and

educational policies in New Zealand society. Like all the other poticy

areas, e.g. health and social weUare, the domirnnce of a marketled

approach manifested itseU in a drive towards the commodification of

public goods.

The ministerial stateurent of intent 'Tomorrow's Schools"' sat / most

of the Picot recommendatioru approved for implementation (Lange,

1988:1-2). october 1 1989 was designated as the date for system-wide

change at the centre; goverrance at the school level was to be

implement"d by the board of tmstees of each school from 1 February lgg0,

on the basis of a 'charter' agreed with the new Ministry of Education.

Individual institutions, now the central unit of educational administratioru

were given a wide range of responsibilities, especially in the area of

staffing, resource allocation, and support services (Rae, 1990:59). Although

responsibilities were now devolved, control of the system continued to be

centralised with government agencies, like the Mioirtry of Education and
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the Review and Audit Agenry in 'the forrr of tightly circumscribed limits
and constant surveillance' (Codd ,1990:2M), and setting the national aims
for the system.

codd et al. (1990b) argue that 'Tomorrow's schools" was the product
of a particular set of historical, economic and political forces. Thuy
summarised the government's policy as a poliry that was forrned at a time
when the New Zealand state's capacity to promote redistributive policies
was severely limited by a aisis of capital accumul,ation (ibid). Behind an
ideological 'free market' rhetoric of devolution and efficienry, the two
pillars underpiruring picot's recommendations, a poriry had been
forrrulated that ensured the state's control over educational expenditure,
the depoliti"itittg of public education provision" and the reiteration of the
problem of 'provider capture'. In conjunction with the tightening of the
goverrrment's control over state education, a strategy of transportiag the
legitimation crisis to the local level was applied (ibid, p.l5). The
resporuibilities, deriberatery couched in terurs like choicre, were handed
down from the state to the providers and the community. In other words,
the State was adopting a minimalist approaclr

Consequently, Geoffrey parmer, the Depufy-prime Minister, had the
idea of setting up a number of working parties which were to look into the
major issues of social policy. For education an independent working
group was to be set up not a ministry one, as 'the idea was to get away
from consensus, and to get focused on things that achrally needed
government decision' (Flawke interview, 7gg4). professor Gury Hawke
was asked by Parmer to convene a working group on post-compulsory
education and training (pcET), whictr was estabrished in March rggg as
part of the government's social poliry refonn. David Hood was seconded
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from the Departrrent of Education to the working party as its excecutive

officer.

The working group had as its task to compreheruive$ review the

post-school sector, which would draw from and build on a number of

reviews already conducted in a number of specific areas (28). The terrrs of

reference were established by the Cabinet Social Equity Committee

(CSEC), and focussed on the present and the possible future roles of the

govemment in PCET, while particularly hariog regard to equity and

efficienry issues (Hawke, 1988:102), which were also deterrnining the

economic agenda (The Treasury 198n.

PCET was defined in the terms of reference as 'the plural ctrrrictrla

experienced by persons over the age of 15 and indude all state and

independent institutions providing formal education and training, and all

arrangements for infonnal, on the iob education and training provided by

enterprises and other organisations for their employees' (Hawke, 1988:14).

The tone of the working group was set by the fact that government saw

social policy as its prime activity from 1987 to tg9[., and that 'it was

something that had to be dealt with very quickly in 1988' (Hawke,

interview,1994). Another impetus grven to the working EFoup was the key

issue of transition from school to further education and,/or employment,

which flowed on from the Picot report.

The Hawke Report recommended, in line with the Picot proposals, a

considerable degree of decentralised decision-making for PCET

institutions, for which an improved funding system was required, as this

was expected to result in greater economic efficiency (Hawke, 1988). A

Ministry of Education and Training was proposed to eruiure a coherent

approach to policy forrration and implementation across all education and

training, which would signal the CSEC Working Group's view as to the
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importance it attached to the concept of lifelong learning and the

importance of 'on-iob education as well as institutional learning

opportunities' (Hawke, personal communication, 7995). And under this

proposal, the responsibility for apprenticeship would be trarsferred to a

section of the proposed Ministry and would see the status of industry

training in the overall education field increased (Hawke, interview,194).

This across-the-portfolio approach was complemented by the

proposal of a system of natiornl educational qualifications that would

allow for enhanced flexibility of and accessibility to learning (Ftrawke,

1988). This was reinforced by the view that distinctions between education

and training should be avoided. These proposals dearly pointd to the

development of a concept later to be known as the seamless education

system. The working group also believed that the government should aim

for providing access to education and training for all New Zealanders and

it should remain the principal funder of pCET.

The report further recommended the abolishment of organisatioru

such as the vocational Training Council, the University Grants

committee, and the National council for Adult Education (ibid, pp.lull\.
In their place a National Educationat eualifications Authority (NEeA)

would consist of three separate bodies, oz. the Secondary Education

Qualifications Board, the National Vocational Qualifications Board, and

the National Academic Awards Board, which would respectively co-

ordinate national secondary, vocational, and advanced academic

qualificatiorrs (ibid, p.11). The polytechnics' role in the education and

employment sectors was affirmed as important, and it was contended that

polytechnics should be allowed to offer appropriate courses at degree

level (ibid, p.12). Accordingly, the senior secondary school should be able

to offer a variety of post-school pathways to its students within the new

system.
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The Hawke Report accentuated the fact that for acquiring entry
qualifications for a trade or profession, the attainrnent of appropriate
standards was seen as more important than an emphasis on instifutional
organisation (ibid, p.15). This was a further indication of a thrust towards
incteased flexibility in terurs of course access and delivery and skill
recognition. some of these skills required in working life would
increasingly be achieved outside the formal education system which
would become a larger part of totar education and training (ibid, p.rr).

The government's aim to increase the levels of participation in pCET
(oEcD, 1989) resonated through the Hawke Report. Thus, its disctrssion
of the notion of a comprl"ory 'educationar leaving age,, required sfudents
up to some age limit (the age of 1g was given here as an example) to star
on in education or training, which would also be a means to promote
systematic industry training (Hawke, lggg:22). However, it was
recognised that compulsion might prove an artificiar solution to the
problem and enhanced access to courses, and the provision of a stmcfure
encouraging learning mobility, were deemed more favourable options.

The Hawke Report envisaged NEeA being a ,federal, organisation
with the three boards assuming responsibility for specifying national
standards in their sectors: eactr board would also have cour€e approval
and validation powers. The bringing together of the validation system in
one place was coruidered desirable by the csEC working Group (Hawke,
interview, 1994) in order to rationalise the plethora of existent examining
and certification bodies but it was proposed that varidation and
accreditation should be voluntary.

The National Vocational eualifications Board (NVeB), in replacing
the NZTGB and the AAVA, would play a leading role in identifying
training needs and defining learning outcomes, but wourd have no role in
ctrrriculum development (Flawke, lggg:.54). The l{VeB would, after a
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lead-in time, become a cost-recovery body but it should not itseu be an
examining body (ibid, p.S7).

As regards apprenticeship the Flawke Report endorsed
apprenticeship to be separated as far as possible from industrial relations
issues, and that the conditions of employment had to be negotiated
between unions and employers, irutead of nationar apprenticeship
committees chafued by government officials. It also was in favour of a
move from'time-senred' training to demonstrated competence, a simpler
structure of national and local apprenticeship committees and the
proposed Miti"try of Education and Traini4g taking responsibility for
apprenticeship policy (ibid, pp.93-S).

The Hawke Report was strongly supported by the Emproyers,
Federation for its move towards a competency-based assessment and
training system, based on rntional standards (NZEF, lggg). The
Employers' Federation arso favoured the broadening of apprenticeship
into a system covering a wider range of industries and ocorpations.
Frowever, the Federation commented that government did not fuIly
recognise the fact ttutg}vo of indusbry training was done on-thejob at the
employers' expense, and so the employers presented themselves as a
major stakeholder in vocational education and training (ibiir).

The Association of polytechnics in New Zealand (APNZ) appraised
the Hawke Report's recommendations favourabry, and found it largely
corsistent with those of the probine/ Fargher and picot Reports as regards
the desirability for devolving administrative resporuibilities to the local
level (APNZ, lgBB). ApNz berieved that the validation of post_scrrool
qualifications would be better handled by a single board, instead of by
separate bodies, both under the proposed NEeA structure. It argued that
no usefuI purpose was served by differentiating qualifigatiens into
'academic' and 'vocational', as both were in their very essence work-
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related (ibid)- The Association did not concur with Hawke,s proposal to
Pass on the examining functions of the National Vocational eualifications
Board to the polytechnics, seeing it as non viable; it counterproposed that
the NVQB shourd retain some of the examining functions.

Although Hawke (interview, rgg4) berieved the picot Report was
more important than his document in the overall scheme of educational
reforms, the Hawke Report was not only significant for ib pcET-specific
recornmendations, but also for legitimising the proposed sectoral changes
within the context of government's New Right-driven social and economic
agenda.

Hawke recommended that the government implement the policy
changes in the 1990 teaching year, which conctrrred with the government,s
expected implementation of the picot Report recornmendations, thereby
creating a very tight timetable. In February rggg,the government released
"Learning for Life", a doctrment of intent, in response to the Hawke
Report, which was follow"d by "Learning for Life: Two,,in August rggg,
containing the same text, but complemented by additional poricy
decisions' For that reason onry reference will be made here to the latter
docrrment.

In "Learning for Life: Two,, the government set forth its intention to
approach all education and traini4g as a single poriry continuum
(Ministry of Educatioru 1989b:Z). Some of the principal features of the
reforrred PCET system are decenhalised decision-making a new
approach to funding, incruding an increase in the proportion of private
funding in post-scrrool education and training. NEen was to provide an
across-theboard approach to validation and qualifications, while greater
participation in post-school education and training was to be encouraged
through removing barriers to access as well as excellence promoted in
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PCET. And lastly, the setting up of a Ministry of Education, which would
have resporuibility for policy advice on education and training, was
armounced (ibid, pp.g-9).

By intending to implement these measures, the government was
committed to remedy an education system failing its country, which it
characterised as regulated, complex, incoherent, uruesponsive, partial,
unaccountable, and vulnerable to preszure group politics, amont other
properties (ibid, p.r}). Moreover, the government in recognising the value
of education and training to both the nation and the individual decrared
that the system should become more accessible and affordable for New
Zealanders (ibiit, p-12), r^rith whictr declaration it shove to meet its fwin
objectives of equity and effectiveness.

The main poliry decisions found in ,,Learning for Life: Two,,
resembled the restnrcturing principles applied in the school area, as
decentralised instifutional management was extended to pcET providers.
Qualifications were no lo4ger regarded by the government as ,gate.

keeping' devices, but, on the contrary, as enabling sfudents to advance
themselves (ibiit, p.r3). In this new environnnent, some responsibilities are
to be devolved to post-school providers, whictr" for example, gives them
freedom as to how to teach and assess sfudents, and incrudes increased
freedom in institutional management (ibid, p.l6). On the other hand, these
must be accounted for through a system of charters, corporate prans, burk
funding, in order to eruure accountability.

The government announced the establishment of a national
validation body, NEeA which would operate as 'a policy advisory body
with operational responsibilities for qualificati ons, (ibid, p.a).The NEeA
Board would be the coordinatirqg poriry body,and also a source of poricy
advice to the Minister of Education (ibid, p.4G). NEeA,s main functions
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were described in this document, and these have not changed much
subsequently, they will be disorssed in the next chapter.

"Learning for Life: Two" further announced the establishment of the
Education and Training support Agency (ETSA) to which the function of
apprenticeship adminishation would be transferred as this was previously
the Department of Labour's responsibility. In ,,Learning for Life,,this free.
standing atency was proposed as the Training support Agency (Ministry
of Education, 1989a). ETSA would further administer the ACCESS scheme.
A third body the government arurounced setting up in ,,Learni4g for Life:
Two" was the Vocational Guidance and careers Advisory Agency, which
had its name changed first to euest Rapuara, and then to the careers
service. Furthermore, a post compulsory Education and Training
Advisory council, advising the Minister of Education on the new
adurinistrative structures was introduced.

The post-Picot era saw a number of reports com.udssioned by the
government which all adhered to the policy direction mapped out in the
Picot report. Both'Today's Schools,, (Minisf of Educatioru 1990b) and
"New Zealand schoors" (sextory 1990:95), for example, criticised the
'centre' for dawing back muctr of its responsibilities and power, and
stressed that the main objectives idenffied in the picot Report needed to
be achieved in New Zearand education" i.e. devolution and efficienry.
sexton (1990:2), in zupport of the New Right,s economic policies, asserted
that education is primarily the responsibility of parents and not the state,
whereby he invoked monetarist theories to be applied to education In his
views, schools would become seu-managing, and there would also be
increased competition and eventually ful privatisation

The post-picot reviews of New Zearand education displayed
recurrent themes aimed to condition the public and the professional sector
to accept the strucfural changes in education advocated in the various
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govemment commissioned reports. This concerted effort from the New
Right resulted in increasing popular support for the education system to
be overhauled, and subsequently changed. Porter contributed to a greater
degree of acceptance of the New Right,s monetarist philosophies through
his highly critical research into the New Zealand economy (Crocombe af
a1.,1991).

However, where a part of the population may be convinced that the
structural changes have been carried into effect for better educatioral
administration and provision in this country, critics have pointed at the
limitations of adminishative reform. For irutance, no reference was made
to the quality of educatiory social equity or democracy in the picot Report
(Lauder, 1990). It is atso unlikely that the picot plan will appease or satisfy
radical left critics who fear an even stronger involvement of the New Right
in the whole spectrum of educati on, e.g. the ct'ricurum, as sociar (and
educational) policies have been pulposefully subordinated to the
dominance of a monetarist-driven government agenda. The New Right, in
the view of l.auder (rgg7), is using economic arguments to effect,
simultaneously, fundamental economic and social change.

In 1989, the Education Act .,lme into force, by which years of
education review came to a conclusion The result was the initiation of a
new style education administration in New Zealand, which was in the
main based on Picot's recommendations. The key element of this Act was
that the responsibility for controlling and managing state schools was
devolved from the central structure to the board of trustees of an
individual school' Charters were to be used as an accountability measure
(NZ Government, 19g9) but could also be regarded as a s)rurbol of
partnership between each school, its community, and the Ministry of
Education (Barrington" 1991). The boards became responsible for financial
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expenditue and they received a bulk grant from the Ministry of

Education.

The Act was amended in 1990, introducing a number of Crown

agencies, such as the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA), the

Education and Training Support Agency (ETSA), and the Career

Development and Transition Education Service. NZQA's role as defined

under the Act was to establish a coruistent approach to the recognition of

qualifications in academic and vocational areas, whereas ETSA was

charged with the statutory function to administer the ACCESS training

scheme, the apprenticeship scheme, and the primary industry cadet

scheme. The Careers Service was to provide both inforrration to the public

on occupations, and courses of sfudy/training and careers advice and

couruelling, and to promote transition education.

In its briefing paper to the incoming National government in r99o,

the Treasury asserted that although recent education reforms had been

successful in terrns of ensuring 'better performance from money spent'

(The Treasury, 1.990:l}g), it considered further improvements a necessity.

It was contended that the'"Tomorrow's schools"'reforms did not remedy

the problems of choice, efficienry, and equity and therefore, it was argued,

students, parents, and competitive private providers should have a bigger

say in those ar@s. This position clarified the New Right's agenda to

further commodify public education, while at the same time aimed to

reduce the role of government in this sector.

The Treasury paper expressed concern also about the findings of the

Plaruting Council's report "Tomorrow's Skills", whictr showed t}rrt 46vo ol
the workforce had no formal qualifications and that ffiTo lacked a tertiary

qualification. When calling for a more effective investment in workforce

skills needed to secure a high-wage, high-employment economy (ibid), it
alluded to the necessit5r of further deregulation and marketisation.
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Subsequently, new legislation was introduced, viz. the Employurent

Contracts Act in 1991, and the Industry Training Act in 1992, and

undoubtfully more is to come.

A SUMMARY OF REFORMS

The previous two sectioru specifically focussed on education

reforrs, and discussed in brief its part in the government's social and

economic agenda, because any review of education and training without

reference to its broader setting b a yiori deficient.

The incoming Labour government in 1984 had a clear goal in mind,

whidr was to restore the competitiveness of New Zeal,and's economy at a

time when it was in severe crisis. Its economic rnanagement prograrnme

based on monetarist economics sought to achieve increased efficienry and

accountability which, as operational concepts and philosophical aims,

were applied to all sectors of society. Thus, one of the sectors thoroughly

reviewed was education and haining. All its zubsectors were examined in
accordance with terrns of reference linked to the government's social and

economic goals. The reviews ultimately culminated in radical legislation

which laid the basis for a dranged approach to the structure, provision,

and purpose of and the responsibility for education and training in New

Zealand.

ln this New Right environsrent, government departments have

withdrawn by and large from their operational responsibilities, and focus

on the provision of poliry advice to the their respective ministers. The

result is that the devolution and decentralisation of operational power

from the cenhal body to the local level empowers the community.

However, it can be argued that this is also a measure deliberately put in
place to depoliticise the highly political arena of education Hence, while

the role of the government in education seemed to have been diminished
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corsiderably, its centralist power is clearly expressed through poliry work
conducted in the areas of qualifications, curriculum, and industry training
by some of the new crown agencies and the new Ministry of Education. In
most decision-making areas, as Barrington (199I:30g) states, the central
government still exerts its dominant influence.

Another reality is that education and training have been subject to a
Process of commodification and rationarisation during the last decade
which was enunciated by the introduction of a regime of charters, user_

Pays, and contestabifity. The pressures for accountabilify for expenditure
and management, as well as those for choice have been transported to the
local level and with it the legitimation crisis (Codd et al.,1990b:26).Codd,
Gordoru and Harker plausibly argue that ,although devolution craims to
produce greater flexibility and responsiveness, it also creates a structure in
which decisiors can be more effectively controlled, by the government
(ibid)' A central question to be asked in this context is whether the
government's decisions based on the picot,s and Hawke,s proposals will
be able to deliver equitable and effective solutions to problems identified
in the education system prior to 19g4.

The next chapter provides a detailed
reforms in the qualifications, crrrriculum and
will focus mainly on the pCET area.

discussion and analysis of
industry training areas, and

NOTES
1 By r93g' there were 1355 

"dgr apprentices to trades, mainry in
SrPuljty, joinery, 

ing ldclT'aking (Kirb vi rgst sij.-2 Holland stated in his address:that'we have beendrifting into a very
:ttpl" error. The ggp between the re*ard for urukilled and skilled rabouris too narrow' 

"11-tr: yo:rg p*plg leaving school there is too littreincentive to go ,T::,tl lr""[ i"11'.d of apfreitr".rrup. rn many Grses,they enter'blind 
"luf o"*p"drt" bur::u ih"y *' get adurt wages longbefore they would 

-have 
do" o"i of their apprenticeships. The New
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Zealand system should reintroduce that incentive for men to iearnoccupatioru' (Kirby, 1956:59). Problems of attracting young people to an
fPPrenticeshiP it a recurrent theme as documented elilier fitiri, work.3 The commissigll_s report refers to the 

"*p""t"uoru 
derived from theintroduction of the.1923 Apprenticel A"t, or uiprorio."t"ly ten thousandapprenticer 

"*,:+/- ersuring an adequate suppty of skilled workers. Infact, o.n 
lyerage 2.Ei4uppt".f,.* came within ih" ,.opu of the Act for theperiod 19364 (Ttre commission- of l.qlury into Apprenucesruf anaRelated Matters' 1945:5). In 19r[g 1!9 nuniu"r'"r 

"ppr"r,ticeship 
contractswas 12"501, which increased to25,777 in 1gg1 (Bolgir, rggT:?2).

I Through credentialling, the status of apirentice training wouldincrease in value.""d T p,r-bli. recognition Ohd Commission of Inquiryinto Apprenticeship and R-elated Mattirs, 1945:13).5 .The apprenticeship committees consisted of representatives ofemployers and workery with the chairperson being conversant withtechnical education. There were zg New Zealand ApprenticeshipCommittees, 
""*0? local.Apprenticeship Committees (Mceueeru 1960:l).6 The New Zealand AppLntices Act does not appry to the publicservice. Public sector appt"nti"ethip i" provided ro, in the state senicesAct of 1962, the posi bffi"" Act of igsg, and the 1949 GovernmmtRailways Act. In this account of dp;;;ti.;l,ip'i' w"* Zealand, nospecific attention *.il. bu paid to g,-n"r public- ,""to, apprenticeship,

3od!n" Sppr*I":r*.p, :r-p"1"ry industry cadebhips.7 The New Zealand Motor Traie .,t urist.J *," riot Apprenticeshipcommittee und"',thg T"y l"g-ol"tio* This committee,s apprenticeshiporder required technicar schooi attendance, and trr.kproyers to pay forinstn'rction f*. I"T requirements set the benchmark for all 21 tradescommittees established UyifSZ (McKenzie a at.,, t9f{l:ef|t.8 The NZTCB worked closely together wiirr o*rer statutory bodies,zuch as the Electricians' and plunibers' Registration Boards and the MotorTrade certification 
-Board. It co-iointly 

"i"a""ti"g trade tests with thelatter Board, and administered ftre traae examinaf,ons on behatf of twoformer bodies (vocational and r"a*t i"r i;;id;oard of singapore,l98l:121, ; NZTCB t96S:6).
9 See the *l:,t_:"de prescriptions, e.g. htting, coach painting, andturning and machining
10 Certificates are not essential in the other trades, but examinations areopen to those who wish to have their attainrneni or trade skil andknowledge certificated.
11 Dr Bernard !*: "r lnglishman.who w1s lppointed to the post ofzuperintendent of technical e-clucation in New zeafiira in the late t940s byDr Beeby, the Director of EducatiorL was :f l\" opinion that responsibilityfor practical training was never beel expricitly accepted by government,although implicit acceptance may b" ioru,,"a rrorn ttre Departnent,s
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provision of accommodation and equipment, which was beyond what was
needed (Le,1970:4).
L2 Appendix to the Journal of the House of Representatives, E-1,1955:26
quoted in Kirby, 1955:145;
13 Some courses were also offered by selected secondary schools, and in
government training institutes, Iike the Forestry Training Centre (Dakin,
t973:90).
14 The 10,000-hour term has not always been strictly adhered to,
because as an apprentice was capable of learning the trade in less the time
required, this would be found acceptable (McQueerU 1950:3; The
Commission of Inqurry into Vocational Training in New Zealand,l965:12).
15 ln some of the interviews this 'hit and miss' approach was described
as 'sitting next to ]t[ellis', or as phrased in the Tyndall report'learning by
contamination' (The Commission of Inquiry into Vocational Training in
New Zealand, 1955:13).
16 A whole rante of different specialised secondary sdrools had
developed in New Zeland over time, which can be dassified in three
broad categories: secondary, technical, and combined, concunently
displayrng degrees of homogeneity and heterogeneity between them (The
Comrrission on Education in New Zealand,lg12:216).
17 At the time of the inquiry, New Zealand had a volume of under
24,000 apprentices (The Commission of Inquiry into Vocational Training in
New Zealand, 1955:11).
18 This recomsrendation was in part based on the Commission's own
obsenrations, and in part the concept was already signaUed in the Currie
report. The Tyndall Comrnission did not want to comrrit itself to this
concept without first probing its feasibility.
19 The rationale for this proposal lies in the fact that many trades have
become more technically complex, which increasingly requires a greater
content of theory taught during the apprenticeship.
20 The council worked mainly through 25 industry training boards and
10 Major Group Schemes (VTC, t97B:S).
2l other comrrrittees and working parties which were established
covered the derical and commerciaf institutiornl, management and
supervisory training areas, as well as working parties for training for
Polynesians, womerL and the training of trainers and instructors (wc,
1975:2);
?2 Approximately 30vo of all apprentices commencing their term do not
complete their contracts, with lapsed contracts being heaviest in the first
year of apprenticeship (WC, 1978.?2).
23 The initial training stage would consist of three development units,
after which two or three advanced units can be taken (VTc, tgzg:go). Extra
units can be added as required (v'Tc, r980b). one of the advantages of this
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scheme is that it has the potential to ease the transition from school towork, as final clreer decisions can be postponed;24 DACUM originated in the mia fg50s in the United States of America.
The method is based onthree_premises,.oz.-that p".p* *,-"ruy *G 

"job.are 
Fu P*t judges of iq all jobs can be descrifed in terms of the tasksthat make them up;and, alr theLsks are underpirured by skill, t""*rJg"and attitude (Burleigtu t9g9 :?2G).

25 overseas dev-lopments referred to here entailed a conseryativerevival in educatiol policr in the united Kingdom and the united statesof America, which 
-embiaced 

the concepts- of 'quality', ,choice,, 
and'accountability'.

26 About 80vo of the irntitutiornl workload was in vocational education
lProbinl and Fargher, l9g7:i);20vo was in the promotion of education forpersonal enrichment (ibid, p.3).
27 In the next chapter a briuf account of the development of the idea of anational validationP"gy 

Tp iF present shucture wilrl be given.28 These areas included the uni-,ersity sector (WatC report); thepolytechnic sector_(pr.obine/Fargher Report); the Royal commission onsocial Poliry; the B9a{e Report"on reseirch; the Tertiary Review (Report
on submissions to the Tert'rary Review), and the shallcrass Report on non-forrnal education.
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CHAPTER 3 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN NEW

ZEALAND TODAY

AIMS AND POLICIES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND

TRAINING

The purpose of this chapter is to describe and analyse the current

state of vocational education and training (vET) in New Zealand.

However, this will not be possible without making reference to both the

recent antecedents and developments that have helped to shape the system

as it is organised and structured now (l). In this context it is important to

present an arnlysis of the origins of the 'competenry movement' in New

ZealarLd VET which will be complemented with a discourse ott th" origiru

of the New Zealand Qualificatioru Authority (NZQA). Both are issues that

have already been alluded to in the previous chapter but which require

further appraisal in the light of their centrality for this thesis (2). The last

section of this chapter deals with the qualifications and curriculum
frameworks, while school-based or internal assessment will be a topic of
analysis in chapter four.

In late 1984 a Comrnittee of Inquiry was established by the Minister
of Education, Russell Marshall, comprising representatives of government

departments, the Employers' Federation and teacher unions, which was

asked initially to look into the iszue of the implications of the removal of
the University Entrance examinations from Form d, on which it reported to

the Minister of Education in 1985. upon conpletion of its first report, the

committee extended its scope of inquiry by reviewing the existing

arrangements that were in place for curriculum, assessment and

qualifications in Forrr 5 to 7 of general education and recommended that

radical change was necessary and imrrrinent (Department of Education"

1986).
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The comnittee's second report, "Learning and Achieving",

comsrissioned by the government of the day and published by the

Department of Education in fune 1.985, is generally regarded as having had

a significant bearing on the subsequent poliry developments in the area of

school and post-school curricula and qualifications (NZQA, 1994f; Woods,

79e2).

One of the main concerrrs expressed by the 1984 comrrittee in its

second report was that a high percentage of students leaving school had no

forural qualification (see figure 3.1 below) and it was believed, therefore,

that the prevailing system of assessment and certificates, whidr was

established in the 7940s, needed to be adiusted in order to meet the needs

of modernday society. Of partictrlar concern was the built-in failure rate

for students sitting their Fornr 5 examinatiorls, for this was generally

perceived to be an outrroded and unnecessarily harsh selection criterion

for further study and career opportunities (Lerurox, l99S; Lee, l9g9; cf,

Deparbnent of Educatio& 1985). One particular aspect that appears to have

influenced the committee's thint inE significantly, was a discernible trend

of students remaining in sctrool after compulsory education, which was

seen as constituting a direct response to changing employment patterns

TABLE 3.7

HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS OF SCHOOL LEAVERS IN 1984 AS
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL

Entrance Scholarships
University Bursaries
Higher School Certificate
University Enhance
Sixth Form Certificate
School Certificate (3 or more subjecb)
School Certificate (l or 2 subjects)
No fonnal qualifi sati.ns

O.3Vo

9.3Vo

5.3Vo

15.4Vo

13.07o
ll.lVo
12.ZVo

33.3Vo

Adapted from: Departrrent of Education, 1985:28
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(Department of Education, 1986). However, a growing proportion of those

students had no intention of pursuing higher education (NZQA, 19940. A

third factor was New Zealand's relatively low participation rate of 45

percent of 15 to t9 year-olds in comparison with the other OECD countries

(oEcD 1e83).

The comrrrittee noted also what it regarded as New Zealand's undue

preoccupation with national public examinations of which there were four

in the final three years of secondary educatioru School Certificate,

University Entrance, University Bursaries and Entrance Scholarships (3)

and, therefore, proposed significant changes to learning and achievement

documentation at senior secondary school. Several submissions to the

committee suggested reintroducing technical high schools (see drapters

two and five) but, after consideration" this was considered 'educationally

unsound' since it would be likely to perpetuate socio-economic divisions in

New Zealand (ibid, p.50).

The committee, on the other hand, strongly favoured greater

flexibility in the provision of courses at senior secondary level and

expressed the view that it would like to see less rigid boundaries

separating the many institutions providing education at the post-

compulsory levels. The committee was especially taken by the principles

underpinning the scottish modular learning approach and proposed a

detailed scnrtiny of their system for a possible though selective emul,ation

(ibid,p.52).

The main recommendations put forward by the Comrrtittee of

Inquiry to the Minister of Education were the inclusion of achievement-

based assessment in the national curricrrlum; the availability of a wider

choice of courses and learning opportunities beyond Fonrr 5; a National

Leaving Certificate to be issued to all students leaving schooL the
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replacement of external examinations by intemally assessed certificates;
and, the establishment of a Secondary Board of studies with responsibility
for currictrlum and assessment (ibid, pp.l2-15). The comsrittee,s preference
for an achievement-based assessment approach to learning was widely
supported by both the public and the major role players and was
conceived as a way of providing answers to many of the probleurs inherent
in the existing system (ibid,p.Sg;NzeA, lggtf;NzppTA, lggg).

The significance of the "Learning and Actrieving,,report is situated
primarily in its compreheruive account of the problems associated with the
provision of education at the senior secondary school. The comsrittee,s
proposal to make radicar changes in the approaches to education and
training were ectroed in a number of govemment comsdssioned reports
which were released in the ensuing three years (19g619g9), and would
ultimately lead to the implementation of a radical restmchrring of
education and training.

In their 1986 'Green paper', a draft offieiars,paper, the Departnrents
of Education and Labour jointly investigated the airrrs and organisation of
vocational education and training in New Zealand(4). In the view of the
two departrrents

Vocational education and training should be available inall sectors 
9f the economy, at all [veb of skills andresponsibilig, a-s-a_gridgl from school and throughout life.It should be available aJa continuing pro"*, from hades andtechnician training fulgl to univeisity r"""ip*r"rrional

haining (Departrrene of Education"trd uuo*, 7gg5:2).

The draft report noted that there was an absence of clear and consistent
standards for haining for many occupatioru and, conseguently, the
departments came to advocate a new approacrr to vET whictr was to be
based on the principles of economic growth and produdivity, personar
development and equity (ibiil, p.l). One of the key features of this newly
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concePtualised training system was that the courses and assmsment were
to focus on'demonstrated competency to perfonn the required tasks to the
established standards' (ibiil, p.39), which entailed a decisive move away
from time serving, and norm referencing, towards a criterion-based
haining and assessment regime.

The departrrents envisaged that any new system should allow for
greater flexibility in terms of course delivery and organisatioru teactring
methods, learning environments and entry prerequisites, while another
important element was the inclusion of a provision for cross-crediting
since the lack of horizontal and vertical links in the existing vET system
was deemed costly and inefficient.

In the face of the ctranging economic conditions in the r.9g0s, it
became apparent that the natiotls's training system had to undergo drastic
adjustrrents in order for New Zealand to remain a viable economic
competitor in the global market-prace. As a logical consequenc€,
investrrent in hainiag and the upskiling of the workforce were emerging
as goverrunent policy priorities, a move which was compatibre with
overseas developments (ibid; cal\ster, 1990). A closer alignrnent of the
education and employment sectors was considered necessary so as to
enhance education's responsiveness and relevance. An important step
towards achieving these aims was taken by the cabinet Ad Hoc
committee on Employment and Training meeting held on 29 october r9g5
when the decisions wel€ made that
- numagement and control in continuing education should be decenhalised
except where there is a particular reason to maintain central controL
- there was no need for a statutory body to conduct training needs
identification, develop prescriptions or undertake certification and that the
present bodies carrying out these functioru be dismantled;
- an independent validation authority be established to endorse the
certificates provided by others;
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- any validation, prescription development, training needs identification"
or examination activity carried on by any government agenry should be on
a voluntary basis, funded either on a contributory or comnercial basis, and
that

- any fufure system of oversight in the area of continuing education ought
to have:

- flexibility offered by validation rather than prescriptioru
- close contact between any validating authority and trainiag providers;
- assessment by achievement of competence rather than time served, and
- flexible certification that permits cross-crediting (cabinet Ad Hoc
Comnittee on Employment and Training ,19g6:2).

In retrospect, the visit of Russel Marshalr and the Assistant
General-Director of Education, f.A.Ross, to the scottish vocational
Education council (scorvEc) in r9g5 to examine the developments in the
area of post-compur"ory education" and in partiorrar the scottish 15+
Action Plaru was of considerable importance in the fonnulation and the
development of PCET poliry in New zealand, as the Scottish training
system was singled out as an overseas exempl,ar for comprehensive
analysis (5).

The scottish sdreme sought to establish a shrdent_centred modurar
learning approach, in which sfudents are given greater responsibility over
their own learning within a framework characterised by a range of entry
and exit Poinb plus the possibilify for retention of credits for earlier
achievements. Assessment, in this new system, is based on specified
performance criteria and a srngle qualification" the National certificate,
replaced all existing non-advarrced vocational education qualifications
(Deparfrrent of Educati on, lgg1 a:2_3).

New Zealand's interest in the scottish system seems to have derived
mainly from the fact that the situation in both countries was not too
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dissimilar in terrns of the issues and problems each of them were
encountering in the area of post-comprl"ory education and haining at that
time. Furtherrrore, the two natioru had populatioru which were of a
comparable size. Both countries were subscribi4g to the idea that the
separation of education and haining
corsequently, were investigating ways

about a closer alignurent (TTu Training

was a false dichotomy and,

and measures that would brirg
Bulletin, 198d). There was also a

further point of comparisoru in that scotland's participation levels in post-

TABLE 3.2

COMPARATME PARNCP
EDUCATION

PARTICIPATION RATES II{ 1984
15 Years l.Z years lg years 19 years

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Gernrany (1)
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
New Zealand
Portugal
Scotland
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

n.3
87.1

85.5
88.6
76.0
87.5
83.9
92.1

9.7

94.0
97.8
74.4
39.2
61.8
87.4
85.9
58.0
94.3

59.2

83.7
75.0
7t.6
68.0
75.4
58.9
89.3
70.3
84.0
u.7
6.5
35.0
29.1,

78.4
81.5
52.8
87.1

42.0

76.5

57.0
42.1
61.0
58.8
45.2

7r.9
51.3

62.8

32.5
34.5
12.5
4.7
73.1

37.0
il.7

37.4
45.6
43.0
30.0
50.0
y.5
30.0
45.9

29.4
s0.0 (2)

43.7

30.9
27.8
3.1 (3)

23.5
52.8
28.5
fi.9

Adapted from an OECD t"
time education in -!9u, quoted in Achievement post-school prariring
Comrrittee, Append ix 3, p.i, lgg7.
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Key: - not available; (l) preunification; (2) estimated; (3) see endnote 3r.

compulsory education" like New Zealand's, were relatively low by
international standards (see table 3.2 above). Scotland,s ld+ Action pl"ru u
poliry strategy designed to overcome the stated problems, was therefore
an interesting exemplar for New Zealand to consider.

The chief Exectrtive of sCorvEC, Tom McCool, was invited by the
Vocatiornl Training Council to visit New Zealand in 19gZ and during his
stay he delivered an sxterrsive number of formal and inJorrral
presentations to government officials, representatives of employer bodies,
trade unions and senior staff from porytechnics, among other groulx, on
the scottish approach to education and training (Department of Labour,
1987:2)' The influence of McCool's visit on the direction of the ensuing
reform discussions in education and training was considered ,important,

(Goff, 1987:2) by some, assessed as 'heightening the debate, (Lythe,
interview, lg94) by others, while his regional presentations have been
described as'very well received, (Selwood ,I991:ll2).

Teachers, on the other hand, were critical of a mod,rlar approach to
education because, in their view, it could result in a smorgasbord model
and they also expressed concern that general education could be in danger
of becoming too vocationally specific (Departurent of Educati on,lggta:4).
some trade unionists held the belief that this new approach could
culminate in deskilling when adopted in New Zearand,, while the
employers were generally supportive of the concept of a competenry-
based modular haining system (ibid).

A national seminar was held following McCool's visit to disctrss the
principles on which New Zealand,s new system of vocational education
and haining had to be based. By and large, the principles the seminar
agreed to were quite similar to those underpiruring the scottish scheme, in
that the new New zealand system would be deveroped, monitored and
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controlled at all levels in an equal partnership (d) between employers,
trade unions and educators, providing a continuum of education and
training throughout life with a variety of entry and exit points and
establishing a framework that perrrrits flexible transfer between education
and training (ibid, p.S).

This model would establish a 'comprehensive, rational and
proactive as well as a responsive national framework with national
standards and a national scheme of certification which could recognise all
achievement no matter how mod egt' (ibid, pp.Fd). Moreover, it would
employ a sfudent-centred and skills_based focus, and enter upon a
performance criteria approach to learning and assessment within a
modular currictrlum. As a last underpiruring notior; it was recognised that
the relatioruhips between providers of secondary and tertiary education
and haining required improvement and needed to become closer (ibid,

P.6).

The Minister of Education approved a recornmendation by the
Adrievement Post school Plarning comnittee to establish a short life
working group for the p'"pose of investigatint a quarification system
based on either some or all of the principles agreed to at the national
seminar' In its report to the minister, the comnittee endorsed all the
principles and zupported the idea of a system of national certification as
being an appropriate response to the concerns in the pcET area
(Achievement post-School plaruring Committe e, lgg1) (Z). This report can
be seen to have been of some historical significance as the aims and the
strucfure of a new qualificatioru system became much clearer and
articrrlated (c/. Selwoo d, lggl).

The thrust towards demonstrated comPetence appeared to be
gaining coruiderable momenfum, especially in the trades area as a direct
result of the apprenticeship reforrr process that sought to broaden the
whole basis of apprenticeship and expricitly promoted the concep of
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competency-based training (Department of Educatiory l9g7c, appendix 3,
p.4; Burleigh, 1987) which is outcome-focussed, in that training is deemed
complete when apprentices have achieved 'defined standards of
competence or performance' (Goff, 1988:8). Instrumental in this gradual
development towards a new training approach was that twelve trades,
which included furnifure, motor and engineering covering 4r% ofall the
apprentices (at the period under disctrssion), supported and adopted the
new trainingapproach (Murray, Wickens, Leitch, interviews, lgg4).

And, furthermore, in recognising the growing interest in New
Zealand for competency-based vocational training and the implications
this may have on curricrrlum development and evaluation" a ,Towards

competenry' seminar was held in rggg in wellington where general
suPport was expressed for a move towards a competenqy-based haining
system' According to Ray Taylor, then Assistant General-Director of the
New Zealand Employers' Federation (NZEF), ,the result of vocational
education must be the attainurent of compete nce, (TTu Training Bulletin,
1988:6) and he decrared that New Zear,and trains 'can-do people, (ibid, p.7).
The seminar idenffied a need for more research into ,competence, 

and
workshops on curriculum plarning and evaruation methodologies
(Wagner,1988).

In the second harf of the 19g0s, trade prescriptions were being
revised into a competency-based forrrat through a process of DACUM_
based haining needs analysis and a[ new prescniptions had to be
approved by all the major role players involved (Departurent of Educatioru
198b:15). The vocational Training council developed systematic
competenry-based courses for on-th*job trainers in order to support this
move' In this context, it is not unimportant to note that the final trade
examinations are/were set by external examiners and moderated by a
national committee of user groups.
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But internal assessment became an increasingly common feature of
the first and second qualifying trade examinations. whereas stages three
and five of AAVA examinations were (and are) externally examined and
moderated, it became coulmon practice to assess stage four internally (g).
The results of each polytechnic are then assessed against the national
results (Deparhrent of Education, l9g7c, appendix, pp.1_2). A notable
example of competenry testing in the hades prior to the educational
reforms were the tlping and shorthand trade qualificatioru prescriptions
in which the performance criteria and the national standards were
specified in detail (NZeA, 1990a).

It was in the right of these practices and developments that it
became quite crear to the government and interest groups that a
continuation of a Process focus in vocational education and training was
rapidly becoming an unsustairuble and outrroded approach and that,
conversely, under a national validation body an outcomes approach would
emerge (McKenzie, 7gg7:6) (g). The estabrishment of an independent
validation body which the government was committed to in r9g5, and was
endorsed by the Probine/Fargher report, was at that time and in respect to
the government reforms 'not a negotiable matter, (NZ Eagineering Uniorl
1988:2). However, the idea of a 'national accreditation authority, (r01, 

^govemment organisation with simil,ar functions had been recommended
much earlier by the New Zealand National commission for uNESCo
$978)' The notion of and a possible sbrrcture for a national validation
body became the subjecb of debate in the post-r9g5 period.

The Department of Education" after hurirg investigated moders of
vocational bodies in the united Kingdom, Australia and New zearand,
recomstended the establishment of a National vocational eualificatioru
Board (NVQB), a body whictr would have validation" accreditatioru
moderation and certification functions (Department of EducatiorU 19g7c).
The extent of these functions of the Board, however, was not uncontested.
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Industry, for example, supported the idea of lweB carrying out all of
these functions (ibid, p.7) althougtu contrarily, the Employers, Federation
gave preference to the irutitution of a national certification authority and
argued that the principal function of lweB should be national
certification, and not the validation of regional irutitute examirntions or
certificates (NZEF,1988:9) (11). Moreover, the Federation contended at that
time that external examinations for the award of trade certificates and
other qualifications should be maintained in the new training system, for it
would not only act as a counterbaLance to an emerging emphasis on
provider-based internal assessmenb (NZEF, l9g7b:Z) but it would also
continue to provide nationally standardised sunrmative assessments
(Taylor, 1988:15).

From the perspective of the Department of Education, NVeB could
delegate the certification, examination and/or assessment functions to
third partis (ibid, P.z). However, the Treasury believed that certification
should be dealt with separately from validatioru as their rurudng together,
in their thfu*h& would present 'substantial da4gers of provider capture,
(Smelt, 1988:3). According.to Smelt (ibiit, p.4), certification is essentially a
provider issue and not a function of a validation body. The latter should be
an independent body with broad ranging and output-oriented tasks which
'should go wider than varidation of vocatiornr q'alificatio's,.

In a similar vein" the Treasury believed that the accreditation of
providers constitutes an input function and for that reason one a validation
authority should not necessarily become involved with (ibid). The
Department of Labour, on the other hand, doubted whether tweB should
issue certificates because it believed that this could lead to an involvement
in the haining Process, zuch as ctrrrictrlum development and prescription
(Departments of Education and Labour, lggg:5).

It should also be mentioned here that the Departrrent of Education
report also zupported the inclusion of a provision for the award of
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'vocational degrees' in the polpechnic sector, an idea which was borrowed

from the Council for National Academic Awards in the united Kingdom

and for which there were also similar provisioru existing in Australia

(Department of Educatioru 7987b;1987c). The notion of induding

'vocational degrees' in a system of national certification plus the Treasury's

preference for assigning 'wider validation functioru' to a national

validation body were relatively early, but dear, indicatioru for the policy

direction that would be followed henceforth.

The government's thrust towards the establishment of a single

authority for vocational qualifisatisns was based on its decision to

ratiornlise the number of existing certification bodies (some 75) and to
provide a national framework for vocatioral qualifications (Goff, 1988). By

setting up this system of national co-ordination the government wanted to

achieve an increasitgly skilled and flexible workforce for a competitive

economy, which was (and still is) its broader policy aim (Richardsoru l99Z;

Ministry of Educatiory l99h). As a result of this move, bodies such as

AAVA and NZTCB were disbanded as statutory bodies in the areas of
vocational and advanced vocational awards but not before the possibility

of an amalgamation of the two bodies was considered.

There was some considerable concern in the first hatf of the 1980s

that a substantial proportion of school leavers (Zg.l% in l9g2) were neither

continuing their education nor were in employment at all, and constituted

a group which'may not be catered for by either TCB or AAVA' (Coad and

Lawrence, 1985:15) while, simultaneously, there was a discernible trend of
an increasing social demand for higher levels of education(cf. Department

of Educatioru 1987c). Nonetheless, a major concern expressed was that both
AAVA and NzrcB have been too slow in updating their course

prescriptions in response to industry requirements (Fargher, lggg:l;
Department of Educatiorg nd., p.2).
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A review team which examined the possibilities for a closer ce

ordination between the two organisations concluded that the labour
market could be more effectively provided for with employment-relevant
qualifications if they would work closer together (Coad and Lawrence,
1985:77). In their report it was recommended that NzrcB and AAVA
remain statutorily independent but be serviced by a cornmon
administrative body, a proposal which was endorsed by most
organisations, but shongly rejected by the Board and the Authority
(NZTCB, 1985:1; Lawrence, interview, lgg4).

Although'the draft review report did not achieve much, (lawrence,
interview, 1994), it confirrred again that a lack of articulation between the
certification bodies was untenable in the context of changes in technology,
occrrpations and qualifications and hence their continuation was deemed
unacceptable by the government and industry (Departments of Education
and Labour, 1988; Griffin, interview, lgg4).

rn1987, two public disctrssion booklets, 'Tertiary Education in New
Zealand: Issues and Comment' (Department of Educati on, l9g7d) and
'Further Education and Training: Who Should pay?,(Ad Hoc Cabinet
Committee on Training and Employment, lggT) were released by the
Deparhnent of Education- The public views on credentials and validation
in tertiary education were summarised in the rggg ,Report on submissions
to the Tertiary Reviews', in which the public expressed a high revel of
support for the key concepts underpiruring the education poliry intentions
of the government (Department of Education" lgggb). The views
communicated in the submissions generally consented with the notions of
- transferable and portable national qualifications and a modular learning
approactr;

- competency-based assessmenb

- a national validation body reporuible for maintaining national standards
and a central certificationbody;
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- a maior role for indushry with a national validation body, among others,
on the basis of which tertiary education it was believed, could be
rationalised and restructured (ibid, p.151). Although these submissions
carnot be regarded as the public's mandate for government poticy
development in education and training, they clearly appear to approve of a
shift taking place towards a more flexible and accessible education system
in which national standards are maintained and for which a national body
assumes resporuibility.

The Picot, Hawke, "Learning for Life', and "Learning for Life: Two,,
reports (see also discrrssion in chapter 2) were publicly released in the
period APtil 1988-August 1989. The second and the last of these
publications were the most important ones with regard to the
government's decisions in the area of PCET. The significance of the Hawke
report lies in the fact that it questioned the appropriateness and relevance
of maintaining the traditional distinction between education and training
(Hawke, interview, rgg4). Notwithstanding this, Flawke recommended a
National Education eualifications Authority (NEeA) be established that
would consist of three seParate and independent subagencies, i.e. a
National Vocational eualifications Board (NVeB), a Secondary Education
Qualifications Board (sEeB) and a National Academic Awards Board
(NAAB), thereby perpetuating the separation between secondary,
vocational and academic qualifications (Hawke, 19gg). In Hawke,s view,
the main concerns of NEeA and its boards would be

P rp"ofy rntional standards,-evaluating courses proposed
by providers and gndorsing claims tlrat"th"y;;t those
specified standards (and) to accredit providers. The
principal concern of the NEeA and iL component boards
would be with the outcome of educationar s'ervices
(ibid,pp.S*S),

and, furthennore, he envisaged that NEeA would:
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sometimes be interested in the inputs to a course, but its
principal concern is whether u prbrrid"r is able to supply a
learning situation which enables sfudents or trainees to
satisfy appropriate rntional standard s (ibid,p.55).

According to Hawke (ibid, p.S4; interview, lgg4), the curriculum
development function in PCET should be kept distinct from validation,
and left to the providers. Validation, on the other hand, concerns itself
primarily with the setting and maintenance of national
(achievement,/competency) standards, a task assigned to NEeA, which is
a corutnrction that sets out to accomplish a move away from a traditional
curricrrlum or prescription-dominated approach towards an explicit focus
on outcomes or national standards (c/. Griffin, interview, rgg4t. on the
subject of certification, Hawke Gggg:S5) argued that the providers should
assume responsibility for this, although he foresaw that in the transitional
period the rnme of the varidation body wourd need to be printed on the
certificates too.

In "Learning for Life" and "Learning for Life: Two,', the government
announced its final decisions on the tertiary education refonns. rn
"Learning for Life" the creation of a National Education eualificatioru
Authority was arurounced, a govemment body charged with the
responsibility for the co-ordination of national secondary_school
qualifications, national vocationar quarifications, and national advanced
academic qualifications (Ministry of Education" 19g9a). And it was decided
that this body would have tripartite representation in its composition (12).
The main functioru of the authority were specified as follows:
- to oversee the setting - and regurar review - of standards for
qualifications in secondary schools and post-school irutitutions;
- to develop a national qualifications framework in the pcET area;
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- to establish policies and criteria to validate courses which are based on
nationally recognised qualifications;

- to ensure that New Zealand qualifications maintain international
comparab ldtty (ibid, pp.26-7).

The qualifications authority, the government decided, would adopt
a student-centred approach to assessment and rearning, including
emphasis on the competency of students to understand and apply their
acquired knowledge. For an initial start-up period, NEeA would receive
government funding while in the schools area it would be partially serf-
funding but in the pcET area the body was required to become ultimatery
a totally self-funding organisation. NEeA would have a role to play also in
the development of modular ctrrricula, as was stipulated in ,,Learni4g for
Life" (ibid, p.2n. The validation of cources by NEeA would be a voluntary
requirement except in those irutances where national recognition of the
qualification was sought.

By setting up NEeA, the government intended to brirt about a
closer correspondence between the employment and the pcET sectors and
enhance the alignment between institution-based learning and on-the.job
haining (ibid). In the period r9g7-rggg, the notion of a unified
qualifications stnrcture for the whole education and training area started
to emerge at working parties' meetings (Department of Education, nd.,
p'4; Hood, interview, 1gg4) but was regarded at that time as too radical a
deparfure from the existing system (Hood, interview, lgg$.

In "Learning for Life: Two" it was stated that aU the board members
of NEQA were to be appointed by the Minister of Education which, in the
light of the above functions assigned to the authority, is a clear and strong
indication of the important role it was exPected to play in education and
haining, an areir of considerable public and political interest and
contention (Ministry of Educatiorl l9g9b:46; Cabinet Ad Hoc Comrnittee
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Learning for Life, r9g9:2; c/. Ministerial working paw,r9g9). In other
words, it was certainly in the interest of the government to ensure ,that the
qualifications authority was not everybody's plaything' (scott, interview,
1994). The report also made clear that NEeA,s role with regard to
university degrees would involve the monitoring of inter-university
validation and moderation procedures, and the development of criteria for
these activities in consultation with the universities.

A further significant decision was that haining needs analyses
would become the resporuibility of industry, which NZEF had deemed
orrcial (NZEF, r98Zb; Taylor, 19gg), with NEeA h"rirg the task of merely
facilitating this (Ministry of Educatiorl f9g9b). In order for NEeA to be
able to continue this funcdorL the government decided to trarufer the fund
previously administered by the vocational Traini4g co'ncil for
conducting these DACUM-based training needs anaryses to the
Qualifications Autho rtry (ibitt,p.48).

As aryrounced in "Learning for Life Two,,, a NEeA Working purty
was forrred in 1989 whicb under the chairnranship of David Hood, had
the task of setting up the Establishment Board of NEeA. All the major role
players and a wide range of interest groups were represented on this
working party, which had a total of lZ members (Ministerial Worki4g
Party, 1989) (13). Eighty-four zubnissio.s were received by the worki4g
Party in resporue to meetings with interest groups and the dishibution of a
draft report. The majorig of the zubmissions expressed zupport for the
establishment of 'some grye of qualifications autho rity. (ibid,p.4; NZeA,
1994f) that would be in charge of 'an across-theboard approach, to
validating qualifications in schools and in vocational and advanced
academic areas (ibid, p.s). only the university sector objected to becoming
involved with NEeA other than in the aforementioned monitoring task
(NZQA, r994f).
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The overall conseruus from these submissions was that the intended

approach would probably simphfy the present uncoordirnted and

confusing system markedly and enhance the possibility for students to

move between institutions and courses. It also endorsed the government

decision to inaugurate NEQA as a poliry advisory body with operational

responsibilities for qualifications (ibid, p.5). The NEQA Working Party

proposed to government in its final report that the three tier board

structure of a qualifications authority, as favoured by Flawke, be changed

to a single board accountable directly to the minister as well as five

standing committees which would be overseeing secondary, academig

vocational, non-formal and Maori education The working party

recoulmended that the authority be established as a body corporate and

not as a department under the State Sector Act (ibid, p.51).

AN OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL.ADMINISTRATTVE FRAMEWORK

In rather unequivocal tenns, the New Zealand education reforms
have been nothing short of a radical departure from the organisation and

structure of education and training in existence prior to the Labour
government's adoption of a neo-liberal, supply-driven economic poliry
approach in 1984 and its continuation in subsequent National

administrations. or to put it differently, these refonns, in the view of Dale

and ozga (1993:71),'represented little continuity with any of the major

discourses of education in New Zeatand in the l9g0s'. The education

reforms which were embedded within the government's broader poliry
aim of economic rationalisation have arguably led to a change in the very

Pu{Pose and nature of education and training. This assertion will be

further developed in the remainder of this chapter as well as in the next

two chapters.

Evidence in support of this perhaps rather presumptive statement is

the raft of legislative changes that had been put in place in the period lggG
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1992 to underpin the aim of the goverrrnnent to achieve its economic goals

whictu in tum, intrinsically affected the shape and direction of its public

administration policy. A key component of the policy strategy applied by

the government after 1.984 was its aim to accomplish market liberalisation

by means of a comprehensive deregulation of the private sector. A major

concern to the govemment was that progress in labour market reform was

being inhibited by an inflexible national award system that was regarded

as a constraint on the development of a more competitive and productive

economy. Hence, to assist with remedyitg this, the Labour Government

inhoduced three major pieces of legislation, i.e. the 1985 State-Owned

Enterprises Act, the 1987 labour Relations Act and the 1988 State Sector

Act (see below), which all set out to encourage industry and enteqprise

bargaining by reducing central control and corutraints (Deeks et al.,1994;

c/. Trotter,1986).

After the elections in 1990, the incoming National Govemment

realised that the Labour Relations Act continued to dictate the industry

bargaining structure and therefore introduced the Employment Contracts

Act in 1991 which aimed specifically at promoting 'an efficient labour

market' (NZ Government, l.99La:3). It was daimed by the then Minister of

Finance to be a key piece of legislation which would lead to economic

recovery (Anderson, l99ik.).

However, both domestically and internationally, the Employment

Contracts Act has been the subject of some considerable criticism as it
intentionally discouraged collective bargaining (Andersoru 1994b) and in
effect'sidelined' the trade unions by removing them from the statutes and

hence extended the authority of marurgement (Foulkes , 1992:ll; Doherty,

1993:3). However, it should be noted that although the Labour party was

historically a party of the welfare state and a proponent of economic

regulation" it became essentially a party of the New Right after ascending

to power in lg84, because it embraced the same laissez-faire and
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monetarist policies as the National Party (esson, 1992:38). Thus those

political parties which have been in power since 19&4 have adopted and

sustained a market liberal approach to the economic and fiscal crises

whictr, in passing, was a policy response broadly coruistent in the OECD

countries (Boston" 1992).

In general comparative terms, a more radical change was

introduced in the public sector when the State Sector Act of 1988 came into

effect. The Minister of State Services saw the main aim of this Act being 'to

btittg appropriate private sector practices into the public service' (Rudd,

1992:97). The Act, in the view of Martin (1992), called into guestion the

apolitical nature of the public service and its prime motivation was 'one of

improving economic and managerial perfonnanc e' (ibid, p.126).

As a consequence, a uurugerial mode of administrative operation

was substituted for a bureaucratic approach and the chief executive officer

of a government department, who is appointed on contract for up to five

years on conditions agreed with the State Services Commissiory now

enjoyed much of the autonomy of the CEos in the private sector. One of

the key features of the Act is that a department now is an employer in ib
own right, presided over by a drief executive officer who has a

perfonnance contract with the minister. Thus, effectively, legislation had

been put in place to bring the private and the public sector labour rel,ations

systems much closer together.

The 1989 Public Finance Act is a corollary of the State Sector Act in

the sense that it was instituted with a view to reform financiat

uranagement and therefore complemented the administrative reform focus

of the latter. The 1989 Act, and its amendments, specfy the minimum

financial reporting obligations imposed upon the CrowrL departments and

Crown entities, such as schools, and indude the requirement of a yearly

report of firancial and non-financial statements. The desired results are

expressed in terms of outputs for whidr" in the case of government
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departments, the chief execrrtives are responsible. Under the Public

Finance Act, the ministers have separate roles: they are 'owners of the

departmental business' and they are also 'purchasers of outputs' (e.9,

goods, services, policy advice) produced by the departments (ibid,p.l3D.

Their desired results are couched in terms of 'outcome', which is

defined as'the long term impact on, or consequences for, the community of

the activities of the government' (Ministry of Education, 1991a:5). The

intended result of this legislation, in accord with the philosophy that

underpirs current education policy, is to increase devolution and

operational flexibility, yet is balanced by increased accountability and by

perforrnnce contracts requirements as well as by extersive national

monitoring (Martin, 1992;Gilling, L99il;Fitzsimoru and Peters, lgtg4).

The three pieces of legislation briefly discussed above provide a

broad framework that sets the tone and direction of newly legislated

education policy. The Education Act came into effect on the first of October

1989, an event heralded by the Ministry of Education (1990a:1) as a

'significant day in the history of New Zealand education' because it saw

the abolishment of the'bureaucratic ulaze of the Departurent of Education'

(Ministry of Educatioru 1993a:9). Under this Act, the regional education

boards, councils and committees also were disestablished, and these bodies

were replaced by six government agencies responsible for administering

early childhood and compulsory educatioru i.a. the Early Childhood

Development Unit, the Education Review Office, the Ministry of

Educatioru the Special Education Service, the Parent Advocacy Council

and the Teadrer Registration Board (see below for an outline of the

functions of selected bodies).

A key feature of the Act was that schools were now required to have

a Board of Trustees. This move by central government to devolve the

power of administrative control and organisation to the boards is

indicative of the state's intention to reduce its role markedly in
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implementation and communify decision making while retaining its power

in the political centre. Hence, the issues of accountability and control are

dearly to be seen as cenhal to the refonns in New Zealand (Dale and

Ozga, 1993; Mitchell et al., 1993). Following Codd (1990), the reLationship

structure that has been put in place means that decisions c;rn now be more

effectively controlled by the government.

This fundamental change in the relationship between the national

goverrrment, schools and the community has also been enunciated in the

1990 Education Amendment Act which created school clrarters and

introduced bulk funding (NZ Government, 1.990). According to Dale and

Ozga (1993:68), charters are to be regarded as 'the cornerstone of the New

Zealand reforrs'. Th"y speofy the responsibilities of the Board of Trustees

to the Minister of Education, intending to ensure that the sdrool is

managed and organised for the aims, puposes and objectives set down

and in accordance with the National Education Guidelines (Ministry of

Education, 1992; Mitdrell et al., 1993, Appendix D) (14). In developing

darters, the schools are required to consult with their communities and

'establish the kinds of educational outcomes desired for the students' (ibid,

p.1e).

Although the chartens are written by the individual Boards of

Trustees, their content is largely prescribed by the national government

and is cornmon to all sctrools (ibid, p.8l). Hence, school accountability is, at

least in policy terms and in keeping with the philosophy of 'Tomorrow's

Schools', safeguarded through the school charters and monitored by the

Education Review office. At this stage it would be appropriate to

emphasise that the introduction of charters, bulk funding and Boards of

Trustees are measures which have foctrssed mainly on education

administratioru and not on the quality or practice of education in
classrooms (ibid, p.80 ; c/. I-auder et al., 1990).
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Another important measure introduced by the Sovelnment in 1991

in order to raise accountability in education and to move towards an

'education and training market', was the EFTS (Equivalent Full-Time

Student) butk funding system for the tertiary institutions, substituting

central decision making about levels of staffing operating grants and

capital works projects for increased institutional self-management. State

subsidies to each tertiary institution are granted according to the number

of equivalent full-time students in each of the course cost categories at their

institution, while they have to meet the requirements set out in the 1989

Public Finance Act and the 1989 Education Act and their subsequent

amendments (Ministry of Education, 1991b). Hence, tefiary providers are

placed in competition with each other through the EFTS policy which, in

the view of Lundberg (1994:20), 'b already producing strong adaptive

behaviour of the kind sought by the New Zealand government when it

initiated these policies'.

The Ministry of Education was established in 1989 as a department

of state under the 1988 State Sector Act and its role (and statement of

purpose) is to provide policy advice to the government on early childhood,

compulsory and post-compulsory educatioru which indudes employment-

related education and training. It has, also, to ensure the effective, efficient

and equitable implementation of the government's policies and to advise

on the optimal use of resources allocated to education Ministry of

Education, 1993b). The underlyrng purpose the Ministry idenffies with is

to help the government achieve its 'strategic rezults' (Ministry of

Education, 1994b:9), i.e. 'maintaining our crurent strong economic growth

and building strong comrnunities and a cohesive society' (NZ Government,

1993:2).

'Maintaining and accelerating economic growth is the 'strategic

result area' fust mentioned in the Ministry's L994/5 Corporate PIan and is

dearly an indication of .its com.rritrrent to a 'human capital' approadr to
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education and training (Ministry of Education, 1994b:9). The Ministry of

Education provides contestable policy advice to the central government

and in the context of this thesis, it is relevant to list four of its priority

policy areas, which are: directioru and targets for educatioru skills training;

the education and labour market interface; and, the National Qualificatioru

Framework (ibid,p.l6). With regard to the latter, its obiective is to 'examine

and advise on the coherence and integration of the New Zealand

Qualifications Framework with school and post-school curriculum and

assessment' (ibid).

The Education Review Office (ERO) was also established in 1989 as

a separate department of state under the State Sector Act of 1988 (l:brd) and

receives ib funding through Vote:Eduction Review Office. The Office's

functions are to regularly and systematically review and audit the

perfonnance of all registered schools and early childhood centres against

requirements set out in legislatiorl charters, agreements, and other poliry

directives. ERo, in additio& may undertake special reviews either on the

initiative of its minister, who crurently is the Minister of Education but

may not be in the future, or of the Office itself. Its mission statement is

'high qualify evaluation contributing to high quatity education' (ERo,

1995b) and the Office affords to the intended outcome of the government

to improve the quatity of education for all learners (ERo, 1990:3) (see

figure 3.1 below).

While the 1989 Education Act mainly foctrssed on the control and

management of primary and secondary educatioru under the 1990

Education Amendment Act three new central agencies were established

with statutory functions in the post-compulsory education and training

sector. These are: the Education and Training support Agenry GTSA), the

Career Development and Transition Education Service (or the Careers

service) (15) and NZQA, all of which were forrred as body corporates and

Crown agencies for the purpose of the Public Finance Act of f9S9 (NZ
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Government, 1990). The 1992 Amendment Act changed the status of these

bodies into Crown entities, which were from then on required to indude

statements of service performance in their annual firnncial statements.

The Education Amendment Act stipulated that ETSA would assume

responsibilify for administering the ACCESS training scheme,

apprenticeships, the primary industry cadet schemes and other activities

and prograurmes relating to education and haining as deternrined from

time to time by the minister after coruultation with interested parties (ibrd,

p.109). The Agency, an independent organisatiorL is funded through

Vote:Education and works under a charter to the Minister of Education to

whom its Board is directly accountable. The Board members are appointed

by the minister, except for the general rnarurger, and ETSA is considered as

being a 'senrice provider' (Ministry of Educatioru 1.993a:ZZ).Inpractice and

in spite of its operational focrrs, the Agency is said to be involved in
training and labour market poliry formation through'input and discussion

with the Minister, the Mioirbry and with k"y groups of officials'
(McCarthy, personal communicatioru 1996; Ministry of Educatioru 1990a).

Its aim is to build a 'learning orlture' in New Zealand which links skill
development to economic advantage.

The legal status and the institutiornl arrangements of the Careers

Service are similar to that of ETSA as it was set up to work under a charter

to the Minister of Education It is also a 'service provider, in that it was

formed for the purpose of providing a careers and advice service to help

New Zealanders make inforsred choices about careers and assist them

through the process of change in their working lives. one of its main

functions is to assist educators and trainers to run effective career

education Programmes. The Service is required to establish and maintain a

database of information about occtrpations arul about post-compulsory

education and training (NZ Government, 1990). unmistakably, since
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consumer choice is being promoted by the tovernment as a guidiag

principle in the education and training marketplace, and holds a central

place in its social and economic policies (Bolger et a1.,1990), the importance

of available @reer advice and course information is therefore becoming

very important indeed.

The New Zealand Qualifications Authority, the third Crown agency

established under the 1990 Amendment Act, is headed by " Board

appointed by the Minister of Education which reflects comnunity,

employer and education interests. The CEO (until October 1996 David

Hood) is responsible for the administration and management of the

Qualifications Authority and reports to the Board which is regarded the

Minist y of Education (1993b:41) rather enviously as having 'substantial

policy making powers'. At its inceptiorq in July 1990, NZQA had 120

perrranent staff and a team of five general urarugers, @& of which had

resporsibility for a division $'ithin NZQA. These divisions were: poliry,
Maori, assessment and certification" corporate services and

implementation An organisational restmchrring took effect in June 1995

aimed at increasi4g the Authorig's focus on crrstomer specifications and

the quality of products and se:nrices and to improve ib efficiency. At the

time of *titi.& NZQA has some 1rt5 perrnanent staff.

The institutional arrangemenb for the Authority, being both a

policy development and implementation body, is seen by some as an

irregularity in the context of most existing arrangements, as usually a
department of state would undertake such tasks and the chief executive

would be required to report directly to the minister, and not to the Board

(ibid). The Authority is the only agency created under the 1990 Education

Amendment Act with a poliry function and therefore its irutitutional

status is markedly different from that of the other agencies. It is dear that

the Authority has been set up as .rn 'agency of change' (NZeA, 1996e), to
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which the government is strongly committed, with an aim to overhaul the

existing structure of qualifications. Some even argue that NZQA has

almost become de facto the Ministry of Education (Maharey, interview,

r994J.

Under the provisions of the 1990 Education Amendment Act, the

New Zealand Qualificatioru Authority was founded for the purpose of

establishing a 'consistent approach to the recognition of qualifications in

academic and vocational areas' (NZ Government, 1990:95). Its main

functions are to:

- develop a framework for national qualifications in secondary sdrools and

in post-school education in which

(1) all quatifications have a purpose and a relationship to each other that

the students and the public can understand; and

(2) there is a flexible system for the gaining of quatificatioru, with

recognition of competenry already achieved;

(3) set and regularly review standards as they relate to qualifications;

(4) ensure that New Zeal,and qualifications are recognised ovenseas, and

overseas qualifications are recognised in New Zealnrd;
(5) administer national examinations, both secondary and tertiary (ibid,

pp.99-100).

The legal and administrative sfructures outlined above have been

put in place to rationalise provision by means of market-based

decentralisation initiatives and to accommodate a shift towards an

outcomes-oriented accountability approach in education and training.

Incontestably, structural change in this sector is all-pervasive and impinges

on every single aspect, whidr indudes local and state level control and

rnanagement. A notable feature of government administrative control in
educatioru post-1990, is that the Ministry of Education has no tegislated

control over some of the newly established education agencies, eg. ERo
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and NZQA. Formal connections between these agencies and the ministry

are non-existent (Ministry of Education,7992;12-3); or are, in the case of the

Authority, considered by a ministry official to be 'quite constrained'

(Perris, interview, 799 4).

Another significant outcome of the reforms is that the responsibility

for delivering liabour market and industry-based training has been

transferred to ETSA and eructed in educational law and no longer comes

under the purview of the Department of Labour. In 7993, funding totalling

$1.9 million for off-job training was turned over from polpechnics to the

lndustry Training Organisations through the Agency (see below).

In the next section the focus will shift to an analysis of important

new initiatives in education and training which have been designed

predomirantly to meet the government's economic goals (see above).

TOWARDS A NEW LEARNING AND PRODUCTION CULTURE:

STRATEGIE S, FRAMEWORKS AND ATTITI,JDES

In late 199'1., the government introduced a 'New Indus4 skills
Training Strategy', a disctrssion document, which was its poliqy response

to recommendations it had received from a number of task forces and

working parties, e.g. the New Directions conference 1990 and an

interdepartmental task force on skills development, 1990. ln these reports

it was commonly suggested that New Zealand had to improve its skill

formation and development and had to act swiftly and in a concerted way

so as to overcome its 'skills crisis' (ETSA, 1990; Minisby of Educatioo

1991c; Taskforce on Skills Development, 1990; NZEF, 1990). And,

zubsequently, it was found that New Zealand's training and skill base had

to be expanded and an industry-led training system adopted. It was

recognised, on the other hand, that one of the barriers to skills foruration

was that all sectors in New Zealand lack a learning culture (Taskforce on

Skills Development, 1990).
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Another important concern expressed was that 'there is very little

investment going into education and training' (one+ L992:9), which was

an assessment broadly consistent with the conclusions drawn in the

IMD/The World Economic Forum World Competitiveness Report of 1992,

which clearly showed that the New Zealand enterprises were investing

relatively lowly in the training of their employees (MD/WEF, 1992). In a

more recent survey, NZEF (1994a) discovered that employers contribute

around 27o of their payroll to training.

In table 3.3 (see below), the results of a survey of employers n 37

countries, conducted by the MD/WEF 0992), revealed that substantial

differences existed in these countries as to whether education met the

needs of a competitive economy and whether companies were perceived to

invest sufficiently in the training of their employees. The figures given in
this table are percentages on a scale from 0 (low) to 100 (high). It should be

noted that the percentage differences in both'categories' between Gerurany

and New Zealand is no less than quite considerable.

TABLE 3.3

Selected
countries

Extent to which the
education system
meets the needs of
a competitive economy

Extent to which
companies invest
sufficiently in
training their
employees

New Zealand
Germany
Australia
United Kingdom
Japan
Singapore

50
72
58
4l
82
69

42
70
45
30
69
76

Adapted from Elkin and lr*soru 1994:ZS
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However, the notion of an existing 'skills crisis' was not

unchallenged as an OECD study concluded that'There is no unambiguous

data on skill shortages in the New Zealand economy' (OECD, 1993b:103), a

viewpoint that was generally supported in a Department of Labour (7994)

paper.This paper recognised, on the other hand, that generally employers

were experiencing more difficulty in obtaining skilled labour, especially in

the trades arca (ibid, p.15). Critics of the 'slqills crisis' thesis believe that its

existence has neither been demonstrated nor a clear definition of it

provided (Gordon and Snook, 1992). Snook (1994) asserts that the

persisting myth of a 'skills crisis' perfornr.s an important political functioru

serving domirnnt employer interests.

Undoubtedly, hi" aiticism will appty to a view held by Barnett

(1994) of the Auckland Regional Chamber of Commerce and lndustry, who

believes that 'The problem New Zealand needs to acknowledge is not a

shortage of jobs, but a shortage of employable people with skills and

commitrnent'. There is a substantial body of opinion and evidence

indicating that poaching has been a rather conlmon strategy applied by

New Zeal,and employers in overcoming the problem of a lack of skilled

labour and thereby avoiding the cost of training workers (Deeks et aI.,

1994; Swain, 1994).

This nothwithstanding, the volume of apprenticeships had

decreased quite significanfly by the end of the 1980s, readring a level of

approximately 28,000 in 1988, according to Kearns et al. (1993), and

plummeting to just over 14,000 apprentices by 1992, with an intake of

about 2,500 new entrants (Deeks et al., L994) (15). Although this dedine in

work-based training during the deregulation era is quite significant, no

reliable data is avail,able that gives a clear picture of the overall training

effort in New Zealand, and how it has varied over time (Kearns et al.,

1993). Some of the underlying reasons believed to have caused this

downturn ane: a continuing economic recessiorl stmchrral changes in
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employment and,l,astly, an absence of an apprenticeship culture (Deeks ef

a\.,1994).

The 'New Industry Training Strategy', in an effort to redress this

situation, places an emphasis on the need to extend systematic training to

industries and occtrpations and 'make it accessible to all who need it'

GTSA, 1991a:4). It also promotes an improvement in the quality of training

and proclaims the need for the development of a 'training culture' in New

Zealand. Identified as being of central importance in achieving these aims,

as has been asserted, is the crrrurection between an employer-led industry

training system and a national standards'based qualifications framework
(ibid' p.8). A partnership approach between the major role players, €.g.

ETSA, NZQA, industries and the government, is therefore considered

essential (see figure 3.2 below). The main role of the government in the

industry training reforrns is to create legislative and instifutional structures

and develop an industry training infrastructure, which includes the

provision of funding to industry organisations to assist with their industry
training (ETSA, l93b; Smelt, 1995).

The 'Strategy' docrrment announced the introduction of an Industry
Training Bill to which a levy-based funding system was a central part (NZ

Government, 1991b, Part trI). But, ultimately, its intended role became

marginalised in the Industry Training Actlggzbecause of strong employer

opposition (Famularo, 1994). The focus of the new training strategy was

directed at small and medium size enterprises in particular, to reflect the

fact that four in every five businesses in New Zealand employ fewer than

five people (c/. Barneft,1994). As a result of this and because of a lack of a
'training culture' in New Zealand, it was felt quite appropriately that there

were economic risks associated with this strategy as the small firnrs in
particular may be reluctant to absorb training (The Allen Consulting

Group 1994b).
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Under the Industry Training Act, 'indust4r' was defined rather

loosely, i.e. as'two or more enterprises that use (a) similar inputs and

methods of production to produce similar products or O) similar methods

to provide similar services' (NZ Government, 1992:2) so as to encourage

employers to forrr groupings based on common interests rather than on

dusters defined bureaucratically. This 'bottom-up' approach has the clear

advantage that employers are encouraged to 'o!vn' their involvement in

education and training. The New Zealand Council of Trade Unions (n.d.,

pp.7,20), on the other hand, criticises what they perceive as the minimalist

criteria for establishing, and leading to narrowly defined indushy training

organisatioru (ITOs) whidl in their view, will lead to fragmentation and

duplication (c/. Kearns et a1.,1993:41).

Under the terms of the Act, industry can take control of industry

training progranunes, which includes apprentice training. ITOs to be set

up as corporate bodies and required to be recognised by the Board of

ETSA for a set period of five years, each deign, marnge, and deliver

training for their industries and set appropriate rntional skill standards.

The rationale for this move, as advocated by the government, is that ITos

need to be owned and led by industry and to be as responsive as possible

to industry training needs (ETSA, 1991a).

The 1992 Industry Training Act promotes the notion of 'training

designed for indusbry by industry' (ETSA, l9g2:i) and hence ushers in an

era in which control over training is devolved to a large extent to the

industry by the government. Deeks et al. (1994:429) make in this respect a

cautious but valid comment by pointing out that 'there is a considerable

variation as to how experienced employers are in providing training lin
New Zealandl'. In a simiLar vein" Fitzsimons and Peters (1994:262) contest

the idea of placing 'bl,anket' responsibility on employers to carry out skills

training because, as they see it, other options are available (fD. NZCTU

(nd., p.9), on the other hand, calls attention to 'the unwillingness of
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employers to see training as an investment' and hence favours a

compulsory industry levies system. This reluctance, the previous Minister

of EducatiorL Lockwood Smith, (interview,1994) admits, may prove to be

an obstacle in implementing the reforrrs successfully.

Skill New Zealand was the strategy introduced by the National

Government in its 1993 Budget, that expanded the 'New Industry Skills

Training Strategy', and set out'to raise the skill levels of New Zealanders'

(ETSA and NZQA, n-d.). It is predicted that it 'will build a new national

training culture' (fbrd) and drange the way organisations and people will

learn and train in the future (ETSA, 1993a; Kerr, 1994) and, moreover,

introduce into our economy and society 'a fundamental ctrltural change'

(Kerr, 7994:36). Skill New Zealand, which indudes new training initiatives

srrch as Skill Start and Skill Pathways (18), comprises two strands: industry

training arrangements for which ETSA is assuming responsibility and the

National Qualifications Framework (NQF) developed by NZeA. These

two essential components in the government's strategy will be disctrssed

below.

ITOs have been draracterised as 'brokers or supervising agencies'

(The Allen coruulting Group, 1994b:69) and are unlike the industry

training boards they replaced, in that they are not training providers. It is
dear that ITos will have an important role to play in the PCET area, which

is reflected in their range of functions, i.e. setting skill standards for their

industry; developing training packages for employers in their industry;

anange for the delivery of on and offjob training and, in addandum,

deciding how to monitor training standards and assess trainees (see figure

3.2 below). According to Smelt (1995), the monopoly rights ITOs have in
relation to the rntional qualifications framework may be detrimental to

government's overall aim of enhancing l,abour mobility by upskilling its

workforce. The reason for this view is that individual employees' @reer
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development and their pursuit of new 'framework' qualifications will be

influenced by employer interests (19).

An obvious motive of the government in its policies to andror

workplace training fir:arly in our national system of education and training

aPpears to rest upon the notion that industry-led and funded training will

be more cost-effective to them than institution-based learning. This seems

to be one of the main reasons why workplace training is being promoted as

a 'real alternative' to institutiornl education and training (Ministry of

Education, 1993c;15; Fitzsimoru and Peters, lgg4) and perhaps why

industry-related training prograrnmes for secondary school students are

orrrently being developed (Ministry of Education, 1994a) (20).

In general terms, however, most ITos are at the moment heavily

dependent upon public rather than industry funding (smelt, 1995). A

further issue of concern was the widely perceived fragile state of many

ITOS (in or prior to 1994) (Stunock, 1995; Prine Ministerial Task Force on

Employment,1994;Jrrlian and Wickens, intenriews, 1994) (2f ). On this note

it is significant that NZEF (199b:4) sees ITOs as the 'seryants of enterprises

and industries'and expect them to operate like any other business.

In developing their operations and functions, as listed above, ITos

have been government funded. Th"y can apply for three types of fund, i.e.

an industry training development fund mainly for conducting training

needs analyses ($7 million); an administration fund for apprentice and

indusbry training schemes ($8.5 million); and, off-the-iob training (fi22.2

million) (ETSA, 1993b). From 1999, ITOs have been able to bid via a
contestable pool, for the use of these funds to purchase their off-the-job

training.
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The National Qualifications Framework (NQF), which was at the

time of writing expected to be fully implemented in 1998 (see chapter five),

forms the second part of the government's Skill New Zealand strategy. In

the first section of this chapter the antecedents relating to and the

development of both the notion of a qualifications authority and a

qualifications framework have been the subject of detailed discussion.

Before presenting a broad overview of the struchrre of the NQF, the

philosophy that underpins the framework will be discussd (22).

In its first corporate pl,an the Authority affirnrs that the aim of the

recent reforms is to improve the quality of education and training in New

Zealand which, in its view, implies change and hence presents challenges

to established systems, practices and attitudes. Thus understandably,

NZQA, after being mandated to restructure existing qualification

arangements, sees its primary role as that of a change agent (NZQA,

1990q8). This focrrs on the 'quality' aspect is also emphasised in its current

mission statement which says that the Authority:

will promote improvement in the quality of education and
haining through the development and mainternnce of a
comprehensive, accessible and flexible National Qualifications
Framework (NZQA, n.d./e) (23).

Under the crurent legislatiorg the assurance of the quality of provision in
education and training in relation to the NQF is one of NZeA's two central

PurPoses (NZQA, 1993a). It defines 'quality', in brief, as 'fitness for

purpose' in meeting crrstomer requirements (Male, 1993:l) (24). Ergo, the

customer defines the purpose and, at least in theory, should be able to

decide on whether the quality of NZQA's products and services are of an

acceptable standard. The Authority, in tunr" needs to deterurine who its

crrstomers are so that'customised' quality can be delivered and, in tenns of

self-interest, its business operation sustained. In the view of the Authority,

the quality in education and training will be increased if those who have
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responsibility for the delivery and outcomes 'are empowered to take

ownership of quality'. Therefore, to empower others is seen by NZQA

(nd./O as a constant aim and ultimately it is envisaged that ib role will

diminish to that of auditing providers (NZQA, 1994f).

This empowerment (or devolution) principle is important in that

NZQA comrnits itself, as legislated, to oversee the setting and achieving of

standards. Responsibilities for the qualify of education and training can

essentially be seen as a two-tier system according to NZQA. Providers and

students, in partnership, have fust responsibility, while NZQA's role is to

ensure that providers have quality marugement systems in place which

are found 'fit for purpose' (NZQA, nd./e:9) (NZQA's quality assurance

measures will be disctrssed in the next chapter). Not surprisingly, NZQA

perceives itseU as a 'standards body' (Leach, quoted in Lerurox,1993:4) rn

that it protects 'the rights of students from poor provision and substandard

qualifications' (fbid) and in this sense, and in accord with the relevant

government policies and outcomes, fulfils a regulatory function
The Authority's second central purpose is to establish a Natiorral

Qualificatioru Framework which is fundamentally a 'rntional credit

transfer system' (NZQA, l99.3al.4; Hood, interview, lgg4). This Framework

comprises eight levels onto which new national qualifications are mapped,

i.e. National certificates, National Diplomas and degrees, which are made

up of unit standards and designed to provide students with maximum

learner flexibility, allowing for cross-creditation of unit standards between

qualifications. Learner choice is therefore a key feature of the NeF. It is
intended that the Framework will have clear linkages between registered

new qualifications and will allow for multiple pathways, all of which are

believed to make a contribution to increased participation in post-

comp rlsory education and training, which is a key aim of the framework.

In additioru NZQA also endeavours to ensure that the NQF is rational and

widely understood (NZQA, 1995d:7).
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Both the National Qualifications Framework and NZQA are unique

corutructions in that the establishment of a single qualificatioru authority

as well as a single comprehensive framework, covering all education and

training sectors, has never been tried anywhere else in the world (ibid,p.lZ;

NZQA, 1990b; Robsor; 1994). Corsequently, one could plausibly argue

that the framework model seers to be a very ambitious experiment.

Central to this cross-sectoral approach to education and training was Dr

Lockwood Smith's vision to build a seamless education system (see figure

3.3 below) that has no barriers to participation and lifelong learning

(Ministry of Education, 1994a:20). This system will be based on 'unit

standards' (25). Smith avowed that the system 'must not artificially

distinguish between the different forrrs of education' but, alternatively,

'must focus on the skills, knowledge and understanding required by the

wider world' (Smith, interview, 1994).

Smith professes that 'education should be driven from the learning

that is needed [by an individuaU', which implies that it should be student-

centred and choice'driven rather than system-focussed. In his thinking,

people should be able to pursue their learning in a way that supports them

best. However, his vision of a seamless education system was not shared

by some of the opposition parliamentarians. sandra Lee, for example,

believed that this concept has been inhoduced to justify government cost-

cutting in the education sector and contended that too much emphasis was

now being placed on 'education for vocatiornl training' (interview, 1994).

The issue of funding students who are concurrently studying at the

different places of learning and at a di.fferent pace is clearly an important

one and remains unresolved to date at rntional poliry level.

Maharey and Austin (interviews,1994) also criticise Smith's notion

of a seamless education system because they ctearly see distinct

advantages in continuing to have functioral boundaries between

providers. In general tertrls, this point of view is supported by Lauder who
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believes that the more irutitutional continuity and stability there is in a

highly unstable world, the better (Nelson Eaming I'/1ai1,1993). In presenting

a polytechnic perspective on this issue, Doyle (interview, 1994), notes that

the idea of a seamless system is being overemphasised and claims that

'polytechnics are already as open as they can be'.

Doyle argues that the 'seamless' concept appears to be foremostly a

political and pragmatic response to perceived problems in the education

and training sectors though without har.ing a basis in either educational

theory or empirical researctu An editorial n The Press (1991a) maintains

that 'it is a leap of faith'. Tuck 0994:232), on the other hand, considens the

seamless system as being a 'system of instrumental education, where the

goals are determined primarily by economic imperatives'.

In returning to the National Qualifications Framework, the question

needs to be asked whether this scheme can and should be criticised for the

same and/or other reasons. The previous drapter already demonstrated

two salient points: first, the respective government administratioru

responsible for instigating and implementing the reforms wanted to be

seen as reforndng governments and, secondly, there has been some

considerable professioral and public disquiet over the state of affairs of

education and training in New Zealand in the last twenty years. Against

this background the NQF will be appraised in the next chapters. But first,

some of the early shaping of the framework will be discussed briefly.

NZQA's first public discrrssion docrrment, 'Towards a Natiornl

Qualificatioru Framework", was released in October lgg0, requesting

submissions on a possible framework shape. Two options had been put
forward, viz. a framework with different titles for modular-based awards

(NZ Certificate NZ Higher Certificatg NZ Diploma and NZ Degree) and

one with a coulmon title for all awards below degree level, (National
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Certificate), which would be divided into levels or stages of increments of

competence (NZQA, 1990b:b7). The advantage of the latter option"

according to NZQA, is that it shows education and training as a

continuum regardless of the place or the type of learning and thereby

reducing the artificial distinctions between 'academic' and 'vocational'

awards (ibid, p.7) and also provides a more viable stnrcture for cross-

creditation and the recognition of prior learning (NZQA, 1994f).

Some 240 submissions were received which generally gave support

to the idea of developing a qualifications framework and also endorsed the

intended move to using standards'based assessment in lieu of norrr-

referencing. An analysis of the submissions reveals that although34%o were

in favour of the second option" 30Vo of the responses were undecided on

whidt model to choose, if any, whereas 28vo outrightly preferred the first

model and not the national certificate option While the universities (67o)

generally expressed their concerns with the proposed framework (Elley,

1990; Nzvcc, 1990), the Academic Registrar from Lincoln university
strongly endorsed the notion of an'educational continuum' as he saw that

this would be critical to the aisr of increasing participation rates (smyttr"

1990). On the other hand, Crozier (1990), a spokesperson for The

Association of University Teadrers of New Zealand, strongly criticised the

concept and the proposed central place of credit transfer in a qualifications

framework by making the point that this stems from 'educational

economism' rather than from pedagogical principle.

NZQA's preference for the natiornl certificate option was clearly

influenced by an investigation undertaken by Ray Taylor, a forrner NZEF

Assistant Director4eneral, into the British NVQ system whidr he

appraised against the above two options. He predicted that NVQs were to

become the courmon currency for the international recognition of

vocational qualifications and he recommended to NZeA that New

zaland adopt this system, which was broadly comparable to option two
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proposed by NZQA, and identified by him as a preferred indusfry option

(Taylor,1990:8) (25).

A second consultation document, entitled "Designing The

Framework", was released by NZQA in March t991, attracting over 1.500

submissions. The Authority identified eight levels of learner achievement

which were derived from those which have been proposed by the

Australian National Training Board (Lankshear and Levett, 1992). The

NQF, as proposed in NZQA's document, was seen to encompass a co-

ordinated set of units of learning equally available at senior secondary and

tertiary levels and also through self-directed study or experiential learning

(NZQA, l99la:36). Overall, the public submissiors strongly supported the

proposed Framework which induded a preference for an eight-level,

standards-based qualifications system. They also endorsed the recognition

of prior learning as well as the recognition of excellence in assessment

being included in the framework (27). Moreover, NZQA (1991:36421

daims, most submissioru favoured the new system being based on a units

fonnat.

The responses the Authority received from widespread public

corsulation in combination with applied researdr it either had undertaken

or commissioned finally resulted in NZQA Board announcing its final

decisions with regard to the NQF, as outlined in appendix 4.

The industry training and qualifications reforms are complemented

by two equally important and cornected reform initiatives, i.e. the

workplace and curriorlum refor:ms. The principles underpinning these

reforrrs will be disanssed now in brief, and some of their achievements

will be appraised later in chapter five.

One of the aims of the Skill New Zealand strategy, as noted earlier,

is to engender a new learning culture in the workforce. 'Workplace reforur'

is a collective term used to describe work organisatioral changes and
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incorporates the idea 'that companies should develop an integrated

approach to production and human resource management' (Deeks et al.,

1994:584). Workplace reform has been introduced recently in New Zealand

and seeks to bring about new flexible forrns of management-labour

relations in enterprises in order to gain economic efficiency as well as

improved quality of working fife (Workplace New Zealartd, 1993;

Fitzsimons and Peters, 1994) to which the Employment Contracts Act is

perceived as central Gitzsimons and Peters,1994).

Essentially, workplace reform, as currently being promoted, is

about breaking down, or at least reducing, the manual-mental division and

encouraging decision-making to take place where the job is pedornred.

Fundamental changes in attitudes and practices are required for pursuing

and achieving this 'post-Fordist learning and production' aim, which

requires an adoption of an integated and flexible approach to work. The

zuccmsful implementation of workplace reform is thus dependent upon

the integration of a range of factors such as training, work organisation,

skill, new technologies, serwice delivery systems, and quality prograrnmes

and, importantly, the commihent of employers and employees to its
success (ibid, p.25D.

The main aim of the advocates of workplace reforrr at enterprise

level is to 'work smarter' and to adrieve real and lasting improvements in
productivity and competitiveness with a positive spin off for the national

economy as a whole (workplace New Zealiand, lggz). Employees will
benefit, as envisaged, in terms of acquiring 'genuine' empowerment as

distinct from controlled worker participation (ibid,p.il. Both the Council of

Trade Unions and the Employers' Federation regard workplace refonn as

important and co-operate in realising these twin aims (Davies, l99j;
NZCTU, n.d.). This initiative tries to bring about attitudinal and cultural

dranges in individual and corporate behaviour in order to proctrre a high

skill, high wage New Zealand economy
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Of equal significance to the above reform initiatives is the New

Zealand Curriculum Framework, the government's official policy

statement from 1993 for teactring, learning and assessment in schools (28).

Following the Thomas Report of 1942, which had been instrumental in

transforming secondary education as from the mid 79tl0s, the school

curriculum did not undergo any far-reaching alterations (Philips, 1993)

until this changed in the 1980s when there was a growing concern among

politicians, teaching professionals and the general public that the

ctrrrictrlum did not acctrrately reflect the social, cultural and economic

needs of the individuals and society at liarge.

A need to reform school curriculum and assessment was expressed

in a number of reports, €.9. "Learning and Achieving" (1986), 'The

Curriculum Review" (7987) and "Assessment for Better Learning" (f990).

The liatter report particrrlarly cautioned against a view that assessment

may disentangle the perceived problems in the education system while

placing a premium on the raising of standards by means of keeping young

people longer in education (Ministry of Education, 1990c19,1d) (29).

The New Zealand Currictrlum Framework mainly draws from the

findings of these reports, intn alia, and the purpose of its designers is to

provide a 'coherent framework for learning and assessment in New

Zealand schools' (Ministry of Educatioru 1993d:l). The general notion that

underpins the adoption of this new approadr is that a new learning

environment is required in which students attain high standards and the

workforce is increasingly highly skilled and adaptable in order to meet the

drallenges of a competitive world economy (ibid). This framework is based

on the 'achievement initiative', which was introduced in 1991 by the

Minister of Educatior; and which sought to link closely currictrlum,

assessment, and teadrer and resource development, initially in the subiect

areas of technolog'y, mathematics, science, and English (Education Gazttte,

1991, quoted inlesson" 1995:J4/..
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The achievement initiative promotes a new curriculum with the

specification of achievement objectives (outcomes) in levels for compulsory

schooling. The 'education community', however, has reacted rather

appreheruir"ly towards the intitiative and the framework, bearing in mind

the experiences in the United Kingdom with a similar multi-level

cnrriculum model(esson, 1995; Elley, 199il.

The New Zealand Currictrlun Framework docrrment describes the

elements which are seen as fundamental to teaching and learning in New

Zealand schools and it gives the principles that gurde their direction One

zudr principle is that all teaching and learning is to place the individual

student at the centre. Additionally, the framework categorises seven

essential learning areas, which itemise in broad tenns the knowledge and

understanding all students need to acquire as well as the essential skills

they are required to develop (30). Furthermore, direction is also provided

for the more specific national curricrrlum statements which describe in

more detail the learning outcomes (the required knowledge,

understanding, skills and attihrde) against which students' achievement

are to be assessed; and finally, the framework outlines the policy for

assessment at school and rntional levels (Ministry of Education,l993d).

The national curricrrlum statements, as stated earlier, derive from

the framework and eadr have several strands of learning which have seb

of specific objectives and are set out uzually in eight levels, which indicate

progression and continuity throughout compulsory schooling from year

one to year 13. One sitic of this development, Elley (1993:38) contends that

there is no rationale for dividing any of the curriorlum areas into eight (or

more) evenly spaced levels. He daims that the multilevel school

ctrrriculum stnrchrre has been set where they are, chiefly on the basis of

the subjective opinions of teachers who served on committees, and is

unsupported by research(ibid, p.39; Irwiq 1994).
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From an education viewpoint, a further area of concern is an

existing 'conceptual incongruity' between the levels developed for the

curriculum framework and those for the qualifications framework. The

levels on the fonner framework are related to various assumed

psychological developmental processes, whereas those on the latter are

based on labour market functions (lessoo 1995; Elley, 1993D. The linking

between these models and their integration within a vision of a seamless

education system therefore demands a critical appraisal. In spite of this

reservation, however, the integrated policy approach employed in New

Zealand is also an exciting one and in general terms is a laudable effort in

overcoming perceived problems. In the following chapter the National

Qualifications Framework, a major focus of this research, will be the

subject of detailed analysis.

NOTES
1 The analysis presented here is constrained by the fact that at the
time of nniting the National Qualifications Framework (NeF) is not yet
fully opgrational and therefore represents a 'snapshot'type appraisal.
2 The terrr 'competency movement' has been used here as a generic
notion to indicate the existence of competenry- or achievemeni-based
testiqg in educatiornl settings prior to the tertiary education reforms and,
importantly, their emergence on the national educational and training
polrry agenda.
3 The university Entrance examination was removed from Forsr 5 in
1985.
4 The value of the 'Green Paper', although it was a draft document
only, lies in the fact that it clearly canvassed the concerns of two
government departments on the state of affairs of the VET system.
Evidence avail,able suggest that officials were already involved in late 1985
in drafting the paper (Departrrent of EducatiorU 1985).
5 Their visit was followed one year later by a delegation consisting of
officers of the Department of Education, the Technical Instihrtes
Association, the vocational Training Council and AAVA (Department of
EducatiorU 1987a:l). Besides the Scottish Action Plan, the qualification
reform attempts in England and Australia at that time appear to have been
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the two other main exemplars for research and coruideration of PCET
poliry-makers in New Zealand (Short Life Working Group (SLWG), nd.).
6 The sharing of the ownership in education and training had already
been recomrnended in the Probine/Fargher report and was welcomed by
the New Zealand Employers' Federation NZEF, 1987a:5). The terrr'social
parlrrers' is normally not used in New Zealand to refer to a partnership
approach to training (and/or other areas) between the major role pliayers
as distinct from Gerrrany were the use of an equivalent term is courmon
practice (see chapter 1, footnote 3). In this context, it is interesting to note
that the government is not included as a 'partner' in both the Geruran and
in this particular New Zealand reference.
7 Lifelong learning became associated with both the idea of an
'educational continuum' and a 'framework for national certification' in this
report and was depicted in a diagram whidr forehadowed the crurent
diagrammatical model of the New Zealand National Qualificatioru
Framework (Achievement Post-School Plarudng Comrritte e, 1987 :7).
I NZQA has statutory resporuibility for administering national
examinations, both secondary and tertiary, and which indudes the
running of AAVA examinations after the Authority for Advanced
Vocational Awards was disbanded in 1.990.
9 Some educationalists (eg. Flall, intenriew, 1996) argue that AAVA
and TCB were already strong outcomes oriented. However they also
included considerable guidance on process.
10 In a resporue to uNEsco recomnendations on technical and
vocational educatioru a comsrittee of the New Zealarul National
Commission for UNEsco (1978:8) prepared a report in whidr it proposed
that a national accreditation authority be established whictr would aisume
responsibility for setting standards and criteria in vocational and technical
education and have accreditatioru certification as well as validation
functions.
11 clearly, some confusion seeuu to have arisen here with regard to
the educational terrrinology used. For the sake of darity, validation is
defined, within the context of the period under discussiorL as 'the process
which ensures that skills and knowledge expected of a course of study
have been scrutinised and approved as meeting the purposes and
standards of the proposed award (Departrrent of EducatiorylgSTc:4).
12 Interestingl)r, in view of note 5 (above) the government arurounced
that employer, union and government representation were to be induded
at NEQA and its boards.
13 The working party consisted of representatives of the student
organisations, employers and unions, providers, the examirntion
authorities, the non-forrnal area, runanga matua, the advisory bodies and
of officials forrr the Departments of Educatioru Labour, Maori Affairs and
the Office of the Under Secretary of Educatioru and coruulting officials
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from the Treasury (Midrael Irwin), the State Services Comrnission and the
Ministries of Womens Affairs and Pacific Island Affairs.
14 The Boards of Trustees are required to adhere to the National
Education Guidelines in their school charters, as legislated in the 1989

Education Act, and revised in f993 to place an enhanced emphasis on
learning and achievement. The Guidelines contain a statement of goals for
education as well as crrrricrrlum and administrative requirements, which
form a major part of the contractual arangements between Boards and
Trustees and the Minister of Education (Mitchell et a1.,1993:153).
15 This government body was renamed the Careers Service in the
Education Amendment Act of 1993.
16 The total of apprenticeship contracts for the year ending 30 fune
1992 amounted to 14,180, and around 3,100 apprentices became certilicated
as qualified tradespersons. The main industry sectors providing apprentice
training weDe carpentry, electrical, mechanical engineering, hairdressing
and motor with respectively 1,929;1255;1,147;1,918 and 2,102 apprentices
in training (Deela et a1.,1994:427).
17 Streeck (1989:1ffi) cautioru that finns may not have a rational
interest in generating on-theiob skill for:rration whidr they carurot own
but, paradoxically, may need in their production cydes. Drake (1988:313),
in a simil,ar fashiorL asserts that certain t1ryes of corporate traini4g
behaviour may be dysfunctional to a firrr in the long run and socially
damaging in the short run" whidr therefore may influence its decision on
whether or not to provide training.
18 skill start aims to increase the opportunities for yount people (lG
21 years) to participate in systematic on-theiob training and etigble
employers are provided an incentive payment of g1,000 per trainee. skill
Pathways, a transitional progragrme, targets the same agegroup and aims
to provide training opporhrnities in those industries which have not had a
history of apprentice training, replacing the Youth Traineeship prograrnme
(ETSA,1993b).

19 Smelt (1995:31) makes the ap point that employers will tend to
favour low enbry barriers over low el<itbarriers for worthwhile employers.
20 See also the chapters on Germany.
2l See chapter five for a disctrssion on issues relating to more recent
ITO (and qualification) developments.
22 chapter four will deal in-depth with the major elemenb of the NeF.
23 The scope of this statement has been expanded on from the original
and now indudes an emphasis on improving the'quality of education and
training' and developing a'compreheruive' framework
24 The long definition of 'quality' used by NZQA (1993:4) reads: 'the
totality of feahrres and characteristics of a product or service that bear on
its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs'.
25 Although it was NZQA's original intention to build a modular-
based framework, where each module would equate to 40 hours of
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learning, gradually the focus shifted to the development of unit standards
which would be combined in teaching programmes or assessed on the job.
This change in thinking was fundamental because the delivery of learning
became divorced from the setting of standards, the latter whidr was a task
of NZQA in parhership with stakeholders. Providers now have the role of
perforrring the forurer function (Lythe, interview, 1994) (see also next
chapter).
26 An analysis of the submissions to NZQA on a preferred framework
model indicated strong support for the National Certificate option by
industry groups, zudr as NZEF, the NZ Manufiacturers Federation and the
Chambers of Commerce.
27 These results were derived from a statistical arnlysis of returned
questionnaires endosed in the consultation package.
28 Since currictrlun development and reform is not central to the main
thesis in this work, only a brief account will be presented here.
29 The 'Tomotrow's Standards" report does not define what
(educational) standards are but in its text assumes that an expansion of
retention rates in education and traininlg will result in the raising of
standards per se (c/. Minisfy of Education, 1990c12-3).
30 The seven essential learning rueas are: language and languages,
mathematics, science, technology, health and physical well-being, social
sciences, and the arts; the essential skills indude comrnunication skills,
numeracy skills, information skills, problem-soLring skills, self-
Euuugement and competitive skills, social and co-operative skills, physical
skills and work and study skills;
31 These data have been obtained from the Scottish Qualifications
Authority (Mclrleil, Dgn for last minute indusion in this thesis and
rePresent the participation rates for lGlg year olds in Scotland in 198+85.
The percentages are taken of the number of lGlg olds in Scotland in full-
time education in schools, further and higher educatioru exduding the
universities.
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CHAPTER 4 STANDARDS, ASSESSMENT AND CERTTFICATION

THE NEW ZEALAND MODEL:

QUALTFTCATTONS SYSTEM

A STANDARDS.BASED

Pivotal to the newly adopted approach in education and training in

New Zealand is the notion of 'standards' (Croft, 1993), in spite of this being

an ambiguous and loosely-used term in education (Hawe, 7995). In 1991,

the NZQA Board arnounced that the components of NQF qualirfications

would 'be units of learning based on clearly identified and published

learning outcomes' and 'that the assessment for nationally recognised

qualifications be based upon clearly defined standards' (NZQA, l99lb:29).

These, in the Board's view, will'provide motivation for the learner, dearer

goals for the teacher, better inforrration for the user and a fairer basis for

evaluating achievement' (ibiil, p.l4) (l). Standards therefore were

conceived as nationally registered statements of education and training or

learning outcomes (NZQA, 1993b; Levick, 1993). since this notion holds

such a key position in relation to the National Qualifications Framework

(NQF), it will be appraised in some detail below.

'standard' derives from the Roman word estendre, to extend, and can

be defined as 'A required or specified level of excellence, attainrnent,

wealth, efc.' (BrowrL 1993). Alternatively, it is 'used as a standard of

measurement...' or as 'a standard of comparison or iudgement' (ibid),

among other descriptions. Because the notion of 'standards' embodies this

variety of meanings, its usge in an education and training context

requires careful attention

Against this background, it is useful here to take a step back and

briefly examine the conceptual basis of the notion of 'standards'. Because

standards are set by people to serve particular lxr{poses, their nature is by

definition instrumental and arbitrary (sadler, 798n. It follows that in
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setting standards, practical consideratioru will always have to be taken

into account (ibid, pp.l96-197). According to Livingstone (1990:435), the

application of standards in the educational context should be regarded as

'objectives to be attained or expectations of desirable attitudes or levels of

perfonnance'. Importantly, he points out that a standard should not be

confused with the actual level of performance, for which the more accurate

term is 'norm'. Albeit, standard setters draw on 'norms' in order to

determine the desirable level of achievement for students (Sadler, 1987) (2).

In carrying this to its logical conclusiorL the primary function of

'standards' is that they allow assessors and teachers to make statements on

the performance of a student or the degree of achievement but without

reference to the achievements of other shrdents (see below). In sum, the

notion of standards pn se and in the education and training sectors is

"l*tly a'fuzzy' concept in that it can be interpreted in so rnany different

ways. Since NZQA is one of the major role players in the standards setting

process, its position regarding the term 'standards' and their purpose will
be cLarified below.

NZQA defined standards in December 1995 as the defined learning

outcomes, together with performance criteria, examples of their

interpretation and applicatiorL and associated quality assurance processes

(NZQA, 1996i:8). In the view of the Authority, the benefits to employees

and learners for having national standards are mani.fold and include

improved access to qualificatioru; improved transfer of knowledge and

skills between learning providers, occupations, locatioru and employers; a

simpler progression from one qualification to another; and having national

qualifications now available where there were none before. Employers, on

the other hand, it is stated, will benefit because they are able to select staff

more easily while improving their retention and increasing their
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motivation. There also will be clear training goals as well as standards

against which training can be measured, and these are all factors which

will contribute to the creation of a multi-skilled workforce. Some of the

other benefits ascribed to national standards by NZQA are consistenry, the

recognition of New Zuland qualifications overseas and the indusion of

provision for credit for prior learning (ibid, pp.*5) (3).

It is important at this juncture to clarify what NZQA exactly means

by standards in relation to the NQF. At the time of writing (December

1996), the New Zeal,and standards-based qualifications framework sets out

to provide 'perfornrance standards for learning and workplace

performance outcomes' and, in doing so, it looks at academic learning,

education and haining as well as at the occupations; furthermore it is

"ligt"d against dear standards' (Richardson, interview, 7990. The

standard is set, according to Richardson (ibid), by 'the elements, the

perforrrance criteria and the range'.

Hence, the Qualifications Authority adopts a holistic approach to

'standards' as it does to 'quality'. With regard to the forrrrer notion, Barker

(1993a) differentiates between two sets of standards. Firstly, standards

which relate to a qpalification registered on the NQF by NZQA. Secondly,

those which apply to the quality of provision of provider learning (4). The

two sets of standards, in combination, constitute a total quality

mamgement system and 'fitness for purpose' is the guiding principle for

each of the two standards (ibid,p.4; O'Connor, 1994\. Whilst NZQA has the

responsibility to oversee the standards setting process and to register new

nationally recognised qualifications on the NQF, providers are

autonomous in developing curricula. The proclaimed non-prescriptive

nature of the NQF, as providers decide on how to combine unit standards

within prograrnmes (NZQA, 1996a:ll), is an issue that will be explored in

the next chapter.
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The unit standard is yet another part of the quality management

system that underpins the New Zealand standards-based qualifications

framework. A 'unit standard' is the amalgam of the required evidence, i.e.

the quality of the evidence as well as the context in which the evidence

must be presented, which will give an assessor a guideline of what is the

appropriate level of perfornrance or standard of perfornrance (Richardsor;

interview, 1996). As the NQF continues to evolve, NZQA's definition of a

'unit standard' may change accordingly. The tenn has been described by

NZQA in slightly different ways over time, including the outcomes of

learning (NZQA, 1994a;1996a), a group of activitie that collectively have

an outcome (NZQA, nd./b), learning and workplace perforurance

outcomes (Richardsoru interview, 1996) and, more recently (December

7996), as

a nationally registered, coherent set of learning outcomes and
associated performance criteria, together with technical and
rnarugement infornration that supports the delivery and
assessment processes (NZQA, 1995i:8).

A more comprehensive concept of standards, as used by the

framework development section of NZQA for training unit standard

writers, contends that standards 'encapsul,ate all that needs to be

accomplished for the achievement of an outcome' (NZQA, 1995b:2). This

statement is not insignificant in that standards are not only seen to relate to

the application of skills and knowtedge but additionally to a person's

ability to manage contingencies, activities and relationships, and to take

into account safety and environmental issues which may impinge on work

activities; and, finally, to integrate'quality' into their output(ibid).

These specifications obviously signal a perceived or a real need in

New Zealand for a new type of (post-Fordist) worker/employee who has

higher cognitive skills and who is flexible, assertive and intelligent (see

also drapter one) (5). what appears to be evident, on the other hand, is that
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occupational dassification is not corsidered by NZQA to be an appropriate

reference point in the process of setting the standards, in which it contrasts

markedly wittr, for example, the German approach (see drapter eight). In

facilitating the setting of standards, the Authority is primarily concemed

with the major role players agreeing upon the appropriate perforrrance

expectation level of a role.holder (NZQA, 1995b).

The overall outcome of the unit standard is embodied in its title, e.g.

Weather interpretation for agriculture and forestry: Monitor and Interpret

Weather Information (NZQA, 199+a). Unit standards are, in NZQA's

jargorS the building blocks of the National Qualifications Framework and

are a logical group of learning,/performance outcomes and criteria against

which perfonnance is judged (NZQA, 1995a). And they typically contain

the date of issue, a level idenffier, a credit value, the accreditation and

moderation requirements, the elements, which are the suboutcomes of a

unit standard which a person must be able to achieve, the perforrrance

criteria, and a range statement (6) (For an example of a unit standard, see

appendix 2). The latter three and the unit standard title together constitute

a'standard'.

These standards, according to NZQA (ibid,p.Zl), are all about 'know

and can do'. Knowledge and understanding, on the other hand, are often

considered.'to be implicit within the successful completion of the maior

outcome described by the unit standard and are only explicitly stated in

the elements and/or the performance criteria when they are considered to

be critical performances (ibiil, p.20). It is interesting to note that NZQA

does define what is a 'competent person' in the latest version of its unit

writers' handbook, glven the fact that the Authority, in the light the

development of a standards or outcomebased framework, is keen to avoid
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the associated notions of 'competence' and 'competency' (Levick, 7993;

Peddie,1995). In the view of NZQA (1995b:25)

'A competent person is someone who can perform a particular
function to defined standards in a wide range of settings over an
extended period of time'.

Standards bodies determine which unit standards make up

qualificatioru for their industry and profession, while for conventional

school subjects these are being determined by educators, based on national

curricula. Unit standards can be gained individually or 'in packages for

qualifications' (NZQA, 1995b) and are essentially cross-creditable. Once a

learner has achieved a standard it is listed on a life-long Record of

Learning, which is updated arurually and issued by NZQA. Under current

NZQA policy, there is only provision for credit when all the requirements

for a unit standard have been met. It follows that in this respect there is

only one standard (Richardson, interview, 1996).

In a different sense, the concept of 'standard', as is used by NZQA in
education and training encalxulates all learning as being able to be

addressed in a particular outcomebased forrrat. According to Vaughan

(interview, 1994), its position is that 'everything is a learning outcome,

whether this is enby-level [education or training], competence, excellence

or whatever'. In order to clarify this more comprehensively, the standards

setting process and the methodologies employed by the Authority over the

last six years will be coruidered in some detail.

Although the Authority had done some work in the early days of its

existence using the DACUM approadr to training needs analysis (7),

NZQA ultimately rejected this approadr as b"irg too narrow, and decided

to 'adapt the functiornl analysis model from NCVQ' Gythe, interview,

1994). Both NZQA's use of this model and its application of SCOTVEC's

modular approach during the first two years of its existence have resulted
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in a practice of defining learning outcomes from unit standards (Vaughar;

interview, 1994). NZQA made a significant policy shift when it moved

away from a unit of learning approach to the unit standards model (Lythe,

personal communication, 1996). This meant that NZQA was to focus on

standards setting and 'outcomes' only and would not be involved in

curriculum development, as was implied by its adoption of the terrr'units

of learning' in the early days of its existence. A number of observers have

commented that this separation corutitutes a contentious move (Robinson

et aI., 1995; HaU, 199,4a; Hall, 1996a) and possibly could have negative

results (Tuck and Peddie, 1995).

In contrast with the views expressed by NZQA officials Lythe and

Richardson (see above), Vaughan (interview, 1994) maintains that the

Authority has, in his words, adopted rnl992 a '1rure competence approach'

(8) which has resulted in the forrnulation of unit starrdards based on a

behaviouristic competence model. However, and this must be stressed,

NZQA, in seeking an approach that would be more appropriate for a

broadly conceived qualifications framework and usable for developing

unit standards in the non-vocational areas of the NQR has advanced from

applying a'competenry model', as claimed by Vaughan, to the adoption of

an outcome arnlysis approach to standards setting. However, it is argued

by some that the ctrrrent model is equally restrictive and unsuitable for

application in education and training (see below).

The unit standards methodolory entails a standardised approach to

specifying standards in the sense that it is deemed applicable by NZQA to

the whole range of education arul haining covered under the Framework

The key feature of this method is that it is predominantly concerned with

the natiornl standards bodies' identifying the 'key outcomes'.

The Authority defines outcome analysis as'a process of identifying

the outcomes of activities performed to achieve a purpose within the
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context of an enterprise, industry or discipline' (NZQA, 1995b:8). It entails

a topdown approach which starts with the organisation's or discipline's

purpose statement, which is divided into levels of outcomes.

At the broader level, aims are specified which need to be achieved,

whereas an outcome is termed a 'unit standard title' when it can be

attributed to an individual. Central to this approach is a focus on the needs

of an industry or disciptine, not on what it already l:ors (ibid). An outcome

tree (see figure 4.1. above), or maP, is developed for the reason of lir&ing

the unit standards dearly to the key purpose identified by the standard

setters.

An outcome, as promoted by the Authority, describes why

something is done or should be done (ibid, p.9). The focal point of this

technique is the identification of the outcomes needed. Similarly, unit

standards are said to focus on outcomes, not on processes (ibrd). The

Authority, on the other hanl, does not dissociate itself entirely from

nethods such as task and training needs arnlyses, but cautions against

them as they do not, in themselves, focrrs on learning outcomes

(Ri&ardson" 1995). Generally, it can be assumed that task and training

needs analyses are methods which seem to fit Fordist work organisational

stmchrres and production processes much better and are essentially

incompatible with a post-Fordist flexibility-driven work ctrlture. This

seeuu a reasonable interpretation if one considers NZQA's statement that

outcomes are perfonned on an on-going basis and describe what should be

achieved (NZQA, 1995b). However, Vaughan (interview, 1994), a former

framework development officer at NZQA, calls attention to the fact that a

lot of the unit standards are in fact process standards (9).
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Although outcome arnlysis may have been portrayed as a

standardised method which is deemed equally applicable and appropriate

by NZQA in specifying standards at all levels of education and training

(Richardson, interview, 1996), it is not unimportant to emphasise that

NZQA does not prescribe a single method for data gathering. Ergo, it is

mainly concerned with the attainment of an end result, not with the actual

process (NZQA, 1995b) and the Authority is aware that the use of a single

method, e.g. functional arnlysis, is a restrictive and biased way of

gathering data (Richardson, interview, 1996r. Consequently, h outcome

arnlysis different techniques and, for example, processing tools can and

are being used (NZQA, 1995b).

The Authority, again, has an interest only in natiornl standard

bodies identifying key outcomes and refrains from deriving functions or

functiornl relationships. Its task is confined to facilitating the standard

setting process. In a similar vein, registered assessors determine whether

the meeting of perforrrance criteria for the award of credit means that a

pemon is deemed 'competent' or has achieved 'competence' or'mastery'.

In developi4g unit standards, NZQA adheres to applying

established procedures and processes. As shown in figure 4.2 below, this

involves a number of steps in which stakeholders, i.e. an advisory group, a

consultant and NZQA, conjointly co-operate. The framework development

officers have, in the words of Richardsoru (interview, 7996), 'an

accountability to ensure the technical quality of the standards which have

been developed by the national standards bodies'. In assuring their quality,

individual officers undertake a critique of all the unit standards they are

resporsible before they can be submitted for registratioru

In additioru NZQA has recently adopted two measures which aim

at enhancing consistency in standards setting. Firstly, in an 'external
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critical aralysis process' unit standards are sampled from each batch, by

staff trained to undertake this particular task, and evaluated agairut the

technical registration criteria. Variances are documented and concerns are

discussed with the responsible framework development officer. Secondly,

once the standards have been endorsed by the advisory FouP or

standards setting body, members of NZQA's framework registration

group undertake an audit of the same sample and conduct an evaluation

against the critiqu e (ibi.d).

FIGURE 4.2

UNIT STANDARD DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

PARTICIPANTS ROLE RESULT

NZQA FDO (1) expert guidance:
trairu / advises consultant
critiques US (2)

Consultant
function

analyses industry needs US title
MAP

matrix or

writes US

Advisory
Group (AG)

input in analysis and
evaluation of arnlysis
and US writing results;
and input into (4)

apprctves the above

NZQA AO (3) expert guidance for
establishing a

MAP (4) approved
from US

NZQA QS (s) evaluates and approves US and MAP

which leads to the registration of US on NQF

Adapted from anunpublished NZQA diagram, dated 23/ll/94

Key: (1) denotes Framework Development Officeu (2) unit standards; (3)

Assessment Officer; (4) Moderation Action Plaru (5) Quality Systems.
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The notion of unit standards and the implementation of NQF qualifications

in the senior secondary school and post-school education ancl training

areas have been the subject of quite considerable criticism and debate

(Hall, 1995a; HaU,1996a; Irwin, 1994; Irwin et a1.,1995; Carr and May, 7993;

Wagner and Sass, 1992; Elley, 1994). It should be noted, however, that

these concerrrs have been expressed mainly by academics and educators

and partly for valid reasons, given the early development of the NQF with

its focus on the vocational area of learning and on'competence' (Vaughan,

interview, 1994; Levick, 1993; Moorhouse , 1993/ 4). Viskovic (1993) makes

a valuable point when stating that the requirements of a unit standard

dosely reflect Mager-style behaviourist objectives, which require

performance ('tenninal'behaviour), criteria (the attainable standards), and

conditions (under which to be perforrred) (Mager, 7968; Sass and Wagner,

1992; Hall,1995c; Robso+ 1996).

This view is shared by Hall (1995a) who contends that the roots of a

unit standard lie finnly in behaviourist theory (10), a position with which I
concur. However, it is partiarlarly his analysis of the notion of a unit

standard that is useful. He strongly argues that the unit standards have

been sold to the public as perforurance standards (Hall, 1996a; c/. sass and

wagner, 1992; cf. croft,7993) in the setue that an expectation is raised that

teachers and trainers are able to apply consistent iudgements to their

assessments in different contexts, and that NQF end users will have a clear

understanding of what has been achieved. This, Hall (1995c) asselts, is only

attainable in a limited number of case, e.g. typing speed, and does not

even apply to all vocational-type counses.

Hall argues that the perforrrrance criteria given in the maiority of

unit standards are no more than a statement of objectives which are mostly

written in outcome forl:r (ibid; Irwin et aL,1995). Th.y do not, and this is a
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decisive point, identify the level of the performance that is required.

Paradoxically, this is in a sense a moot point, given NZQA's pragmatic

approach to the setting of natiornl standards in education and training and

the fact that relatively limited academic debate on the issue in question has

taken place inNew Zealand (11)'

Others have asse*ed that the detailed specification of learning

objectives, as intterent in the competenry approadr" is causing a

fragmentation of the training Process. Winning (J993:19) argues that

learning to become a tradesperson is a developmental Process and that this

is embedded in what she describes as a 'crrlture of practice' which is, in her

view, as important as the acquisition of technical skills. And in her opinion,

the practice of gaining credits for modules may mean that an individual

will fail to experience the personal and vocational developmental

possibilities which, she reckons, are essential in a traditional 'time'serving'

apprenticeshrp (ibid, p.20).

Some educators appear to be partictrlarly concerned that the unit

standard forrrat may engender a belief that learning is sequential, value

free, and competenry-oriented (Carr and May, f993). The very assumption

that there is a hierardrical relationship between levels of learning, as

expressed in the ctrrrictrhrn and qualifications frameworks, is

fundamentally flawed and has be€n validly contested. Educational

research has shown that learning is seldom hierarchical nor is its progress

smooth (Willis, 1992; Elley, 1992; Carr and May, 1992) but is, contrarily,

'reflective, constmctive and self-regulated' (Herman, 1992:75, quoted in

Codd et a1.,1995). One could plausibly argUe, on the other hand, that the

pragmatic and atheoretical approach to qualifications restnrcturing and

training reform seryes a definite PuPose and subsequently has validity in

its own.ight, which is a point I fully accept. However, the value of and the

need for independent and critical research into the PuIPose and the
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direction of the radical changes in education and training is self-evident

and important.

In general tenns, criticisms expressed about the NQF and NZQA in

the main appear to derive from the school sector and the universities since

they foresee that the expansion of the framework(s) into their sectors will

encroach heavily on their own affairs. It is in this respect, that their views

must be taken into account, which will be done in the next chapter.

However, the main focus in Uds work is on the vocational area of the NQF,

i.e. NQF levels 1-4 or the National Certificates placed on one of those

levels.

Regardless of NZQA shongly promoting parity of esteem between

education and training in a 'seamless' educatiornl struchrre arul their

advocacy of the notion of 'standards' as the NQF's key feafure, the concept

of 'competence' appears to be consistently associated with vocatiornl

education and training and hence with Natiornl Certificates, by framework

critics, the general public, and other comsrentators (Innrin, 1994a; Carr and

May, 1992; Curtain and Flaytoru 1995; Griffin, intenriew, 1994r. It is my

contention that this percepion is in part perpetuated by NZQA itself, since

unit standard writers are required to recognise performarrce levels in terrrs

of either capability or competence (NZQA, 1995b). And to date, as a

further point, most registered standards on the NQF are still vocationally-

oriented (c/. Levick, 1993).

In defence of NZQA, it is dear that the Authority has advanced

from using a restrictive task-oriented competenry model to an outcome

analysis approadr which allows for the indusion of different data

gathering techniques. Therefore, it is inappropriate to make unqualified

criticism towards NZQA's forrrer approactu The shortcomings of

competenry-based education and training systems are irrefutably manifold

and widely recognised, and range from concerns for behaviourism,
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reductionism, the idea that it is imptying a mechanistic and atomistic

approach to learning and assessment and a neglect of context (Ashworttu

1992; Wolf, 1994a; Ashworth and Saxton, 1.990; Winter, 1992; W.Hall, 7994;

Gonczi, 1993; c/.Irwin, 1994a).

NZQA's claimed integrated and holistic approach to learning and

assessment (NZQA, 7996a; Barker, 1995), as promoted under the

Framework (see figure 4.3 below), will be examined in a section below (12).

It is not clear at this point whether this approach is superior indeed to the

former model, in whatever lvay one may define superior. It may well be,

and this is purely an assumption, that the new qualificatiors approach

may be criticised for the same or other reasons. However, it is evident that

the application of the unit standard methodolory to all areas of learning is

controversial, while some critics claim that it is downright irnppropriate

Orwin et al., 7995; Irwin, 199h,; HalI, 1996a). Moreover, the ternrinology

surrounding the NQF appears not only confusing but, according to Carr

and May (1993:7) has 'detennined the model' and hence is, ipso facto,
imply-g a consistency that may not be there (ERO, 1995a).

Framework levels are yet another 'quality' aspect in setting the

standards for NQF qualifications and is deemed to be a key feature in a
standards-based framework (ibid). Th.y mark 'the level of difficrrlty' (13)

(NZQA, 1995a:58) and were determined pragmati*lly (Methven, ]rggs),

using the benchmarks from the existing education and training stnrcture
(NZQA, 1994b:44). Although, NZQA asserts it has researched the united

Kingdom and Australian framework models thorougtrly, it is also claiming

that overseas exemplars have been absent. It appears, quite contrarily, that

the notion of levels have been 'intuitively arrived at' (wagner and Sass,

1992:2) and that framework levels have been validated and modified once

they were developed (c/. NZQA,l994b).
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The responsibility for the level specification of unit standards lies

initially with advisory groups. The role of NZQA is to ensure that 'the

outcomes expressed and the evidence of the outcome align with the

appropriate level descriptor' (Ridrardson, interview, 1995). The Authority

also has developed criteria for evaluating the technical quality of the unit

standards which concern their quality in ternrs of their 'fitness for

purpose', whichindudes their format (NZQA, 1995b).

Agairst this background, it is significant to point out that unit

standards (and NQF qualificatiors) are required by the standard bodies,

not by the Authority. Although NZQA's NQF latest level descriptors

(Methven, 1995) are not derived from ocorpatiorul functions, the

Authority had been advised by researchers that the NQF levels should be

written for an occupationally-based qualifications framework (R.E.Taylor

Consultanry,1992; Wagner and Sass, 1992). This advice was not followed

and therefore a specific link to occtrpations was never established in

NZQA's standards-based framework (c/. Peddie, nd., p.2). Richardson

(1990 clarifies that only some aspects of former level descriptors have in

the past referred to some aspects of occtrpational levels or workpliace

destinations. The number of NQF levels, on the other hand, was

deterrrined pragmatically 'using bendunarks borrowed from the existing

education and training stmcture' (NZQAT 1994b:75).In NZQA's latest level

descriptors four broad descriptor categories equally apply to each NQF

level i.e. knowledge, skills and attributes; tasks and procedures;

accountability; and purpose, comprising 12 specific level descriptors in

total (Methven,1995).

Nevertheless, it seems to be quite obvious that neither the latest set

of descriptorr nor the previous ones employed by NZQA necessarily

coincide with educational levels per se (Robinson et al., 1995) (14). It
appear, and this is an important point, that to date (December 1995)
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FIGURE 4.3

NEW ZEAr-AND NATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS FRAT4EWORK
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NZQA has not been very successful in promulgating the conceptual basis

for the framework levels to the general public, being one of the major

framework end users'SFotPu' (15). In the view of NZQA (1994b), precision

in NQF level description is not as important as validity, although the

former is seen to be an element of the latter.

The eight NQF levels, as depicted above, have been defined by the

Authority in terms of 'progressive stages of competence or achievemeni

and complexity in units assigned to them' (NZQA, 1993d). The progressive

degree of (learning) 'difficulty' these levels purport to represent are not

grounded in educatiornl theory (fones, 1994a) and appear to have been

arranged merely for administrative reasons and on art ad hoc basis. Jones

(ibid, p.4), in a report to the Qualifications Authority, suggests that the

NQF levels 'should be linked with qualitatively different learning

outcomes that are theoretically based and empirically validated'.

However, he points out that it will not be possible to establish

'neutral' educational stnrcfures or framework,s (ibid, p.7) as these are by

definition what I would call'socially and politically defined constructs'. It

is clear that there is a significant gap between the 'convenience' of the

crrrrent NQF level specifications (Methven, 1994), and a call by others,

mainly educators and academics, for more 'theorisation' (Robinson et aI.,

1995; Jones, 1994a) and more research generally into the NQF or specific

aspects of it (Croft, 1994; Irwin, 199M; Gibbs and Aitkin' 1995). On the

other hand, Barker and Lythe (intentiews, 1994') contend that NZQA has

undertaken considerable applied research which involved, among other

aspects, an appraisal of developments in education and training in selected

overseas countries (QA Nants, L99h) (see chapter three). McQueen

(interview, 1994) clains that 'the argument that we need research is an

argument for delay', while favouring research that feeds back in
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The process for developing NQF qualifications is almost the same as

the one applied for unit standards, with the exception that a sub-group of

the advisory group evaluates the qualifications analysis conducted by a

consultant and approves the draft qualifications and makes a

recommendation to the advisory group for final endorsement (NZQA,

1995b). In designing NQF qualifications, standard setting grouPs have to

adhere to a number of technical rules set by NZQA. For example, a

National Certificate must have a minimum of r[0 credits, whereas a

National Diploma is required to have at least 120 credits at level five or

above (NZQA, *d./g).

The terms 'National Certificate' and 'National Dploma' do not,

however, indicate a qualification of any specific 'size' or level because the

standards setters are allowed to use any number of the relevant unit

standards from any level of the Framework (NZQA, 7994b). Although a

qualification can be of any shape, they should fit the 'profile' of a person

who will use it and the different NQF qualifications should have, as a 'rule
of-thumb', at least a50Vo difference (NZQA, n.d./g,pp.20H).

Some of the principles accorded with the design and the

compilation of standards-based qualifications are that thuy will be

national, have an internal coherence and also follow a logical sequence and

progression of rnmes. Moreover, they should recognise the need for broad

transferable skills as well as what NZQA terms as 'essential academic and

personal skills' (ibid, p.208) (15). Qualifications should include a mix of

compulsory, core and option unit standards and, as a last point,

'qualification packages' should create pathways for learners, credit transfer

and enable 'coherent skills building' in order to provide learners with

career options (ibid).
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In facilitating the development of unit standards and NQF

qualifications, NZQA has developed a procedural critical path for advisory

groups to consider following. An advisory groupr however, has

responsibility for deterrdning the 'critical path' for its project.This process

usually involves four meetings and overlays the procedure outlined in

figure 4.2 above. As a guideline NZQA (1995b, section '"The Paperwork",

pp.&s) aims to have unit standards and qualifications registered 45 weeks

after an advisory group meets for the first time (c/. Richardson interview,

1996). However, it should be emphasised that it is the aim of NZQA to get

standards registered as quickly as possible without compromising their

fitness for purpose (Richardson, 1996).

GENERIC SKILLS AND THEIR TRANSFER

Considering the aim and the importance attached by the central

Sovernment to addeve sustained economic prosperity and its concomitant

thrust to increase labour mobility and raise the skill levels of the

population" the very issue of 'generic' and 'essential' skills (17) has gained

prominence in educational and economic reform debates in New Zealand

in the last decade (Departrrent of Education, 1986; Ministry of Educatiory

1990c;1993d; Werner 1995). Callister (1990:16), in a report commissioned

by the New Zealand Plaruring Council, states that

...for New Zealand as a whole to be successful in the new
economy, everyone needs to lift their level of basic generic
skills...specialist skills...need to be continually built on this
base.

It is assumed in the post-Fordist production paradigm that people

who have generic skills, e6. problem-solving, communicatiorl team-work

and higher-order thinking skills, are able to better adapt to the continually

changing demands of the economy (Townsend, 1993). Because unskilled

work in advanced industrial countries is gradually diminishing, it seems to
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be a reasonable argument that generic skills are a desirable currenry for

individuals to have.

From an economic or labour market perspective, however, the

notion of 'trarufer-ability', as coined by Hayes (1981, cited in Drake, 1988),

is considered to be the key quality for enhancing labour mobility. It has

been defined as 'the ability to transfer skills to a new environment and to

build new skills onto old ones' (ibid, p.315; Bridges, 1987). This explains, in

part, the current preoccupation with the notion of generic or transferable

skills in education and training prograrnmes, which is an international

phenomenon (Werner, 1995; Tribe 1996; see also chapter 8).

The use of the terminology concerning 'generic skills' in both the

literature and in practice is inconsistent and problematical, because the

terms transferable, core, generic, and essential skills, among some others,

are often employed interchangeably (Bridges, 1993). Subsequently, it is apt

to describe 'generic skills' as a collective term that captures in a rather

general sense the essence of the other cognate notions too. To this end,

'generic skills' are defined here as being those skills which apply to work

generally rather than being specific to particrrlar occrrpations or work in

industries (cf. NZQA, 1993q5) and whidr are essential for effective

participation in further education and in adult life (Comnittee to Advise

the AEC/MOVEET on employment-related Key Competencies for post-

compulsory education and training,1992; Townsend, 1993) (19).

It is important to note from the outset that few skills are genuinely

transferable across widely different contexts (Townsend, 1993; Bridges,

1993; Barrow, 1991; Flall, 1995c), since research has demonstrated that

transfer is specific (Gray and Orasanu, 1987). Accordingly, it is believed

that only some skills transfer spontaneously to other settings (Misko, 1995;

McPe&, 1981). Another problem area, as seen by Misko (1995:35), is that

we may never be sure that transfer has occtrrred or that 'transfer ability
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may always hanslate into effectiveness in a new iob'. And even if there is

evidence that transfer was successful in one domain of knowledge, we

cannot be assured that this is sufficient to enable a person to transfer an

ability to another domain (Bridges, 1993).

Research into the general transfer of learning, which is believed to

involve skills which were context-free, has also failed to produce

conclusive evidence of this ocflrring (c/. Townsend, 1993). Regardless of

both general and domain-specific transfer being seen as not

unproblematical issues in education and training, transfer, of course, takes

place. A number of factors may facilitate or inhibit transfer. These indude

motivatiory confidence, original learning, repeated and varied practice,

prior knowledge, prompting, feedback, ability, task familiarity and task

similarity (Misko, 1 995).

Motivation and confidence are clearly decisive factors if the trarufer

of generic skills is to be successful and without it, Stacz et aI. (1990:52)

maintain, 'generic skills will be wasted'. In addition, all new learning or

'original learning' is likely influenced positively by prior learning

(Townsend, 1993; Druckman and Biork, 1991). Generally, positive transfer

across domains, research has revealed, is dependent upon (a) the similarity

of knowledge and content stnrctures in the domains concerned, (b) the

intellectual and educational abilities of the learner, and (c) the breadth of

depth of the leamer's educational and work experience (HaU 1995a:20).

Salomon and Perkins (1989, cited in Townsend, l99g) argue that

transfer is not a unitary phenomenon, but they believe that it can occur via

two different routes whidr involve different mechanisms (ibid, p.l9; cf.

Stevensory f993). The 'low road' transfer route involves spontaneous,

automatic transfer of highly repeated practice and includes little reflective

thinking. In contrast, the'high road' transfer route is an explicit attempt'to

provoke or convey an instnrction in response to some activity' (Towrsend,
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1993:20). It contains reflective thinking in that students are actively

stimulated in instnrction to relate a skill or abilitv to other areas or

domains (ibid).

Thus for positive transfer to occur, repeated and varied practice is

an essential prerequisite but not the only condition because there must also

be a strong prior knowledge in the domain and the 'skills' have to be

learned well in the first place (Misko, 1995). The teaching of the generic

skills, Townsend (1993) advocates, should be based on a currictrlum that is

focussed on problem-solvinp so that learning is linked to real-life

problems. In a simil,ar vein, authentic experiences in the workplac€ are

likely to improve learning although requires learner comrnitment (Misko,

19e5).

An important point to make is that the insbrrction of 'generic skills'

should not be decontextualised (Townsend, 1993), which is a view

commonly accepted among educational researdrers and educators. Most

skills, as is recognised, require a context in which they are developed (HaU,

1995a) and in which they can be taught and assessed (Elley, 1995;

Ashworttr, 192; WoE 1991a).

NZQA (1993e), in its consultation document "Essential Skills and

Generic Skills in the National Qualifications Framework", promulgated

that generic unit standards form an important component of the NQF, in

that they are purported to make a significant contribition to the

achievement of a coherent NQF.While it is one of the principles of NZQA

to minimise overlapping of standards and qualifications in the NQF, some

of the unit standards will, understandably, be portable across occrrpations

and industries. ln an internal docrrment on the issue of transferable skills,

NZQA (n.d,/a) expresses that the shift in attitudes is more important than

the skills to be agreed on.
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In a submission to NZQA, NZEF (1994b) states that generic skills

will be central to the future workplace requirements. Employers, the

Federation points out, expect that young people will possess the following

generic skills before entering employmenh problem solving, personal

qualities and social skills, numeracy, technology/computer skills, and

communication and information handting skills. In addition, NZEF (ibid,

p.3) identifies workplace-specific generic skills which indude areas such as

employment rights and responsibilities, customer selices, occupational

safety and health" management, technology applications and business

communication.

An NZQA-conducted analysis of zubmissioru it received regarding

its consultation document shows that the Education Ministry is concerned

about the lack of an adequate research base that underpiru the Authority's

proposals (NZQA, 1994c); while others have pointed out that there is a lack

of theory in the area of transferable skills in the NQF (Robinson et al.,

1995). The Ministry of Education also opposes context-free assessments on

the basis that there is no empirical support for the view that

decontextualised skills canbe developed (NZQA, 1994c).

NZQA's approach to the formulation and development of

transferable or generic skills in the NQF has received some further

criticism and general comment. Carr and May (1993), for example,

rightfully suggest that we should be cautious about too many'generic'unit

standards that seem to fit a variety of domains. It is apparent from this,

and earlier comments, that the debate about generic skills is a complex one

which requires further research in New Zealand.

Although the Authority has acknowledged that research into

(generic) skill transfer at the higher levels of the Framework is limited

(NZQA, 1993e:14), it also needs to be mentioned that the Core Generic

Advisory Group intends to approach NZQA's Policy Monitoring and
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Review section recommending that more remarch into this matter is

needed (Norrish, personal communication, 1995). It is evident that the

ongoing development and implementation of higher level qualifications on

the NQF will necessitate such research to take place.

Given this context, and as suggeted by commentators of

qualifications frameworks in Australia and England, there is sufficient

reason to heed the promotion of assumed transfer of learning (W.HalL

1994; Ashworttu 1992). Subsequently, it is seems to be logical, from an

educational viewpoint, that the policies and practices in relation to trarsfer

under the Framework should be foremostly pedagogically sound. Because

the idea of credit transfer in the NQF dearly ties in with the notion of

transfer of learning, this topic will briefly be addressed. It should be

mentioned beforehand that NZQA (1995b:26) stresses that 'all unit

standards should be based on transfnable attitudes, knowledge and skills'

(emphasis added).

Registered unit standards in the NQF are contextualised by the

inclusion of a range statement in the unit standard specification which

provides the context and the conditions associated with any of the

performance criteria or elements (ibid, p.4). Range statements are therefore

concerned with the clarification of the standards anA/or the evidence that

is needed to ensure that the standards have been met (ibid, p.3l). A range

statement, according to NZQA, rury include areas such as health and

safety regulations, but may also contribute towards the identification of

the underpiruring knowledge required for assessing competence.

NZQA (ibid, p.36) instmcts its unit writers, that these statements

must be complete and cover the required range of competence, and that

they must be unambiguous and dear and not open to interpretation from

differing sectors within the industry. In comnenting on the English NCVe

Framework, Ashworth (1992) is sceptical as to whether the development of
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range statements will provide a genuine indication of the scope of transfer

of competence across different contexts. It is his contention that this

problem is not likety to be solved 'merely by assessing knowledge and skill

in terms of competence' (ibid, p.la).

On the subject of range statements, Stewart and Flamlin (1992a) note

that there is an implication that any context which does not fit thme

statements will have to be jugded invalid for the purpose of assessing

competence against the standards. Subsequently, they argue, there is no

basis for referring to standards as 'generic' or 'national', since contexts are

artificially created. And it follows, in their thinking, that di.fferent

'standards' exist in different (organisatioral) contexts (ibid, p.2$.

Hatl (1995c; l99h), in commenting on the New Zealand National

Qualifications Framework, argues that credit transfer needs to take

account of the objectives and the content and/or context of the initid

learning, with which he stresses the predominance of educational content

and purpose over issues relating to trarsfer. In his view, the approval of

transfer of credit should not be automatic in the crse a certain unit

standard is common to two courses of insfruction, as is allowed under the

provisions of the NQF system, unless they are embedded in simil,ar

content. However, Hall (interview, L996) supports the guidelines on credit

hansfer that are given in the appendix of the TAG report which

distinguish between specified and unspecified credit. Furtherrnore, it is
difficult not to question the validity of NZQA's (1995b:44) assumption that

the attainment of a NQF level three outcome is sufficient evidence in itself

that a learner has also the abilities specified in any level two outcome.

It needs to be stressed, however, that NZQA's outcome approach

allows credits for a unit standard to be granted towards more than one

qualification, provided, of course, that the standard is a component of

those qualifications (NZQA, 1994b). Interestingly, not only credit can be
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used more than once, but also the evidence that a person has rret 'certain

performance standards' (RichardsorL interview, 1996). A person, on the

other hand, may (also be required to) submit additional evidence in order

to gain credit for the unit. Thus two transfer mechanisms exist in the NQF,

uiz. credit transfer and evidence transfer (see also below).

In a recent publicatioru NZQA (1995b:18) uses the terrr core skills,

or core generic standards, and describes it as a 'field' which fits into the

Framework and is designed for the specific PurPose of recognising 'both

life skills and those which apply to a wide variety of workplaces'. This field

includes the following five domains: work and study skills, social and co-

operative skills, self-management, driving, and law-related educatioru

which are all situated at the entry levels of the Framework. Learners are

able, in this system, to obtain credits for the core generic skills in a range of

learning envirorunents. Many of these standards are already part of

registered NQF qualifications or will become part of those still under

development (tbid).

Moreover, NZQA is ctrrrently overseeing the development of a
National Certificate in Employment Skills which will be situated at level

one of the Framework (Norristr" personal communicatiorU 1995). And it

will contain those skills employers have identified as being desirable for

job-seekers, such as communication skills, numeracy, personal skills

(working with others, improving one's own learning and performance),

and infornration skills (NZQA, 1996b:18). Students at the senior secondary

school will be able to gain credits for this qualification provided they meet

the stipulated unit standard requirements (Norrish, persornl

communicatioo 1995).
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ASSESSMENT AND MODERATION

Under the National Qualifications Framework, standards-based

assessment (SBA) is assessment that is gauged against registered unit

standards (NZQA, 1994b). Conversely, these unit standards are 'simply

tools for assessment...' (ibid, p.35). Assessment, in the view of NZQA, is a

'process which is designed to gather infonnation for a specified purposd

(Hood, 1993:1) (italics in original). Hood (ibid) points out that the purpose

of assessment has changed significantly in recent times. Thus there is a

body of opinion and evidence that suggests that a move towards criterion-

referencing and school-based assessment constitutes an international trend

in educational poliry (Wolf, 1993; Tuck and Peddie,7995; Broadfoot, 1992).

Its focal point has shifted from a foctrs on selection to assessment for

reporting on performance.

In New Zealand, there is dear evidence available that a move away

from norm-referenced assessment to school-based assessment and

criterion-referencing is, in general tenns, considered to be appropriate as

well as desirable. tr fact, this emerging preference for a new assessment

paradigm can be seen as an almost inescapable development given the

history of internal assessment in New Zealand public schools (School

Certificate Examination Board, 1972; Lennox, 7995; Lee and Lee, 1992) and

also, as maintained by NZQA (7994b) in the light of widely perceived

shortcomings of norrr-referenced assessment.

In this last respect, NZQA has articulated its position dearly when

asserting that norur-referenced assessment is a tool (and a 'mindset') which

ensures that a not insignificant proportion of the candidates fail regardless

of the standard of perfonnance achieved (Hood,1993; NZQA, 7994b). Or,

put differently, it constitutes a 'system of compulsory failure' which suits

an dlite approach to tertiary education (Barker, 7995:21,23; c/. Chion-
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Kenney, 1994). The Authority contends that standards-based assessment

emphasises the positive side of learning, in that credit will be given for

what is known and understood, as distinct from purported norm-

referenced measurement practice (NZQA, 7994b). Before turning to the

intricacies of the New Zealand standards-based assessment approactr,

some terrrs need explaining.

Firstly, a nonn-referenced test is used 'to ascertah an individual's

status with respect to the performance of other individuals on that test'

(Popham, 1990.26). Thus, its main concern lies with both the rankings and

the relative perforrrances amongst individuals. Another feature of this

type of measurement is that it does not convey, in absolute terms, a great

deal about the quality or content of learning and attainment (Vincent,

1990). A criterion-referenced test focusses more on what is learned and sets

out'to ascertain an individual's status with respect to a defined assessment

domain' (Popham, 1990:27). According to Popham (ibid), this type of

evaluation allows us to determine what a candidate can or carurot do,

because of the darity with which it describes whatever it measures.

Standards-based assesstrrent, as is currently introduced under the

National Qualifications Framework, is a form of criterion-referenced

assessment (Croft, 1994), not the other way around, as is daimed by NZQA

(Hood, 1993) (19). In the New Zealand context, it encompasses both

competency-based assessment, as typically employed in vocational

learning, and achievement-based assessment, which is used in general

education (Sass and Wagner,7992; Peddie, 1992) (20). Thus SBA is used by

NZQA as a generic terrn that encompasses a partictrlar mode of

assessment, while its key principle is that assessment must be administered

against the level of perforrnance required by the unit standard for the

award of credit (NZQA, L996a) (21).
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According to cturent NZQA poliry, there are essentially three maior

aspects to standards-based assessment. Firstly, because it focrrsses on what

a learner is capable of doing, it is coined and promoted as an outcome

approactr* Secondly, it includes knowledge, general attributes, skills as

well as tasks that are criticial to effective perforrrance. Thirdly, the context

in which these will be employed are taken into account (NZQA, \994b;

NZQA, 1995b). The Authority is clear on the issue that knowledge can and

should be assessed where this is deemed appropriate and that single unit

standards may include the demonstration of knowledge or are entirely

knowledgebased (NZQA, 1994b:38).

Underpinning the standards model are different sets of assumptions

whictu according to Taylor (1994:243), atre: we can set educational

standards and strive towards them; most students can internalise and

achieve the standards; very different student performances and exhibitions

can and will reflect the same standards; and, educators can be trained to

internalise the standards and be fair and consistent judges of diverse

student perforurances. Thus the assessment purpose is clear and the same

for all, ttiz. the achievement of the standards promulgated. These particular

sets of principles are used in the NQF and actively promoted by NZQA
(re94b).

A salient feature of the criterion (or standard) based assessment

approach is, as indicated above, the centrality of the concept of validity, in

that the test should measure what it purports to measure (Popham, 1990;

Wolf, 1993; NZQA, 1996a). The specification of dear standards and criteria

is therefore of paramount importance in this paradigm (Wiggens, 1993;

Sadler, 199n. Whether standards can be set completely and incontestably

dear and transparent is obviously a moot point. There seesrs to be a

considerable degree of acceptance amongst academics and poliry makers

that this, of course, is simply unattainable (Wolf, 1993; HaU, 1995b; Barker,
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1995; Lythe and Berurett, interviews, 1995). In a criterion-based assessment

paradigm, standards and criteria are set arbitrarily (Sadler, 1987: Hawe,

1995). It is particuliarly relevant with respect to this l,ast statement to refer

to Popham (1978:168) who reminds us that there are two definitiors of

'arbitrary' one could apply to the setting of standards in education and

training. The first one being 'selected at random and within reason'

connotes a negative associatioq whereas the second definitioru

'detenrrinable by a iudge or tribunal', carries a positive value and which is

the one he promotes. Simply because human judgement in the setting of

standards is unavoidable it should be accepted and employed positively.

Sadler (1987) makes a distinction between 'sharp' and 'tr1?zy'

standards. Whereas the forsrer are characterised by precise boundaries, as

is the case with numerical ctrt-offu, the latter category constifutes verbal

descriptions which are always, according to him, to some degree vague or

fuz.zy (ibid, p.202). He poshrlates that ftnzy standards are not necessarily

inferior to shaqp ones and, by implicatiory are deemed appropriate and

useful in guiding assessments (ibid, p.205), simply because in the real

world dear boundaries between objects are non-existent. To this end, it is

useful to note that the Authority acknowledges the 'tvz.zrit' nature of

standards and sets out to specify outcomes as clearly as possible (Barker,

199s).

The issue of dear and reliable standards, however, is

unquestionably a critical one. And I agree with Peddie and Tuck (1995)

who assert that vague statements of objectives will render an effective

moderation almost impossible. By contrast, too precise statements are

likely to have a restraining effect on the teaching process. The issue of

reliability, which is vital in a norsr-referenced system, is implicitly treated

in criterion-referencing as 'guaranteed by the transparenry of the

specifications' (Wolf, 1993:18). According to Burke and Jessup (1990:195,
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quoted in Wolf, l995al, reliability is not an issue in those circumstances in

which external, implicit criteria have been established and, henceforth

there is an external reference point for assessment.

This point is also being stressed by Jessup (1991:191) who asserts

that in a criterion-referenced assessment model, validity is all that matters

and, zubsequently,'we should forget about reliability'. Thus, in this line of

thinking it is assumed that reliability is a concept that is applicable to

nonn-referenced measurement systems only, because of its focrrs on

differentiation between individuals (Steadnran, 1995). Wolf (1993), on the

other hand, believes that issues of reliability do not disappear with

criterion-referencing; a view which is consistent with Popham's (1978:143),

who is of the opinion that 'good criterion-referenced tests should be

reliable, just as good norur-referenced tests should be reliable' (cf. Gipps,

r995).

In turning to the New Zeal,and situation, the terrr standards-based

assessment is used 'when the measurement or the outcome is assessed, in

other words "analysed", against some fixed criterion or level of

achievement known as a "standard"' (Peddie, 1992223). Peddie (ibid) also

states, in an NZQA-comrrrissioned report, that a whole set of standards

may be involved, arul that in theory it is possible for all learners to achieve

the pre'determined standard. Thus in the light of the rhetoric of student's

gaining improved access to learning opportunities under the NQF, SBA is

believed to enhance educational equity. Goncei et al. (1990:8) assert that

'competency-based standards will help certain groups whose skills may

not at present receive due recognition'. Darling-Hammond (1994) makes a

cautionary note regarding this point when she states that this is likely to

ocflrr only when assessment practices are transformed as well (cf.lffoU,

1995a:95).
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It is within this partiorlar context that it should be realised that in a

standards system the'dear specification of outcomes is only one aspect of

sound and fair assessment' (WolI, 199il. This, evidently, is a position

NZQA concedes to (Barker, 1995:27). NZQA's (1995) publication'Learning

and Assessment' clarifies this issue further by explicitly stating the prime

importance of assessment evidence in the NQF standards-based

assessment approactr- According to NZQA, evidence of leamer

perfornrance c;rn come from a variety of sources, which indudes tests and

examinations. Much of the evidence can be collected in the normal learning

activities, and it is possible to collect evidence from more than one sample

(ibid,p.5).

NZQA's approach to evidence collection and perforrrance

evaluation is underpirured by a number of key principles. In NZQA'S view,

the assessment methods used must be appropriate to the perforrrance

assessed and be fair to all learners, and also will be integratd with work,

learning, or haining as evidence collection can be ongoing. And,

furtherrnore, these methods must be marngeable, in the sense that they

should be readily arranged by assessors and not interfere unduly with
work or learning (ibid, pp.7,55). Evidence is required to be valid ('fit for

purpose'), direct (be as similar as possible to the conditions of actual

performance), authentic, and sufficient (ibid, p.7). The last two criteria

mentioned do require some explanation

Reliability, in its traditional sense, means little in a standards

approadl according to NZQA (1994bfa) but, on the other hand, it
elucidates that mechanisms for ensuring reliability are built into the

registered unit standards, aiz. moderation action plans, perfonnance

criteria, range and context statements, and the criteria for accreditation of

workplace assessors and providers. Yet sufficiency is now regarded as a

key concern (23). ln the Authority's view, the

quality and the quantity of evidence will establish with
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confidence that perfonnance criteria have been met and

that perforrrance to the required standard could be

repeated with corsistenry (NZQA, 1995a:55).

It seems obvious that the terrn sufficienry is being used for the purpose of

making the assessment of collected evidence more accurate and thus more

reliable. Hence, reliability, as suggested by Wolf and Popham (see above),

continues to be of importance in the New Zealand standards system,

though in an implicit way. Sufficienry, it appears, relates primarily to an

assessor's ability to evaluate the evidence presented by a candidate

consistently and to the requirements of the unit standards Gbid'p.[A).

Authenticity, unlike sufficiency, is a tenn frequently associated with

criterion referencing in recent assessment literature (c/. Torrance, 1995, and

Wiggens, 1993\ and identifies the extent to which assessment focusses on

authentic or contextually meaningful tasks. In the view of the Authority,

'authentic evidence' is that which is attributable to the person being

assessed (NZQA, 199fu). Put differently, the onus is on the assessor to be

sure that what a candidate submits in terms of evidence is his or her own

contribution (NZQA,1994b). However, in establishing the authenticity of

the evidence presented, assessors will need to discrrss the evidence

requirements with a candidate. The indusion of and the emphasis on

elements of human judgement and dialogue contribute, in the view of

Wiggens (1989:70$, to an acctrrate and equitable evaluation.

Assessment in the New Zealand standards system is, as a

consequence, open in the sense that learners are expected to understand

the assessment process and the criteria applied, and also to accumulate the

evidence required. Ideally, as NZQA (1996a) envisages, learners will

undergo an assessment when they feel confident of success. These

assessments can take place at any time and in a variety of appropriate

places. An essential principle underlying the new assessment approach is
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its explicit foctrs on a learner achieving standards of performance which

leads to the award of credits. As stated by NZQA (ibid, p.20, work

experience, time serving, prior course attendance or prior learning (23) all

have strongly reduced relevance in a standards-based assessment system.

Thus, in the view of NZQA (1995a), the candidate's role is critical in

both learning and assessment under the NQF. Assessment, Bowen-Clewley

(personal communicatioru 1995) explairu, should be integrated with work

and learning, and ideally should be an inherent part of a person's

developmental process. She believes that in the workplace, assessment

should be based on four principles, which are: a maximum use of

'performance events', which produce valid evidence across a number of

elements; allowance for dear presentation and crosc-referencing of

evidence; a maxiumum use of naturally occruring and readily available

evidence; and candidates should take an active role in plaruring and

collecting of evidence (24).

As regards workplace assessment, a number of principles are being

advocated by NZQA (25). Assessment, for example, must fit within, and

reflect on, the work envirorunen! it must be simple and effective and

needs to be completed on the job; assessment should never be an end in

itself but, again, should be a function of an employee's developmental

Process (ibid). Accordingly, assessment is being viewed by the Authority as

an evolving process between the trainer and a candidate. Furtherrrore,

assessment should be appropriate to the level of work and responsibility

that is expected of the participant. The responsibility, on the other hand,

for the overall quality for on-the'job assessment rests with the Industry

Training Organisation (Chisholm, 1995).

Bowen-Clewley (persornl communicatioru 1995) also points out that

'competence' is all about intelligent perforrrance, and essentially reflects

the tenets of the post-Fordist model of industrial development. A worker
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or employee is required not only to perform individual tasks but also to

manate a number of different tasks within the iob as well as contingencies.

In addition, a competent, and thus 'intelligent' person, should also have a

range of social and personal skills and be able and committed to ongoing

learning. Workplace assessment is also believed to be fundamental to

maximising opportunities for learning (Framantork Update, 1993).

A major advantage of standards-based assessment, as identifi"d by

NZQA (1994b), is that it allows assessors to make iudgements from diverse

evidence. In the new system, a candidate is pernritted, when failing to meet

the required standard, to submit additional evidence. It is from a broad

base of evidence, that 'competence' can be inferred from in a valid way,

and by means of wing a variety of assessment techniques (Gonczi,1993;

Hager, 1994), which is a position obviously shared by NZQA (1994b;

1996a). Thus in New Zealand's SBA system, an increased emphasis is

placed upon professioral, qualitative judgement by teachers and assessors

(Strachan" 1995; Sadler, Dgn despite a traditional distnrst that seems to be

associated with this particular approach (Lm'ir1 l99h; Taylor, 1994).

On the subject of time serving, this, contradictorily,Ius relevance in

the National Qualificatioru Framework. Not in the least becauee a close

inspection of the stnrchrre of the NQF (see below) reveals that each level

seenu to correspond approximately to one year of study by full-time,

mainstream students (Wagner and Sass, 1992:22). Ergo, Framework credits

are set at roughly lO-12 hours per credit, based on hours of instruction

(ibid, p.26). Therefore, the notion of time serving, which was so

characteristic of the traditional New ZealanA apprenticeship, is in a sense

being perpetuated in the NQF. It remains to be seen whether or not this is

a relevant point or not (see the next chapter).
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Thus the above demonstrates that NZQA rejects a norm-referenced

measurement model. Conversely, it favours and promotes a broad

assessment system in which candidates are required to present relevant

evidence for professional iudgement against the requirements of unit

standards (Barker, 1995). Essentially, criticisms directed towards NZQA's

approach to SBA have foctrssed on a number of issues. The move towards

and the implications of separating the standards setting and curricrrlum

development processes, as alluded to earlier ort is one of those and will be

examined in some further detail in chapter five.

In Croft's (1993:9) view, NZQA aPPears to have 'over-emphasised

the criterion-referenced advantages of standards-based assessment' while,

at the same time, overplaying the negative features of norrr-referenced

assessment. This statement is true, but is an understandable one from

NZQA's perspective of wanting to promote its new assessment model.

However, Croft's view that the Authority has disregarded the comparative

nature of SBA is acceptable, as dearly norm-based considerations are an

inherent paft in a standards setting process, and in criterion-referencing in

general (cf. Popham, 1978). Crombie (1995:104), for example, in

commenting on the New Zealiand Crurictrlum Framework argues plausibly

that the use of a levels-based fraurework implies a component of norm-

referencing and carries an assumption that outcomes will be quantifiable,

which is a statement that is equally applicable to the NQF.

Some academics strongly disa$ee with NZQA's intention to apply

standards-based assessment to all subiects covered by the NQF (Croft,

1993). Elley (1987), while acknowledging that criterion-referenced

assessment is highly commendable for school-based formative functioru,

contends it is less appropriate for the summative purposes of reporting to

parents, employers and tertiary institutions. He argues that criterion-

referenced assessment should be supplemented with a 'norsr-referenced
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across-the-board standard', which is, as he points out, the case overseas

(ibid,p.33).

Critics of the NQF have tended to focus their concerns mainly on a

number of related issues, e.g. a perceived lack of clarity of the main

concepts on which the qualifications framework is based, i.e. the notion of

the unit standard and 'standards' pn se; a lack of a research base to support

the design and the implementation of a standards-based system in New

Zealand; and,lastly, the perceived negative pedagogical implications these

changes are believed to have on teaching and learning (Irvvin, l99h;7994b;

Irwin et aI., 1995; Hall, 1995a; Hall, 1995a; Croft, 1993; 1994; Elley, 1995;

Tuck and Peddie, 7995). And, as a last but important point, it is aszumed

by NZQA (1995a) and the Ministry of Education (1994c) by virnre of

consistent prodamation that a standards approach will be a more suitable

and superior approach than a norrn-referenced assessment system (c/.

Tuck, f995) and also that the use of standards will ensure the latter's

quality (Wolf, l994b).

NZQA (1992:aD defines moderation of assessment as 'a process for

ensuring the consistenqy of assessment with the required standard'. It will,

as intended, ensure that eadr provider and assessor is capable of

interpreting a standard fairly, consistently and validly (c/. NZQA, 1995b).

Surely, moderation will be 'the real test' $ulian, interview, 1994). And it
will help'to ensure that credit gained by the learner is genuinely portable'

(NZQA, 1995b:29). Maintaining comparable standards between different

providers and between students is an issue recognised by NZQA as 'the

key to the acceptance of the National Certificate as a high quality

qualification' (FrametoorkUpilnte,T9g2) and it provides, as stated by NZQA

(1995c), 'a level of accountability and externality which is new to most

teachers'(26).
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Under the NQF, three moderation options exist. These are: a

provider-based moderation system for which providers assume

responsibility for establishing internal and external moderation systems

but which is appraised by NZQA within the context of accreditation; a

centrally created and directed national moderation system set uP by a

national standards body (NSB) or an industry training organisation (ITO)

and, thirdly, a national moderation system of local networks set up by

either an NSB or an ITO (NZQA, 1995b). In the second option, an

individual NSB or ITO may establish a moderation system and involve

bodies, such as, for example, NZQA or a national industry organisation In

option one, on the other hand, providers and workplaces design these

systems locally, whictr may indude local user grouPs rePresentation

(NZQA, 1992).

Thus, internal moderation is the generic tersr used by NZQA to

refer to the internal arrangements all providers and workplaces are

required to have in place in order to ensure that local assessments are in

keeping with the acceptable national limits (ibiil. The aim of moderation of

assessment is to take a selective and representative sample and check the

quality of the whole. In essence, moderation processes are not concerned

with wlut is taught, nor low it is taught, but rather h"lPu to ensure

consistenry of iudgements (NZQA, 7996a).

The development process for the latter two types of moderation

system is basically the same. NZQA requires that all the unit standards

have a moderation action plan (MAP). Each advisory grouP has to agree to

such a plan which is, in turrU checked by NZQA as to whether or not they

meet the stipulated technical requirements and, also, if they are expected

to have any undesirable resource implications for providers, candidates or

the government (ibid, p.5). Figure 4.4 (see below) outlines the moderation

action plan (MAP) process in an abridged version (22). Thus MAPs, when
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implemented in the workplace and by institution-based providers, are

critical measures put in place to ensure that the assessment results are

valid and nationally consistent (NZQA, 1994b).

A moderation system for a unit standard in a particular area, will

appty to every organisation intending to award credit for that particular

unit standatd, i.e. polytechnics, workplace assessors, schools and private

training establishments (PTEs). NZQA (1996a:60) states that an overall

moderation strategy is a general term referring to'every activity that

FIGURE 4.4

MODERATION ACTION PLAN PROCESS

ACTION NZQA participation RESULT

FDO (1) initiates
[negotiates with AO(3)]

AG's (2) critical
path

AG Mtgs 1+2

AG Mtg 3 AO gives briefing re accred./moderation

Meeting forms QuaMngt.subcomm

Mtg(s)Quality
Mngt.subcornm.

AO assistance for
accreditation & moderation
optioru and MAP

draft MAP

internally critiqued and for endorsement to

AG Mtg 4 MAP endorsed, send

to Quality Systems for
[Unit standard + MAP =

Approval
Registrationl

Key: (1) denotes Framework Development Officer; (2) advisory group (see

also Figure a.f); (3) Assessment Officer.
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contributes to consistency among providers'. A moderation of assessment

strategy may include various techniques, ranging from external moderator

visits, common assessment tasks, task banks, duster meetings, item bar*s,

consensus panels, and so on (NZQA, 1992; NZQA, 1996a; Sass and

wagner, 1gg2). The purpose of these activities, in the view of NZQA

(1994d:3), is 'to calibrate assessor iudgements and verify that the results of

these judgements are acctuate'.

In research undertaken for the Authority, Sass and Wagner

0992:49) have recommended that the consensus panel approadr is the

minimum moderation requirement for all unit standards in the

Framework, and across all levels. Although moderation ciln occur at three

different stages, i.e. before, during and after the assessment, they foresee

that in a standards-based system much of the responsibility for

maintaining standards will be shifted from post-assessment moderation

activities to efforts that take place before the assessment commences (dbrd,

p.as). These efforts may include techniques such as the checking of

assessment plarrs, schedules and tasks, and the production of workbooks,

exemplars and checklists (NZQA, 1995a:50).

In a SBA system, the responsibility for moderation is largely

devolved from the external examining bodies to the teadring profession

and the workplace assessols, while the major role players, such as the

professional bodies and the social partners, are involved in setting the

standards which includes, of course, making decisioru on moderation

options (Sass and Wagner, 1992). On the subject of reliability and validity

in relation to moderation by consensus, Sass and Wagner (ibid, p.7l)

conclude that, although reliability will decrease in this approach, (content)

validity, on the other hand, will increase significantly. They make the

important point that by linking the assessment with the obiectives of

instructiorU one assures 'that the instructiornl content and process are the
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goals of learning, and not the fight to outperform one's neighbour "" (ibid,

p.72).

The NZQA approach to moderation has been criticised by Irwirt

Elley and Hall (1995) who contend that it remains to be seen whether the

moderation alrangements u:rder the NQF will be able to cope with the

flexibility of learning and teaching that is allowed in a standards-based

system. But, on the other hand, they acknowledge that it is necessary to

have an extensive moderation system in place that affords coruistent and

credible judgements in which the Framework end usets can have

confidence (ibid, p.24). Although they concede that moderation could

contribute to teacher development, they also believe that the'same benefits

could be achieved with a combination of internal and external assessments

and at a lower overall resource cost and with higher credibility' (ibid).

Tuck (1995), on the other hand, highlights the iszue of variations in

setting events and makes the valuable Point that although range

statements (in registered unit standards) lay out both the conrditions and

the nature of the assessment tasks, they nevertheless only comPose a

partial solution. The critical deternrinant of validity is the relationship

between these statements and the instmction W se, and this is an apt

statement. Moderation of assessment is likely to be a complex, time

consuming and very expensive enterprise (ibid; Crombie, 1995).

Presumably, the costs of it will be passed on to the user. The

commodification of education and training therefore is expected to expand

and encompass NQF related assessment and moderation services.

However, given the fact that the government has decided to have a

standards-based qualifications system etablished in New Zealand, it is

inevitable that this must be support"d by effective and reliable moderation

systems. It should be mentioned, in this context, that the findings of

research into moderation principles and processes by Sass and Wagner
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(1992) showed that New Zealand research and experience was more

intensive and informative than overseas work. Moreover, evidence of

overseas research into the area of moderation of criterion-referenced or

standards-based assessment was found to be limited.

Research by NzcE& combined with research undertaken by

NZQA, has revealed that the key elements for successful moderation

systems are:

- the provision of opportunities for the improvement of teacher assessment

expertise;

- the use of exemplars of assessment techniques, assessment schedules and

student work samples to enhance assessment expertise and signat

standards;

- the provision of opporhrnities to adjust assessment standards before

assessments took place, and

- the verification of the assessment through the sampling of the assessment

of student work (NZQA, n.d./cl).

It follows therefore that although, at a gmual level, the principles on

which the rational qualifications framework are based are reliatively dear

and laudable, the fact remains that New Zealand has embarked upon an

experiment in education and haining which is driven by a human capital

approach, and which, to date, is unsufficiently supported by educational

research.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT: NZQA'S SYSTEMIC APPROACH

NZQA (1994b; Male, 1994), as stated before, has adopted a

nominalist definition of 'quality' in terms of the NQF by coining it'fitness

for purpose'. A more useful explanation of the notion of 'quality' in relation

to the Framework has been provided by Barker (1993b:12), who expounds
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that it is NZQA's approach to 'see quality within a systems approach, as a

total process involving a number of steps'. He daims that'quality is before

the process' (ibid, P.10), in that the setting of purported dear standards is

indipensable in achieving'quality' in the NQF (28). In order to accomplish

this, NZQA promotes the principle of partnership across the whole quality

process, which meatrs that all the major role players are required to play a

part in this process but with differing responsibilities.

The emphasis therefore is on partnership, rather than central

control, as maintained by NZQA (1993b), which is in keeping with the

intentions of the education and training refonns. In its view, the

establishment of effective quality uvlrulgement systems enables devolution

of resporuibilities to occur (ibid). Consequently, any provider offering

courses leading to NQF qualifications must be able to manage the quality

of the provision and assessment relating to those Proglalnmes, which

indudes a requirement of seU-review (Male, 1994). Collett (1994:31)

comments that in relation to the senior secondary school, these

requirements have resulted in quality systems now taking a central place

in curiculum development and assessment (29).

Thus a key feature of NZQA's approach to qualifications

restructuring is its adoption of a collaborative approach to all the aspects

relating to the Framework, including quality management and assurance.

The fotlowing figure illustrates NZQA's approach to the quality

nuuugement system for the NQF which comprises a system of interacting

networks. Under this system, NZQA is responsible for the setting of the

parameters and further supports the overall qualifications stnrcture. The

Quatifications Authority requires a national quality marulgement system to

be developd in each area of learning by one or more national standards

groups. Moreover, eactr provider or workplace must have a
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quality management system in place that covers the total organisation

providers have the capacity to deliver the unit standards (30); while

teachers and workplace assessors are required to establish a system in the

context of both the organisation's and the user grouP's quality

management systems.

ln the Framework, there are a number of linked quality Processes,

or steps, which apply rationally to programnes leading to the assessment

against unit standards. These are:

- the registration of unit standards and qualifications, and

- the moderation of assessment (both discussed above);

- the accreditation of training providers, which sets out to ensure that they

have the capability to deliver Programmes and assess against the unit

standards;
- the accreditation of standards bodies to register assessors, to ensure that

all assessors have technical expertise in the area they are assessing, have

expertise in assessment and also have the personal qualities necessary to

undertake the assessmen!

- the registration of private and government training establishments, to

ensure that basic educational and coruiumer safeguards are me$

- the audit of quality systems, to ensure the effective performance of

overall systems for the unrulgement of quality (NZQA, 7993b; Barker,

1993b).

An additional quality management role carried outby NZQA is that

it sets and maintains the technical criteria for the registration of unit

standards. Furthennore, the Authority ensures that there is a consistenry

of the credit and level values, forrrat, and nomendahrre (NZQA, f994b).

Thus these sSrstems, in the aggregate corutihrte a systemic approadr to

quality assurance and management that underpiru the NQF. It should be

noted, however, that commeruurate with the devolution principle, it is
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both the intention and the practice of NZQA to delegate quality

uranagement roles to the level at which it takes effect (ibid, p.Sl: NZQA,

L993b:24).

under the delegated authority of NZQA, the accrediting agent for

the polytechnics is the Polytechnics Programmes Committee, while the

New Zealand Vice-Chancellors' Committee is the designated agent under

the Education Amendment Act to exercise accrediting Powers for the

universities (NZ Government, 1990:91). NZQA is anticipating that,

eventually, it will devolve many of its responsibilities for quality

management. And although the providers are currently required to take

resporsibility for quality assurance (NZQA, 1993a), the Authority has

indicated that it is strongly in favour of providers reviewing and auditing

their own systems as part of the quality audit requirements (Male, 1993:4).

NZQA's industry-derived approach to quality management has

been criticised on a numhr of accounts (31). A main concerrL some critics

claim, is its product-focus because in doing so, it is believed, the learner's

perspective is being neglected (Knox, 7994). Jones (1994b) points out that

education isnot a product, whidr is a perspective that is in conflict with the

government's instrumentalist human capital approach to education and

training. A product in the context of education and training is, according to

NZQA (1993b:5),'the new skills and knowledge acquired by the educated

or trained person'. ]ones (1994:150) argues, however, that the essence of

education is transforrratle, viz. its main aim is to bring about changes in

people (c/. Horsburgh and Robinson, 1994:l2l).

Horsburgh and Robiruson(ibid, p.115) argue that NZQA sees quality

education solely as a function of a systems approadr, which ignores both

the human factor and the professional teaching practice model. And they

query whether there is evidence that supports the claim that a quality

systems approach will result in an improvement in teaching practice (ibid,
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p.118), while Pondering whether 'the values inherent in the current

irulustrial emphasis are those we wish to promote in education (Hinchdiff,

lgg3, quoted in Horsburgh and Robinson, 1994:118). NZQA, naturally,

does recognse the importance of the process of learning and in this

context, applies the generic concept of 'quality' whiclL among other things,

refers to the service of 'provision of an envirorunent that enables the new

skills and knowledge to be acquired'.

Hitctriner (1994) contends that an assumption aPPears to ocist that

there is a shared understanding from all of those involved in education

and training as to what'quality' exactly is. UnequivocaUy, it is an abstract

and relational concept and therefore inevitably it wil embody contestable

meanings (c/. fesson, f995). Since 'quality [in education and trainingl is a

public good' (Lundberg, 1gg4), it can be deduced plausibly that its end

users are entitled to clear and consistent definitional guidance, since they

will be required to make inforrned customer choices in the education and

training market place.

Lastly, it should be mentioned though that'qualit;r' is not only a key

theme in education in New Zealand, (Horsburgh and Robinson, 1994), tor

there are clear signs that it is emerging internationally as a leitmotio in

vocational education (Navarahram, 7994; c/. Sellars, 7992).

EXAMINATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

The locus of national external written examinations in a seamless

and outcomes-focussed education system b, as could be expected, a

contentious iszue in New Zealand (In'irL 1994), which is yet unresolved at

government policy level. The reasons behind, and the government's

commitment to the introduction of the structural changes in learning and

assessment in education and training, have been outlined in this work in

some detail. But despite central govemment pressing for a paradigm shift,
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it should be emphasised that the purpose and the value of external

examinations have not only been challenged but also demoted by

opponents for their ideological purposes.

In "Assessment for Better Learning", a Department of Education

(1989:8) public disctrssion document, the view was exPressed that national

external examinations were seemingly not partictrlarly suitable for

maintaining standards. More recently, Strachan 0995:2) called attention to

an existing'strongly held belief in New Zealand that examinatiors set dear

and rigorous standards'. However, he points out that the practice of scaled

examirations for School Certificate has caused some considerable

discontent in society, which in turn led the Minister of Education to

hstruct NZQA to cease scaling n1992 (c/. NZQA,1991d)'

According to Barker (1995), opponenb of the standards-based

assessment approach have criticised the new direction because they are

holding the view that the external written examination is the only reliable

way in which assessments can be conducted. However, Michael Irwin

(1994\, a Business Roundtable policy analyst, conceded that although

external examinations uury be perceiv"d by employers as more reliable, it

is likely that moderated internal assessment can be effective in most school

subiects. Eltey (f995) also admits that examinations can test only a small

proportion of a student's total knowledge and abilities. This comment

should not be seen as specific to examinations since it is untikely that other

forms of assessment will achieve a great deal more coverage in

professional and general education contexts.

The NZQA Board has made it dear, however, that it is strongly

committed to the retention of competitive external examinations in

secondary school (NZQA, 1996). This stance, despite the introduction of a

standards-based assessment system, is a move which aPPears to be both

incompatible and understandable at the same time, when considering the
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history of and the existing support for external written examinatioru. After

analysing the results of a survey on the history of secondary school

examinations, Lee and Lee (1991:53) have conduded that external

examirntioru always prevail over alternatives at the same level in terrrs of

popularity. Tuck (1995), on the other hand, suggests the institution of a

'currictrlum-valid external examination' at the point of graduation from

secondary school - an examination whidr, he believes, could also function

as an infonnal moderator for tertiary institutions.

As recommended by the NZQA Board to the Minister of Education

in 1991, NQF qualifications are e><pected to become available to students in

the senior secondary school (NZQA, 1991b). At present, two new

secondary school qualifications are buit g proposed by NZQA, i.e. a

National Certificate in Arts and Humanities and a National Certificate in

Science and Technology, which will cover all 14 fields of the NQF. Once

accepted, these qualifications will be available to all students at senior

secondary leve| (Itarn,7996a). These new qualifications are in addition to

specific-industry awards in the NQF (ibid., p.9).In the new qualifications

structure, a revised University Bursary qualification will be assessed as a

written examinatio n (ibi d).

These new Natiornl Certificates are Partly modelled on the Tech

Prep Associate Degree, employed in Canada arul the United States of

America, and have also been influenced by England's General National

Vocational Qualifications (GNVQs) (ltarn, 1995b). The reason for

developing these new qualifications is, according to NZQA (ibid, p.l0), to

cater for'the two-thirds of sfudents who do not plian to study at university

but who have traditionally had to study the same courses and work

towards the same qualifications as if they were'. It should be noted that the

aim of establishing new qualifications by itself is a laudable and perhaps

necessary undertaking. However, given the probable retention of the
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School Certificate, bursary examinations, scholarships as well as the

introduction of the two National Certificates mentioned before, the latter

ones will, as it seems, cater for the less academic (c/' RobsorU 199$.

While this short and incomplete excursion into the issue of

examinations under the new qualifications framework has only limited

relevance to the central thesis of this work, it is important to indicate that

the changes in every aspect of education and training are far-reaching and

comprehensive indeed. In a purported seamless education" the

'haruronisation' between ib constituent parts requires dose observation,

partiorlarly i. light of the governments's aims to make education and

training more relevant to the world of work and to improve the

qualification attairunent levels.

Certification in the National Qualifications Framework coruists of

the recording of all the credits towards the new rntiornl qualifications on a

national database maintained by NZQA. When credits for unit standards

have been granted for successful perforuurnce, the result of an assessment

will go on a person's Record of Learning. The reporting of workplace

assessment of trainees to NZQA will be through the national office of an

ITO on a monthly or a quarterly basis (ETSA, 1995). All learners will

receive an arurual printout of the docrrment. And once the specified

standards or credit totals have been attained, a National Certificate or

National Diploma willbe awarded.

A Record of Learning is thus a Personalised and crrmul,ative

docrrment attesting to an individual's achievement in NZQA registered

NQF unit standards and qualifications. It will typically contain the unit

standards completed, the level, credit value, and the date of completion

And in the case a qualification is completed, its fuU name and, again, the

NQF level is tisted on the award. The advantage of a Record of Learning is

clear according to NZQA (nd./d.), in that it will give providers and
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employer 'an accurate and upto-date sunrmary of what they know and

can do'. Since the Record of Learning is a cumulative doorment, this is

likely to be an incentive for students to continue learning in relevant iueas

with a view to earning NQF unit standards and qualifications.

NOTES
1 Standards-based assessment in the NQF will be discqssed below'

2 According to Sadler (1987:197), once the standards are defined the

norrns become irrelevant.
3 This comprehensive though incomplete listing of the pu-ryorted

benefib of national standards to NQF users will be referred to in the next

drapter and further examined.
4 'Provider' is used here as a Seneral terrr and indudes all of the

following places of learning: private training establishments, government
training 

- establishments, winanga, schools, colleges of education"

polytechnics, and universities.
5 This however is a generalisation that may not apply to certain

sectors of the economy at all or, alternatively, may eventuate much slower
than forecast. This comnent should not be taken as an argument that there

is no need for plaruring , etc.,butis only induded to emphasise that this is a

topic of debate.
6 The meaning of these components will be darified later on in this
chapter. See also appendix 2 for an example of a unit standard.
7 See also drapters two and three.
8 This terrr has been coined by Michael Vaugharl a forsrer
framework development officer at NZQA, and appears to be a notion that
is no longer being used by the Authority, neither has it been defined in any

of its pu6licatioru. It also needs to be clarified at this point that the history
and lt" development of the standards setting Processes and the

employment of the different methodologies by NZQA over time have not
beendocument"d by NZQA to date (Richardson, interview,l996).
g I acknowledge that the use of Vaughan's statement in this context is

perhaps rather anecdotal and reflects the opinion of a former NZQA
Lmployee ocpressed in 1994. The value of his commenf however, must
atso be viewed agairut the background of his providing a valuable

insider's perspective. This topic will be elaborated upon in a later section
10 Hilt critiAses here the conceptual basis of the notion of unit
standard in general terms. In the next chapter his, and the views of other
university co-Inmentators on NZQA's unit standard methodology and the

NQF willbe discussed.
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11 ln clarifying my position on this iszue I wish to state that although

NZeA's unit siand"tdt -"thodology is largely a reaction to the reality of a

result-driven political environment, and for that reason understood and

appreciated, too little academic reflection and debate have occurred on the

fundamental elements of the NQF.
12 Gonczi (1993), an Australian academic, is advocating an 'integrated

competency approach to professional education and assessment, an

approach which will be explained further oru

13' ln my opinion, the notion of 'difficulty' has been used here rather

unfortunateiy is it implies that the higher the level of learning on a

framework of qualifi--tio*, the more difficult it is. This is, as Peddie

(1994) has argued, not necessarily the case. He points out that one should

not assume ttut there is alwayi a definite link between 'difficulty' and

'framework levels' (ibid, p.8).
14 Previously, NZQA employed an approach in whidt sixteen

descriptors were assigned to eadr NQF level. ln the curent system,

'po.p,6tu' is one of lhe four broad descriptor bands which include
'Lducation and training' and 'certification' as being its specific descriptors,

and evidently focuses on the labour market functions.
15 In a section of the next chapter, a discrrssion of the universities' view
of this issue will be presented.
16 The ternrinology used here in a recent NZQA publication
zubstantiates claims that New Zealand has adopted a shlls-based approadr
to education (Jesson, 1995;Peters et a1.,1994).
77 'Essential' in the terrn'essential skills', as used in the New Zealand
Curricrrlum Framework, refers to the government's intention of all
individuals developing the required skills at senior secondary sdtool,
whereas the term skill is used to signal its distincbress from knowledge or
understanding. In contrast, generic skills aPPly to the NQF and are skills
that traverse a range of situations or ocorpations (NZQA, 1993e:5). Generic
skills, according to NZQA (ibid) are not necessarily regarded as essential to
all New Zealanders but may be necessary fot uumy occrrpations.
18 The reason for using this definition, which is borrowed from Mayer
(Committee to Advise the AEC/MOVEET on employment-related Key
Competencies for post-comptl*ry education and training, 1992) -6s cells

these skills'key competencies', is that it conveys in a non-complicated way
the purpose and the scope of 'generic skills'.
19 Croft (1994:7) suggests that NZQA may have selected the tenn
'standards' instead of 'criterion' on PEPose because the fonner has more
political clout. He points out that the Ministry of Educations (1994c49)

doctrment "Assessment Poliqy and Practice" also defines standards-based
assessment as induding criterion-referenced assessment.

20 The term achievement-based assessment was adopted in 1985 by the

Comrrrittee of Inquiry into Curriculum, Assessment and Qualificatioru in
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Forrrs 5 to 7, which was a deliberate attempt to break away from a

completely norrrative system by introducing a more criterion-referenced

approach (Sass and Wagner, 1992:13).

21- This issue will be further addressed in chapter five but see, for
example, Flall,1995b.
22 'This 

information has been provided by NZQA to its staff in an

internal memo which explained some of the key concepts used in'Learning
and Assessment' (1995a).

n The Qualifications Authority now discourages the use of the terrr of

recognition of prior learning (RPL) and reiects its inclusion as an alternative

-u"i" of asseslment in the NQF (NZQA,1996b). And it promotes the use

of the notion of 'assessing prior learning' Gbid, p.20) whidr, as stated by

NZQA, is a more acctrrate term to use in a standards-based system. The

Authority's policy position on this issue is that the assessment of evidence

derived ito* pno; learning is to be absorbed into the NQF standardr
based assessment model (NZQA, L994d').

24 Liz Bowen{lewley of NZQA kindly provided photocopies of
overhead traruparencies which explained the principles and the practice of
workplace assessment in the NQF which were drawn out of contracted
research by Phillip Capper of WEB Researctu
?5 D"re to a lack of avail,able NZQA material and documents on this
topic,I had to rely in my *riting on material that was provided by Bower
Clewley.
26 Although this inforrration relates directly to SBA for the NQF in
secondary sdrool it equally applies to the other sectors covered by the
framework.
27 This inforuration was kindly provided by Ian Francis of NZQA, and
is based on a MAP process designed by NZQA, dated 15 November 1994.

28 Barker (1993b) states that NZQA follows international practice in
arguing that the setting of dear standards is at least 80% of. quality. This
daim has to be dismissed as uruubstantiated because no evidence of a
research base for it has, and probably never can be provided.
29 The quality management systems of a provider are in Part
determined 

-by the legislative requirements, NZQA, the Ministry of
Education Geing the funding agency) and also in Part by the
organisational ctrlhrre of a provider (c/. NZQA,l994b).
30 It should be noted that provider accreditation does nof foctrs on the
quality of the programmes offered by providers, but, conversely, on their
organisational capacity to deliver Programmes.
31 On the subiect of the introduction of an industry model in education
and training, NZQA (1993b:5) states that this is being used as a means to
an end, and that'it does not intend a rigid application that is not wholly
appropriate to the process of learnirrg'.
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CHAPTER 5 EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN NEW ZEALAND: THE

CHALLENGES AHEAD

NZQA AND UNIVERSITIES: OPPOSING WORLDS?

The tertiary education reforms, as described in chapter two, ushered

in an era of significant change and challenge to the university sector. The

ViceChancellors' Committee (NZVCC), in anticipation of a dnnging

social and political environment and its possible effects on universities and

university education, comrrissioned the owiting of a report, which was

undertakenby the New Zealand Universities Review Committee (7987)'

Under its terurs of refermce, the Review Committee was requested

to report to the NZVCC oru the development of the universities since the

Parr Report (1); their fuhrre goals and developmen$ matters which may

impinge on the standing and effectiveness of the sector in either an

international or domestic contex$ and to comment on ways the

universities could increase their student intake among those from less

privitiged backgrounds, and also on possible shifts towards a more user-

pays funding system of university education(ibid, pp.xii-xiii).

The main ttrrusts in the Review Comrrittee's report were that an

expanding eruolment and a 'qualitative enforcement' within the

universities were considered to be essential as an inveshent in New

Zealand's future. The report stressed that by international standards the

student enrolment rates were low, as was the resourcing of university

education and research (ibid, p.xiv; Fabi, 1988; Bostoru 1990). In both the

interest of fully utilising the human resources and of improving social

equity, the Review Committee found that efforts to reduce the existing

barriers to accessibility were critical (New Zealand Universities Review

Committee, 1987:v).

The report noted that the development of human capital through

higher education was becoming more important than ever, given that the
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world is increasingly knowledgebased and economically competitive (ibiil,

p.xiv). However, according to the Review Comsrittee, the functions and

the nature of university education differ from, and are concerned with

more than training Gic); this despite disciplines such as medicine,

engineering, and law being vocationally oriented $bid, p.6). A 'narTow

vocationalism [that is] responding to immediate demands' Gbid, p.l0),

however, is reiected by the universities.

In contrast to the short-term priorities of industries and

government, the universities perceive themselves, the Review Comnittee

avows, as 'long-terrn institutioru directed at producing graduates' (ibid).lt

is of some interest to note that on this topic NZQA (1994b:53) uses the

following quotation in an internal docrrment:

'...the apprenticeship model of university learning is no
longer appropriate we want assurance about leaming, not
a certificate of time spent in civilising influences' (Institute of
P olicy Studies N antslettq, 1993),

which, it must be added, has been done for the PurPose of questioning the

universities' quality management systems (see below).

Universities, the Review Committee contended, are'the hallmark of

a societ5r's culture, repositories of acormul,ated knowledge and wisdom'

(1987:6), while also claiming that their focus on the development of the

general powers of the mind through the study of subiects is legitimate,

regardless of whether they may have an immediate obvious practical use

(ibid). Universities, however, are berng criticised of late for their lack of

external accountability and responsiveness to government, industry, and

society in general (OECD 1987;NZQA, 1994b;Tlrc Economist,l994a).

It is agairst this background of demands for improved external

accountability dlected to the universities in the 1980s, and the specific

social and political setting in New Zealand at that time, that the pressing
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for changes in this sector by the govelnment must be understood' The

intention of the reforms in education and training, as stated before, was,

and still is, to create a single post-compulsory sector instead of competing

territories (Barker, 1993b). The 1990 Education Amendment Act brought

about considerable changes to the se1tot; oiz. the University Grants

Comrnittee, theil own funding body, was disestablished; the university

degree monopoly was removed; and the universities lost the status of

h^ri^g their own Act of Parliament (NZ Government, 1990)'

The New Zealand ViceChancellors' Comnrittee NZVCC) was

founded under the Education Amendment Act as a Crown agency for the

purpose of the 1989 Public Finance Act, and with the status of a body

corporate (ibid, p.9l). The forrner Act stipulated that tertiary institutions,

e6. the universities, establish councils, be headed by a chief exectrtive and

produce charters and statements of obiectives. The Amendment Act, in

addition, provided for the protection and definition of titles such as

'university', 'polytechnic' and 'colleges of education'. One of the functions

assigned to the NZVCC in the Act was its application of the powers of

NZQA in respect of course approval and accreditation criteria within their

sector, with NZQA being assigned an audit role (ibid; NZVCC, l'995; see

also sections 25&250 of the Education Amendment Act).

Logically, these changes have been perceived as a serious threat to

the independence and the academic freedom of the university sector and

therefore the iszue of control is eminent (NZVCC, 1994; Codd, 1994; LaxorL

1995; Robsorl L996).In regards to the Powers invested in NZQA in post-

secondary education and training, and its mandate to develop a

framework of national qualifications that includes degrees, it is not

zurprising that NZQA and NZVCC have been at loggerheads (Learn,

1994b). NZVCC (1994:3) has consistently held that'national qualifications',

as referred to in Section 253 (c) of the Education Amendment Act (NZ
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Government, 1990:99), were never intended to indude university degrees;

a position which is in opposition to NZQA's stance on the issue.

In response to consistent pressures from the Authority to ensure

'quality' (Barker, 1994:4; Rawlings, 1995) in the provision of university

educatioo NZVCC (lgg4), on behalf of the universities, established an

Academic Audit Unit in 1994 which aims at improving the quality systems

operating both within and across the universities (c/. NZVCC, 1995)' It

should be noted that this move has been triggered too by an international

trend in improving quality systems in the higher education sector (van

Vught, l99l; Neave and van Vught, 1991), and therefore cannot be solely

attributed to legislative requirements and the Pressures exerted by NZQA.

To date (2) the universities have strongly resisted an association

with the NQF GIaU, 1996c\,although an acconrmodation may be possible if

certain requirements are met. ln addition to reservations based on control

and power, th"y have persistently rejected NZQA's unit standard

methodology and its application to courses of study in higher education

for pedagogical reasons (3). FIaU, an ardent critic of extending the unit

standard paradigm Out not standards-based education) to university

education, identifies a numhr of cautions that need to be considered when

implementing an outcomes approach in university education (Flall does

not oppose universities linking with the Framework). He argues that

outcomes and educational processes are inextricably linked and that

learning outcomes generally need to be interpreted contextually (Hall,

1995c). Ilall (ibid, p.3; 1995b) points out that the educational core of a unit

standard is no more than a statement of learning objectives (4), mostly

written in outcomes forrn whiclt, in his view, only occasionally specifies a

dear perforurance standard (HaU, 1994b; FIaU, 1995a; cf. Elley, 1994). In

addition he argues that the introduction of the unit standards approadr

would limit the coherence and flexibility of university programmes and

courses (HaU, 1995a; NZVCC, 1994). Thus, it is his fundamental belief that
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course design and delivery must be integrated with the content and the

level of the standards which students are expected to meet (HaU, 1995b:7;

HaU, 1994k; Codd, 1994).

This is a philosophy and practice akin to university education which

on the surface aPPears incongruent with the former Minister of

Education's, Dr Lockwood Smith" idea that universities should identify

and register standards on the NQF, not courses of study (interview,1994)'

In his words:

if you [the universities] carurot identify the standards you are 
_

t{fi"B to achieve, how do you know when you achieved them?

How on earth do you decide which students you are going to
pass and which ones you are going to fail? (ibid).

HaU (1995a:11.), however, asserb that Smith's view misrepresents the

universities' perspective. The issue is not the desirability of identifying

standards, but the clarity with which this can be done in reality and the

practicability of registering all this information centrally on the NQF. He

argues that there would be at least 9,000 unit standards added to the

Framework and maybe as rnny as 20,000 if the universities followed the

unit standard model and challenges the practi@lity of this approadr as

well as its pedagogical soundness (Flall, 1996a).

A view similar to Lockwood Smith's is present"d by some of those

who favour the competency standards framework in England. Sudr peopte

tend to be critical of the academic programmes in the universities.

According to Jessup (1991:113), 'There is little doubt that many students

embark on degree courses with very little idea of what is to be offered and

to what it might lead' (c/. Otter, 1995). Conversely, in Australia, despite a

generally negative response from academics towards a competency-based

approach in higher education (Bowden and Masters, L992, quoted in

Kingsland and Eng, 1993:\93), the development of competency standards

by the professions, it is expected, will have a substantial impact on the
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courses and programmes offered in higher education in terms of their

design and delivery (Hager, 1995). However, the Australian Federal

Government has recognised that the universities have wider

responsibilities than merely educating the students to meet professional

standards (ibid, p.335).

In returning to the New Zealand context, HaU (1995b) asserts that

NZQA shows a limited understanding of cout'se design This is based on

Hall's view that outcomes need to be contextualised with learning

processes (i.e. courses and other matters of training and education). This

view is not a concern to many involved in vocational education. Interviews

conducted for this research have indicated quite strongly that, in general

terms, the unit standard concept and the outcomes-based methodology

appear to have been largely accepted for the 'vocational' levels of the NQF

(f.e. levels la) by the role players concerned (5).

What is of fundamental relevance in this context is the question of

whether the NZQA's standards approach is a suitable one for university

education. In my view, this is certairily not the case. As mentioned in the

previous chapter, the NQF is not particrrliarly strong pedagogically, a point

which has been expressed consistently and persuasively by Hall (1995a;

7996b), although it should be emphasised, agarn, that he employs a

university perspective. A case sfudy in standards-based assessment at the

English Department of Otago University, undertaken over the 1991-1993

period, revealed that there are considerable problenrs with the concept and

implementation of this model in a university setting. However, the author

of the report, Barbara Punris, conduded that there appears to be'imsrense

scope' in the application of this approach (NZQA, 1993f:15).

It is my belief, that given NZQA's maxim of 'fitness for purpose', the

unit standards approach should not be imposed for political reasons on

any education sector. Where a sector has irneconcilable difficulties with a
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government-imposed, largely experimental approach to learning,' fitness

for purpose' ceases to be satisfied as a criterion This argument appears to

be shared by Wyatt Creech, the current Education Minister, who has stated

that the qualifications framework has to be accePtable to all (Natt Zealnnd

Education Raniant,l995a:3).Similarly, the Tertiary Lead Group believes that

such a system needs to be'owned' by all participants (Ministerial Tertiary

Lead Group,1994:25).

Another important point is that it ought to be recognised that

knowledge can be an end in itself (Codd, 1994). Legislation unequivocally

recognises the role of the universities 'as a critic and conscience of society',

and sees the development of intellectual independence as being their

principal aim (NZ Government, 1990:33). Therefore, it seeurs to be

improper to extend the instrumentalist notion that qualifications and

knowledge are a (public) 'c1urenry' (c/. Barker,1993bl.14; NZQA, 1993a) to

all learning. Codd (f994) reiects NZQA's notion that 'customers demand

quality'from the universities, as proelaimed by Barker (1994:4)'because

[T]he educational standards appropriate to universities are
not standards of consumer demand but standards for the
assessment of context-dependent knowledge and professional
action (Codd, 1994:9).

Paradoxically, perhaln, this should not be taken to mean that they

should not aim to improve their internal quality management systems; a

need which has already been recognised and accepted by the academic

community (Hall, L992; and see above). Hall (1995b) affirrrs that it is of the

essence that students should know what is expected of them, regardless of

whether the objectives for a couree are written in the forrr of processes,

outcomes, or a combination of bottu This, it seenls, is dearly something

which the universities and NZQA can both agree to, notwithstanding the

fact that each party prefers quite a different format to achieve this.
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In 1993 the already tense relationship between NZQA and the

universities deteriorated markedly when the NZVCC mounted a legal

challenge to a decision by the Authority to grant Asia Pacific International

(API), a private training establishment, use of the title'university' (Robsoru

1996) (7). In the end API withdrew its application for'strategic' reasons. ln

a way this event can be seen as a turning point in the relatiorship between

NZQA and the universities as an unproductive atmosphere of conflict

between the two parties was no longer tolerated by the Minister of

Education- This led Lockwood Smith to establish the Tertiary Lead Group

(fLG), which was an 'advisory forum and not a Policy making forum'

(Ministerial Tertiary Lead Grou p, 1994''34).

The ternrs of reference for the Lead Group were as follows:

(1) To resolve issues relating to the indusion of degrees in the National

Qualifications Framework;

(2) To examine those functions of NZQA that could be delegated to an

approved agent for example:

- recogmtion of standards-setting bodies;

- registration of standards and qualifications;

- accreditation;

(3) To identify the parameters for standards-setting that would enable:

- learners, employers and Government to identify the outcomes being

purchased;

- learners, providers and employers to deterrnine the standard that

has been readred;

- a provider to recognise prior learning;

- credit accumul,ation and transfer to occtrr on a systematic basis

(ibid\.

According to Codd (1994:3), it is quite obvious that the main aim for

the Tertiary Lead GrouP was to msure that the universities would 'be
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brought into line' so that their degrees would become part of the NQF' He

claims that both NZQA and the TLG had failed to produce a credible

rationale for a singleframework while also stating that the proposal carried

dangerous implications for the control of knowledge. In respect to the

latter point, he proclaims that its potential imPact on the functions of the

universities was undesirable and therefore should not go unchallenged

(ibid,p.$.

In its report, the TLG unanimously recomrnended that all degrees

be incorporated into a single, hannonised framework of qualifications

(Ministerial Tertiary Lead Group, 1994:6) and that its implementation be

given a high priority by the government (ibitt, p.8). Significantly, the TLG

made also the recomsrendation that only national degrees should be

composed of unit standards, not provider degres Gbid, p.6) (see below).

This, unrdstakably, can be seen as a victory for the universities (Codd,

lgg4), the more so since in 1995 NZQA's proposal (in a submission to the

Cabinet Committee on Education, Training and Employment) to have all

educational providers adopt the unit standard methodology for registering

qualifications on the NQF (NZQA, 1995e, cited in I-Iall, 1995a:1-2) was not

accepted.

The TLG's rationale for proposing a single harqronised framework

of qualifications, which accommodates the full range of education arld

training spectnrm and incorporates all degrees and post-graduate

qualifications, is based on their belief that a country the size of New

Zealand can no longer afford to maintain a number of different standards.

setting systems which operate independently of one another (Ministerial

Tertiary Lead Group,1994). The Lead Group on the other hand, believes

that a single harrronised qualifications system is a necessary prereguisite

for New Zealand to remain internationally competitive GbA, P.3).

Moreover, because of an increasing intemationalisation of services it will

be inevitable that it will be 'reliant on its reputation for qgalify and a
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coherent, internationally accepted educational provision' (RobsorU

L994:4$.

As implied above, the TLG has recognised in its report the need for

a broader approach to standards-setting which, in tine with its proposal, is

to be founded uPon four categories of 'specifications' in relation to a

'harmonised framework', which cover: systemic policies; qualifications

definitions; qualification specifications as well as unit standards

(Ministerial Tertiary Lead Group, 1994:6). Systemic policies provide the

specifications for effective qua[ty uulrulgements systems at a national

level. Qualification sPecifi€tions are both general, in that they specify the

generic features of a particular qualification, and specific, because they

define the specific properties of a named degree, e.g. a Master of Arre

degree. Qualification specifications, on the other hand, are domain specific

and set the standards, for example, for an MA in History. Unit standards,

qualification definitions and qualification specifications, as ProPosed, will

all include learning outcomes (ibid, pp.l7'8).

The TLG report recommends that there be two recognised Processes

for registering degrees on the NQF depending on the origrn of the degree.

Provider degrees (10), developed by providers and registered as whole

qualifications on the NQF, would have to conforn with the first three

criteria listed above, whereas national degrees have to meet all of the four

specifications. Natiornl degrees would comprise of unit standards and be

developed by rntional standards-setting bodies (ibid, p.l9). However, it is

expected, according to David Lythe of NZQA, that only a few national

degrees will be developed over the next three to four years (interview,

1996\.

A further key recomrnendation in the TLG's rePort, was the setting

up of a Tertiary Qualifications Co'ordinating Committee (TQCC) under

legislation with delegated authority from the Board of NZQA for the

registration of degrees and post-graduate qgalifications, whether provider
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or natiorurl, on the NQF (Ministerial Tefiary Lead Group 1994:7).'I\is

idea, however, has been abolished (see below) since the Minister of

Educatiory in line with the views held by the universities (Hall, interview,

19961, perceived this as an extra, unnecessary layer to the existing decision-

making stnrcture in education (Berurett, personal communication, 1996)

(11).

The proposed menrbership of TQCC reflects the view of the Lead

Group that all the major role players, induding those with educational

expertisg should be represented on the committee. This dearly seeurs to be

an improvement on the crrrrent NZQA Board membership structure as

educational providers are under-represented (12). On the basis of this

proposed increased delegation from the tertiary education sector, sufficient

and necessary expertise in the area of course design and approval is

expected to be available in order to deal with pedagogical considerations

in tertiary education in relation to degrees associated with the NQF.

Subsequently, the TLG recomnendation to set up a Tertiary Action

Group (TAG) has quickly implemented. The TAG, an advisory group to

the NZQA Board on the implementation of a single harsronised

qualifications framework and degree and tertiary issues, comprised fifteen

members and induded a strong representation of educational providers. It
replaced NZQA's sector-focrrssed ioint action groups (Ministerial Tertiary

Lead Group, 1994). ln its report to the Board of NZQA, TAG (1996)

proposes the establishment of a Degree Co.ordinating and Advisory Body

(DCAG) which supersedes the recommended TQCC (see above) and is

expected to provide an independent perspective to the NZQA Board on

degrees and postgraduate qualifications in a hannonised framework (ibiil,

P.61).

The Lead Group report embodied some further noteworthy

proposals. It recommended a rationalisation of standards-setting bodies so

as to ensure the long-terur viability of a harrronised framework and called
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for a review of the Industry Training Act, as it relates to standards-setting,

in order to ensure that the differentiation between industry training

organisations and standard-setting bodies is clear (ibid, p.7).In the case of

provider degrees, decisions relating to credit transfer and the recognition

of prior learning (RPL) will be, it is proposed, the prerogative of the

providers (ibid, p.5) but applied under certain guidelines. The TLG report

emphasises that the quality and coherence of tertiary education should not

be undermined by credit transfer and RPL operatioru Gbid,p.Z$.

The latter recommendation is of considerable importance to the

universities since they are of the opinion that RPL, for pedagoglcal

considerations, needs to be assessed against more than unit standards only

(NZVCC, 1gg4). In a simil,ar vern, Hall (1995a:18) asserts that the

recognition of prior achievement of students must not dictate the

development of educatiornl programmes. Educatiornl content and

pu{pose, in his view, must come first, while the consideration of credit

transfer and RPL should build on this base (Hall, 1995a).

RPL, as stated by Harr€ Hindmarch (1992), is already considered

part of the educational practice of the New Zeal,and universibes but, at this

point, not to the extent of awarding credit. According to her and in general

terms, RPL is basically incompatible with the partiorlar character of certain

disciplines because of their emphasis on the learning Process and the

notion of excellence rather than the outcomes and vocation-specific

competence (Harrd Hindmarctv 1992:75; NZVCC, 1994).

On the other hand, benefits can be accnred from RPL in higher

education to shrdents, universities and employers. A maior benefit to

students is that it reduces duplication of learning. Some of the advantages

it may have to universities is that it decreases the need for introductory

courses; it increases graduation rates; and it may retain control over

quality by forrnally assessing an applicant's prior learning (Cohen et aL,

1993). Overall, an international trend can be noted in the development of
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RPL policies and procedures in tertiary instihrtions which is reflective of

the need to accord greater priority to the concept of lifelong learning

(Harrd Hindmarch et a1.,7992).

Generally speaking, feedback from the university sector on the TLG

report has been positive. Les Holborow, Victoria University's Vice

Chancellor and Tertiary Lead Group member, has expressed the view that

the report effectively addressed the educational concerns the university

sector have had with the NQF, although some implementation concerrs

have still to be addressed, sudr as the compliance costs involved in the

accourmodation of existing degrees on the NQF (QA Neuts,1994b, and the

costs of implementing quality assurance (I*arn, 1995a; I*arn, 1994b). In

essence, the Lead Group's principal recommendation is to 'harrronise' the

NZQA Framework and the university qualificatiors system, and not to

bring the universities'into'the unit standard NQF.

The New Zealand University Students Association (1994) believe

this idea will ensure that students receive a quality education as

institutions must dearly doctrment what it is that their qualifications

provide. Moreover, a single system allows students to move between

courses and institutions (QA Nats, 1994bI NZQA, on the other hand,

welcomed the proposal since it removed the last hurdle to the potential

realisation of an education system with no bariers between its sectors. The

worlds of the universities and NZQA aPPear to be less in opposition due

to the work undertaken by the TLG and TAG. But although progress

seems to have been made, uncertainties and sensitivities remain in

existence, not in the least because of the complexities involved in

developing a harmonised qualifications system (TAG, 1996).

In the view of Sir Neil Waters, the crrrrent Chairrnan of the NZQA

Board (and a past Chairnan of the NZVCC), the TAG report is expected to

provide a valuable basis for further discussions between NZQA and

NZVCC. In this report, it was noted that an earlier proposal by the Action
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Group of adding two further levels (9 and 10) to the NQF is no longer

deemed desirable (ibid, p.3; TAG, 1995). The universities' reaction to this

move has been mixed but the NZVCC resPonse has been to endorse the

concept of an open-ended level 8 (Hall, interview, 1996). If the TAG

recosunendations relating to provider degrees are endorsed by the Board

of NZQA, such degrees will be required to meet certain 'quality'

requirements; viz. have level and credit specificity; provide quality

asflrrance, itrd clearly specified outcomes (TAG, 7996. Hall (1995b:$5)

points out that the distinction drawn by the TAG between an 'obiective' (as

used in universities) and a 'learning outcome' (as used by NZQA) is

somewhat problematic. TAG (1995:10) depicts an'obiective'as the 'planned

journey' whereas a 'learning outcome' is an

... activity or set of activities that a Person has been assessed

as able to carry out against stated assessment criteria. The
focus is on what a person is able to do as a result of undertaking
the progralnme.

Hall (7996b:74) states that an 'obiective', as employed at Victoria

University (13), is a 'succinct statement of intent which identifies either an

outcome to be achieved and/or a Process to be undertaken or

experienced'. Thus an objective can take the fonn of an intended outcome,

a process, or a blend of eactr- Hall (interview,7996) Points out that many of

the example outcomes contained in the TAG report are in fact a blend of

outcome and process. ln many respects, the distinction made by Hall

provides a clearer conception of outcomes, processes and objectives than

that given in the TAG report. He argues that the universities should not

accept TAG's distinction between an objective and an outcome (ibid, P.5).

ln conclusion of this sectiory it may be infonnative to note that he

conceives of an effective NQF as one which is based on a sound statement

of principles, an acceptance of key definitions, e.g. for research, bactrelor's
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degtee, and the absolute minimum of centralised rules and centralised

recording of inforrration (ibid, pp.2-3).

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REFORMS: SOME OBSERVATIONS

The purpose of this section is to provide an analysis of some of the

implementation issues relating to the Skill New Zealand initiative. It sets

out to repoft on progress made in the qualifications and training areas. In

doing so, it is important to stress that because of a lack of data and research

into the implementation of thee refonn areas, the inforrration presented

here is incomplete and it follows that some of the evidence presented is

anecdotal. None the less, it is relevant to offset some of the results that

have been achieved to date against targets set by the government (c/'

ETSA,1991a).

In its document "Education for the 21st Century", which was

designed to give direction to the nation's education and training systems,

the Ministry of Education announced a set of desirable rntional outcomes

and attainment targets. One of the outcomes it identified was for a flexible

and accessible qualifications system which meets the needs of New

Zealand,, is understood by students and the general public, and which is

also recognised internationally. Hence, qualifications are to provide the

recognition of the attainment of skills for an effective participation in a

changing technological and economic environmenU and a learning ctrlture

in which lifelong education and training are valued and recognised by

relevant qualifications (Ministry of Education, 1994a:30).

The principal aim identified in the post-school area by the

goverrrment is achieving a highly skilled workforce at both enterprise and

industry level, which is to enhance New Zealand's international

competitiveness. Three desirable outcomes have been identified in this

respech the training and qualifications systems have to be highly

responsive to the needs of enterprise and industry; the education system is
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to enable individuals to make informed choices about education, training

and employmen! and the expansion of systematic training in industry,

and the development of a training culture in New Zealand(fuid,p32)'

To achieve these outcomes, tlre following targets have been

established:

- Industry Training organisations (ITOs) will be recognised for specified

industries so that bY

1995 industries cover"d by an ITO will employ 48Vo of the employed

workforce;

1998 industries covered by an ITO will employ 70Vo of the employed

workforce;

2001 industries covered by an ITO will employ 80Vo of the employed

workforce (14);

- Standards-setting will in

1995 cover 85Vo ofindustries classified under the New Zealand

Standard lndustrial Classification;

1998 cover 92Vo of industries classified under the New Zealand

Standard Industrial Classification;

2001 covergSVo of industries classified under the New Zealand

Standard Industrial Classification;

- National Certificates and National Diplomas (where appropriate) dl
have been registered in

1995 by 20Vo of.standards-setting bodies;

1998 by 60Vo ofstandards-setting bodies;

2001 by all standards-setting bodies.

- Assessment in the workplace will be available by

1995 in 5% of the industries covered by an ITO

1998 in 20Vo of the industries covered by an ITo;

2001 in 60Vo ofthe industries covered by an ffo UbA, p'33)'
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It is interesting to note that in the 1993 "Education for the 2l'st

centu4l" disctrssion document targets have been set for the attainment of

qualifications at NQF level4, or above, through training in industry for the

'current adult population , i.e. l3Vo by 7995; ITVo by 1998; and 207o by 200f

(Ministry of Education, 1993c33). In the 1994 document, on the other hand'

these national attainnent targets have been removed all together,

indicating the difficulties in implementing the qualifications reform. It

should also be noted that whereas the L993 discussion docrrment

specifically refers to private training establishments as the providers of

'second chance' education and training, no mention of this was made in the

1994 docrrment (Ministry of Education, 799b\.

At the time of noriting (August 1996), the Authority has existed for

more than six years during which it has designed and developed policies

in relation to the NQF and commenced implementing those policies. Since

the launch of the Framework in Novembet 1991, some significant

milestones had been reached by NZQA in the first haU of L993. For

example, the first National Certificate units of the framework were

officially launched by the Minister of Education in early February L993,

totalling 118 units in hairdressing, office systems, the motor trade,

computing, and in the primary industry areas; while a total of 6000 units

were in the process of being developed (QANrus, 1993a).

Additionally, the first National Certicate provider was accredited to

teach units standards under the NQF (QA Natts,7993b) while, in the same

year,the Board of NZQA delegated its power' as intended in the "Learning

for Li.fe" reforms - and legislated in the 1990 Education Amendment Act -

to the New Zealand Polytechnic Programmes Committee the responsibility

for course approval and accreditation in polytechnics (QA Nants,1993a).

The first National Certificate was registered on the NQF in 1993, while the

first one was awarded in L994.
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Within the first full year of its existence, NZQA, like the other

central education agencies, was subjected to an external review of its

operations by the incoming Natiornl Government ffhe Officials

Comsrittee set up to Review the NZQA, tggl). The Review Comnittee

found that NZQA appeared to be 'a cost effective and efficient

organisati ort (ibid, p.1), while also noting that in the context of the labour

market, it was beneficial to have a clearly defined national qualifications

framework which provides a useful tool in recmitrrent, labour market

mobility, and skills formation (ibid, p.4). The committee's report positively

appraised the appropriateness of the statutory functions assigned to the

agency and its capacity to fulfil them efficiently.

NZQA's (1991s9) lgg0-gl Annual Report stated that if 'quality is a

measure of how many participate and succeed in the education and

training system post-16, then there is room for much improvement''

Bearing in mind this implicit aim for betterment, the following data can

only be seen as a tentative and inconclusive indication of some of the

implementation results of the NQF to date. But first a significant

improvement in the secondary school area needs mentioning, in that the

percentage of those leaving sctrool with no formal qualification has

decreased from 33% in f984 (see ctrapter three) to 1.8'lVo in 1995, which

constihrtes, in turrL an increase of 1.8 percentage points on the previous

year (Ministry of Education, 1995:l).

Data presented in table 5.1 below dearly indicate that since the

inception of the agency the number of traditiornl national trade and

technical qualifications, issued by NZQA, has decreased markedly and will

continue to do so given the ongoing implementation of the NQF. This table

shows that a very low number of technicians certificates have been issued

over the last three to four years whicb consequently, is to be taken to

mean that their relevance has been reduced strongly because of both

technological advancement arul demands for higher levels of education
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Although not induded in the table below, the number of New

Zealand Certificates issued in 1988 by the AAVA amounted to 455 which is

similar to its 1993level (Statistics New Zealand,7995).

TABLE 5.1

ACTUAL NUMBERS OF NEW ZEALAND CERTIFICATES,
TECHNICIAN$, ADVANCED TRADE., AND TRADE CERTIFICATES
ISSUED IN THE PERIOD t99V94 BY NZQA AND ESTIMATED TO BE
ISSUED FROM I995TO 1998

Year ended June TEC NZC ATC Trade (1)

1990
1991,

1992
1993
1994
1995
r996
t997
1998

551

BN,
660
472
1m1

455
455
300
200

tM2
633
508
417
375
391

2783
2507
2358
1974
r6il
1581

1588
1300
1000

75

104
52
28
2l
14

source: 1990-93 figures derived from statistics New zealand, 1995:207;
199+98 were kindly provided by Brian Andersen and Linda Forsyth of
NZQA.

Key: (1) TEC, NZC, ATC, and Trade denote Technicians-, New ZealNLd-,
Advanced Trade-, and Trade Certificates respectively.

Because of the fact that curently two qualifications systems are

operational, the conventional education system and an emerging NQF and

seamless system, the figures which have been provided do not, and carurot

do iustice to results already achieved by learners under the Framework. As

shown in table 5.2 below, some 92,000 learners are currently (as at 1

September 1995) registered on NZQA's Record of Learning and have

amassed over 1..2 million credib in total, while 1,779 new Framework

qualifications have been awarded. Although the award of credit for new
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NQF qualifications is obviously not a 'reporting device' on educational

attainrnent levels, nonetheless the credit total may be seen as simply being

an undifferentiated quantitative indicator of the award of standards-based

credib.

TABLE 5.2

N,q.1ONAL eUAaIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK STATISTICS AS AT
l June 1995 AND t IulY 1995/

1Sept.1995 f)

Total leamers hooked-on to
the Record of Learning (RoL)

Credits on RoL
Maori learners hooked-onto RoL
Credits on RoL
PI learners hooked on to RoL(2)
National Qualifications awarded
Registered unit standards
Registered NQF qualificatiors
ITOs (recognised by ETSA)
National standards bodies
Standards-setters (4)

Registered training establishm. (5)

Providers NQF accredited
Maori providers accredited
Schools accredited
ITOs/NSBs accredited to register
assessors

23,943

9,950 (1)

3375 (3)

55
46

92,303*

't 238,205"
19"313 *

192,575
5,738*
Lng"
7,092*

187 *

52*
1

225
807
629
98

310
22 G)

2r9
818
?23

11

Source: Skilt NZ Neuslettq, L995b, and ETSA ,1996b for the 1995 data in the

first column; NZQA (1995c) for the 1 luly 1996 data,and NZQA 09969) for
the 1 September 1995 data.

Key: (1) as at December 1995; (2) Pacific Islarut learners registered "l S"
Framework as at 1 May 1995 (ETSA,1996b); (3) denotes unit standards for
sale as at l June 1995; (4) whakaruruhau, advisory grouPs and forums; (5)

private and governmenu (6) as at 31 March 1996, L5 of the 20 ITos
iccredited to register assessorsi have a total of 2,878 registered assessors
(ETSA,1996b).
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This overview of developments in the implementation of the Skill

New Zealand initiative as of 1 June 1995 and 1 September 1996 shows that

some considerable progress has been made within a period of 13 months in

quite a number of its key areas. For example, a zubstantial increase has

been achieved in the registration of both qualifications and unit standards

on to the Framework. The total number of learners'hooked-on to the NQF

has gone up by some 50,000, while the number of NQF accredited

providers has reactre d 629 at 1 July 1996, which is an increase of more than

rt00 to the number since the start of June 1995.

It is expected that ultimately a total of some 9,000 unit standards

will be registered on the NQF (15). Given this predictioru two-thirds of the

unit standards have now been produced by the Authority. Moreover,

NZQA expects that 250 NQF qualifications will be registered on the

Framework by the end of f995 which, it is envisaged, may amount to 500

or 500 new qualifications in total (15).

Table 5.3 (see below) Fves inforrratior1 as of February 7995, on the

developmental status of NQF qualificatioffi Per Framework field. These

figures show that, at that time, 81 Natiornl Certificates and one single

National Diploma have been registered by NZQA on the Framework'

However, quite a number of National Certificates and Diplomas are

currently under development. It is expected that the maiority of the

National Certificates will be publicly available later i^7996, or in 1997 (cf.

NZQA, 1996b). By 2001., the government expects that 80Vo of the

employment activity is covered by new qualificatioru Ohe Employn,1995).

An analysis of the table below shows that trade and/or advanced

trade certificates were avaitrable in the fields in italics prior to the

introduction of the NQF qualifications. The majority of the traditional

trade awards can be found in the NQF fields of engineering and

technology, plaruring and constnrction, and manufacturing. In the service

sector where only a few trade qualifications were available historically, e.g.
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hairdressing and in the hospitality area, a significant number of National

certificates have been registered (13) or are currently being developed (40),

or plarured (15), which amount to a total of 69 NQF National Certificates'

As time-serving is no longer an explicit, key feature of vocational

qualifications, it is of interest to see what the ctedit ratings are, and hence

TABLE 5.3

r\lqr ouALIFICerroNs: REGISTERED, UNDER DEVELOPMENT

AND/OR PLANNED PER FIELD AS AT FEBRUARY 1995 O)

Field 0)

Agr I Hort / Forest/Fis(4)
Arts and Crafts
Bus./FinServices
Comput./Info Tedrnol.
Core Skills
Education
En gine * in g I T e chnolo gy
Ivlanufacturing
Health
Humanities / Soc.Sciences
Maori
P lannin g I C on struc tion
Science
Srvice Sector

Registered
NC/ND (3)

17/0
0/0
1,/0
2/0
0/o
0/0

2e/0
22/0
o/0
0/o
0/0
3/0
o/0

73/1

Developed
NC/ND
38/r0
2s/2
4/4
2/2
r/0
3/0

33/s
s5/4
Ls/4
r/0
2/r

rr/0
r/r

nle

Plarured
NC/ND
17 /3
2/1
4/7
0/0
0/0
3/s
2/6
4/7
0/0
5/4
3/3

r0/7
r/r

16/7

Total 81/r 23r/ 42 68/51

Source: NZQA, 1995b.

Key: (1) The data presented in this table have been compiled fr-om a

p.ttU*tion issued Uy ttZqe in February 1996 and prgvides a snapshot of
ihe development of ruQf qualificatioru only; (2) Field refers to a broad
NQF classification of groupings; (3) NC stands for Natiornl certificate, ND
for Nationat Diploma; (4) Agdculture, horticulture forestry and fishery.
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the average learner time for a number of registered NQF national

certificates. The level4 National Certificate in Motor Indusbry (Automotive

Engineering) has a credit total of 14,5 (minimum) and 148 (maximum),

which amounts to approximately 14 months of average full-time learning

(17). This national certificate can only be gained by those employed in the

industry and is being regarded as a means of recognising the skills and

knowledge which apprentices and tradespersons have achieved (NZQA,

1995d:8).

However, it follows on from the National Certificate in Motor

Industry (Entry to Automotive Trades), a level 2 pre-employment

qualification carrying a credit rating of 92 (or 7.5 months of average full-

time learning). It is recommended that this qualification be obtained first,

since it contains pre-requisites for the level4 national certificate (ibid. The

average learning time thus amounts to some 21.5 months of on- and off-

theiob training. It should be realised that this is an indication only,

because individual learners may take longer or shorter to complete all of

the requirements for the award of the national certificate. And importantly,

trainees enter a training agreement with an employer, which mearu that

the training period is stipulated, within which the required standards are

expected to be achieved. In the view of Wickens (of the Motor ITO), as

soon as you complete your national certificate you are a tradesperson

(Hotere,1996b).

The two national certificates effectively replaced the Trade

Certificate in Automotive Engineering. For the latter course a student was

normally required to complete a four-year aPPrenticeship. Part of the

requirements was that one had to Pass a second assessment, carried out

internally by the teaching institution for the practical and the theory parts,

followed by a provider-based practical test and a written examination run

by NZQA for the trade certificate (NZQA, 1989). It is uncertain whether a
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National Diploma in Automotive Engineering will be developed (NZQA,

1996b; c/. Wickens, interview, 1994).

The Natiornl Certificate in Hairdressing, the second example, is also

a level 4 standards-based qualificatioru but caries a credit total of 309

compulsory credits plus two optional credits, which translates to

approximately 2.5 years of, agarn, average full-time learning. Nearly half

of its credits are placed at level 3, whereas 35 credits are at NQF level 5.

Those awarded with this credential are deemed to have demonstrated

competence in the skills and knowledge required by industry'

A National Diploma in Flairdressing Management is being

developed at present NZQA, 1996b). It is also believed that the

hairdressing industry has been contemplating the idea of developing a

degree prognllrme for its trade (18). Some might argue that this would

constitute a case of qualification inflatioru without also sufficient

consideration to the pedagogical implications.

The National Certificate in Hairdressing, registered on the NQF,

zubstitutes the Trade Certificate in Hairdressing, which contained the

requirement of a four-year time-serving apprenticeshiP. In additiog

candidates were also reqgired to pass the First auanrying, Second

Qualifying, and Trade Certificate ocaminations (NZTCB, 1990).

An analysis of the credit ratings of Framework national certificates

registered by NZQA and listed in its 3 May 1996 unit standards catalogue,

disdoses that notable differences exist in the ratings. The highest credit

rating for a level4 national certificate (NC), for example, aqgrcSates a total

of 339 credits (NC in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning), whereas the

lowest rating comes to {l for the NC in Cranes (Advanced Mobile Crane

Operation), which incorporates 17 credits at level 5. According to

qualification informatiory the holder of the l,atter qualification is purported

to be able to 'undertake a wide range of complex operational work at the

most advanced level' (NZQA, 1995d).
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With regard to level3 national certificates, a similar discrepancy can

be noted: the highest rating being 157 tot the NC in Carpentry (version 2)

which is the minimum credit total for the residential construction option

ln terrrs of rating this qualification carries credits in advance of the

maiority of the level 4 certificates. In contrast to this, the level 3 NC in

Dairy Manufachrring (version 2) has only 40 credits, or requires on average

four months of full-time learning.

Some of the level 2 national certificates G.8. level 2 NC in

Agriculture (Introductory Farrring Skills) have credit ratings higher than

level4 awards (e.g. anumber of level4 national certificates in printing). On

the other hand, there are some level 5 national certificates in industrial

machine knitting registered on the NQF for which the prefered entry

credential is a level4 Nc in the same field. Thus Progress from a level 4

NQF qualification to a natiornl diploma may not be assumed in all the

qualificz1ion areas of the NQF.

The above examples provide some evidence of what seem to be

anomalies in the differerrt credit ratings for awards registered on the NQF.

Howwer, regardless of wheths there is any validity in these criticisms, a

more useful point to make in this context is, as noted earlier in this work,

that the overriding principle with regard to the Skill New Zealand

initiative is its fitness for purpose. As stated by Grace (interview, 1995), the

different credit ratings across industries for the different qgalifications on

the NQF may not be necessarily an issue to a partictrlar industry or to an

employer, although she seems to agree that there is some criticism from

ITOs on the topic of the value of credis Gbid)-

In a similar fashio& progress made under the training and

qualifications reforms is to be evaluated against the targets set by

government. Statistical data compiled by ETSA reveal that the volume of

industry trainees, comprising apprentices/industry trainees and primary

industry cadets, is showing a significant increase (see table 5.4 below) for
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the period 7994 to lgg7, after having reached a figure of just under 15,000

industry trainees in lune 1993 (sktl Neu Zealand Nmtsletter, 1996a)' The

Agency has estimated that the total number of trainees will reach 30350 by

December lgg6,which is the highest volume fot 24 years.

From 1 }uly 1994 until october 1995, almost 5,100 new industry

training agreements have been signed Gythe, lgg'). tn the same period

sharp increases in apprenticeship numbers have been noticeable (see table

5.4 below). For example, in the engineering industry this amounted to an

annual rise for lgg+gsof over 50vo inapprenticeship uptake (ibid). Further

increases in these numbers are expected as the government is aiming to

create 13,000 new places for apprentices and trainees by t998 (ru

Employrr, f995).

In terms of the target for ITO coverage of industry, as set in

"Education for the 21st Century" at 70Vo by 1998 (see below), this

percentage has been achieved now. It is estimated by Grace (interview,

1996) that some 74Vo of.the workforce is covered by ITOs (SkiIINeu) Zmland

Nantsletter, 1996a). She also Points out that, when induding the work

undertaken by the industry advisory grouPs and the national standards

bodies, this would amount to a workforce coverage of approximately 90Vo

(ETSA,1995b).

one of the aims of the industry training strategy and the NQF is to

improve the volume of systematic training as well as to expand it into

those areas of the economy whictr have not had coverage by structured

training and nationally recognised qualifications. There are dear sigrs that

this is occruring zuccessfully (see table 5.3 above), since NQF qualifications

are progressively being registered, developed and plarured. In the bitumen

industry, for example, there has been a l,ack of stmctured training leading

to recognition of skills in the form of qualifications. The industry prepares

now for five national certificates GTSA and NZQA,l996c)'
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According to the latest Skill New Zealand 'stocktake' report (lune

1996),31 of the current 52ITOS had little or no forsral training prior to the

On the basis of this data, it would be reasonable to state tentatively that, at

least in quantitative terms, Skill New Zealand aPPears to have made

coruiderable progress.

According to the Chairman of the ETSA Board,lohn McCarthy, the

lgg2 Industry Training Act provided a mudr-needed boost to

apprenticeshipstyle training. The rise in training volume suggests, in his

thinking, that'more and more employers are recognising that training is an

TABLE 5.4

TOTAL INDUSTRY TRAINEES I99O-L996

YEAR ENDING
June 1990

June 1991
june 1992

June 1993

YEAR ENDING
fune 1994

fune 1995
December 1995
December 1996

TOTAL
5,804
8rW

L9,7n
30"350 (estimated)

TOTAL
22,500
20220
16,7ll
14,9M

Source: Skill Neut Zealand Nantslettq, 1996a; E"TSA, 1996a.

investment, not a cost' (interview, L994; $. I-earn, 1995b). This trend,

however, is also being promoted by the expansion of economic activity

and the shortage of skilled people that resulted (Mccarthy, personal

communicatioru 1.995).

Against this background, it is not unimportant to note that three

National Certificates in Manufacturing Process have been registered on the

Framework (Level 1,2 and 3, respectively), gryi"S access to training and

qualifications to the many thousands of semi-skilled workers in New

Zealand (ETSA and NZQA, 1995b); thus providing potential pathways to

those wishing to have their skills and work-related experience recognised'
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A survey of stakeholders conducted for ETSA (1995b:1) has

demonstrated that there is a reasonably positive and even a strong level of

support for the overall principles of the skill New Zealand strategy by

those who know of the it (cf. Ttv Employn, lggs). Moreover, the data

zuggest that trainees are satisfied with the training they receive under the

new training anangements, according to the Agenry (ETSA, 1995b) (19)'

And evidently, the same data is believed to disclose that'student approval

levels are high, and that there is'Maori acceptance' $bid).

with regard to the implementation of the Framework in the

secondary school, research undertaken by NZQA daims to have

established that the majority of students in sctrools participating in trialling

the unit standard based couraes aPProve of the new assessment method

(ETSA and NZQ A, 1995a) (20). It also elicited that many of the students

found that the unit standard.s were too demanding, while the number of

tests throughout the year was considered excessive Gbid, p.il. On the other

hand, over haU of the respondents were positive about the opportunity

(inherent in this approach) to be reassessed after failing the first time, as

well as about the fact that there were a smaller number of scaminatiors

throughout the year rather than one l,arge exam at the end (ibld).

Some inforsration is avail,able on public perception and attitudes to

the Skill New Zealand strategy. The Heylen Research Centre (1992), for

example, conducted research for NZQA into the pubtc perception of

qualifications and the role of the Authority. Its research findings bring to

light some interesting points (21). A high percentage 03Vo) of the

respondents agreed that having qualifications is importan! and almost

two-thirds of the sample preferred set standards as the reference point for

assessment, while onethird was in favour of norsr-referencing (ibiil, p.7).

No less encouraging for NZQA, was that this research established in early

1992 that not only half of the sample had heard of the Authority but that

the activities most commonly ascribed to NZQA were both their ruudng
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of examinatioru as well as their setting of standatds Gbid, p'8) (22)' But in

spite of the fact that the maiority of the respondents agreed with the notion

that knowledge and skills gained informally should be able to be

recognised in a qualification,40% did not agree with this view' It would be

interesting, and also not unimportant, to see whether and to what extent

changes have occurred in this respect in more recent times.

MRL Research Group o996) was commissioned by NZQA to

investigate the public awareness of, and attitudes toward Skill New

Zealand and the NQF; in partictrtar with a view to assess the effectiveness

of a television campaign about the national certificate, targeting secondary

school students (23). Although it was found that a significant decrease in

the awareness of Skill New Zealand had occtrrred (28Vo in May 7995'

compared v,nth47Vo in November 1995), this reflected - as MRL conduded

- the lack of a recent publicity campaign (MRL Reseatch Group, 1996:7,11)'

MRL's research indicates that more than half of the respondents (52Vol feFul

positive or very positive toward Skill New Zealiand, whereas 33Vo feel

'neutral' (ibid, p.7).

The awareness of the NQF, in comparison with an earlier MRL

survey, has stabilised with only four in 10 respondents being aware of it

(ibid,p.8).Moreover, as extrapolated from the suntey, more than half of all

New Zealanders are urulware of the Framework, of whidr two-thirds are

Maori. Four in ten Maori, MRL discovered, say that they know nothing

about it. Thus the awareness of the Framework is partictrlarly low amongst

Maori, but also among the unemploYed; of the latter only 36Vo have heard

of the NQF (ibtd, p.19). In light of these findings, it should be and is of

some considerable concern to NZQA that a large percentage of the

population is still unfamiliar with the NQF (cf. Myers, 1996:62'9.

David Hood (interview, 1996), for example, points out that

although, in his view, the percentage of people with an awareness of the

Framework is growing, a part of the same redity is that 'NZQA has not
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reauy been funded for a real communications strategy'. Interviews with

representatives of all of the major role players, which have been conducted

at the various stages of this research (see appendix l), show a general

concern with the issue at hand. At this iuncture, it needs mentioning that a

very high degree of consensus exist among those role players about the

principles which underpin the Framework. Generally they approve of the

intention and direction of the qualifications and training reforms (24)'

The implementation of the NQF and the whole skill New Zealand

strategy is, as one could er(Frect, fraught with some major difficrrlties' In

secondary education" it is arguably the biggest change since compulsory

education was introduc& (Learn, lggh)' The NQF constitutes a shift in

emphasis from 'an age-related movement through the school to needs-

related movement' (NZqe, 1994e). This, in turn, requires the review of the

crrrrent school structures and a 'redefinition' of the teaching profession

itself.

In spite of many teachers philosophically agreeing with the thrust of

the ctrrriculum and the qualifications reforms, the implementation of the

frameworks in the secondary sctrool has been stalled for political reasorui

r;nlgg1and again in 1995 kf . karn,1995c). Concerns both teadrers and the

PPTA have expressed range from issues which relate to wage bargaining,

excessive workloads as a direct result of the introduction of the

frameworks, and the lack of resources made available for assisting the

implementation of these refoms (ibid; TIu Press, 7995b; Boyd, 1996; The

Euming Post, 1993; Cooney, 1993).

As already demonstrated, it is evident that the aims underpirming

the curriculum, training, and qualifications reforms are, in general tetms,

supported widely. However, certain sectors, such as the universities,

continue to appear unconvinced of paficular aspecb of the reforms whidr

affect them. In the next sectiorU the tertiary reforms willbe appraised while

focgssing on the qualifications and industry training reforms in pafiadar.
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SKILL NEw ZEALAND: FIT FOR PURPOSE?

It seems to be appropriate to examine whether the skill New

ZealanAinitiative is 'fit for purpose', a term which is employed frequently

by NZQA with regard to the NQF.From the outset it is obvious, and this

has been emphasised throughout the various Parts of this work (either

implicitly or explicitly) that in the absence of a sufficient research base'

authoritative conclusions with regard to the 'success' of the tertiary

education reforms in terms of an improvement in the quality of education

and training carurot possibly be drawn. What seeuE to be dear from the

preceding section is that, in quantitative terms, considerable progress has

been made by the Skill New Zealarrd strategy'

This section starts off to appraise the conceptual base uPon which

the training and qualifications are founded. The central aim of addeving

parity of esteem between education and training, as ProPosed in the

Flawke report (see chapter 3), ad promoted vigorously by NZQA (c/.

Barker, l99gb\, is such a key concep. This aim aPPears to be both logical

and desirable for those proposing a new qualifications structure (i.e. the

central government) and includes the inauguration of a new nomendature

for educational qualifications, which marks a clear sigrnl for their

distinctiveness from the traditiornl qualifications-

under the NQF, it may not be clear to a lalryerson, and perhaps

others, whether a national certificate in a certain area and at a partictrlar

level replaces a trade certificate or whether it is in a field in which

(national) educational awards have not been avail,able before. Although

this is not a major issue since the NQF qualificatiotui are basically 'new

qualifications which serve newly defined Pu4)oses'. what is a potentially

important issue is that the public must be allowed to gain confidence in the

system. The general public, like other user grouPs, will ultimately pass

iudgement on whether the new regime is fit for ib purpose'
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An increase in the public awareness and understanding of the NQF

and the industry training strategy is therefore pertinent' Hood's (interview'

lgg6)viewpoint that a lot of people do not show much of an interest in the

NQF untit it actually impacts on them personally is a not uncontentious

position, in spite of it being common-sense. since llulny NQF qualifications

already are publicly available, and in light of the ongoing introduction and

development of an education and training market' (potential) learners

have the right to know what is available in terms of new national

educational awards. ln addition, it ought to be the task of the central

government to inforrr the public as to why this new system has been set

uP.

As 'consumers' of education and training, especially in the PCET

area, students now have to Pay a substantial proportion of the costs

themselves, and it is not unlikely that it will increase (Ministerial

Consultative Group , lgg4). Given this consideration, students should be

able to make choices based on accutate, quatity information The

announcement the Minister of Education made in 1995 that the changes in

the secondary school are being delayed (Boyd, 1996) is not only irrlicative

of the scope and the complexity of the education refonns but also mealrsl

that maior Policy iszues still have to be resolved in relation to the

implementation of the NQF inthe secondary school'

This detay will also mean a prolonged transition period in which

parallel qualifications systems will be operational. This may negatively

influence the public perceptions of the qualifications reforsrs, particularly

when one considers that the NQF target implementation date has already

been deferred twice (1996 and 1998). According to the Education Ministry'

2004 would now be a possible completion date for the school changes

(ibid). These extended timeframes do indicate that the magnitude of the

education reforms may well have been underestimated'
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Related to the above issue is the question how much research has

gone into the NQF and whether NZQA could have adopted a different

approach to produce perhaps a more robust and credible education and

training model. As stated in chapter two, there was considerable urgency

on the part of the government in the mid 1980s to initiate a radical and

comprehensive reform of education and training, as well as in other areas

and this was followed soon afterwards by a decision to create a validation

body, which uttimately led to the forrration of NZQA in 1990.

The Authority was not conceived by the government as a research

instifution, however, and its mandate was confined to developing a

qualifications framework, not to implement it (NZ Government, 1990)'

What seeuu to be quite clear is that prior to the establishment of NZQA

the issues surrounding PCET, eB. aPPrenticeship refonn, had been the

subject of wide discussion and investigation among the maior role players

and the government. The lack of academic research into this area, both

then and now, is notable, a point that has been rightfully made by Hood

(inten'iew,1996).

NZQA's approach toward research may be characterised by its

emphasis on applied, action research which incorporates the exchange of

research and policy inforrnation between the Authority and overseas

government bodies, which are charged in their countries with similar

functions, such as SCOTVEC in Scottand and NCVQ in England (Lythe'

interview, lgg4). A not unimportant aspect of this approadr, it seems, has

been the numerous visits of NZQA staff to these overseas bodies and

organisations such as OECD ILO, UNESCO arul the European Union

(Lythe, personal communication, 1995). This approach aPPears to be a

valid one and, in tlxis respect, there is tittle reason to criticise the Authority.

What is more important, however, and on which judgement should

be passed, is the theoretical construction of the NQF and the key notioru

underpinrring it, because these represent the'product' of NZQA's researdt
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and policies. some commentators see the NQF concept as sound

(Ministerial Consultative Group, 1994;Wagner and Sass, 1992) while critics

have condemned it as a bad design firwin, interview, 1994) or strongly

reiected particular elements of the new aPProact! e'3. the application of

unit standards to university education (cf .Hlall, chapter four).

The Tertiary Lead Group 0994:17) has recognised that different

types of standards exist and that provider degrees should be able to be

registered on the Framework as courses, an idea whidt the previous

Minister of Education strongly reiected as a possibility (smitb interview,

lgg4).In this light, a broader approach to standards-setting corutitutes a

major poliry shift. This shift will aPPease at least some of the concerns the

universities are having with regard to the NQF, in paficular, since this

approach witl be a preferable one for pedagogical reasors.

There is no empirical evidence that would suggest that NZQA's

standards approach may work in university education. considering that

this approach is experimental, in the sense that although a number of

mainly Comsronwealth countries are about to or already have embraced

this new approacla no evidence is avail,able crrrrently that may lead one to

believe that it will improve the quatity of education aruc training. on this

zubiect, the TLG $994:17) has acknowledged rightfully that because the

standards approachis new, it does not mean that it willbe successful'

This is likely to be one of the more important reasons why the

universities refrain from being associated with NZQA's NQF. Lockwood

Smith's belief that a PILD, for example, might be expressed in a single

standard, (NZQA, t994b:63; Barker, lgg4l aPPear to be an untenable

proposition since this does not only influence the nature of university

education but also may compromise the standard of its education

internationally. L light of this argument, it seems that NZQA's assertion

that education and training should be viewed as having no status

differentiation is flawed.
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The purpose and the nature of academic learning in the humanities,

for example, clearly differs from a traineeship in hairdressing or

automotive engineering in terms of those aspects. From NZQA's

viewpoint, of course, a differentiation in status between education and

training is objectionable as this conflicts with the basic philosophy that

underpins the NQF, uiz. itdoes not matter where, what, when or how you

learn since this would contradict the principles of learner and institutiornl

flexibility, which are some of its key features.

Although some may find this an €litist stance, the real issue here is

whether the flexibility principle that is so dominant in the concePts of both

the NeF and the system of seamless education is being stretched too far or

not. The reason for putting this question is not based on antagonism

towards these concepts but is merely a function of critical analysis. This

said, however, it would aPPeal that, at a general level, the concepts of

NQF and'seamless education' are sound and perhaps should be viewed as

visiornry.

Unlike lrwin (Lggb), who recomsrends in his report for the

Business Roundtable the creation of three different pathways for Forrr 6

and 7 students (an academic, technical, and vocational stream), it is held

that such differentiation urnecessary restricts the pathways into tertiary-

level education for senior secondary shrdents. Streaming at the secondary

level would constitute a retrograde step, as history has shown us in New

Zealand with the technical high school (see chapter two).

Irwin's recommendation" which dearly seeuu to be consenrative,

conflicts with a 'modernisation' movement irutigated by government,

industry, and business to set out to achieve rnacro economic objectives, e.g.

raise the skill level of the workforce and increase both the paficipation

and the attainrnent rates in education and training, whidr brings one back

to the issue of €litism.
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Given that educational change is continual, all those involved will

reposition themselves in response to changing realitie' Therefore, in an

emerging education and training market, differentiation in status befween

NQF and provider qualifications will have significance, particularly in

light of a policy development of the NQF becoming both indusive and

comprehensive (NZQA, ETSA & Ministry of Educatisat, L995); which

represents a move from a 'single, harmonised NQF', to a 'single,

comprehensive and integrated qualifications structure' Gbiil.

Moreover, the level of the NQF crederrtial will signal a market

value, as does the field one has attained a national certificate in The

Framework, in essence, is a hierarchy of educational awards which has

been designed for facilitating extensive credentialling' Students or learners

(25) are allowed under the NQF to attempt unit standards at the different

Framework levels. Achievement in this system reliates directly to student

motivation, and excellence, as maintained by NZQA, canbe encouraged by

a multi-levet NQF (Coogan, t996).

A concept central to both the quallfications and the curriculum

frameworks is 'student-centredness'. It remains to be seen if and to what

degree learning can be genuinely centred around a student. Independent

learning, as pointed out by Viskovic (7992:337),, is not possible in its fullest

sense since learning witl still be 'mainly teadrer-plarured and teactrer-

resourced'. On this subject, Hood (NZQA, 1993fl daims that a shift away

from the traditional classroom-based timetable is already occurring in an

increasing number of secondary schools and he predicts that educational

and career guidance will become key school activities Gbn.

In this context, it would also be a mistake to assume that evidence

collection by studenb for a standards-based assessment (see previous

ctrapter) wiil be unproblematical. With reference to the United Kingdom

standards assessment experience, coogan 0996:47) indicates that some

students may have motivatiornl problems with the derical nature of
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portfolio maintenance. Since both evidence collection and presentation for

assessment for the award of credit is so important under the NQF, record

keeping guidelines and the teaching and practice of presentation skills are

likely to be a key to student success. The paradigm shift in teaching and

tearning demands that both students and teachers are to be trained and

resourced sufficiently in order to deal with the new education

environment and, importantly, for them to daim ownership'

A seamless education system also means that students can shrdy or

train towards different Framework registered qualificatioru at the different

places of learning, either concrrrrently or consecrrtively, gaining credits

towards or gaining complete qualificatiors. The ctroice simply is the

learner's. The traditional primary functions of instifutions (such as for

example a college of education offering teacher training courses) will be

and already is becoming a thing of the past.

Educationists in Christchurch, for example, intend to open a private

training college following accreditation aPProval from NZQA and will be

providing teacher training (Martin, l99O; as a consequence it will be in

direct competition with the colleges of educatioru It is too early to iudge

whether this development is a sensible one but it aPPears that there is no

consensus on its desirability. The Alliance political Party (1993:3), for

example, believes that 'the promotion of aggressive comPetition between

educational institutions and learners is destructive to learning and

education in general'.

MP Austin (interview, lgg4), on the other hand, questioned why

Lockwood Smith had not described the primary functions of the PCET

institutions at all, but instead focussed on promoting his seamless

education concep. Snt"ly, he did not comrrrit himseU to this for what are

obvious reasorui. Practice shows that the institutional boundaries between

and across the various education sectors are already gradually

disappearing. For example, some 200 secondary schools (or MVo) have
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been accredited to assess agairut industry unit standatds, a measure which

in itseu may bring together the worlds of work and education doser'

Flexibility of delivery of registered NQF standards and

qualifications and the concept of learner choice are at the heart of the

current educational changes. Another important concept, in this resPect, is

that of 'Iearning partnership' between enterprises and sdrools, where

theoretical school-based learning is combined udth contextualised

competency-based training in the workplace (Moorhouse and Nicholsoq

7gg4). Extensive co-operative links not only exist between industry and

schools (The Careers Senrice, 1996; ERO, L996a) but also between

polytechnics, schools, universities, and industry (NZEF, 1994c; Polytechnic,

ree$ Q6).

The polytechnic sector has changed dramatically in the 1,99Fl99/6

period. It has not only grown by about 4SVobut it also is expected to have

more than 70 degree programmes rn 19fr6, either approved or under

coruideration (Polytechnic, 1995), some of which are master degree

prograurmes. Auckland Instihrte of Technology is currently applying for

university status, a trend which is likely to be followed by some other

polytechnics (ibid).These significant institutional changes are compounded

by the polytechnics' commercial relationshiPs with the ITOs, which are

vital to its existence.

In summary, the stmcture, the organisation" as well as the nature

and the purPose of polytecturics have been changed by the "Learning for

Life" reforms, as was intended. In the emerging model which is reflective

of the 'new vocationalism', the terurs of the rel,ationship between the

polytechnics and the ITOs could well be dictated by the latter, f'e' the

single buyer of off-the-iob haining Gf Hotere, 1996a). However,

overemphasising this point would be inappropriate since both operate

within the same comrrrercial environnent. The Point to stress, on the other

hand, is that ITOs plainly have this Power.
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Returning to the national qualificatioru framework, it has been

demorutrated that in terurs of the underpinning principles a lot of support

exists for it. Hall (1996a:3) acknowledges that the NQF has the potential to

achieve certain aims if designed well, e.g. to foster the blending of

vocational and general education in a way that recognises the

complementary and overlaPPing nature of eactr, but also recognises their

unique values and differences. He believes that it has the potential to

improve access to education to create acceptance of all qualifications no

matter where they are obtained and also has the capacity to engender

widespread agreement on basic principles which are underPinning good

educational practice (ibid).The potential that inheres in the NQF approach

is unquestionably positive and promising when considered from a general

perspective.

In terrrs of the Framework as a stnrcture, the logic of encompassing

senior secondary, PCET and higher education is easy to grasp although the

model is undoubtedly ambitious and experimental in nature' To focus too

strongly on those ctraracteristics is unlrelpful. The aims of the NQF' it is my

contention, are commendable from the viewpoint of students, one of its

main user groups. No longer will a philosophy of 'compulsory failure' of a

liarge proportion of the student poputation through a particular form of

norrr-referenced assessment be allowed to dominate our thinking.

But undoubtedly this is and will remain a controversial issue since

people enter the 'education and training market' on different terms (cf.

Brown, 1995; Gordon, 1995). ln New Zealand this has been established

empirically in relation to the school sector in particular (Wasl,ander and

Thrupp, 1993; Lauder et a1.,1995). ERO (1996b:7), fot otample, points out

that the educational reform objectives of school choice and competition

ought to have improved the quality of education but draws the conclusion

that as yet'the potential value of school choice has not been realised'. Also,
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the market is to be viewed as being another mechanism of exdusion, iust

like class, as educational research has shown (Bates, 1992; Ball, 1992' cited

in Bates, L992;Hargreaves and Reynolds, 1989)'

Moreover, the problems associated with this issue have been

compounded by a proclaimed move of a group of Auckland secondary

school principals to detach itself from the NQF because they prefer a

system of external examinations to be continued rather than the unit

standards approach (Hotere, 1995b). This proposal for a dual system,

which is believed to be supported by 80 schools, has been put before the

NZQA Board (ibid). The Education Minister has indicated that a dual

framework would undermine the basic principle of the NQF; viz' that

qualifications need to be portable.

But, again, the NQF has to be acceptable to all in the view of the

minister (Nao Zealand Eilucation Rerieu, 1996D' According to Bermett

(interview, 1996), both Creech and the NZQA Board are looking for a

compromise. The Auckland grouP is not alone in its bid for a separate

qualifications framework because Maori education grouPs are proposing

the same as a result of their fmstration with'NZQA's handling of Maori

education' (Matheson, 1996:1).

The open-ended nature of the NQF at the lower end is a distinct

feature and in conceptual terms is non{litist. In practice, however, bar:riers

will exist for the attainment of NQF qualificatioru. FirstlYr Erri individual

will usually have to be in employment in order to meet all of the

requirements for the award of a national certificate (Stewart and Hamlin,

lggzb). Secondly, social mobility, as promoted under the NQF, may

contrast with a disinterest on ttrc part of employers in a person gaining a

complete NQF award for, for example, Pay PurPoses (willyarrs, interview,

lgg4),It is equally possibte that individuals want to get only specific unit

standards which are important to their iobs or out of personal interest.
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It is also not quite clear whether a tradesperson in a standardr

based system can actually become competent without gaining a complete

qual.ification (Griffin, interview, lgg$. As a desirable topic of future

research, an investigation could be made as to what extent, if at all, the

ITOs are setting excessively precriptive requirements for theh new

qualificatioru.

On the subject of unit standards, there is a widespread consensus

now.rmongst educators and educational researchers that it is impossible to

derive unambiguous standards Gf. Wolf, 1993; Coogan' 1995)' This

position, it seems, is now being shared by NZQA and corstitutes a

deparhrre from its earlier thinking (c/. Lythe, interview, 1996). The very

fact that assessment needs to be moderated in this model is evidence in

itself that unit standards are not perforrrance standards which are totally

clear and transparent (cf . llall, 1995a).

But as described earlier in this thesis, N/QA applies a systemic

approach to'quality'. This integrated approach is more than the sum of the

parts since it ensures the qgality of educational provision aruC protects the

interests of the end users of NQF qualifications through NZQA's approval

of their fitness for purpose. The'quality assurance' steps in this model (see

ctrapter four) intercorurect eactr of the key aspects in a standards approactr-

Flowever, is this system as strong as its weakest link?

According to Berurett (interview, 1996), the axioms of flexibility,

portability, and credit accrrmulation/transfer are key principles in the

Framework which she believes will not be changed. The evidential model

of standards-based assessment, however, may be modified as one of the

NQF's key principles in that it could be linked to external written

examinations in the secondary school, or to practical on-the-job

examinations in the trades area (e.g. hairdressing). As a consequence, one

could possibly argue that the 'purity' of the standards approach is being

comPromised here.
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The inclusion of examinations in both the trades and the school

areas of the NQF will pose a pedagogical and philosophical dilemma.

However, as the NQF is being driven politically, the real issue, it appears,

is a concessionary one. From an educational perspective, no reason exists

as to why standards and examirntions should be deemed incompatible

(Coogan, lggS). Hood (interview, TggO points out aptly and conveniently

that a wider perception of examinatiors should be employed in New

Zealand instead of solely relating to it as a written test. He asserts that

examinations cirn consist of a practical examination or, for example, a

project, while asserting that they be used for valid reasons (ibid).

Any move to include 'examinations' into New Zealand's standards

system would increase inter-assessor reliability and, potentially,lead to an

increased public acceptance of the NQF. Additionally, teacher workload

would be reduced by introducing this measure (Coogan, 1995). With

regard to moderation activities, these are quality assurance measures

setting out to ensure valid, fair and consistent assessment decisions. The

moderation costs in New Zealand are 'large and growing', according to

Coogan (ibid, p.132) Q7> and, in the view of an NZQA official, may Prove

'to be more expensive than thought at first' (Lythe, interview, 7996).

With a view to both reducing the moderation costs arul decreasing

the organisational complexity and intmsiveness of external moderation,

NZQA may take the decision to adopt an audit approach to moderation

consistency of providers (Bennett, interrriew, 1996) (28). In Berurett's view,

the use of assessment guidelines and item banks may be desirable in

moderation activities Gbiil.

NZQA deems assessment guidelines for secorulary school subjects

to be important in that they ensure an increased consistenqy in assessment

decisions under the NQF for which reason they are being developed. In the

trades area of the Framework, assessment gurdes are developed by some

of the ITOs on an entreprenzurial basis (Lythe, interview, 1996).It is my
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belief that these guidelines are almost indispensable in an outcomes-based

system since they provide a means to bridge what is a 'currictrlum gap'

between specified standards and teaching practice by providing examples

of 'best practice' to workplace assessors and teachers.

The implementation of a standards-based assessment and learning

model will, of course, be successful only when the assessment and

pedagogical practices are being trarsformed. Professional iudgement in a

standards model is deemed to be of central importance, and teachers and

workplace assessors are tmsted to make the right decisions. Lythe (ibid)

makes the important observation that the degree of sophistication and skill

level school teachers need to have are not there (in New Zealand), which is

a view consistent with Gipps's (1994:150) general statement that 'evidence

is widespread that teachers are not well trained in assessment'. Clearly,

these statements have significance since they underline the salience of

issues such as funding, resourcing and teacher professional development

in relation to the implementation of the refonns.

In the trades area of the NQF, on-the-job assessment is for the first

time an integral part of a national standards-based training and

qualifications structure. In the absence of research into NQF workpl,ace

assessment practices, it is impossible to determine whether these would

corutitute an improvement on traditional apprenticeship practices. What is

questionable, on the other hand, is the government's decision to hand to

employers 'blanket rmponsibility' for the provision of training and

assessment for NQF qualifications.

Evidently this is representative also of a move towards a high tmst

system whictu h p"rt, is based on assumptions that employers will commit

thenuselves in sufficient numbers to delivering quality training related to

the NQF. In spite of the statement made earlier that Skill New Zealand is

not ursuccessful to date, many small employers hardly know that the NQF
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exist (Lythe, interview,1996). This should be of concern to decision-makers

in PCET.

The institution of the ITO structure by government is a move that

should be questioned for a number of reasons. But firstly, I believe, the

voluntary,'bottom-up' approach to their development can only be seen as

the right decision By promoting the notion that (vocational) training

should be designed for industry by industry, the aim of government is

dear, i.e. to pass responsibility for training on to ITOs which, on behalf of

their industries, develop training and set skill standards. The market forces

in education and training also apply to ITOs and, as anticipated, ITOs are

expected to merge and disband (29).

In terms of its functions, an ITO is not entirely a new phenomenon

in New Zealand because some of those are not too dissimilar from the

statutory functions of the national and local apprenticeship committees.

One key difference is that (apprenticed) training, which used to be under

the purview of the Labour Deparhrent, has now become the responsibility

of the Minister of Education The ITO's main characteristic is arguably its

key role in the qualifications and training area.

ITOs upon recognition by ETSA assume respornibility for training

and standards-setting in their industry. In effect, the only role reliating to

the named area it carurot undertake legally is providing training. The

success of the Skill New Zealand strategy appears to depend to a great

extent on the successful development of the ITOs which the government

has recognised in terms of its ongoing funding commihent. They are

internrediary organisations, in that their own viability is determined by

industry support but, conversely, could be viewed as entities with a

substantial power base vis-i-vis central education agencies, such as ETSA

and NZQA, and the central government.

lTOs are of primary importance in the government's aim to achieve

its economic objectives. As a consequence of the powers invested in the
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ITOs by govelnment, industry will have, through the ITOs, more influence

in education and training in term,s of content, delivery, and organisation

than it ever had as well as incteased control of knowledge. ETSA and

NZQA are, in essence, agencies charged with the responsibility of eruuring

that appropriate infrastmctures are being developed and maintained to

support educational provision

on the subiect of the NQF, it is a debatable Point as to whether the

Framework will be a simpler qualifications system than the one existing

directly prior to the reforms in the late 1980s. It can be argued that under

the NQF a plethora of qualifications are being developed which are linked

by NZQA defined quality assurance processes, but which are crurently

under poliry considerations because of the evolving character of the NQF.

Government's efforts to ensute that the Framework, and Skill New

Zealand, are'fit for purpose' are understandable but predominantly relate

to political issues, not to pedagogical concerns.

It is at the 'pedagogical level' that concerns remain with regard to

the NQF. Inconsistencies, as stated previously, exist at the qualification

and the unit standard levels. These are norrnally developed for and by

industry whidr could lead to inflated qualifications. A theoretical basis for

the NQF, a further point of concern, is lacking. K"y pedagogical issues

which underpin the NQF, i.e. generic skills transfer and the Framework

levels, are not based in educational theory. Many of these concerns, it is

believed, will be examined by the Authority in due course (Berurett,

interview, 1996).

With regard to the secondary sdrool, ERO (f996b:7) has expressed

concern that the role of the secondary school is undefined as a rezult of the

reforms, and that board of tmstees are left to decide for themselves what

the school is for.In the same vern, Gordon (1995:3) questions whether there

is now a school system in New Zealand. ln the view of Donald Hi$ch

(7995; quoted in Gordoru 1995:4), 'Rather than a system, it INZI has a series
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of autonomous providers of education ... run by trusts elected entirely by

parents'. Similarly, it could be argued that in the near future there will be

no system in PCET but a highly individuaUsed national qualifications

framework. Given the direction of education Policy, this move is likely to

be reinforced by a possible introduction of a voucher system in lieu of the

ctrrrent EFTS funding system, as advocated by, for example, the Minister

of Education and NZEF (1994c; Davies, interview, 1996) (30).

In conclusion, considerable Progress has been made to date with the

development and implementation of the 'Skill New Zealand'

infrastructure. The challenges ahead, however, are manifold, induding the

arrival of MMP and the evolving nature of the NQF. [n essence, the

education and training refonns irstigated in the late 1980s are about

instilling an attitudinal change in employers, providers and the student

population alike with a view to an increased and ongoing commitment to

educatiory training and productinity. With this in mind, what could New

Zeal,and possibly learn from a country like Gerrrany?

NOTES
1 The Comsrittee on New Zealand Universities was set up in 1959 by
the Senate of the University of New Zealand to report on the condition of
the university system prior to its conversion into four, and ultimately
seven separate trniversities; the Comnittee's report is also known as the
Parry Report.
2 At the time of writing (August 19961, the universities are continuing
to feel uneasy about a government-imposed association with the NQF.
Flowever, as will be demonstrated in a later part of this chapter, some
cornmon ground between NZQA and the universities appears to have
been found.
3 In chapter four concerns of the universities regarding both the unit
standard concept and methodology have already been alluded to,
particularly by reference to Cedric Flall's writings.In this chapter, his ideas
will be appraised in some further detail since his position is representative
of the universities' viewpoint, considering that the NZVCC, in ib
publicatiors, frequently refers to Hall's writings.
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An'objective' is defined by Hall (1995a:4) as a succinct statement of
intent which identifies either a desired outcome to be achieved from a

particular action or a desired process which should be undertaken or
experienced. This definition, in his view, allows for both outcome and
process obiectives. The terms learning outcome and element (as used by
NZQA) are o<amples of the first.
5 This statement, however, needs to be qualified further. Interviews
were predominantly conducted with representatives of the major role
players and those held in New Zealand did not indude universig staff,
except for Professor Hawke with whom I did not discrrss the issue at hand.
5 The Vice-Chancellors'Committee argued that API did not meet the
legally defined characteristics of a university, as stipulated in the 1990

Education Amendment Act, because it offered only two masters degrees
(Robson" 7996; see also NZ Government, 1990:33).
7 NZVCC justifiably argued that because API was offering only two
masters degrees, the institution did not meet the legally defined
draracteristics of a university; e.g. it did not have a wide diversity of
teaching and research (Robsoru 1996:4D.
8 The Tertiary Lead Group comprised nine members, chaired by Dt
Bryant, Manager of Scientific Services for Carter Holt Harvey, and
included three vicechancellors, the principal of a college of education, the
chief executive of a crown researdr institute a Maori academic, the
president of the University Students' Associatiory and the director of a
private training establishment (Ministerial Tertiary Lead Group, 1994:5).
9 A provider qualification is defined as 'an approved programme
developed by an accredited provider and registered on the Framework'
(TAG, 1995:89\, whereas a degree is being described generically as 'a
qualification awarded after satisfactory completion of an achievement in a
prograurme of advanced study, taught mainly by people engaged in
research and which emphasises general principles and basic knowledge as
the basis for self-directed work' (ibid,p.88).
10 A provider is described in the 1996 TAG report as 'an individual or
organisation supplying education and/or training and/or assessment
services; includes schools, institutions, establishments and workplaces' (see

also note 9).
11 This inforrnation was provided by Catherine Berurett, the Acting
Team Leader, Policy Monitoring and Review, NZQA, who reported in an
intemal briefing on the findings of the 1995 TAG report.
12 In its report, the TLG has recommended that the NZQA Board be
increased from the crrrrent range of 8-10 members to 1&12 (Ministerial
Tertiary Lead Group, 1994:,8).
13 Hall states that his definition of an 'objective' has been adopted by
Victoria University with only a slight modification
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14 In the Ministry of Education (1993c33) "Education for the 21st

Century" discussion document the figure for 1995,1998, and 2001 were set

at3}Vo,45Vo, and S\Vo,tspectively of the employed workforce.
15 This information was obtained during an NZQA in-house briefing
by the Framework Development Team on 10 June 1.995;

16 See note 14; the total number of qualifications to be registered on the
NQF also depends on whether university degrees and provider
qualificatioru will be associated with the Framework and in what forrrat
this will take place.
17 As stated in chapter four, under the Franework 120 credits is the

equivalent of one year of full-time average learner time.
1.8 Although the ITO concerned has not been contacted to verify this,
ib intmtion to develop a degree course has been informally acknowledged
during interviews (rf. Lythe, 1996) and informal work-related
conversatioru.
L9 Although it is not dear from the ETSA publication what the trainees
are exactly satisfied with, it may be assurned that this is likely to pertain to
both the'quality' and'relevance' of NQF-linked training.
20 NZQA research comprised a survey of. 7,0O0 secondary sdrool
students who were asked to evaluate the standards-based approach of the
NQF in terrrs of its best and worst features (ETSA and NZQA,I99A).
21 Heylen obtained its research data from fieldwork that was carried
out in February 1992 when 1,000 meurbers of the general public were
interviewed in their homes (Heylen Research Centre, 1992).
22 I wish to emphasise that technically it is not correct to say that
NZQA sets standards, as its role is to facilitate the setting of standards.
23 MRL Researdr Group's (1996:4) suryey was based on a nationwide
telephone interview with 1024 people aged 15 years and over.
24 See also chapter two.
25 The latter tersu which is frequently b"iog used by NZQA in its
publications, is a more 'neutral' terur which fits ib educational philosophy
of parity of esteem between education and training better, as it seems.
26 According to the ERO report, the nature of most school-industry
lfutks are proven to be 'inforrral, intersdttent or single incident
rel,atioruhips involving the provision of work experience for individual
students' (199527).

27 A total of approximat"ly 450 moderators are currently employed by
NZQA for the conventional sctrool subiects; the number of moderators
employed by the ITOs is not known by the author. I was inforured by an
ETSA officer that no data were avail,able at the Agettry on both the number
of ITO moderators and ITO moderation costs.
28 It needs to be stressed here that ttds is an informal statement made
within the context of an intenriew and does not reflect official NZQA
policy.At the time of writing, NZQA is undertaking a moderation review
proiect which looks into the issues raised here.
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29 The Banking ITO has recently been disestablished, for example,

whereas the Telecomsnrnicatioru Education and Skill Standards

Organisation (TESSO) has decided to merge as at f IuV 1995 with the

Eleitro-Technology ITO (EITO) because of comrnon interests. It is hoped

that the merger will attract more trainees (ETSA and NZQA, 1996d).

30 A vouctrer system was recently advocated by the Minister of
Education in a Canadian speech (Gordon, 1995).
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CHAPTER 6 EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN

GERMANY: AN HISTORICAT SURVEY

TOWARDS THE FOUNDATION OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

GERMAT{Y

The immediate post-war period left the Germans with a sense of

disorientation and disbelief, caused by the humiliation of defeat, loss of kin

(1), and high tevels of unemployment. Hundreds of thousands of people

were displaced, and innumerable cities had been ruined by Allied bombs.

The Germans found themselves in a state of mental disarray following 12

years of Nazi propoganda, while youth in particular did not, and could

not, have an understanding of the meaning of democracy. This made the

task of the four Allied Forces administering the western zones a diffictrlt

one (c/. Taylor, 1981). Gerrrany was not only isolated economically and

socially from the rest of the world, but also educationally, io that in the

early post-war years contacts between Geruran scientists and scholars with

their colleagues in other countries virtually came to a halt. Formal

education had already ceased to function properly during the war, of

which the closing of a large number of schools and universitie towards

the end of the war by the National Socialists was but one example (Taylor,

1981:30).

Against this background the terrn 'Stunde NuIl', or zero hour, has

been used frequently to indicate the commencement of rebuilding of post-

war Gennany. This view, on the other hand, has been challenged by the

thesis that large sectors of the industry were still in full operation after the

end of the war, and that a new start therefore was a misconception

(Liidtke, 1977:97; Ardagtu f988:83). Nevertheless,'Stunde Nnll' contains a

strong reflective component which marks a collective awareness of the

Gerrrans that the nation's tragedy was mainly to be attributed to human
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failure, whictr was deemed to be a failure of the German character (Taylor'

1981:103). As a coruequence therefore' German education - both Bililung

(education) and, Bnufsausbildung (vocational training) - was seen to have

failed the nation Gbid, p'97)' This notion' which was held by the three

Allied Forces in the western occupation zones and the Germans

themselves, was to precipitate a change in the philosophy and provision of

vocational educatioru

Immediately after the military and economic coll'apse of the Thid

Reich,a vacuum existed as to tti,e organisation of the vocational training

system in the Federal Republic of Gernrany. The federal government

withdrew from its previously exercised responsibilities, and left its tasks in

the haruls of industry-led groups, il& as the ctrambers of industry and

commerce, whictr reulted in 1952 in their setting up the Office for ln-

Company Training (ABB) (cf, Hilbert et a1.,1990). In these pre-Republic

yeafti, political discussions were held in theLiinfur as to what role the state

should play in vocational training, and whether central plarming was

desirable in order to stimuliate the development of ttre economy' The

Association of German Chambers of Comsrerce and Industry (Daftscher

lndustrie- und Handelstagt DII{T), in wishing to retain its control over

vocational training, strongly ctaimed that the State's responsibility for on-

the-iob training was to be restricted to the provision of a framework within

which stakeholders could Pu$ue their own interests (ibiit, p.l3D' Already

during the second world war, the principles on which the German

economy were to be based once the war was over, had been discrrssed by

Herbert Hoover and lotm Maynard Keynes' among others' These

principles forrred the basis for the subsequent development and the

application of the concept of the social market economy boziale

Ivlnrkhpirtscluft) (c/. chapter 9) in the Federal Republic, whidr essentially

entailed the confinement of the activities of the federal state in the
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economic sphere to providing framework conditions, as had been

contended by the DII{T 0..ampert, 1992).

At a meeting of heads of state of occupation forces at Potsdam in

July/August 1945 the underpinning principles for the political future of

post-war Gernrany and the democratisation of its citizens were disctrssed

and agreed on Atlee, Roosevelt and Stalin shared the view that Germany

needed to be cleansed of Nazis and its citizens should be taught

democratic and peaceful values, which were to be achieved through a

poliry of denazification and reeducation (Arrweiler et al', 1992)' These

objectives were reiterated in the various Allied directives of which the7947

American 'Guiding Principles for Evaluation of Educational Progtams',

which sought 'to safeguard the educational standards in both

denominational and interdenominational schools in Germany' (Helmreidr"

lg4g, ap.cit. in Lawsorl 1981:35), is regarded to have forrred the basis for

the Allied Control Council Directive 54. The l,atter document contained the

following ten principles for the democratisation of Gerrnany:

1. Equal educational opportunity for al}

2. Free hrition in all public schools; '

3. Compulsory full time school atteru:lance required for all between the

ages of six and fifteen and part-time compnrlsory attendance from sixteen

to eighteen years of age;

4. Schools for the compulsory periods should forrr a comPrehensive

educational system to serve all youth;

5. All schools to emphasise education

democratic way of li[e, both by means

organisation of the school itseU;

for civic responsibilitY and a

of the ctrrricrrlum and bY the

d. School curicula to promote international good will and uru:lerstanding

in every way possible;
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7. Professional, educational, and vocational guidance should be provided

to all;

8. Health supervision and health education should be provided in all

schools;

9. All teacher education to be on the university level;

l0.school administration to be democratic and sensitive to the wishes of

the people (Lawson, 1965:3G7)-

According to Lawson ubid, p.37), the nahrre of the forrrulation of

these principles not only left room for different interpretatioru by the

various occupation forces, but he has also critically appraised the limited

effects of the denazification and the reeducation Prognllrmes' He further

contends that the occupation administrators suffered from a lack of

background knowledge of German society and thus failed to understand

the effects of totalitarian govelnance on a society' Fulbrook (1991:149)

claims that at scfrool level the western Allies failed to restructure the

education system in any radical way, and that in the remoulding of

Gerrrany in both the western and eastern zones the social and economic

transformations of the occupation period were probably more important'

Other authors have noted that the enforcement from the outside of

'democratic education' and Germany's unexpected speedy ascendency to

independence were reasons for the Allies to refrain from further insisting

on the implementation of their educational refonns (Robinsohn and

Kuhlmanru 1967:3t3).

Notwithstanding the above criticisms, the Allied Forces in Germany

endeavoured, with various degrees of success, to reform education in their

respective zones. The pursuit in the three western zones of a federalistic

education policy option was a cornmon aim. The British, American and

French Forces, however, used different methods for educatiornl

restnrcturing. Where the British poliry of limited interventiorL and an
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emphasis on informality in their contact with Gersrans, reflected their

belief that refonn attempts needed to be based on an appreciation on their

part of the historical and cultural backgrounds of the Germans and on co-

operation" the American and French occtrpation administrators, on the

other hand, by adopting a more 'colonial'-fire approactr tried by mearu of

either force or persuasion to carry over their own systerus (LawsorU

1955:100-1; c/. Birley ,7978). Contrary to the political basis for educational

restoration in the western zones, the Russiars adopted a Policy not of

achieving denazification through the ideological screening of millions of

people, but'rather it was used to oust the economic and social dlites foom

their pre-1.945 positions' Gerghah+ 7982:792). For this reason Stalin

ordered the confiscation of more than 3 million hectares of land from the

propertied classes without compensation" of whidr two-thirds was

redistributed to liabourers and peasants, while the remaining third was

placed under the administration of local authorities. At the same time,

educational reforrrs were introduced which saw private schools abolished

and open access to education irrespective of social background and status

promoted (ibid, pp.Lg3-4, cf.Sontheimer, 1995). These measures, among

others, were to set in place the necessary conditions for ushering in

communism in what would become the German Democratic Republic'

Although the success of educational restnrcturing in post-war Gennany by

the Allied Forces, individually and collectively, is difficult to ascertain due

to definitional difficrrlties and problems of measurement, a foundation

nevertheless had been laid from which education and training in Germany

could progress into the next stages of iE development.

It was especially with regard to vocational education and training

that certain advancements were made by the American" Frenctr and British

Mititary Governments in occupied Germany. character and personality

training (Mmschntbildung) and political educatiorL for enample, whidr
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until the end of World War II had largely been exduded from the

vocational school cgrriculum, now became compulsory subiects, ild were

introduced under the poliry aim of re-education. Prior to this' German

apprentices were merely trained to become trade specialists' Through the

efforts of the western Allies, not only was the status of the Bnufsschule

raised and its cturictrlum refonrred, but recognition of the vocational

education theories of Kerschensteiner was achieved to an extent never seen

before.

under Potsdam Agreement of 1945 the Allies established a control

Council (Kontrollraf) in Berlin in the same Y@t, which had as its task the

fostering of co-operation between the four occupying natiors with regard

to iszues relating to the whole of occtrpied Germany' Any decision the

council was considering taking had to be approved unilaterally by all the

parties involved. A proposal for the setting up of a central German

government found support from all the Allied Forces, except the French

Military Government, who also raised obiections agairut the Potsdam

Agreement intention to treat Germany as .rn economic entity (Sontheimer,

1995:22). Disagreement on the central government issue led to a situation

in which the Allies considered tlrcliinder to be the most important potitical

entities. In good time, free elections were introduced in each I'and, whidr

resulted in the establishment of democratic constitutioru. The Allies were

thus influential in the foundation of the German federatioru as they made

it impossible for a central west German state to exist without a federal

structure, thereby learning a lesson from the Weimar experience (ihd,

pp.28-9). Conflict between the occrrpation forces increased in 1945 when it

became clear that a coulmon maior potiry aim of both the United States of

America and Great Britai& i.e. to ensure that the Germans could take care

of themselves through increasing the production levels and in overcoming
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an existing food crisis, was not shared by the Russians. It was the latter's

prime aim to ensure it would receive from Gerrrany monetary

compensation for losses it had incurred in the wat (ibid)' This uruesolved

discontention ultimat"ly l"d to the breakdown of co-operation between the

western Allies and Russia in the Control Council. Consequently, the British

and the American Military governments started negotiations to

amalgamate their respective zones into one single zone (Bizonia) in order

to be able to create both favourable conditions for the devolution of

increased political autonomy to the west Germans and to deal with the

existing economic crises more successfully. The fusion of the British and

the American zones into Bizonia came into effect in1g47, a move which

was also reflected the western Allies fear of Russian expansionism' These

events were to be of considerable importance in the zubsequent creation of

two German states, but at that time the Gerrran public showed only

timited interest as their foremost task was to survive the past ordeals'

In 1947 the Cold War became a public fact after President Harry

Truman made a speectr to the American Congress in whidr he stressed that

it was imperative for the western world to contain communism (Fulbrook'

1991:151). In the same yf4lt, the Marshau Plan was announced to help

Europe to recover from the war, but its terms were forrrulated in such a

way that it would be impossible for the soviet-controlled eastern European

states to accep Gbid, p.162). Tlre economic division of Gerrrany therefore

became more evident, and with it the need for the establishment of

political institutions in west Germany. The 1948 curency refonn and the

Berlin blockade led to a situation in which the political division of

Gerrrany became almost inevitable. Some last minute attempts to consider

alternatives were unsuccessful, and in the western Allies zones a

Parliamentary Council fonned of respresentatives of the Undq met in

September 1948 to draw up the consititution for a West German state (ibid,
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p.163). The council was compelled to write the constitution in accordance

with basic principles agreed upon by the Allies, which specified that the

Republic was to become 'a republic, a democrary, a federal, constihrtional

and socially responsible state' and that it was to guarantee the basic rights

of the West German citizens, zuch as the right of all Germars to choose

their profession or trade, their place of work, and training establishment

(KMK, 1994; c/. Sontheimer, 1995). The Basic Law (Grundgesetz) came into

effect on 23 May 1949, by which the Federal Republic of Gennany was

founded as a democratic and social federal state based on a political system

of proportional representation (2) (cf . Parliamentary Council of the Federal

Republic of Germany, 7994). The Act, however, contained a clear

indication from the legislators that it was to be coruidered a transitory

measure only since reunification with eastern Gerrrany was regarded a

foreseeable possibility.

Already by the end of 1945 the western zones occuPation

administrators had allowed the forrration of political parties, i.e. the

Socialist Democrats (SPD), the Christian Demoaats/Christian Socialists

(CDU/CSU), the Free Democrats (FDP) and the Communists, of which the

first two were to remain major political parties at the time of the first

national elections in 1949. Konrad Adenauer of the CDU became West

Germany's first Chancellor, and it was under his fourteen year leadership

that the Federal Republic of Germany achieved in a remarkably short

period of time economic prosperity. In response to the developments

occurring in West Germany, steps were taken towards the inauguration of

an East German state in Soviet-controlled territory through increased

Communist control of political life and the Stalinisation of the socialist

party (SED). The Gerrran Democratic Republic was founded on 7 October

1949 on the basis of a constitution quite simitrar to the West German Basic

l.aw, by which the possibility for political reconciliation remained
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avail,able. It was amended subsequently in 1968 and 7974 to truly reflect

the political nature of the East Gerrran society (Fulbrook, T98:l.164)'

Enshrined in the West German Basic Law was the provision that

education in its entirety was to be placed under Liiniler supervision This

underlined the Allied Forces' view of the importance of the Under as

politicat entities in a federal system, and gave the individual west Gerrnan

states pri^" responsibility for the legislation and administration of

education (OECD, [97}:lil.Under the Act, the legislative competences of

the federal government have been confined to a limited number of areas

only (see next chapter). This constmction of governance serves the purpose

of preventing a situation in which a reemerging German central state may

wield excessive powers agarn, by specifically granting the Liindn'culhrrd

sovereignty' (Kulturlorreit). Federalism, however, has been a cornerstone of

German politics from the foundation of the Gernran Empire in 1871 until

the asceruion to Power of the National socialists in 1933, after which a

political structure of. Liindq autonomy was restored after 12 years of

centralist Nazi policies (cf. KMK lrgg4\.In East Gernrany, on the other

hand, a highly centralised educational poli.y was based on Mandst-

Leninist ideology arrd became strongly linked to economic plarning

(Anweiler et a1.,1990:12). While in West Gernrany crrltural sovereignity

was conferred. on the individrnlliindsr, the issue of who has authority

over matters relating to vocational training was not addressed at all

(Parliamentary council of the Federal Republic of Germany, 1994'27)'

Under the named Act, the Standing Committee of the Ministers of

Education and Cultural Affairs of the Federal Liinder (KMK) was charged

with eruuring, through interLiinileT cooPeratioru that a minimum degree

of comparability between the Liindq education systems was to exist' The

statutory functions of the KMK which had their origins in the work

undertaken by the Reichsctrool Conference in the Weimar Republic' were
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and are confined to matters relating to vocational schooling, not to on-the

job training for which the federal state and industry assume co-ioint

responsibility. Thus, within a federal state struchrre'the German education

system' is organised on a multi-centralist basis (Arbeitsgruppe, 199$'

Accordingly, the political and educational importance of a body such as

the KMK is self-evident due to its functioning at the iunction of two

different but interacting poliry levels. The decisions taken by the KMK'

however, are not binding on the individua|Liinder' The next section wil in

particular focus on the development of vocational training prior to the

establishment of the Federal Republic, while the remainder of this chapter

looks at the evolvement of the education and training systems from 1950

until reunification.

FROM THE EARLY BEGINNINGS TO 1945

The roots of regulated apprenticeship training in Germany go back

to the Middle Ages with the earliest guild ordinance being in Cologne (in

l|}z),reliated to the trade of wood turning (MiilnctL l99l:2D- Training was

strictly controlled by the guilds in these early periods and liasted on

average four years, after which a Person acquired the status of a

iourneyman; furttrer training was required for the master craftsman's

position Although the age of admission to, and the length of,

apprenticeship training were not unifornrly regulated, strict conditions

applied for the acceptance of an apprentice by the guild, such as legitimate

birth, German origirs, and free status (ibid).

Government ordinances and Polic€ directives issued at regular

intervals in the 16th and 17th centuries indicate that interuention was

required given'the unsatisfactory state of affairs in the guilds'. It was not

uncommon practice for employers to use apprentices as a d,*P

employment alternative to unskilled labour while, at the same time, their
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training obligations were neglected Gbid). Because of the impact of

economic liberalism and early industrialisation in Germany' the guilds

underwent voluntary disbandrrent in the 18th century while, at the same

time, religious Sunday schools were established in Prussia and industrial

sunday schools in wiirttemberg Gbid, p.38). In the 19th century these

schools were to develop into the general and industrial continuation

schools, respectively; the latter being the predecessor of the present-day

vocational school (Bnufsschule) (Arnold and Miinch, 1994:12)'

In the 19th century three events occurred whictr were significant for

the further development of vocationat training. Firstly, iust before the

arrival of the first wave of industrialisation in Germany, the introduction

of the Prussian Trade and Industry Code in 1845 not only provided a

regulatory mechanism to counter the negative effects of freedom of trade

on apprenticeship training, but also was an attempt to institutionalise them

(Miiurch, 199130). Those enterprises wishing to provide training for

apprentices were now required to obtain approval from the goverrunent'

Nevertheless, the Code neither questioned the prevailing principle of

industrial freedom nor infringed on an enterprise's liberty on how to train

apprentices (Stratnrarur and Pitzold, 1982:117). In the 1849 Amended Code

the length of apprentic€shiP training was regulated to last three years

although provision was made for a reduction in the case of an apprentice

who had attended an inrclustrial continuation school, but this was at the

discretion of the training company Gbid, p.l2o). In the first half of the 19th

century, however, the apprentice-iourneyman-master craftsman model

was by no means predoninant as alternative routes for training and

qualifications did exist (Hilbett et al.,1990:.22)'

The second event, the enac'lrrent of the 1869 Trade and Industry

Code of the North German Confederatioru is generally considered to have

established the founrlation for the legal regulation of the "dual system" of
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apprenticeship training; a training model in which an apprentice's in-

company training is being comPlemented by institutional theoretical

irstmction at an industrial continuation school (Greinert' 1984)'

Instrumental to the inception and early development of this duality was

the determirntion of the middle classes in the German Empire to protect

their interests against social-democratic forces in society (ibid' p'572)' The

1859 Code, which gave the participating states extensive industrial

freedom, was adopted by the Empire in f871 (von Friedeburg, 1992:'24$'

still it was not until the end of the century that a distinctive pattern of

education and vocational training became both more Pronounced and

uniforsr across the Gerrran States. Post-elementary education for all

Gernan youth was now considered important, and so general

continuation schools became a well-established feature of the education

system (Simons, 1956:2D.Its industrial counterpart, on the other hand, was

perceived as making a successful contribution to the economic

development of the country. Throughout most of the 19th century the

nature and the PurPose of these two continuation schools had been under

extensive discussion-

The final event was the 1897 Protection of Craftsmen Act' This may

be coruidered the most important industry training law at that time in the

Gerrran Empire as it not only handed back to the guilds the corporation

rights and resulted in a reorganisation of the craft sector (Handwqk) but

also brought economic stabilisation (c/. Mifurctr, 1991; Greinert, 1984)'

Consequently, chambers of craft were established which were also charged

with the statutory responsibility of examining apprentices in the industry'

But as the craft guilds were not in a position to take on the task of making

aEangements for the general education of apprentices, this task was left to

the state. These regulatory measures, and the stipulation in the subsequent

1908 Amendment Act that an employer could train apprentices only if he
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had passed a prescribed examination and was issued with a 'limited

certificate of competence', ensured that at the begiruring of the 20th century

there were minimum quality standards in place for apprenticeship

training. Hence, the foundations for a modern dual system of vocational

training had been laid (von Friedeburg,lgg2:246; c/. Greineft,l9%).

The 19th century proved to be significant also in terrrs of the

development of two opposing educational ideals in Germany. The

humanitarian educational thoughts of Wilhelm von Humboldt, whidr

were based on Weimar classicism, emphasised the necessity of a broad and

wide education for an individual. These were in disagreement with the

educational ideas held by Georg Kersdrensteiner, the "father of the

vocational school" in Germany. While von Humboldt asserted that

vocatiornl training (Bm{sausbildung) gave a rurrow and biased view of life

and should only be imparted aftter general education (Allgnteinbildung),

Kerschensteiner maintained that the training of character was the aim of all

education and was best provided through vocational training Gbid,

pp.3e4s).

Von Humboldt, who kame Minister of Education for Prussia in

1805, formulated education policies whidr were based on his premise

about the development of individual persornlity and was to be imparted

through the Gymnasien (Taylor, 1981:12-3). The implications of this

educational ideal was that state education policies favoured a privileged

section of society, i.e. a small middle dass, by which social exdusiveness

was encouraged. The consequences that this €litist stance for vocational

education were immediate and negative as the function or this sector in the

education system was not grven any official recognition and negatively

influenced the growth of the part-time vocltional school. Trade training,

coruequentl/, was therefore purposefully placed outside the realms of the
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state education system. Thus, in the view of the New Humanist movement

dassical studies and physical work were essentially regarded as

incompatible and, therefore, should not be mixed.

Industrialisation, especiatly it the latter half of the 19th century,

gave rise to economic views more liberal than those held in the preceding

centuries, and consequently, the purpose and stnrcture of vocational

training undentrent significant alterations in the changing economic and

social dimate. Within this context, the development and application of

vocational education theories became more relevant and accepted in

German society and they challenged both the existing predonrinance of

Humboldtian'Bililung' ideals and the relationship between education and

the social stnrchrre.

It was Kersdrensteiner who understood that a different type of

school, i.e. the Bnufsschule,was reguired for the post-primary schooling of

those youngsters who were not educated at a Gymnnsiutn or at a general

continuation school. He argued strongly that vocational education is as

much education for life as trade training (cf. Taylor, l98l). In contrast to

von Humboldt's ideas, Kerschensteiner maintained that Bnufsbildung

precedes Bildung because work, in which a person's trade or profession is

exercised, is of central importance to the maiority of people. He believed

that the vocational school not only had to provide trade training but also

had a complementary role to play in ctraracter and personality training if
societ5r's members were to become responsible citizens (Simoru, 1956).

As a consequence of these liberal principles, Kerschensteiner

promoted the development of broad-based trade training, which required,

in his view, continuation schools to evolve into independent vocational

schools (Taylor, 1981:19). Thus, it is the centrality of work in the learning

process that dearly distinguishes Kerscheruteiner's education theory from

von Humboldt's Bildung ideals. German education was, and is still today,
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characteris"d by tltis Bilitung-Bm{sausbitdung dichotomy, which has been

described by Weinstock (1959) as 'the origirnt sin of the history of German

education' (Taylor, op.cit. 1981:12)'

From the Middle Ages until the first half of the 20th century'

apprenticeship training was predominantly confined to the craft trades

and controlled by the respective guilds, hence their position of training

monopoly. The transition from an agricultural to an industrial society by

the 19th century brought about a significant change in Gernrany's training

and qualification needs. Not only were higher and different credentials

required, but also government intervention was needed to ease this

pfocess of change through regulatory measures (c/. Hilbert et aI' 1990} One

example of such a measure was that Chambers and Guilds were charged

with the legal responsibility for carrying out control functions in order to

improve vocatiornl training Gbid, p.23). Furthermore, craft-based

knowledge, skills and qualifications were no longer deemed adequate for

vocational training in the industry sector, which had drawn its workens

mainly from the craft sector.

The traditional craft apprenticeships had Proven to be, in tersrs of

both their training content and teaching methods, partiorlar to the needs

and organisation of the individual enterprise. The craft sector recognised

that the modernisation of vocational training was imminent, and that

therefore an attempt had to be made to develop uniform training

standards and, conctrrrently, to align on-the'iob and vocational school

crrrricula (Greinert, 1984:575; Hilbert et a1., L990:25). To achieve this, the

Gersran Comnittee for Tecturical Education (DATSCH) was founded in

1908.

The tasks of this industry-instigated body were to collect and

arnlyse data on company practices and to grouP these systematically into
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occupational profiles, training and examination prescriptions, so that they

could be applied to recognised training occupations (Kutscha, 1982:207;

Berurer, L977:58-9), Initially, DATSCH's work was intended to cover only

technical education, but it was soon extended to include the whole field of

technical and industrial education and training. Both from a policy

perspective and an educational and labour market Point of view,

DATSCH's work has been of considerable importance' Firstly' its work

gave proof of the importance of a central standards setting and research

body in vocational training matters, and secondly, the concept of

occtrpation was now considered the central theoretical component in the

Gersran training model as well as the fundamental building block of work

organisation (Max Planck Institute for Human Development and

Education, 1983:245l.Industry, however, did not stand alone in its quest

for progress and refonn for the 1919 Gerrnan Trade Unioru' Conference

adopted a resolution concerning a comprehensive regulation of

apprenticeship matters, which is coruidered by some to be a prectrrsor of

the 1959 Vocational Training Act (Miincl1 1991)- Of relevance in this

context is that one year earlier the trade unions had been recognised as

partsrers in collective wage bargaining. On the other hand, it was quite

significant that the government was not involved in these reforrrs as a

maior participant, tor in the main they were industry-initiated and

implemented (c/. Hilbert et a1.,1990).

In the period between the First and the second world wars, the

structure of the German training system changed to meet the needs of the

developing industries, whict; for example, led to the establishment of a

system of in-company training for trade and industry by the Chambers

(DII{T, 1991:34). As for the sctrool sector, the Weimar Corstitution of 1919

brought a change io poliry in that the four primary years of the Vollaschule

became the standard for all ctrildren" private primary sdrools were
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abolished, and continuation school attendance became compulsory

throughout Germany, which also covered vocational education (Simons,

7965; Hearnden, 1976:il. The implication of this education poliry was that

the priviliged position of private schools in preparing students for entry

into the Gymnasium was removed, so that secondary education became, in

poticy terltrrs, more accessible to a larger proportion of the population on

the basis of completion of the Volkschule. During this period, the

Bnufsschule - Kerschensteiner's braindrild - became both the accePted

concept and most prominent school t1rye for post-primary vocational

education (Miinch, 7991:35). It was seen as the task of the part-time

vocational sdrool to provide education for youth between the age of 'l'4

and 18, with the aim of both imparting trade efficiency and making them

efficient citizens (Stratmann and Pitzold, 1982:128).

Despite its increased popularity in terms of new entrants,

institutional vocational irutnrction was perceived and stigmatised from the

start as being of lesser importance than the world-of-work reality of ir
company training provided by indushry and commerce. This perpetuated

the percephral division between Bildung and Ausbildung, by which the

existing social stratification was reinforced (ibid;Wittvrer, 1985). According

to Greinert (7984:5754), industry aspired at this period of time to a

training model which was basically a different but not necessarily better

model than the dual system. He maintained that the industry-initiated

'Factory-school movement' purposefully sought to terminate the existing

duality of in-company training and public vocational schooling; an attempt

whidr did not succeed because of the onset of a world economic crisis in

the early 1920s (Stratnrarur and Pitzold, 1982). Conversely, in an attempt to

address the perceived unequal status between general education and

vocational training, the latter was proposed by opposite lobbyists to
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become part of the public education system, but this was not successful

either (Greinert, t984:57 6).

DATSCH's work resulted in 1925 in the completion of the first

occupational profiles, which encompassed an occupational description as

well as the haining contents and competencies required for a partiorlar

skilled worker's occupation (Hilbert et al., 1990:2"5). The concept of

occrrpation became a cenhal concept in its research from which the

ctrrricular, assessment, and examination requirements were drawn Usirg

'occrrpation' as an educatiornl concep had been promoted and advanced

by Ger:rran scholars such as Spranger, Fischer, and Kerschensteiner in a

theory in which 'occrrpatiort (Bnufl was considered to be a medium for

education (Arbeitsgruppe, 1994:551; Horney et al., 7970:33D. A second

important obiect of researdr was the demarcation between the different

occupations and resulted in the DATSCH's definition of the three main

occupational categories at the level of industrial workers, i.e. unskilled,

semi-skilled and basic skilled. As a result of this cliassificatiorU industrial

occupations were now differentiated along both vefical and horizontal

lines (Stratnrarur and Pitzold, 1982:125). The advantage of ocrupational

demarcation, according to Berurer (1977:12*6), was that it provided

industry with haruparency as to whidr occrrpations were covering specific

workplace activities. A second benefit was that it made the standardisation

of occupational descriptions easier.

In the context of the unions demanding more influence over

industrial and training issues, the employers felt the need to establish in

1925 the German Institute for Tedurical Work Training (DINTA) in order

to back their views by research (ibiil, p.2A$. Two years later, it was the

Reich's Ministry of Labour's Vocational Training BiU which was to

recognise the right for both errployers and trade unions to regulate
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vocational training matters on an equal basis without government

intervention. The trade uniotls' participation rights were predictably

denounced by the employers and von Friedeburg $992:247) argues that

ernployers used vocational training policy based on their own research as a

weapon to restrain the influence of the trade unions'

By the beginning of the National socialist era in 1933 and as a result

of the above developments, a vocational training theory was being

promoted by DINTA, and by educationists such as Spranger (3), to

increase the role and importance of in-company training over institutional

vocational learnfuE. Tectrnical upbringing was now being equated with

German upbringing (Stratrrarur and Sctrltisser, l'990:44)' In this period' the

stahrs of trade-based work was raised significantly in both society and the

economy by the National Socialists, and aimed at securing a disciplined

and fully participatory German work force. Thus the dual system after

1933 became a monist training scheme geared towards military

manufacturing as the role of the vocational sc.hool was deemed less

important Qbid, p.45). A central theme in Nazi education poliry was

achievement of unity given the types of school which were in existence at

the end of the Weimar period. Citizens were not expected to pursue post-

compulsory studies as a thorough initial education or training course was

considered adequate by the National Socialists (Hearnde+ 1976; von

Friedebur g,7992). Rather, the educational aims in the Nazi state were for

education'to make racially sound and able efficient indivuals and to make

comrrunity members ready for service' (Lawson, 1955)' Corrsequently' the

Nazis sought to establish a schooling system which had a coulmon base for

the entire school populatiorl and with a curiculum taught in accordance

with the official Party ideology. Special dlite sctrools, however, did exist'

such as the six year Adolf Hitler Party School, which had been established

by the party, and a school for political leaders (Nationalpolitisclu
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Eniehungsanstalt), which was added to the secondary school (Lawson'

1965:24\.Ontheotherhand,academicstudiesattheGymnasintandthe

universities were actively discouraged (Hearnd en, 197 5:*5).

under the 1938 Reich compulsory Education Act, and for the first

time in history, all youth in Germany were now required to attend the

vocational school to the age of eighteen (Miiurch, 1991:35)' Prior to the

Reich,sAoasituationhadexistedintheWeimarRepubticbywhicheach

Land government had control over its own vocational education system' so

that in this respect an across-Liinder uniforrrity was non-o(istent' The new

legislation advanced existing alrangements as it prescribed that the

training regulations for each trade had to be officially laid down by the

DATSCH and recognised by the Reich's Economics Minister before they

could be released publicly. Masters and apprentices were now required to

observe the training regulatiors during the apprenticeship, and on the

basis of these state regulatioru, apprentices and employers henceforth

entered a training contract which gave the apprentice the legal right to

compreheruive training. The DATSCH, now renamed the Rach Irutihrte

for Vocational Training in Commerce and Industry in 1939, and thus a

government institute, managed to develop almost 1,000 training

regulations by the end of the Secorrd World War (Miirrch, 1991:34)' Thus

under the regime of Socialist Nationalism, the status of vocatiornl training

was enhanced markedly, and, additionally, both the stnrcture and the

quality of the training system improved through state regulatory

measures. On the other hand, secondary and tertiary education in the same

period underwent relatively little change, and has even be labelled by

some as a'pedagogically sterile period' (cf. Lawson,1965)'
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORMS IN THE FRG:1950-1970

Thelg50swereaperiodcharacterisedastheGerman
,wirtscluftsu)under" of which the doubling of the income per capita

between 1950 and 1955 and the rise of the Sross national product in 1950 to

the prewar level are but two examples (ArdagtU 1988:13)' Nonetheless' it

should be mentioned that Gerrrany's economic recovery was only realised

through a 'happy combination of several identifiable factors' (ibrd)' one

such factor was the outbreak of the Korean war in fune 1950, from which

the Republic benefited considerably in terms of foreign trade, while

another was the creation in 1958 of the European Common Market which

gave a huge impetus to the nations export trade. In addition to these

aspects the impact of the cutency reforms and foreign financial help

provided by the Marshall PlarU which were initiated in 1948, provided a

platforrr for successful economic policies based on free market principles'

which saw not only the unemployment level in 1959 reduced to Z,S%o,but

also gave Gerrrany a leading industrial and commercial position in

western Europe as the leading exporter of manufactured goods in 1958

(Berghahn, L982; Franke, 1992:1f). Further, in rebuilding the nation it was

the German aPProach to work with its foctrs on thoroughness and

craftnnnship and the federal Sovelnment's general poli.y aim to strive for

continuity and sectrrity which were indispensable for West Germany's

economic accomplishments. Chancellor Adenauer's policy of stabilisation

('leine Etperimenfe') provided a strong and necessary base for achieving

both economic growth and a stable social climate'

The success of his social Policy can be measured by the facts that

serious social conflicts were non-existent while German voters generally

endorsed the policies of the federal govelnment, which occurred at a time

when the patterns of distribution of employment changed quite
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significantly because of industrial developments (c/. Sontheimer, t995). In

this period, an inctease occurred in the proportion of the population

employed in industrial production while the proportion engaged in

agriculfure decreased. Although these changes were to have ramifications

for the structure, content and provision of education, there was an absence

of political willingness to reform education. Consequently, the traditional

German hierarchical structure of education remained essentially the same,

the primary and secondary school systems having been reconstructed in

accordance with the organisatiornl stmctures which prevailed in the

Weimar Republic and the Gymnasium catered for a minority of the

secondary school shrdents. These structures, and their zupporting

educational ideology, were maintained by means of student selection into

the different streams of secondary school on the basis of aptitude and

social background (Max Planck Institute for Human Development and

Educatioru 1983). No national policies for the improvement of the

vocational training system were being considered either, although it was

realised that in a country like Germany, which has only a few natural

resources the production and continuous improvement of quality export

products is of central importance to economic success, for whidr vocational

training holds the key to achievement.

This awareness of how important vocational training and education

were for the country's economic prosperity was raised in 1952 when

G.W.Ware, who was the adviser on German vocational education in the

Office of the United States High Commissioner for Germany, stated that

vocational education was essenti.lly a part of the German economic

system rather than its education system. This opened an important debate

in Gerrrany as to who ought to have resporuibility in this field, and

revealed the existence of tensions between free market forces and the need
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for state regulations (Taylor, 1981; stratmarur and schltisser, 1990)'

According to the DIIIT, the Federal Ministry of Economics was to be given

administrative resporsibility for vocatiornl training on the basis that it was

the principal task of industry to provide on-theiob training' The German

Trade Unions Association (DGB), on the other hand' daimed that

vocational haining was a social measure which consequently had to be

administered by the MinisEy of Labour and social Administration The

enrployers, position was strongly support"d by the then Federal Minister

of Economics, Ludwig Erhard, who, among others, realised that the

economic and social well'being of the Republic depended on the nations

economic performance (c/. Taytor, 1981). He asserted that 'only under a

free market could an individual find tnre freedom' (Watson' t99*731)' In

order to achieve this aim, the co-operation of the social partrters was

required for whictr reason the Co-deterrnination Law of 1951 was enacted'

This Act, whictr provided a means for labour and management to co-

operate on a consensus basis, was aPPraised by Berghahn (1982:206) as

faling ,short by a long way of the orginal ideas on economic democracy

and equal participation of capital and labour as enunciated in the early

post-wary@rs'.

At this time of social and economic restoratiorU election data

showed that although the voters were not interested in far-reaching

educational reforrrs, ttrere was a widespread concern that 'sdrool draos'

was fast approaching (Anweiler et al.,L99O:lT.The politicians took heed of

these findings. ln the Dusseldorf Agreement of 1955 (4), the prime

ministers of the Liinder endorsed the tripartite secondary school stnrchrre

of the Vollesschule, Mittelschule, and' Gyrmnasium, as fornring the basic

structure across allLiindn,a decision whictr contributed towards a federal-

oriented education policy (Anweiler et a1., 1990; Arbeitsgmppe, l994"l79)'

It was also agfeed that the Mittehchule, arr intermediate level secondary
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school type established in the Weimar Republic and renamed as the

Realschule i^[g&,should build on the primary level and would end with

year 10. These measures, although significant in their own right, were

nonetheless mainly of an administrative nature' Hearnden (1975:58)' in

tyPifying the post-war period until 1955, including the Drsseldorf

Agreement, concluded that this has to be regarded as the'administrative

stage' of post-war education Policy in the Federal Republic'

This era of reliative stability was to change when the German

Committee for the Education System (Deutscher Ausschuss fiir das

Eniehungs- und Bildungswesen) wasfounded in 1953 - at the initiative of the

Federal MinisFy of Internal Affairs and the KMK - and was drarged with

the responsibility for making recommendations on the lestrucfirring of

public secondary educatioru Its 1959 Framework Plan (Rahmnplan) led to a

national awareness of educational problems, and has to be regarded as one

of the stafing Points of the great education reforrr debate in Germany'

The main conclusion of the committee was that education was not keeping

pace with radical changes which had occurred in society and politics over

the past fifty years, a view Fiihr O985261253) dissents from sirrce he

points that secondary sclrool retention rates had increased in the 1950s as

well as the role education had played in Gerrrany's economic recovery'

With regard to the apprenticeship system, the committee endorsed the

existing dual organisational stnrcture arul lines of resporsibility. It also

proclaimed that it was the task of educational politics to ensure that

vocational education and training were valued on an equal footing with

university studies and cultural studies (Bohnenkamp 1956:490A92)' Such

proposals disappointed since the essence of the traditional German system

remained unchanged (Lawson" 1955:159).

An historical event in the development of vocational training in

Gerrnany was the comrrittee's use of the terur 'dual system' (in its 1954
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pubticatio n'Gutachten iiber das Eruiehungs- und Bililungswesei) to describe

the principle of conctrrrent education at a vocational school and in-

company training (Arnold and Mifurch, 7994:11; Kutscha, 1990:290)' At a

general level, this concept reflects the fact that young people concuEently

receive training on-the.job and theoretical instruction at a part-time

vocational school on a weekly ratio of 34:l-2 days respectively, and

therefore are both students and apprentices at the same time' The training

period lasts between two and threeand-a-half years depending on the

training occupation, while training places are provided for occrrpations in

all sectors of the economy. In 1965 the committee of experts was abolished

for failing to change the tripafite education system and also because the

committee was not held accountable to either the government or a minister

as it was created as:rn independent non-government agenry GfIdloney et

aL, 1970; Roth, 1975). Despite these criticisms' some of the

reconunendations made by the comnittee in the Framework Plan and in

its other publications would be used by Poliry makers in later years

(Horney, 1970:538).

By the beginning of the 1960s the struchrre of the German school

system had become well estabtished (see Figure 5.1 below). Compulsory

education started at the age of 6 years for all dfldren, and upon

completion of the four-year primary school (Grundschule) students were

selected on the basis of their aptitude into one of the three different tyPes

of secondary school which are vertically ranked and organisationally

separated, but in tofo form the tripartite secondary sdrool systenu Most

students completed the Volkschule (since 1964 the Hauptschule) after four

years of study, thereby completing their compulsory schooling. Only a

small number of students transferred directly from the primary school to

the Gymnasium, thelatter conferring uPon the student after six yeats an
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FIGLIRE 6.1

THE STRUCTURE OF TFIE GERMAN EDUCATION SYSTEM
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interrrediate certificate and after the passing of final examinatioru in year

9 the Abitur certificate, which gave access to university study. The

Mittelschule (renamed in 1954 the Realschule) offered a six-year Progranrme

and conferred an intermediate secondary school leaving certificate. The

maiority of the students thus entered the work force or commenced

vocational training after attending the Voll<sschule for eight or nine years,

or the Realschule or Gynnnasium for ten years. The number of students

completing the Abitur after 13 years of school, however, was only very

small, e.8. in 1955 approximately LSVo of all 13 year old students attended

the Gymnasium,wlile in the same year only 7.SVo of. the relevant age grouP

obtained the Abitur. Only ten per cent of the students in year 10 came from

working cliass families. These factors give a clear indication as to the

selectivity of this type of school (Max Planck Irstitute for Human

Development and Educatioru 1983:213).

In the course of the 1960s the education debate intensified as

education attracted criticism from both inside and outside the country, and

this heavily inlluenced the direction of the Federal Republic's education

p"liry. At the 1951 OECD Washington Conference the view was expressed

that the Gennan education sector was in need of expansion (Weiss, L99l:9\,

a dictum which reverberated throughout Picht's book The German

Educational Catastrophe. in which he asserted that in comparison with

other industrialised nations Germany had an underdeveloped education

system that had failed to produce enough highly qualified manpower to

secure future economic prosperity. Picht proclaimed that for the Federal

Republic to maintain its economic competitiveness the number of

Abiturintan had to be doubled, a situation which, in his view, required

radical measures. He argued the case, therefore, for both educational

expansion and planning and for the federal government to assume greater
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responsibility over education matters despite its limited legislative

authority in this fietd (Picht, 1964:57). The need for a modern schooling

system, however, was not only infused by economic arSuments, but was

also a reaction to both demographic developments and a betief pa*iarlarly

held by academics that it ought to be based on the principle of equality of

opporhrnity (ArbeitsgruPPe, 199$.

Dahrendorf (1955:25), for example, advocated that 'education was a

civil right' and to achieve this, he argued, the federal government had to

engage in active and constmctive education policy' Both Dahrendorf and

Picht, as well as other critics, wete convinced that the German education

system, with its tripafite stnrctute, a strong division between vocational

and general education anrlt a qualifications-based award system, Promotd
;

It "q*lity of educational opportunity and consequently had to be

reforsred. currictrlum content became also the subiect of political and

social discussion in the latter part of the 1950s when the traditional

curriculum plans were criticised for failing to prepare students for modern

life. Saul Robinsohn's publication Bildungsreforrr als Revision des

Curriculum was influential in this respect as it saw the teaclrer as the

person primarily resporuible for the successful implemerrtation of the

crrrriculum refonn (Arbeitsgm ppe, 199 4:'263).

The resistance to educational change was a characteristic of the

German school system, partiorlarly in the firct half of the century (c/'

Lawson, 1955). In the 1960s a number of reforrr attempts were undertaken

in order to modernise the Gerrran education system, some of which were

quite significant, especially in the vocational training area' The catclr-

phrase 'Aufstieg ilurch Bildung' (advancement through education) was

frequently used in the early sixties, at, for example, SPD, trade union and

education conferences, to emphasise the need for educational exparsion in

West Gerrrany - and in anticipation of credential inflation (von Friedeburg,
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1992:366). On the other hand, arguments were used by some agairst

change. The main one was that 'any radical reforn would lead to an

intolerable loss of quality', a stance which was shared among a

representative soss-section of society, such as teachers, parents' aruC some

academics(RobirrsohnandKuhlman*.1,967:323).Springer(1955:11)saw

lg64,however, as marking a period of increased awareness on the part of

both the public and the political parties that Germany needed to rrove

away from an idealistic education approach (Bildungsideal) to a research-

based education policy (Biktungspolitik). According to her, it was the

combined factors of public disinterest in matters of education and a status

guo-oriented politics of interest grouPs which had been causing the delay

of education reforrrs and had to be overcome'

A more liberal education policy was adopted by anticipating a

growing discontent as regards education by the public' academics'

administrators and students. It was the liatter grouP which demanded co-

deterrnination rights in education in partictrlar and a further

democratisation of Gerrran society in general. As a consequence, the

federal government adopted a poliry attempting to improve the

traruference between vocatiornl and general education by ensuring that

possibilities were made available for those having completed vocational

education to pursue studies in the higher education sector, i'e' the so-called

Zweiter Bildungswe.g ('second education path') (c/. Fiihr, 1985)' In retrospect

and in quantitative terms, this pathway could not be considered successful

as only 2-3Vo of.those entrants to tertiary level education gained admission

after having completed vocational training'

Robinsohn and Kuhlmarur (1957:323) claimed that these irmovations

were tolerated only for experimental P,urPoses and the education system in

its entirety resisted change. Weiler i[989:299|l concurs with these views and

asserb that experimentation was used in west Gennany as 'a strategy fot
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introducing reform under conditioru of maior conflict or anticipated

confl.ict'. The establishment of the compreheruive Gesamtschule is an

example of such a measure. In corsidering the validity of these views for

the education and training policies in the subsequent periods, a description

and analysis of the main reforrrs now follows'

Although there had been some indications of a move towards a

research-b ased Bitdungspolitik in Germany in the latter half of the 1'950s'

research conducted by Friedrich Edding in the early sixties into manpower

needs for the education sector was particularly influential in changing the

direction in education Policy (5). An OECD review of Germany's

educational policies :u-Lg72 compounded the negative perception held by

uuny in Germany on the state of affairs of the education sector, when it

concluded that'...the actual performance to date of the Gennan's education

system must be iudged as backward' (OECD,19T2:49)'

The above factors were indicative of a perceived need for more

effective educational plaruring and had led in the winter of 196i|-l65 to the

taking of significant steps at the federal level to overcome national

problems in education Firstly, the 1954 Hamburg Agreement, consented

to by the primeministers of the Liindn, included the extension of

comp,ulsory schooling to 9 years, the introduction of measures to dectease

teacher shortages - a need which had been signalled already by both

Edding and Picht - and, importantly, that each Land was to be given the

mandate to implement non-tripartite school structures as it saw fit

(Arbeitsgnrppe, L994:179; Springer, 1965). This lifting of the ban by the

federal government and the KMK on secondary school experiments

preluded a reform phase in Gersran education Furthermore' the terst

'Hauptschule' was introduced which was to transform the upper level of the

Volkschule into a tyPe of secondary school equal in ranking with the
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Realschule and the Gymnasium, allowing its graduates to Purue study at

tertiary level. subsequmtly, this measure purposefully undermined the

dtite position of the Gymnasium, wlile on the other hand the Hauptschule

was intended to become the main type of secondary school in west

Gerrrany (Arbeitsgru PPe, 1994).

Secondly, the Gerrran Education Council (Bildungsrat) was

established in 1955 on the ioint initiative of the federal state and theunilet,

with the task of formulating long-ternr education aims induding the

implementation of policies rel,ating to 'the e><pansiorL stnrchrre and

financial needs of educational institutiotts' (Springer, 1955:14)' The council

was to work zubsequently in close collaboration with the Science Council

(wissmscluftsrat) whictrwas founded two years later with similar functions

for the science and higher education sectors. In the same Perid, under the

auspices, and with financial support, of the federal and the undq

governments, the Max Planck Institute for Human Development and

Education was established in Berlin. The establishment of these

organisations clearly sigrnlled the federal govemment's intention to realise

increased federal participation in educational planrring for the

advancement of both effective arrd responsive education and training

systems given their anticipated contributions to the Republic's economic'

social and fiscal policies.

The events of the 1960s, some of which have been described above,

had a catalytic effect on the development of education and training refornr,

but it would be a mistake not to recognise the general relationship between

education and training and other social sectors. Dre to social'

demographic, and technological developments - and the emergence of new

production concepts - the nahrre of work and the ways in which it was

organised 
"tr"og"d 

considerably in this decade. The possible ramificatioru
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of these changes for education and training were *id"ly disorssed in the

so-called "automation debates". One direct consequence of this was that the

existing training and qualification requirements and stnrchrres were

zubject to appraisal and adiushent, an issue on which there were

diverging political viewPoints.

Thedebatebasicallyconcentratedontheissueofwhetherthe

Geruran apprenticeship system was able to keep pace with the occurence

of increasing rationalisation and mechanisation in industry, a change

which was activety pursued by industry in order to offset a shortage of

skilled l,abour. A second conceln expressed was the relatively low number

of tectgricians and engineers in training as comPared, for example, with the

Soviet Union (Iaylor, 1981:151)' Schelsky, an academic' approached the

issue hom a different perspective when he predicted that the

modernisation process would see semi-skilled supervisors replace skilled

workers in the industry and commerce sectors. The DIHT responded to

this by asserting that the existing trade training system was adequately

prepared to meet future challenges, but at the same time it acknowledged

the value of and the need for further trade training to the industry (cf'

Taylor, 1981). tn the wake of the automation debates, political disctrssions

on educational issues gained in importance, and this was to have a direct

bearing on vocatiornl education and training policies (Greinert, l994€;:35D'

As a result of these disctrssions, political attention foctrssed on the

development of the 'second educatiornl pathway' in the vocational

education sector while, concomitantly, was concerned with raising the

standards of general education With regard to the for:ner, the KMK

agreed in 1955 to set up Bnufsaufrauschulen, schools which would offer

advanced vocational education to apprentices for positiors with

responsibility in the industry. At the same time, the entry requiremmts for

the Gymnasium werebeing reLiaxed in order to ensure that through greater
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flexibility of access to higher level study and training the 'educational

reserves' could be used to make up for the existing labour shortages in the

employment market (TaYlor, 1981).

Essential to an understanding of the development of vocational

training policy is not only the question of whether training is an education

or an employment matter, as clearly they are considered both in Germany

(c/. Dauenhauer, 1981), but of greater importance is the role of the social

partners and their respective spheres of inlluence (see also chapter D'

Already in the 1950s, the German Trade unions' Association (DGB) was

arguing strongly for a vocational training act to improve the

standardisation and quality of training and to ensure they would be given

co-responsibility in this field (cf. Horney et aI., 1970; stratmann and

Sctrlcisser,1990:53).Theyalsowishedtoseeafederalinstituteestablished

to research vocational training in the face of economic and technological

developments in the Federal Republic. The employers strongly opposed

these propositions except the l,ast, as they preferred to maintain the status

quo since they viewed the trade unions' proposal to change the

organisational stmcture of vocational training as being too 'generalistic'

comprehensive, and perfectionistic' (Stratmarur and Schlcisser, 1990:149)'

Federal parliamentary opinion at that time was in favour, however, of

regulatory measures. While employer representative bodies were Pointing

out that the State should not interfere in these matters, politicians made it

clear that the federal government intended to replace the existinp largely

employer-controlled vocatiornl training arrangements, with a

bureaucratic-centralist system if deemed necessary Gbid, p -L47).

The educatiornl policies of the political parties at that time differed

coruiderably. The Socialist Democrat Party focussed in partiorlar on

administrative and struchrral changes in education Thus, its manifestos
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containd proposals for comprehensive education" which involved the

integration of vocational and general education, as well as the

improvement of equatity of opportunity in education and training through

the development of more flexible pathways. The SPD's position on trade

training was that the State and the social partners were to be glven equal

responsibility, as it was seen as a public task. Therefore the party adoped

a strategy to reduce the power of the industry in vocational education and

to achieve proportional responsibility by introducint a draft bill into

parliament n1962. This was supported by the DGB, arrd ultimately led to

the enac{rrrent of the 1959 Vocational Training ActGmtfsbihungsgesetz).

The political progranlmes of the coruenrative CDU/CSU, on the

other hand, made it dear that no radical changes to the existing training

system were considered desirable and that public control over vociltional

training had to be kept to a minimum (Taylor, 198l:177-9). The policies on

education and training of the Free Democrats (FDP) were neither very

irurovative nor articrrlate; this was a reflection of ib coalition status in the

German political party systeur.

A few months prior to ttre enaclurent of the 1959 Vocational

Training Act, the German Education Council had released a report enti0ed

"Zur Vnbesserung do l*hrlingsausbildung", in which it made comprehensive

recomrnendations for the improvement of vocational training. The

commission stated that over the years the refonn of the general education

system and the university sector had dearly taken political precedence

over trade training restnrcturing. The comnission rernained convinced

that trade training had to be seen as an investurent in the future alfluence

of Germany, and therefore was a public task (c/. Deutscher Bildungsrat,

1969). Consequently, it put forn'ard the recomnendation that public

paficipation in vocational training should be increased in order to ensure
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that the interests of both the individual and the state were safeguarded' In

addition, the com6ission was of the opinion that general and vocational

education had to be aligned further, and that there was a need for both the

plaruring of training and for pedagogically qualified trainers in industry

(ibid, p.25). Another aim was that apprentices should achieve vocational

maturity on completion of their training (bnuflichc Miindiglceit)' since

vocational competence fteruflichc Tiichtigkeit), the traditional training

objective, was no longer deemed sufficient for modern society (c/' Kodt

and Reuling ,lgg4).According to Lipsmeier (1969:241), the council's report

was important in the sense that vocational traininB now became a publidy

debated issue.

The reasons for introducing the vocational Training Act were

manifold. The Act's intmtion was to improve uPon previous

arangements, which now forsred a deficient and outmoded legal basis for

vocational training. In addressinlg these shortcomings, the Act aimed to

improve the standard of training by the introduction of more rigid quality

control measures; to ensure that employers and trade unions were equally

represented in matters relating to vocational training, and to improve the

educational opporhrnities of the fudividual, while, at the same tirte,

msuring that the needs of the ecolromy for adaptable and efficient

tradespeople were being met by means of an ocpanded and more flexible

dual system. It also set out to foster coopaation between vocational

schools and industry, which so far had been perceived as problematic (c/'

DI[{T,|gg2).La,tly,andimportantly,theActprovidedthebasisforan

interlocking of the industry training and public education systems within a

,general and comprehensive educational concept' (Horney et a1.,1970:32$'

Despite the differing education and training policies of the maior

role players, as described above, a high degree of consersus appeared to

exist between the social partners, the federal state, and the informed public
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in that practices in vocational education and training had to be improved

rather urgently as, for example, there was no unifonrrity of training

standards across industry and commerce sectors. Furthermore' it was

alleged that apprentices were used as cheap labour; this was a contentious

issue as those generations growing uP in west Germany's social welfare

state were accrrstomed to their having social and culttual rights (cf 'Taylot'

1981). Instrumental to the successful passing of the legislation was the

ascension to power of the'Grand Coalition' Og56'Ig6q of the CDU/CSU

and the SpD, which took decisions on a consensus principle, and provided

the right political climate for legislative action (Anweiler et al', 1992:2D'

The position of the coalition partners on education was made

unequivocally clear by Bundeslanzler willy Brandt who stated that

,education, training, science and research are foremost among the reforms

we intend to undertake' (oECD ,1972:M). critics, on the other hand, have

pointed out that the coruensus aPProach only resulted in minimalist

achievements (Amold and Miinch, 1994)'

FROM POST-REFORM TO THE COLLAPSE OF THE GDR 
':97o.L99O

The election of the SPD/FDP govelnment in 1959 ushered in a new

era in German politics as, for the first time in the existence of the Federal

Republic of Gennany, the Social Democrats, in coalition with the Free

Democrats, took over Power from the CDU. At the beginning of the social-

liberal goverr'ance period $959-1982) a strong-minded Willy Brandt

promised to implement a wide alray of refonns in order to further the

democratisation of West Gerrrany: 'Wir wollm mehr Dattol<tatie wagen'

(Sontheim er,1995:69). An example of such a poticy were the reconciliatory

agreements signed between the Republic and some of the Eastem Bloc

countries in 197&1972 aspartof his 'Osplitili '
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In the education sector, the first important change introduced by the

new government was the establishment of a Federal Ministry of Education

and science whictu among other functions, would have policy and

coordination resPonsibitities for vocational education (Der Bundesminister

fiir Bildung und wissenschaft, 1g7il. consequently, the Ministry's 1970

Education Report was significant since it was seen as the federal

government's first contribution to a colnmon Policy it hoped to actrieve in

collaboration with theLiinder, as permitted under a recently amended Basic

Law (Tayl or, l98l:224). The govelnment's prime obiective was to ensure

that future ctranges to education and training would be based on the

estabtishment of a flodble, efficient and democratic system' The report

stated the government's intent to refotrt all levels of education' and was

based largely on the recommendations of the Education Council and the

Science Council (OECD, 1972:38). The main reforms advocated were

universal pre-school education for three.and four year old children and an

endorsement of the concept of integrated comprehensive sdrooling at both

secondary and tertiary level (ibidr. The latter signalted the government's

policy to maximise access to education and to reduce ocisting inequalities

of educatiornl opportunities, whictr was in accordancE with the

SPD/FDP's Coalition government's Policy aim to base its reforms on the

demands for social iustice. The accomplishment of suctr an aim was, in the

view of the federal government, to be measured against the establishment

of a compreheruive national system of education

To aid the implementation of its policies the federal government

founded the Federalron-Iiindq Commission for Educational Plarming

(Bunit-Liiniler-Kommission fiir BildungsplanunS; BLK) in 1970' This body's

role i.e. to play an active role in federal education Policy, was to be

dininished as it had to depend on co-oPeration between the federal state

and the Liinder, in order to actrieve its own goals, at a time of increased
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politicat conflict over educational issues (Anweiler et aI',1990)' The iszue

causing corsiderable debate in Germany was whether educational reform

ought to be based orL and derive its legitimation from, a human capital-

dominated perspective, or whether it should be built on the basis of

individual empowennent and democratisation (Weishaupt et al'' 1'988:29)'

The Prokla School (see chapter 1) in paficular criticised the human capital

approach to education stressing that the state had 'to function non-

capitalisticatly in a capitalist society', although it acknowledged the

necessary role of education for the State to reproduce collective capital

(Broady, 1981:153).

Thus the 1960s and the early 1970s saw, in general teruts, education

poliry mainly emphasising the stnrctural and quantitative aspects of

training and education, a focus which would graduatly shift to an interest

in qualitative aspects from the mid-1970s onwards (Koch and Reuling,

L994:16). The Stnrchrral Plan $trukturptan) of the German Education

Council, whictr was released in lg7}, represented both foci. This plarU

aimed at further development of the German education system, was based

on three principles , i.e. aII teactring and learning were henceforth to be

scientifically oriented, theoretical and practical learning were considered to

be of an equal standing while the predominance of the selection function of

education had to be changed through measures of increased demands and

integration (Deutscher Bildungsrat, l97O). Central to the Stnrctural Plan

were the council's aims to enhance educational opportunities for secondary

school students and to promote lifelong learning. In order to achieve this'

the plan recommended that the aims of individualised learning and

differentiated education paths should be realised in order to improve the

accessibility and transparency of the education system' No education pattU

it proclaimed, was to become a dead end, Gbid, pp.31"38). However,
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accordint to Taylor (J981:2234; c/. Kutscha, 1990), the com.urission was

aware that the pre.eminent position of on-the-iob training in the dual

system would allow only limited transference between the education and

the training systems. The report stressed also that the senior secondary

school (Sektmdarstufe ID was to be considered a differentiated unity,

comprising different education streams which were all zubiect to the same

policy aims, organisational principles, and teaching approach (ibid'p.761).

With regard to vocational education and traininp the council

particularly recomnended a stronger theoretical basis and orientation, a

standardisation of examination prescriptions as well as further specialised

training to be built upon a uniforsr foundation stage. This institution-

based basic vocational training yeait (Bnufsgrundbililungsjahr) has always

been a contentious vocational training policy issue in Germany. It was

incorporated in the vocational training system as the first year of

apprenticeship with the purpose of providing institutional learning

opportunities at a time when industry was unable to offer sufficient

training pl,aces for apprentices. This measure was also directed towards

reducing youth unemployment (Lauterbadr" rud. ). Employet-led bodies

have obiected to this because it was seen as a way for the State to assume

gteater control over vociltional training (Greinert, 1984; Koch and Reuling,

7994). On the other hand, due to technological developments the imparting

of cognitive knowledge became more important in a persons training and

this, according to Stratrrarur (1975:829\, could only result in increased

institutional learning.

The rationale for the foundation year was that all students leaving

iunior secondary school would be required to corrplete one year of

vocatiornl studies as year 11 of compulsory sdrooling and this would

allow therr to make their career decisions much easier than before as well

ils smooth the transition to further education The council also
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acknowledged the need for, and the role of, theoretical research into

occupations and training, which in Germany is largely the domain of the

university discipline of occupational pedagogics (Berufspiifogogik). The

proposals put forward in the Structural Plan were not immediately

adopted as policy by federal government but did significantly irfluence

pubtic and parliamentary opinion (Schaub and Zenke, 1995:335).

In 1973 the BLK published ib 'Compreheruive Education

Development Plan' (Bildungsgesamtplan) for the period 1973-1985, which

included a programme for the struchrral development of the education

system and related funding issues. In the sphere of on-theiob training it

recommended increased public control over the examination system, the

raising of irstnrctor standards, and the accreditation of training providers.

Furthermore, the comsrittee introduced the concept of a two-tier initial

trade training system, consisting of basic level training in a trade field

(Berufsgrurulschuljahr), followed by specialist training, In order to remedy a

situation in which there was a shortage of skilled tradespeople, the federal

and the Under governments announced a policy to reduce the number of

untrained youth fuom 9.7Vo (230,000) of all pupils in 1970 to 2.5% in 1985

(Taylor, 1981:231). Of considerable importance in the Bildungsgevmtplan

was the proposal to provide pathways for apprentices to progress to

higher education courses through a combination of vocational and general

education courses (eg. the Kollegschulefl (6) in North Rhine-Westphalia, and

the Abmdgymnasien and Faclschulm), an idea which was an alternative to

the already existing 'second educational path', as disctrssed earlier (ibrd,

pp.?31-2). This has proven, up to the present time, to be an exemplar of

relatively successful integration of vocatioral and general education

Although the report's aim was laudable in that it sought to reform

the education and training systems and expand education on the basis of
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projected demands for education at all levels, it became better known for

its lack of quatity and limited practical value. In the view of the SPD it

failed to produce acceptable policy proposals about the integration of

vocational and general education The report was also citicised for

neglecting the importance of the labour market, for its methodological

flaws as well as for the fact that even at the beginning of the 1980s no

consensus had been reached on the implementation of the report's

recomrtendations (Max Planck Instifute for Human Development and

EducatiorU 1979). Hence the report was never entirely accepted by the

Under (Weiss and Weishaupt, L99l.:80; c/. Weishaupt et a1.,1988).

Evidence of the already indicated shift to quality aspects of

education in the 1970s can be found in the 'Marking Points' Report

(Ivlnrkierungspunkte) issued by the Federal Minister of Education and

Science in 1973. This report stated orplicifly that it was the government's

intention to eruure that not only were state-prescribed quality standards in

vocational education and training met (zuch as the accreditation of

providers arrd assessors, and induding currictrlum reforrr) and an

adequate number of training places secured, but also that the State was to

have a role of oversight and resporuibility in this field (Der

Bundesminister fiir Bildung und Wissenschaft, 1979:90). Furthennore, in

achieving this it considered the Vocatioral Training Act of 1969 as

inadequate and thus legislative amendment was required. The Marking

Points Report, on whidr the proposed vocatioral training law would be

based, endorsed the basic premises of the Comprehensive Education Plan

Accordingly, it recommended that education and training be put on an

equal footing that comprehensive sdrools be introduced to redress

existing inequalities of educational opporhnity, that on-thejob training
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become an integrat part of Seknndarstufe II, and for the basic vocational

training year to be introduced, among other measures (ibid,pp.9l-95).

Responding to this docrrment, the DIHT rejected any attempts at

centralised education plaruring being applied to industry training since this

would have a detrimental effect on its economic and social success (DII{T,

1979:11,3).In keeping with this stance, the DIHT made its position clear

that fu*her state intervention was not acceptable and that it did not wish

to relinquish any of its powers of control and administration over training.

The DGB, on the other hand, not only approved the State taking

responsibility for quality standards but wanted the federal ministry to be

grven a more comprehensive mandate (DGB, 1979:128). The unions also

wanted the replacement of the selective tripartite secondary school by

integrated comprehesive schools, as the foruter, in their view, had failed to

provide equality of opporhrnity for all.

The controversial nature of the Marking Points Report was

partinrlarly evident from the federal government's view on how it wished

to restructure the organisation and administration of training. To

accomplish reforrrr, the government regarded the integration of vocational

and general education as paramount to achieving ib policy aim of

increased equality of opporhrnity. For that purpose it sought to strengthen

the role of the federal state in education and training. Under the new law a

Bundesamt fiir Bnufsbildung (Federal Office for Vocational Training) was to

be established, which would incorporate the Bunilesausschuss fiir
Bnufsbildung (Federal Comsrittee for Vocational Training) and the

Bundesinstitut fiir Berufsbiklungsfnschung (Federal Institute for Vocational

Training Researdu BBF), both of whidr had been set up under the 1959

Vocational Training Act. The latter instihrtion was the predecessor of the

Bundsinstitut filr Berufsbildung (Federal Institute for Vocational Training;

BiBB). The proposed representation of the Unilq on the Board of the BBF
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would mean a shift in responsibility for vocatiornl education and haining

in favour of the Liinder. This would mean that their comPetence would be

extended from public school control to co-responsibility for policy

formulation for all aspects of federal vocational education, induding on-

the-job training, a move which would encroach on the monopoly over

trade training so far enjoyed by the industry.

The period from 1965 to1973 is considered by many to be the'boom

period' in German education poliry fornrul,ation (Anweiler et al., 1990).

Two of the highlights of the period were the introduction of the Vocational

Training Act and the government's Marking Points Report, both of which

provoked considerable reaction The Act, as mentioned earlier, had been

perceived as being the result of a minimalist compromise. Martin Baethge

pointed out that the reforrr-s demonstrated the dominance of the economy

over politics, and that they never had a chance of succeeding due to the

absence of adequate funding mechanisms to support their implementation

In his view, the reforrr was intended to appease the employers (Baethge,

7979:797-201; Lipsmeier, 1.983:12). The poliry targets in the Marking Points

report, he claimed, could not be realised due to employer resistance, as

they had tactically used the economic downturn caused by the oil crisis as

a reason not only to reduce the number of training pl,aces but also to

oppose any reform attempts (Baethge, 1983:149). The trade unions, despite

hanit g obtained legal co-responsibility for vocational training, were critical

of the legislation since they felt that it did not produce the necessary

quality reforrr in vocational training (Gors, 1975:74f,.). Criticism was also

expressed of the fact that the Chambers remained in control of apprentice

training, and that the Act did not address the funding issues. Giits (ibid,

p.7A$ criticised the Act for leaving terurs such as 'vocational training' and

'further training' undefined. On the other hand, the Marking Points gained
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the DGB's general approval since its recommendations would give the

State responsibility for accreditatior," thereby reducing the influence of

industry (Semmler, 1983:70). ln the marn, the employer rePresentative

bodies endorsed the Act because not only did it ensure the continuation of

the dual system but it also provided a basis for lifelong learning, since

further training and retraining were included in its regUlatory framework'

The employer bodies, however, believed that the Act was over-prescriptive

and would decrease economic efficienry (Herbst, 1979:51'54).

The funding issue which had not been resolved by either the

Marking Points Report or the Vocational Training Ad, was firnlly

addressed n lg74 by an expert comsdttee chaired by Edding. Th"y

recommended the introduction of a levy system, which was to become a

centre piece of an amended vocational training act. This proposed funding

mectranism was vehemently opposed by the employer bodies, who

daimed that it would not rezult in an improvement of the quality of

vocational training. Th"y maintained that this could best be achieved

through an improved perforrnance of the part-time vocational schools

under Under conbol (Gcirs, 1975; Taylor, 198l:268; von Friedeburg, 199D.

While the new legislation, the Training Promotion Act

(AusbiklungsfOrderungsgesetu), was finally passed in 1976 it was considered

illegal by the Federal Constitutional Court in 1980.

In the 1970s the lack of available training places had become a maior

problem in Germany, but was resolved by the efforts of the private sector

to increase its training capacity which were also designed to ward off the

possibility of state intervention in the organisation and firnncing of

vocational training (von Friedeburg, 1992:433l-. Although the period 1955-

1974 can be described as characteristic of the federal govemment's

initiatives in education and haining and educatiornl policies, the scope
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and direction of its measures were notably deterrrined by the nation's

economic performance and needs. Two events uuy serve as a case in point.

Firstly, the Gerrran Education Council published, one year prior to

its demise, a report in which it put forward a proposal to reforrr the senior

secondary school by introducing far-reaching reform concepts which

sought to achieve the federal government's policy aim of bringing general

and vocational learning doser together in terms of standing, organisatiory

and curriorlum (Deutscher Bildungstat, 1974). This publication provoked

tnany reactioru and submissions and, consequently, implementation was

delayed (c/. Greinert, 1990). Clearly, an opportunity was lost to reforrt

education in Gerrrany, which may be attributed Partly to the slow pace of

educational development so draracteristic of the Federal Republic Phillips,

1995:37).

The second event was the economic recession in the second haU of

the 1970s, which was triggered by the international oil crises, and had a

considerable effect on education in that reforrr was removed from the

priority list of the federal govemment led by Chancellor Helmut Schmidt

(l974to 1982). The errphasis now shifted to whether a sufficient number of

apprenticeships were b"irg made avail,able by employers in order to

support a struggling economy. This focrrs prevailed not only among the

federal government and the social partners, but also found acceptance

among some academics (c/. Greinert, 1990). The problems facing the dual

system thus continued until the mid-1980s, a prolongation which can be

traced to two reliated factors.

First, the impact of the second oil crisis of the early 1980s resulted in

employers rationalising their business operations by reducing staffing

levels and training activities, which led to a depressed youth labour

market. Secondly, and concurrently, the post-war'baby-boom' generation

was entering the labour market in great numbers, factors which in
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combination placed h*ty demands on already stretched employment and

training systems. The dual system proved to be capable of overcoming

these substantial problems, which happened without a reform of the

vocational training system (Stratrrarn and Schlcisser, 1990). Table 5-1

provides data on the quantitative development of the German training

model. In this context it is important to mention here that approximately

70Vo of all students (or around one million youths) who have completed

full-time compulsory schooling at junior secondary level (Seklndarstufe D

continue to concurently study and train for a recognised training

occupation in the dual system of vocational education and training (The

Federal Minister for Education and Science, 1992;58;Pitz,l996:4).

Thus a situation now prevailed in whidr both the further

development of refornu and the qua[ty of training were considered to be

of secondary importance (ibid; cf. Otfe, 1975). This, and the unsuccessful

and/or uncompleted education and haining reforrrs described above, in

combination with a preoccupation displayed by the federal government,

indushy and the courmerce sectors regarding the quantitative

development of the training system plus a growing scepticism about the

efficiency of long-term educational plaruring, indicated the existence in

society of a legitimation crisis (Anweiler et aL,7990; Offe,1975; Kutscha,

1990). Educational poliry, which in the perid L965-1974 had mainly been

driven by the federal government, now shifted back into the realm of the

Uniln, who thereby regained control over educational matters (Anweiler

et a1.,199CI:24; de Vuyst, 1984:381).

In the first half of the 1980s vocational training poliry discussions

remained primarily foctrssed on the provision of an adequate nuurber of

training places. In the education poliry area, however, a paradigm shi-ft

became dearly noticeable in whidr 'pluralism, decentralisatiorL school

autonomy and parent empowennent' were to become the new guiding
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TABLE 5.1

TRAINEES ACCORDING TO TRAINING SECTORS IN THE WEST

GERMAN TAIIPTN BETWEEN 1950 AND 1990, (OOOS)

Industry/
Commerce

Crafts Free Public
Profess. Sector

Agricult. Maritime

1950
1965
7970
1975
tgn
t979
1981
1983
r985
1987
r989
1990

743.1
752.4
724.9

5v.0
543.8
748.4
77t.3
791.9
874.6
865.9
783.3
755.4

M.6
458.0
419.5
504.7
555.1
576.2
673.5
674.9
687.5
577.8
532.5
48,6.9

20.4
45.5
56.4

103.2
103.4
110.4
123,6
130.2
131.5
7?3.7
130.0
r.30.2

19.4
23.7
20.2
6,0
4.8
53.8
54.3
53.7
72.9
71.7

62.2

53.5

35.3
37.3
38.1
33.0
41.0
6.6
#.5
52.0
53.4
4.5
33.8
29.7

7.0
5.0
2.4
0.9
1.0

1.0

0.9
0.8
1..1

0.8
0.5
0.4

Source: BMBF,1994:118

principles. Weiss (1993:307) argues that this shift was not ttre result of a

diagnosed 'quality crisis' that could be overcome by applying market

elements to education, but was foremost an attempt to cope with

dwindting political legitimation and to reduce educational policy conflicts.

The education ministers of thre Undq agreed in 1982 to further improve

the quality of education and to ensure the necessary provision of education

and training, which was in line with and in zupport of federal government

goals. fn particular they agreed that the requiremenb for on-the-job

training had to be dearly forrrulated; that special measures had to be

introduced for those young people not completing their sdrooling and that

the education system had to be brought more in line with the employment
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system through measures directed at easing the transition from school to

work. In contrast, the BLK's Second Compreheruive Education

Development Plan (1980'1990) was not endorsed by either the federal

goverrrment nor t}lre Undn (Weiss and Weishaupt, 1991:81'87).

While some of the German legitimation theorists, such as Habermas,

Offe Weiler and Baethge, were strongly critical of the dominance of an

industrydriven education and training system, others have recognised the

modernisation and qualitative furtherance of vocational training in the so-

called 'non-reforrr' period of the 1970s-1980s (Schkisser, 1990). Upsmeier

(1983:fl) summarised these qualitative achieveurents as follows: the

introduction of measures to improve the training of industry trainers; a

differentiation in training providers, induding the development of inter-

company training centres; the reform of and reduction in the number of

training occtrpations; the harnronisation of training prescriptions and

vocational sctrool curricrrla; the introduction of the basic vocational

training yen'r; the development of full-time vocational schools; and lastly,

the recognition of the importance of vocational trainirqg researclu With

regard to the latter, the Federal Instihrte for Vocational Training GiBB)

was established under the 1981 Vocational Training Promotion Act

(BnufsbildungfirdaangsgeseE), in which the legal status, the tasks and the

organisation of the institute wete defined. Its main tasks were to conduct

research and to p'roduce a yearly vocational training report for the federal

government (c/. BMBW, 199k, and see chapter 7). The Act essentially

duplicated the scope and content of the invalidated 1976 Training

PromotionAct, but left the financing of vocational training unregulated.

In 1980, the effect of social, demographic and technological dranges

on the development of the German tripartite secondary sctrool system
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became quite pronounced. Whereas the Hauptschule had been intended at

the beginning of the period of educational expansion to become the main

school for secondary school students, over time it became ranked as the

least desirable type of secondary school. conctrrrently, a trend could be

observed in a significant increase in the number of enrolmenb in the

Realschuleand the Gymnasium(see table 6.2). While a simil,ar trend could be

observed also in the higher education sector. Whereas in 1960 the total

number of tertiary level students amounted to nearly 300,000, by 1980 this

number had increased to 1 million, and in 1985 around 1.4 million students

were enrolled in higher education institutions (I-auterbach, nd., p.35).

One coruequence of these developments is that the Hauptschule is

now seen as the 'problem child' of the tripartite secondary school system,

mainly because the dwindling number of new entrants, but in quantitative

terrns it is still the 'main' tyPe of secondary school. Its 1989 position

strongly contrasts with the one it had in 1952 when 80Vo of the the relevant

TABLE 5.2

Year Pupils (000s)

Grund/ Realschule Gymnasium Gesamtsdrule
Hauptschule

1950 5,2L6.5 M.8 853.8

L955 5"565.8 589.9 957.9

1970 5,U7.5 885.8 1379.5

1g7l 51.5

tg75 6,4?5,1 t,l74.l 1,863.5 155.8

1980 5,044.4 1"351.1 2,179.0 2203

1985 3,827.9 1,049.0 1,74f,,.9 2L7.5

1989 9,709.8 857.2 1545.6 273.0

Source: Anweiler et a1.,1990:538
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age group entered this fype of school (ibid, p.155). The Realschule certificate,

on the other hand, has become more useful in the employrrent market as a

result of economic developments, while simultaneously more educational

opportunities have been made available to its holders over the years. For

example, graduates of the ten grade Realschule may trarsfer to the upper

level of the Gymnasium or to the full-time vocational school, options which

both open the possibility for pursuing tertiary level studies at a later stage.

Thus the function and the status of the Realschule has altered over time and

its certificate is regarded now an 'average' qualification for both

employment and further study puposes (ibid, p.189).

Reasons for the disproportionate expansion of the Realschule derive

from the ambitions of the Gernran lower middle dass to improve their

social status vis-i-vis other social groups at a time of growing prosperity

through the attainment of higher levels of secondary schooling. As

education expanded admission criteria for the Gymnasium have become

less rigorous whidr, in hrn, have resulted in this school becoming larger

and also more heterogeneous in terrrs of the socio-economic background

of its students. This, ultimately, resulted in the Gymnasium ceasing to be an

€lite school.

The fourth secondary route comprises tr,vo types of comprehensive

schools, i.e. the co-operative and the experimentalGesamtschule. The forsrer

is predomiruntly found in the l-and of Hesse, while the second type has

been introduced mainly in the Under of Berlin and NorthRhine

Westphalia. The total number of comprehensive schools in the Federal

Republic amounted to 542 rr.l992 (Arbeitsgnrppe, 1994:525). As table 6.2

(see below) shows this school type caters only for a relatively small

proportion of the Gerrran secondary school population
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In 1982 a CDU/CSU/FDP coalition ctlme to power and Helmut

Kohl was elected as the Republic's new Chancellor. Under his leadership,

social-liberalism was replaced by conservative politics. A key element in

the new political climate was the federal government's comrnitment to

provide favourable economic conditions for the commerce and industry

sectors (Sontheimer, 1995:76). Against this background of Kohl's 'neo-

liberal' politics, education was not regarded as a priority area by the

government, and therefore the overall direction of federal education poliry

did not change significantly.

Kohl's coruelative approach to education resulted in the

government's announcement of the reduction of a number of experimental

educational programmes while, concrrrrently, educational meazures and

labour market prograrnmes were introduced to decrease rising

unemployment levels (c/. Anweiler et a1.,1990). This rose to 2,1 million in

1983 and was only reduced in 1989 to2,0 million but from 1984 the number

of unemployed people under 25 years of age had dropped considerably

due to the improved performance of the economy (Franke, 1992:2023). As

a direct result of the more favourable fiscal and economic conditions,

employers were encouraged to make more training places avail,able for

apprentices, which in hrrn gave an incentive to the federal government

and the social partrrers to refocus on the further qualitative and struchrral

development of the haining system.

The emphasis this time however, was not on organisational reforrt

- as witnessed in the first half of the 1970s - but on a reform of 'content and

methods' which was deemed necessary because of emerging new

technologies and 
"h"ngtng 

economic realities. ln accordance with this shift,

production processes, work organisation and qualificatioru were

redesigned and updated (c/. Lane, 1990). In work situations and training
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progranrmes, social, transferable and learning skills were gaining in

importance in addition to the vocational comPetence requird (c/. Alex,

1990). After some time single occupation classifications in the dual system

changed, and occupational dusters were restructured, while a trend

towards service professions from production occrrpations was aPPearhg

(Greinert, 1994a; Huisinga, 1990).

Behaviour-oriented didactics and new learning methods wete

designed and tested in order to underpin a new approach to learning and

teaching (Stratenwertfu 1990.281; Bunk and Zedler, 1986). This new

pedagogical approach in Germany was based on the ideal of a skilled

worker being able to independently plan" carry out and control his work

This new ideal was based on the assumption that, due to
technological and economic stnrctural developments, many
highly specialised, repetitive and externally monitored jobs
will be replaced by jobs comprising a broad variety of tasks,
whictu in addition to compreheruive technical qualifications (7)

will also require social qualificatiors. Key qualificatioru such as
the capacityto assume responsibilities, to co-operate and to think
in terrrs of global systems are expected to gain importance. The
acquisition of a comprehensive professional competence is
inceasingly becoming a general obiective both for in-company
training and learning at school (Kodr, 1994:123).

The metal and elechical trades in both the indusFy and craft sectors were

irutmmental in achieving this as they took the lead in modernising the

organisatiory structure and content of their training, based on the new

pedagogical and organisational principles. The review of the haining

prescriptions for the metal occtrpations and the electrical trades had

conrmenced in 1978 and 1981 respectively 0GM,1987:15). With the passtng

of the new training ordinances by the federal economia minister inl987, a

new era in vocatiornl education and training reforsr commenced.

However, it remains to be seen whether these dranges are able to produce
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the desired outcomes. For this purpose, according to Greinert (199h:371)'

the relationship between those sectors and the general education and the

employment systems may need revisiting.

Continuing vocational education and training expanded

significantly in Germany in the 1980s and was reflected in the fact that

both the federal state and the Chambers introduced regulations for the

certification of advanced vocational training couroes, and increased

participation rates (Lipsmeier, 1994:31). A general indication of this trend

is that the total number of participants in this area increased fuom 409'324

in 1985 to 595,354on1y two years later (Press and Inforrration Office of the

Federal Government, 1988) (8). The Federal Ministry of Education and

Science promoted the furtherance of this sector in terrns of institutional

development and student participation through its 1987 'Konzstiqte Aktion

Weiterbildung' (KAW) programne (ibid, p.32). ln 1990 the KAW working

party, consisting of representatives of stakeholders in the field of

vocational training, proposed to improve the continuing vocational

training system through increasing transparenqy and quality as this was

felt to be lacking (BMBW, 1991a:115). It should be mentioned here that the

federal state and the Uindq have, due to the subsidiarity principle,

restricted irrfluence in the continuing education area, in which employers

in the industry and com.urerce sectors are the main providers. This means

that state intervention is allowed in those situations in whidr set targets

carurot be achieved by free market forces only. From the 1980s onwards an

increasing number of companies started to provide continuing training,

thereby establishing themselves as a 'learning place' (Alt et a1.,L993).

Whereas a trend can be discerned of companies and the chambers of

coulmerce and industry, among other providers, expanding their

provision of continuing vocatiornl training courses, initial vocational

training under the dual system is in crisis as a significant reduction can be
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observed in the number of new training contracts' In 1980, the total

number of contracts amounted to 649,989, which was reduced in 1988 to

504,003, and even further to 545,190 in f990. A situation arose in 1990 in

which the supply of training places outstripped the demand for

apprenticeship on a ratio of 118:100 (BMBW, 1991a:11,18). As a result of

this trend employer-led groups, the federal government, and academics,

among others, have focussed, and still are focussing, on Programmes and

policies that would see young adults return in greater numbers to an

apprenticeship under the dual system. However, the problems of the

training system are corurected to and reflect upon the state of affairs of the

overall education system.

Education in the Federal Republic has expanded since the beginning

of the 1970s to such an extent that the two characteristic features of the

German education system, aiz. the dual system of vocational training and

the tripartite secondary school system have been transformed. Table 6.2

(see above) showed that in 1989 some 1"5 million students studied at a

C4mnasium, a figure which would increase in f993 by more than 300,000

(Phillips, 195:39). As a result of this trend, the number of higher education

entrants has also increased. The Hauptschule, on the other hand, is

considered to have lost the modernisation race when compared with the

two other types of secondary school. At the same time there is considerable

arxiety as to the future of the dual system because of the crucial role it

plays in maintaining the country's economic prosperity (ibiil').

The most important political event at the end of the decade was

unquestionably the collapse of the German Democratic Republic. Up to

1989 the GDR had been a relatively stable - and also prosperous -

COMECON country. This changed drastically in December of that year

after East Gennans had taken to the streets to demorutrate for demanding
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far-readring reforms. Many of the conditions which created the collapse of

the Democratic Republic, however, were external to the nation (fones,

7994). The main one was the impact of Gorbachev's reform politics of

pnestroikn, ghsnost and ilanolcratisluya on Honecker's socially and

economically troubled Republic, while another was the decision of the

Hungarian government in 1989 to dismantle the Iron Curtain and allow

East Germans an exit to the West. Honecker's bid to ward off any form of

democratisation was uruiuccessful in the end, as it was cogently but

peacefully opposed by the East Gerrrans. It would be a mistake to assume

that when he resigned in 1989 unification was simply only a matter of time.

Although some west German observers have stated that the GDR's social

breakdown was irrevocable in any case and others considered it as an

'unavoidable historical amendment' (|oas and Kohli, 1993), the road to

unification qrme about in a rather 'hurtling and hurling' wa!, sanctioned

by great power negotiations (Ash, 1994:343; c/. Balfour, 1992).

Of considerable importance in the imrnediate pre.unification period

was a statertent Chancellor Kohl delivered to the European Parliament on

22 November 1989. This statement covered ten topics, of which the

proposal for the 'development of confederative structures with a view to

creating a federation after the free elections in East Germany' was both the

most important and controversial one ([ones, 1994:70).ln February 1990,

and only after the two Germanies had recognised the Oder-Neisse line as

constituting the border between the new Germany and Poland, could an

agreement be reached between East and West Germany and the four

Allied powens that negotiations would courmence over economic and

monetary union after the free elections in East Germany. These were held

on 18 March and resulted in 47.79Vo of the East German voters endorsing

German unification (ibid, p.7l).
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Subsequently, much debate took place as to how the two Gerrranies

could be brought together in an economic, monetary and social union. In

May 1990, the West German goverrrment announced that it would spend

DM 115 billion to fund unification for the period 19904, while Helmut

Kohl promised that 'no one will be worse off as a result of unification'

(Weiland, 1991, op.cit. in Jones, 7994:73). With regard to education a Joint

Education Committee had been set up in the same period to disctrss the

consequences of unification. At its meeting of 26 September 1990 the

committee stated that in order to ensure comparable education systems

were operating in an unified Gerurany, the five new Undq would need to

join the KMK and have autonomy over educational matters. It also

recommended that in spite of the different education stnrchrres in West

and East Germany, an 'acceptable degree of standardisation' was to be

achieved as quickly as possible after unification, and that it was the task of

the KMK and the BLK to work towards the further alignrnent of the tr,vo

systems. Furthennore, the committee proposed the West Gerrran

regulatory framework to be extended to the new Under as from 1

September 1'990., whidr would forrn the basis also for vocational training

refonn (Anweiler et al., 1992:51F6).

Ultimately, on 3 October 1990 the Unification Treaty came into

force. Article 37 of this Treaty refers to educatiory and provides for the

freedom of movement between and access to the educational systems for

the citizens of a unified Germany, and covers schools, vocational training

and higher education. It also stipulates that the reorganisation of the

school system in the new Undq is to be based on the 1954 Hamburg

Agreement, and that these states were required to have legislation in place

by |une 1991 to facilitate the restnrcturing (KMK 1994:2 6).
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NOTES
1 In Germany a total of 525 Million peopte lost their lives during the

Second World War.
2 The two main principles underpinning fF Basic Law are

'Sozialstaatliclilceit' and 'Reihts staatlichkeit', which provides the West German

citizens a framework of both legal and social seorrity' The latter had not

been a part of the 1919 Weimar Constitution'
3Spru.g"r'rvocationaleducationtheory*hryllrespect^similarto
that of Kerschensteiner (Taylor, 1981; Stratmann and Schlcisser' 1990)'

4 Bavaria was the oniy State which refused to be a signatory t"- fu
agreement, and at this poi* in time the Saar had not become a part of the

Republic.
S ' Edding, incidentally, established on the basis of his work the

economics oieducation as a new research field in his country (Springer,

1955:13).
6 In North Rhine-westphaha, Kollegschulm whidr ale uPPer t"d
Gyrnnasien offering additionai vocational prygt"1*u3 were being triaUed'

ffi" mrt Kotlegsiule, however, was estabhshed in Braunschweig, in the

State of Lower Saxony, in lg4g,after which simil,ar types of school were set

up in other Gersran states (tawsorU 1965:166). This iszue will be further

addressed in the next chaPter.
7 The Germar *otd Qualifitutionm lus been trarulated here as

'qualifications' in English, however, its more accurate denotation is 'skills''

'ciompetencies', or thJ combination of 'skills' and 'knowledge'' See chapter 8

for a discussion on this issue.
8 This statistic only provides the reader with an indication as to the

volume of continuing'vtcational training in the Federal Republic of

Germany. In the next Jhapters this sector will be analysed more dosely'
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CHAPTER 7 VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND EDUCATION IN

GERMAT{Y TODAY: STRUCTURES, LEGISTATION

AND POLICTES

THE DUAL SYSTEM OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND

TRAINING

In its normal usage, the 'dual system' of vocational education and

training (VET) is a term used for referring to the provision of initial

training on a ioint basis by enterprises and teaching institutions. However,

important supplementary training opportunities exist in the forrr of

regional networks of inter-comPany training centres, which provide

technology and the teadring of skills for those training companies unable

to impart those to the full prescription (see next chapter). Training

provided in the dual system is more or less uniforrr throughout the

nation. The 370 federal staterecognised training occuPations cover

virtually every sector of the economy which include, for example, areas

such as administration" health, services and agriculture.

An apprenticeship lasts approximately two to threand-a-half

years depending on the trade, the entrance qualification, and the

apprentice's progress. Under the Vocational Training Act, youths under

the age of 18 can only be trained in a national recognised 'training

occupation' (Ausbildungsberufl. Access to training is neither conditiornl

upon any particular school-leaving certificate, as 'training is

fundamentally open to all young people' (The Federal Minister for

Education and Science,1992:6), nor to a paficular age group, as training is

offered not only to 16 year old school leavers but also to older personsi.

Tessaring (1993:135) notes that the German training system has become a

fonn of adult education as three out of every four apprenticeship entrants

is of age. The average age of apprentices in 1989 was 18.8 years and has
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increased over the last twenty years due to students staFng longer at

school and undertaking pre-apprenticeship courses'

According to Bermer (rr992:2G7), the open entry Policy partictrlarly

promotes equality of opportunity as entry to apprenticeship is not

dependent upon an entrant holding a particular tyPe of qualification but'

nevertheless, is conditional on a Person harring conduded full-time

compulsory schooling. It follows that apprenticeship entry is based on a

formal certification requirement. In practice, the training occupatioru

require different entry qualifications accolding to employer preferences

and type of training, some of which are academically more demanding

than others, while Pritchard (1992:139) states that 'it can be especially

difficult for foreigners, yolrng women and the disadvantaged or

handicapped to enter the D.ral System'. And it is with regard to these

factors that the freedom of choice of (training) occrrpation as a sooal and

economic right is corutrained in terms of entry qualifications and on the

basis of gender, class and ethnicity (c/. Keune and Zielke, L992233)' Thus

the 'open access' policy, which is not being applied anywhere else in the

education and training systems and which aPPears to be a measure

essentially incompatible with Germany's strong qgalifications-based

award system, would app€ar to be a fiction and Ern o<ample of

officialdom's policy rhetoric (Kutscha, 193).

An important feature of the dual system of vocatiornl training is

that employers provide training on a voluntary basis, and consequently

admission to an apprenticeshiP i" latg"ly detennined by the human

resources needs of a private firrr. Those companies offering training

zubsequmtly play, both at the individual and collective level, a crucial role

in eruuring the 'dual system' is maintained and developed. The heart of

the matter ttrerefore is the issue whether the economy is able to sustain

sufficient training places (Itulse and Paul-Kotrlhoff, 1990; ftleb 199$.
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Despite the fact that recent data indicates that the economy is still

supplying 114 training places for every 100 apprenticeship applicants

(Ortleb, 1994:l),a definite trend is emerging that employers are reducing

the number of training places for reasoru of decreased demand and costs

(BMB$, |99M; Ptllz, |996:4;BiBB, 1995e:3). Tessaring (1993:154) notes that

ctrrrent statistics demorstrate that firms are less Prone now to offer

apprentices employment after they complete their terrt whidr, in turn,

may be indicative of their reducing training capacity'

Training is considered not merely a cost in Gersrany but a

necessary human resource maftlgement investment which has become a

part of strategic ptaruring and is deemed as important as investment in

physical capital (Lane, 1.990). Nevertheless, there are considerable

differences in training behaviour within and betrrveen sectors. Large firms

tend to consider apprentice training as a longer tenn investrnent,

providing them with skilled labour for the internal labour market, and

human capital investments are generally only made when economic

forecasts are favourable. Smaller firrns are, research has show& more

interested in the immediate returns obtainable from apprentices and tend

to countercyclically adiust their training volume (Casey, 1986:67-9)' In

general terms, there is a high level of zupport from all the interest grouPs

involved for sustaining a high volume of initial vocational training. Thus

the craft sector is making an important contribution to the German

economy by training zubstantially beyond their sectoral needs Gane, l99t;

BMBF, 1995d). In 1991, there were some 500,000 apprentices in the craft

trades, compared to approximately 750,000 in the commerce and industry

sectors (Smittt L994:259) (1). As a result of this practice of overtraining,

craft tradesPersons transfer in substantial numbers to other industry

sectors for employment opportunities and it is not unusual for them to
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obtain jobs as a semiskilled or even an unskilled worker in large industrial

enterprise (c/. Schober, L984I

A breakdown of apprenticeships offered in the German economy

by company size reveals tl:eLt 877o of large enterprises (1,000 or more

employees) are engaged in providing apprentice training under the terms

of the dual system, as compared to 60Vo of small companies (,!9

employees) and 50-75Vo of those firms employing between 10 and 200 staff

(BMBF, 1995d:17). More than 507o of the apprentices are trained in

companies with less than 50 employees, and approximately one-third in

craft-based fir:nrs, employing between 5-20 employees, which dearly

indicates the importance of the SMEs for the overall economy. On the

other hand, companies with over 500 employees train only some 77Vo of. all

the apprentices (ibid). tn additiort some 700 inter-company training

centres are offering 85,000 training places (BiBB, 7994a).

It is through the signing of a training contract that an agreement

between an employer and an apprentice is formalised, which specifies the

rights and obligations of each parry, and forsrs the basis for the teaddng of

skills and knowledge to the relevant national syllabus. Thus, apprentices

are both Bnufsschule students and trainees, who receive training

allowances based on collective agteements between employers and trade

unions. The fotlowing table gives an indication as to level of their

payments. It also shows the existence of significant discrepancies in

training allowances for apprentices in the old and new Uindn who are in

training in the same training sector. On the other hand, there are also

important differences in income between apprentices and skilled workers

in the same trade as the former earn approximately 40Vo of. the salaries of

the liatter group (Casey, f9S6). The relatively low level of training

allowance apprentices receive in Gersrany is accepted by the 'social

parbrers' (2) as they consider that vocational training is an investment to
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which apprentices are exPectd to make a contribution (Streeck et al',

1987;23).

TABLE 7.1

EVENECN MONTHLY ALLOWANCES FOR APPRENTICES PER

TRAINING SECTOR IN 1993IN THE OLD & NEW LANDER

Public service
Industry and commerce
Free professions
Agriculture
Craft sector

1106 DM
1050

899
891
ul

903 DM
841
762
7U
700

Source: Beicht, 1994:43

In 1995, the number of new training contracts registered with the

Chambers amounted to 572,774 while the demand for training Places

(597,79fD had been outnumbered by the supply of apprenticeships

(615888) (BMBF, 1995d:171). In 1994, a total number of 1,579,7N

apprentices wefe being trained in the dual system for a recognised

occtrpation" 298,7N of whom were in the new Uniler (BMBF, 1995c:ll2).

The majority of the apprentices received their training in the irutustry and

commerce sectors (723,900) followed by the craft sector with 588,300

trainees, the free occupations sector with 159,000, agrictrlture with 29./|0lO

and the public senrice, maritime and the domestic sectors with 65,400,

3,000 and L2,400 apprentices respectively Gbid). The ten most PoPutar

trades chosen by apprentices in 1993 are given in the table below.

Data in table7.2 reflects the popularity of the comsrercial trades

among apprentices as those listed in the above table make up l4.5Vo of all

the recognised trades. It also reveals that the 10 most sought after trades

corutitute 35.7Vo of all the training occrrpatioru, a Percentage whidr

increases to 54.5Vo for the 20 most favoured trades (ibiil). Consequently, a
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relatively large number of the so.called 'splittnboufe' (minority trades)

exist in which the number of new entrants is so small that one could, or

perhaps should, question their economic viability.Of interest too is the

TABLE 7.2

TTN TgN MOST POTUTER TRADES FOR APPRENTICES IN 1993 BY

TRAINING SECTO& RANK ORDER, ABSOLUTE NUMBERS AND

PERCENTAGE

TRAINING OCCUPATION SECTOR RANK NUMBER PERCENTAGE

automotive engineer
retail salespercon
comrnercial clerk
bank clerk
industrial derk
electrical fitter
doctor's assistant
wholesale and foreign
trade businessperson
hairdresser
bricklayer

cr
s/ic
s/ic
ic
e/ic
cr

a
slic
cr
s/ic

83,068
73,775
e,$7
63,653
57,859
52,207
51,804

49,136
42,7y
41,s57

I
2
3
4
5

5
7

5rl
4F
4'0
3g
316

312

32

3r0

216

216

8
9
10

TOTAL 590,630 3s;7

Source: BMBF, l995czll7

Key: cr=crafg ic=industry and courmerce; fP=free professions

fact that a significant proportion of the training places induded in the

above table are provided by the craft sector or are offered by both the craft

and the industry and comnerce sectors. Data produced by the Federal

Ministry of Education" Science, Researdr and Tedurology (see table 7.3

below) reveal that a progressive quantitative dedine is noticeable inall the

five maior training areas in the old Under in the Perid of 1990 to 194,

which is consistent with research findings of the Federal Office for

Statistics (794b:lil7) for the first three years of that period.
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The data released by the Federal Office for Statistics show that from

1987 (to 7gg2') there has been a steady decrease in the total number of

apprentices. However, at the subsector level there are a few exceptions, in

that in the old Liindq small increases have been registered in 1992 for

apprenticeships in the areas of fitter, mechanic and allied trades and in the

traffic and business service training occupatioru. The health service sub'

sector saw a fairly significant increase also as the total number of

apprentices was up by morre than 4,000 aPPrentices on the previous year

TABLE 7.3

APPRENTICES BY TRAINING OCCUPATION AREA IN THOUS$IDS
FROM I99O-I994IN TFIE FORMER WEST GERMANY (A), THE NEW
TITVPTN G) AND UNIMD GERMANY (C)

YEAR OCCUPATIONAL AREAS
LW OD FB TOTALIH HW

A
1990
1997
1992
1993
1994(2)

B
1990
L99r
1992
L993
re94(4)

c
1990
t99L
1992
1993
1994(5)

29,7
27A0>
24,7 0)
235(.J]
23,1

634
51,8 (1)

62,0 $)
51,1 (1)

52,9

130"3
L37,4(L)
143,2(l)
141^5 (1)

7423

L.476,9
t.430,2
r388"3
1.339,1
1.281,0

255,5
235,3
278,3
287,5
298,7

1.7324
t.665,5
L.666,5
L.526,5
1.579,7

756,4 485,9
7343 ffiA
690,6 459,6
6fi,0 459,0
597,6 M2,9

145,0 67,0

151,0 93,9
140,0 LCI8,7

1323 rZsA

879,4 5274
8/,l,6 553,4
786,0 557,7
723,9 588"3

10,1 (3)

8"3 (3)

62Q)
6,3

3,5
e3

r22 $)
135

37F
33,0
29,7
2eA

5sA
7LA
733
564

6A
rrA
r5,3
15F

r4,3F
Lil,6
156,9
159,0

Data adapted from: BMBF,1995c:Ll2
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Key: Occupational ar@s: IH=industry & courmerce; HW=craft;

LW=atnculture; OD=public service; FB=free professions (the maritime

and dJmestic occupational sectors are excluded; (1) denotes induding East

BerlirU (2) incl. Easi Berlin and preliminary results; (3) exd. East Berliru (4)

excl. East Berlin and preliminary results; and (5) prelimirnry resulb.

(ibid, p.l7). On the basis of these statistics it is possible to identify two

trends. Firstly, it shows that despite a continuing negative trend in the

number of apprentices entering the industry and commerce sectors, the

public service sector, and the primary industry that, on the other hand, an

increasing number of young people corlmence training in the craft and

senrice sectors (Statistisches Bundesamt,lgg4b). Secondly, an exParcion of

apprenticed training in the five main training sectors (see table 7.3. above)

can be observed in the new Liinds, with the exception of the indusbry and

corlmerce training sector in which the volume of new entrants is

dwindling. A total number of 54200 places in the whole of the new

Republic remained unutilised, of which only a relatively small nunber

(1,400) are in the new Undq (BMBF, 1995c124).

The costs for in-company training are borne by the companies

themselvm, amounting to roughly 35 billion Gerrnan marks per year. The

anrrual average net cosb for an employer in the industry and commerce

and the hades sectors to train an apprentice amounted to DM 17852 in

7991, and depends on factors such as the proportion of systematic haining

as distinct from work experience, the number of trainers and whether they

provide training on a part-time or a full-time basis, and the apprentices'

wages, among others (von Bardeleben et al., 1994:8). Moreover, the

companies are required to pay a levy to the Chambers for their services,

such as for apprenticeship administration and examinations.

The stnrctural features of the Gerrran training model alluded to so

far indicate that the 'dual model' is a statecontrolled market model
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(Schelten, f991). This model has developed into its current state as the

result of not only centuries of rntional training commitment, but also in

accordance with the consensus principle, which prevailed prominently in

West-Gerrrany since the enactment of the 1949 Basic Law. Importantly,

and it is in this aspect that the German concept of training differs

substantially from concepts employed elsewhere, economic as well as

social and culttual reasons underpin a comsritment to training

(Dougherty,1987:195). These economic and social aspects of training are

(and have been) reflected and fully endorsed in federal government

p"li"y, which recognises that training must have a labour market focus but

should simultaneously be oriented towards the personality development

of trainees (BMBW, 1994b:1).

The German system is primarily characterised by a nurrrber of

duality levels (see table 7.4 below) as well as by a complex legal-

administrative framework for initial VET, as discussed below. The dual

system is considered to be one of the four main training models in the

world. The other three are: the market model or liberal model (e.9. the

U.S.A. and Japan), the sctrool model or bureaucratic model (e.9. France,

sweden)' and the mixed system (e6' Great Britain) Gbiil)' The different

duality componenb of the German training model, as depicted below, are

discussed in a number of separate drapters. Although the table generally

presents an accrrrate outline of the organisation of the dual system, there

are'duality levels' which relate to other aspects.

Stratmarur (1990:29G299) identifies three different duality levels.

Firstly, he points out the historical dimeruion by stating that training

legistation for the craft and the industry sector have had different origins

and differed in content and scope. Secondly, there is the distinction

between social partners-endorsed training prescriptions, to which the

part-time vocational school currioila have to be aligned to and the Land's
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curricular responsibility for full-time vocational sdrools. The third duality

level he depicts as the difference between apprenticed and semi-skilled

training. Thus according to his views, the concept of duality does not only

relate to the organisation and structure of vocational training pn se' but

also that each component of the system, i.e. the historical, pedagogical'

legal and political dimensions, carries a complexity of its own in terms of

legislation, policies, responsibilities and practices. Subsequently, ild

TABLE 7.4

TIfi DUAL SYSTEM OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING

COMPONENTS DUALITY

ntu* of t""*ittg Training comPany Bnufsschule

Teachers Trainers Teadrers

Learners Trainees Students

Training Training
regulatioru ordirnnce

Framework
curriculum

nti-.ty didactical Labour Process Scientific

principle orientation orientation

Supervision Chambers Federal State

Planning Economy Federal State

Funding Enterprises Undsr

Legal responsibility Federal State Unilq

Competence in vocational, private and public
domains

Source: Berurer, 1995:33
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given the fact that inter-comPany training centres are taking in an

indispersable role in the German training system, the use of the terur

'dual' is misleadrng and could be considered inappropriate (Hilbert and

Vcilzkow, 1990). Moreover, in Germany the workplace and the Bnufsschule

are considered places of learning unequal in status and are seen as making

nneven contributions to the overall vocational training aim, i.e. an

apprenticeship is the preparation for the Practice of a recognised

occupation in the economy (Adler and Benner, 1995:14). Therefore, the

value of on-the-iob training in achieving this goal is self-evident and it is

conducted in conditions which dosely resemble the realities of the world

of work. In this context, it is not unimportant to state that the Vocational

Training Act reinforces this focus and, significantly, the Act makes no

reference to education at all.

However, it would be a mistake to focus too strongly on the

'dualitSr' concept despite its obvious significance, as the concepts of

'occupation'and'training occrrpation are even more central to the Gerrran

training model. It is through the process of developing and recognising

training occupatiors, by the BiBB and the competent federal ministry

respectively, that qualification profiles are standardised for certification

and subsequently gain social acceptance and economic relevance. The

concept of 'training occupation' is a social, legal and tedurical construct

which serves as a reference point for the modernisation of the dual system

and an irutrument of adjustment for changing Labour market

requirements.

Upon completion of an apprenticeship and the passing of the final

trade examination (3) in an industrial training occtrpation graduates are

awarded a Facharbeitnbrief (skilled worker's certificate), and those having

completed the prescribed requirements in the craft sector receive a
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iourneyman's certificate (Geseltmbrief). These skilled worker's

qualifications are fundamentally equal in value (4) and rntiornlly

recognised. Th"y give German workers strength in external labour

markets, and also forrr the basis for social and legal entitlements, such as

social security and a minimum wage level. Furthermore, the skilled

worker's certificate is considered to be the base qualification for entry into

nationally recognised further training courses.

In general terms, a person may have to meet additional

requirements, such as a Prescribed number of years of relevant work

experience, and/or the completion of advanced vocational courses. The

skilled worker's certificate does not, as a rule, entitle its holder to pursue

studies in higher level education Progralnmes. However, there are

programmes which combine general and vocational learning and lead

towards double qualifications, one of which glves access to tertiary level

studies, while the other is employment foctrssed (see below) (CEDEFOP,

1994:58). The experimental nature of these measures does not comPensate

for the fact that decades of discussion between the federal government

and the Liindq have not produced more tangible results other than

repeated general policy intentions to address the status difference between

general education and vocational training.

Further or continuing education is considered in Germany to be the

fourth education sector and encompasses further vocational training, and

is regarded as part of the overall education system which is presently in its

developmental stage (Alt et al.,l993z40). The main feahrres of this sector

are the multitude of providers (e6. private providers, professional bodies,

Chambers, social partners and companies), its market orientation and the

complementary role of the federal state. Legislated responsibilities run

parallel to those prevailing in initial trade training where the federal state
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has resporsibility for regulating further training outside the sdrool

system. Enterprises are the main providers, investing over 23 billion

Gennan marks for a total population of more than 3.5 million participants

in further training (BDA, 1989:7). The Liinder have control over in-sdrool

progranrmes on the basis of the Lanil school Laws while the Vocational

Training Act provides the legal basis for the federal state's authority in this

area, and defines the purpose of further training as to 'enable a person to

retain and extend his occupational knowledge and skills, to adapt them to

technical developments or to make progress in his career' (Miilnch,

1991:152). It also stipulates that the 'comPetent body' is responsible for

detemrining the zubject matter, pulpose, standard, procedure and

conditiors for admission to examinations and, lastly, for running these

ocaminations, regulations which are also applicable to retraining GMBW,

1979:3*0.

A characteristic of the further education and vocational training

sector is that there is no trarsparency as to the type of courses delivered

since the examinations are not state-regulated and course completion does

not lead to the conferurent of recognised qualifications and subsequent

entitlements. This market-driven qualification system is essentially

providing a means for skill improvemmt and career advancement, and

programmes tend to be industry or enterprisespecific. For Gennan

workers, the incentive for acquiring further skills is related to promotion

procedures which emphasise competence rather than seniority at all

levels, but do not necessarily require formal certification (Lane, 1990:82).

Employers oppose any intenention from the federal state in company-

based further vocational training as they claim that this is a matter for a

firm's management to consider and, furtherrrore, the nature of further

training requires flexibility, not government regulation Weegmart

1992:54; BDA, 1993:90). In the regulated VET qualification system, the
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FIGURE 7.1

CAREER PROGRESSION IN VET
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I

skilled worker (F aclurbeitn)

Adapted from: Lane, 7990:249

skilled wotker's certificate is thus a nationally recognised entry-level

vocational credential, required as a base qualification for both practicing a

trade and for enry into an advanced vocational course'

Figure 7.1 (see above) provides a simplified outline of the main

pathways in post-compulsory vocational education and training that are

ctrrrently available and regulated under either Land law or the Vocational

Training Act. Meistn, Technilcer and equivalent designations in the

business sector, such as Wirtscluftn, are cliassified as Fortbililungsberufe

('further education occupations') (5) in Gerrrany and are deemed middle

level occrrpations in the employment market, positioned between the

skilled worker and the engineer. The requirements for entry into an

advanced vocational coruFe leading to one of the named occuPatiotls is as

a rule simil,ar, i.e. a prospective entrant is required to hold the skilled
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worker's certificate and have a number of years of work experience in the

field he or she wants to sit the advanced vocational examination. In the

craft sector, there are 27 Meister examination prescriptions and for the

industry sector t4 standardised regulatiors exist which aPPly throughout

the Republic (Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit, 1993:425-5). In the other itdustry

sectors, similar regulatioru exist. A thild pathway available to graduate

of the dual system to further their studies and training is to enter an

advanced vocational school (see also section below) on the merits of either

their trade qualification or secondary school qualification There is a dear

trend emerging whereby youths holding higher level secondary school

qualifications enter the dual system and aim to maximise their

employment and study options by gaining a skilled worker's certificate

first and then commence tertiary level studies. In 1990, 45Vo of. Abitut

certificate holders were plaruring to study for a degree after completing

their apprenticeship (BMBF, 1995d:81).

A number of pathways are thus available to graduates of the dual

system to advance their learnirqg at the post-secondary level. There are,

however, some not insignificant trends which make dear that policy

adjustments may be required in the future to make the dual system more

attractive for sfudents and to give it more status in the overall education

system. Firstly, a quarter of new training contracts were dissolved

prematurety in 1990, amounting to a total of more than 142,000 in 7994,

while 39Vo of. the dropouts in 1990 were not interested in re'entering

apprentice training at a later stage in their life (BMBF,l996d:52). Secondly,

data (see table 7.6) demorutrate that lSVo of the apprenticeship graduates

in the old Under in 1991 were neither in enployment nor in further

training whictr is a similar percentage to those people continuing in post-

compulsory education (Liesering et a1.,1994:74).In the same year, AVo of.
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TABLE 7.5

APPRENTICES BY ENTRY QUALIFICATION AI{D TRAINING
SECTORS IN 1994 IN PERCENTAGES

ENTRY QUAL. TRAINING SECTORS (T)

IH HW LW OD FB HWS SF TOTAL

Without Hauptsch. 7.4

Hauptschule 23.6

Realschule (2) 37.1

Hochschulreife(3) 22.0
BGI (4) 2.r
Berufsfachschule 10.6
BVI (4) 3.2

6.2 6.5
48.1 36.7
31.1 28.7
5.3 14.5

4.2 9.3
3.5 3.4
r.6 0.9

0.5 1.0

9.5 25.r
55.5 49.6

20.5 L7.2
8.4 1.1

4.9 4.7
0.7 0.4

29.7 0.5
36'.5 19.0

6.4 25.9
0.8 50.0
5.9 r.7
6.9 -

13.8 -

3.5
33.1

36.2
14.8
3.2
7.0
2.2

Data adapted from: BMBF, 7996d:M

Key: (1) IH=industry & corlmerce; FfW=craft; LW=agriculture; Qp=public
service; FB=free professions; HWS=domestic; SF=maritime; (2) or
equivalent qualificatiory (3) university entrance quali.:ficatiory (3) see next
section for explianation.

people completing their apprenticeship in the former West Gerruny were

registered as unemployed but this figure which rose dramatically to lTVo

in 1993 (ibid). In the new Liindef one in every four persons became

unemployed after completion of initial trade training, statistics which are

causing considerable concern in the Federal Republic of Germany (BMBF,

1995d:121; BMBW, 1991a).

ln 1993, a total of 171,058 Per$ons were registered as sitting for an

advanced vocational examination in a recognised training occupation.

Approximately 80,000 of these examinees were in the industry and

courmerce sector, with a similar nurrber in the craft sector (BMBF,

1995c312-15). Research conducted by BiBB/IAB has found that in the

period 7987-1992, $Vo of the workforce had participated in some form of
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further training or retrainint in a recognised occupation (fansen and

Stooss,1993:106). In 1991, approximately 10 million people participated in

a coulse of further training. Significant differences come to the fore

however when one takes into account the educational background of those

people pursuing further education/ training courses. Fifty-nine per cent of

university graduates took part in a further education course in 1991, while

in the same year only LSVo of Persons who had not completed their

apprenticmhip were enrolled in some forrr of further learning

(Statistisches Bundesamt, L994c:69). These statistics indicate the

importance of the fourth education sector and it is expected that further

vocational trainirqg will play an increasing role in (re)gualifying the

workforce and upgrading their skills and knowledge in the face of

continuing economic, technological and social changes. The skilled

worker's certificate, on'the other hand, is expected to increasingly take on

the character of a basic qualification (c/. CEDEFOP,1994).

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT FULL.TIME VOCATIONAL
scHoots

In the dual system of vocational training, theoretical trade

instnrction is provided at a Bnufsschule on a part-time basis. This system

of VET is supplemented and extendud by the provision of full-time

institutional vocational education at a wide range of different types of

vocational schools, some of which only exist in one particular l-and, and

which all are part of the upper secondary sdrool system (Selamilarstufe ID.

These full-time vocational schools have taken a prominent place in the

German education system, particrrlarly since the begiruring of the 1980s

when they had been further developed by the federal government and the

KMK in response to both an existing strained training market and to make

it easier for youth to gain access to vocational education (ArbeitsgruPPPe,

1994:585). The maiority of full-time vocational and technical programmes
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at the school types described below are in occrrpational fields and levels

where no apprenticeships are available or scnrce. This complicated and

highly dilferentiated system will be described below in some detail so as

to present a concise survey of the various general qpes of school available

in the Gernran vocational education system'

At the age of 15 or 16, depending on the school laws of' a Land,

approximately one'fifth of students continue their general education in a

Gymnasium, three-fifths move into apprentice training and the remaining

fifth enter an institutional vocational education Programme (Office for

standards in Educati o* L994:4). Examples will be given in this section of

pathways currently avail,able to students who wish to pursue training at

advanced vocational and technical schools after having completed their

training under the dual system. SubsequentlY, the system's flexibility and

transparency will be analysed.

Bnufsfaclschulnr, whidr originated in the fourteenth century, are

generally referred to as full-time vocational schools offering a wide range

of specialisation courses in fields such as social work, public healttu home

economics and business studies for sttrdents in the 15-18 age group, of

which approximately twethirds of the students are female (see below,

table 7.7). The length of these courses vary from one to three years of

study depending on the type of programme and school. An integfal part

of the curricrrla is the extension of general education subiects from the

junior secondary level. Miirnch (1991:L22) categorises Bnufsfachschulm into

three di.fferent brpes, all of which usually require a Hauptsclrule leaving

certificate as the minimum entry qralification or, alternatively, aRealschule

certificate. The first type is where an individual usrrally enters the labour

market upon attainrnent of a vocational qualification in a recognised

skilled occupation, after having completed a two-year full-time course.

These schools may confer on students an interurediate secondary sdrool
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leaving certificate as well, an action which is also applicable to some of the

one year schools. Graduates of the second type, which mainly comprises

commercial schools, rray have their studies recognised as equivalent to

the completion of the first year of a commercial apprenticeship under the

dual system (KMK lgg4).The third tyPe is relatively rare as there are only

seven Bnufsfachschulm delivering three'year trade engineering courses

(Mifurch, 1991:122). These three tyPes represent only a general

classification since in North Rhine Westphalia, for ercample, two as well as

three year Hiihoe Btufsfachsehulm have been established, e'g' the two-year

Higher Commercial School and the three'year Higher School for Physical

Education (Kultusministerium des Landes Nordrhein-wesffalen, 1993:10)'

Research has found that the maiority of. Berufsfachschule students entered

TABLE7.6

TNAT.ISMON FROM SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL AND HIGFIER

EDUCATION GRADUATES TO THE EMPLOYMENT MARKET OR

FURTFIER EDUCATION IN 1991 IN ABSOLUTE NUMBERS (000s) AND
EXPRESSED IN PERCENTAGES

TYTTS OT VOLUME DESTINATIONS
SCHOOL (OOOS) DS TS FO/FG FH/U EMP UNE OTHERS

r o.r"t ryrtu* 531 4Vo |Vo 3Vo 75Vo AVo 9Vo

2 Berufsiach/a 151 52Vo 20Vo 37o 4Vo l3Vo 4Vo 2Vo

3Fachschulen 87 ZVo lSvo 73Vo ZVo 3Vo

4 FH/Univers. 198 78Vo 9Vo lLVo

Adapted from: Liesering et a1.,L994:L4

Key: ( 1 ) DS=dual system; (2) Fo/Fc=Berufsfach/ Berufsaufbauschulery (3)

fS= Fachschulen (iata include the schools for the health professions; (4)

1.11/u=Factrtroclrschulen and universities; (5) EMP=employmenU (6)

UNE= unemploymenU and (7) OTH=others.
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this school as their first choice and seldom because they had failed to find

a training place in the dual system. However, uPon comPletion of sfudies

at the Bnufsfachschule, two-thirds of the students completing a oneyear

prograrnme and nearly 70vo of.those graduating from the two-year coulse

want to enter an apprenticeship, while only 37.5Vo of the students

completing the third type of school aim to do the same (ibid, p'123)' The

IAB calculated that of the 161,000 Berut'sfach-l'aufbauschulm ?radaates in

lggl,S:2vo wenton to undertake an apprenticeship whereas 20% continued

further studies at the Faclschule andlsVo entered the workforce (Liesering

et a1.,1994:,14).

Berufsaufbauschulan (vocational extension schools) are located at the

senior secondary level and can be attended on either a part-time basis'

when the student concurrently undertakes apprenticed training for

usually a period of three yeafs, or by enrolling in a one-year full-time

course after the completion of an apprenticeship. The vocational extension

sctrool's crrrrictrlum is a combination of both general and vocational

education subiects, but while studenb can specialise in areas such as

technology, economics, home economics, social work and agrictrlfure, the

curricular emphasis is on the extension of general education Those

students completing the programme successfully attain the Fachschulreife

certi.ficate, which confers their eligibitty to enter a Fachschule, and which is

a qualification deemed by the KMK to be equivalent to the Realschule

leaving certificate. originauy, ttlle Bnufsaufbauschule was established to

provide an opportunity for students and workers from the lower socio-

economic classes with only a Hauptschule education to Pursue studies in

higher education via an alternative pathway, on the basis of completion of

vocational education and work experience. Research has indicated that

this policy aim has not been met since a considerable proportion of

enhants clme from the middle cliasses (Miilndt 1.991:128)- The low number
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of students entering ttre Bnufsaufrauschule evidently sigrnls its low status

among the other types of full-time vocational education.

The Faclobnschule (technical secondary school) was established

after 7969 in 10 of the 1l former West German Liinder and provides a two-

year full-time programme (grades 11 and L2) for which the entry

requirement is the Realschule certificate. OrigirnUy, tllte Fachobnschule was

seen as an extension level of the Realschule (Arbeitsgruppe, L994:45D'

Fachobnschulen exist in fields such as tecturolog'y, business and

administratiory nutrition, design, maritime shrdies, agricrrlhrre and social

work. Its currictrlum consists of a combination of general education and

specialised vocational subiects as well as practical training' The latter takes

place in the first year, on a four-day per week basis, as agreed to by the

KMK, while the first two currictrlum components are mainly delivered in

grade 12. Students who have completed an apprenticeship in the dual

system are allowed to commence their studies in the second year (KMK

1994:105). upon course completion, students gain a Fachhochschulreife

certificate which entitles them to pursue studies at a Fachhochschule- Table

7.7 (se below) shows that the demand for this school type increased

slightly in 1994 from the previous year and the ntrrrber of its student

constitute a reliatively substantial amount of the total student population

in vocational education

Thebnuftiches Gymnasium, or Fachgymnasium as it is known in some

Liindn, delivers career-oriented upper secondary level programmes of

three years' duratiorl covering grades I'l to 13, which build on the junior

stages of an ordinary Gymnasium education The Realschule certrhcate is the

required entry qualification In concrete tersls only some 9vo of those

students holding the Realschule or equivalent quallfication continued their

studies at a beruflictu Gymnasium in 1991 Giesering et aI', 1994:13)'

Bmfliche Gymnasien, however, 6r be subdivided into no fewer than 55
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types of institutions, all having their own specialisation areas (c/' Mii|Irch'

1gg1). The total student population at this school tyPe is considerable since

more than 81",000 students were registered in 1993 (see table 7'7)' ln 1988

the KMK decided that this school could also offer Programmes in the

fields of economics, engineering, home economics, agriculture and social

pedagogics (Schaub and Zenke,lgg'').As a rule, thebnufliclus Gymnasium

leads to a general higher education entrance credential, but uPon

completion of a special curriculum and the passing of the Abitur

examirntion a certificate is issued which entitles a graduate to study in

TABLE7.7

NAL-DUCATION BY SCHOOL TYPES

IN LINIFIED GERMANY IN 1992 AND 1994

SCHOOL TYPE STUDENTS
TOTAL FEMALES
1992 (part of total)

TOTAL
1994

Berufsschulen
BVJ
BG]
Berufsaufbauschulen
Berufsfachschulen
Fachoberschulen
Fachgymnasien
Kollegschulen
Bemfsober-/Techn
Oberschulen
Fachschulen
Fachakademien/
Berufsakademien

1,678.7
37.r
80.5

6.5
263.5

75.4
78.7
73.0

5.2
L62.4

9.2

698.4
14.3
24.2

2.1
170.7

28.3
34.8
27.9

1.8
&.L

5.6

r563.9
5L.7
98.1

4.7
295.0

78.O

85.9
79.6$)

3.9
158.3

8.5

TOTAL 2A70.2 1,073.3 2A27.7

"t.t Bundesamt, L99h:27, and BMBF'

1995c4&9.

Key: (1) refers to Kollegschulen in the State of North Rhine Westphalia'
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one particular faculty at an institution of higher education. It is also

possible to study concturently for a four-year double qualification at a

beruftiches Gymnasium, i.e. the higher education entrance certificate and a

number of vocatiornl quatification in a number of selective study areas,

for which a candidate is required to pass two separate examirations

(KMK 1994:106).

Fnchschulen (tecturical schools) offer one to three year advanced

vocatiornl courses which lead to middle level positions in the employment

market. One-year Fachschulan exist, for example in the field of agriculture,

whereas two-year courses are available in some 90 different fields, such as

engineering and business management. Social pedagogics, on the other

hand, can only be studied in a three'year Faclachule. Thus Faclschulan ate

highly differentiated with respect to type of school, nrrrimlar emphasis

and course delivery, and they provide full-time vocational education to a

student population of approximately 154,000, which is second only to the

Buufsfachschule rn the full-time vocational school system. A further

characteristic is that a significant number of Fachschulen deher their

curricula on a part-time basis. Studerrts .ue generally admitted on the basis

of their having completed initial trade training relevant to the field of

study or on the basis of suitable work experience. Courses at this sdrool

type are conduded with a state examinatioru and its graduates are entitled

to use a professional title, such as Staatlich gsprtiftn Techniker (state

examined technician) for those who have completed a two-year

prograrnme at a Technilcerschule (technicians school). Another example of a

type of Fachschule is the lvleistqschale (master craftsmen school). It is

possible for Faclrcchule students to become eligible to study at a

Fachlncltschule alter they have completed an extension curricrrlum. Otly

4Vo of. those who completed their apprenticeship in l99l continued their
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sfudies at a Fachschule, a figure which has remained nearly constant since

1980 (Liesering et a1.,1994:74).

The Kollegschule is an experimental school type set up upon the

recomrnendation of the German Education Council in its Struchrral Plan

for the Education System and aims to integrate general and vocational

education courses at senior secondary level. Consequently, there is a wide

range of general, academic and vocational courses available to students at

all levels. Each Kollegschule spdalises in five to six vocational areas. Two-

thirds of the 2,000-3,000 students enrolled undertake part-time study as

part of the requirements for their training in the dual system, while one-

third attends double qualification courses on a full-time basis (Office for

Standards in Educatiory 199426). This double qualification concePt has

been designed to give students, particularly those holding aRealschule or a

Hauptschule certificate, the opportunity to gain a tertiary education

entrance qualification and at the same time a vocational award, i.e. the

Abitur and the Fachhochschulreife, each of which combined with state-

examined vocational qualifications, provides entrance to

university/employment and te&nical college/employment respectively

(ibid,p.5).

Lastly, two types of full-time vocational education require brief

mention. First, the basic vocational training year (Berufsgrundbildungiahr;

BCD. This was introduced in the 1950s as a refonn concept aimed at

providing a systematic broad-based training corrmon to allied trades

within an occupational field, of which there are thirteen in total (Schaub

and Zenke, 1995:65). But is was not until the l97}s, that the KMK endorsed

the implementation of the concep,t in its 1973 and 1978 Framework

Agreements. The BGI is a part of the public education system and is

supervised by the Ministry of Education of a Lanil, and may replace the

first year of an apprenticeship: this depends on the student meeting
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criteria specified in federal regulations. It is for example possible for

successful BGI students, not holding a Hauptschule certihcate, to gain

simultaneous recognition for BGJ completion and their prior general

education at the level of a Hauptschule qrnlihcation $bid). However, the

BGJ also exists in a co-operative form where it is iointly delivered by the

Bnufsschule and a training comPany. This foundation phase is followed by

stages of specialised training. Table 7.7 illustrates the proportion of

students in BGI and the significant increase of its volume in 1994 with

regard to7992.

TheBrufsuorbseitungsiahr GVII or vocational preparation year was

introduced in the mid-1970s as a labour market and vocational training

poliry measure designed to reduce rising youth unemployment at a time

of a noticeable decrease in available training places. Those young people

not in education or training after comp.tlsory education were required to

attend the BVJ (Bundesanstalt fiu Arbeit, 1992:227).More recently, the BVJ

is considered to be a special forsr of the BGJ for youth not able to make

either a career or a further shrdy choice. The one-year course comprises an

extension of general education and vocational courses offered in a number

of occupational fields. The number of entrants of both the BVJ and the BGI

programmes are important indicators for the federal and the state

govelnments and of the economy, as to the degree in which the education

and training systeurs are successfully aligned with the employment

market. It is at this level that not only the interreliationships and

boundarie of the different Poticy sectors become apparent in Gernnny,

but also the spheres of influence and responsibility'

AN OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The 7969 vocational Training Act GBiG) provides a legal

framework for on-the-iob training in the Federal Republic of Gerrnany.
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The Act comprises nine sections which detail the general reguliatioru'

including the scope of the Act, the general vocational training

arrangements, the organisation of vocational training, the vocational

training comnittees, and research into VET. The part of the 1955 Crafts

code $landu)nlcsordnung) regulating vocational training for the craft

trades was amended to comply with the provisions of the Act, although a

number of provisions under the Code are still applicable to the craft

sector. This tegislation gives the federal government resporsibility for on-

thejob training while another important feahrre is that the Act stipulates

that those enterprises providing vocational training must assume

responsibility for it. The Act is not an educational law but can, in

constitutional terms, be classified as both a labour and an economic law

(Miinch, 1991:45).

TheAct,however,alsopurportstobeamainpolicyaimfor
vocational training by stipulating tl:Elt 'Bnufsbildung should provide

broad-based initial vocational training and imPart the skills and

knowledge necessary for occtrpational practice, whilst also making

allowance for the acquisition of work experience' (BMBF, 1994)' In the Act,

'Baufsbildung' is used as a generic terrr for initial and further vocational

training, and retraining. It aims specifically to foster the occrrpational

mobility of skilled workers in order to meet the demands of changing

economic, tecturological and demographic realities. The purpose of further

vocational training, according to the Act, is to build on a base

qualification, and to maintain and develoP occuPational knowledge and

skills in the face of stnrctural changes, or to be for career advancement'

Retraining, on the other hand, provides individuals with those skills

which will enable them to undertake other tasks in the workforce when

required by, fot example, changing occtrpational profiles $bid).
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This Act, nafurally, does not operate in isolation for it borders on

and is influenced by both the school laws (for which the individuall;iinder-

have sole resporuibility) and the Basic Law. With regard to the latter, all

the regulatiors and rules in vocational education must be in conformity

with constitutional rights, such as an individual's basic right of freedom of

ctroice of occrrpation The federal state assumes legislative comPetence in

the fields of labour and economic law, which indudes non-irstitutional

vocational training. The administration of apprenticeship training,

however, rests with the Liinder, although in practice this has been

devolved to the Chambers, which operate under l-and supervision.

Recently, this existing pattern of supplementary and conflicting

legislative reponsibilities has been the subject of extensive parliamentary

discrrssions following the signing of the Unification Treaty, as Afide 5

required the amendment of the Basic Law. For this purpose, a foint

Constitutional Commifte (Gerneinsame Vnfassungslommission) was set up

in 1992, consisting of members of the Bundestag and the Bundesrat. -Ihe

committee recommended in late 1993 to amendment of Artides 72,93 alr'td

125 of the Basic l^aw. This would increase the legislative competence and

ctrlhrral sovereignty of the Uniler in the fields of education and vocational

training. Employer representative bodies strongly opposed the proposal

as, in their view, a loss of federal uniforrrity would produce a significant

decrease in the standard of vocatiornl training and higher education

(DIHT, 1994:29; c/. Miiller, 1994). Ultimately, the Federal Parliament voted

in 1994 against a change in legislative competences, albeit passing some of

the committee's non-controversial recommendations. There are a number

of other federal laws and regul,ations howwer, which have either a direct

or indirect bearing on apprenticeship training, and therefore needs

discussion
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Within the framework of the federal Soverrtment's social and

economic policies, the Employment Promotion Act of 7969

(Arbeitsfi)rdefungsgesetz; /flG) was introduced to foster economic growth

by improving the country's employment structure and participation rates'

The two main labour market policy aims were, and still are, to ensure the

existence of an adequate and balanced qualified labour force and to secure

and improve occupatiornl mobilify. under the Act, the Federal

Employment office (Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit) is charged with the

responsibility of promoting initial and further vocational training and

retraining for individuals, and to offer career guidance and related

employment services to the pubtic. A further task of this Office is to

provide partial funding, where deemed appropriate and according to set

criteria, for the expansion and equipment of inter-comPany training

workshops (c/. BMAS, 1994a). \\e Bundesanstalt is located in Nuremberg

and is a self-governing tegal entity but placed under the supervision of the

Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. Thelnstitut fiir Arbeitsmarkt-

unil Bmfsforschung (lAB) is the research institute of the Federal Office, and

under the Act is tegally responsible for conducting researdr into the labour

market and occtrpations.

The Federal Training Promotion Act of 1976 (Bundaausbildungs-

fdrderungsgesetz) was formuliated to provide shrdy loans to individuals

who lack the financial means to zupport themselves when studying at

advanced vocational schools, evening secondary schools or for tertiary

level quallfications. The amount payable under Act is dependent upon the

type and content of the course plus other factors as well (Francke, 1985:M)'

In addition, the Young Persons Employment Protection Act

(lugendarbeitsschutzgesen) ol 79ffi , amended in 1976, regulates the working

hours for apprentices and also their compulsory attendance at the

Bmtfsschule, without a loss of or a reduction in the training allowance. The
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Works Constitution Act (Betriebsuerfassungsgesetz) of 1972 is significant in

that it provides the legal basis for employee rePresentatives to participate

in a company's decision-making processes with regard to social, economic

and human resources issues. But, in turn, they do not have the right to

strike as they are legally obliged 'to work together in a spirit of muhral

trust...for the good of of the employees and the estabtishment' (sadowski

et a1.,1995:493). ln more specific terns, the work council has the right to

advise nanagement on issues relating to the planning and implementation

of vocational training measures. The Act also confers consultation righb to

the council on issues relating to staff training and the selection of

apprentice trainer(s). The function of the work council is generally

coruidered. an important one, especially as it is in fact the second

controlling body in industry training apart from the Chambers (Francke'

1986:78). On the other haruc, it is widely acceped that the councils have

only limited knowledge of vocational training development and that their

main function is limited to ensuring that training is implemented

according to the prescription (Sadowski ef al., 1995). Under the Works

Constitution Act, work councils can be set up in any enterprise with more

than five employees. BuL according to Streeck et al. $987:19), about half of

all the firms with more than 20 employees have no work council, and in

the smaller craft-based enterprises they rarely exist at all' Subsequently'

more than one'third of all the employees do not have their interests

represented by a council. The 1981 Vocational Training Promotion Act'

which regulates the legal status, tasks and organisation of the BiBB' has

already been referred to previously. The Act is also the legal basis for

trade examinations plus assessor and provider accreditation which will be

analysed in the next chaPter.
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THE ORGANISATIONAL FRAMEWORK

The concept of 'cooperative federalism' is central to both the

coordination of and resPonsibilities in the German training system

(Dauenhauer, 1981). The main bodies in the organisation of vocational

training, including Policy fonnulation, are depicted in (figure 7.Zbelow),

which, however, does not do full iustice to either the number of

organisations involved or their relationships. According to Dauenhauer

(ibid, p.v), at least several hundred industry expert grouPs are actively

engaged in vocational training Policy, contributing to an almost

incomprehensible sihration. The concept of NeoharPotatismus ('neo'

corporatism') is used in this respect to refer to organised interest grouPs,

such as industry organisations, who have public responsibilities devolved

to them by the federal state and are carrying out these tasks in conjunction

with the latter (Streeck et tl., 7987:2; Hilbert et a1.,1990). Despite the fact

that industry-led bodies are often criticised by, for example, the general

public, academia and trade unions as to the extent they are able and

allowed to influence government poliry, it is the very existence of limited

federal government intervention, free market initiatives and the social

partnership approadl that comprises the dual system of vocational

training work in Germany (Vajna, 1994:22). The federal state's role of

timited involvement is rooted in history, codified in the Basic [-aw while

the concept has been reinforced throughout the post-1949 tradition of

consensus politics (see chapter 5). It also finds expression in the concept of

social autonomy koziale Autonomie), 'which implies an obligation for the

state to let social groups nunage their own affairs ('Selbstttmttaltung') as

long as they refrain from acting against vital general interests' (Streeck ef

aI.,1987:2-3). Thus the role of the federal state, as they see it, is restricted to

a 'notary public's function' (Hilbert and V6lzkow, 1990:195). lntermediary
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organistions, on the other hand, such as the chambers, employer

associatioru and trade unions Play a crucial role in the organisation and

the policy development of initial trade training, and it is this particular

configuration of ioint resporuibilities at all levels (national, sectoral and

workplace) that has been institutionalised in Germany to prevent either a

market or state failure in vocational training. The influence of the social

partners, however, extends to other public policy areas and is legistated in

labour law.

The industry and commerce sectors of the economy are represented

at the national level by three different maior organisations' i'e' the

Deutscher Arbeiggebaoubibtde GDA), t}re Bundesvnband ils Dantschen

Industrie(BDl) and the Deutscher Industrie- undHandelsfag @IHD. The BDI

represents 34 economic interest grouPs and is mainly concerned with

overall economic poliry.The DIHT is the national body coordinating and

representing the 83 regional Chambers of commerce. The BDA, on the

other hand, represents 15 Land-organised eurployer grouPs and has a

nation-wide merrbership of 46 employers' associations. The BDA, as an

inter-sectoral confederatiorl i:s the employers' national body mandated by

its members to deal with the trade trnions and the federal government on

social poliry issues. The craft sector is organised along simil'ar lines to the

industry and comsrerce sectors in that it comprises one national body, the

Zentralonbanil iles Deutschen Handwqlcs (ZDH), which in organisational

terms incorporates the Deutsclu Handutqlcslammutag (DHKD, 14 regional

Chambers and 55 craft chambers nation-wide (Vaina, 1994:33)' In the early

1970s these bodies in coniunction with a number of other employers'

organisations set up the Kuratorium ilq ilailscltctt Wirtscluft fiir

Berufsbildung, whictr has been given the task of coordinating training

pohcy for the natiorul employers' associatiors. The 'social partner' or

industrial countelPart of the above organisations is the Dantsder
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Gaoul<scllrrftsbund (DGB). In 1984, about 85Vo of, the German workforce

was represented by the 17 indutrial unioru affiliated to the DGB, while

the remaining proportion was represented by unioru reprepenting

employees and public senrants, i.e. the Deutsclu Angestelltan Geuaksclaft

(DAG) and the Dmtscher Beamtettbund (DBB) respectively (Streeck et al.,

7987:6).Traditionally, the social parhrers have on Pu{Pose separated the

FIGURE 7.2
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proclaimd importance training has for and in a competitive high-wage

economy.

Under the tenns of the 1949 Basic Law, responsibilities for

education poticy is shared between the federal state and the Undq. Tlte

Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technology GMBF)

(6) has responsibility for the central overall co-ordination of education

poligr, powers which in general terms may be described as rather weak

and complementing the statutory functions assigned to the Chambers and

the Liindn in training (Lauglo, 1993:64). However, according to Streeck

and co-authors, 'the Federal Government makes the overwhelming

majority of decisions on vocational training, but only after union and

employers' representatives have given their consent' (Streeck et al.,

1987:13). Under the Act, the BMBF is required to co-operate with the

Liinder in the field of educational planning, for which PurPose the BLK

was established in 1970. With regard to the field of vocational training, the

ministry is mandated to prepare new legislation for both non-institutional

training and the development and organisation of initial and further

vocational training, as well as to initiate measures deemed beneficial for

the development of further education (Schaub and Zenke, 1995).

Furthermore, the task of approving national training ordinances, which

are legally binding for training undertaken in a specific occupational

category, rests with the BMBF, but are issued by the relevant federal

ministry in whose field the ordinance pertains (see figure 7.2 above).

Lastly, the BMBF is also responsible for issuing regul,ations regarding

further vocatiornl training and the pedagogical qualifications of trainers

(CEDEFOP, 1994b). The diagram shows that the BMBF, on behalf of the

federal government, issues guidelines and ordinances directly to the

competent bodies in vocational training (see below). In 1975 the federal
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education and science ministry was charged with having resporsibility

for:

- the Vocational Training Act;

- basic questions of vocational training Policy;

- the Federal Irutihrte of Vocational Training (BiBB);

- issuing regulatioru for further vocatiornl training and the teaching

qualifications of trainers (Mtinch, 1991:56-7\.

These responsibilities have been enlarged subsequently to include:

- the fostering of the position of both disadvantaged and

gtftd apprentices in the dual system, and

- the promotion of experiments and research in vocational

training (Arnold and Miinch, L994).

The statutory functions of the Standing Conference of the Ministers

of Education and Cultual Affairs (KMK) derive from the fact that

responsibility for education and cultural affairs lies primarily with the

Liindn, as laid down in the 1949 Basic Law. The essential goal of the Uniler

is to ensure that through cooperation an acceptable level of comparability

between the Liinilq's education systems is achieved. To this erul,

agreements are reached, ioint statements made, and views and

infornration exdranged (KMK, 1992a). The KMK further acts as an

instrument of cooperationbetween thekindq and the federal government,

for which a coordination committee was established in the 1970s to deal

with vocational education and training issues. ln 1972 the comrnittee

endorsed a ioint protocol for the harrronisation of vocational school

currictrla and training ordinances (c/. Benner and Ptttmaruu 1992) (7). the

only other comrnittee dealing with vocational training in the KMK is a

zubcommittee of the School Comrrittee (KMK l992az9). The KMK issues
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guidelines and ordinances to the individual Uindn for implementation in

theBnufsschulnt,but they are not, as mentioned eatlier, binding.

The Federal Institute of Vocational Training (BiBB) can in uuny

respects be considered NZQA's counterPart, for which reason a brief

organisational profile of the tnstitute is presented here while, in chapter

10, a comparative institutional analysis is provided. BiBB is a legal entity

incorporated under public law and was set up in 1970 under the

provisions of the Vocational Training Act. Its present legal basis is the 1985

amendment of the 1981 Vocational Training Promotion Act (BerBiFG)

whictr requires it 'to carry out vocational haining tasks' (BiBB, 1992). The

Institute is directly accountable to the federal government and is placed

under the supervision of the Federal Ministry of Education, Scierrce,

Research and Tedrnolory GMBD. It receives funding from the federal

state under the provisions of the Appropriation Act, which amounted to

DM 42.7 million in 1992 (ibid) arr.d has been estimated tor 7995 atDM 47.7

million (BiBB, 1995:5). The Instihrte's head office is located in Berlin and a

second office is in Borur, where together a total of some 385 staff are

employed, who are appointed to their positions as civil serwants.

Approximately half of the Institute's staff work as researchers (Heine-

Wiedenmanrl 1988). The official bodies of BiBB are the Executive Board

and the General-Secretary. The forrrer is the lnstitute's self-governing

decision-making body and is 'the only statutory advisory body on

education and training for the Federal Government' (BiBB, 1992:5). Its

principal task is to advise the federal government on iszues fundamental

to vocational training and the Board therefore provides a link between

vocatiornl training research and pottical decision-making at federal level,

while having important policy forrrulation and advisory functions itself

(Heine'Wiedenmaru; 19E8).
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Consensus, however, on major Poticy issues, such as the

standardisation of haining between the different occupations, is rarely

achieved by atl the parties involved. An example of the different views

expressed on vocational training can invariably be found in the arurual

vocational training reports published by the BMBF which contains the

views of the social partners and the recommendatioru of the Executive

Board of BiBB as to the desirable direction of training poliry and,

moreover, includes the policy decisions of the Federal Parliament. BiBB's

Executive Board, however, is said to have a more impressive record on

passing consensus-based recomrnendations on training issues, such as the

duration of vocational training (Streeck et a1.,1987).

The Executive Board has also been granted the Power to make

decisions on researdt projects proposed by the Institute's malugement, to

approve BiBB's budget, and to issue public statements and grve

recornmendations with regard to the organisation and future development

of vocational training. The Board has a total membership of 53, consisting

of employers', trade unions', and Liindcr representatives, eactr of which

delegates 16 members to the meetings. The federal government is

represented by five members who, however, have the right to pass 15

votes in total but is conditiorral on their reaching an unanimous decision.

Both the Federal Employment Office and a national local government

body have the right to be represented at the Board's meetings by one

observer each but they only attend in an advisory capacity (BMBF,

1995d:33). Executive Board members are elected for a maximum period of

four years and the chairrran is nominated in turn from each of the four

main groups.

The Research Board is a zubcommittee of the Executive Board and

prepares the submission of research programmes for their approval. These

programnes are initiated and designed by researchers at BiBB and require
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the endorsement of the General-Secretary before it canbe submitted to the

Researctr Board (see chapter 8). The Liinder Comsrittee is another

permanent sub-committee, which is charged with the responsibility to

coordinate training regulatiors and framework school curricula in the

Liindq and is, therefore, essentially in competition with the joint protocol

functions of the KMK (c/. BMBW, 1979). As the result of the Undn

opposing the idea of a committee in a federal government institution

h"rirg decision-making authority over school curicula, the task of the

Liiruter Comrrittee has been restricted to one of solely g;tting advice on the

design of the training prescriptions (Hilbert et a1.,1990:50).

The General-Secretary, currently Dr Hermarut Schmidt, is

appointed by the Federal President uPon nomirntion by the federal

government, and is the drief executive officer resporsible for managing

and representing the Institute. It is within his authority to both appoint

(and dissolve) expert comrrittees for the purpose of providing advice on

the implementation of individual tasks undertaken by the Institute.

Organisatiornlly, BiBB is divided into the offices of the Exectrtive Board,

the Generat-Secretary and the Vice General-Secretary, public reliatioru,

administration and coordination sectioru, and six research departments

responsible for undertaking investigative work into the following arleas:

- Qualification researdr" plarming and statistics;

- Currimlum researctu

- Training regulations research;

- Further training and adult education researctg

- Educatiornl technology and conrparative vocational training researctL

and

- Training costs and efficiency and training places research.
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BiBB's statutory functions, as specified in the Vocational Training

Promotion Act, are:

- to co-operate in preparing training ordinances and other regulations

issued under the provisions of the Vocatiornl Training Act and the Craft

Code;

- to co-operate in preparing the arurual Vocational Training ReporU

- to produce vocational tsaining statistics;

- to support the planning, establishment and further development of

group training workshops;

- to advise the federal government on vocatiornl training matters;

- to conduct research into vocatiornl traininp the basis of whidr are

research prograrnmes approved by the Central Board;

- to promote and monitor trial projecb;

- to maintain and publish a register of federal state recognised skilled

occrrpations, and

- to examine and recognise distance vocational training courses, and give

advise to their organisers Miinch, 1991:5&9; DII{T, t992:ll2).

The above functiors have been supplemented by a number of tasks as

regulated under the Berlin/Borur [aw of 25 April 1994, which extends the

BiBB's authority by including the following functions:

- to promote educational tecturology through research although research

progranrmes need to be approved by the competent Minister;

- to participate in international cooperation in vocational haining, and

- to recognise distance education cour€es under the terms of the Distance

Education Promotion Act (BiBB, 1995a:7).

At the regional level in Germany, the Chambers are, under the

Vocational Training Act, the 'competent bodies' resporsible for

administering and controlling in-company training. The Chambers'
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stahrtory functioru are based on the principle of zubsidiarity, as

promulgated in the Basic Law, and this gives the social partners a large

degree of autonomy in carrying out their tasks in vocational training at

local and regional level, without the intervention of either the federal or

Land government. The Chambers have been charged with a wide range of

responsibilities (see below) and are seu-governing bodies under public

law. In total eight different types of Chambers exist for the various

professions and economy sectors (8), of which the chambens of industry

and comgerce and craft are, in economic tefuls, considered to be the most

important ones. Membership is comp,tl"ory for those people operating a

business and approximately 3.65 million companies afe registered with

the Chambers (DIHT, 1991:28). The Chambers Eme placed, but only in legal

terms, under the supervision of the l-and economics minister, who has a

's5rmbolic' power to intervene only in those circtrmstances when a

Chamber is in breach of any law or statute it is governed by. According to

the DIHT, the legal supervision requirement 'guarantees the self-

administering character of the Chambers in terms of persorurel, finance

and organisation' and is considered to be a 'necessary prerequisite' for

fulfilling their tasks (ibid, p.32). In practice, the Chambers are supen'ised

by rnither the federal nor a ltnd government and function autonomously,

protecting the interests of the economic sectors they represent. The DII{T

in particular plays a powerful role in the Gerrran social market economy

and as a major interest group influences the direction of the federal

tovernment's economic policies.

The main statutory functions of the competent Chambers are to

publish ocamination regul,ations, to advise training companies and

apprentices on vocational training matters, to monitor the implementation

of vocatioral training, and to accredit assessors and training companies.

At a more specific level, the Chambera are responsible for rururing a trade
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examination system, comprising interrrediate and final o<aminations,

deternrining the eligibility of apprentices to sit an examination and also to

make decisiors about the length of the training period, where appropriate.

Th"y also appoint examination committees and can set up a committee to

resolve conflicts between employers and apprentices on issues relating to

in-company training, when required. The magnitude of their task is

reflected in the fact that every year a total of approximately 3d)'000 final

trade exarns are held in the Federal Republic (ibid, p.3$. In additiorL and

under the terrrs of the Vocational Training Act, the Chambers also run

advanced vocational examirntions for national recognised occupations,

sudr as lndustrinneistn and Fachwirf (see glossary), and are engaged in

retraining courses and examinations. Moreover, th"y provide seminars

and further education and haining courses themselves. Another important

function is their maintaining a register of vocational training, containing

details of every training conhact. In 1993, this register held more than

780,000 contracts. Prior to the introduction of the Vocational Training Act

the Chambers had dfuect responsibility for training regulations, an

influence over vocirtional content is now exercised by the national

employers' associations.

Vocational training comrrittees of the Chambers are established

under the provisions of the Act and consist of 18 delegates in total,

representing the two social partners and Bnufsschule teachers on an equal

basis, for a maximum tenn of four years. The teachers are allowed to

attend in an advisory role only and are elected by the responsible

authorities under l-anillaw. Employers'representatives, on the other hand,

are nomirulted by the Chamber whilst the local trade unions nominate

their representatives. The comrnittee's chairrranship alternates arurually

between a delegate of one of the social partners. Under the Vocational

Training Act, the vocatioral training committee of a Chamber has
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extensive powers. The comrrittee, for example, has to be inforsred of all

important issues relating to vocational training, sudl as changes to

training prescriptions, new form.s and methods of training, labour market

developments and policy changes to general education, as they may have

consequences for the structure and provision of trade training Miind}

1991). The Act mandates the vocational training committee to approve the

issuance by the Chamber of legal regulations relating to vocational

training, e,g. the examination requirements for the final trade examination

and to make decisioru in cases where proposed expendihrres are in excess

of what has been budgetted for. The position of the Chambers and their

vo@tional training comrdttees in the organisation of and the decision'

making Pfocess in vocational training is thus quite significant, in that their

roles are not limited to making recomsrendations only but indude the

exetcise of supervisory and regulatory Powers.

The Vocational Training Act is also the legal basis for the existence

of vocational training committees at the l-andlevel which have been set up

for the purpose of advising tjrre Lanil govemment on all state-related

vocational training issues. The comrrittee is also legally authorised to

foster cooperation between instihrtional education and on-theiob training

with a view to ensuring that in the development of the public education

system consideration is given to the corulequences for in-company training

in the dual system (BMBW, 1979:41). Recommendations made by this

body are purely of an advisory nature and may gain political significance

only when l-anil parlianentarians or the Education Ministry are prepared

to support them. The comsrittee consists equatly of repreentatives by

employers, workers and tand authorities; one half of the delegates

representing tlrre l-and must be education experb, a stipulation to ensure

that control is exercised over their legislated functions (Miilncb 1991:54). It

is possible for the social partners to use their participation r the Lanil
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courmittees for developing the vocational school cutTicula at national

level, but this seldom happens; the employers' associatioru and the trade

unions have publicly stated that the Land connittees only play a minor

role in their schemes (Streeck et a1.,1987:17)'

Lastlp the relevant Liiniler ministries, which is either the Ministry of

Labour or the Economics Ministry, except in the Hamburg and Lower

saxony Liindu, have the statutory Power to monitor the chambers'

adherence to relevant legislation which, according to Miinch Qbid, p'56), is

merely a form of 'technical' supervision (see above) and also to approve

trade examination regul,ations. The relevant ministry has further been

charged with the task of assuming responsibility for overseeing the land

Comrrittee for Vocational Trainiag, for the financial promotion of

vocational training in its l-and, as well as appointing the members of the

vocational training comrrittees of the bodies competmt for trade training

in the industry, courmerce and crafu sectors. Additionally, the relevant

ministry is involved in issuing Bnufsschule curricula although this requires

the approval of both the Ministry of Education and the Economics

Ministry.Thus the main functions of the competent undq comrrittees are

of a supervisory rnture and are a mechanism to eruilrre that the

implementation of training complies with relevant legislation within the

state.

CURRENT AIMS AND POLICIES

The present federal system of government in Gernrany consists of

different but complementary levels of governance. The Powers confered

to the federal state and the Liinder in matters such as education and

training are legislated in accordance with the principles of 'ctrltural

sovereignty' and 'subsidiarity'. It is because of this complex stmcture of

responsibilities that the aims and poticies for vocational education and
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training have to be arnlysed here from a perspective that takes into

account the involvement of all the main parties in poliry-fornrulation and

decision-making, r.e. the federal govelnment, the potitical parties, Federal

Ministry of Education, science, Research and Technolory (BMBF), the

national employers' associations and the German Association of Trade

Unions@GB)andtheExecutiveBoardoftheFederallnstituteof
Vocational Training (BiBB).

A basic but much repeated poliry statement of the German federal

government is that all youth who desire to undertake an apprenticeship

should be able to do so and for which, officially, there is no formal entry

qualification requirement (BMBW, 191b:15). This, however, has been a

courmon historical practice and does not reflect newly established

government potry. According to the BLK, Gerrrany's vocational training

poliry aim is directed towards principally providing all youth with a

,qualified training' in the dual system, full-time vocational schools or in

the tertiary sector (BLK 1993:3). The social partners, on the other hand, are

in fundamental agreement that this training should impart broad and

flexible skills in which employers are interested because it enhances

internal labour market mobility, whereas for workers these represent a

means of income and employment protection Corsequently, there exist

considerable com6on interesb in vocational training and there is, in

general terms, a basic agreement on the policy direction (c/' Weegman,

1991;Sadowski et a1.,1995:501). Characteristic of the German trade unions'

attitude towards training is their commitment to improve the dual system

in quantitative and qualitative terms and not to restrict its role to

' industrial demarcation .

Of considerable conc€rn to poticy-makers and advisory bodies is

the disturbing trend that the dual system is losing some of its functionality

as the result of a number of interrelated factors. At a time when there is
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evidence that the training commitment of enterprises is waning, industry

is also experiencing a shortage of skilled workers (BMBW, l99h), a

situation which is further compounded by a shortage of. Bnufsschule

teachers ([ange, 1995). Two factors in particular indicate that the dual

training model is now a system in crisis. Firstly, there is an increasing

social demand for higher levels of education which has a direct bearing on

the pattern of educational provision in the tripartite secondary sdrool

system and, secondly, the low numbers of students entering uPPer

secondary school which are a direct result of demographic developments

(Tessaring 1993). The forrrer FRG training model is furtherrnore being

challenged by the consequences of European integration and German

unification Lastly, arrl associated with the above factors, the parties

involved in vocatiornl training, i.e. the social partners and the federal and

state governments, generally tend to share the view that the dual system

of vocational training is in need of reform so as to regain not only its

'forurer level of functionality' but, more importantllr, achieve training

efficiency and subsequent improved economic competitiveness.

Underpinning this view is the key notion that human capital is a very if
not the most important economic factor in the Republic (Buttler et al.,

1993:457; BMBF, l95d:49; Kohl, 1993:7).

The political and academic discussions about reforming the dual

system have been dominated by the intention of making apprenticeships

not only an attractive option for young people to consider but also to

promote it as a 'real alternative to university study' (BDI ef cl., 1993:8). In

order to achieve this aim, the parties involved have focrrssed on enhancing

the flexibility of the training system in terrrs of access, provision and

pedagogical differentiation, whilst endeavouring to put the status of

vocational and general education on an equal footing (Deutscher

Bundestag,\990; c/. Schaumarur, 1993). This l,atter issue is regarded by the
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federal govelnment as its central task in vocational training Policy, a

notion which is widely endorsed by the social parbrers as well as all the

political parties (BMBW, l99h; 1994b). This aim to increase the

attractiveness of apprentice training will, however, only stand a chance of

becoming successful when the labour market offers skilled workers

interesting and adequate career opportunities. In this respect, the KMK

made an important contribution in 1992 by formally equalising the status

of the Berufsschule and the Realschule leaving certificates but, however,

there is no automatic equivalence as special corulitions aPPly (KMK,

1992b'). More recently, the KMK publidy arurounced that it is nrrrently

investigating the possibility of granting vocational school graduates the

right to enter Fachlnchschulen and extending its agreements on the

equivalence of vocational and general education to cover a wider range of

types of sdrool leaving certificates. In their deliberations, the notion and

value of core skills in educational trarufer has been deemed important by

the KMK (195a:87-89).

Vocational education and training policies in Germany, as

elsewhere, are always being developed in relation to wider governmerrt

policy aims and can be ocplained in terurs of 'taxonomic' policy

relationships (Dauenhauer, 1981:5). The broader set of government

policies directly influences the direction of economic, social and education

policies and these, in turrt either indirectly impact on vocatiornl training

policy through labour market policies, or have a direct effect on it as in the

case of education po[cy. In concrete terms, this means that in Germany the

aims of vocational training reform are geared towards the general aims of

both general government policy direction and its economic policies. On

the other hand, the provisions of the Basic Law are a legal guarantee for

social iustice and therefore are a cornerstone for the federal government's
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social policies (Enget and Rosenthal, 1970:14); the latter explicitly stating

that'education, training and further learning are the basis for the personal

and social development of individuals' (BMAS,l994b:39). Thus the federal

government in fonnulating its economic and social policie is required to

adhere to the legislated aim of social consensus which is a contributive

factor to the rather incrementalist nature and direction of poliry-making it
Germany (Schmidt, 1994:81).

Gerrrany is curently experiencing an economic recession after a

very short post-unification boom period. This has been caused by, among

other factors, dedining competitiveness and a weakening of the export

markets, and is characterised by a high inflation rate and an

unemployment rate of.8To for the oldLiindq andl9.3Vo for the new Undq

(Statistisches Bundesamt, 799k:76). Whereas unemployment rates

inoeased in the former FRG Lrirnder in all occrrpations, in the new Under

unemployment decreased only slightly (Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit,

1994:87,141). The loss of competitiveness has been caused in part by the

h*ry unification costs (amounting to DM 400 billion in 1990-1993) to

zupport incomes and reconstruction in east Germany (OECD, 1993a:10)

and is, according to some, an indicator of an existing stnrctural crisis

rather than an economic trend (Kcirber-Weik, 1994:31). Economic recovery,

therefore, is considered a priority poliqy aim of the federal government,

which has, and will continue to have, a flow on effect on education and

training policies.

The function and the purpose of the tripafite general secondary

school structure in the German education system is presently largely

uncontested in policy discussions as all the political parties support the

crrrrent stnrchrre, with the exception of the SPD, which favours the

comprehensive secondary school (SPD, 1989:28). Notably, there is a

tendenry to reinforce the distinctiveness of the different streams and
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refonn the Hauptschule in order to enhance its impoverished status in

relation to the Realschule and the Gymnasium (CDU, n.d-, p.19; FDP,

1990:145; BDI ef a1.,7993). This intention aims to consolidate the prevailing

German educational philosophy of 'Durchlassiglceit nach Leistung'

(achievement-based educational progress). National employer associations

are convinced that the tripartite schooling system is catering adequately

for those students wanting to change tyPes of secondary sctrool. On the

other hand, they recomrnend that the Gymnasium be reforrred and state

that the teaching of core skills should have a more central place in the

crrrriculum. Additionally, they advocate the indusion of practical training

in its curriculum GDA, L993;BDI, et al.,1993).

In 1993, there were approximately 0.5 million Abiturieatn studying

at upper secondary level (BMBF,1994:47) who basically had three choices

at the end of compulsory sdrooling i.e. to coulmence an apprenticeship, to

enter the workforce or, lastly, to embark on a degree course in higher

education Although the Abitur is not a qualification designed for entering

the workforce,36Vo of Gymnasium gradaates moved into employment in

199f Giesering et aL,1994:13). Inl992, around 1.8 million shrdents were

eruolled in higher education and for the first time students outnumbered

apprentices (ibid, p.aO 9).

In contrast to general secondary schooling, tertiary education has

been the subject of reforrn proposals as it has been severely criticised for a

number of reasons. First of all, graduates of the first degree university

course, e.g. Diplottt or lvlagbtn Artium, are entering the labour market

norrrally when they are in their mid or even liate twenties. This problem is

e:<acerbated by the fact that a high proportion of students change courees

or drop out altogether as well as a lack of adequate resourcing, whidr is

related to the overcrowded universities (CDU, rr-d.). Consequently, it

appears to be a reasonable assumption that for these reasons university
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study may not be an attractive option for a lot of Abiturtentun.'[he trade

unions claim that a reduction in the length of the first degree course is

absolutely necessary, as is an improvement in its quality (Witte, 1994:85).

Employer representative bodies, on the other hand, are specifically

favouring the development of the Fachhoclschule, because the applied

nature of its degree progTallrmes has, in their opiniorL more direct

relevance to the world of work GDA, 1993:98). Secondly, they demand

that private irstitutions be put on an equal footing with publidy funded

higher education ones. In short, employers are hcoming increasi4gly

dissatisfied with the performance of the higher education system and are

b.itg supported by academics in their calls on the federal govemment to

press on with reforms (Gardner, 1994; Phillips, 1995:36).

Growing social dissatisfaction with the lack of reponsiveness of the

education system to the needs of the economy, at a time of economic

uncertainty, as well as its inability to respond to the educational needs of

individuals and society resulted in Chancellor Kohl calling for an

'education summit' in November 1993. This was convened to reach

decisions at federal and l-and levels on educatioru training, higher

education and researctu Kohl publidy arurounced that this conference was

an opportunity to'discharge ballast' the Republic's education system had

accrrmulated over the previous fotty years and that 'Ger:rran unification

presented a good chance of adrieving this by means of total restruchrring'

(Rohlfs and Schifer, 1993:41&9). Previously, in 1992, a Bund-Undn

Vocational Training Working Party, consisting of representatives of the

federal government, the Unils and the social lnrtners, had been

established to make preparatioru for the summit by producing

recomnendations for consideration Although the political outcome of the

sumrnit ureeting was generally coruidered rather disappointing (Phillips,

1995:36; BMBW, l994a;:?.5), its apparent value nevertheless lies in the fact
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that the education sectors had been subiect to what aPPear to be a

rigorous appraisal (BMBW, 1993a). Conference Press releases by the

Federal Education and Science Ministry unequivocally stated the federal

government's position with regard to educational refonn d.e. in higher

education it aims to achieve increased efficiency and introduce curictrlum

reforms soon to improve the quality of learning, while expanding the

Faclkochschule sector, as had been demanded by industrialists. With

regard to vocational training the Ministry recommended that in principle

it should be possible for Meistq arrd Technilcer to pursue tertiary level

studies, as a proper bridge to tertiary education is tacking (c/. Pritchard,

7992). This view has been supported by " post-summit Vocational

Training Working Party paper, stating that immediate entry to higher

education courses is a desirable poliry option or, dtenutively, it should be

made possible upon the attainnrent of bridging qualifications which need

to be designed for that specific purpose (BMBW, 1994b:1-5). The same

paper contairs an extensive catalogue of agreed vocational training

measures, responsibility for which has been allocated to the various

interests groups in tersrs of developing implementation policy.

Political and academic discussions focrrssing on the creation of

pathways for students urn and graduates of, vocational education and

training are also pertinent and timely as the traditional advanced training

routes for skilled workers have proven to be a rather underutilised further

education option (Tessaring, 1993:153). Research dearly shows that there

is a trend tl:r;t Fachlnchschule engineers and skilled workers holding

additional industry- or enterprise-specific qualifications are beit g

employed in increasing numbers in middle-level trade positions in the

economy (c/. Drexel, 1994) (see chapter 9). Traditionally, the dual system

of vocatiornl haining was the 'king's road' to skilled labour but without

uuny @neer opportunities arul further training options avail,able (Kutscha,
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1993:41), At times of dwindling numbers of new apprenticeship entrants,

because of increasing social demand for higher levels of education, and

low birth rate levels, the economic rationale for designing bridging

qualificatioru and creating pathways for skilled workers becomes self-

evident. However, the rntional employer bodies have dearly stated that

they want the dual sytem to keep its independent character and do not

wish to see it become a form of transition education (BDI et al., 1993).

Another important teason for poliry-makers to create a more flexible

system derives from the fact that the proportion of urukilled labour is

about l4Vo of. the age group of 2F30, or aPProximately 1.6 million people,

and is considered to be unacceptably high (Davids and Kloas, 1994:61)

(10). Differentation of the dual system as a poliry aim is also considered

politically desirable by the federal government for social reasons. In

adrieving this, measures are b.itg promoted to assist disadvantaged

groupsr e.g. foreign youths and handi@pped persons, in gaining national

qualifications (BMBW, l99b:7-8; c/. BMBW, 1992). However, the need for

gualified persorurel is not confined to skilled workers only for Gerrrany,

despite the rising nrrmbers of tertiary shrdents, needs even more

university graduates (Laermann, 1994200).

As a consequmce, the dual system is facing a number of significant

challenges which are ocquring in the face of social, economic, and

tedurological changes that undoubtedly will influence arul change its

configurative relationship with the education and employrrent systems. In

the dual system an inherent conflict odsts between economic and

educational values whic-h is even to a larger degree present in the further

education sector in the absence of external regulation Further education

and training is both economically and politically aszuming greater

importance in the light of the need for lifelong learning and therefore the

policy issue of aligning the two sectors is gaining in prominence but,
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simultaneously, posint a significant test for Gernran policy-makers

(Laermaru; 1994; Wirtschuft unit Bnufsa-ziehung, 7994). Another test of

considerable proportioru is for the Republic to 'complete unification' and

ensure that sufficient training places are b"ing made available to

apprentices and to develop the training infrastnrcture in the eastem

Gerrran states (Ortleb, 1993:48). Thirdly, the current stmcture and

organisation of the dual system is subiect to political and academic

deliberations which are foctrssing on improving the system's functionality

and viability through inaeasing transparenry and differentiation but

without compromising its standards. [,astly, refonn is imminent as

regards the quality of apprentice training. The CDU/CSU are demanding

that occupational profiles need to be modernised more swiftly in order to

meet technological developments and that overlong terms of

apprenticeship be reduced (Wirtscluft und Bnufsetziehung, 1994:377).

Despite the problems and the challenges facing the Gerrran training

model, there remains wide-spread political coruensus about retaining the

dual system (BMBW, t993bzL7; Liibke, Dorn, Haase, interviews, 1995)

because, as some see it, there is no convincing alternative (DII{T,

7994:ll9).In general terms, the dual system enjoys a good international

standing among the othet main training models and in its own right. It is

especially the close corurection between the worlds of work and leaming

in the initial trade training system and the attributed comparatively low

levels of youth unemployment that come to the fore as desirable

components of any vocational training system. In the next chapters these

issues, among others, will be analysed further.

NOTES
1 Mihdr (1991:47) estimated that4100,000 companies, or 25Vo of all the
enterprises provide training, covering 50{07o of the total workforce.
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2 The ternr'social partners' is employed here to refer coruistently to
employer representative groups and the trade unions, and exdudes the
federal state and the Liinder. The use of the named term does not mean or
i^ply here that the relationship between employers and unions is
harmonious at all times, as it may be more appropriate at times to refer to
them as'social adversaries'.
3 In 7992, there were 575,300 examinees sitting the final
apprenticeship examination, induding 50,900 in the new Under, showing
a pass rate of around 90Vo (B.MF.F,1,994:L24).

4 The Federat Social Court considers the few federally recognised
training ocorpations which require two years of training or less as semi-
skilled occupations (Beruter, 1992).

5 In Gemnany, a distinction is made between Aufstiegsweitnbildung
('career extension education'), which is taken to mean further vocational
training regulated by either the l-and or the federal state and leads to a
national qualification" and Anpssungsweitnbildung ('job adiustment
education'). In the latter category, courses are offered for updating one's

occupational competence, such as a course in technical English or busines
computing (BMBF, 1995d:80).
6 The Federal Ministry of Education and Science amalgamated with
the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology in 1994 to become the
Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technolory.
7 In the next chapter detailed attention will be paid to the protocol
referred to.
8 Eight different types of Chambers exist, which are for the following
areas: industry and commerce, craft, agriculture,l,awyers, consultants and
accountants, physiciars, dentists, and pharrracists (Streecket al,l987:17).
9 Tessaring (1993:135) contests the accrrracy of these statistics and
calorlated that in 1990 around 67Vo of. the age cohort commenced an
apprenticeship, whileL7Vo started a degree course in higher education.
l0 Unskilled is defined here by the authors as those people who have
neither attained a recognised occupational training certificate nor are in
vocational training.
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CHAPTER 8 STANDARDS, ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION

THE GERMAN MODEL: AN OCCLJPATION-BASED STANDARDS

SYSTEM

The previous two chapters have already briefly alluded to the

central importance of the concepts of 'occrrpation' (Bnufl and 'training

occrrpation' (Ausbild,ungsberufl in the German dual system of vocational

training. Articles E of the Vocatiornl Training Act and the Craft Code

orrrently provide the legal basis for the desig4 development and

implementation of rationally recognised training occupations in initial

trade training. These training occupations not only achieve political,

economical and industrial goals (Bermer, En) but also contribute to the

personality development of an apprentice (Berurer and Piittmarur, 1992).

More specifically, a training occupation constitutes a 'duster' of

skills and knowledge required for occupatiornl competence at the skilled

worker level. These regulations specify the name of the training

occupation, the length of the training, the skills and knowledge required,

i.e. the training occupation profile (Ausbildungsberafsbild), an outline

training plan (Ausbildungsrahmmphn) and the examination requirements.

Together these forrr the basis for an organised and uniforrr system of

initial trade training (Der Bundesminister fiir Bildung und Wissensctraft,

1992:27).

The official responsibility for issuing, and revoking, training

ordinances (Ausbildungsordnungen) rests with the responsible federal

ministeries, which is usually the Federal Economics Minister but also

requires the approval of the Federal Minister for Education, Science,

Research and Technology (Benner, 1977:68). Importantly, regul,ations will
only be issued when the social partners have reached coruensus which,

according to Berner (ibid, p.74), is a moot point as agreement may be

partly based on their settling wider industrial relations issues.
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The Gerrran approadr to training is characterised by the doctrine

that occupational competence, i.e. the mastering of skills and knowledge

required for the practice of a trade in the workplace, can only be acquired

upon completion of a prescribed minimum period of concurrent on-the

iob training and institutional learning. Timeserving therefore is seen as a

pre-condition for the facilitation of skill transfer and worker mobility

(Benner, 1977; Spelberg, interview, 1995).

The concept of 'ocorpation' assumes central importance in German

society as its functions are considered to be multivalent (1). Firstly, Bnuf is

regarded as a conceptual instrument for designing qualification stmctures

and work organisation and specifically, with regard to the forster, a

device for defining training content and examination levels (Reuling,

1994:1). Secondly, the social meaning attached to Bnuf is of partiorlar

importance in Germany for it is both regarded an important social status

indicator and a means for self-ascription, because 'we are defined by what

onr occupation is' (Paul-Kotrlhoff, 1994:14). And lastly, because the

concept of Beruf is intrinsically related to Berufiausbildung (literally:

training for an occtrpation) one's economic position is achievement-based

and predeternrined by vocatiornl certification and occrrpational

competence (Kell, 1982).

Consequently, the concept of Bnuf is far more than iust a reference

to specific job activities and it differs in substance and purpose from the

Anglo-American terms of 'profession and 'job'. Reuling's (L994:2-3)

elaboration of this issue is useful as he situates B*f between'profession'

and 'job' on a continuum (2). A professioru he contends, is generally

characteris"d by'scientifically systema tlzed professional knowled ge and

skills' and 'professional conduct oriented towards a standardized code of

ethics', whilst a job would typically involve a narrow application of

workplace or company-specific skills (ibid).
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B*f,on the other hand, is seen by Reuling (ibid) as encomPassing a

combination of knowledge, skills and experience more 'forunlised' and

transferable than those required for a job and constifutes 'a crurency for

trading labour for money'. Moreover, and importantly, the concept is a

didactical focus in vocatioral training. Thus the degree of formalisation of

haining content in national regulations (see below) and the focus on

impafing broad-based training are regarded as being domirnnt features

of the German Bt*f concept, a constnrct that has evolved historically and

serves to align the education and the employment systems'

However, the use and the validity of this notion is by no means

uncontested in Germany. When defining Bquf as the application of

specific knowledge, skills and experience required for the permanent

employment of an individual (Sdraub and Zenke, 1995:58), this concept

not only draws criticism for its sole foctrs on full-time gainful employment

(c/. Paul-Kohlhoff, lgg4), but it aPPears also to be incompatible with

international developments, such as in New Zealand (see chapter 3) and

Europe, where a shift of foors to competence from qualification is

occtrrring (Grootings, 1994:7).

In opposition to the New ZalanA sihration where the unit

standards are metaphorically considered to be the 'building blockrs' for

new national qualifications, in Germany B"ruf remains a central

qualifications concep (3). Current acadernic debates, however, are

focussing on the impact which trends in post-Tayloristic work

organisatioru such as lean productiort may have on the way vocational

training is organised and its content. Central to this discussion is the issue

of whether the accl,aimed increasing importance of core skills

(Schliisselquatifitutbnen) in reducing the intrirsic value and scope of the

education and labour market concept of occupation (4).

Kutscha (1992b:53il believe that 'ocorpational specialisation

(Vnbnuflichung) will become more and more important in the future and
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that ,occtrpations' are expected to adiust to the changing requireurents of

the labour market and therefore maintain their conceptual importarrce' He

thus rejects the likelihood of any reverse developments' ln a simil'ar vein'

continuing European integration is not expected to influence Germany's

adherence to the Bn ft principte (Rutrland 19922291), and official support

for retaining the concept includes both the federal government and the

BiBB (Schtrddt, 1993:14H).

In the previous chapter the statutory functions of the BiBB have

been described, whictr includes its key role in developing occtrpational

curricula through research and its involvement in implementation

proiects. In carrying out its standards-setting work, the Institute is legally

r€quhd to establish the aims and content of vocational training and to

ensure their relevance in relation to tectrnical, economic, and social

developments. The standards, however, are minimum requirements which

are formul,ated in conjunction with industry representatives as well as the

social partners, and require the latter's endolsement.

Although initiatives for modifications to the training regulations

usually come from the national employers' organisations, the central

bodies representing the Chambers and the guilds and the trade unions

(Raggatt, 1988), proposals can also be put fonrard by the Under and BiBB

(Der Bundesminister fiir Bildung und Wissenschaft, 1987a:7). The role of

BiBB in this respect has been describ"d by some as being doser to a

'seryice organisation' than an'active creator' (Hilbert et al',190:97), while

others have pointed out that BiBB is not an institution conducting

fundamental researchn but merely engages in applied researdt in

vocational training (Der Bundesminister fiir Bildung und Wissetuchaft,

r987b\.

In !974, the Federal Vocational Training Committee approved a

recommendation about criteria for the recognition of training

prescriptions, which is orrrently still valid. The main criterion for
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introducing new prescriptions is that there must be sufficient demand

within the economy as a whole for new skill standards' These

prescriptioru need to be broadly defined and contain realistic and

attairnble training goals. Additionally, there must be sufficient

demarcation between the training occtrpatioru. Moreover, the vocational

training aim ocpressed in the prescriptions is the ability of the apprentice

to reason and act independently in aPPlying trade knowledge and skills'

The terrr of training is set to be between two and threeand-a-half years

while apprenticeship completion is deemed to forrt an adequate basis for

continuing training and occrrpational advancement (BiBB, 1993b:L7)'

The development of training ordinances is regulated through the

application of a procedural model that corurects BiBB's researdr proiect

process with the L972 lont Protocol on harrronising the content of

training ordinances and vocational schoot curricula. This latter agreement

was reinforced by a resolution passed by the Executive Board of BiBB in

1979 and last amended in 1984 (Barabosch, interview, 1995)' This model

comprises four stages from the time an application is filed with the

competent Federal Minister until the moment a new ordinance is released

in the public domain (see table 8.1). The ap'plication is appraised by the

minister responsibte and after its acceptance the Federal lnstitute is

normally requested to comrnerrce the procedural process. The first stage,

however, is usually initiated by the lnstitute and carried out within the

context of a researctr project which, ultimately, requires the approval of

the Executive Board.

BiBB has defined six vocational training research fields in total,

which are: the development and deterrrirnnts of qualification needs and

utilisation; the effectiveness of education in everyday life, work and

occupation; the demand and supply of vocational educatioru instruments

for the stnrcturing of vocational educatiorU irstitutional, learn-

organisational and firnncial aspects of the vocational training system, and
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personnel in vocational education (5). For each of these six areas there is a

working gfoup.Within these parameters, BiBB's senior manatement team

decides on the institute's middle term (2-3 years) thematic research

emphasis, examples of which are the ocorpational integration of womerL

the sbrrchrre of. vocational learning Processes and leaming in the

workplace (BiBB, 1995b:7-B). Longer term research planning is non-

existent and deemed undesirable (ibid.).

The establishment of research projects norrnally follows a

procedure containing 11 steps, which aPPear to be the only standard

research process at BiBB (Bord1 interview, 1995). Projects, whidr are laid

down in annual research programmes, are initiated by individual staff

members who have considerable freedom in concepfualising and

undertaking them and usually discuss their ideas with colleagues before

approval is sought from their head of department (Schwiedrzik, intenriew,

1995). Upon endorsement, the project idea is formally discussed in the

relevant working group which other staff can attend as well. After this

step, a draft project design is sent to the Institute's Head of Research for

consideratiorL follow"d by an internal discussion of the proposal by the

Head of Researctr and the heads of the research and coordination

departments.

In an open project conference the project initiator and project leader

meet with staff and managemmt to further discuss under the

drairrnanship of the Head of Research the content and aims of the research

methods for the new proiec| this also indudes a deliberation of the

timeframe and possibilities for internal and/or external cooperation. After

this stage the proiect proposal is refered to the Vocational Training

Research SubComrrittee whidr has the task of submitting the project for

decision-making to the Executive Board. The role of the subcommittee in

research plaruring is significant as it appraises not only the project's likely

acceptance by the Board, and may recommend alternatives or clranges to
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the design to achieve this, but it also analyses the new project's

intermediate and final reports (Schwiedrzik, interview, 1995).

It is customary for two external vocational training researchers

participate in the subcomnittee's work. In the case of the Exectrtive Board

approving the proiect, the Federal Ministry of Education" Science,

Research and Tectrnology needs to endorse it after which detailed Proiect

plaruring takes place and the proiect work commences (BiBB,1995b:3-4).

The initiation of new training ordinances or the reform of existing

ones frequentty derives from project work done by BiBB staff (Heine

Wiederunann, 1988). This fonns an important part of the standards-setting

process as the political and 'academic' acceptance have been vetted in a

rather leagthy procedure. This point has also been the subiect of criticism

in an external evaluation of the research and economic efficiency of the

Instihrte (Der Bundesminister ftir Bildung und Wissenschaft, t98h). The

first procedural stage for developing training ordinances (see table 8.1

below) is followed by the research and development phase in which BiBB

takes a comprehensive sunrey of the occupation field under research,

induding an analysis of the relevant skills and knowledge to be imparted

and curricular details. Three different t1rpes of training occrrpations exist

which influences the selection of the researdr approadu There are training

occupations without specialisatioru (e.g. joinery) for which the content and

the implementation of the ordinance are equally applicable to all

apprentices, induding standardised examination requirements. Those

with vocational emphasis or specialisation (e6. automotive engineering)

are regarded as a single training occtrpation but have a content emphasis

for a part of the course whidr is reflected in the outline ctrrriculum plan

but not in the training occupation profile. Apprentices acquire in their last

year of training different skills as a result of trade specialisation The

specialisation component may not comprise more than onethid of the

overall training proglamme. And finally, occupations where training is
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delivered in successive stages which are both complementary and

progressive in terms of trade specialisation. Each stage, however, can be

concluded by sitting a trade examination after which one can enter

employment or pursue training at a more advanced level. In terrns of

vocational content, the stages system combines allied training ocorpations

in a single ordinance, of which the first stage is the foundation phase with

a courmon training aim and content (Benner, 1.995:52-5) (see for example

Appendix 3).

BiBB particularly refrains from using methods derived from work

organisation science as these are deemed irnppropriate for developing

training ordinances because a curricular perspective is lacking. For that

reason, a specific model has been developed and applied that takes into

account the whole work situation in which an occupation and its work

activities are embedded. Hence, the knowledge, skills and attitudes

required for initial trade training in a particular occupation are

contextualised in the setting of the overall work conditioru and the

specific work demands and actions (Girtner et a1.,1981:1). The model used

by BiBB comprises four components, i.e. (l) problem analysis, (2) case

study, (3) representative task arnlysis and (4) evaluation and cturictrlum

design.

It is important at this juncture to mention that there is no single

standard procedure for either reforrting existing or establishing new

training ordinances as different occupations and occupational fields

require a different combination of methods and procedures (Krischok,

personal comrrunication" 1995; Bordr" interview, 1995). The empirical-

pragmatic nature of regulating training occtrpations reflects the task

required of the Institute by the federal government, i.e. to ensure that

consensus is reached between the social partners at the end of the
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TABLE 8.1

PROCEDURAL MODEL FOR DEVELOPING TRAINING ORDINANCES

PROCEDURAL STAGES AIMS OF STAGES COMMITTEES

1. Research and
development

Recomstendation
for decision

Exectrtive Board
BiBB

2. Preparation Design of project
applicatioru incl.
catalogue of
skills & knowledge

'application
meeting'with

Expert Minister,
Exp.rt &Under
Comnittees and
'Labour cirde'

3. Development and
coordination

Forrrulation of
training ordinance
and outline crur.
drafu and content
aligrunent

Coordirntion-,
Federal Expert-,
Unilq Outline
Curriculum- and
Under Commts.
Execrrtive Board
BiBB.

a.Issuing phase Training ordinance
issued by the com-
outline cur. plan
by the Education
Ministers of Uniler

Coordination
Committee

Source: HeineWiedemlann, 198827

procedure and to provide assistance by conducting applied research

(Borc[ interview, 1995; Der Bundesminister frir Bildung und

Wissenschaft, 1987b). BiBB researchers cooPerate with trade union and

employer experts in occupation-specific expert committees, and may

provide a scientific perspective to the job at hand. Bl6tz (interview,1995)

sees BiBB's role in these comrrrittees as one of 'moderating' the views
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expressed by the social partner experts for the PurPose of arriving at a

mutually acceptable position on the design of a training occupation.

In analysing the requirements for a new or revised ocorpation, data

is gathered on technical, economical and social developments relevant to

the spectrum of specific work activities and an irsight is gained on the

work and training situation by indushry visits. In practice, it should be

mentioned, only a relatively few new training occupations are being

developed since in most cases existing ones are being reforured (von

Bardeleberu interview, 1.95). The statistical material obtained is used to

produce training and occtrpational matrices that are discussed with both

enterprise and non-enterprise subiect experts in order to clarify the skills,

knowledge and attifudes requirements for an occupation On the basis of

this, work hlryotheses are forrrulated which usually are tested in the

remainder of the procedure.

However, it can be decided to progress directly to the evaluation

and curriculum design stage (Girtner et al., 1981:1). Alternatively, case

studies are undertaken to assess empirically the hypotheses in typical but

differently organised workpl,aces (Berurer, 1995) and which forrn the basis

for extracting all the'qualification' (5) requirements; from this the training

content is drawn by means of stnrctural observation and questioning. The

validity and reliability of these qualitative methods are enhanced by using

nine categories, such as work organisation and implementatiorL to classify

'workplaces' suitable for research purposes (HeineWiedenmarur, 1988:27).

Thus the qualification's basis for an occrrpation is not deducted from the

whole of the work situation, although this is taken into account, but

foremostly derives from work-reliated tasks from which the knowledge,

skills and attitudes are defined.

Central thus to the aforementioned steps is the explicit foors on

work behaviour. The findings obtained from the case study forrr the basis

for and are complemented by u task arnlysis method for which a
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questiorulaire is used. This method's specific purpose is to establish a

comprehensive catalogue of data from which the curriorlar elements in

the last stage can be fonnulated and whictu in turn, form the basis for

drawing up specific training plans (R<tsdr, L987).ln the evaluation and

orrriculum design phase, the training content is being selected, the subject

content and timetable stnrchrred and a draft training occupation concept

developed that is composed of the structure of the training and the

examination requirements, the designation of the occtrpatioru and the

occupational profile (BiBB, 1993b:19).

It is partiarlarly important that the 1974 recognition criteria have

been complied with in this process and, mor@ver, that the details are

form 'lated in such a way that they carurot be misinterpreted let, on the

other hand, are not too restrictive and allow for future application. ln a

meeting with the competent Minister, usually the Federal Economics

Minister, a decision is made on whether to discontinue the process or to

proceed in updating an existing or developing a new training occrrpation

The length of the second stage, the application preparation, amounts to six

months, while there is no fixed time linit for BiBB to complete its research

and developmental work in the first procedural phase (Berurer and

Piittrnarur, 1 992 :58).

The Coordination Comrrittee of the KMK decides whether to

accept the proiect application In the case when its decision is favourable,

the third phase coulmences in which BiBB, after being iszued a directive

from the competent federal ministry to participate in this process, further

develops the draft training ordinance which it is obliged to do in
cooperation with vocational training practitioners who are nomirnted by

the respective social partners. Normally, BiBB representatives chair these

'federal' meetings. The Unilq experts, on the other hand, establish a draft

outline curriculum plan which is disctrssed by the KMK's SubCommittee

for Vocational Education
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Progress made on either side is, at this stage, independently

discussed in separate meetings at which, however, one memhr of the

other party attends, but who may give advice only. In a ioint meeting, or

meetings, the training ordinances and the vocational school ctrrricula are

"lig 
ud in terms of content and timetable requirements. After this step,

both the Liiniler Comnittee of BiBB and the social partners are inforrted of

the results attained so far with regard to the training ordinance and the

crrrriculum plan, respectively. The former discusses the results and makes

a recoulmendation to the Executive Board of BiBB whictU zubsequently,

takes its own decision on the issue.

The social partners are considered to be the dominant decision-

makers at the Institute's Board, not the federal state nor the Uindn (von

Bardeleberu interview,7995). This is reflected in the fact that if the Board

takes a positive decision this is normally regarded as a signal for the

federal govemment to accept the training occupation (BiBB, 1993b'22).

With regard to the proposed outline ouriculum plan the social partners

issue a statement as to their views on the matter. The length of the

development and coordination phase is set to be 12 months.

The last phase in the process of developing a training occtrpation

and its alignnent with the Bnufsschule caurioilum coulmences when the

Coordination Committee in its neeting 'officially' endorses the obtained

results. The enactment of the training occrrpation is then arurounced in the

Bundesgesetzblatt. The outline curriarlum plans, which are purely

administrative regul,ations, require unanimous agreement by the KMK

(CEDEFOP, 1982:29). It is of interest to note here that the degree of co-

operation between the Andq in developing these Berufsschule plars is

being perceived, by some, to surpass any joint efforb made for other

school types (Holland, 1987:47). If adopted, they have the status of a

recommendation for the Undq Ministries of Education only.
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TABLE 8.2

CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT BY PROVIDERS, LEVEL AND
PARTICIPATING BODIES

Vertical
level ENTERPRISE

Horizontal Aligrunent
BERUFSSCHULE

Federal

Land

Local

Training
Ordinance

Outline
Training
Plan

Training Plan

Individual
Enterprise

Joint Protocol

Aligrunent possi-
bilities between
Educ. Ministries +
competent bodies

Teachers and
trainers

Outline
Curriculum Plan

Curiculum

Teaching
Plan Individual
School

Thelrrndq may either accept a plan in full or make alterations to fit

Land-specific needs and zubsequently use it as a basis for the

implementation of theBnufsschule crnictrlum. The training ordinance and

the outline ouriculum plan are then iointly published in the

Bundesanz,eign as well as in KMK publications. The completion of this trro-

months stage marks the end of a reliatively complex process for setting

occtrpation-based standards. Table 8.2 schematically presents the process

adopted for aligning vocational curricula through the developmmt of

training ordinances and their modifications at subsequent levels.

In the mid 1980s, a group of external experts evaluated, amont

other aspects, the procedures applied to and the results obtained from

BiBB's work in developing ocorpation-based standards. Th"y praised the

Instifute's research work for its efficiency and, furthermore, noted that the

released training ordinances had virtually been uncontested (Der
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Bundesminister ftir Bildung und Wissenschaft, 1987:109,118). In a more

critical note, however, the expert committee commented that BiBB

researchers should strengthen their contact with training practitioners in

order to increase their understanding and knowledge of economic and

industrial changes. Th"y felt, also, that the Institute generally should

operate in a less bureauctatic way.

In addition, the experts recomrtended that research proiects and

outcomes be evaluated continuously (ibid, p.14) (see below). Moreover,

they pointed out that the process for developing training occuPations is

too long but, at the same timg asserted that the consensus axiom

underpinrring that procedure is an essential feature of the dual system and

should be retained (Pampus and Berurer, 1988; Piitz, f995). Employer

associations also are critical of the average duration of three to five years it

takes to concurrently revise training occtrpations and outline cturicrrlum

plans and are pressing for a more efficient and shorter process to be put in

place (Position, 1994:14) (7).

In darifying BiBB's position on this issue, Berurer and Schmidt

(1995) basically agree that the crrrrent procedure can and perhaps should

be improved upon They refer to the federal government's education

poliry of progessively reducing the number of training occrrpations to a

relatively small total that is to senre as a 'qualification'basis for the more

than 20,000 identified work tasks identified at skilled worker/- employee

level (8). Th"y furthermore call attention to the notion that any

restructuring of the training occtrpation procedure requires a comnitment

to act from all parties involved to establish a revised and more responsive

system.

Moreover, they state categorically that the reforsr of vocational

content in the 1980s has brought about increasing flo<ibility in the training

prescription as the learning obiectives and examination requirements have

been formulated in sudr a way that they directly relate to the occtrpational
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tasks and functiors, and not to the application of prescribed procedures

and work methods (ibid, p.6. Under the provisioru of the training

prescription for chemical laboratory workers, for example, an apprentice's

relevant prior learning and,/or work experience may be taken into

account, and where deemed appropriate the number of teaching zubjects

reduced (Berner, 1977 :48).

The process of harnonising vocatiorul content for in-company

training and institutional learning is inlrerently fraught with some

diffictrlties due to the diverging prime aims of the two tyPes of provider

and despite their hurring been assigned a common educational task in the

dual system under the Vocational Training Act (Berurer and Piittmarur,

1992:10). Vocational training, consequmtll, has become an 'educational'

category, placed at senior secondary school level and linked to not only

economic and liabour laws and policies but also to education poliry. It is

the task of the Bnufsschule to teach general and vocational subiects while,

in doing so, having particular regard to the demands of the world of work

(BMBF, 1995d:88). It is the school's function to complement workplace

learning and training (c/. Nikolai,1993) but in temrs of status it is regarded

as an unequal parbrer in the dual system (Wittwer and Pilnei, 1985).

The'demands' placed upon the Beru/sschule are broadly specified in

outline curricrrlurn plans which largely derive from and have been

established to support the aims set in the training ordinances and the

occupational profiles which are exdusively designed by BiBB and the

subject experts of the social partners. Therefore, the dominant vocational

content specification in the dual system is the occupation-based standard

to whidr the vocatiornl school curriculun is to be adiusted (Pampus and

Berurer, 1988). This domination is furthermore express"d by the fact that

although the examination requiremenb for the haining occtrpation are

specified in the ordinance and institutional learning, being proclaimed an

'equal' part of training in the dual system, they are predominanfly
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assessed and reported against the occtrpational examination prescriptions

(see below).

The training occtrpatior; to put it differently, is a generic'vocational

ctrrriculum' concept which assumes central importance in the formul,ation

and development of curriculum poliry by the representatives of the

federal government, tllreUnder and the social partners, but lacks any input

from neutral subiect experts and university researchers in the comsrittees

set up for vocational content harrronisation (Dauenhauet, f981). Nikolaj

(1993:183) is critical of the fact that BiBB's role in this process is confined to

horizontal-level alignnrent only (see table 8.2), by which he implies that

the Instifute's involvement in vertical aligrunent, or that of another body,

may be desirable in order to achieve better results. Furtherrrore, he points

out that the 'horizontal' process is marked by the exclusion of adequate

control measures (ibid\.

A comprehensive vocational curriculum that encompasses

irutitutional learning and workplace training is corsidered to be an ideal

by Berurer and Piittnrarur (1992:14) yet hardly an attainable one because of

the different legal foundations that govern training ordirances and the

outline curricrrlum plans. In the mid 1970s, however, an attempt was made

to align the two curriqila by introducing the 'haruronisation grid project',

which was developed by the Undq Comrrittee of BiBB Nikolaj, 1993:L7l).

The project failed to adrieve its aim as the codification and assignrnent of

educatiornl aims to the various stages of learning in complementary but

different provider settings proved to be too difficult a task (Bermer and

Piittmanru 1992; Nikolaj, 1993).

As a result of this, a more pragmatic approactr to the allocation of

educational content and aims to these learning places has prevailed ever

since. This approach is distinguished, as discussed, by the development of

separate cuniorla, which are subiect to harmonisation efforts in a l,ater

stage through a prescribed coordination procedure. In general terms, this
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method can be criticised for two different but related reasons. First, there

is a 'compulsion' for those parties involved at decision-making level to

achieve consensus after both the federal and Unilq ctrrricrrlum working

parties have produced their respective ideal-typical plans. Second, there

appears to be an overemphasis on the administrative aspect of the

alignrnent procedure which is a prohibitive element in the attainrnent of

desirable and/or necessary didactical and ctrrricul,ar improvements

(Bermer, 1977 ;104; Nikolai, 1993:185).

An additional concern is the current disparity between the training

ordinance and the outline cruriculum plan for the trade of businessman

(retailing), which is one of the few existing two-year apprenticeships, in

terrrs of content aligrrment (Barabosch, intenriew, 1995). At present,

approximately 55,000 apprentices are being trained for this occrrpation

(Ritz, 1995:46).'lhe social partners are in disagreement over whether or

not to change this training course to a three year programme, a reforrt

measure favoured by the DGB but obstructed by the employers. As a

consequence of the social partners being unable to readr consenflrs on

reforrting the training ordinance - which was last revised rn 1978 - the

Undq have taken the unusual step of unilaterally updating the

corresponding outline curricrrlum plan, which they finalised in 1994. Thus

although consensus is a legal requirement and a gurding principle for the

organisation and development of vocational training in Germany, it is not

always achieved because of political reasons. But even in the case of an

agreement on the setting of occtrpational standards, the consensus

between the parties may have been reactred at the level of a lower

common denominator. The standards, for example, could have been set at

a more demanding level instead of foorssing on their development for and

implementation in the training programme of the average enterprise

(Krischok, interview, 1 995).
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TEACHING AND LEARNING: A NEW EMERGING PARADIGM

The reforrr of vocational content in the German training system,

which had the support of all the interested parties and was initiated in the

1980s, has great importance as for the first time a large number of trades in

one sector of the economy, i.e. the metal engineering trades, were

reorganised over a complete field (McDerrten! 1995) (see also Appendix

3). This shift in both the organisation and didactical focus of apprentice

training would be used subsequently as a basis for refornring training

occupatiors in other fields (DII{T et al., 1992). Underpinning this

significant departure from practices that had prevailed prior to the mid

1980s (see chapter 5), was the economy's need to adequately respond to an

escalating drange in tedrnolory by means of enhancing the flexibility in

training and work organisation

The modern tradesperson was (and is) thus required to be a

versatile skilled worker capable of independently plaruring, implementing

and controlling their own work. The 'qualification' (a) requirement for

achieving this aim is seenby the DIHT/Gesamtmetall/ZVEI as not just the

zum of skills and knowledge but also indudes social and persoral

competences. The explicit aim that underpirs this integral 'qualification'

concept is for apprentices to adrieve bnuflichc Handlungslampetenz

(' occtrpational competence' ) (9) throu gh work-focussed institutional and

workplace learning (ibid; cf. Bunk ard Zedler, 1985). The emphasis on

occupational competence in vocational educatioru however, is not a new

trend because the German Education Council had already promoted

concepts similar in content and purpose in the 1950s and 1970s (Bernhardt,

1993; Uhe,1994).

Central to the concept of. bnufliche Handlungskompetmz is its 'action

orientation' (Handlungsorientierung), which prestrpposes the learning of

that action (Hanillungslernen), and foctrsses in its application directly to

real-life situations (Bunk and Zedler, 1985:8). According to Ebner (1992:35
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6), Handlungsorimtinung should not be conceived as a uniforrr didactical

concept because different meanings are taken to derive from it. Any

attempt, therefore, to darify this concept ought to start from a premise

supported by behaviour regulation theory that, in simplistic terrns, views

individual behaviour (or human action) as the corurecting element

between an individual's mental processes and his or her environgrent.

Thus behaviour without thinkiag is reduced to reaction while thinking not

followed by action can only be regarded as merely contemplatron (ihid,

p.45; Flothow,1992).

In advancing these notions, human action is considered to have a

cydical stmcture that consists of four stages, i.e. aim formulation;

plaruring; implementation and control/evaluation which, in principle, is

applicable to every single human action. As it mostly corutitutes a

'conscious, targeted and reflected activity' (Ebner, 1992:45), 'action

learning' (Handlungslnnen) is a significant component of and stimulus for

human action and, hence, deemed to be a requisite condition for adrieving

occupational competence in partiortar (fthulz, 1989:8&91; Bunk, 1994:11).

In conceptual terurs, bnufliclu Handlungslampetmz can be seen as

both a 'qualifications' and a 'competence' term. The forrrer notion, in the

traditional German sense, denotes the combirntion of skills (Fqtiglceitot),

knowledge (Kenntnisse) and abilities (Fiiltigkeiten) which are required for

mastering the demands placed upon an individual in his or her job, as well

as in everyday life (Schaub and Zenke,1995:287). The theoretical value of

this concept appears to have lost some of its value as it is representative of

an outmoded training and work organisation paradigm that was

partictrlarly characteris"d by a relative$ strong division not only between

education and training, but also between the two main providers in the

dual system, i.e. the Bnufsschule and the workplace.

Kotnpetntz ('competence'), of, the other hand, can be described as

'those personality characteristics that are important in dealing with the
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attained 'qualifications" (Uhe, 7994:2). It is within this context that

Schliisselquatifilutionen ('key qualificatiors') are assuming central

importance in education and employment (see below). Kompetanz,

furtherrrore, is an outcome that can only be acquired after a long and

intersive learning process and 'can only be retained through the

procurement of new skills and knowledge within one's occrrpation'

(Proiektgruppe Sdrliisselqualifikationen in der beruflichen Ausbildung,

1994:110), thereby ensuring its relevance arrd cturency.

A publidy accessible listing of definitions for key concePts in

vocational education and training has not been produced by BiBB to date

since this would constitute, in the view of Sdrwiedrzik (interview, 1995),

an'unnecessary comrrritrrent' because of the changing social, technical and

political realities. However, bnufliche Handlungskompetuu has been

defined by another BiBB official as the 'individual prerequisites for

achieving certain goals' (Franke, interview, 1995). A more useful definition

nevertheless is to view it as

...the ability and willingness of people, in occtrpational situatioru,
to act objectively and expertly from a personalised viewpoint while
harit g regard to their social responsibilities; which means to
indeperuterrtly solve problems on the basis of appropriate action
schemata, to evaluate the results and furttrer develop the repertoire
of action schemata (Bader, Lg9g,quoted in Eckert, 1992:56).

This definition dearly shows a paradigm shift in that skilled

workers and apprentices are now reguired to have a different set of skills

and attributes for practice within an occupation than what prevailed

before. The definitions provided above both indicate, although in different

degrees, the increasing importance of Aexibility, individualisation"

independence and seUdirection in adrieving goals in haining and work.

In general terms, the attributes which are deemed relevant to both the

'qualifications' and the 'competence' concepts have become blended in one

single educational notioru i.e. Ganzheitliclileit ('integration').
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Bnufliclu Handlungskompetanz now can be analysed from a

dimensional perspective, each part of which, individually and collectively,

represents and constitutes that 'unity', and which is expressing the

interrelatiorships between society, the individual and the obiect of

training or work. Its main dimensions, or components, are 'expert

competenCe', 'social corrpetence' and 'humane competence' (Fach-, Sozial'

and Humankompetenz, respectively) (see figure 8.1 below). ExPurt

competence is the ability and willingness to work independently, expertly

and methodically on a task and to evaluate the outcome achieved. 'Social

competmce' is the ability and willingness to work with others in a rational

and responsible rnanner, whereas 'humane competence' refers to one's

ability and willingness to gauge opporhrnities and overcome problems in

occupation" fanily and public life, assess these and draw from one's

personal qualities and strengths a'life plan'.

These dimensions are complemented by 'method competence',

'learning competence' and 'language competence' (Methodctt-, Lnn- and

Spa&lampetenz, respectively), which are all an inherent part of each of the

three main dimensions. Learning competence especially is assuming a

significant role in the above interactive relationships because without

(lifelong) learning competence carurot thrive (Bader and Ruhland, 1993;

Eckert,IWZ).

The emerging integrative model, as depicted below, is a 'new

pedagogical paradigm' (Lipsmeier, L989:ltD) and markedly departs from

conventioral learning and teaching practices. It is characterised by an

intentional gfadual move away from:

- dassroom-based teaching and a student-teacher role separation to project

education and a blending of roles;

- taxonomies of learning objectives for the cognitive, affective and

psychomotor domains to integrated concepts in which rational learning is

counterbalanced by attributes, such as intuition and independency;
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FIGURE 8.1
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- differentiated teaching plans to integrated schemes, and

' tripafite schooling system to the Gesamtschule (ibid, p.147; Seitz,

1990:734).

Although this latter point may be desirable at the present time it is

a politically unattairnble goal in the majority of the Gerrnan Uind'q. With

regard to conventional classroom teaching this method is still the most

common teaching forrr in the school and training Grojektgntppe

Schliisselqualifikationen in der beruflichen Ausbildung, 1992:76).

Lipsmeier (1989:145) states that the new training concepts at the time are

more frequently used in the workplace than in the Baufsschule (cf . Riitzel,

1993:321). The new paradigm furtherrrorc promotes

- studenb actively participating in and shaping the learning process

themselves;

- bridging the division between theory and praxis in that learning process;

- the ability not only to understand and reflect, but also to act in order to

bri.g about drange;

- cooperation as a basic human condition (Lipsmeier,l989:7tB).

This new focrrs in vocational education and training, however, is

not uncontested and iszue has been taken by some academics as to

whether Handlungslrnen, especially in the Baufsschula, would represent a

realistic alternative for traditional teaching. Arnold (1990:30), for example,

makes the general point ttnt Bnufsschule teachers tend to be critical of

'action-oriented' learning because it requires time and sufficient resources

to adjust to this new model and make it work. But he argues that

traditiornl teadring practices are pafictrl,arly inadequate since they are

based on a 'methodical monostrucarre', and tend to neglect the realisation

of 'emancipatory learning objectives' (ibiil, p.32).
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The conventional teactting approactr, conversely, is criticised

because cturicula uzually tend to be structured cognitively to fit
assessment and control PuPoses. 'Action orientation' in vo@tional

teaching, as a result, may likely negatively influence the teacher's

domination of the learning Process (Piitzold, 1992; Ebner, L992). Amold

(1990:35) draws attention to an important point in stating that vocational

education based on the concept of 'action learning' is process-oriented

learning that canbe characterised by the following three features: shrdents

are active participants in the learning Process; new learning content must

be built upon sufficient foreknowldg"; and learning is most successful

when the students are conscious of their goals and have realistic

expectations (Diirig, T995 :722) .

Thus whereas a conventional outcome-focussed teaching and

learning approach stresses the achievement prescribed nomls, the new

process'oriented approach focusses on the attainrrrent of that norrt in

partictrlar through independent and reflexive learning which is applied

throughout the educational process. Successful integrative learning takes

pl,ace, it is believed, only when there is a sufficient degree of

learner/learning autonomy in that process and whictr" subseguerrtly,

enhances the further development of beruflichc Handlungslampetmz

(Schneider, 1991; Pahl, 1989 ; Hdpfner, 1992).

This new didactical movement in vocational education and training

enjoys considerable support from all the major role players involved and

their approval of this development is not only reflected in both the new

and revised training ordinances, e.g. the metal engineering occrrpations,

but also in the outline curriculum plans of the KMK. These guidelines

make reference to the need 'to allow students to make decisions

independently in the learning process and also act upon them accordingly'

(Lipsmeier, 1989:144). As a result of these developments, the role of the

Bnufsschule in the dual system has to change significantly because its
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traditional task of 'otly' teaching trade knowledge is no longer deemed

sustainable in a modern society in whidr increasing coordination between

the Bnufsschule atrd the enterprise is becoming more and more desirable

(Nikolaj, 1993:141).

Greinert 0994b:393) affirrns that the teaddng of skills and

knowledge no longer c;ln be coruidered as provider-type specific. He

further makes the point that the increasing importance of cognitive skills

in apprentice training has not improved the position of the Bnufsschule as

a place of learning, contrary to what perhaps could have been expected.

Greinert asserts that the Bnufsschule needs to reposition itseU within the

organisational structure of the dual system whictr, in his view, can be

achieved by means of three measures, i.e. an organisational redesign

which is to accomnodate teaching a heterogeneous student populatioU an

innovation of both curricrrlum content and teaching methods; and a

di.fferent role and higher professional standards for teache$ (ibid, pp.393-

4) (see also below and chapter 10).

scHttissELQlIAuElr(ArIoNEM coNcEPT, PURPOSE AND

PRACTICE

The notion of Schliisselqwlifilationn ('core skills' or 'k"y

qualifications') was introduced r l974by Dieter Mertens, then director of

the Nuremberg-based lnstitute for L^abour Market and Occupational

Research (IAB), who was critical of the responsiveness of the education

system to the needs of the employment system. He claimed that 'key

qualifications' were a solution to two specific Problems, i.e. that of not

being able to adequately forecast the 'qualification needs for skilled

workers in the industry, corlmerce and craft sectors in the light of rapid

technological and sbuctural changes, and that of the increasing rate of

dedine of the currency of specialised knowledge and skills, which he saw
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as positively correlated with its closeness to praxis and negatively with its

level of abstraction (Mertens, 7974:39).

By introducing the notion of Schliisselqualifilutionm, Mertens not

only intended to reform vocational content but also promoted the view

that apprentice (and the workforce) would attain higher levels of

abstraction of knowledge and skills. Its introduction was exPected to

contribute also to the accomplishment of occupational despecialisation

(Laur-Ernst, 1991) or a desirable degree of broad-based training. Dieter

Mertens defined'key qualifications' as

...those skills, abilities and knowledge which are not
imnediately and strictly related to certain practical
activities but are suitable for a) a whole range of positioru
and functions as alternative options at the same point in time
and b) coping with a sequence of (mostly unforeseeable)
changes and demands in the course of life (ibid, p.40).

He postulated that four types of 'key qualifications' exist which he

coruidered to be suitable for an almost indefinite range of work functions

and jobs and which he, subsequently, deemed to be a necessary means for

safequarding flexibility and mobility in the light of an uncertain (labour

market) future.

The four t'"es he identified: 'basis qualifications'

(Basisqualifilutionen) were: higher order functioru such as analytical, logical

and critical thinking which can be applied in a 'vertical' sense (10) to the

specific demands of an occrrpation or society; 'horizontal qualifications'

(Horizontalqualifikationen), thre knowledge about and the ability to retrieve,

process and interpret data which, according to Merteru, are 'horizon

broadening' skills; 'width elements' (Breitenelemente) which are skills and

knowledge i+ for example, industrial safety required in the different

ocorpational fields; and 'vintage factors' (Vintagefaktoren) which are to

cancel out intergenerational differences in educatiornl knowledge peopte
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have as a result of on-going curricrrlar developments through the delivery

of specific courses.

The potential value of Mertens' hypothesis derived from the belief

tlurt'Schliisselqualifilationm' were to become an instrument for educational

plarudng and flexible human capital formation (Arnold, 1996:17) a notion

which formed the foundation for its tegitimation (cf. Reetz, 1989). The

implementation of this approach would see the general secondary school

and the Bm{sschule imparting 'k"y qualifications'- A similar idea,

however, had been promoted by the German Education Council in its 1970

Strufuurplan which declared that individuals needed to possess 'general

abilities' (altganeine Fiiligtceitm) in addition to occtrpation-specific skills

and knowledge (Deutscher Bildungsrat,1970:34'). These two notions have

a common aim in that they both promoted a move away from a 'widening

of expert knowledg e' (Breitmbildung) to an intention of basing 'educational

plaruring on far-reaching openness' (Beiderwieden, 1994:82) in the form of,

for examplg open planning, fle-rible systems and educational pathways.

The potential value of the 'key qualifications' concept in education

and training was recognised almost instantly by the Bnufspiidagogik after it

had been introduced by Mertens (Zabeck, 1989). It attracted attention not

least because of its foctrs on attributes such as self-initiative, independence

and communication skills, which conceptually "l*uly 
align to the

pedagogical notion of. Allganeinbildung and aPPears to support von

Humboldt's premise that 'general knowledge PresuPPoses specific

knowledge' (Zabeck, 1989;79; c/. Feldmasl 1993)' However, Mertens'

concept did attract substantial criticism as well, especially from BiBB

which elicited its theoretical and definitiornl shortcomings.

One of its main concerns was that there was neither conceptual nor

content clarity (Laur-Ernst,799l:12*5). A major criticism was made about

the diffiorlg of 'key qualifications' transference, because the transfer

potential of both the'basis' and 'horizontal qualifications' was deemed to
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be very limited (Zabeck, 1989; Reetz, 1989). This notion has been

zupported by recent research which indicated that there are no broad

application possibilities when imparting general thinking abilities (Dcirig,

1995:119). Similarly, a general 'transfer-ability' that can be applied flexibly

in specific contexts is non-existent, the reason for this being that

knowledge and abilities are context-specific (Gray and Orasanu, 1987,

quoted in Dcirig, 1995:120).

According to Zabeck (1989:80), despite the fact that the trarufer

problem is largely unresolved, empirical research has demonstratd that

domain-specific transfer is possible and he makes reference to Thorndike's

experimental research. He argues that competence can only be acquired

within the context of initiat trade training and is based directly upon the

training content and occrrpational working techniques and not, as Mertens

is implying in his hypothesis, mainly through the develoPment of 'key

qualifications' (Zabeck, 1989:83; Bunk et aI., 1991)' The didactical task

ahead, in Zabeck,s (1989:83) view, is to foster higher order abilities

through the development of specific 'action' schemata that will facilitate

independent transfer in due course.

The notion of 'key qualifications' has been criticised also for its

utilitarian focus on the demands of the labour market while ignoring the

perspective of the individuat (Reetz, 1989; Dtirig, 1995; Feldmarur, 1993).

The issue of how these'key qualifications' are assigned to one of the three

areas of competence (see figUre 8.1) is unclear and therefore not

unproblematic, according to Bernhardt (1993:35), who identifies

independence, learning ability, communication and co-operation ability,

ability to method-based action and receptiveness towards taking

responsibility as being the fundamental and important'key qualificatiotts'.

Since the 1980s, a shift has occurred from a labour market-

dominated focus on 'k"y qualifications' towards the 'qualifications'

requirements of an enterprise which was triggered by a demand from
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industry because of changes in the employment system (Quack, 1993:18).

Research has demorstrated that particularly in the larger industrial

enterprises the introduction of new technologies resulted in significant

dranges in the internal division of labour and, as a result, new training

concepts and methods were deemed necessary to support efforb to

achieve rationalisation and flexibility in production and uranagement (c/,

Reetz, f989) (11). The value and purpose of 'key qualificatiotts' in this

process have been (and are) regarded as very important arul their

application in industrial praxis generally occtrrred as a modification of

Merteru' origirnl notion.

Bunk (1994) and Schelten (1987) are two of several scholars who

have made useful conceptual amendments to the original notion 'Key

qualifications', as they see them, comprise 'material knowledge and

abilities', which to a large degree are comparable to Mertens' 'width

elements' and 'vintage factors', and 'forural cognitive and psydromotor

abilities and skills', attributes which in ternrs of content and purpose are

largely simil,ar to the two remaining'key qualifications'Mertens proposed.

Th"y state furthermore that individual-centred 'qualifications', i.e.

'personal' and 'social qualifications', need to be induded in any emerging

'key qualifications' model.

Whereas the forrrer refers to propensities sudr as 'responsibility'

'precision','reliability', and'independence', the latter incorporates qualities

zuch as 'fairness', 'co-operation' and 'team spirit' (Bunk et a1.,7991:368;

Tabeck, 1989:80). Bnufliche Handlungskompetmz (see figure 8.1) now has

evolved from the original 'key qualifications' concept as the principal

notion and has become since the mid-1980s a dominant vocational training

poliry and crrrricul,ar aim. Additionally, it is also not an uncourmon

training and organisatioral obiective, especially in the larger companies

(12). Trials are being conducted in four large industrial enterprises,

focussing on the integrated teaching of expert 'qualificatioru' and 'key
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qualifications' in the workplace, projects which receive the assistance of

BiBB (Bunk et al.,l99L:368; Calchera and Weber' 1990)'

ThereisnowwidespreadconsensusinGermanyaboutthe

importance and usability of 'key qualifications' (Reetz, 7989; Deutscher

Bundestag, 1990). Th"y are regarded as at least as important as specialist

skills and knowledge in initial trade training (Beiderwiede+ 1994:76'79;

von Bardelebe4 interview, 1995). And, significantly, this concept is now

being considered as a general educatiornl policy aim that extends beyond

the context of apprentice training to the sectors of general secondary'

tertiary and further education (Bundesarutalt fifu Arbeit, 1992:318)' In the

15 Germa n Liiniln different approaches are being used to foster 'key

qualificatioru' in both general secondary and vocational education

A common goal underpiruring these approaches is the crrrrictrlar

intention of developing individual student's independence and

responsibility in relation to solving problems. In order to achieve this'

flexible learning Progranmes, such as proiect education' are used (ibid'

p.320). Researctr into implementation models is being conducted by the

individual Liindq but not by the KMK. Although the current discussion

focusses on how to incorporate 'key qualificiatiors' in vocational

education, the KMK believes that 'vocational training should be

complemented with more general education' and, conversely, 'that general

education should increasingly have a vocational orientation' (Herrmarur'

intenriew, 1995).

while BiBB has identified a total of approximately 330 'key

qualifications', a 'comprehensive model does not exist to date' (Franke'

intenriew, f995) (13). 'Key qualifications', in the view of the Institute'

constitute an individual's capability to observe specific work'rel'ated

conditions and react upon thee by means of different action schemata, i'e'

the integration of 'expert', 'social' and 'htrmane (or persOnal) comPetence'

inaction(BiBB,nd.).Th"yareseenasalwaysbeingtheoutcomeof
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individual learning and experience processes and, especially, experience is

conceived to be a major component in the acquisition of these

'qualifications'.

According to BiBB (ibid), the significance of 'tacit knowledge'

(Erfahrungswissan\ is not yet reflected sufficiently in the organisation of

vocational training and work structures of the enterprises (Lenrnrtz,

1990a). The analysis and assessment of tacit knowledge, €.g.intuition and

empathy, is deemed to be a difficult task by BiBB as adequate assessment

instruments are lacking. The issue of how to measure 'key qualifications'

in vocational education and training has not been solved in Germany and,

therefore, it is current best practice to assess them indirectly by inference

when examining measurable skills and knowledge (Franke and Reisse,

interviews, 1995; see also Proiektgruppe Schliisselqualifikationen in der

beruflichen Ausbildung, 1992).

Although'key qualifications' are now refened to in the preambles

of the training ordinances, outline crrrriculum plans, and in the individual

school curricula and enterprise training plans, these cunicular aims are

not reflected in learning objective taxonomies. Thus, it is quite undear at

this point in time what 'key qualifi@tions' exactly are, how they are

acquired and maintained, and what their meaning is within the full range

of human knowledge and abilities (Lennartz, 1990a). In spite of the

absence currently of a comprehensive model of 'key qualifications', BiBB

has recently defined, for the pulposes of examinations and certificates, a

number of 'k.y qualifications'. These are equally applicable to all

occupatiors and are:'action knowledge', communication, co-oPeration,

learning/inforrring, problem-solving, plaruring and organisation" and

mathematical skills. ln additiort and for a certain number of ocorpational

groups only, creativity, sensomotor skills, and spatial vision (Reisse,

1995:rl8).
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Lenrnrtz(1990b:208)rightfullyc|aims,inmyview,thatfortheaim

of individual independence and flexibility in learning and training to

become a reality, the context must be conducive to achieving this for that

individual. In many enterprises, despite 'post-Fordist euphoria', work is

(still) organised around strict procedures and routines. she further:nore

observes, when referring to the reformed comnercial training

occupations, that the traditional four-stage training method still prevails'

Evidence of adherence to these conventional methods is also manifested in

the examination system, where the testing of knowledge rernins a

dominant focal point and which nrns counter to the aim and purpose of

the bnuftictu Handlungslampetntz concept (ibid, pp.20&9; Heruranns and

Hansmarur, 1994:399).

According to Lennartz,'keY qualifications' should be understood as

'an organising principle for learning, training and assessment'. The

implications of this assertion for the organisation of vocational education

and training are far-reaching and relate, mainly, to four areas. The first

b.ing that the introduction of active forrrs of on-theiob training needs to

be reflected in the vocational content structure. Secondly, these

modificatiors necessitate a reconsideration of the traditiornl roles carried

out by the enterprise and ttre Bnufsschule inthe dual system. Thirdly, the

new training concepts call for a subsequent refonn of the examination

system; and lastly, the new workplace training strategies require a

concurrent change in the work organisation of enterprises (ibid,pp.209-10).

This last point appears to zupport the view that although individual

attainrnent of 'key qualifications' is regarded as both an educational poliry

aim and modern labour market requirement, the workplace may have to

take a lead in further developing and implementing the 'quallfications'

concept as this is largely facilitated by and dependent uPon available

technology and the type of work organisation in an enterprise (Lenrnrtz,

1990b:107-8). Lennartz further suggests that these training reforms can
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only be implemented successfully if they are carried out consistently

acoss every aspect of training that they impinge uPon, and which need to

be attuned to the broad policies governing them.

QUALTTY CONTROL

Within the context of this section, 'quality control' is coruidered as a

generic term referring to a number of measures which have been put in

place to ensure that the overall quatity of vocational education and

training is maintained and, ideally, further developed. Thee measures,

some of which have been described above, are:

- the qualifications of teachers;

- the accreditation of training places;

- assessment, examination and certification;

- the developmen! implementation and evaluation of occtrpation-based

standards;

- the standard of the skilled worker's certificate, and

- the cooperationbetween the social partners.

This section will focrrs on the first three criteria in particrrlar and,

additionally, the evaluation of occupation standards. Raggatt (1988:157)

lists, in addition to the above, two more forms of quality control, i.e. the

qualifications held by young people entering apprenticeships (see dtapter

seven) and the historical and legal continuities. With regard to the liatter, it

is important to note that the law functions in Gennany as a primary source

of quality control and is regarded as guaranteeing the rights of citizens,

not restricting them (ibid, p.175; Deissinger, 1.994a:20). Hence, the law

provides continuity with the past by building on established models and

traditioru whicft, as has been demonstrated, is certainly applicable to the

Vocational Trainiag Act. However, it needs to be mentioned here that the

Act does not define terms like 'quality', 'quality control' or 'training

quality'.
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No legal definition exists as to what constihrtes a 'trainer' in

Germany and consequently there is neither a protected occtrpational title

nor an occupational profile (CEDEFOP, 1995:35). In-company training

predomirnntly forrrs a Part of the normal work Process and the maiority

of the trainers are engaged in apprentice training on a part-time basis'

There are approximately 470,000 trainers in the Federal Republic GMBF,

1994:128). The owner of the enterprise normally nominates a staff member

as the trainer who henceforth assumes resporsibility for the training and

is also obliged to be a contact Personbetween the enterprise and the career

guidance services, the trainees'patents, the Chamber, the Bnufsschule and

other bodies involved in vocational training. The trainer's appointment is

verified by and registered with the appropriate chamber.

Importantly, mterprises are allowed to employ and train

apprentices only if they have suitably qualified trainers and are accredited

training places (14). Those people who seek admission to the trainer

aptifude examirntion must have gained relevant work experience, Passed

a final examination at the end of an apprenticeship in the trade in whidt

training is being grren, be at least 24 years of. age, have lnssed a test on

their occupatioral and pedagogicat aptitude and,l,astly, have attained the

status of master craftsman status (Der Bundesminister ftir Bildung und

Wisserucha ft, 1992223; cf . Raggatt, 1988). The lvleistef credential, it should

be noted,, is a 'lifelong qualification for whictr there is no requirement for

(professional) retraining' (Krekel,Eibery interview, 1995).

The prescribed trainer competencas are regulated in the Trainer

Aptihrde Regulations (Ausbitdet'Eignungsoerordnuns; AEVO) which were

introduced rnlg7z (15). The ordinance was introduced for the purpose of

rectifying an unsatisfactory situation in which a range of enterprise staff

members, such as Meistqs (see chapter seven), skilled workers, engineers

and techniciaru, could train apprentices on the basis of their acquisition of

work teaching competence through Practice and/or further training
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(CEDEFOP,l99b:48). AEVO certified trainers, on the other hand, have to

complete a course of training that lasts between 120-200 hours and they

are examined in the subiect areas of basic issues of vocational training;

planning and implementation of training; young people undergoing

training, and legal foundations.

The examinations have written and oral components, and

candidates are required to demonstrate their teaching skills, but are

allowed to use a teaching method of their dtoice in a 15 minute test. The

written examination lasts for about five hours covering the last three

subject areas, while the first topic is dealt with in a 3O-minute oral test

(CEDEFOP, 1995:43). The skills and knowledge required for AEVO

certification have recently been induded in the examination prescriptions

for the master ctaftsman and the industrial master.

Approximately 30,000 candidates sit the AEVO test arurually and an

additional 50,000 are preparing for the master crafturan examination

(BMBF, 1995d:102). Successful exaninees become uPon registration with

the appropriate Chamber a trainer or foreman-trainer and have the legal

authority to hain apprmtices in their employing enterprise. Head trainers,

on the other hand, who are mostly full-time instmctors, tend to be in

drarge of the further training of skilled workers and usually hold either a

university or a Fachlaclschule degree. A thfud category of trainer is the

skilled worker-trainer, a title that may differ between enterprises, and who

has a high degree of responsibility for practical instruction. They do not

hold, however, work teaddng credentials and nonnally are placed under

the supervision of a foreman-trainer or a head trainer (ibid,p.37).

Paffenholz (1994:36*7) identifies a number of problem areas

regarding the training of trainers. Enterprises that provide haining, in his

view, differ substantially in ternrs of their size, economic activig and

organisational stmcture and employ a diversity of training persorurel. This

reality has not been recognised in the Vocational Training Act as it only
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refers to 'the trainer'. The standardisation in the AEVO course and

examination requirements, as referred to above, therefore conflicts with

Paffentrolz'view which contends that the type of training for trainers and

its subject content varies by economic sector, region and size of enterprise.

Subsequentl/, a standard training profile for trainers is non-existent in

Germany. He points out, in additioru that candidates are predominantly

tested in the AEVO examination on their ability to reproduce cognitive

knowledge and not on how to apply this knowledge pragmatically and

pedagogically. In the new learning and teadring environment teadrers and

trainers are not only required to impart occupational and social skills but

also, increasingly, 'key qualifications'. In order to do this, an extension of

their range of pedagogical competences and the attainment of 'piidagogische

Handlungslampetenz' (pedagogical action competence) is deemed

important (ibid, p.370).

The regulations and practices pertaining to the 'AEVO' trainer

certification prograrnme have been criticised by others for not adequately

meeting changing demands, especially by the trade unions and by many

trainers themselves (CEDEFOP, 199rta:C8). The Executive Board of BiBB

decided in 1990 to reform the outline curriculum plan for the training of

trainers, upon consideration of a request made by the trade unions. The

dominant feature of the new outline training plan is that the terrrinology

used in it explicitly supporb the vocational training aim of 'berufli&e

Handlungsfiihiglceit', while the orrriculum plan itself is being promoted as

'an open and action-oriented concept' (BiBB,1994b:3-4).

The DIHT has drawn up the learning aims and the curricular

content from the outline plan and recomnrends that users apply these

guidelines flexibly. Additionally, the DII{T is fostering the idea that

trainers are now moderators and creators of learning processes, a notion

which is widely acknowledged and zupported (DII{T, 1993:i; cf. BiBB,

1994b; d. Position,1993a; d. Eckert, 1992). The DIHT considers the new
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outline plan and its subsequent curricular operation as being important

and necessary steps in the process of upgrading the quality of training

(Position, 1993b:?2). There are claims, however, that the new guideline

ptans are not an improvement at all since they constifute only a change in

terminology. The focus, again, still remains on reproducing cognitive

knowledge in the examination while the issue of the consequences of the

introduction of new technologies on the training content has not received

adequate aftention (Paffenholz, 1994:369'71\.

Bnufsschule teachers are generally public seryants appointed to

their positions for life and they form, in contrast to the in-company

trainers, a heterogeneous grouP with respect to their professional

qualifications and the career paths available to them. Theory teadrers, who

are the great majority at the Bnufsschule, arerequired to have completed a

first degree course at an institution of higher education, for which the

normal entry qualification is the Abitur certificate and, furtherrtore, the

completion of a one-year period of industrial placemmt relevant to their

subiect specialisation or, alternatively, to have attained a vocational

haining qualification (CEDEFOP, 1995:38; CEDEFOP, L994ar. The degree

course which leads to the Diplom or the First State Examination Certificate

is followed by an 18 month postqualification teacher training Period,

which is concluded with the Second State Examination and bestows uPon

a candidate full qualified teacher status.

As a rule, teactrers provide lessons in the theory of one subiect in

which they have specialised during their studies and in a general subiect.

Professiornlly, they are required to update thesuselves on the latest

developments in their subject area and to be familiar with the latest

teaching methods and resources. Practice teadters, on the other hand,

norrrally possess the Realschule ceftrtiate, have completed a Meister ot

technician's course and, additionally, have at least two years of relevant

occupational experience. Some subject teachers, however, hold non-
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university engineering qualifications. In contrast to the theory teacher who

is employed at the Bnufsschule and is classified as a senior grade teacher in

all the Liiniln, the practice teacher is usually a salaried employee in the

senrice of. a l-and and there are no uniform cxrreer regulatiors for this

group. It is the latter's task to supplement the training and work an

apprentice undertakes at the workplace.

Although federal teaching standards are non-existent for either

groupr they are being specified at the l^andlevel (CEDEFOP,1995; BMBF,

1995d). Of significance here is that the ethos of the Bnufsschule is oriented

towards the world of work rather than of general education for its own

sake, for the maiority of the students spend three to four days at the

training enterprise (Rose and Wigrnnek, 1990:78).

Trainers play an important role in initiat trade training in that they

bear the responsibility for assuring that the prescribed training standards

are being met in accordance with the occtrpatioral teaching requirements

and the training plan of the enterprise. Trainers, however, are not only

responsible for imparting technical competence, but also bear

resporsibility for passing on social skills. It is this social role in the

provision of on-theiob training that is corsidered most important as

generally no distinction is made between work and family cultue (Rose

and Wignanek, 1990). Consequently, social and crrltural values are not

only exposed but also nurhrred in the training process, ensuring social and

ctrltural continuity (Raggatt, 1988:L7L; Flower and Russell, 1983:15). Thus

the development of the trainees' personality and the socialisation into

work and organisational crrlture is an explicit and fostered training goal in

Germany (CEDEFOP, 1995:36; Rose and Wignanek, 1990)'

The accreditiation of. enterprises to provide training for a

recognised occupation can be corsidered as a second form of quality

control. The Vocational Training Act specifies the framework criteria for
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Chambers on the basis of an assessment of documentation submitted by

the entelprise as regards its purpose and size, the available equipment,

resources and the number of training places, and the qualifications and

experience of trainers (HMI, 1991:76).If there are any doubts about the

suitability of the training enterprise, the Chambers may conduct an on-site

inspection which is carried out by a full-time officer of the Chamber

together with a technical advisor. Follow-up visits may take place to

ensure that the quality of training is maintained. The training advisors

(counsellors) employed by the Chambers advise enterprises on issues

relating to apprentice training and monitor the quality of the training

provided (Campbell, 1 994:50-1 ).

BiBB research, however, has revealed that these advisors normally

were not very helpful for apprentices when they encountered problems in

their training (cf . Griinewald, 1.990). Under the Act, the two main criteria

are that enterprises must be suitable for training apprentices within the

economic sector in whidr they operate (eg. industrial firms are only to

provide industrial apprentice training), and the apprentice must be able to

acquire the nece*sary knowledge and skills for an occupation Secondly,

firms are required to have the appropriate equipment, eg. tools and

machinery, for the training. A thfud criterion dosely related to the first

forrn of quality control, stipulates that part-time trainers must not have

responsibility for more than three trainees. Full-time trainers, on the other

hand, are not allowed to train more than 15 trainees in a single group and

it is a legal requirement that three skilled workers involved in the work

process must be be responsible for each trainee (CEDEFOP, 1995:37).

Research conducted by BiBB has revealed that full-time trainers are

employed in only 107o of the training companies (Griinewald, 1990:369).

Despite all these detailed prescriptions, an enterprise that wants to

deliver training is technically required to have only one registered trainer
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(Meister) to officially become a training provider (Krekel-EiberL interview,

1995). The Act further specifies that if an enterprise is unable to impart the

prescribed knowledge and skills in full, apprentices must receive training

outside the firrr so as to ensure that the whole training presciption is

completely covered (Der Bundesminister fiir Bildung urul Wisseruchaft,

1992:25). This takes place in inter-company training centres of whidr there

are some 340 in Gerrrany with an overall training capacity of 50,000

training places, and which are operated by Chambers and Guilds

(Campbell,1994:53).

BiBB has conducted empirical research into the impact of the

Vocational Training Act on the quality of training in the world of work in

1974 and, again in 7989/90. The outcomes of the latter suney have

demonstrated that 38Vo of.the enterprises provided in-company theoretical

instruction to apprentices in addition to their studies at the Bnufsschule,

while 35Vo of. on-thejob training was being complement.d by training in

inter-company training centres. Moreover, lSVo of the trainees were sent to

octernal coursies by their training provider (Griinewald,79902371). In the

same survey it was shown that almost 20Vo of the enterprises providing

training at the time did not comply with all the legal reqgirements under

the Act and this had occtrnd without the overseeing authorities

intenening (ibid, p 36f).

A recent phenomenon in the debates on the improveurent of quality

in training is the beginning of discussions as to how intemational

standards, such as DEN/EN /lSO 9000, can be introduced and applied to

the areas of initial and further training; and, of course, whether these

standards are desirable and appropriate at all. In Fuhr's (1993:327) view,

their application to workplace training is currently only being addressed

'superficially'. Howwer, there are some 20 agencies in Gerrrany

specialising in providing internatiornl standards certification services for

entelprises and private providers at present (Kloas, intenriew, 1995). But
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this work is, to date, predomirnntly confined to the area of further

training. Certqua (15), one such agency, was iointly established by the

BDA, DIHT, ZDH and the 'Wuypertaln Kreis'in November 1994, and is

foctrssing in its work in the further education market and not initial trade

training. Political discussions on the introduction of quality management

systems in apprentice training and general secondary schooling issue are

of a very tentative nature as any further deliberatioru need to take into

account the necessary legislative amendments required for this change

and the consequences this will have for the roles of government bodies,

zuch as the Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research and

Tednrology and BiBB (ibid).

The quality of education and training carmot be defined by an

international standard such as ISO 9000, whatever its definition of quality

may be, as the assurance of quality is and remains the prime function of

practitioners, such as workplace assessors, vocational school teachers and

educatiornlists (Blanke, 1995207; IGM, 1995). The application of these

international standards to the organisational development of sdrools laray,

according to Blanke (1995), potentially have a positive impact. If a

standard like ISO 9000 is to be inhoduced in compulsory sctrooling it is, in

his view, important that it is applied pragmatically to the aims of

education and not the other way around, a notion which is generally

endorsed in this work (ibid).

The third forrr of qudity control in the dual system of initial

vocational training is the evaluation of training ordinances by BiBB whidr

is considered being the third phase in the standards setting process and

now deemed to be an integral part of training ordinance researdr (cf.

Lennartz, 1992). The explicit p'trrpose of evaluation is to discover the

effectiveness of newly released training regul,ations in the world of work,

and subsequently, to use the findings to support the plaruring and

implementation of new ordinances. The research focusses partictrlarly on
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whether the 'qualifications', i.e. the training content and the examirntion

requirements, and the design of occrrpations into profiles and sectors are

meeting the demands not only of the workplace but are also aligned to the

dominant vocational training poliry direction of the major role players

(ibid, pp.l7-2). BiBB, in both its research and implementation work, always

needs to take into consideration both the political and practical

implications Gaulini et al., 1995:39 ; Heine'Wiederunann, 1988).

A wide range of different evaluation practices in training

ordinances research ctrrrently exists at BiBB which recently, and under the

influence of the reforrred metal engineering and electrical trades

occupations, became the subiect of discussion at the Institute. A common

evaluation concept that can be used in the assessment of the different

types of occtrpations is now seen as a desirable aim (Paulini et al.,1995:37).

Therefore, a 'catalogue of criteria' has been proposed for evaluating

ordinances. However, there is no compulsion for applying it stringently

due to the fact that training occupations can differ coruiderably in content

and type.

The catalogue covers five main areas into which evaluation

research takes place. These areas, which have been further divided into

subareas, are: the'stnrctural features', the ordinance (e.g. the length of the

training), outline curriculum plan and implementation aids; the

'implementation features'; the 'outcome features' (e,g, examination results);

'utilisation features' (e.9. career pathways and the division between initial

and further vocational training) and, lastly, the 'policy features' (e.9.

criteria of the Executive Board of BiBB, the Vocational Training Ac') (ibid,

p. l). This catalogue of evaluation criteria is complemented by four

different types of evaluations which have been identified by BiBB as in the

following table, of whidr the first two are most frequently used while the

last one is more or less a fufure aim.
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TABLE 8.3

TYPES OF EVALUATIONS IN BIBB'S TRAINING ORDINAI{CES
RESEARCH

1. Product evaluation - training ordinance, plans, concepts,
implementation aids

2. Outcome evaluation - experiences, results, transfer, efficienry

3. Process evaluation - in-put processes,learning and teaching

Processes

4. System evaluation - part or total of the vocational training system

Source: Paulini et a1.,1995:38.

The first two types of evaluations are normally used by BiBB in the

appraisal of training ordinances. Product evaluation exdusively focusses

on the training content and examination requirements, whereas the second

type assesses the efficienqy of, and experiences witb the implementation

of the new regulations. Process evaluatiorL on the other hand, analyses the

implementation processes with regard to the introduction of reforured or

new ordinances in the workplace. Evaluation is integrated into a

standards-setting process that comprises four phases starting with

research into the refonn needs for a particrrlar occupation or occupational

field. This is followed by the preparation/harrronisation procedures (see

table 8.1) and the development of teaching aids for the new training

regulations and is concluded with evaluation researctu The latter phase

may be sd, on the other hand, as the first step in the research process

(ibid,p.39).

The application of a wide range of methods is advocated in the new

approach and indudes group discussions, interviews with experts, in-

company visits, statistical techniques, surveys arul literature research The
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reconlmended criteria catalogue is currently being trialed in a BiBB

research project that runs until December 1997. Upon appraisal the

catalogue may be used for future research purposes, in the same or a

modified torm (ibid, p.A).

EXAMINATION, ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION

Under the Vocational Training Ad, the Chambers have the

statutory resporuibility for the setting, implementation and assessment of

examinations in nationally recognised training occupations. They also

have the power to issue examination prescriptions and to set up, for each

training occrrpation, examination committees. These com.rrittees are made

up of delegates of the employers and the trade unions in equal

proportions and indude at least one Bnwfsschule teacher who is nominated

by the authority supervising the school (BiBB, 1990:2). The typical size of

an examination committee is nine although this can di.ffer as a result of the

number of examinees admitted to an examination, and members are

appointed for a period of three years (HMI, l99l:17).

The committees have the task of rururing the e><aminations,

marking the scripts and issuing the certificates. The prescriptiors stipulate

the entry requirements for the examinations, ib content, the performance

criteria and provide assessment guidelines and, also, describe the way the

examination is organised. Examinations take place twice a year, in

suulmer and winter, and the examiners work on a part-time basis. Their

salaries are covered by local employers while their travel costs and

sundries are met by the Chamber (ibid). The Vocational Training Act

stipuliates that examinees are not required to pay fees for any of the trade

ocaminations, which is paid for by the enterprise providing the training

(c/. Der Bundesminister ftir Bildung und Wissenschaft, 1992).

Different gpes of examinations are administered by the Chambers.

Firstly, an interrrediate trade examination whidr normally, in the case of
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three or threeand-a-hatf year training, takes place at the end of the second

year and is merely a indicator for progress made in the apprenticeshiP it
terms of knowledge and skills acquisition However, its imPortance is

relative as, for example, admission to the final examination is not

conditional on passing the interrrediate test (Schaub and Zenkg 1995:380).

Moreover, the rezults of the qualifying examination(s) do not count

towards the final exanrination. The Act, nevertheless, requires that

apprentices to sit at least one intermediate examination during the course

of their training. The firnl trade examination is the second t1rye of

e,xamination for which the (minimum) standards are specified in the

rntional training ordinances.

The main admission criteria for sitting this examination is that an

applicant has completed the prescribed period of training, kept a log-book

which has been signed by the enterprise supervisor and by the Berufsschule

teachers, and that his or her training contract has been registered with the

Chamber (BiBB, 1990:3). It is necessary that at least 807o of. the log-book is

completed, a fonnal requirement which is moderated by the Chambers

(HMI, l99l:L7). In addition to these two types of examinations, the

Chambers are drarged with the statutory function of administering

examinations in the retraining arld further vocatiornl training areas (IHK,

r99$.

The final examirntion for apprentices is the formal requirement for

qualification in Gerrnany and has not been the subject of any major change

(Wolf, 1991b). It comprises three componenb, i.e. writterL oral and

practical. The methods used for the practical test are examination tasks

and work samples whidr are 'examples of product and process

assessment, respectively' (Reisse,1992:8). This is usually complemented by

a 'programmed' written test (t.9. 'multipl*choice' or short factual

questions) and sometimes by uo oral test, which is required for only a

limited number of training occrrpations.
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The value of an oral test as a distinct component of the final

examination is diminishing, partictrlarly within the context of an emerging

paradigm shift in learning and teaching (c/. IGM, 1995). In 1980, the

Executive Board of BiBB recommended that technology, technical

mathematics, draughting and economics and social sfudies be the

standard examination subjecre for the industrial trade occrrpations. But

despite the inhoduction of 'work planning' as an additional mandatory

examination subject for the metal engineering and electrical trades in more

recent times, it is believed that there is a move from strict adherence to

these requirements towards a more flexible interpretation (Reisse,7992:9).

The German examiftrtion system in vocational training strongly

focusses on the attainment of 'qualifications' at the end of the progratrrme

(4). Continuous assessment, on the other hand, has been tried on an

experimental basis in some of the Under and was the obiect of a BiBB

research project in the mid-1970s (HMI, 1991:20; IGM, 1994). A UK HMI

report (1991:20) daims that both trainers and apprentices felt that 'it was

not as reliable a method of testing overal performance as the final

examination'. Standards- or achievement-based assessment is not

considered a desirable alternative at present as it is deemed to be

incompatible with a qualifications-based award system that continues to

sen/e as a basis for social stratification (IHK, 1994:126). Nonn-referencing

in trade tmting under the aegis of the dual system is expected to remain in

the future a dominant feature of the firnl examination system, despite the

practice of work sample tests and, in some occupations, oral examirntions

complementing the external written test as 'types of criterion-oriented

testing' (Reisse, 1992:8).

In concrete terms, trade examination results are measured on a lfiF
point scale and converted into grades which run from six to one, with one

being the highest. Fifty points is the minimum pass mark and translates to

a grade four (IHK, 1994:128; c/. Reisse, 1992). This score must be obtained
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in each part of the examination. Those who fail at their first attempt are

allowed to repeat the examination twice at the most.

The written papers are nonnally bought by the Chambers from

central specialist agencies, sudr as PAL and AI(A. PAL develops

o<amination papers for the industrial-technical apprenticeships and was

established n 1947 by the Chamber of Industrie and Comnerce in

Stuttgart, whereas AI(A, a Nuremberg-based agency, was set up for the

commercial trades. In contrast, the trade examination PaPers for other

sectors of the economy, such as the craft and the public service areas, are

b"irg developed regionally. A similar combination of centralised and

regional anangements exists for the marking of the trade examinations.

PAL and AKA, for example, crurently undertake the marking on behaU of

the chambers of industry and comnerce, resp""tituly (Reisse, interview,

1995). The cosb these bodies inctrr as a result of their work are recovered

from sales of services and products to the Chambers.

The role and practices of central bodies such as PAL are not

unchallenged. It has been argued that the predominance of multiple

droice questioru in the written part of the final trade examination is,

according to test psychological theories, a restrictive and inappropriate

way to test the overall competence of a candidate. Furtherrrore, the

introduction of 'prograurmed'examinatioru in 1979, and an endorsement

issued by the Execrrtive Board of BiBB in 1987, have resulted in over-

standardisation in trade testing as some see it, which is essentially

underpirured by economic motives (Rissmaluu 1978:75O; Reisse, 1978:457;

Frackmann, 1992:297; Tollk6tter, 1978; IGM, 1995).

In general tenns, the economic interests of the maior role players in

vocational training are not only protected through the standards-setting

process but is also reflected in the organisation of the trade examination

system. IG Metall exemplilfies this aspect in a recent position paper by

pointing out that the comsrittees of PAL exercise significant influence over
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the aims and implementation of enterprisebased training and, indirectly,

institutional learning by their authority to define the examination

requirements whictu at the same time, lacks either political or legal

legitimation (IGM, 1994:ll).TheBrufsschule teachers, for example, have in

the past been pressing for schools results be counted towards the final

examination administered bv the Chambers (Schmidt and Reisse,

1983:195).

An initiative taken by the Undq of Rhineland Palatinate and

Hessen in 1992 to have both the school and in-company study and training

results counted towards the final examiantion has found support, both

from the KMK (1993:l-2) and the federal government who requested the

Federal Education Ministry to set up a working parly for the purpose of

designing a coulmon final examination The working parfy members,

however, could not agree with one another so that the Under initiative

collapsed (IGM, L994:34). A second concern is that centrally developed

examirntion papers do not, in their view, adequately take into account the

Innd-speohc training conditions that equally apply to enterprises

providing training and the Berufsschulen.

The statutory functions of BiBB in trade examinations are limited.

The Instifute, of course, is involved at a 'macro' level with the

development of training ordinances that indudes the examination

requirements. This is being complemented by its requirement to 'explore

and improve testing and measurement in the area of vocational training

by meals of applied researctr, development, consultatio+ training and

other activities' (Reisse, 1987 :l).

Dauenhauer (1981:334) asserts, as has been stated above, that

multiplechoice-style examinations are no longer appropriate for the

modern-day demands of the world of work. However, some of the

advantages seen to be associated with'programmed' examinations are, for

example, that the costs involved for marking are relatively low and,
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moreover, it produces a high degree of objectivity. On the other hand, this

method is generally deemed less suitable for assessing the transfer and

problem solving abilities of a candidate and the reason for giving a

particular answer is not appraised, only the outcome (IGM, 1995:4). The

new concept of integrated assessment' in vocational training in Germany

is a notion in which the knowldg", skills and attifudes of a candidate are

assessed against their performing real (or simulated) work tasks (Reissq

intenriew, 1995).

IG Metall (1994:31), in taking a leading role in this area, advocates

the introduction of a concept similar in purpose, i.e. the 'practice'oriented

"qualifications" assessment', which it corsiders as an'occupation aptitude

or entry examination'. Assessments, according to this concept, are to be

conducted in accredited places of learning where an examination

committee can observe a candidate performing in the workplace. This

method, according to IG Metall, has the potential to overcome the

problems associated with separate written and practical examirntions. In

addition, IG Metall promotes the introduction of modules of learning in

the dual system which, it believes, will foster the instihrtion of

individualised learning processes and allow for multiple organisation

fornrs (ibid,p.24).

Recent material published by the chambers of industry and

coulmerce on the practice of examinatioru tend to disctrss the issue of 'key

qualifications', but generally do not offer any guidelines on how to assess

these (c/. IHK, 1994). More h"lpful, in this respect, appears to be expert

seminars proceedings and proiect reports (c/. Proiekttruppe, 1992 and

7994). According to Reisse (1993a:180; intenriew, L995), 'key qualifications'

cannot be assessed directly in trade examinations. Attributes, such as the

'ability to work in teams' are, in his view, only tikely to be assessable in the

workplace. He claims that it is neither possible nor desirable to fully test
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bnufliche Handlungslompetenz in examinations, because of its complex and

'problematic' configuration and content (Reisse, 1993a:1 83).

In making the examination system more relevant and resporuive to

the new aims of vocational training, Reisse (7993b:21T14) appears to be

convinced that examinatiors should be oriented to the practical

requirements of the workpl,ace and not the vocational training system,

which is a belief he shares with IG Metall. Integrated assessment of

knowledge and skills in interrrediate and final trade examinations is

already a reality and is, for example, prescribed for the recognised training

occupation of technical draughtsman (IGM, 1994:5. Trial examinations

have produced, it is daimed, satisfactory rmulb (Sorurek et a1.,1993:222).

A distinct feature of the German vocational training model is the

triple certification system. Every successful trainee is awarded at the end

of the apprenticeship three separate certificates: an examination certificate,

also called a skilled worker's certificate (Facharbeiterffiefl On, a certificate

issued by the Bnufsschule and, thirdly, one by the enterprise providing the

on-the'job training. The first certificate is awarded upon passing a firnl
examination in a recognised training occtrpation and is considered as the

most important of the three 'as it is used for assessing progress towards

national goals and objectives in vocational training' (Reisse, 1994:15).

These Chamber examinations, however, are not (federal) state

examinations and therefore the certificates issued are not national awards

(CEDEFOP,1994b). On the other hand, the standard of apprentice training

these certificates attest to is rntionally recognised and accepted

throughout the economy (Wolf, l99lb; CEDEFOP, 799h). These

certificates, and in particular the Chamber certificate, not only express the

qualification level attained but confer the 'social and economic status' of

skilled worker or iourneyman and provide also a unifonn basis for wage

bargaining.
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Enterprises issue formal company testimonials to apprentices in

which their perforrnance and the skill level they attained are attested to,

based on intemal assessments and observation during the training period.

The legal basis and format of the locally issued Berufsschule certificate

differ ttom Land to Land and as a rule student performance is appraised

through 'continuous assessment' (Reisse, 1992:12). The educational and

labour market value of this doorment, however, is seen as very limited not

least because it is 'a short-time achievement indicator' (Sdrmidt and

Reisse, 1983:188). Although the three certificates form a triple certification

system, each one has evolved independently from the others and there is

no coordination between them (ibid).

So, in the Gerrran dual system internal and external assessment are

combined. Standards are set externally and broadly specified in the

training ordinances (see above). The final trade examination is seen as a

forrr of 'external performance evaluation (Reisse, 1992:10) and comprises

a written test (mostly multiplechoice), a practical assessment, where a

candidate is required to make, for example, a piece of furniture before an

e,ramination panel, and sometimes an oral test. In regards to the practical

tests, the standards 'are carried in the heads of the ercaminers' (Wolf,

1991b:554) who have the sole responsibility of deciding whether a person

fails or passes the test. There is no pressure to change this traditional

practice of local testing and marking and neither formal local nor national

moderation is the subject of expert or public debate (cf .Wol[,1991b).

Moderation in vocational training, as defined in chapter four, is

non-existent in Germany (Reisse, interview, 1995). The combination of the

three certificates, in the view of Schmidt and Reisse (1983:188), are

different but complementary signals for brufliclu Hanillungsknmpetenz.

Occupational competence, in sum, is assessed by the application of various

methods at the different places of learning in the dual system during a

prescribed period of combined study and training and which is conduded
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with an external Chamber-run examiftrtion that sets out to test 'uniforut

minimum competency' (Reisse, 7992:7) as prescribed in the national

syllabus. A concern expressed by Reisse (1994:18) is that 'advanced

competencies are not induded in this uniform standard', by which he is

referring to'key qualifications'.

It should be noted here that the training regulations are not

expressed in'cliassical "competence" teIrls' (Wolf, 1991b:553) (see chapter

three). The present certification system for education and training in

Gennany on a whole lacks d"rity and is hardly compreheruible. The dual

system, on the other hand, is the only 'educational institution in which

there .ue uniforrr national examination requirements' (CEDEFOP,

1994:80).

NOTES
1 See also chapter 5. 'Bnuf and 'occtrpation' in this chapter are
referred to interchangeably, denoting largely a similar meaning and
regarded as conceptually distinct from 'iob' and 'profession'.
2 Dr fochen Reuling is working in the area of comparative vocational
training research at BiBB in Berlin.
3 In keeping with metaphors, Kloas (interview, 1995) views Bentf 'as a
driver's licence', a 'ticket' of competence and which inadvertently invokes
an analogy with the New Zealand competence concept (see chapter 3).
4 Kutscha (1992b:535) states that this orientation towards core skills
can be considered as indicating a trend towards 'deoccuptionalisation'
('Entberuflichung') whicb in turn, marks a new occupational focus ('Neue
Bnuflichlceif).
5 This process was changed inluly 1995 which saw the six vocational
training research fields reduced to three and the corresponding working
groups abolished. Furtherrrore, all the 'proiect ideas' now have to be
discussed in the open project conference before they night be accepted as
a project plan (Schwiedrzrk, persoral communication, July 1995).
5 This term is used in the 'Gennan' sense and encompasses skills,
knowledge and attitudes, whidr is a general description referred to and
applied throughout this work. However, it has also been defined as the
'acquired ability of a person to successfully act in different situations on
one's own initiative or when undertakirqg a task assigned to that person'
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(Projektgmppe Sdrliisselqualifikationen in der beruflichen Ausbildung,
1994:172).
7 Herrmarur (interview, 1995) reported that it takes between three to
five years to draw up a Bnufsschule s;.rliculum from a the stage a training
ordinance is developed and aligned to an outline curriculum plan
8 Some 800 training occupations existed in the 1940s but whidr,
during the subsequent decades, have been reduced to arourul 370. Some
260 ordinances have been revised after the introduction of the Vocational
Training Act (Berurer and Schmidt, 795:4).
9 This terrr is used interchangeably with the concepts of. beruflielu
Handlungsfiichigkeit arrd bmtfliclu Miindigkeit in the literature and has
essentially the same meaning, except that in the latter notion Miindiglceit
specifically refers to the transition from adolescence to adulthood
(Projektgnrppe Sdrliisselqualifikationen in der beruflichen Ausbildung,
1994:153).
l0 Mertens (1974:40) darffies this by using an example in which he
explains that the ability to logical and structural thinking forms the
coulmon'basis qualification' for understanding mathematical difficulties
and the application of gramnatical knowledge to the understarufing of
foreign languages.
11 A well-known and influential study in this field is H.Kern and
M.Schumarur's Das Ende der Arbeitsteilung? Rationalisierung in der
industriellen Produktion. Munich 1,g8/'.
12 For a detailed ovenriew of methods used to impart 'key
qualificatioru' in the workplace, see Proiektgruppe
Schliisselqualifikationen in der beruflichen Ausbild ungn 1992:59-7 4).
13 The details presented here largely derive from an undated internal
BiBB document whidr specifically foctrsses on 'key qualifications' in
comrnercial apprenticeships. This account, although it has been
complemented by findings from other BiBB publications and a number of
interviews conducted for this researclu should not be taken as
representing the Federal Institute's official poliry.
14 The requirerrent of passing an AEVO examination for those
wishing to undertake training in the workplace has been institutionalised
since 1977 (Francke, 1985:34).
15 There are AEVOs for the industrial, agricultural, domestic and the
public service sectors. Flowever, the examirntion requiremenb and
outline curriculum plan for the training seminars are standardised. The
requirements for trainers in the craft sector are laid down in the master
crafbrran examination ordinances; training therefore is conditional upon
the master craftman certificate. The criteria for the industrial master
craftsman in the metal engineering trades are defined in the relevant
further training ordinance (Paffenholz, t994:,361).
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CHAPTER 9 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING: THE

CHATTENGES AHEAD

THE DUAL SYSTEM APPRAISED

The German dual system of vocational training is in general highly

valued by all the role players involved and widely acclaimed

internationally ([ane, 1989:67; Kloss, 1984:100; Arnold, 7993). While it has

been perceived for a long time as 'immutable - fixed in its perfection'

(OECD 199ttc5) political and academic discussions :ue currently

addressing the issue as to whether it is sustairable in its present forrr

grven the drallenges before it. There appean now to be a relatively high

degree of support for the introduction of structural and organisational

dranges. This is manifest in a number of proposals that not only aim to

revitalise the national apprenticeship model but also to expand it beyond

its traditional boundaries.

In the dual system, the interrelatioruhips between education,

training and employment are articulated dearly both in legislation and in

practice and, as a general rule, changes in labour market requirements

automatically have corurcquences for the other sectors. This

notwithsta.diog, there is a perception that education and training lack an

appropriate degree of responsiveness to meet the needs of the economy

(Heckman et a1.,1993). It is recognised also that there are only a few Points

of contact between general education and vocational training while

'sectoral thinking' continues to prevail (Haase, interview, 1995). In order to

be able to assess futureoriented policie and models pertaining to

education in general and vocational training in partiorlar, with regard to

their intention and directioru both the strengths and weaknesses of the

present system require appraisal.

An important advantage of the dual system when courpared with

other types of national training models is the existence of relatively low
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levels of both youth unemployment and people not fonnally qualified in

the workforce (Arnold,1993:99; Reuling, 7994:0 (1). In the dual system, in-

company training is orientated towards the tasks to be carried out in, and

the demands of, the workplace, thereby ensuring the orrrency and

relevance of training to economic needs, while acctedited enterprises have

to train to national standards and comply with the relevant federal l,aws

and regulations (Greinert, 1988:150; Arnold, 1993).

Training is, in the view of Raddatz (o992:53), not intended to satisfy

the needs of individual enterprism but is 'conceived as a national

program'. Th"y deliver training on a voluntary basis and bear a large part

of the costs incurred which indude, for example, a relatively low level of

apprentice remuneration by international standards. The costs of training,

it is believed, are always fully recouped during the period of

apprenticeship itself (Casey, 1985:66). This latter point, obviously, is an

important factor for those employers to consider who want to provide

haining (Marsden and Ryan, 1991:252).

In this context, training is seen as distinct from employment and on

this the trade unions and the employers are in full agreement. ProvisiorL

therefore, in terms of public expenditure is not costly and represents

"'good value" for the federal government' (Krischok, interview, 1995;

Steedman, 1993:1285; c/. Greinert, f988). The working of the dual system is

dependent upon the comrritment of employers to supply a sufficient

number of training places and the past has proven that the system is

flexible enough to cope with the quantitative problems associated with

training provision (Adler et al., 1993:4). It has been suggested by some

foreign observers though that the forrrer West Gernrany had a needlessly

over-supply of over-qualified and over-trained skilled workers in the 1970s

and the 1980s, and this was a rather intrinsic part of the Gerrnan training

crrlture (Prais, 1981:59; Roberts et a1.,1994:42).
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Vocational training in Germany is not viewed solely in quantitative

and economic terurs for a distinctive feature is a strong emphasis on the

personality development of apprentices and their socialisation into the

world of work (Lipsmeier and Miink, 1994:224). Hence, success in a

recognised training occupation is not only seen to confer standing in

society and seorre employment and remuneration, certification but also

ensures worker mobility (Braun, 1987:140; Reuling, L994:6).

Another advantage associated with the German model is that it is

based upon the'Berufs' idea that serves as a multifunctiornl principle

underpirudng an occarpation-based labour market and training system.

Furtherrrore, and importantly, the German system provides an

institutionat bridge from sdrool and training to the labour market as well

as from adolescence to adulthood, and is seen as a significant factor in

easing these transitions (Hamilton, 1992:189; R"ggutt, 1988). And,

significantly, it is based on a long established and respected system of

training which is understood by all and athactive to a wide ability range

(den Broeder, 199529).

The shength of the system as a whole appears to stem l"rg"ly from

attitudirnl factors. In this respect it is particrrlarly important to note that

the Gerrnans are striving, and succeeding, in producing quality goods, and

take pride in this; an attitude and comrtitrrent that ensures them a strong

position in export markets. This focrrs on achieving quality applies equally

to the provision and outcome of training in the workplace (Porter,

1990:358; c/. Braun, l9S7). German apprentice training, consequently, has

been associated with the mainternnce of a 'high skills, high quality'

equilibrium (2) (c/. Finegold and Soskice, f988); while the prevailing 'high

correlation between training, credentials and jobs [in German industryl'

(Maurice et a1.,7986:66) has been attributed to its success story.

In more general tenns, the dual system is regarded as a maior

contributory factor to Germany's level of economic performance (Porter,
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19921990:359; Smith, 7994). One of the main features of the nations

economic and training models, which is also found in all other aspects of

public life, is the existence of a relatively high degree of stability between

the 'sooal partners' in terrns of their relationships, which in itself is an

important and encouraging indicator, for example, for enterprises to invest

in training (Thc Econombt,lgg$b:S). A uniforrn skill struchrre and a mutual

comnitment to set standards of achievement creates conlmon goals and

values that provide a basis for cooperative relatioru between labour and

rnanagement (Lane, 1989:53; Iane, 1990:253).

The two sides of industry, employers and trade unions, have dearly

defined roles in vocational training and generally are in agreement on

major vocational training policy issues (Clarke et aI., 199$.In partiorlar

they share the aim that every peron entering the labour market'should be

occrrpationally competent and qualified, either as a skilled worker or as a

graduate from higher education' (Hayes, 1.984:1). Trade unions have a keen

interest in broad-based training which enhances both the stability of the

labour market as well as the workers' social mobility arul, coruequently,

demand uniforrn training standards and ctrrricula. Furthersrore, they are

in favour of the federal government playing some role in publidy

controlling the system of vocational training. Employers, on the other

hand, have a vested interest in controlling the intake of apprentices and the

content and organisation of training according to their own needs (Clarke

et a1.,1994:384).

However, a negative aspect of the desire for the retention of stability

and 'social consensus', which is largely codified in laws and regulations, in

economic and social life, is that, in general tetzls, Germans have a

tendenry to hold on to the status quo beclntse it is 'expedient and drange

would incru angst' (Haas, interview, 1995). The ability of Germans to

depart radically from established systems and thinking would appear to be

a significant challenge in itself. Both domestically and internationally,
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zubstantial criticisms have been delivered about the future effectiveness of

the dual system in its present forsr.

Clear disadvantages are seen to be the lengthy and difficult

processes which are required to set occupational standards and to

harmonise the vocational content between the training providers and the

Bmtfsschula (Schelten,l99t:51; Solmon, 1992:206).In the view of Solmon

(ibid), once these standards are set they tend to hinder dynamic change in a

ctrrriculum. Other deficiencies that have been identified indude the

uneven on-the-job training quality within and across economic sectors and

regioru (Ianfer, l99l'l8/'; The Allen Corsulting Group, 199&:50; Marsden

and Ryan, l99l:250), the concentration of training within a relatively few

trades plus the fact that trainiag places are geared to existing iobs or those

in decline (Raggatt, 1988:178) as well as the narrowness and specincity of

training (Heckman et al., 1993:75; The Allen Consulting Group 7994:50;

Tysome, 7992> and the outdated teaching and assessment methods (Clarke

et a1.,1994:377).

Furthernrore, the occrrpational stmctures in training and

employment are seen to differ considerably and as a result the permanent

employment of young people in their original trade of training is not very

high (Arbeitsgruppe, 1994:627; C-asey, 19ffi:67 ; Kloss, 1984:110). Heckman

et aI. (1993:2) make the point that the acclaimed low youth unenrployment

rate in the Federal Rep'ublic is merely a direA result of (part-time)

schooling being compulsory until the age of 18, a view which is confirrred

by official statistical data that indicates that the unemployment problem

has been traruferred to the 20-25 year age group (Raggatt, 1988:178) (3).

It is also believed that the newly reformed training occtrpations,

zuch as the metal eagineering, eleclrical and commercid trades, have

become intellectually more demanding than those whidr have not been

restmctured yet and, in additioru require the indusion of skills such as

'initiative' in the syllabus. The need for higher skill levels in training (and
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work) and higher forsral education certificates aPPear to be dearly

functioning as a negative social selection mechanism for the lower ability

range (Arbeitsgruppe, 1994:630). Vocational training under the dual

system is also believed not to cater adequately for disadvantaged SrouPs

(Ntibler, 1991:11).

At a systems level, the German model has been criticised for being

not flexible enough to underpin the transforrution from Tayloristic

industrial production to a post-industrial service economy and this

problem is now being recognised widely (TluTimes Educational SuVplarcnt,

1993:L6,. This is compounded by the inability of the German economy to

create positioru in new industries - one of its historical weaknesses (Porter

(1990:380; c/. Bibbee, 1994). As mentioned above, relatively few new

training occrrpations have been designed in recent y€s, especially in the

service sector. One of the main reasons for this is that a large number of

service sector training occrrpations, in for example public healttU sooal

care, and tourism, are not regulated by the Vocational Training Act and are

protrammes norrnally offered by the Berufsfachschulen (Adler et a1.,1993:8).

Because there is no legal basis for conducting researdr into these

occrrpations, reseatch carried out by BiBB has mainly been restricted to

those occtrpations covered by the Act, sudr as the commercial trades.

Some observers of the apprenticeship system have stated that the

model has lost muctr of its previous irurovative capacity while others are

convinced that it has become resistant to reform because of the established

pattern of responsibilities and structures or, additionally, because it is

considered to be an ouhoded model that is increasingly failing to meet

the demands of a modern economy (Stratmann and Sdildsser, 1990:300;

Geissler, 199l:69; Kutsdra, 1992a:145; Greinert, 7992:71). Others tefer

derogatorily to this model as a 'fossilised system' (Nitsctrke, 1986:397).

These sceptics, the majority of whom are sdrolars and university
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researchers, all seem to agree that the dual system is in a crisis of some

sort.

One suggestion put forward to make the dual system more

attractive for new entrants is that apprentice training should be expanded

into the service sector area and trade occupational profiles developed,

replacing existing full-time vocational education courses (Heinz, 1994:120).

By and large service sector vocational training and qualifications have not

been the subject of extensive research (Deutscher Bundestag,199CD and this

sector has also been coined as economically 'ill-developed' and thus

sharply contrasts with the success of the nation's production sector (The

Economist,l994b:7).

Despite these generalised criticisms, strong support has been

expressed by the federal government, the Under and the social partners to

retain the existent model but to modernise it on the basis of the 'duality'

principles, simply because an 'alternative is non-existent' (Kuhru 1994:32;

Haase, interview, 1995). This commitnrent to working towards and

achieving stmctural change extends beyond the realms of the dual system

and indudes the sectors of post-compulsory and tertiary education as well

and was proposed in a rather impressive arul almost pretentious 'catalogue

of measures' develop.d by the Working Group on Vocational Education

and published in a report by the Federal Education and Science Ministry in

1994.

The necessity for stmctural change is now *idely accepted and

amendments to the existing education and training models are the subject

of discussion given a number of significant challenges facing these

systems. These indude German unification and European integration, and

the need to refonn education and training in order to increase their

relevance to changing economic and social demands, topics whidt in part

are arnlysed below and in the next chapter.
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GERMAN UNIFICATION: CHALLENGE OR OPPORTUNITY?

On 3 October 1990 the Unification Treaty came into force, marking

the inauguration of a reunited Germany. The five new Undq luve

assumed reponsibility for their education systems on the basis of artide 30

of the Basic Law. Artide 37 of the Treaty and provides for the freedom of

movement between and access to the educational systems for the citizens

of unified Germany, and extends to general secondary schools as well as

vocational and higher education. Academic and vocational gualifications

attained in the GDR were recognised at a poliry level as being equivalent

to the West German reference qualifications although individuals were

requfud to have this confinned by the relevant bodies responsible on a

caseby-case basis (Mitter, 199.2:54).

Artide 37 also stipulated that the reorganisation of the school

system in the eastern Uniler was to be based on the 1964 Hamburg

Agreement. As a reult, the new Inrder were required to have legislation in

place by |une 1991. so that educational restructuring could go ahead. The

West German regulatory framework for vocational haining had already

been extended to the new Under as from I September 1990, i.e. prior to the

unification treaty 0AVIK 1994:254). This irrcluded the enactment of the

Vocatiornl Training Act and the Craft Code in the eastern Uniler as well as

the inhoduction of an Act on Berufsschulen, and these were decisive steps

in the reform of vocational training in those Undq (Anweiler et al.,

1992:488-9).

Unification is a terrn used consistently thougtu in my view,

inaccrrrately in the literature and pop 'lar press to indicate the bringiag

together of the two Germanies in 1990. Although the outcome of the free

general elections held in East Germany early in that year was an

endorsement on the part of its citizers to press for an alliance with West

Gernrany, the main reason for this had more to do with finding a way out

of the nation's social and economic state of internal disarray than from a
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genuine desire to unify with its western neighbour state for ctrltural or

historical reasons. This withstanding, the historical oVportunity was there

and is generally seen as the iustification for the decision to proceed with

unification (HaU and Ludwig, 7995:495). Accession is, perhaps a more

appropriate term to use here, and acctrrately depicts the fact that in the

reality of the unification process there were no equal partners ruhiclt"

interview, 1995).

Some argue, quite plausibly, that West Gerrrany has colonised the

German Democratic Republic, given the speed of the process and the

imposition of the West Gerrnan 'standard' on the eastern Under (Leysen,

1991, quoted in Hall and Ludwig,1995:491). There may be little doubt that

the GDR's transition from a central planned economy to a social market

economy is nothing less than a 'big economic and social experiment that

needs to be successful' (Blasctrke ef a1.,1990:4).'Die Wmde' (the turnaround)

of 1990 norrrally refers to East Germany's accession to the German Federal

Republic, but given the magmtude of the challenge of unification to the

whole of Gernrany and the manifestation of problems associated with it,

the new rntion state is not likely to remain unscathed by this, either

socially or economically.

In education and training, unification is considered to be the biggest

challenge the country is currently facing, followed by European

integration (CDU, nd., p.4) (see below). In order to be able to arnlyse the

responses of the new Undn to the problems and opportunities presented

to them as a consequence of unificatiorL the structure of the East German

education system and the educational aims and philosophy require

appraisal. Although there were some dear differences between the two

Gernran education and training systems, their comnonalities derive from

the fact that they were both the product of Gerrrany's educational history

until 1945 (Anweiler, 1987).
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Perrreability, a distinct East German educational aim, was

incorporated into the 1955 Education Act. Under this Act, the attainrnent of

a qualification at one educational level would automatically allow for

vertical progression to the next one, since no learning pathway was to end

in a cul-de-sac (Biermarur, 1990:55; Rudolph, 1990:3). Moreover, the 1958

Constitution of East Gennany guaranteed eactr citizen the right to receive

,continuous socialist education, training and higher training in an

integrated socialist education system' (Moore'Rinvolucri, 1973"2' (4)'

After completion of pre'primary education, the majority of students

entered at the age of six the Ten-Year General Polytechnical Sdrool (POS),

after which there were mainly three options for study or training

continuation First, a two'year Extended General Polytechnical Secondary

School(EoS)and,second,threeyearsofstudyataspecialisedVocational

School (Fachschule) whictr both, uPon completion, gave access to tertiary

level studies. Thirdly, students could enter the Berufsschule from the POS

for a two to four-year vocational programme (see figure 9.1 below)' The

POS was the nucleus of a socialist and uniforsr education system and was

assigned the task of educating all young people as all-round developed

socialist personalities as well as providing a broad general education and

occupation-related education (Rudolptu L9902; c/. ArbeitsgruPPe, 1994\'

The general subjects of.'Bildung' (education) and 'Eniehung' (upbringing) in

both polytectrnic education and the EOS were considered in the course of

the 1950s to be of central importance in developing socialist personalities

(Rudolptu 1990:11). Some West German critics were quick to dismiss this

as'indoctrination' Mitter, 1990:338).

The East Geruran state, in developing a new education concept to fit

their Mancist-Leninist orientation, saw vocational training as the core

component of a uniform school system; a notion that sharpty contrasted

with Kerschensteiner's ideas on education and training whidr was

predominantly based on the tradition of craft training (c/. Biermann" 1990)'
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The aim of vocational training in the GDR was to train 'socialist skilled

worker personalities' who were expected to continuously improve their

occupational knowledge and skills in order to meet the demands of the

economy forecasted in fiveyear periods (Rudolptu 1990:1). Learning and

working were intertwined to the extent that production was a major focal

point of both activities (c/. Bacon, 1985). This was also reflected in the fact

that youth who had signed a 'training contract' with an enterprise were

workers and,legally, not trainees (Rudolph, 1990). Moreover, every young

person had not only the right to learn an occarpation but was duty-bound

to do so (Burktrardt,l992:32).

Skilled workers occupations had a high social standing in the GDR

and workers were seen as making an indispensable contribution towards

the scientific-tedurical progtess of the nation (c/. Bierrnm" 1990). Some

80Vo of. the graduates from the POS would go on to undertake vocational

training and qualify, usually after completing a twe.year course, as skilled

workers in one (or more) (5) of the 228 skilled worker occrrpations, 98 of

which were subdivided into 392 specialisations (Lukas, 1991:15) (6). ln the

GDR, every school leaver was able to freely choose their training

ocorpation Rudolptu 1989:95). Some West German researdrers, however,

believed that many young people in fact did not complete training in a

trade of their choice, disputing official East German data that this was

around 90% (Burkhardt,1992:33). The alignrnent of the education/training

system with the labour market in the GDR and the transition of young

people into the workforce was not only eased by the provision of

systematic c.lreer guidance that started at presecondary level, but also by

the fact that enterprises were legally obliged under the Labour Code to

offer trainees a contract of employment six month before the end of their

training (Rudolptr" 1989). A major advantage of vocational training in the

GD& in the view of Rudolph(ibid, p.28L was that it forsred'a perrranent
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part of the process of reproduction in the economy and the enterprises' (7).

Consequently, the dose aligrunent of training and work was believed to

have made a significant contribution to the fact that unemployment was

non-existent in the Demosatic Republic (ibiil,p.26) (See figure 9.1 above).

An important common feature between the former East and West

Germanies was that they had (and still have in the new Federal Republic of

Germany) an occupation-based training system and labour market. The

forrrer East Gernran training model differed from its western counterpart

in a number of important ways of whidr only a selected few will be

discussed here in addition to the aforementioned. The industry sector in

the GDR was the largest training sector tnth42Vo, compared to 227o in the

western Undn. This was reversed in the craft sector, which was the largest

training sector in the latter country tnth35Vo, as distinct from 16% in the

GDR. In the old Federal Republic aronnd 64Vo of the apprentices were

trained in small and medium-sized enterprises with less than 50

employees, while in the GDR 37Vo of. all the trainees received training in

enteqprises employing morle than 500 staff (anseru 1994:&9).

Further analysis of the occupational stnrctures reveals that the

service sector occupations were neither as well-developed nor as

important in the GDR as in the forzrer West Gerrrany. TIre free

occupations, on the other hand, remained relatively insignificant as both a

haining and an economic sector in the Democratic Republic in comparison

with the old Undq. In contrast, the metal engineering, elec{rical and

agricultural trade occupations were more important in the overall

occrrpational stmcture and economic system of the GDR (tf.

Arbeitsgruppe, 1994). Thus a key feature in the East German training

model was that vocational training was concentrated in l"rg" industrial

and agricultual combines and enterprises.

In general terms, the Faclnrbeitnbnuf (skilled worker occupation)

represented a uniforrr standard of vocational training throughout the GDR
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nation and across the occupations. However, since the 1970s,

standardisation in terms of the structure of the training occupations saw a

shift in foctrs from 'mono'-occupatioru towards differentiation. Two main

tlpes emerged; first, the Grundberufe ('basic occtrpations'), whidt were

skilled worker occupations differentiated into field and subfield traini4g

specialisations and originally accessible to Abiturientm only (see below)

and graduates of the 10th class of the POS. These rather dlitist Grundbmtfe,

however, became ttre norrr in the 1980s (Bierurarur, 1990:91). The secorul

type of training occrrpation was the standardised specialist occupation The

training content ratio of the Grundberufe was 50Vo basic:407o specialised;

this was reversed in the specialist ocorpation (Rudolph, 1990:7).

Another key difference between the two Gennan training models

was the development of the enterprise vocational sdrool in the GDR, after

it had been introduced in Soviet-occupied German territory in 1948, and

which later became the dominant type of Bnufsschule in East Germany.

These schools were state training providers and integrated with the

enterprises and combines. The formation of stateowned enterprises

enabled these mterprises to implemerrt rntional training poliry but they

had resporsibility also for the setting up of, and providing advice to,

vocational expert comsrittees for the more than 180 skilled worker

occupatioru (RudolptU 1989:28).

The amalgamation of theoretical and practical training in the

enteqprise vocational sctrool was a measure that marked the beginrring of

the end of 'dualism' in vocational training in the Democratic Republic

(ibid). The role of the enterprise vocational schools in aligning training and

production was believed by the East Gerrnans to be more effective than

that of the traditional part-timeBuufsschule (c/. Biermann" 1990). Enterprise

schools, the second important type of vocational school in the GDR,

developed in the 1950s and provided initial and advanced trade traininlg as

well as polytechnic education to EOS students. These two tlpes trained
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two-third of all the trainees (Arbeitsgruppe, 7994:583); and were

complemented by the communal vocational school, a lesser important $rye

ofBerufsschule, whidr was a state institution placed under the authority of

district councils.

The content, structure and examination requirements for the

training occrrpatioru in the GDR were prescribed in state ctrrictrla

(I*hrpliine), which had been developed, tested and endorsed by the

vocational expert comrrrittees. The cunicula comprised general

educational, theoretical and occupational-practical elements which were

drawn up on the basis of curent and futrue demands of the economy

through occrrpational analysis by these comrrittees (Rudolptu 1990). Some

West Gerrnan educational researdrers have observed that the blending of

the different ctrrricrrlar components into comprehensive and unifonn

occtrpational training prograrnmes in the Democratic Republic could be

regarded as superior to the counterpart outcomes in the old Under since

they produced a doser and more direct content and organisational

harmonisation (Autsch, 7995; Arbeitsgruppe, 1994:584). The aligrunent of

theory and practice in vocational training in the fonner West Germany had

always been a problematic isstre io poliry and practice (see draper 8) and

is one which is considered by East Germans to be intrinsically related to

the stmcture and philosophy of the West German dual system of

vocational training (ibid).

Another distinctive feature of the education system of the GDR was

the possibility for those h"rri.g completed dass 10 of the POS to ptusue an

integrated course of learning available in 85 of the total number of the

skilled worker haining occtrpatioru, leading to both a skilled worker's

certificate and the Abitur (c/. Auec[ 1995). This double qualification

course was introduced in the late 1950s and catered for some &5% of the

annual secondary school student population in the 1980s (Dehnbostel,

1992:437). While the Education Act of 1955 promoted the notion of
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equivalence in status of education and training specifically, and the idea

had also been consistently promulgated in education policy, critics have

daimed that although in reality education and training had been aligned to

a certain degree in a single proglamme, integration had not been achieved

at all (ibid, p.dA1; Anweiler, 1987:5; Ernst, 1991).

According to Dehnbostel (1992:444), this double qualification couree

was an 'additional' educational pathway in terrrs of cturicrrlurrr and

organisation. Therefore, in the socialist GDR that strove for uniforrnity in

its education and training system nonetheless, irstitutional and curricular

differentiation existed for the purpose of catering for the gifted and

privileged students, f.e. 'special schools' and the 'vocational training with

Abitur course' (Arbeitsgruppe, 1994:191).

The above description of some of the key points of difference

between the two Gennan training systerrs dearly shows that while the

systems had a coulmon historical origin, the underpiruring philosophy and

the provision and organisation of education and tsaining differed

considerably in both nations in the post-war period. However, it has been

argued by some scholars that both training models were essentially 'dual

systems' in terrns of their structure and organisation (Ulrich and Westhoff,

1995:115; Bierrnanru 1990:45). Although this may be tnre at a rather general

level, a distinctive point of contrast was the GDR's vocational training

poliry of decisively moving away from a West German'style of 'dual'

training, replacing it with a centralised model that was closely linked with

a plarured economy and its demands, and which set out to establish a

'unity of economy and education (Anweiler, 7987:3; Berger, 1995). Pampus

(1990:433) argues that because of this particular aim for 'unity' it is

questionable whether the former East German training system can and

should be described as a'dual' system at all.
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Dramatic and decisive changes have occurred in the GDR since it

acceded to the Federal Republic of Gerrrany to forrr a new German

republic in 1990. The transition from a central plarured economy to a social

market economy has brought about many human, social and economic

problems for the citizeru of the new Liinder. A prime concern is the level of

unemployment in the new states which had amounted to a total of 538,000

workers in October 1990, a problematic situation whidr was comPounded

by a figure of some 1.8 million short-ternt workers (Blasctrke et a1.,1990).

However, in its 1996 arutual report, the Federal Ministry of Economics

estimates that 8.S9% (around 2.7 million) of the population of the old

Undq will be in unemployment in 1995, compared to approximately

l5.5%o (1.2 million) in the new Undq (BMWi, 1995:125,72n. A growing

unemployment rate is a significant indicator that the economic dimate is

worsening in Gerurany and i" likuly to negatively influence Kohl's

government's explicit aim to lift the standard of the former GDR's

industrial complex as quickly as possible to that of the western Uinder - for

an alternative that was deemed non-existent.

Far-reaching industrial and economic reforur was partictrlarly

desirable as, to give one example, the employment stnrcture of the GDR in

1987 dosely resembled that of the forrrer West Germany in1967, i.e.47%

of the work force was employed in the production sector and 187o in the

commerce and transport sectors whilg on a percentage basis, the

differences in the service and the agricultural sectors between the two

countries were negligible (ibid, pp.5,10).

As mentioned before, the Vollcslcammer of the GDR had taken the

decisiory prior to unificatiorL to extend West German vocational training

legislation into eastern Gerrrany. However, East Gennany's 'adoption of

the 'dual system' was not uncontroversial (Miindl 1994'). Sindlarly, the

transference of federal structures to the eastern states had been called into

question by Gobredrt, a Hamburg senator, who believed that unification
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presentd an opportunity to critically reflect on the concept of federalism,

and perhaps make changes to it, instead of transferring 'Kulturlwhaf' rashly

to the five new Liindr as a sort of a patent remedy (Pampus, 1990:4i15).

Chancellor Kohl asserts that the opportunity to achieve unification

could only be seized within a period of four to five months whictr" by

implicatioo justified deterrrined and swift action (Deutschhnd, 1995:E).

Speed of action was a major political strategy in achieving unification and

in transfonning the economic and social conditions in the former GDR

after the signing of the treaty. But for what purpose? Evidently, culturd

and historical reasons were important incentives to press for uni.fication

but on the other hand the political advantages the merger would bring

were not unsubstantial. The inclusion of 15 million eastern Germaru to the

Federal Republic's population would result in it having a liarger population

than both Britain and France, its economic and political rivals in Europe.

And in geographical terms, unification would increase its territory by

some 100,000 square kilometers.

In a critical p"p"r on the economic implications of unificatioru Hall

and Ludwig (1995) contend that economic contraction in employrrent and

output in eastern Gerurany should not only be viewed as an economic

mea$lre. ln their view, this was rather a vehide for transferring the stock

of productive asseb and other forrrs of property from east to west

ownership that was mandated by West Geruran dominated unification

policies. Th.y also daim that the volume of East German comrruters to

West Gerrrany (415,000 in luly 1.991) has implications for the future of the

new Under economic reglo& in that it causes the 'destruction of a

significant proportion of the educated population' (ibid, p.503). From a

more general perspective, the process of unification has not only caused a

transformation crisis in the eastern Undq but has impacted heavily on the

social and econorric systems in both parb of the new natioD an outcome
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which had not been anticipated at the time of the union (Pilz and frwein"

1992).

Federal budget deficits caused by the enormous costs of unification

and a deepening recession that began in the early 1990s have led to

increased taxes, reduced government subsidies, and crrts in social services

(The Economist, 1996b). The Gnneinscluftswnk Aufschwung Ost, a special

programme introduced in l99l for boosting the east German economy,

cost the federal govemment DM 24 billion between 1991 to 1993 (ones,

1994:ll9).

Of overriding importance to the federal government was the

stnrctural transforuration of the economy of the eastern lnndcr and to

change the forurer GDR into a 'higtrwage country' (Deutschland, L995:25).

Intertwined lvith this political aim, and an integral part of Germany's

integration policy, was the federal governmmt's obiective of ensuring that

the conditions of liring in the new Unils were comparable to those

prevailing in the rest of the nation (PiIz and Ortwein, f990). In order to

adrieve this substantial state support was inevitable in terms of investment

in physical and human capitaf and infrastmchrral measures. Thus federal

policies aimed at reducing the competitive disadvantages of the forrner

GDR by dismantling old stmchues and buildings and rebuilding an

infrastmcture upon which reindustrialisation could be based. An

important strategy in the recorutnrction of the east was the privatisation of

state'owned enterprises, a task which was legislated in the Treulundgesetz

of 17 June 1990 and entnrsted to a federal agency, the Tranlunilanstalt

(THA), for implementation (ibid, p.l$.

The TFIA has not been very successful in replacing state entelprises

by new ones operating on a competitive basis in its first year of operatiorl

as West German firrrs proved not to be very keen in taking over eastern

Gennan enterprises (Social and l-abour Bulletin, l99L:223). The

Treulnnilanstalt was disbanded in 1994 but under its responsibility some
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1.1,,700 enterprises had ceased to exist in eastern Gerrrany during the

period luly 1990-Aptil \994, through measules such as privatisation'

liquidation and merging. The eastern German workforce comprised some

6 million workers in 1994, of which approximately only 1 million were

employed in THA privatised enterprises (IAB htnbticht, 1994:2).

The sheer magnitude of the task the Gersrans have set themselves

is, undeniably, no sinectrre especially when one considers some of the

problems the new Liiniler were still facing in 1995, e.8. an extremely high

trade deficit, with western Germany and abroad, registered

unemplolmrent rising to 1.1. million, and a chronic shortage of skilled

workers (Deutschland.,1995:24) (8). This has been aggravated by a definite

trend towards structural unemployment for all of Germany when

unemployment reached 3.8 million br l}Vo) in December 1995 (The

Economist, 1996a) and registered over 4 million in early 1996 Ulu

Economist,lgg6b). This contrasts sharply with eastern Germany having had

the highest growth rate in Europe (nearly 8Vo inthe period l9l-1995), arrd

which had been achieved largely because of a consFuction boom that was

partiailarly beneficial to the constmction and services industries

(D eu ts chl an d, 1995 :23) .

The impact of unification on education and training has been very

significant in eastern Gerrnany. While it can be argued that the West

Gernran training model has been imposed on the new Undq, these states

gained under the governing principle of. Kulturlpluit autonomy over

educational matters, and subsequently could implement a school stmcture

they saw fit. A differentiated system of secondary education was

introduced as from the 1991-2 school year in all the new states. However,

Thuringia is also experimenting with the introduction of a Gesamtschule, a

compreheruive school type which generally aPPears not to be too

dissimilar to the POS (Rust,1992). Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania is the

only new state that decided to establish tl'eHauptschule as an independent
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type of school KMK 1994:87). Overall, the Hauptschule is neither PoPular

with young people nor employers in the new Uindn (Schober, 1992'236;

Arbeitsgnrppe, 1994) (9).

As regards the Realschule, Brandenburg introduced a four grade

Realschule while the Liinder of Saxony, Saxony-enhalt and Thuringia

provided a Realschule type Prognmme within newly established l-and

specific school types (see note 8). The Gymnasium was established in all

new Liindn, but in four of them it only covers grades 5-12, instead of the

usual5-13 as in western Gernrany (KMK, 1994:88). In eastern Gerrrany, the

Gymnasium has proven to be school type in demand among young people.

A 1991 IAB sun'ey showed that 48Vo of all the students in year nine or ten

of compulsory schooling wanted to obtain the Abitur, while a similar

percentage intended to achieve completion of a Realschule, compared with

only |Vo showing an interest in Hauptschule studies (Parrrentiet et aL,

7994:35). It is remarkable that these far-reaching reforms in secondary

education in the new eastern states, aPPear not to have triggered an

upsurge in interest in educatiornl policy by politicians and the general

public in either the new states or the oldLiinder (Arbeitsgnrppe,Lgg4;2L7).

There appeared to be a considerable degree of consensus and

optimism among West German policy makers that the 'dual system' could

be introduced relatively easy and quickly in the eastem states, because of

the perceived similarities in the training systems of west and east, and

despite the fact that historical examples to draw from were non-existent

(Schober, 1994.3; Wordelmanru 1D2:13; Seyfried, 1992:161; Brinkmanru

1995:15). It is now commonly accepted that the transformation process has

been underestimated and still is incomplete (Degen and Walderu

1994b:2065; Sdrober, 1995b:39). In its 1991 Vocational Training Report, the

federal government arurourrced its intention to introduce an 'skills

incentive prograrnme'in the new Unilq which it considered a prerequisite
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for transfornring eastern Germany into a competitive economic regiorl

nationally and internationally, and particularly given European integration

(BMBW,1991a:1).

The federal government's immediate poliry priority was to ensure

that vocational training in the new easternLiindn is adjusting to the needs

and conditions of a social market economy. This required the development

of small and medium-size enterprises, which are the backbone of the

economy in the oldLiinder and providers of the maiority of training places,

but which have been relatively poorly developed in the fonner GDR to

date. In addition" the federal government initiated the development of

programmes aimed at promoting investments in inter-comPany training

centres and improving the skills of trainers in vocational training. These

measures were complemented by labour market training prograurmes

largely financed by the Federal Employment Office.

The collapse of many enterprises and combines in the eastern Under

in the post-unification period caused a dramatic reduction in avail,able

training pl,aces for young people and created a situation unacceptable to

the federal govemment. Intervention was therefore unavoidable and took

place in the forrr of government financed initiatives, such as the

'Gemeinsclaftsinitiatioe Osf in L99.3, targetting an increase in the capacity of

training places at the inter-company training centres and training firms. In

1993/4, an additiornl 10,000 haining places had been funded by the

federal state (Berger, L995) (10). Its poliry intention, however, is not only to

reduce the number of those training places over time, but primarily cut

down its public fu"di"g of training places, as this conflicts with an

employer-led (and financed) training system (Autsctu 1995).

Under the present conditions, federal government intervention in

vocational training in eastern Gernrany is seen as a political and economic

necessity which is expected to continue for some time to come, though

deemed to be a temporary solution (Pressemitteilung BiBB, t994:l; Sdutidt,
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1994:,L). There are dear signs, on the other hand, that the training

structures are changing considerably in the new Under and becoming

more aligned to those in western Germany. The craft sector, for example, is

now the largest indusby training sector in the eastern Unds arrd

partnerships between training providem, industry and Chambers

(Ausbildungsringe) are quite common (Schober, 1995b:43; Ulrich and

Westhoff,1995).

Although this may be seen as a promising development by the

Bunil, it appears that the federal goventment's intention to bring the

standard of living and productirig in the east quickly up to that of the

West is an unattainable goal in the short term- The Prognos report forecasts

that this may not be achieved before the year 2010 (Brinkmarur, 1995:18).

Not insignificant in this respect is the fact that the economy of eastern

Gerurany is developing into a pattern of 'economic islands' of. Treulund

enteqprises andTreulund-privatised enterprises. Moreover, industry-based

training provision for the service, co[lmercral and free occtrpatioru is

either poorly developed or almost non-existent, and thus requires

ocpansion within the context of a social market economy.

Of considerable conc€rn to the German authorities is that the

employers in the eastern Uniter are showing an unstable commiturent

towards the provision of vocatioral training (Degen and Walden"

1994b:2055). This was reflected in 1994 figures which showed that the

supply-demand ratio for in-company training for national trade

qualifications was 1:2 (Schober, 1,994:5). It is e-xpected that entelprises are

going to further reduce their training capacity, the main reason for this

being the high costs involved and because employers expect to need less

skilled workers in the future (Degen and Walden, 1994a:340). Overal, this

trend is quite alarnring, in that the future of vocational training in the new

Under depends onboth the economic development of the region as well as

the economy's need for skilled workers (ibid,p.38).
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The transition from training to employment, which was in the GDR

a course of natural protress, has now become a more problematic affair for

many young people in the eastern Gerrran region. In Septembet 1993,75Vo

of those unemployed under the age of 25 had completed an

apprenticeship, and amounted to 807o for women (ibid, p.Zl; Degen+

1994:73). Research conducted by BiBB has revealed that in the imnediate

post-unification period, one in every ten persoru in the 20-24 age SrouP

intended to either move or cotnmute to western Germany to seek a job in

their training occrrpation with dissatisfaction with career opporhrnities in

the east being the main reason for this (Kloas, 1993:8,10). However, this

eagerness has declined markedly in recent years and survey data indicates

that the 'mobility rate' is now only one in every four people (Schober,

1994:17).

BiBB research crurently suggests that the majorig of the East

Gerrran skilled workers who started their training n 1989/90 and are

practising in their trade of training have an optimistic outlook (Ulrich and

Westhoff, 1994:20).In a similar vein, the dual system of vocational training

is enjoying, again according to BiBB, a remarkable popularity among youth

in eastern Germany. At the end of the 1994/5 school y@t, some 75Vo of. all

the male students in the last grade of junior secondary sdrool were

showing an interest in commencing apprentice training in the dual system,

compared with 60% of the female studenb (Pressanitteilung BiBB,7995;

Degen and WalderU 1995b). While apprentices in the new Under are

reasornbly satisfied with the overall quality of training in the dual system,

they believe that improvements could be made in the area of aligning the

teaching plans and the curricula of the two main training providers in the

dual system, i.e. tllte Bnufsschule and the enterprise (Krekel-Eiben and

Ulrictu 1994:?5).

The results of a recent opinion poll, conducted by th. Allersbadr

Institute for Opinion ReseardL has revealed that unification is generally
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regardd by the East Germans as hurrittg changed their lives positively.

The majority of the respondents believe that they are better off

economically ir a unified Germany and that'life' in general is better now

than it was before'die Wende' (NoelleNeuulann, 7995:42-3; The Eoaning

Post, 1995). These positive assessments are counterbalanced by views

suggesting that the opposite might be doser to the truth and it has been

reported that the East Gernrars feel downgraded as second-dass citizens in

an achievement-based culture domirnted by western values and

institutioru (Kolinsky (1993:15; Rust, 1992). This often publidy displayed

West Gennan superiority, has, as it appears, contributed to some East

Gersrars nick-naming the West Gerrnans as the 'Bessmressrs' ('they who

know better'), instead of iust 'Wessis' (westerners). It is of some interest to

note here that researchers in the forrner West German republic have, by

and large, ignored developmenb in education and training in the east, and

only very recently have started taking a professional interest (Biermann"

1990:13).

Biermann particularly criticises the lack of interest on the part of

West German poliry makers, industrialists and educationalists in the

education and training system of the forrrer GDR at the time German

unification was negotiated and implemented (ibid, p.19). German

education and training is currently facing substantial challenges and is in a

state of flux. Therefore, it appeared to be a reasonable assumption to make

that the quality and the responsiveness of the education and training

systems in the new Gernran nation state could possibly be enhanc"d by

combining the strengths of both systems. Clearly, the East German system

was by no means perfect, and consensus existed among East Gerrnans

themselves that educational reform was urgently needed (Arbeibgnrppe,

1994:216D. But on the other hand, some aspects of education and training in

the former Democratic Republic should at least have been considered and

ocamined for retention Educational researchers at the Max Planck
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lnstihrte for Human Development and Education in Berlin have strongly

criticised the federal government's rush to change the GDR's education

system almost ovemight to the 'standard' of the west. Th"y believe, for

example, that perhaps the comprehensive POS school should have been

retained, as this school type, as they see it, is better suited for catering to

the direct needs of the region than the traditional Gennan tripartite

secondary school system (Frankfurter Runilsclau, 1995).

There are some other specific elements in education and traini4g in

the forrrer GDR that should have attracted more attention from West

German politicians. It has already been mentioned that work and training

were dosely corurected in the GDR society, and was reflected in the

socialist education concept. Concepts and practices pertaining to the

bridging of the academic/vocational divide at all levels of education is not

only a crurent policy issue in western Gerurany, but also a point of

discussion amo4g policy makers world-wide. For this reasorL the fact that

the GDR's experiences in this area have not been examined by decision

makers in the west is perhaps best described as a lost opporhnity.

This is reinforced when it is taken into account that enterprises in

the new Undq have been critical of the disestablishment of the errterprise

vocational schools by the Berufsschule, which is seen as a regressive step

because the provision of theory and practice learning at an enterprise

premise is now b"rng delivered at different placas. The integration of

practice and theory, one of the perceived strengths of the GDR's education

and vocational training systems, has now been broken up Gltitz,

interview, L995; 4. Arbeitsgnrppe, 1994). Such a comprehensive

ouriculum, as was in place in the fonner GD& has only led to some

tentative disctrssions in the oldbnils. However, some authors in the west

are arguing that the East German example is a desirable orrricular and

pedagogical aim, in what is one of the problematic areas of the d 'al system

(Bl<itz, interview, 1995; Benner and Piittmarur,1992).
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Moreover, in the light of the on-going debates in Germany about the

equivalence in status of vocational and academic learning, double

qualification courses, such as the East German 'vocational training with

Abitur'course, could at least have been corsidered for introduction or

testing in the German training model (Pampus, 1990:440-1) especially as its

purpose and struchrre essentially constitute a forrr of vertical 'iruler'

dilferentiation, a poliry measure which is now b"ing pursued (Kutscha'

1994:53) (see below). After unificatioru Policy makers in the new Undq

contemplated retaining the 'vocational training with Abiful' course but the

Chambers opposed this intention and refused to register training contracb

pertaining to those Proglalrunes (Berger, 1995:30)' This decision appears to

have been merely a political stance, as the DII{T and BiBB have recently

proposed 'framework' models (see chapter 10) which in tersrs of purpose

and concept are not too dissimilar to the forsrer East German course'

Furtherrrore, it is now widely recognised in Germany that vocational

trainers in the forrrer Democratic Republic were pedagogically better

qualified as their counterparts in the old Liittdq (Kroyman and Ltibke,

1992:35;Neubert and steirrborn, 1994). The level of skilled workers having

completed vocational training was also much higher in the forrrer GDR

gSVo) thanin the old Liiniter (84Vo) 0ansen,1993a)'

East Gerrrany's deliberate divergence from a 'dual' system of

vocational training after the Second World War was a shift ideologically

underpirured and driven by " socialist ptarured economy model' The

positive aspects of training in the GDR have been hightighted for the

purpose of making two related points in particrrlar' First of all' to criticise

the federal government's unilateral and 'uncontrolled recorutnrction of

vocational training in the new Liinder' (Lehnigk, L992:68), and to bring to

light that, as a logical consequence the inlrerent problems associated with

a'dual'systemhavealsobeentransferedtotheseLi;ndg/.
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Thus, in the area of general secondary education, while it was

expected in the western Liindn that the new eastern states would adopt the

existing school types of the west, they were surprised to find that most

Liinder had chosen to introduce modified types of school (c/. Autsdr, 1995).

Secondly, both the federal and the Uinder governments have failed to take

the opportunity to reflect critically upon their education and training

systenr^s immediate before and after unification and seemed to be

interested only in pursuing a policy that ensured 'western dominance' in

all aspects of society, and induding education and training, despite the fact

that some politicians were convinced in 1990 that certain aspects of

education and training in the GDR were well worttr retaining in a united

Gennany Ovilms, 1990:728).

THE CHALLENGE OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

The idea of a unified Europe had been put forward by pioneers such

as Jean Moruret and Robert Schumarur in the early 1950s, and must be

understood primarily as an attempt at reconstmction in a war-devastated

Europe. A decisive step towards European integration was the

establishment of the European Economic Comsrunity n 1957 in order to

protect the economic interests of the paficipating member states. In 1991,

the leaders of the 12 European Community nations agreed on a treaty to

speed their economic, and political, integration The completion of

European Internal Market, in which there was greater freedom to live,

work or study, and which would see a strenghtening of cooperation

among the member states, became now a pressing European poliry aim in

view of an increasing globalisation of the economy and increasing social

and political interdeperulencies of nation states. On 7 February 1992, the

European Council signed the Treaty on European Unioru or Maastricht

Treaty, which became a landmark event in the history of Europe. This
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treaty c;rme into force on 1 November 1993, after the voters of each

member state approved it by popular referendum.

After the Treaty had been ratified, the countries of the European

Community were now members of the European Union while the

European Council became the policy making body of the European Union

The Council had already decided at an emergency summit in April f990

that East Gerrrany was to be automatically incorporated into the then

European Community upon completion of German reunification In that

same year, a report of a German parliamentary commission of inquiry into

the fuhrre education poliqy advised the Bundestag tlla't it would not be

desirable for national education systems in Europe to be harsronised,

stating categorically that the diversity of systenus must be retained,

although it would be complemented by development of a European

dimension in education and training (Deutscher Bundestag, 1990:278;

BMBW,1994a).

The Union's move towards 'European space for haining and

qualifications' requires an enhanced transparenry of qualifications and

systems of education and training (Commissior; nd., p.11). Measures such

as the mufual recognition of qualifications and courses, the promotion of

training to develop skills in dealing with new technologies and the

advancement of the linguistic abilities of European citizens, as well as the

continuing training of teachers and trainers are key features of the Union's

education policy (Laur-Ernst, rd., p.3). These measures have been

designed to primarily enhance the mobility of labour and, secondly, to

increase member state's understanding of other countries' systems.

European Union policy making has, to date, been limited to issuing

guidelines and promoting measures only. The rationale for its restricted

authority is based on the principle of subsidiarity, whidr entails that

rntional responsibilities in education and training policy are not to be
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undermined by the Comrdssion's poliry making powers (c/. Comnrission

of the European Communities, nd., p.f6).

In view of the above developments, and in corsidering the overall

importance of vocational training and education in the Proc€ss of

European integratiorg it will almost be unavoidable that a certain degree of

harmonisation is going to take place (Berurer, 1992:25). The German federal

government has recognised this and promotes European cooperation in its

vocational training policy, demanding that vocational training and

education be 'Europe-'focrrssed' (Miirncb 1994:89; c/. Berurer arul Ptittrnnru

1992). Consequently, recommendations have been Put forward in

Gerrnany to increase the efficienqy of tertiary level study by overhauling

the structures of the degree courlses in a bid to bring those more in line

with the rest of the member states of the Union (Deutscher Bundestag,

1990). At the same time, both European integration and German

unification are putting increasing constraints on education and training in

unified Gerrrany during a period of economic recession and low birth

rates in the whole of the nation

Qua[fying the workforce is therefore an important and imsrinent

policy aim of the federal government, and it is likely that education and

training will be the subject of further refonn attempts as the need for

mobile skilled labour is expected to increase because of continuing

European integration (Der Bundesminister fiir Bildung und Wisserschaft,

199L:84). Equally important, however, is the fact that European integration

is posing a significant dralle4ge to the Gernran dual system of vocatiornl

training. A recent discussion document of the European Commission on

vocational training in the European Community in the 1990's, led to the

federal government's reaction that it intends to retain its dual system

(BMBW, 1994a:13). At the same time, 'there is a feeling in Gerrnany that

something needs to be changed in the ldual] systerr' (Lauterbadq

interview, 7995), so that it is seen to have forrral parity as a training model
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with the English and the French systems, although change is not so much

required in terms of the content of training (ibid). The European five-level

system of vocational training, for example, is based on the French model,

while the Engtish are now operating, and further developing, a

competenry-based training and assessment system.

Whether or not the member states of the European Union will retain

in the long(er) run the same level of authority over national education and

training as they have now remains to be seen (Ltibke, interview, 1995).

Under Artides 125 and 127 of. the Maastri&t Treaty, the European

Comnission has been granted some regulatory powem over education and

training respectively (Eilucation & Training,1992:*5), whidr in the years to

come may perhaps be o<tended. The mainchallenge ahead for Germany in

education and training, it apears, is to examine the feasibility of the

intended reforur measures that have recently been announced by the

federal government, and to implement those changes which have political

support.

TOWARDS A RADICAL REFORM OF EDUCATION AND

TRAINING?

According to Greinert (1994a:371) incremental change should rro

longer be considered as an adequate lxoblem-solving stratery in

overcoming the present diffictrlties in education arrd employment in

Gerrnany. The correspondence between the educatioru training and

employment systems, in his view, need to be looked at and reguires

redefinition and reorganisation The need for an'integtated' approach that

aims to improve the alignrnent between all these sectors has also been

recognised and advocated by labour market experts (Parrrentier et al.,

L994:71. Eadr one of these sectors can be seen as h"ti.g its own set of

problems but that are related to and also reinforce problematic issues in

the other areas. Generally speaking, Under-controlled general secoruilary
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Under because of the KMK Hamburg agreement and in some of the old

Undq where experimentation continues with a number of non-

mainstream school types (Arbeitsgruppe, 1994). Also a great number of

experiments have been carried out at senior secondary level over the years

aiming at the integration of general education and vocational courses as

well as the award of double qualifications (c/. BLK 1990).

The tripartite secondary school system, however, continues to

remain the dominant school model in the majority of the Under and

employer representative groups in particular are in favour of a dear

articrrlation of the boundaries between the three tiers (c/. BDI ef al.,1993).

An increasing social demand for higher levels of general academic

education is, in the view of Lutz (1991:31), governed by a 'meritocratic

logic'. By this he means that the allocation of social (and economic) status

depends on the certification of school examinations results whidr" in

principle, can be adrieved by every student but in reality is attained by

those posssessing and using to their advantage individual 'social and

cultural capital' (c/. Olk and Strikker, 1990).

Opportunities for upward mobility for those who have participated

in apprenticeship prograrrmes exist in the forrr of nationally recognised

intermediatelevel vocational courses, i.e. tor Meistn and Techniker, tor

which, according to Maurice and co-authors (Maurice et a1.,1986:37), there

is considerable social competition These limited optiors and the non-

equivalence in stafus between general academic education and vocational

education and training certificates continues to discriminate against those

people completing vocational courses in terms of 'entitlements' and @reer

advancement possibilities (c/. Dybowski et al., 1994). Trade haining in

particular is increasingly being identified as a 'second rate' choice by

sctrool leavers and subsequently pupils tend to stay longer at sdrool and
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aim for higher education entry qualifications that will give them more

optioru in terrrs of further sfudy, career and remuneration

But while apprentice training is becoming a less attractive option to

young people, the labour market needs, at the same timg both more and

higher skilled workers, a situation aggravated by Gerrnany having one of

the world's lowest birth rates (Parmentier el al.,1994;15; Kohl, 1993:9). This

complex set of interrelated problems has led to the realisation on the part

of all the major role players that a refonn of post-compulsory training and

education is a pertinent policy aim (OECD,1994b:'1,19; Adler et al., 1993;

Parmentiet et aI.,1994). A prime demand placed upon the dual system by

the labour market is to ensure that there is a sufficient uptake of new

enhants (11) but this is difficrrlt to achieve without any intervention within

the context of the given demographic realities and .hutg*g study

selection patterns. The decision-makers appear to agree that the dual

system of vocational training should be modernised for the purposes of

both making it more attractive for young people and, secondly, to increase

the quality and the relevance of training in the light of the demands of the

modern workpliace. The reform measures are primarily set to target the

design and implementation of a differentiated and transparent dual system

that provides its graduates with opportunities to purme ocorpational

pathways.

The notioru of inner' and 'outer' differentiation are central elements

in this policy programme (12). The fonner term encapsulates an orientation

towards a flexible organisation of the curriillar, didactical and timetabling

aspects of vocatiornl training and promotes the teadring to different ability

gFoups (t.9. Abiturimtn and Hauptschule graduates) without either

compromising the national training standards or changing the entry

requirements (c/. Keune and Zielke, 1992).'Outer' differentiatior1 on the

other hand, relates to a change in relationshiP between the training model

and other education sectors at a systems level (Kloas, 1994:13&141; BMBW,
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1994b*5); and is relevant because an increasing social demand for

education is forcing the dual system to compete with the other education

sectors over new entrants. An example of this trend was seen in 1990 when

the number of tertiary students surpassed those of apprentices for the first

time (BDI et a1.,1992:1il. The concept of 'additioral qualificatioru' (13) is an

example of inner' differentiation that is currently being developed and

entails the certification of partiorlar skills, the design of whidr is o<pected

to increase the job prospects of apprenticeship graduates (BMBW, 1994b:4).

A maior drallenge ahead for Germans in the area of vocational

education and haining is dearly whether these p'rogressive refonn

concepts will be politically and professionally acceptable. In responding to

the emerging shift towards individualised learning, flcxible cour:se

delivery and 'differentiation' in general, Kutscha (1992a:149) states that

'only a complex organised system itself is able to sufficiently prepare for an

ever complex growing industrial society'. The major role players, he

r'laims, are dinging on to the concept of 'duality' for mainly ideological

reasons although reality demonstrates that the dual system in fact has

already developed into a 'plural training system' (ibidr. Others are

convinced that the concep of ttre'dual system' is being promoted and used

wrongly at present as a 'reforrr instnrment' to modernise vocational

training because the concept, it is believed, is more zuitable for designing

and building a new vocational haining system (Geissler, l99l:73).

'Permeabilitlr' is another concept central to the recent reforrr

intentions that relates to both the ideas of irurer' and 'outer' differentiatioru

and essentially is a concept to increase qualification attainrrrent levels and

enhance worker mobility. As to the interior dimensioru a number of

options iue currently avail,able for obtaining formal certification of

occupational competencies of which the first one is the completion of an

apprenticeship io a recognised training occrrpation Second, under the

provisioru of the Vocational Training Act, unskilled and seuri-skilled
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workers can sit an external examination(Extqnmpriifung) after completion

of relevant work experience double the time of what is required for an

apprenticeship io the trade area they want to sit the examination in

Howevet, this time'serving requirement can be waived uPon

demorutration by an individual that the required knowledge and skills

were acquired in a different but acceptable way (Hecker, 1994:D'

ThePurPoseofthisarrangement,however,shouldbeseen

primarily as a measure to formally qualify a propofion of the around 1'6

million unskilled Germans in the 20-30 age grouP. Each year some 25,000

individuals pass an external examination under this scheme and are

subsequently awarded a skilled worker's certificate Gbiil)' Under the

provisions of the 1959 Employmerrt Promotion Act, retraining is available

to the unemployed who have the lut gth of the normal training time in a

recognised occupation reduced from three and a hau to two years and

which is funded by the federal government Gock, 1993:97)' Retraining is

thus an'alternative' training path regulated by public poliry and could be

considered., according to Krekel-Eiben (interview, 1995), a way for

enterprises to withdraw from their'sociral obligation to provide vocatiorral

training'.

The instittrtional organisation of the transition from training to

employment in Germany has both been commended and criticisd, within

as well as outside the Federal Republic (see above). Traditionally, the

completion of an apprenticeship was atmost an guarantee for employment

as a skilled worker or at least secrrred the more attractive positions in

unskilled or semi-skilled work (Lex, 1995:205)' The standard transition

patterns of school leavers were to progress from either the Hauptschule ot

ltre Reatschule to vocational training and then into employment, while it

was customary for Abiturienten to enter the workforce after completion of

tertiary level shrdies, all constituting a double transit (Schober, t995a:7L;
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Schober and Tessaring, 193:7) (f3). There aPpears to be general acceptance

that these patterns are subject to considerable change now and it is

interesting to note that only around 35Vo of. the Gymnasium graduates

moved directly into higher education in 1990, compared to 55Vo in 1975.

While there is a trend among Gymnasium graduates, and those graduating

from a Realschule to increasingly opt for entering an apprenticeshiP

prograrnme after junior secondary school, the overall trend shows that

youth are less prepared than before to comrnence trade training, mainly

because of a lack of further study and career opportunities (c/. Schober and

Tessaring, 1993). Apprentices holding higher level entry qualifications

tend, for example, to regard their training as a transition stage for tertiary

level study (Tessaring,1993:143). However, there is also a body of recent

empirical research that is contesting the existence of a progressive move

towards 'individualised transition patterns' and daims that the standard

patterns continue to dominate (Mcinnich and Witzel, 1994:268).

According to Rose and Wignanek (1990:102), Getrran youths are

making a reliatively smooth transition from training to employment as 837o

of those completing initial trade training continue in the same occrrpation

and/or with the same employer. Blossfeld (1991:9), basing his observations

on studies conducted in the 1.980s, points out however that the degree of

mobility between ocorpations and sectors was lower in Germany than in

any other country included in those studies. A BiBB survey showed that

only less than half of its respondents achieved full-time employment in

their training occrrpation while arourul 20% had to find work in a different

occupation (Olk and Strikker, 1990). Another study, jointly conducted by

BiBB and IAB, obtained far more favourable results as around two-thirds

of the apprentices in the oldUindq were offered a iob after they completed

their training, whereas in the new federal states it was even three in every

four graduates (anserl 1993b:29).
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Recent research findings also indicate that the transition phases

youth follow are now intentionally being prolonged and marked by a

'multitude of stations and passages' (Parrnentier ef a1.,1994:9; c/. Mertens

and Pannentier, 1988) (15). This trend appears to relate directly to the

ocflurence of 'traruitioru from early adulthood and early crreers becomi4g

increasingly disorderly and less predictable than in the past' (Evans and

Heinz, 1995:3). Problems associated with these .h.^gitg transition patterns

are seen to derive mainly from two factors. First, there is a considerable

increase in the levels of unemployment of those who have completed an

apprenticeship. In 1993, one in every six graduates, or more than 115,000

people, in the old Under became unemployed after training completion

which was a 32Vo insease on the previous year, while 23,900 young adulc

were registered as unemployed in the new Under, an increase of.SlVo on

the 1992 figure (Alex, 1994:79; Zdler, 1994:50). And second, social and

economic demands for higher levels of educatiorL are culmfuuting in a

tendency among youths to postpone their commihent to educational and

career pathways (Tessaring interview, 1995).

This situation is b.it g compounded by the fact that young people

are more and more lacking a definite orientation with regard to their

occupational future (Sctrober and Tessaring, f993:18; Stnn,1993299). While

Evans and Heinz (1993:157) praise the strong institutional stmctures for

transition in Gerrrany, they believe that one of its main weaknesses is the

lack of guidance and support for young people to develop individual

pathways within the overall institutional framework.

Having coruidered the issue of the perureabilif of the Gennan

education and training systems and the ocorpational destinations and

mobility of skilled workers in rather broad terms, the question to be asked

now is what are the future labour market requirements in Germany? The

Federal Employment Office (IAB) in conjunction with Prognos, a Swiss

research institutio+ have forecast that in 2010 approximately 72-73% of the
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Gersran labour force would need to have completed initial trade training

or a course of further training while 17-l8Vo would need a degree from

either a universig or a Fachhochschule (Tessaring, 1994:5) (see figure 9.2

below). The number of higher and highly skilled jobs are expected to

inctease until the year 2010 by some 4 million which coincides with a

decline in unskilled jobs by around 2 million (ibid,p.lD; Blossfeld, 1991:3).

A stronger focrrs on service-oriented activities is being forecast and

it is believed that 72 out of every 100 employees in the workforce will be

working in the service sector by the year 2010 (Sten, 1993:105). The

number of iobs for those h"ti.g completed study/training in the dual

system, the Faclschule or the Bnufsfachschule could, according to

IAB/Prognos calculations, increase by 7,6 to 1,8 millioru compared to a

possible growth of between 13 and 1,6 million employment possibilities

for degree holders (Tessaring, 1994:5).

FIGURE 9.2

THE QUALIFICATTONS STRUCTURE OF THE LABOUR FORCE IN 199r
COMPARED WTT}I THE LABOUR FORCE NEEDS IN 2OTO EXPRESSED
IN PERCENTAGES

1991 2010

Apprenticeship / BeruBfadrsdrule
Fachschule
Fachhochschule
University
Without forrral training

59.1
8.4
5.1
8.2
20.2

62.G63.3
9.8

5.G5.7
rr.t-72.3
9.7-10.1

Adapted from: Tessaring, 1994:12

It is expected that until the year 2010, 2 million jobs will be lost in

the manufachrring sector, a trend which will offset an increase of more

than 4 million jobs in the comrnercial, administrative and service sectors
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(Blossfeld, l99l; Stnn, 1993:108). tAB/Prognos predicts that by the year

2010, 28% of. jobs will be in the production sector, 37Vo tn the primary

sen'ice sector (e.g. retailing, sales, trarsport, deaning) and 35% in the

secondary senrice sector (e.g. management, research and development,

consultanry, teaching). The latter sector is o<pected especially to expand

steadily until the year of 2010 (Parrrentier and Plicht, 1993:58). This would

result in an increase of more tlnn 52.5Vo over the period 1987-2010 in a

sector of the economy Tessaring (1993:155) dassifie as 'human capltal

intensive'.

An IAB report predictiqg future development trends of the German

labour market until 2010 foresees that higher demands will be placed on

individuals' occrrpational and social 'qgalificatioru' (15). The IAB also

expects that furttrer education will become increasingly important and that

there will be an increased tendenry towards internal labour markets. The

future labour market may become less strictly regulated, while it is likely

that employees' are expected to demonstrate more flexibility in carrying

out their jobs (Chaberny et al.,1992:27). Additionally, the report daims that

a trend towards a broadening of occrrpational foundation training is lik ly
to continue while the overall level of school-based and on-the-job training

is expected to increase. Lastly, the report foresees that the integration of

university graduates in the labour market will continue to remain

problemati cal (ibiil, p.28) (t7).

A KMK prognosis about the total number of students graduati4g in

2010 from the three main types of general secondary school in the fonner

West Germany reveals that the total number of Abiturienten and

Fachlnchschulreife holders will increase to 140,000, compared to a gradual

decrease in the nurrber of. Hauptschule and Realschule leavers to a total of

203,000 and 220,000 respectively by the year of 2010 (Claessens et aI.,

1989:347). A 1994 BLK report on the employment oplrcrhrnities for

graduates in the same target year induded an important recomnendation
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public service award system should be

focussed on entitlements (Wirtschaft und

The German dual system of vocational training is thus facing what

appears to be a number of important challenges. And it seems that there is

a growing and substantial degree of coruensus among policy-makers,

federal advisory bodies and the interested general public on the need to

coruider adjusting the stmcture of the dual system to meet modern-day

economic and social requirements. It is believed by policy-makers that this

is achievable by differentiating the inner and the outer stmcture of the

training model (see above, and next chapter) in such a way that neither the

overall uniforrrity of the system is compromised nor starulards lowered.

This intention is considered by one obsen'er as no less than breaking a

'taboo' (Lipsmeier, 1991 :531).

However, the main test is to enhance the system's relevance to

changrng social and economic demands in education and training. In this

respect, it is pertinent that the 'strategic position' of the dual systerr vis-i-

vis the other education sectors and the labour market and employment

systems is being overhauled. The next drapter will look at a number of

proposals which are intended to strengthen the links between the dual

system and other education and training sectors and can be seen as

tentative attempts to establish a comprehensive 'framework' model for

education and training in Germany.

NOTES
1 According to Reuling (1994:5), youth unemployment levels in the
West Germany is far lower than in any other country of the European
Union" the forrrer being at 4.2Vo while the average in the Union comes to
t8.4Vo.

the

not
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2 The term'equilibrium', according to Finegold and Soskice (1988:22),

denotes 'a seU-reinforcing network of societal and state instihrtions that
interact to stifle the demands for the improvement of skill levels'.
3 Raggatt (1988:178) refers here to the increase of the unemployment
rate from 6.5Vo to l4Vo fot the named age group in the period 197+1985.
Recent figures on the age distribution of unemployment show that ZVo of.

youth under 20 were unemployed agairut ll,lVo in the 2U24 age group in
the old Liinder in 1993. For the new Liindq these percentages were 2Vo anA
9.7Vo, respectively (Statistisches Bundesamt, 1994:95).

4 Prior to the establishment of the GDR inl949, an anti-fascist education
Act was introduced in the eastern occupied territory of Gerrrany n 19l|5
which aimed to 'democratise the German school'. This piece of education
legislation was followed in 1959 by the 'Act on the Socialist Development
of the Education System in the GDR' whicb for example, saw the
announcement for the development of the East German 'polytechnic'
concept (Biermann, 1990:60,63).
5 The findings of a joint BiBB /IAB survey conducted in 1990 show
thuit lTVo of the East Gernran workforce completed two apprenticeshipt io
1990, prior to unification (faruen,199'4:7).
6 In 1954 there were 558 haining occupations in the GD& compared
to 632 in the forurer FRG in the same year (Pampus, 1990:$7).
7 Prof Dr Wolfgang Rudolph was the Director of the Central Institute
for Vocational Training whidr was BiBB's counterpart organisation in East
Germany until unifi cation
8 In 1993, there was a total of 5 million workers in the forrrer GD& as
distinct from 9.2 million in 1989 (Degen and Walderl 1995a:40).
9 New secotnlury school tlpes have besr developed in the new
Unila, i.e. the Mittelschule inSaxony, combining tlrcHaupt- andRcalschule,
the Selsndarschule in Saxony-Anhalt, covering grades 5 to 9 or 10 and
which is with the Gymnasium a standard sdrool t'"e in tlntLand, and the
Regelschule in Thuringia, also delivering teaching for grades 5 to 9 or 10. ln
Brandenburg a qualification comparable to the HauVtschule leaving
certificate can be attained at a Gesamtschule KMK 7994:87,9U1).
10 In the period l9gGSepember 1994, more than 75,000 young people
received replacement training in vocational training centres as an
alternative to unprovided on-the-job traini4g, which was paid for by the
federal state and amounted to DM 1.85 milliard (Uldcb 199423).

11 Vocatiornl training in Gerrrany can be described as zupplydriven
as it has a strong foctrs on the number of youths entering the labour market
in a given f€ar, whidr is zubject of detailed analysis in the arurual
vocational training reports published by the Federal Ministry of Education"
Science, Research and Technology (Rose arut Wignanek, 1990). However,
medium- and long-terrr education plaruring does not exist in Germany
(OECD, 1994b:115).
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12 'lnner' differentiation refers to tailoring flexible and alternative
teaching approadres to students of different abilities. An example of 'outer'
differentiation is the allocation of primary school students on the basis of
aptihrde, adrievement and parents choice to a paficular type of secondary
school (Projektgmppe Schli.isselquali:fika:tionen in der beruflichen
Ausbildung, 199 4;67 -8).

13 See note 4 of chapter 8.

14 Although more than half of the Realschule graduates entered an
apprenticeslip (57Vo) in 1990, a significant proportion (ZlVo) comnenced
studies at a Berufsfachschule or a Fachschule, while 10% moved on to a

Faclubqschule ot Fachgymnasfurn (Schober and Tessarirqg, 1993:8).
15 Heirz and Evans (f995:5) have identified four tyPes of transition
behaviour, i.e. 'strategic', 'ste1>by-step','taking chances' and 'wait-and-see'
and have come to the condusion in their research that the dominant
trajectories in Germany are the first two mentioned.
16 Note 4 in chapter 8 refers.
17 According to a Strn sutvey, 57Vo of all the industrial and2T%o of all
the service sector companies will employ over the next two to three years
less or no academically educated persorurel at all (Stern,1993:100).
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CHAPTER 10 TOWARDS AN OCCI.JPATION.BASED'FRAMEWORK'

MODEL?

zuRTHER VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN GERMANY

Whereas the German dual system of vocational training could be

described as a 'statecontrolled market model' (Greinert, 1988:'l'49; Green,

l99l), further vocatiornl haining is predominantly organised on market

principles. Employer representative bodies continue to assert that this

system should remain centred around the qualification needs of the

economy and relect any forrr of regulation imposed by the federal state as

zudr intenrention would, it is believed, lead to both power and efficiency

losses (BDA, L93:90; Gottleberu 1991). The major political parties (i.e.

CDU/CSU, FDP and SPD) basically endorse the employer bodies' general

poliry position on further vocational training, although it is recognised

politically that the transparency and the efficiency of this sector require

improvement (Wirtsclnft und Bnufsnziehung, 1994;377-$. The trade

unions, on the other hand, press for increased state intervention whidr

they believe is necessary in order to curtail the dominant influence of the

employers. The DGB believes that further vocational training is a public

responsibility and thus invokes the introduction of a further vocational

training act (Liibke, 1992:6). Legislatiorg in their opinion, would be an

essential instrument to eruure that the qualtty and the quantity of further

training is safeguarded while, at the same time, it is oxpected to have a

prohibitive effect on employer tendencies and practices of focussing too

strongly on their short-terrn business interests (tbid; Gottleben" 199D.

The trade unions take the view that rationally recognised further

training ocorpatioru should become a central component of the German

further haining system and recommend that BiBB, which already has

statutory authority for developing these training ocorpatiors under the
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Vocational Training Act of 1959, should play an extended role in this area

(Positionspapier, 1992:3,15) (l). Some interventionists are advocating that a

'Bundesinstitut ftir Bnufsbildung und Weitnbildung' be established to

acctrrately reflect this change (Gottsleberu 1991:253). A Point of concern

expressed by the trade unions with regard to the existing further training

ordinances is the considerable differences in quality, range and currency

(ibid, p.LC). A second point is that the occupations are not being assigned

consistently to qualifications levels (ibid, p.11); an issue which was

confirmed as problematic by one BiBB employee since, for example, the

occupation of.'lndustriefachwirt' (industrial business specialist) has a total of

17 nationally recognised further training occtrpatioru which it competes

with in tenns of the quelification level and comparable occupational

destinations (Blcitz, interview, 1995). It is therefore important, in the view

of the trade unions, to review and rationalise the existing arrangements

with regard to national further training occupations and use its revised

forsrat as a basis for regulating local and industry-specific courses of

further training (2).

Both the inauguration of a further vocational training act and a

system of natiornlly recognised further training certificates are favoured

by BiBB as well (cf. Prdrv, 1995). The main reason for the fotrrer

requirement, or alternatively * amendment to the Vocational Training

Act, is to have a legislative basis for the inclusion of further vocatiornl

training in a single organisational system based on duality principles. The

expansion of the dual system into the post-compulsory sector would see

enterprises, Chambers and the Bnufsschulm all, again, paficipate in

partnership (fthmidt,l993:14il. An e-xteruion of the latter's role under this

scenario could arguably result in raising their profile among 'equal

partners' (Bader, f 990).

Moreover, BiBB believes that this move could see vocational

training policy gaining in importance in relation to the traditionally
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predominant public policy areas of secondary and higher education (ibfd,

p.43). As it is now *id"ly recognised in Germany that further vocational

training is becoming more important than apprentice training, the idea of

'sectoral alignrnent' between the named sectors aPPears to be a logical

progression (Geissler, 1991; c/. Greinert, 1992). This combining would

basically benefit both areas since the dual system is believed to be 'in crisis'

while the further training system has not yet fully developed into a distinct

education sector.

The likelihood of a 'dual system of initial and furttrer vocational

training' emerging obviously depends on the political willingness to foster

it. At present, however, there appears to be no sufficient support for this

particular concept but policy-makers do agree that the perrreability of the

education and training systems requires improvement which is reflected in

a 'catalogue of meazures'. These measures include both the development

and testing of concepts and models to achieve this aim (c/. BMBW,7994b).

FRAMEWORK MODELS

Two 'framework' models have recently been developed and put

forward for discussion, each of whidr has been designed to provide

interesting vocational pathways for young people while concurrently

aiming to meet the needs of a modern economy (3). In 1992, the DIHT

introduced a new training and education model,'Duale Berufsausbildung im

Verbund', with the explicit aim of influencing youth to make the decision to

courmence training in the dual system (DIHT, 1995:17il. The main feature

of this model is to provide a pathway for students hotding a higher

education entrance qualification that consecrrtively combines apprentice

and further training and tertiary level study. Under this model, students

are to attain three qualifications over a period of 5.5 years (d.e. trade and

advanced trade qualifications and aFaclthoclschule degree) in an
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'integrated prograrnme' in which theory and practice are dosely and

flexibly interwoven at each stage (see figure 10.1 above). Vocational

training, however, as presently provided under the dual system remains

unchanged.

DII{T (ibid, pp.783-4) claims that the benefits of this new model are

manifold for all of those involved. Employers, for example, will find that

young people uury commence in greater numbers apprentice training

under this framework stmcture as it leads to the attainrnent of multiple

practiceoriented qualifications. The obvious advantage this model

provides for students is the afiorlated educatiornl and career pathways

which have not been available previously. Some of the advantages DII{T

associates with its own model are that the odsting vocatioral training

struchrres can be used. The three certificates that can be attained during

the courses of study and training are firnl qualifications in their own right

so that a number of entry and exit points are available in this model,

thereby potentially facilitating learner flexibility.

This integrated model, on the other hand, is also a dosed system as

upon successful prograrnme completion a degree is conferred which"

according to the Hnnilelstag is gorng to be recognised in the European

Union DIHT insists that'the employers' should bear responsibility for the

coordination of this 'framework' model, if not overall responsibility (iffid,

p.182). DII{T is plarning to establish a network of its integrated

prograurmes throughout Germany but first requires the approval of the

Faclkochschule Conference of Rectors before implementation can be

initiated (4).

DIHT's model is gerrerally welcomed by IG Metall but they are

recommending that apprentices sign a training contract for a period of

three and a half years which, upon completion and after passing an

interrrediate trade examination following 18 months in training, provides
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eligibility for participating in a course of further vocational training and,

afterwards, studies at a Fachhochschule. This latter part, coruisting of

advanced training and tertiary-level study, requires, in the view of IG

Metall, coverage by a training and study contract and in ternr^s of subiect

content it needs to be aligned to a programme at a Fachlrochschule (fentgens,

1995:35).

'Dunle Baufsbildung im Verbund' is a partnership Protrarnme

between providers, industry and commerce and employer representative

bodies, designed by and under the control of the latter, and sets out to

deliver a combination of sequential education and training courses to

learners in a compressed format. This model is designed to compete with

the normal route to a Fachhochschule degree whictr usually takes about five

years of full-time shrdy from the age of 19 for which the Abitur or

Fachlachschulreife are requisite entry qualifications. The indusion of the

Fachhochschule in this model is a strategy employed to purposefully shift

the emphasis from university studies to more practiceoriented learning at

aFachhochschule (BDA,L993). This new framework make it possible for an

enhant to gain three qualificatioru in five and a half years of concrrrrent

study and training. The length of apprentice training has been reduced to

iust two years at a time when a trend towards increasing the duration of

initial trade training is discernable. Further vocational training takes an

additional year and is recognised as being an integral part of the

Fachhochschule sludy which totals threand-a-half years of combined study

and training.

A major point of concern with this proposed framework is that it

has been developed to cater almost exdusively for the academically more

able students who are presented with interesting study and career optiors

not available to youth in the lower ability ranges. It seems to be a

reasonable assurrption that the implementation of this model will result in

training and education structures which are basically it competition with
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each other. Although the educational standards are the same in the two

'systems' and sfudents come out with the same qualificatioru, the courses

will differ zubstantially ir terms of content, delivery and organisation

Whereas the norrnal route to a skilled worker's certificate and advanced

vocational awards is marked by a lack of progressive educational

pathways, the DIHT framework model allows those holding the right

entry qualification to advance through a perureable education and training

system.

Consequently, the DII{T learning model aPPears to be 6litist,

especially because there seerns to be no provision for those ttaving

completed, for example, the Real- or Hauptschule or either of these in

combirration with completed apprentice training to enter the DIHT model

at any of the available enbry points (DII{T, 1995). Lastly, confirrnation of

this view can be obtained from the fact that under this new model there

will be qualification requirements for entering an apprenticeship which

runs counter to the federal government's poliry (rhetoric) that it is an open

enby-based training system.

The second framework model under discrrssion here has been

developed by BiBB in recent years but it needs to be stressed, it has the

status of a proposal only. In designing this model, BiBB has specifically

taken into consideration the 'measures' the major role players agreed to in

1994 in order to enhance the athactiveness of the dual system of vocational

haining. Its proposal shows a high degree of resembl,ance to the DIHT

framework although a few but significant differences exist. Underpirning

this model is the notion that the status of training ought to be on a par with

education Such parity, in the view of BiBB, can only be achieved if an

'independent' vocational training system cirn be developed that

encompasses further vocational training as one of its drief components

(Dybowski et a1.,7994:4). A key feature of this model is to put in place a
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comprehensive and transparent framework that allows sfudents to

progress from upper secondary school to tertiary level studies through a

sequence of prescribed training and sfudy Progracrmes at the various

educational levels. BiBB's model comprises three qualificatiors or

occupational levels, oiz. skilled worker, Meistn or Fachwirt and

occupational-academic courses leading to a Fachlwchschule or university

degree (5). These latter courses have still to be developed Gbid). Another

key element of this framework is the application of the duality principle of

work and learning to all the levels of training and learning.

BiBB argues, possibly in an attempt to silence critics in the higher

education sector, that it should be possible for an individual holding an

advanced vocational award, e.g. a Meisterbrief, to comrtence studies at

tertiary level, as it recomnends. The Federal Institute in this respect refers

to a number of Under+pxific arrangements under which individuals

practising their occupatioru in the workforce but who do not hold an

Abitur certificate can gain admission to higher education studies after, in

the majorig of the Undq, hating passed an entry test (5). Research

conducted in the l-anil of Lower Saxony indicates that students studying

for a university degree without holding an Abitur certificate are at least as

zuccessful in both the interrrediate and final degree examirntion as those

who passes one(ibid, p.7; KMI( 1995b29G7; c/. Leffers,1995).

However, for vocational training to achieve real parity in terrns of

status and standing with academic education the decisive factor is when" in

the view of BiBB (Dybowski et al., 1994:9), vocational training cirn

successfully compete with academic education on the basis of course

content for the same ciueer opporhrnities. Ultimately, the issue of red

parit/, will be decided in society generally and in the employment market

in partioilar (c/. Tessarin& f993). BiBB disapproves of a situation arising in

which individuals would opt to undertake further vocational training

within the context of the framework for the sole purpose of commencing
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university studies. With regard to the DIHT framework model BiBB

rightfully criticises the fact tlnt Haupt-lRealschule leavers and trade

qualified people are exduded from participation(ibid, p.l0).

BiBB's model differs from that of DIHT in a number of important

aspects. First, the entry requirement is either a Hauptschule or Realschule

leaving certificate; while BiBB concedes that although forrrally there is no

zuch thing as a qualification entry requirement for entering an

apprenticeship, in practice it is either of the above named certificate that is

beitg demanded (ibid, p.ll). But more important is BiBB's aim to create

with this framework options for all graduates of nationally recognised

training courses to Frrsue further vocational training and citreer

possibilities (Bl6tz, personal communication" 1995). Therefore, it is

important that these options are made clear and well-known amongst

young people. Secondln the framework covers a total of eight years of

coruecutive study and training. This has been dividd into a three year

apprmticeship, followed by a two year course of further vocational

training and three years of tertiary-level shrdies, as distinct from a total of

five and a half years in the competing model (see figure 10.2 below).

An identical feature of both frameworks is that students can addeve

three different recognised final awards, whidr are also exit points and may

lead to @reer opporhrnities. The l".gth of the first tr,r'o programnres in

BiBB's model appears to be based on the norrral prescribed duration to

complete these courses in mainstream vocational training. However, there

will a be provision availiable for those entering the system with higher

level entry qualifications to complete the combined courses in less than

eight lears; further vocational training is not corsidered as corutituting an

integral part of tertiary studies in BiBB's concepion Thirdly, the Institute

recommends that both the universities and the Fachlwchsdtulal paficipate

in its framework (ibid, p.11). The main feature of both paradigms is the
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alternation of provider-based learning and industrial placement at all

stages of education and training.

BilBB (ibid, p.t2) asserts that a number of measures have to be

considered for the successful implementation of this model. First, the

Institute deems it desirable that the Fachhochschuln and the universities

take on functions in further education, an education area they are

traditionally not associated witlx It believes also that the relatively small

range of nationally recognised further training awards should be

expanded in order to artictrlate the alignment of the areas of initial and

further training. Therefore, new ordirnnces need to be designed,

especially, as BiBB daims, in the senrice sector areat e6. tourism and

public healttu A further, and important, requireurent is that enterprises

and providers are scheduled to work in partnership under the framework

(ibiil. BiBB advocates that mod 'larisation in further education is a suitable

way to deliver and certify the achievement of additional skills

(Zuntzqualifilutionm) in areas such as foreign languages (see below). BiBB

(ibid) underlines the importance of ensuring that its framework is

transparent and easily understood by its users as the model provides for a

multitude of study and career options. Advisors are therefore needed to

provide assistance to sfudents and employees in making their decisions.

The Federal Institute is mindful that flexible pathways in the

proposed framework should not primatily b" used as a way for those not

holding the Abitur certificate to gain easy access to university studies,

which is a concern it shares with, for example, employer representative

bodies and the universities (ibiil; DII{[, 1995:175; Adler et al., 1993:6;

Tessaring, 1993). A persistent German problem is implicitly addressed

herewitlu i.e. the alignment between the education and labour market

systems. Middlelevel positions in the l,abour market, e.g. Ivleistn and,

Technilcer, are increasingly being filled by universrty and Fachhoclschule

graduates as well as by trades people holding additional qualificatioru.
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This is compounded, according to Tessaring (1993:153), by the fact that

training for these middlelevel occupatioru traditionally has been

undervalued and underutilised. The need for the development of 'bridging

qualifications' leading to an employment position between that of a skilled

worker and an engineer has been identified by BiBB and others (Dybowski

et al.,1994:12; c/. Drexef 1994) (see also chapter 7). BiBB (Dybowski et al.,

t994:12) thus recommends that educational and career pathways be

developed to cater for this need but which are sector-specific and will be

used mainly by small and medium-size entreprises. It is undear whether

this concept will be linked to BiBB's framework model or remain e><ternal

of it.

BiBB's 'framework' proposal, as outlined above, is in conceptual

terms interesting in the sense that it departs quite significantly from

mainstream education and training provisions in Germany. Elements of

this model however, such as the transfer options between the different

levels of education, have existed for many years but are regulated

differently in eadr Land. Ehgibility to progress to higher education on the

basis of attainnrent of an advanced vocational qualificatiorL as proposed

under the new model, would markedly improve the trarulnrenry of

national educational provision If this model were to gain secial and

political acceptance, its main advantage would undoubtedly be the concept

of struchrrally linking vocational training and studies at senior secondary,

post-secondary and tertiary levels. Individuals, who hold either one of the

secondary school leaving certificates, would have equal access to learning

and career opporhrnities and could pursue achievement of three different

types of qualifications. These occtrpational awards are expected to be

highly valued in the labour market as the courses are not only

pedagogically structured around the 'duality' principle but are also

delivered and organised in partnership between providers and employers,
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by which the relevance of learning to the demands of the world of work is

enhanced.

When analysing the concephral outline of the two frameworlcs,

BiBB's proposal gains preference over the DII{T model, partiorlarly under

equity considerations. The Institute's model is clearly designed to cater for

all ability ranges - of which the realistic duration of the three vocational

programmes is further proof. An integral part of BiBB's model, however, is

the promotion of flexibility in learning, teaching and coordination as

envisaged under an emerging new learning and teadring paradigm.

Within the parameters of a framework, it is expected that learning will take

place according to ability, student choice and course aims (c/. Dybowski ef

a1.,1994).

While the models proposed are experimental and limited to indude

vocational courses only, it is relevant, within the context of this thesis, to

observe that 'framework' models are being considered in Germany as a

possible strategy to modernise education and training in the face of

demographic, sor-ial, technological and economic dranges. Academic and

political disctrssions on tlds issue are now focrrssing on ways to

systematically corurect theory and practice, and working and learniag. The

octension of the 'duality' principle beyond ttre traditional domain of

apprentice training to all levels of vocational learning is therefore a

relatively obvious droice. This is by sone regarded as desirable whereas

others consider it as almost a foregone condusion (Klems and VandeverL

1994.125; BMBW, 1994b; Anderseck, 1994; Ptitz, 1995).

It is interesting to observe that these developments appear to signal

that vertical 'inner' differentiation in vocational haining is becoming a

more important policy iszue in Gerrrany (Kutsdra, 1994:53). At the same

time, it can be observed that, in ternrs of 'outer' differentiatiory education

and training are slowly, and very tentatively indeed, moving towards each

other, albeit without their sectoral boundaries c-hanging significantly



(Schwiedrzik, personal comsrunication, lggs).Despite all these r"r.:
attempts, it remains to be seen whether the proposed framework models

will be attractive enough for young people to consider at a time of an

increasing trend towards 'Gymnasialisinung' kf. Kutscha, 1994) and

' credential inflation'.

OCCLJPATION OR MODULE: SOME CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE

FUTURE

The main feature of the German system of vocational training is

undeniably the fact that it is based on the Bnuf pnnaple. The question that

remains to be aruwered, given the emerging new paradigms and

frameworks, which all stress the importance of flexibility, is whether this

notion should still have such a central place in both the haining scheme

and the labour market. In a number of countries, modular learning is being

embraced as a flexible approach towards training and qualification

Discrrssions in Gerrrany tend to focus on whether a modular approach is a

possible desirable and acceptable substitute for the Bnuf concept. Among

the opponents of a strift in focrrs are the federal government and BiBB

(Deutscher Bundestag, 1 990 : 1 01 ; Ltibke, 1 994:1 50).

In the view of the General secretary of BiBB, Hermarur sdunidt
(1993:1M), the B*f principle is not only 'an occrrpation pedagogical

constnrct' but also an institution that makes an important contribution

towards the social stability of the workforce in the Republic (c/. Greinert,

1990:285). In a simil,ar vein" the Executive Board of the Federal Irutitute

categorically rejected the modular concept rn lggz as a possible means of

organising initial vocational training.

While some postulate that the introduction of a modular training

system in Germany would rmult in a loss in ocorpational orientation (von

Bardeleberl interview, 1995) and is one essentially incompatible with

Gennany's aim of providing broad-based apprentice training (Bartel,



interview, lggs),others claim that the Bnufconcept will becom" rbr"r:::
as an organising principle for modern vocational training Gisop, 1989,

quoted in Geissler, 1991:73). Dehnbostel (1994:13) argues that countries

without a developed training system may benefit more from introducing a

modular scheme than those which do have a well-established system. In

his judgement if Gerrrany were to implement a modular system then this

rnay prove to be less expensive than its current system of recognised

training occtrpatioru which, he claims, will be negatively offset by a

'considerably lower average training standard' (ibid). He also believes that

a modular approach to training will lead to over-deregulatiorl and refers

to the IrIVQ's in the United Kingdom as an example (Dehrrbostel,

interview, f995).

Overall, there appears to be a high degree of coruensus in the

Republic that there is no real alternative for the Bnuf concept, at least not

at the moment (c/. Kutscha, lg92). Geissler (1991:72), on the other hand,

believes that modern industry now demands perrranent flexibility from its

workers and does not require them to receive more education for the sake

of 'making serue out of this world'. workers, he argues, need to possess,

and be able to renew, transferable and expert skills which allow them to

adapt swiftly to changing work requirements. It follows, in his view, that

this 'skills collage' will 'only, if at all, need the B"ruf concept as an illusion'

(ibid). This view has been refuted by some who see that a growing

importance of 'key qualifications', on the conhary, will lead to a greater

demand for general education (Arnold, 1993:95).

In Germany, modular structures are primarily used in further

vocational training; however, an accepted definition of what a module

entails is non-existent. It is useful here to refer to the main components of a

working definition of the concept of modules as:

...leaming units which are put together on a basis subiect,
pedagogical and didactical needs, and whichmaybe combined in
different ways and varied chronologically. Th"y pernnit fledbility
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[and] take into account individual achievement potential (lordan ef

aL,7992:4).

Modules are mainly developed in the context of new teaching and learning

methods; as has been seen BiBB is one of the main bodies charged with the

responsibility in vocational training to test new concepts and methods.

According to Jordan et al. (1992:6) there is no consistent approach with

regard to the development of modules (ibid). A BiBB research Proiect is

looking precisely at this issue, developing a modul,ar concept for further

vocational training for employed people without a formal vocational

qualification It is important to note that the aim is to qualify a participant

for a recognised occupation

There are two types of modules proposed, i.e. Berufs'modules

(learning units for a particrrlar occupation), and 'zupplementary modules'

(learning units for allied occrrpations) whidr are espe,'ially designed for

mobility puposes. Central to this concept is the notion that the individual

modules will be certificated and training witl be conduded with the

passing of a final trade test. Bock (1993:20*215) has recomnrended, along

similar lines, the introduction of modular training for adults who want to

attain a skilled worker certificate.

With regard to the modularisation of initial vocational training,

there appear to be a limited level of support for its introduction To date,

the Chambers have rejected considering this modular concept (Kloas,

interview, 1995). Some academics claim that modular training should be

seen as a way to individualise learning processes and diversify

organisational forns and is an approadr which could be a desirable

response to the demands of the emerging learning and teaching paradigm

that is characterised by a perceived need for more flexibility Kutsctra,

1992a:152; Heidegger et al.,l99la and 1991b). Increasing flexibility is not

only a requiremurt with whidr education and training can arrl perhaps
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should be associated, as it also relates to the spheres of, for example,

corporate work organisation and industrial production.

It will be interesting to see how the Gerrrans will proceed

developing their education and haining systems, considering the many

challenges ahead. Neither the introduction sf psdrrlar or comPetency-

based training and assessment in initial vocational training is deemed at

present to be an acceptable poliry aim as this would mean deregulating an

'immutable' ocmpation-foorssed system. A 'framework' model, as

zupported by BiBB and employer bodies, potentially may offer some solace

to the uuny problems which Gerrnany is facing in education and training.

Simultaneously, it will be a daunting task for the Germans to agree on

a(ny) radical new model and implement it accordingly as theirs is

demonstrably a history of safeguarding the status quo.

NOTES
1 Bl6tz (interview, 1995) reported that, at the time of the interview,
there were 430 further training ocorpations. He defined further training
pragmatically as all vocational training that comes after an apprenticeship
in a nationally recognised training occrrpation On the other hand, a total
of some 1300 further training regutrations exist in Gerurany (Schmidt,
1993:140).
2 A particular feature of the majority of the natiorally recognised
further training occrrpations is that they are being regulated very flexibly.
The examination requirements are laid down only, not the teaching of it
(c/. Tillmarur,1992).
3 The terrr 'framework' model is used here to emphasise the
comprehensive nature of the proposed models and only at that general
level is a comparison appropriate and possible with the New Zealand
National Qualifications Framework.
4 At the time of writing, it is undestood that an agreement between
the Fachlwcltschule Conference of Rector€ and the employer representative
bodies is still pending, despite a mutually expressed intention in 1993 to
sign an agreement of cooperation. The DI[{T model has been trialled, in a
modified form, in the federal state of Saarland (c/. fentgens, 1995). No test
resulg are known publidy.
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CHAPTER 11 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT

The preceding chapters on education and training in New Zealand

and the Federal Republic of Gerurany have shown that considerable

differences exist between the two rntions in terms of history, structure of

educational system, legal-administrative frameworks, aims and drallenges.

Nonetheless, in both countries strategies are either being considered (in.

Germany) or are already partially being implemented (in New Zealand) by

the central government, in coniunction with the other maior role players,

so as to deal with the challenges presented to education and training in the

1990s and beyond. Both countries, as demorutrated, have taken a human

capital approach to the development of education and training which, it
should be stressed, is a statement of generalisation and an issue that will be

explored in more detail below.

The two countries also show considerable differences in terms of

their national economic strengths and in many other areas. In order to

illustrate the incidence of some of the cross-country di.fferences, selective

data from the 1992 and 1995 World Competitiveness Reporb will senre as

generalised reference points for comparison (IMD and The World

Economic Forum, 1992; 1995, see also chapter 3). On the basis of eight

factors, i.e. infrastructure, science and technology, domestic economic

shength, management, government, people, finance, and

internatiornlisation, 37 countries were compared by the IMD and The

World Economic Forum (WED on their 'competitiveness' in the 1992

report, which has been ocpanded to 48 countries in their 1995 edition (l).

In the first report mentioned, Germany reached an overall ranking of

number two, behind Iaparu whereas New Zpaland ranked t5 (ifid,

pp.52,64). The f995 MD/WEF (1995;2n report brought to the fore
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interesting changes between the two countries in a number of factors, the

most important one being undoubtedly Gennany's descent to an overall

ranking of number sk, while New Zeal,and's position improved

remarkably to eighth (ibid, pp.130,226).

In the 1992 report, Germany scored highly on almost all the above

factors relative to its competitors. Of particular interest was the fact that

the Federal Republic was number two on the 'government' factor (2), after

leader New Zealand, a ranking the latter is believed to have gained

through its compreheruive public service reforms of late (OECD 196). On

the subiect of domestic economic strengttu Gennany ranked number two

overall in 1992, while New Zealand ranked only 21 UbA. Germany's

position in this aspect has worsened to a standing of eighth, while New

Zealand's ranking slightly deteriorated to number 22 (MD / WEF, 1995:27).

The backbone of the German economy is the industry sector which

employs just about 7.5 million workers in 52,000 industrial enterprises

(Societiits-Verlag, 1994:264). l^ 1992, the largest industrial employer was

Siemens with over 400,000 employees (ibid, p.265). This country's post-

World War II underlying economic philosophy is the 'social market

economy' (Smitl! 1994:15; sss alse chapter 5), a consensuri model of

government whidr, to date, has provided stability and prosperity.

However, some fundamental changes to this system appears to be

inevitable, particul,arly in the face of fierce international competition"

European integration, and the ongoing implementation costs of Gerrran

unification In light of these factors, reforms are now deemed desirable in

Germany whidr will likely rezult in public spending crrts (3) and increasing

deregulation of the economy (Tlu Economist, 7996b:17). It is also to be

expected that labour-marugement relations will become subjected to

reforms (ibid, p.19). Overall, and contrasting with MD,/WEF's research

findings, it is now evident that the above factors, intn alia, have
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contributed to a dedining competitiveness of the German economy

internationally and continue to do so (c/. OECD,1993a).

New Zealand, on the other hand, has witnessed a revelse trend, in

that its economic competitiveness has improved markedly in recent years,

as noted in the authoritative MD/WEF report of 1995, to which the 1991

Employment Contracts Act (one factor among others) is considered to be

directly attributable (OECD, t99b:79,109). In its 1993/1994 economic

survey of New Zealand, the OECD (ibid,p.lll) conduded that this country

should keep pursuing policies that set out to enhance the operness and

competitiveness of the economy, while pointing out that its skill

development needs to keep pace with the changing economy (ibid, p.110).

Subsequently, the OECD maintains, the implementation of the education

and training reforrus should be acceleratd (ibid, p.111). In a more recent

report, the OECD (1995:51) notes that'perhaps the highest priority should

be given to the need to improve the skills and the competences of the

workforce', this b.ing an area where New Zealand lags behind other

OECD countries $bA.

As referred to earlier, Skill New Zealand is the government's poliry

response which aims at improving the quality and the quantity of New

Zealand's human capital capacity. New Zealand's overall ranking of 14 in

the 1992 World Competitiveness Report on the 'people' factor (4) is

considerably lower than the Federal Republic's thfud placing (MD/WEF,

1992:53,65). New Zealand's score on this factor has improved to an overall

standing of.12, while Germany's has dropped to number nine (MD/WEF,

1995:27).In comparison with Ger:arany, New Zealand scored relatively low

as far as the 'attihrde of the workforce' is concerned, e.g.the attitude of

young people, competitive values, and worker motivation in the 1992

report (ibid, p.65). Historically, New Zealanders were thought of as having

an attitude toward work that has been characterised bv some as 'she'll be
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right, mate', and 'lacking a sense of urgency' (Ausubel, 1955:3F5). Others

daimed that hard work and competition are not particularly sought after

values among some groups in New Zealand society and that 'the preszure

to mediocrity in New Zealand stands in shaqp contrast to the open

admiration for excellence which is typical of West European and Japanese

schools' (Webster et aL, 1992:20). In contrast with these rather negative

perspectives about the 'attitude of the New Zealand workforce', the 1995

MD/WEF (1995:749) suryey results on this specific factor indicate a

decisive change by showing New Zealand's placing of 11 out of the 48

countries, whereas Gennany only ranked 34.

In contrast with Gernrany, the agricultural (i.e. wool, meat, and

duuy products) and assoc'ated processing industries traditionally played,

and continue to play, a predominant part in an export-oriented New

Zealand economy (Crocombe et aI., 1991). The country's reliance on

resourcebased comnodities, however, is slowly .h..gi.g as a result of

increasing market diversification, including export of services and

products manufactured domestically (oEcD lgg4p,). Althougtu the short-

tenn trends of the performance of the New Zealand economy is quite

impressive both in its own right and from an international perspective

(OECD 1995), some critics have expressed the view that economic growth

has unmistakably come at the exFnse of ctrt backs to social services,

income support and the state sector (Kelsey, 1995:252; Olsserl lgg1).

A German equivalent movement or poliry framework of the

comprehensive New Zealand reforrn model, comprising economic and

public sector adiustrrent measures which is driven by " New Right

ideology, is currently non-existent. And it would be doubtful in a

hypothetical sense whether the New Zealand model with all its constituent

components could possibly be a desirable exemplar for the Gerrrans, given

the existence of the many cross-natiornl differences,like the constifutional
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basis of the two countries. Table 11.1 provides key statistics which aPPears

to render a comparison between New Zaland and Germany almost

impossible. In the remaining sections of this chapter, however, an effort

will be made to establish the appropriateness and usefulness of drawing a

comparison of education and training developments in these two

countries.

One of the most notable difference between New Zealand and the

Federal Republic of Gerurany is the size of the population New Zealand's

population of some 3.5 million is similar in size to that of Berlin, the

German Republic's federal capital, which has around 3.4 million

inhabitants on a territory of 889 square kilometers; while Germany's total

population amounts to over 81 million. New Zealand has an average of L3

intrabitants per square kilometer, whereas Gerrnany's average is ?57

inhabitants for the reference period of 1997 (OECD 199b,, Appendix). In

Germany there are 85 cities with a population of over 100,000 as opposed

to five similar sized cities in New Zeal,and. Another disparity is the

geographical situation of the two countries: whereas Gerrrany has borders

with nine other countries in continental Europe, New Zealand consists of

two large islands and numerous small ones, approximately 1500

kilometers southeast of ib nearest neighbour Australia in the South Pacific

region.

New Zealand is a self-governing nation and a member of the

Commonwealth of Natioru and has no written constitution The nation's

executive power is vested in the monarch, Queen Elizabeth II of England,

but is exercised by the Governor-General. By contrast, the Basic Law of the

Federal Republic is a written corutitution and is an all-important

document, setting out the functions of the State and establishing the

country as a democracy, a federatiort and a social weUare state based on

the rule of the law (Watson, L994:203). Crucially, it has been designed to
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prevent the centralisation of power from re-occtrrring, making a return to

the days of the Third Reich virtually impossible.

The 1993 general election in New Zealand established the voters'

preference for a change from a first-past-the'post electoral system to a

German-style MMP parliamentary model (Kelsey, 1995:M). In contrast

with the New Zealand parliament, whidt comprises the Crown and House

of Representatives, Germany's Federal Republic has a bicameral

legislature: the Bunilesrat (lJpper House) and the Bunilestag (Lower House),

of which the fonner is the joint executive parliamentary body of the Under

at federal level. It is less influential than the Bundestag, however, in

political decision-making but has the important function of representing

the interests of the Undq (Sontheimer, 1995:289). Essentially, the

Bundestag can be seen as the equivalent body of the New Zealand House

of Representatives (5).

THE EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT

The Undn, as previously stated, have sovereignty in all matters

except in those where the Bund has exdusive rights, $rch as defence,

foreign affairs and finances (lnfonnationen zur politischn Bildung,1992).

Thus under the German Basic l-aw the entire school system is

placed under the zupervision of the individual Under. As an exception to

this rule, the federal state has by law the resporuibility for developing a

legislative framework for higher education(ibid, p.f8t a function it carries

out in co-operation with the Under in what is an example of 'co-operative

federalism' (Peisert and Framtrein" 1990:5). The complexities inherent in the

German federal system of governnent, in terms of legislative

resporuibilities and organisational stnrcture, and its explicit emphasis on

the attainrnent of 'social consensus', are particrrlar to Gernrany and not

found in New Zealand. But electorally, as a result of New Zealand's recent
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TABLE 11.1

SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND EDUCATIONAL INDICATORS IN 79941')
FOR NEW ZEALAND AND GERMANY

Constitution
New Zealand: monarchy with unicameral parliament elected by universal
adult sulfrage for three year tenns which uses a system of mixed member
proportional representation (2); Gerrrany: democratic and social federal
State with a bicamerat legislature elected by universal adult suffrage for
four year ternrs; mixed system of proportional representation and direct
voting (3)

Demography

Total area sq.km. (000s)

Population (millions)
Employment

356.9
81.4

Total labour force (millions) 1,.7

Agr./For./FistL % f0.4
Industry 7o 25.0
Services % &.6
Unemployment (Vo of tot.lab.force) 8.1
Unemployed youthas % of pop.
Q5-24) in 1992

GDP (millioru) (1995)

Education
Total expenditrue,Vo ofGDP (4)
Vo of pop.(zr64) aftained (1992)
upper secondary ed. (7)
non-uni tertiary ed. (8)

university education (9)
% of upper sec. students enroUed
in public & private general
& voc. ed. /apprenticeships (L992)

NEW ZEALAND

268.7
3.5

5.s (s)

81.2
18.8

GERMAI{Y

tt.2
59.2

50.0
10.0

12.0

39.6
3.3

37.6
59.r
8.4

3.2
2420.s

s.7 (5)

33.0
13.0

1r.0

20.2

79.8

Data compiled from: Europa Publications Ltd, 1995:1291, for data on
Gerrrany's constitutiorq The OECD Obsmta, 1995 (re 5); Tlu OECD
Absnuer,1995 (re 5); OECD 1995a (re 7-9) for educational data, occept 5
and 5).

Key: (1) all data refer to 1994 unless otherwise indicated; (2) in ftober
L996, the new Zealard, parliament was elected under an MMP system
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replacing an election system of first-past-the-pos$ (3) Federal Government,
1994:22; (4) public and private; (5) refers to public expenditure on
education lot l99l'92; (6) school year 199$94 and fiscal year 1993,

provisional data; (7-9) refers to UNESCO classification of educational
programmes, ISCED 3^5 and 5 respectively, see below for a comparative
analysis on types of educational providers.

adoption of a parliamentary system based on MMP, the two countries now

share this key feature of democratic govemance.

In terms of the central government's role in education and training

and the overall organisatiornl stmcture some significant differences

prevail between New Zealand and the Federal Republic. One of the

notable differences, as stated, is that the Undq assume responsibility for

school-based education without federal government interference. It would

be incorrect to refer to tlv German education system, as 15 different but

generally not too dissimilar models operate in the federation In general

teruts, the organisation and the institutiornl and decision-making

stnrctures in secondary education" vocational training, and higher

education have not been dranged zubstantially io recent years, apart from

the introduction of west Ger:rran-t1rye school stnrctures in the neur Undq

and policy intentions to modify the duration of first degree courses at the

universities.

In contrast with Germany, the implementation of radical reforms

has affected the whole education and training sector in New Zealand since

the early 1990s. It saw the abolition of a centralist Departnrent of

Educatioru which was repliaced by a Ministry of Education and a number

of central agencies, e6. NZQA, with extensive legislated functions. As

regards the NZQA Board, it was vested with poliry-advisory powers to

parliament through the Minister of Education In Germany, a similar
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position of power is held by the BiBB Board which is the only statutory

advisory body on education and training for the federal govertment (BiBB,

1992:5). The Institute is directly accountable to the federal government

(ibid, p.4), not to the Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research and

Technology, to which it makes recommendations relating to vocational

training matters and with which it consults. This arrangement, in general

terms, c:rn be viewed as being comparable to NZQA's working

relationship with the Ministry of Education (see also below).

The history of education and vocational training in New Zealand

and Germany, post-World War II, has shown that at various points in time

and to varying degrees, there has been some considerable dissatisfaction

with the performance of the education system, making the need for refonn

in each country inevitable. These needs and ensuing policy responses were

triggered by a multitude of interrelated factors, such as increasing social

and business demands for higher levels of education, demographical

trends as well as technological changes. Like New Zealand, where the 1923

Apprentices Act, for example, was not radically changed for more than 65

years, Germany's educational history demonstrates a consensus of

tenaciously prolonging the statrs quo, parlotlarly in the first half of this

century (Lawson,1965; see also chapter 6).

It would appear to be Gennany's federal system of governance and,

apparently, the nation's irrevocable aim of achieving social consensus in all

matters public that prohibits the establishment of swift and radical drange.

The aim to reform education and training, however, has been expressed by

all the major role players and specific areas for action have been targeted

(5). Nevertheless, it is undear whether this aim is politically and

pragmatically achievable (7). By sharp contrast, New Right proponents in

New Zealand have, in the words of Kelsey (1995:28), managed to 'caphrre

the political machine' between the mid-to-late 1980s, ending Muldoon's
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approach of economic intervention and replacing it by economic

fundamentalism. This economic tsansfornration, as has been seerL severely

influenced all social sectors and saw the education and training fields

revolutionalised in almost every single aspect thinkable. One key player in

this fietd is NZQA which, due to its extensive mandate, can be seen as an

'agency of (educational) change' (NZQA, L995e, see also drapter 3, section

D.

Educational change, as history has shown, was deemed desirable

and, at a general level, found the support of many FouPs in New Zealand.

The inevitabi[ty of restructuring in education in a sense was infused by the

debates surrounding the plethora of awarding bodies, a lack of logical

linkages between qualificatioru, and a general preoccupation with the

value of written external examinations. Comprehensive ctrange in

education, like in the health and public service sectors, could only be

politically legitimated and socially justified by mears of a strategy of

(over)emphasising the deficiencies of the existent system, while stressing

the necessity for radical refonn. This transformation in education was and

is based on utilitarian principles and couched as such in terms of 'clinical'

economic relationships, eg. 'consumer€' and 'outpub'.

A similar commodifying trend in education is not (yet) discernible

in Germany and perhaps is unlikely to appear because of the inherent

significance of social relations in matters relating to education and

vocational haining. This explicit social aspect in politics, economic policies,

and educational aims, intn alia, is perhaps the key difference that

distinguishes the New Zealand and the Gerrnan approaches to the

development of educational policies. As a result, it is unlikely that German

federal government bodies would, and could, be established which have

functions simil,ar to ETSA, NZQA, and ERO, for example, in addition to
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existing ones, and with the specific aim to radically change the education

and training environrnent.

In light of the country-specific social, economic, and cultural

conditions, it would also be unimaginable that Germany would consider

introducing labour legislation that is similar in intentiory rnture and scope

to the Employment Contracts Act in New Zealand (c/. Keller, 1994).

Despite mounting pressure on the Mitbestimmung (or co-detennination)

system in Germany's social market economy (Tlu Economist,1996b:17), this

system continues to be supported by both employers' associations and

trade unions (Liibke, 1992).ln spite of this position, it is not unthir*able

that the industrial relations system will change in the face of continuing

European integration and other challenges (Streeck, 199'1.:343; The

Economist,l995b) (8). European integration, on the other hand, is not seen

in Germany as a process that has, and will seriously challenge the

underpirming principles of the Gerrran federal system (Goetz,1995:93). In

addition to this, it is not to be expected that the German federal

government will introduce, in the foreseeable future, an economic and

government management approach that would be comparable to New

Zealand's in terrrs of aims and scope.

Since lg84, no OECD counby apart from New Zealand has

attempted so systematically to redefine and limit the role of government

and to make public agencies and their operations more effective, more

transparent, and more accountable (Evans, 1996:2L). Research indicates

that New Zealand has led the 23 OECD countries in achieving change in

'avail,able liberalisation' since that time, while Germany is trailing its

competitors in this respect (ibiil) (r. Obviously, the reforrr-seeking Labour

and Natiornl administratioru whidr have been in power since L98/', and a

political struchrre of a singlehouse, two-party system, prior to the October
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1995 general elections, where the winning party had absolute power to

rule, were factors conducive to the achievement of reform intentions.

The political, economic and social realities in Gerrrany at Bund, Land

and regional levels, are firmly entrenched and sustained in tong-standing

political configurations of power and decision-making. As indicated above,

a multitude of significant challenges present themselves for resolution to

the Germans today. But, in contrast to New Zealand's comprehensive

reshaping of its public sector, civil servants in Gernrany are still appointed

to their positions for life. Their remuneration is based on a qualifications-

based award system, while performancerelated pay is a rare phenomenon

(Elmeskov, 1995:M). This explains the importance of the qualification(s)

one holds in terms of pay, career paths, and social stafus. The realisation of

a genuine Parity of esteem of academic and vocational awards is thus

predominantly dependent upon the willingness of employers to value the

holders of vocational awards to the same extent as those holding an

academic degree in terms of pay levels and career prospects. And

according to Howieson (1993:184), this disparity of esteem will not be

resolved by innovations in the currictrlum, assessment methods or

qualifications systems (see below).

when looking at the stnrcture of the compulsory sector of the New

Zealand and German education systems (10), some significant differences

become apparent. Compulsory schooling in Gerrrany is from the ages of d

to 18 but in New Zealand it ranges from 6 to 16, although from 1997 ttre

school leaving age will be raised to the 17. Whereas in New Zealand a

linear, progressive path of schooling prevails at secondary level,

comprising successive forms at senior level, the dominant feature of 'the'

Gerrran system is its tripartite stmcture with the different t1ryes of

secondary school, e6. the Realschule, Hauptschule, and Gymttasium. But

coElmon to both countries is that the highest school leaving certificate
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represents 13 years of schooling in total which, uPon successful

completion, grves access to university-level education

Secondary education is explicitly divided in Gernrany in a iunior

and senior secondary level (Selamdarstufe I and II) and students not

completing their comp,tltory schooling on a full-time basis are required by

law, usually as an integral part of their trade training, to attend a

Bnufsschule. One of the striking differences between the two education

systems is that vocational education under the dual system takes place at

the upper secondary level, or level ISCED 3 of UNESCO's educational

prograrnmes dassification (OECD, l995a2n 367) (1 1 ). Contradictorily, off-

iob irutnrction in New Zealand's conventional apprenticeship system

hrpp"* at polytechnics, which are tertiary institutions dassified at level

ISCED 5 according to UNESCO criteria (ibid,p.295) (12).

In New Zealand, the detachment of technical education from the

secondary system, as recoulmended by the 1952 Currie Report, was an

intentional move to ensure that technical and vocational programmes were

offered at tertiary level, which was deemed congruent with internatiornl

developments at that time (see chapter 2). ln New Zealand's new seamless

education system and in accord with the principles of the NQF, the

traditional institutional struchrres are being drallenged and modified as a

result of free market competition Competition between educational

providers is being promoted under the new model and the barriers which

use to delineate levels and sectors of education are removed so as to

encourage flexibility of learning and provision In Gerrnany, on the other

hand, the education system features institutional differentiation at the

upper secondary level and within types of irutitutions at that level

uncourmon to New Zealand. Bnufsfachschulan, for example, provide

vocational education in a specialised field only, such as courmerce,

tourism, or home economics (Fiihr, 1989:121).
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The Fachhoclachule is an institution comparable to the New Zealand

polytechnic in terms of ie provision of higher level vocational education

prograrnms, i.e. the offering of degree courses which in New Zealand is a

recent trend. Thus comparatively, there is no equivalent, single

institutional counterpart in Gerurany of the polytedrnic that is providing

the range of traderelated courses, certificate and diplorna as well as

degree programmes the liatter offers. The stahrs of the multifunctional

polytechnic in New Zealand's system of education also differs from that of

the Bnufsschule.In Gerrrany, Bmtfsschule education tends to be regarded

as rather supplementary to on-the-job training, a position which is likely to

be enhanced by the federal govemment's recent aim for an increase in

workplace training to the detriment of. Bnufsschule-based instruction

(BMBF, 1996a:.4).In brief, workplace providers and the Berufsschule are not

considered to be equal partners with greater relevance being attributed to

workplace training to the overall training aim (c/. Wittwer and Pilnei,1986,

and chapterT), as is the thrust in New Zaland,.

At a basic level, the German dual system of vocatiornl training

compares in some aspects dosely to New Zeal,and's traditiornl

apprenticeship system, partiorlarly with respect to the combination of

institutiornl theoretical instruction with on-the,job training. In Germany,

the legal foundations of the 'dual system', and thereby the role of

institution-based instructioru was enacted in 1859 (see chapter 6). In New

Zealand, the provision of training - once regarded the sole province of

employers - shifted progressively to the technical irutitutes in the 1950s

when the significance of technical education and new fypes of

qualifications became apparent in the face of economic and technological

changes.

Three major distinctions can be drawn from a comparison between

the traditional apprenticeship systems in Germany and New Zealand.
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Fit"tly, the voh.r.rre of forrral training in recognised ocmpatioru in

Germany amounts to approximately 1.6 million apprentices in 1994

(BMBR 1995c115), or'!..96 percentage of the total popr'lation" compared to

iust under 15,000 industry trainees in New Zealallrd in the year ending June

1994 (ETSA, 7996c; see chapter 5), ot 0.47 percentage of the total New

Zealand population Secondly, the economic sectors are largely covered by

apprenticeship training in the German system, as opposed to New

Zealand's situation White collar apprenticeshipr i^ the trade of bank derk,

for example, have no counteqpart in the traditional New Zealand

apprenticeship system. And thirdly, the legal-administrative stmctures in

education and haining in the two countries differ substantially.

One important difference is the role of the chambers of courmerce

(and industry) in Germany and New Zealand. In the forsrer country, they

play a crucial role in the dual system since they are not only responsible

for running a trade examination system and act as 'quality controllers' of

the system (D"rsseldorp Skills Forum, 7993:26) but carry out their functions

in an independent fashiorl and protect the interests of the economic sector

they represent (see also drapter 7). In addition" the Chambers have

regulatory responsibilities in the areas of retraining and furttrer education

(Fortbildung), and, moreover, are providers of further vocational training

courses (Miind:t" 1994:70). By comparisoru the New Zealand chambers of

coulmerce have no roles simil,ar to these of their Gerunn counterparts

(Sutcliffe, interview, 1994).

Sutcliffe (ibiil) explains that New Zealiarul chambers of coulmerce

have no specific interest other than a general interest in vocational training.

In essence, functions assigned to the drambers of commerce in the German

dual system are carried out by a number of different bodies in New

Zealand. So, at present, NZQA runs examination systems for both trade

and advanced vocational awards. Similar to the German Chambers, the
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Authority has approval and accreditation functioru. But whereas the

statutory powers of the Chambers are limited to the trades areas, NZQA's

tasks, both generally and in this particuliar respect are, ftom a comparative

viewpoint, more pervasive and comprehensive and should be understood

within the context of radical government-led reform initiatives.

In its very essence, again, NZQA is an agency set up to irutil

educational change while the chambers of corlmerce in Germany are 'co-

operative agencies' (OECD 1993c:12), which play a vital part in the

organisation and implementation of vocational training in the Republic.

Additionally, whereas NZQA and its forerururer organisations, the

NZTCB, AAVA, and the \[C, were concerned with either the rururing of

national examination systems in trade and advanced awards and/or the

setting of national standards for those qualifications, the examinations run

by the Gerrnan chambers of commerce are not national but are local and

run by a Chamber for the economic sector or particrrlar occtrpation it is
resporuible for. But although the Chamber skilled worker's certificates are

not national qualifications, they are widely accepted throughout German

society and understood by all (c/. Raggatt, 1988). In a sense, a Chamber

carries out some of the functions an ITO and NZQA fulfil in New Zealand

albeit at a local level.

Generally, the German Federal Institute for Vocational Training

(BiBB) has legislated functions which appear to be comparable to NZQA's

tasks in some respects. Firstly, both agencies are central government

bodies with policy-advisory powers and both play an important role in

education in their respective countries. Although a number of similarities

can be noted in their functions, considerable differencm exist in terrrs of

pulpose, scope and context of application Both agencies, for example,

carry out researctL NZQA's research functioru however, is absorbed in its

policy and plaruring functions (Kearns et aI., 1993:52), while BiBB is a
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vocational training research (and service) institution which has an

annually published research proglamme (BiBB, 1995a:11). The Institute

provides high quality research into pedagogical methods and has assigned

to it both curriculum development and monitoring functions (Drake

1988:314; cf . BLBB, 1992).

In contrast with NZQA, an organisation with a total of.277 staff (13)

where research functions are part of the job activities but not specified in

iob descriptions, more than haff of BiBB's (1995a:8) 378 statf. are employed

as researchers in specialised areas of vocatioral training (c/. BiBB, 799k)

(14). It is relevant to note the role of the rnany research monographs

published by the Federal Institute on issues relating to vocational training

policies and practices, and theoretical issues. In comparisorL NZQA has

produced only a few docrrments of a simil,ar kind (e.g. "Learning and

Assessment") over and above a set of policy papers. However, a special

feature of NZQA's documents is norrrally the indusion of a glossary of

teruu, which contrasts with BiBB's practice of not defining key concepts in
its publicatioru. It is of some interest to indicate the relatively common

practice in New Zealand for government departments/agencies to release

to all the major role players and the general public discussion documents

in which submissions are invited on reforur intentions. Such a public

consultation process, in which the general public is asked to present its

views, would appear to be uncommon in Germany.

At a general level, the tno organisations do appear to be involved in

implementation activities which are not too dissimilar. However, while

BiBB monitors and lends research assistance to pilot projects in more than

200 companies in initial vocational training with regard to the introduction

of new technologies or the testing of new training content in the

workplace, intn alia (BLBB, 1992:7), NZQA is mainly involved in tria[ing

the NQF in the school area. NZQA, an accredited government training
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establishment itseU, on the other hand, provides training and consultancy

services, and offers workshops in, for example, the training of workplace

assessors to meet ITO requirements for registration. In the provision of

these services, NZQA competes in the education and training market with

other providers, such as the Op"r Polytechnic of New Zealand.

An important legislative function assigned to both BiBB and NZQA

is that each organisation is responsible for overseeing the design, the

development and the review of standards-setting. A k"y difference,

however, is that BiBB's mandate is predomirnntly confined to occrrpational

standards-setting at initial trade level, in particular for the on-the-job

training component of apprenticeship training at upper secondary level.

BiBB's task, however, extends to being a participant in the process of

aligning the training ordinance with the outline curriculum plan for the

Brufsschule (see table 8.2, p.364).

In sharp contrast, NZQA's powers cover a mudr larger area of

jurisdiction, ranging from senior secondary to tertiary-level education and,

crucially, through the implementation of the NQF, attempt to align the

various educational sectors and levels more dosely than ever before.

EDUCATIONAL AIMS AND CONCEPTS

The intentions of the tertiary education and industry training

reforms in New Zealand embody an explicit move to enhance both the

quality and the quantity of education and training to make education

more responsive to the needs of the labour market and to improve the

conespondence between education and the world of work. Fundamental

to the success of its reforrrs, and the attainment of the expticit economic

aim of improving competitiveness, is the realisation of an attitudinal

change towards work and education. This can not be achieved overnight

but more likely will take decades. It should be noted that the
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infrastmctures required to support the aims set out by government, e6. the

ITO structure, and the qualifications and orrriculum frameworks, a1s still

in their developmental phases and subjected to ongoing policy change and

presumably will come under increased political scmtiny under an MMP

parliamentary system.

A fundamental aim all the major role players in Germany subscribe

to with regard to their dual system of vocational training is to attempt to

overcome the problems associated with matching supply and demand

(den Broeder, 1995:33). This aim, however, is more difficult to realise

cturently due to a noticeable decrease in training commitrrent and

inveshent among Gerrran employers plus the changing patterns of

demands for education Thus whereas the Skill New Zealand initiative is

showing some positive results in terrns of new entrants and improved

employer commitment towards training (although much more has yet to

be done), the Federal Republic is wibressing signs of a reverse process.

However, it would be a mistake to overemphasise this element, given the

different economic and soctal contexts of the two countries. A more

important point to make is that in Germany and New Zealand vocational

training forms a part of the educational system and is dosely aligned to,

and endeavours to meet, the needs of the economic system. In both

countries, employers are assuming considerable responsibility for the

effective functioning of the training system by (co-)deterrnining the

standards of training required and, importantly, providing on-the'job

training in conforrnity with those standards. In New Zea,land, this trend of

employer-led training that leads towards natiornlly standards-based

educational credentials is a recent phenomenon Conversely, Germany

enjoys a long history of a pro-active, long-term approach to economic and

educational plaruring with the involvement of all the major role players

(Finlay and Niven, 1996:14).
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In Gerrrany, the predominant role of on-theiob training over

Bmtfsschule-based learning in an apprenticeship scheme is widely accepted

and hardly a contested iszue in an employer-led vocational training system

which is expected to meet the needs of the labour market. But, in addition

and as an important point, an instrumentalist approach towards skill

training is offset by the long-held idea and practice that the workpLace has

a central role in the socialisation of its apprentices (Raggatt, 1988:175).

Because apprenticed training is placed at the uPPer secondary level in

Germany, the teaching of general education subiects at a Berufsschule is a

mandatory requirement. However, the notion of socialisation being a Part

of apprenticeship training or informal workplace training has never had a

similar dominance in New Zealand. Moreover, in New Zealand university

research into technical and vocational education and training is limited

indeed in terms of both the volume of researdr publicatiors and

theorisation In Gernany, on the other hand, there is a well-established

research hadition into the links between education and training,

ocorpation, and employment, notably in the university subdiscipline of

occupational pedagogics.

At the very heart of the German dual system rests the construct of

Bnuf, whidr is considered to be the medium for education by some

German scholars. However, it is not only an educatiornl corrcept but also

corutitutes 'a crrrrenqy for trading labour for money' (Reuling, 1994:2-3).

Moreover, t}:re Bnuf concept has great importance in the Republic for one's

social status, and is a reference point for legal and social entitlements and

for matters relating to pay. By contrast, in New Zeal,and the notion of

'occupation' has a strongly reduced economic, educational and cultural

value in society, not in the least because of government's strr-cfural

reforurs, and the enactment of the Employment Contracts Act in particular,
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that reinforced a move away from a national awards system based on

occupations to company-based agreements (Hood, 1995: 180).

Whereas in the German labour market and training system the

concept of (training) occupation has dear dominance, in New Zealand

there is a preocctrpation with qualifications and national examinations. The

latter's importance, however, has almost been removed in the post-school

area by the drive towards a standards-based system under the NQF,

although in the school sector some groups insist that national examinations

should remain On the subject of educational credentials, it is apparent that

the numbers and range of different types of qualifications offered by the

New Zealand polytechnics, are not being matched by their Gerrran

counterpart institutions, f.e. the Fachhochschule and the Brufsschule, which

have a relatively monotechnical foctrs and simply award fewer types of

qualificatioru. However, it is the stnrctural complexity of 'the' German

educational model, characteris.d by inter-Innd differences, a variety of

streams at secondary level, and institutional differentiation at both

secondary and tertiary level which sets it significantly apart from the New

Zealand situation.

Qualifications, of course, are important in Gerrrany for the reasons

outlined earlier. As a general statement, in the Federal Republic the view is

held that it is better to get a qualification than none at all (OECD 1993c:17),

which is a vantag.e point that is reflected in the participation and the

attainrnent rates of the 15 to 18 age group (see table 11.1 abov"). ft.
majority of those in this age group undertake apprenticeship training

under the dual system, of which a high percentage, between 8*95Vo

(Reisse, 1996:158), pass the final trade examination and obtain a

qualification which is nationally recognised and ensures worker mobility.

Although the notion of timeserving in workplace training is inherent in

the Gerrnn approach to VET, and is deemed important from the
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perspective that it is a precondition for the facilitation of skill trarsfer and

worker mobility (Berner, 1977>, it is salient to emphasise that the

qualification is based on the success in final vocational examinations (Prais,

1991:88), since apprenticeship training (and Bnufsschule aftendance) under

the dual system may be reduced for those who possess higher entry

qualifications. These notions will be further explored below.

The New Zealand NQF is a mechanism for credentidliog, i.e. for the

certification of partial (credits) or completed qualificatioru. The

multifunctional Gennan concept of. Baufi in effect, diametrically opposes

the instnrmentalist-derived notion that qualifications, as some maintain in

New Zealand (Barker, 1993b:14), are a (public) curency. In essence,

qualifications, although important in their own right, seem to be of

secondary importance to the notion ol Bnufl which is a holistic sooal,

cnltural and economic construc't (cf. Berurer, 1977:9; Deissinger, 1994b:308).

The social meaning of qualifications and related concepb, e.g. Arbeit

(labour) in the Federal Republic of Gerrnany, markedly differs across

nation-state and is historically deterrnined (c/. Grootings, 1994:5). But

whereas time-serving, - or more accrrrately the'training for an occrrpation'

- is a concept pivotal to the German dual system of vocational training, in
New Zealand the importance of the notion of timesenrirg i^ apprenticed

training has now been reduced with the introduction of a standards-based

qualificatioru and training regime.

Leaving aside all the other reasons already identified as relevant to

New Zealand's decision to reform its education system radically, two

crucial factors for doing so were the country's relatively weak vocational

training system and a profound dissatisfaction in society at large with the

perforrnance of the overal education system (see also chapter 2). Grootings

(ibid, p.6) notes that countries with weak VET systems (15) tend to adopt a

competency-based approactr so as to strengthen their natiornl training
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systems, while those with strong training systems, e.g. Gerurany, adapt the

existing system to 'the emergence of new competences' (ibid; c/. Alaluf and

Stroobants, 1994). The first trend comprises a move towards the

specification of particular knowledge and skills and their application to the

standards of performance required in the workplace, and is frequently

associated with modularisation and the provision of flexible learning

(King, 1993:211). In general tems, this trend applies to the New Zealand

situation A parallel, curricuLar development takes place in countries such

as the Federal Republic of Germany where qualifications are progressively

being regrouped and reforrnulated with the specific aim of decreasing

specialisms (ibid, p.212; cf. BLBB,1993a). Both developments, however, are

responses by public authorities to increase the inter-occupational and inter-

sectoral mobility of skilled workers (Drake,1988:314).

But before exploring these parallel trends in further detail, the role

of the State in the VET sector needs to be examined. Although at a general

level it is not incorrect, it is a case of over-simplification to suggest that

Gernrany has an employment-led VET system (Young, 1995:150) despite

the fact that employers and the self-governing Chambers assume key

responsibilities in the dual system (weegman, 1992:52) and the claim made

by others that the role of the State is limited to fulfilling a 'notary public's'

function (Hilbert and Vcilzkov, 1990:195). The dual system, King (1993:2t4)

proclaims, is very far from being a private sector training system since its

success is believed to derive in part from very deliberate government

policies, including in the field of educatiornl differentiation as well as in

the restriction of full-time vocational schools (Lauterbach, t994, quoted in

King, 1993:214). Greinert (1995:33) typifi* the Gennan dual system as a

'lfedera| State supported market model', i.e. a 'Germanic-type of co-

operative training model', in which the federal State takes responsibility

for the functioning of a regul,atory framework (16).
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In contrast with the German experience, and pertaining to the

education sector in its broadest sense, the function of the State in New

Zealand has changed profoundly since the early 1990s. This was largely

attributable to a considerable degree of dissatisfaction among both the

general public and the politicians in the 1970s and the early 1980s with

parts of the education system (c/. BarringtorU 1991). Importantly, the role of

the State was intentionally transformed within the poliry context of

structural economic reform and public sector restnrcturing (Fitzsimons

and Peters, 1994:246) (see also chapter 2). Through the "Tomorrow's

Schools" reforurs, the State's intended minimalist approach to education

became apparent and saw operational responsibilities devolved from the

State to the schools and the comnunities. In turn, this corresponded with

increasing external accountability requirements being placed on the latter

two whictu as some writers (r.9. Codd, 1990b) would argue quite

rightfullp is not a minimalist approactr" The tertiary education reforms,

and related government initiatives and legislation, inaugurated an era in

which education became'comrnodified' in New Zealand (c/. Grace, 1990),

replacing the until then prevailing view that education was a form of

welfare (Peters et aL,1994;253).

This fundamental poliry shift in New Zealand regarding the nature

and the purpose of education contrasts markedly with the German

experience. The German training model is a product of a broad post-World

War II consensus, and terrred as'socially controlled welfare capitalism'by

Sengenberger (19&4:323) (17). However, the predominance of this model of

economic and social development has not been uncontested as the mid-

l97}s saw tentative but dear moves towards a model of market capitalism

(ibid, p.328; Clarke et a1.,194:385) which, however, left the social contract

largely unscathed (Lampert, 1992). This, however, uury change and a new

social order may (have to) emerge as a result of a continuation of the
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economic downfurn in the Republic, which will make the German system

of welfare capitalism almost unaffordable and certainly less desirable (c/.

Smith, 1994:253, and Clarke et a1.,1994:385).

Although both countries are modern democracies, it seems that

New Zealand has an advantage in being able to respond to economic

challenge faster and in a concerted marmer, mainly, it appears, because of

its small population size and the two party political system that it has had

until recently. The number of related reforrrs under discussion have

undoubtedly instituted a new social order in New Zealand. The role of the

State in educatiory however, seems not too different from the Gerrran

sifuation, in that it assumes responsibility for cteating a regulatory

framework in which radical transformations are being codified. Work

towards this end is carried out by the central government agencies.

Paradoxically, decentralising policies employed by the State are countered

by " number of centralising forces, such as an increased emphasis on

accountability measures in education (Lundberg 1994:13).

Like Germany, it could be argued that New Zealand also has a 'State

supported market model' in VET. This is evident when considering the

government-instigated Skill New Zealand initiative, which indudes, fnfer

alia, an ITO struchrre and an extensive system of quality management

under the NQF as well as a wide supportive legislative framework. In

essence, New Zealand's recent policy shift to devolve the management of,

and the responsibility for, most aspecb of the training system to employer-

controlled bodies is similar to the practice in the Federal Republic of

Gerrrany (The Allen Consulting Group, 1994a:ii). The ITOs, like the

Chambers in Gerrrany, have extensive powers in VET. Th"y are assigned a

role of great importance in the State's aims to move away from a 'provider

capture' environment to one of 'consumer choice', and to achieve increased

efficienry in vocational training arrangements.
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NEW ZEALAND AND GERMAT'IY: A COMPARISON OF

APPROACHES TO VET

In this section the different approaches to VET in the two countries

will be analysed, including an examiftttion of NZQA's and BiBB's work in

this area. The German approach to the modernisation of its VET system

can be characterised as an ongoing process of incremental addition of

irmovations' (Wilson, 1993:270) which is, through the work undertaken by

BiBB, research-based and includes the monitoring of the trialling of new

training concepts and methods in the workplace. An example of this is the

continuous improvement of the training ordinances (Niibler, 1997:L2)'

which is but one irutnrment of meeting future training needs. NZQA has a

general guideline that qualificatioru and unit standards be registered on

the NQF 45 weeks after an advisory group meets for the first time (NZQA,

1995b) but endeavours to get unit standards registered, without

compromising their 'fitness for purpose', as quickly as possible

(Richardson, 199i6:41. As stated previously, the procedural process

followed in Gersrany for developing new, or modernising the existing

training ordinances is recognised by all of those involved as being too

time-corsuming (BiBB aktuell,1995:5) (see table 8.1). As a consequence, the

social partners and the federal government have agreed to speed up this

process and bring the overall time back to two years in the case of new

occrrpations and one where the existing requirements for haining

occupations are in need of ctrange (ibid).

In both countries, certainly, there is a tendency among policy-

makers to make sure that standards in VET are set and revised as soon as

possible and as appropriate in order to meet changing economic,

demographic, and tedrnological realities. In Germany, standards are

occupation-based and derived from a combination of techniques and
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methods, e.g. task analysis, undertaken by BiBB. From a comparative

perspective, it is of some interest to note that a single standard procedure

does not exist in Germany for standards-setting, since different

occupations and occupational fields require methodologically different

approadres (Krischok, persornl communicatio4 f995). This, logically,

applies rather similarly to the New Zealand experience where unit

standard writers can" and are in practice applFng a variety of techniques

and methods to derive standards for the various NQF fields.

The contrasts that inhere in standards-setting in the initial trade

training area in Germany and New Zealand are based on differing,

country-specific economic, vocational training and educatiornl policies.

Curricular innovation is Germany's continulng policy aim as opposed to

New Zealand's recent approach of standards specification

Notwithstanding its reliance on a prescription-driven approadr in VET

whicb in passing, is the prevalent practice in continental Europe (Finlay

and NiveO 1996:8), modernisation attempts in the Republic, as

demonstrated in the reforms of the electrical and engineering trade, and

other training occtrpations, have led to what is paradoxically perhaps, an

even less prescriptive mode. It therefore needs stressing that the ordinances

best canbe perceived as'skeleton'prescriptions that leave to the individual

enterprises matters of detail and allow them to participate in the VET

system on their own terms (Curtain and Hayton, 1995:218; D"rsseldorp

Skills Forum, 1993:24').It is my belief that because the Germars have such a

reputable, quality VET system supported by the strong consensus of all

those who are involved, and the general public, there is no apparent need

for detailed standards specification occurs in New Zealand or the United

Kingdom. It could be argued plausibly that the Gennans have intemalised

their training standards due to the dual system's historic and consensual

development (Wolf, 1990:36).
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This is a general statement only and does not overlook the fact that

Germany's dual system is faced by a number of signicifant challenges. The

important point to make is that 'standards' in Geruuny, in whatever way

you may define them in VET, e.g. 'qualification', 'competence', or

'occupation' (18) (see below), are basically 'agreed standards' by those who

are responsible for developing and promulgating them, as in New

Zealand. In neither country 'standards', whether these be 'perfonnance

standards' or 'occupation-based standards', are unambiguously and

completely dear in what they purport to do. In Gerrrany, obviously, there

is no need to make claims to this effect although this does not mean that a

high degree of agreement on and understanding about these training

standards is absent. Quite the contrary; these 'standards', or perhaps more

acorrately the notion of. Bnufi are 'legitimated' by German society, in the

sense that they are central to the stabilisation of its social system whictt

according to Vaessen (1980) (see chapter 1), is the first phase of the

'legitimacy lxocess'. But as far as New Zealand is concerned, and in
consideration of the intentions and the outcomes of the tertiary education

reforms, I contend that this country should be sifuated in Vaessen's third

phase of 'explaining and iustifying a newly created legitimacy' (ibid) (see

chapters 1,4 and 5).

At the 'VET level' (19), one could argue that, although not entirely

uncontested in the two countries, the supporting infrastructures that are

crrrrently in place, and the standards-setting procedures and

methodologies as followed by NZQA and BiBB are tenerally conceived as

'fit for purpose' in the respective countries. But whereas in Gennany

occtrpation-based standards are widely supported by all the major role

players involved and in the main are largely uncontested, in New Zealand

the NQF'standards' have been the zubiect of some coruiderable debate and
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criticism. It is clear that a number of critical differences exist in the

diverging approaches to VET.

In Germany, vocational training standards are minimum

requirements stipulated in ordinances which are required to be approved

by the social partners before their release in the public domain This

consensual approach is one of the quality control measures inherent in the

dual system. Individual enterprises, on the other hand, have the flexibility

to impart trade skills and knowledge beyond those specified in the

ordinances. Breadth in approved initial trade training is demanded not

only in Germany but throughout continental Europe and it serves the

purpose of transferability of skills and is thus in the interest of nationwide

standards (Prais, 1991:88). Consequently, the overall aim of broadly

defined prescriptions is to set realistic as well as attainable training goals,

which are, norulally and for eadr occtrpation, based on BiBB's research into

a particular occupational field and take into account the whole work

situation that relates to a specific occupation. The knowledge, skills, and

attifudes components are drawn mainty from the work-related tasks, and

the focrrs in this proces is predominantly placed on work behaviour (see

chapter 8, pp.359).

In Gennany, the setting of occupatiornl standards and the

specification of the curricular details and examination requirements is, as

has been seen, a long drawn out but well-vetted process with a strong

empirical-pragmatic basis. The key feature of New Zealiand's standards-

based assessment system, on the other hand, is its emphasis on outcomes.

In this model, unit standards are seen as targets for assessment which"

arguably, also have a didactical foctrs in the sense of specifying objectives

for teadring. Notwithstanding the fact that 'teaching to the test' has a bad

tume in educational cirdes (Heckman et al., 1993:23), since it implies a

narrow, reproductive foctrs (Biggs, 1994:L3), the potential strength of the
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NQF approach seeuu to rest in the idea that work, learning and

assessment ought to be dosely linked, pragmatically and pedagogically,

within a system of flexible educational provision and assessment. If it
works, this approadr undoubtedly will be instrumental in the promotion

of a learning and credentialling culture in New Zealand.

Michael Young (1995:158) contends that a shift in foctrs is required

in which qualifying is deemed to be a continuous process rather than a

quallfication terminating the process of qualifying. This idea of 'perpetual

training' (Deleuze, 1992, cited in Fitzsimons and Peters, 1994:245), or

Iifelong learning, is inherent in the very notion of the New Zealand NQF

and is representative of this country's overall policy direction in education

and training. The NQF has the potential, being a 'tool for assessment' and

credentialling, to give entrants to its system a means of recognition of the

skills and knowledge they possess in a flexible way. It should be evident

that neither Gennany's VET system nor its education system on the whole,

encapzulates either a real or a 'purported' degree of flocibility similar to

New Zeal,and's, in terms of horizontal and vertical pathways of learning,

and this despite the fact that non-conventional pathways do exist in the

Gennan system (see, for example, chapter 5).

Pernreability is one of the strongest features in the NQF but,

conversely, appears to be one of the weakest in the Gerrran dual system,

because career opportunities are limited for skilled workers (den Broeder,

1995:33). In this context, it is useful to reiterate Young's (1995:150) view

that the German system is a 'credentialist model', i.e. it links qualifications

to ocorpations and is based on what he believes 'an increasingly out-of-

date division of liabour' (ibid,p.l5l). While the primary purpose of the NQF

levels lies in the facilitation of transfer and progression (Noble, 1996:82),

movement between skill levels depends heavily on qualification in

Gerrnany (Drake, 1988:317); and as a consequence, a preoccupation exists
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with quatification levels (Prais, 1995:18) (see figure 7.1,, p.314). Almost all

the workers are expected to enter the employment market as trade-

qualified since the vocatiornl qualifications determining their skilled

worker status are generally not distinguished by level (Drsseldorp Skills

Forum, 1993:25).

Generally speaking, an NQF level 4 National Certificate relates to

the New Zealand Trade Certificate level whidr, in turn, comPares to the

skilled worker's certificate level in Germany (20). However, vocational

qualifications comparable to the New Zeal,and National Certificates levels

1 to 3 are non-existent in the German dual system (c/. Prais, 1989:53) whidr

arguably, is a moot point since a limited number of two-year commeroal

training occrrpatioru are available. The current Gennan Federal Minister of

Education, Ri.ittgers, thougtu is promoting the idea of introducing into the

'dual system' new two-year training occupations (BMBF, 1996c:2), a

reduction in the initial training terur now being considered a desirable aim

by the Federal Education Ministry GMBF, 7995c:21. One definite

advantage of the NQF approach over the German VET model is clearly its

promise of social mobility as it makes available to entrants educational and

career pathways which are logically linked and lead to higher level

educational credentials. Whereas, Turner's (1950) notion of 'contested

mobility' (see chapter 1) appears to be applicable to the New Zealand NQF

and seamless education system, his idea of 'sporuored mobility' bears

upon the Gerrnan tripartite system at secondary education and its VET

system.

In advancing the concept of a 'credentialist model' of a learning

society, along with other concepts (21), Young (1995:155) daims that the

use of an 'educative model' is more appropriate because of its focus on

learning relationships and the learning process. In his model productive

life itself is seen as becoming a leaming rel,ationship, with the sites of
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learning diversified and interconnected, entailing a shift in the location and

role of educational specialists (ibid). His idea reconceptualises the

correspondence between learning and production and emphasises the

.tu.grtg nature and the purpose of education, especially it relation to

post-compulsory education It seems to apply equally to the Gerrran dual

system of vocational training.

In the foregoing chapters it has been demonstrated that both New

Zealand and Gerrnany have, and are examining in VET the introduction of

new teaching and learning paradigms. By contrast, whereas in New

Zealand the standards-based NQF is a reality and extends beyond the

realms of VET, the Geruran experience, to date, appears to be largely

confined to political and academic discussioru only, although it must be

noted that in the workplace new concepts of cornective learning and

production are being tested (Dehnbostel & Walter-Lezius, 7995; 4.

Dehnbostel et al.,1996). Clearly, it is relevant to iuxtapose some of the key

concepts which are in vogue in the two countries and which form the basis

on which the new paradigms seem to rest.

In Gerrrany, one such key concept is the notion of occrrpational

comlretence (or baufliclw Handlungskomptarz) whidu in ib essence and as

it relates to training under the dual system, comprises 'an ability to act' and

presupposes the learning of that action (see drapter 8, p.370). The overall

aim of the didactical emphasis inherent in this approach is to train an

apprentice to the point that he or she is versatilely tradequalified and has

an ability to independently plan, implement, and control his/her own

work (Bunk and Zedler, 1985). Central to this notion is the persisting,

though pedagogically sound German conviction that competence can only

be achieved through a long learning process, as the relevant behaviour

patterns can only slowly be internalised (Bunk, 1994:11). However, the

Genrran concept of 'competence' (22), contrasting with the 'standards-
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focus' in the New Zealand NQF, emphasises both process learning and the

attainment of the learning (and 'occrrpational') outcomes relevant to a

trade. It follows that in this model there is a logic and a perceived

'pedagogical necessity', to connect occupation-derived standards with a

currictrlar framework in order to arrive at a holistic, pedagogical approactu

And it is of a similar significance to the Gernrans to use integrated

'qualification' concepts, such as berafliche Handlungslompetenz, components

of which not only focrrs on the attainment of expe$ occrrpatiornl skills,

but also on humane (or self-realisation) and social competence (Ruhland,

1992:294) (see &apter 8).

At a general level and from a comparative perspective, a certain

degree of similarity in focus and purpose of some of the underlying

concepts which are currently being used in the New Zealand NQF and the

Gerrnan 'dual system' appears to exist, such as the focrrs on integrated

learning and increased learner autonomy (Kutscha, 1994; NzeA, 1996a;

NZQA, 19960. A critical difference resb in the approach taken by these

countries to assessment and examinations. In contrast with New Zealand's

foctrs on standards-based assessment (SBA) which is experimental and,

simultaneously, 'modernistic', because it follows an emerging global trend

in educational assessment (cf. Gipps, 7994), Germany's assessment

approach and methods in the 'dual system' looks to be incompatible with

this new trend and considered by some as outrightly outdated (Clarke et

a1.,1994:377).

This statement, however, is unforhrnate since it is oblivious to some

of the more positive aspects of the Geruran experience. One such aspect

being the Gerrnan practice of combining external and internal assessment

in its system of triple certification (Reisse, 199416; Kreeft, 1991). The

Bmtfsschule and the training provider certificates are credentials issued on

the basis of the results in continuous internal assessment (23), while the
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final trade examination, for which the standards are specified in national

haining ordinances (Reisse, l99l:3), constitutes a comprehensive,

'competency-based assessment' (Toohey et aI., 1995:94) in which norm-

referencing (multiple-'choice tests and,/or short essays) and criterion-based

assessment (practical and oral tests) complement each other. The German

assessment approach based on prescription standards is thus both

comprehensive and complementary. Multiplechoice tests are not only

relatively easy and cheap to administer, they also ensure a degree of

reliability in the total trade testing arrangements.

As a point of general observatiorU the relevance of the assessment

and examination approach under the dual system to the New Zealand

situation may appear to be limited indeed, considering the different

assessment policies and practices employed in the two countries. In

Germany's assessment paradigm, an overreliance on either criterion-

referenced or nonn-referenced assessment sensibly is non-existent. On this

point, the German experience differs considerably from the SBA model, in
that the negative feahrres of norrn-referenced assessment have been over-

stressed in New Zealand in order to promote sBA (cf. Croft,1993:9). It is
argued that the NQF should be flexible enough to encompass, where

deemed appropriate and desirable by both poliry-makers and the teaching

professionals, multiple assessment strategies. This concurs with Croft's

(1993:10; c/. Irwin et a1.,1995) view that no single assessment strategy is

likely to provide every answer. Since the Framework is seen to provide a

vehicle for the bridging of 'divide', such as the academic versus the

vocational, it is conceptually illogical for New Zealand to foster a single

assessment strategy, i.e. the SBA under the NQF, and ignore a possible

inclusion of nonn-referenced tests.

Notwithstanding this criticism, a potentially strong point of the

NQF, in comparison with the Gernan dual system, is that, within practical
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limits, assessment is intended to take place when a candidate feels

confident to undergo it (NZQA, 1996a) and gain credits towards a NQF

qualification, if successful. Evidence for assessment can come from a

variety of sources, which indudes examinations and tests (ibid, p.5), and im

collection can be ongoing, nnking maximum use of naturally occuring

and readily available evidence (NZQA, 1996f:20). Thus within NZQA's

Framework philosophy, assessment, learning, work, and certification are

intended to be integrated, and represent an example of an 'educative

model' of a learning society, as envisaged by Young (1995:155). In

Gennany, a tentative but dear move towards assessment modernisation in

VET can be discerned of late, and is manifest in the idea of integrated

assessment' (see chapter 8, pp.400-1), which is strongly supported by, for

example,IG Metall (1994) and BiBB (Reisse, 1993b) and successfully tested

in the workplace (Sonnek et a1.,1993).

Conceptually, the Gerrran integrated assessment approach is, to a

certain extent it seems, similar to New Zealand's, in that it promotes the

view that assessment should be conducted in all the places of learning,

such as inter-company training centres, accredited training providers, and

the Bnufsschule (IG Metall, l99S:24). A maior difference, however, lies in
the idea that in Gerrnany an'examination committe' (ibid) will observe the

performance of a candidate in the workplace, as opposed to the New

Zealand NQF practice where an accredited assessor is charged with this

function. secondly, the notion of integrated assessment' in Germany is

part and parcel of its hade examinations system, and in their newly

envisaged but experimental model, a multiple assessment strategy will
remain a dominant characteristic, containing criterion- and norm-

referenced assessment. The certification of skills and knowldg", unlike the

New Zealand experience under the NQF, is formalised after a candidate

Passes a final o<amination in Gernrany. auaffying in this sensie is course
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reLiated, not continuous as in the New Zealand model. Thus, a number of

elements inherent in the New Zealand approach are, albeit at a general

level, present in some of the VET modernisation concepts that are

caurently being trialed in the German dual system. And thirdly, a key

difference in modernising VET in the two countri€s b, of course, the

approach being taken.

One such key difference is the compreheruive, 'overt' quality

rnanagement system that prevails in the New Zealand system and is not

available to a similar extent in Gennany. Ttds, in itself, is obvious because

in Germany a need for a 'New Zealand-type' moderation system, inter alia,

is simply not desirable given the nature of their 'assessment model'. The

Germans, as statd previously, seem to have more confidence rn, and

continue to rely on" systems of occrrpation-based standards and quality

control in VET which have proven to be over time 'fit for purpose'. One

example of quality control is the vocational qualification attained on

passrng the final apprenticeship examination (Raggatt, 1988), whidt attests

to the fact that the skills, knowledge, and attitudes relevant to the trade

have been mastered to a (unifonn minimum) level understood by all. The

non-specific nature of occupational standards, in contrast with the NQF

doctrine, serves the pu{pose, as stated before, of setting minimum

standards and not to enforce the accredited places of learning to teach to

specified perfornrance standards or learning outcomes.

This principle does not apply to the NQF where the registered

standards specify in detail what is required of a candidate, and

contradictory to NZQA's belief perhaps, is zusceptible to the view that

they are of a prescriptive rnture (Flall, 1996c:295). The distinct advantage

of the NQF, at a systems level, is that it places an emphasis on

transparenry and its governing principles are, principa[y,laudable in their

intent although subiect to criticism about their specihc wotding (ibid,
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p.292), In terrrs of its implementation, questions must be placed as to

whether this new approach is indeed an improvement on the traditional

VET system. Similarly, it is stated by Kutscha (1990:290 that, on the basis

of the first experiences with imptementing modernised training ordinances

for retailing, and the metal and electrical occupations, the differences in

training quality between enterprises seetns to have increased. Clearly, it

cannot be assumed simply because a new training and qualifications

structure has been put in place that as a matter of course qualitative

improvements will be a logical outcome. Therefore, independent research

needs to be conducted so as to deterrrine whether the quality of education

and training has increased under the NQF.

And in this respect, I wish to refer especially to the collection of

evidence requirement under the Framework and note that this approach

entails not only a significant shift in focus on the part of both the teaching

profession (which indudes workplace assessors) and learners from

conventional teaching and learning methods, but requires the

development of skills in communicatioru presentatiorL and plarming. The

paradigm shift requfued in teaching and learning is significant, and

necessitates close monitoring. The current focrrs on the notion of 'student-

cenhedness' raises important questioru, in that the major responsibility for

planning and coherence comes to rest with the learner who, as Young

(1995:154) asserts, is often one who is least equipped for such a

responsibility. And the teacher has also a significantly wider role to fulfil
in this new system, induding being more than an instructor, for example,

by taking on a role such as a mentor, coach and facilitator. Surely, if this

new approach is to become zuccessful, it is paramount that time and

sufficient resources are made availiable for the successful adiustrrent to the

new model. Of some interest in this context is that in Germany, 'action-

foctrs' in VET under the new pedagogical paradigm is being perceived by
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some as a strategy for reducing 'teacher dominance' (Ebner, 1992:35), or

provider capture.

Conceptual similarities, arul differences, are found in New Zealiand

and Gerrrany in the k"y notions of core generic skills and 'key

qualifications' (Schliisselqualifilationen), which are believed, in both two

countries, to enhance labour mobility (see chapters 4 and 8). From a

comparative viewpoint, the degree of subject theorisation aPPears to be

far greater in Gernrany than in New Zealand. Conversely, Reisse (1995:50),

a BiBB official, comes to the condusiorL after having examined the core

generic skills identified in six Anglo-Saxon countries (24), that poUry-

makers in these countries have officially endorsed them, which contradicts

the experience in the Republic. In his opinioru the Gennans are falling

behind internatiornlly in this respect and have to catch up with

developments in Anglo-Saxon countrie (ibid). The imparting of 'key

qualificatioru' is considered an important educational policy aim in

Gernrany and related to all educational sectors. They are norrrullly referred

to in cruricrrla and ordinances although not reflected in learning objective

taxonomies.

In New Zealand,, NZQA (1995b:25) stresses that all unit standards

should be based on transferable knowldg., skills, and attitudes. And, as

mentioned before, the contextualisation of urit standards in the NQF is

aided by the inclusion of range statements. A major concern deriving from

an appraisal of this model is that, although the range statements specify

the context and the conditioru relating to a unit standard, and help to

darify the standard, the transfer of learning is largely being assumed

rather than demonstrated under the NQF. This has led to the specification

of core generic skills, whidr relate to five domains, and described as an

NQF'field' (NZQA, 1996b:18). As a consequence, these skills are assessable

now in the NQF, and Framework credits can be gained when the
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requirements are being met. Moreover, a National Certificate in

Employment Skills, which is at the present under development, has no

equivalence in the German system. A definite advantage of the New

Zealand approach, it appears, is the specification of core generic skills in

the Units Standards Catalogue published by NZQA, in relatively succinct

and clear terms and providing transparency as to what is required.

However, some writers - e.g. HaU (1994a:19) - draw attention to the

importance of not confusing generic skills with trarsferable skills.

In contrast with the New Zealand government-instigated,

employer-supported (25) mode of radically restructuring its education and

training system, the Germans continue to choose the incremental, research-

based route of educational change; an approach whidr is endorsed by the

social partners and the federal government, but at the present incteasingly

disputed by academics and labour market specialists alike (Greinert, 1994;

Parmentier et al., 1994). Educational experimentation with pedagogical

methods and concepts, such as perrneability and second-chance education,

are plentiful in the 16 Gerrranbnder but appear to be lacking coherence

and transparency (4. BIJ(, 1990, and Kutscha, 1994). A good example of

this is the Externnpriifung (see chapter 9) for attaining skilled worker

status in an alternative way which is an option largely ur*nown by the

public (BiBB, 1995b:1). In contrast to Germany, where the federal

government assumes a 'supportive' role in a confederative State, in New

Zealand the reforrn-seeking and zustaining Labour and Natiornl

administrations, as from the mid-1980s, have managed to create an

education and training market, applying economic principles to education.

INCOMPARABLE CHALLENGES?

New Zealand and Germany continue to respond to the economic

and educational challenges ahead by using different strategies and
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concepts, and within substantially differing social and economic

envirorunents. These have been analysed in some detail in this and the

foregoing chapters. This part of the thesis will look, from a comparative

viewpoint, at the 'framework' models whidr are strategic answers

designed to meet these challenges. In New Zealand, to date, the NQF has

been implemented in part, while in Gerrrany two framework models have

been proposed by BiBB and by DIHT. Some of the key differences in terrns

of stmcture and purpose between the New Zealand and the Gerrnn

models will be addressed first.

The Gernran and the New Zealand frameworks (26) diverge quite

significantly in a number of fundamental aspects. The New Zealand

standards-based framework differs foremostly in its orientation on outputs

from the occupation-based models in Gerrnany. The occupatiornl foctrs

that inheres in the dual system of initial vocational training is, as proposed,

also the dominant, underpinning principle on which the BiBB and DIHT

frameworks are to be based. Deissinger (1994b:321), otr the subject of

organisational principles, comrnents that the Gerrran idea of 'training

occupation', with ib constituent didactical-ctrrricrrlar dimensiorL makes

sure that vocational training is standardised and unified, providing broad-

based training beyond the immediate interests of individual finns
(Kutscha, 1992b:539). Contrasting with this concept is the New Zealand

standards-based framework whidr promotes a 'standardised' approadr to

education and training, in terms of a centrally-controlled process of

outcomes specification while, concrrrrently, devolving to educatiornl

providers the responsibility for didactical and curricular issues.

From an end-user's perspective, the NQF system contains a

multitude of possible 'qualifications profiles'; a single grid of partial
(registered standards) and complete (registered) qualifications. A key

feature of this model is that it is choicedriven and in organisational terms
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highly deregulated. Coherency in teaching, learning and assessment, one

could argue, is assumed but not demonstrated in the standards-based

approach, when considering the experimental nature of it. On the other

hand, given sufficient time, confidence rn, and results with the NQF are

likely to improve. By way of generalisation, the Germans are critical of

modular, outcome-focussed vocational education and training, as adopted

in the United Kingdom, for not 'standardising' (i.e. prescribing) the

learning processes (Deissinger, 1994b:321; Dehnbostel, 7994). A related

concern they have with this approach is whether it in fact constitutes a

'system' (Deissinger, 1994b:320). However, when analysing the German

frameworks (see chapter 10), it is evident that the 'systemic' aspects of

these corutmcts are foremostly related to the coherency factor in learning

and teaching.

By this I mean that the learning and teaching processes and

outcomes are consistently and deliberately aligned in a course of training

or sfudy to ensure overall coherenry. It is the focrrs on vocational courses in
the framework models, and the dual system, that essentiatly distinguishes

them from the NQF in New Zealand. As it relates to the vET area, courses

are modularised in New Zealand's educative model in whidr each unit

standard represents an assessment target and covers a fragment of the

overall course. The strength of both the Gerrran frameworks, when

compared with the current situation in Germany, is that it presents, in

theory, a pathway for entrants to achieve three different types of practice

oriented qualifications. The duality principle, a primary feature of the dual

system, will be extended, it is proposed, to the other educational sectors

covered by these framework concepts, orz. further and higher VET. This

means that workplace training will be complemented by institution-based

learning at each of the named levels, the former being and remaining the
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nuclens in the dual system of vocational training (BMBF, 7996d:3; DII{T,

1995; Dybowski et a1.,1994) (27).

Thus in both countries, the idea is shared that on-the'job training is

the dominant mode of training provision, in order to ensure that a dose

correspondence between the worlds of education and work exists in the

face of accelerating changes in the economic, technological, and

demographic realms. To this end, employers are given a leading role

among the major role players in matters such as the delivery, the

monitoring and the organisation of VET. In light of the problems the dual

system is confronted with the federal government'intervenes' in the 'dual

system' by addressing, in liaison with the social partners, the key problem

areas. One such important area is the projection that more skilled workers

are needed as from 1997, expecting an increase of available training places

by l-2%o each year until 2005 (BMBF, 1996d:7-B). The suggested framework

models should principally be regarded as a poticy responsie to this problem

by enhancing the attractiveness of vocational training to potential entrants.

Although there seeuu to be a broad consensus in Gerrrany that the

'dual system' should be modernised (BiBB, 1996d:2; BMBF, 1995a:U see

chapter 10), it is undear as yet, and doubtful, as to whether a framework

approactu as recoulmended by either DII{T or BiBB, may potentially

increase both the quality and the relevance of the training practice. The

only contributory factor with regard to this aim is an extension of the

duality principle. This principle, in my view, misrepresents the complexity

of the modern-day training and production environment. on this subject, I

share Kutscha's (7992a:149) assertion that only a complex organised system

is able to sufficiently prepare for an ever complex growing industrial

society (28). In reality, Germany's dual system is a 'plural [training] system'

(ibid, p.150), since the different places of learning have flocible

iurangements for the delivery of training in parlnership. It additioru the
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Bnufsfachschulen and inter'company training centres are perceived to be

alternatives to the dual system (Chapman, 1993;120), respectively'external'

and'intemal' to it.

The challenge ahead for the Germans would appear to be for

political agreement on the introduction of a comprehensive and flexible

'plural system' of VET, which is characterised by exteruive irurer and outer

differentiation, and aligrrs to the ideal of an 'educative model'.

Mod'larisation is, at the political level, ideologically inadmissible in both

initial and further trade training, in spite of some academics favouring a

modular training system (Geissler, 1993:60; Kutscha, 1992a:152).

Modularisation opposes the Bnuft principle in the dual system and is

deemed to have a deregulatory impact on its centrally-organised training

model. In the same vein, employers consider its application in the further

vocational training sector as undesirable since it is seen as a regulatory

meaflue that interferes with enterprises' flexible plaruring needs (Geissler,

1993:50). On the basis of the prognosis of further vocational training

increasingly gaining importance over entry-level trade training, as forecast

in tAB/Prognos studies (29), educational and training reforrr ought to be a

pressing poliry issue in Germany, which it is.

Howewer, in sharp contrast to the radical New Zealand policy

response, viz. the'Skill New Zealand' strategf, the Gernran framework

models appear to be relatively conservative attempts to connect the

various educational sectors, providing entrants vertical pathways for

progression The emphasis in vocational training at each occtrpatiornl level

in either of these frameworks is, however, based on the stipulated length of

the progranrme which in the DII{T model is ability-related.

Under this model, a person holding an Abitur certificate is able to

attain three qualificatioru, building on each other, over a period of 5.5

years of training (combined with study and work experience). By
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comparison, a person c;ln achieve in New Zealand in approximately one

and-a-half years of study a Level 4 National Certificate and a level 5

National Diploma in Small Business Management (NZQ A, 1996d:54), and

probably gain on the basis of these qualifications some cross-credits

towards a bachelor's degree (30). If this were a three year business degree,

it is not unimaginable that a candidate would be able to attain three

different types of credentials in four years of full-time shrdy. Although this

is a hypothesis, it seems to indicate that, in terrrs of qualificatioru

attainrnent in the DI[{T and New Zealand frameworks, there are likely to

be considerable differences in the completion times (31).

The three occupational or qualificatioru levels in the Gerrran

framework models are incomparable to the New Zealand NQF levels and

appear, at a systemic level, not to be based in theory (the same could be

said of the New Zealand system). In further vocational training, the

'occupations' are not consistently assigned to qualifications levels (32), and

as stated earlier, differences also exist in the initial trade training system in
this respect. The presumed lack of theory in the framework levels in
Germany should, certainly, not reflect positively on the New Zealand NeF
'levels'as a need has been identified in this thesis, and by others, for more

theorisationPn se.It is thus apparent that the German frameworks and the

NQF, albeit aiming to adrieve comparable objectives, are in fact quite

different in structure and scope, and founded on differing educational and

economical philosophies.

A key educational policy issue in both countries is the parity of

esteem between education and training, as phrased in New Zealand, and

Allgetneinbildung (general education) and Bnufsbildung (vocatiornl

training) in Germany. In New Zealand, the NQF will be the dominant

educational stnrchrre that covers senior secondary and post-compulsory

education and training, induding higher education These sectors are also
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covered in the German frameworks. The main difference, however, lies in

the fact that the latter are vocationally-oriented models. Conceptually, the

proposed Gernan approach is paradoxical in that the DII{T arut BiBB

frameworks set out to establish an alternative, independent structure that,

if approved and implemented, will be in competition with the traditional

educational system. From an outsider's view, it seems to be only logical

that the division between academic education and vocational training will

be perpetuated, not necessarily bridged in these plans. The establishment

of a comprehensive, transparent vocational training system, as intended

(Dybowski et al., 1994:3), hariog a procLaimed status parity with the

crurent'academically-oriented' education system, hiy prove to be a policy

aim (too) difficult for the Gerrrans to achieve.

Firstly, the dlitist DIHT model is essentially flawed under equrty

consideratioru and thus may well appear to be untenable for political

reasons. Secondly, in the case BiBB's framework was to become the

desirable training model, encompassing senior secondary, post-

compulsory and higher, vocationally-oriented education and training, this

would see the status of the 'dual system' changed markedly. Its current

character of a rather heteronomous educatiornl sub-system, segregated

from the school system (Kutscha,1990), could only improve if a framework

materialises. But, on the other hand, would an expanded, comprehensive

system of vocatiornl training, based on'duality' principles, not btitg about

a fictitious autonomy? Importantly, vocational training in partnership

(Vnbundausbildung), as envisaged under both the DII{T arul BiBB

frameworks, will be difficult to organise and is coruidered costly by Ptitz

(199625), a BiBB official.

Apart from the political endorsement required for a vocatiornl

qualifications framework to work, it is perhaps more important (and

difficult) to establish a comprehensive and transparent framework that
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covers all the sectors which it is hoped to included. As stated previously,

the further vocational training sector is not trarsparent and is organised

primarily on market principles.Yet, on the other hand, the Gernrans have

an apparent need for the development of bridging qualifications at this

level (33). Additionally, the higher education sector seerns to have some

reservatioru about the framework intentions. Because the German federal

government has limited powers to actively intervene in those sectors, in

contrast with the recent New Zealand experience, changes must be

zupported by those affected, eg. employers and the educational and

training providers. The realisation of a vocational qualifications

framework, albeit identified by representative organisatiors of the

employers (DII{T) and the federal government (BiBB) as a necessary policy

measure, may thus take a long time to achieve, if educational history is

anything to go by.

Generally speaking, educational poliry forrration in a confederative

state normally tends to have a long inctrbation time; in this Germany

appears to be a prime example, especially in the VET area. However, in the

1995 Vocational Training Report, the Federal Cabinet urgd the Federal

Ministry of Educatiorq Science, Research and Technology, the social

partners, theIzjnilrr,, and the various federal ministries also involved, to act

swiftly in 'converting' the 'catalogue of measures' into reality (BMBF,

1995b:15). With regard to increasing permeability in the educational

system, a key aim the Federal Cabinet wants to see accomplished is the

development of national etigibility criteria for holders of advancred

vocational awards, such as Meister,Techniker, arrd Fachwirf, that allow them

to enrol in university-level studies (ibid, pp.13,15). The expectation"

however, is that this can only be achieved in the longer term (ibid, p.13);

despite the policy issue of perrreability b.i.g a presing one for the federal

government.
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The New Zealand NQF dilfers from the Gerrran frameworks in a

number of ways. Firstly, it is a national model, which encapsulates all of

education and training from the senior secondary school uPwards.

Secondly, it is a standards-based qualificatioru structure, in which vertical

and horizontal pathways are provided to 'users' for educational and career

progression based on a personal choice principle, and where the agreed

standards of performance are publicly available in a commodified

education and training system. ln ternrs of ire design, the NQF is more

comprehensive, and appears to be more flexible and accessible than its

counteqpart models in Gerrrany, as a result of the modular approactr. The

number of framework qualifications available in the two countries are the

same, amounting to three, the decisive difference being that in the NQF,

the registered standards can be assessed against at any time, anywhere,

and at any age, and thus is providing a greater number of entry and exit

points for learners.

Access to employment-relevant, common credentials is a stratery to

minimise existing distinctioru betrpeen general and vocational education

qr.nlifications, as stated by Sweet (1992:14). When relating his assumption

to the New Zealand NQF, the adoption of a new nomenclature for

qualifications augments this intention NQF qualifications do not indicate

by their names whether they are trade, technical, or other type of

educatiornl credentials in the conventional sense, although this often can

be inferred. And since the new NQF qualificatiorui are already available, or

under development/ plarured in those economic sectors where no rntional

awards were available in the past, the traditional distinction in status

between education and training will become more and more irrelevant.

And as a last point, this is likely to be reinforced by the growing

importance of the workplace as a place of learning and the standards-
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based assessment model, in which, to put it simplistically, the testing of

knowledge is no longer seen as the dominant educational aim, but the

demonstration by individuals of 'current competence' is.

A further difference between the countries' frameworks, and the

NQF and the Gern6n 'traditiornl' dual system, is NZQA's effort, and

indeed one of its most important aims, to improve the quality of education

and training in New Zealand. Chapter 4 describes the holistic approach to

quality rvllugement under the NQF in which various 'quality steps' are

intercormected, and individually and collectively contribute to the overall

aim of quality errhancement. Standards specification in VET, as a reforur

strategy, requires by its very nature and foctrs a system of checls and

baliances. Assessment and moderatioru in New Zealand's standards-based

system, are connected to ensure that there is an acceptable degree of

consistenry in assessment. Accreditation of providers to deliver training is

another'quality check', aimed to protect the interests of the 'consumers'.

Thus a common quality conhol system is important in guaranteeing that

assessment is unifonrr across the wide range of accredited places of

learning within the NQF environment and to safeguard consumer rights

(Hood, 1995:183).

In Germany, occrrpation-based vocatiornl standards, and

examination requirenrents and other information, are detailed in the

ordinances. These can be regardd as fornrs of quality control which are

explicated in publicly avail,able material. There are a number of other

forms of quality control though in the dual system whidr are more implicit

and historically determined (see drapters 5 and 8). One such example is the

co'operation between the social partners at the different levels in the

training system (Raggatt, 1988). In Germany, quality control in initial VET

is a dorrrant issue, which contrasts notably with the identified need to

enhance quality control in further education GiBB, 1996d). The New
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Zealand experience is different in that the issue of quality nunagement in

education and training is of coruiderable salience in an environrnent in

which devolution and accountability are key reform principles. However,

the quality management system does not only set out to enhance the

NQF's credibility in educational terrrs but contributes to the aim of

political legitimary as well and, importantly, is critical in gaining the end-

user's acceptance. Thus, the NQF has not only been promoted by NZQA as

an accessible and flexible model, but as an educationally sourul and robust

stmcture as well.

Notwithstandfu€ the pedagogical concerns that have been

expressed in this work regarding the'standards' approach in the NQF, it is

my belief that that the NQF still can - and should - zucceed given the

advantages associated with ttds new aPProach compared with New

Zealand's traditional qualifications structure. However, it would be wrong

to accept both the aims and the implementation of the reforrrs at face

value, mainly because there is iust too much at stake for society at large.

Research and extensive, constructive debate is thus of prime importance in

this respect. On the other hand, all education and trainiag systems -

whether existent or proposed - have their inherent weaknesses. The quality

of enterprisetraining under the German dual system, for example, differs

markedly amongst enterprises despite the existence of an elaborate quality

control system (den Broeder, 1.995:33). Similarly, under the New Zealand

NQF, the quality of standards-based assessment and training will

undoubtedly show some variations across time and space. This is

inevitable and should be acceptable since quality control or management

in VET can at best be optimised by means of system approaches, not

guaranteed (BiBB, 1995d:3). To this end, the succcess of educational reform

is dependent upon the practitione$i and the users of the reforsr'product'

and measured by their e,xperiences with it.
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The humanistic educational ideal of matriculation into higher

education continues to prevail in Germany (Sdunidt, 1996:8) whiclr"

arguably, is not experienced in New Zealand to the same extent despite the

demand for higher levels of education in both societies showing a

comparable growth (34). A key point here is that the egalitarian ethos in

New Zeal,and, whether real or a myth (Pearson and Thorns, 1983:239;

Consedine, 1990:172), is a concept that appears not to be applicable to a

similar degree to Gerrran society which, as an industrial and populated

democrary, is characterised by a history of social stratification and social

inequality (Dahrendorf., \968:87; Arbeitsgmppe, 1994). Consequently, the

'pioneer mentality' New Zealanders are believed to Possess and the

relative ease with which they move house and drange iobs are examPles of

why the NQF could find relatively quick acceptance by those wanting to

enter the system since it provides so urany entry and exit points and,

moreover, credentialling opporhrnities. To this erul, however, potential

NQF users could be much better inforrred by the government of the

advantages associated with the new model than has been achieved to date

(Heylen Research Centre, 1992; MRL Research Group L996; c/. Myers,

1995).

NOTES
I Country competitiveness is defined by IMD/WEF (1992:12) as'a
countrSr's ability to create and sustain economic value'added in the long
term relative to its competitors'.
2 In its report, MD/WEF (1992:13) describe the 'government' factor
as a minimalist State intenrention approach towards business activities,
although predictable uracroeconomic and sooal conditions need to be
provided for; government also is required to be flexible in adapting its
economic policies to dnnging economic environsrents.
3 Helmut Kohl has proposed public spending cuts totalling DM 70

million for 1997 and a modest liberalisation of the country's restrictive
hours (Tlv Econombt, L996b:17).
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4 The 'people' factor in IMD's research report comprises the following
principles: lkilled labour force increases a country's competitiveness;

ittitod" of the workforce affects competitiveness of a country; and

competitiveness tends to increase the level of expectatioru for the quality
of life (IMD/WEF, 1992:13).

5 Delegates to the Bunilestag are elected by a mixhrre of proportional
representati-on and first-past-the-post systems. Eac-h voter has two votes,

orie for the candidate standing in me local constituency and one for a
party. Once the results of the cbrstituenry electioru are knowrL the votes

.t" 
"aa"a 

up to determine what share of the total poll they secured. Each

party then is given a colreslrcnding share of the seats in parliament
(Watson, 7994:212).

6 See the 'catalogue of measures' in chapter 7.

7 At the time of-writing (september 1996), it is unknown to me what
the exact status of the reform intentions in the areas of education and

training in Germany is.
8 Streect (1991:3M), makes the point that it aPPears to be easier to
extend an enterpriselevel bargaining system, as prevails in many
European countries, beyond the national boundaries within the Unioru
than to expand a German type industry-wide or regional-level bargaining
model.
g This inforsration was obtained by Evars (1996:2L'), a reporter with
The Dominion, ftom an interview with and a PaPer written by a forner
OECD economist for the Business Roundtable. The rate of drange in
economic liberalisation was calcrrlated by substracting a single digit rating
of initial economic freedom from a maximum'liberalisation' rate of l0 and
then take the percentage of the difference with the 1995 rating. In tersrs of
percentage of change, New Zealand surpassed all other OECD countries
by at least 20 percmtage points or more; the difference betwem New
Zealand (55) and Gerrrany (12) being 54 percentage poinb.
10 Reference is made here to a general outline of 'the' German system
(see chapter 5) and the New Zealand system, not the NQF or the notion of
a seamless education system.
11 ISCED stands for International Standard Cliassification for
Education
12 ISCED 5 is defined by UNESCO as 'education at the tertiary level,
first stage, of the type that leads to an award not equivalent to a first
university degree' (OECD 1995a:367).
13 Ai at 3 Septemberl9 fr6,NZQA had 133 perrranent staffand 84 staff
on fixed term employment. This information was obtained from the
employment reliations and service section of NZQA on 20 September 1996.

14 This is an estimation based on a 1994 corporate staff list and
indicated to me during fieldwork in 1995 by BiBB persorurel.
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15 Portugal and spain are countries with weak vET systems ryhd T"
now adoptiig "t outcomes'based modet (Grootings, t994:6\, but also

includes iountries like the United Kingdom (Young, 1'995:150) and New

Zealand (see chapter 2),

15 Switzerlarid, Austria, and Denmark are countries whidr follow the

German model.
L7 'socially controlled welfare capitalism', according to Sengenberg€r

(1984:323) is i post World-War II German model of economic and social

development which prevailed until the mid-1970s, and fostered the view

that economic develo-pment must proceed in a'socially acceptable fashion'.

18 SeechapterS.
19 For the sake of not b.tog misunderstood here, I wish to stress that

the'VET level' refers here to the dual system of initial vocational training
in Gernrany and levels one to four of the New Zealand NQF.

ZO This opinion is based on my experience as an evduator of overseas

qualifications with NZQA.
it Young 0995:147) categorises four models of a learning- society, i.e.

the schooling model, the credentialist model the access model, and the

educative model.
22 The Anglo-Saxon terrr of 'comPetence' is a concept whidt
considered here to be generally comparable to the German notion
'I(omptanz'; see also figure 8.1 in chapter 8.

23 WoU (1991b554) appears to iontest this point since she states that
continuous assessment G not a characteristic of both irutitution-based
instruction and on-the-job training. However, in the general secondary
school area in the GermanLiinder, there is a preference for and practice of
internal assessment. Little interest is shown in cerrtral performance
assessment methods (OECD 195b:18). kgo, it is believed that the
individual school is in the best position to decide which educational goals,

courses and methods are to be selected and put in practice (ibid,p.l5).
24 It is likely that New Zealand is induded in the number of Alglo
Saxon countriesReisse is referring to, given the fact that he requested the

author NZQA inforrration on core generic skills.
25 By and large it would seem to be a reasonable accrrrate statement to
say thai the reforrn movement in education had the support of the
employers' representative bodies (see drapter 2); the aszumptiorL however,
that it was employer-led has proven to be a myttu
26 For the sake of darity, when referring in this section to the New
Zealand framework, reference is made to the NQF, not the curiculum
framework
27 Drring the course of this writing,I have tried in vain to obtain from
some of my German contacts information with regard to the latest

developmenb on the proposed framework models.

rs
of
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28 See chaptet9,p.48.
29 See chapter 9,p.452.
30 The Ni in Small Business Management has a credit rating of 60 or
six months of full-time average learning time; the ND has a credit total of

140 of which 25 credits are boih a compulsory component to the Certificate

and the Diploma;
3l fhe highly hypothetical nature of this comparison does not reduce

the importance bt the issue raised here, which is that under the NQF,

.o*"..ftirre level NQF qualifications can be attained, in theory, faster than

in the German DII{T model and much faster than in BiBB proposed

framework, in which it takes eight years to attain a trade, an advanced

vocational, and a degree certificate. It is realised, in stating this, that the

structure of the New Zealand and the Gerrran'framework' qualifications,
either existing or proposed, are different.
32 Seechapterl0.
33 See chaptet7,p.3?2.
Y Although an*dotal, and based on personal observatiotu, the

humanistic educational ideal apPears to be very strongly anchored in
continental European countries which is, for example, reflected in
Gerrrany in its tripartite schooling system.
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CHAPTER 12 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this thesis, the newly adopted outcomes approach to education

and training in New Zealand has been the subiect of a critical appraisal

with regard to its appropriateness, directiorU and expected outcomes in

light of the design and the implementation policies governing it' The foctts

in this work has been on the post-1984 tertiary education reforms with a

paficular emphasis on the VET aspects of education'

These recent educational poli.y developments in New Zeal,and

have been analysed from a comparative perspective for which the

education system of the Federal Republic of Germany has senred as an

exempLar. The central issue that remains to be addressed is: What possibly,

if anything, could New Zealand learn from the German experiences in

education and training reform and/or vice versa? Is implementing a

standards-based NQF approach and the institution of a commodified,

seamless education systeur a forsr of 'educational utopia' or would it be

more appropriate to apply this label to Germany's adherence to its dual

system of vocatiornl training, and its tripartite secondary schooling

system?

First of all, and by way of prelimirary condusion, it aPPears to be

almost an irrefutable fact given that it is nearly impossible for one country

to adopt an 'educatiornl system' from another nation zuccessfully, despite

this being aspired to and hied in (educational) history by the various

countries. And even the borrowing of 'elements' of foreign systems of

education for domestic adaptation is widely understood to be fraught with

difficulties (Mclean, Lggzr. The traruference of educational'elements' and

practices across countries is impeded not only by cultural reasons (Gray'

7993:252) but also sound economic justification is missing, Chapman

(1993:123) notes in respect of the VET system. Chapters five to ten have

demonstrated the idiosyncracies whidr are inlrerent in the Federal

Republic's 'dual system' of vocational training and the complexities of
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poli.y formulation in education and training in a federal state'

SubsequentLy, inta alia (wbelow), a broad conclusion that can be reached

now is that the German VET system, as it exists now, carurot possibly be

transferred to other countries (Arnold, 1993:100), chiefly because of the

nniqueness of the type of skilled worker in Gernrany (Keller, 1994-261)'

The German training model, because of its examination-orientation

and its relatively non-specific skill standards in vocational training' among

other factors, has never been an exemplar for New Zealand to consider in

its intention to modernise its qgalifications and education/training

system. Thus, for New Zealand to follow the Gersran model would have

meant, it is my contention, a regressive development' This is a perception

based on a number of beliefu. The NQF would never have been designed

(and accepted politically) in New Zealand if it were to be based on an

educational stnrcture and philosophy similar to those cturently prevailing,

or as proposed in'framework' terms, in Germany. These stmctures, either

in existence or ProPosed, possess from a comParative viewpoint a degree

of inflexibility' whictg basically, is incongruent with the key principles

which underpin the NQF. One such fundamental aspect in the new New

Zealand model is the emphasis on recognition of competence already

achieved, which relates directly to the registered NQF standards, rather

than reduced apprenticeship periods on the basis of higher level entry

qualifications, as is the case in the Federal Republic of Gernrany-

As a second point, the NQF seems to have a potential advantage

over the proposed German framework models, and the 'dual system' of

vocational training too, in that it aims to set out a single, comprehensive

qualificatiors system in whidr the various educational sectors are

corurected in such a way that progression of learning is facilitated and

promoted, while worker mobility is believed to be enhanced by this

approactr- Although these benefits are theoretically also attributable to

each of the proposed Gennan frameworks, the New Zealand standards
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approach attemPts to provide a degree of inner and outer differentiation

(see chapter 8, pp.4}3) which appears to go further than the German

models. This new, over-arching model has therefore, in this respect, a

distinct advantage over the two Gennan frameworks, and holds the

plomise of bringing education and training doser together in terrns of

partty of esteem. Also importantly, it may bring about an increased

correspondence between the worlds of work and learning that genuinely

is reflective of what is a desirable aim of continuous qualifying under an

'educative' model, as envisag.d by Michael Young'

On the other hand, it should be emphasised that radical educational

reform (and reforrr in other public Poliry areas) could only have been

considered - designed and implemented - within a social and political

context sufficiently conducive to such far-reaching changes. New

Zealand's small population size, and the forrner two-party political system

it had until recently, have been significant contributory factors in the

achieved outcomes of the refonns to date. An important point to make

here is that the comprehensiveness of the reforms in New Zealiand, in

education and training, as in other areas, would have been difficult to

emulate in countries which are more populous than New Zealand, such as

Gennany, should this be desircd. Although the New Zealand

comprehensive and radical approach to education and training reforur

may be in some respects a 'world first', it should not be taken to mean that

the new approach will be a better one in educational terms, and such a

view should be reiected as an oversimplistic view.

The recently embraced outcomes approach in New Zealand, of

course, has to prove itseU in practice as to whether it will produce indeed

those economic, social, and pedagogical benefits attributed to it, as

proclaimed by the central government and NZQA as a definite and

necessary improvement on previously existing practices. It is a strategic

policy response, interwoven with a number of legislative changes in the
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industrial reliations area and the public sector, intn alia, which are to meet

the future challenges ahead of New ZeaLand, economically and therefore

educationally. The very institution of a standards approach has beerU and

still is, a subject of concern and criticism by the universities (c/. Flall, 7996c)

but also, in a recent change of position (September \996), by the PPTA

which now believes that unit standards will be an inadequate measure of

academic achievement, particularly for the conventional school zubiece

(Wilfiams, L990.

Thus, in terms of its stmcture arul the key principles, promoting the

aims of comprehensiveness, accessibility, and flexibility in education and

training the Framework is an interesting, and indeed a comnendable

concep! and there is no iustifiable reasor; in my opinion, to abandon it in

New Zealiand since the potential benefits of a standards-based education

are manifold. However, the pedagogical concerns, which have been

expressed rather assiduously by some academics, the teaching profession

and other groupsr have yet to be resolved. And crucially, at the interface of

NQF implementatiorL issues relating to workload and cost, particularly in

respect of moderation also remain unsettled (c/. NZQA, 1995h). It is
obvious that the implerrentation of the NQF has been far from smoottu

What is required, on the part of the government, is primarily a long(er)-

terrr commitment to an adequate funding arul resourcing of the

implementation of the 'Skill New Zealand proiect'. A key aspect for the

success of the Framework in the secondary school is the availability of

professional development for teachers which is necessary to give them the

skills and knowledge required so as to manage, and endorse, the new

teaching and learning approach- Hence, the 'socialisation of the teachers

(c/. PPTA News, 1995:3), and assessors, is an essential condition for the

successful implementation of the NQF.

Paradoxically perhaps, I hold the view that if teadters continue to

obstruct the implementation of the Framework in the secondary school for
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pedagogical or ideological reasons, or for reasons relating to industrial

relations issues, that the goverrment, and on its behafi NZQA, should

coruider Proceeding with NQF implementation without the secondary

school sector. This bold and, likely, undesirable move, Srven the

importance attached by the government to the institution of a

comprehensive, harmonised Framework' should be considered in view of

increasing the credibility of the NQF initiative. If the NQF Proves to be

zuccessful in the post-school sector in time and gahs in maturity, the

secondary sector may wish to become associated with the NQF for

pedagogical reasons.

Generally, it seems that the NQF is functioning quite well in the

post-school vocational area. Resistance to the adoption of the unit

standard approactr in the secondary sector (as indicatud by the PPTA in

September 1996) and the universities (recognised as a valid concern by the

Tertiary Lead Group), brings home the message that the unit standard

approach appears to be more appropriate for post-school non-degree

education and training than university education and conventional school

subjects. And, on the other hand, it is far from dear what the NQF

evenhrally may look like, since significant poliry changes are a distinct

possibility under New Zealand's first coalition government. The indusion

of provider quallfications onto the Framework was a maior change in

educational policy direction. What should be avoided is that the key

principles which underpin the NQF k.8. accessibility, flexibility,

comprehensiveness) become negotiable in the new political enviromtent,

although it would be desirable for all parties to debate their interpretation

to ensure that a widespread understanding is maintained. Interestingly,

this is a view held by a critic of the unit standards model Hall, L996c:29G

293). It is in terms of these principles that the conceptual strength of the

NQF lies.
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The NQF, one could plausibly contend, is primarily an economic

tool, like the dual system of vocational training in Gerrrany, albeit with

the difference that in the latter country it is also perceived and treated as a

'social tool', since training and the attainment of skilled worker status fulfil

essential social functions in society. ln New Zealand,, the relationshiP

between the Framework as an economic tool and the goverrtment's social

policies is Ltg"ly assumed at the present time. The NQF, as a

credentialling mechanism, could PerhaPs aid those in unemployment (and

other disadvantaged groups) to have their skills and knowledge assessed

against NQF standards, the result of which may facilitate their re-entry

into the workforce. In this way, people could be given an opporhrnity to

regain confidence lost while tax payers' money for social welfare could be

spent on a 'skills audit' and/or NQF related assessment and career

guidance costs for those on a benefit instead of maintaining a negative

spiral of state dependenry. This idea could be investigated, since a

proportion of the unemployed may benefit from it.

The NQF therefore needs to be promoted more effectively by the

government since a considerable proportion of the New Zealand

population" as surveys have showrL is still urutware of ttre NQF's existence

(see chapter five). The community, in my thinking is entitled to be better

inforured than it is to date about the NQF and the potential advantages it

may have to them. This inforuration could corsidered being a forrr of

necessary 'ctrltural capital', which basically allows people to make

informed decisions in a choice-driven education and training marke$ and

which by virtue of its very rnture is partial, not neutral (c/. Ball, 1993).

Economic and social policies, as they relate to qualificatioru reform, need

to be clearly afictrlated and aligned by the government, whidr logically

follows from the above line of reasoning.

Thus the potential benefits of the NQF model should not only be

seen in economic terTls, in that it may be used as a human resource
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development tool for individual companies, or as a mechanism to uPskill

the workforce. Its advantages are equally important in social tersus, for

disadvantaged groups and individuals in society alike. A particularly

comrnendable aspect of the NQF is its emphasis on achieving an increased

traruparenqy in educational provision and standards, though one could

argue that New Zealand Possesses a unit standards system to date, not a

national qualifications model. The NQF has the potential to provide clear

pathways for educational progress as well as @reer opportunities' And it

is in this respect that it has clear benefits over the traditional New Zealand

quatifications system, as well as the German 'dual system' and the

proposed DII{T and BiBB framework models, in a comparative

perspective. Regardless of the criticisms and concelns exPressed in this

work on the issue of applying the NZQA's unit standard approach, and

forrrat, to non-vocational education and training, it is my fundamental

conviction that the concept of a national qualifications framework should

be retained in New Zealand.

The concerns, however, remain- And it needs emphasising that

although the newly adopted outcomes-focrrs is generally considered as

ber4g appropriate and desirable in the post-school VET area (see chapters

four and five), this seems to be less suitable for application in the senior

secondary and university sectors (Williams,1996; HaU, 1995c). Moreover,

the theoretical basis of the outcomes approach adopted in New Zealand

requires more and systematic research whidr needs to be carried out by

research organisations that are impartial and independent, such as the

universities; and complementary to research, review, and implementation

monitoring activities undertaken or comsrissioned by government bodies,

zuch as the Ministry of Education arui NZQA. The New Zealand

universities, generally speaking also should undertake more research into

the field of 'society, education/training and work'. It is partiorlarly in this

respect, that New Zealand could (and perhaps should) learn more from a
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(strong) Gennan research foctrs into the named research field by

universities and by some of the German federal goverunent agencies, eg'

BiBB. In New zealand., research is especially needed into the

implementation of the NQF and the Skill New Zealand strategy in general'

And also, cnrcially, into the structure of the NQF and the 'pedagogical

soundness and appropriateness' of the standards-based approactu

Therefore, it is recomnended that the infrastruchrres - e6' the NQF

and Skill New Zealand - the govelnment has Put in place with the aim to

improve both the'quality' and the 'quantity' (increased participation and

attainment rates) in education and training be overhauled. A review of

the NQF is considered essential by the author, not only for pedagogical

reasons, as demonstrated in this research but, secondly, for reasons

relating to (potitical) legitimation as well. Public Policy in education and

training has been, and continues to be contested by the teaching profession

and academics, whictt must be seen as a reflection of their concerrs

regarding the radical and experimental nature of the education reforms

and the difficulties with implementing them. This needs to be addressed'

Also, the relative lack of public awareness as regards to what the NQF and

the new teaching and tearning approach set out to achieve, requires a

more effective strategy. Consegr.rently, it seems reasonable to assume that

more 'research' and 'publicity' (sic) are (necessary) steps which may

increase the political legitimary surrounding the educational reforms, and

improve public knowledge about the changes as well as foster

profesional acceptance.

One lesson New Zealand could learn from Gerrrany is not to put in

place an overly imbalanced Power stnrcture in the training system' By

this, I refer to the dominance in status and power of the employers over

tlne Berufsschulen, which specifically comes to the fore in the practice of

occluding vocational school teachers from participation in the standards-

setting and policy-making Processes. In New Zaland, polytednic tutors
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are concerned that the ITOs have too much Power to dictate how off-iob

training will be carried out (Rivers, 1996:l), which is a situation broadly

similar to Germany's. In both industry-led training models there is an

inequality in power between 'industry' and institutional training

providers, whictr is a phenomenon histori"ally determined in Germany

but one which was recently 'instituted' in New Zealand. In this light, and

in view of education poliry forsrulation in an MMP political environment,

the opportunity may yet not have been lost for the decision-makers to

consider a structure in whidr providers have an input in matters as

important as standards-setting and policy-making'

'Industry-capttue' of control over content and poticy direction in

vocational training could be as undesirable as'provider capture', the latter

h"nirrg been earmarked in the education and training reforrns as a barrier

to actrieving a more responsive education system. In the German dual

system,'industry-capture' would be a wrong term to use, although it is an

industry-led training system. The k"y role players, the umbrella

employers' associations and trade unions, co-iointly deternrine vocational

training poliry. This 'sodal' aslxct, which is a prominent feature of the

Gerrran social market economy, has ceased to exist in New Zealand as a

direct result of legislative clranges whictr have curtailed the Power€ of the

trade unions. The tertiary educatiorg industry training and other reforms

(as refered to in this work), have cteated a new social order in which the

State now assumes a urinimalist though central role. In this order,

deregulation is a defining characteristic which is complemented by

el,aborate stmctures of accountability.

The key differential setting the New Zealand and German situation

apart,is the lnacro-economic policy direction of the central governmmt. In

New Zealand, sooal policies are being subordinated to the government's

aim of actrieving its economic targets. Market liberalism is now being

applied to all sectons of society induding the public sector. Charge, it
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appea$, is now the only constant factor in a search for increased efficienry

and economic competitiveness. In this scenario, tovemment agencies too,

such as NZQA, are likely to see their legislated functions reduced or cease

to exist altogether as an (independent) organisation This, I believe'

contrasts significantly with the German experience, in that the Republic's

federal goverrtment has to continue to honour its social obligatioru, as

enshrined in the Basic Law. And there is also no indication that the

institutional status of BiBB will change markedly io the near funue'

Continuity, in this respect is therefore to be expected'

Putting aside the many cross-national differences, what do New

Zealand and Germany have in coulmon in the development of education

and haining? Basically, this can be summarised in five main points'

Firstty, the realisation of an increased importance of the workplace as a

place of learning, a notion which is demonstrated in the principles which

underpin both the New Zealand and Gennan framework models'

Secondly, the role of the central government is limited to ensure that

appropriate infrastmctures are in place to support the develoPment and

maintenance of an industry-led training system. Thirdly, in both countries

(advanced) vocational training, and the design of qualifications, is

e,xpanded into the service sector. Fourthly, New Zealiand arrd Germany are

implementing and considering respectively, a frarrework approadr,

though they show significant differences in ternrs of design, structure and

also, partially, in purpose. And lastly, the issue of parity of esteem

between haining and education as well as the alignrrrent of educational

sectors are key po[cy aims inboth countries, an issue which requires some

further deliberation

The notion of parity of esteem of academic and vocational learning

and qualificatioru is an issue central to current education and training

policy debates in Germany and New Zealand, and indeed world-wide,
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and is linked directty to these countries'aim to enhance the responsiveness

of the education and training systems to the needs of their economies'

Consequently, in New Zealand, education is now seen to be and is

promoted by the govelnment as constituting 'a single Process' (for

example "Learning for Life: Two") whilst education and training are

perceived by NZQA as a continuum. The division between the

'academic/vocational' is opposed by urany peopte in New Zealand as

representing an artificial boundary between, what are in fact, different

vehicles for learning. The status hierarchy between the two categories

appears to be more pronounced in Gernrany where there is a dear status

distinction between Bildung and Bnufausbildung and only relatively few

points of contact between the two. It would be a mistake, though" to

presume that vocational qualifications are associated with low attaining

students in the Republic. To the contrary, the fact that a significant

percentage of Abitur holders aim to attain a skilled worker's certiJicate is

an important indicator of the value of recognised trade training in

Germany.

But is there any validity, conceptually and in 'real life', in an

'academic/vocational' dtrality? Arul to what o<tent would blending be

desirable? Clearly, the nature and p'urpose of the different tlpes of

learning, for example plumbing and accountancy, can be seen as b.ing

quite dissimilar from each other. But despite the obvious curiculal, and

other, differences there are points of convergence as well; the main one

being that they are both valid forms of learning. Thus each of these

courses of learning seryes a definite and valuable purpose. The need for

continued adherence to this division aPPears to become increasingly

unnecessary in moderrU post-Fordist societies, although any measure

designed to change this may Prove to be more difficult to implement than

perhaps thought imaginable. Evidence of this is the coruiderable

resistance in the secondary and university sectors in New Zealand to the
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instnrmentalist approach to education and training whidr is crrrrently

being advocated by the central government.

In New Zealand, as in Gennany, incteased Parity of esteem

between academic education and vocational training is believed

achievable by the maior role players in VET by means of the development

and implementation of a flexible framework for learning and

qualifications. Such a unified system has undoubtedly the potential to

erode the stafus distinction between the academic and the vocational since

transfer and progression of learning are, at least theoretically, facilitated

within the overall spectrum of education and training. Another important

point that is likely to help influence the bridging of this division positively

is the adoption of a new, courmon nomencliature for national qualifications

under the NQF. As a result, for example, the distinction between

(conventional) trade and technician qualifications on the basis of the

names of the types of awards will become irrelevant. What wiII be

important, is what type of NQF qualification (eB. National Certificate)

they are, their level, credit total, standard specification and, importantly,

the horizontal and vertical learning pathways available to students.

Whereas in New Zealand the focus is on registered standards, the

emphasis in Gernrany is on the complementary aspect of institution-based

instructional courses and on-the-iob training and experience at all the

levels of post-compulsory vocational education and training. The aim to

provide for differentiation among students by way of modul,arisation and

flexible course delivery is arguably a laudable approadr- However,

pedagogically speaking, this paradigm shift in learning and teaching

should not be supported by the proclamation of the benefits of, and

adherence to, iust a single methodologf, sudr as the unit standard

approactu The Gerrnans, as indicated in this thesis, refrain from applyitg "
single, prescriptive approach to vocational instruction for pragmatical and

pedagogical reasons.
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So, whereas the Republic looks to the possibility of setting up a

'vocational' framework, New Zealand's NQF is more comprehensive and

ambitious in its design to cover all of education and training beyond

compulsory schooling. To date the latter aPPears to be successful in the

vocational area but has generated strong opposition in other educational

sectors. An important point of similarity between the Gerrran and the

New Zealand frameworks is that the linking of the educational sectors is

considered by their respective govelnments to be an important policy aim'

If well designed, this could make a significant contribution to a genuine

bridging of the academic and the vocational spheres of leaming in terms

of status; while, at the same time, it could possibly btit g about a doser

correspondence between ducation and training and the world of work in

the not too distant future.

when applFng Richard Rose's 'method' of 'prospective evaluation'

(see chapter 1), which element(s) of the German experience, if arry, could

contribute positively, in time, to enhance the outcomes of the tertiary

education and industry training reforrrs in New ZealanA? A number of

elements, all relating to vocationat training, could be considered for cross'

national, cross-time applicatioru researdiL multiple assessment strategies,

and attitudinal factors. Given the 'revolution in education and training, it

is evident that quality research into the NQF and industry training regime

is important and should be ongoing. Funding for this should be made

available by central government for this to happen by (some o0 its

agencies. University departnrents, on the other hand, should consider

increasing their conduct of empirical research into these areas and

encourage students to undertake thesis research as well-

Multiple assessment strategies, .ls practised in Gelrnny in

vocational training, could be a desirable option for New Zealand poliry-

makers to coruider in time, considering the implementation problems and
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costs associated with a 'pure' standards-based system. And lastly,

although the notion of haining being an investment is waning in Germany

in times of economic downturn, a positive attitude and comrtitment

towards the econonric (and social) importance of vocational training is

something New Zealand could learn from in its attempt to create a

learning ctrlture in this country. This orltural facet is not transferable but

nonetheless may serve as an'observational' example. In sum, the majority

of the education and training concepts inherent in the unique Gennan

approach to VET are not relevant to the New Zealand situation, and

consequently not beneficial to the standards approach. The end condusion

to be drawn is that the Gernran approach to education and training has

but little relevance to the New Zealand setting.

Contrarily, I believe that Germany could learn from the education

and training reforms in New Zalartd, although this surely will be limited

to a conceptual level only. And even at this level some Germans

(especially BiBB staff) are, as voiced in interviews and professional

iournals, critical of a standards or competency approach in VET.

Modularisation of initial vocational training is more or less a 'taboo' topic

in Gerrrany and has currently no political suPPort. However, in my

opinion, Gerurany's continuous adhererrce to a policy of incremental

innovation in education and training may be an obstade in itseU in

modernising its education and training systeur Opportunities have

already been missed, e.g. by the decision not to borrow some of the strong

components of the former East German system of education and training.

On the other hand, the Germans are now confronted with the task of

h.rritrg to find ways to align the initial and further VET sectors more

effectively. This to ensure that there is not only a logical progression of

qualifications, but also to enhance worker mobility and to make vocational

training a more attractive option for potential new entrants.
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Since further vocational training is characterised by a lack of an

organisational struchrre and cohesiveness, it is envisaged that any

legislative changes required will entail a lengthy and diffictrlt process,

especially when considering the industrial relations issues involved.

Radical reform, as enforced in education and training by the govemment

in New Zealand, which has been criticised in this work, may be an

example to consider for the Germans. But in practice may not be a

workable solution. Just like, equivocally perhaps, more research into the

design of the NQF, and the policies which Sovern it, was PerhaPs

'unrealistic' from a perspective of this being detrimental to the aim of

politicians wanting to see a qpeedy'political return' on their'investments'

in reforrrs.

In conclusion, this thesis has indicated that the main objective of

comparative education is limited to the aim of explaining and interpreting

cross-national variation which, though, will become increasingly

important as education and training are now globally recognised as

significant factors influencing rntional economic competitiveness. And

although countries, like New Zealiand and Germany, seem to be 'worlds'

apart, geographi cally,economically and educationally, there are evidently,

as demonstrated, some points of convergence in the development and

direction of national education and training poliry. Examining this is

useful in its own right and could make a small but useful contribution by

informing policy-makers of foreign edcuational concepb and practices

through comparative research-

Approaches to education and training in one country may be

regarded (and indeed discarded) as'educational utopia' by other nations.

In the final analysis, though, each serves country-specific needs and has

salience only within their specific social and economic settings. An oPen

mind towards overseas practices, .lotV, can be valuable and is at least

stimulating.
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APPENDD( 1 INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN NEW ZEALAND IN 1994

1996

Margaret Austin" Opp spokeswoulan for education
Dr Lockwood Smith, Minister of Education
Steve Maharey, Opp spokesman for labour and employment

Devon Sutclifie, NZ Chamfer of Commerce, and

Chairrnn of Wellington Polytechnic
Euan Dempsey, CEO, Careers Service
Bob Bubendotfer, CEO, Wellington Polytechnic

Michael lrwin, Policy Analyst, NZ Business Roundtable

Rick luliaru lndustry Uaison Manager, ETSA

Lyall Perris, Group ManagerPolicy, MinisFy of Education

fohnGray, Ministry of YouthAffairs
Neini Cumlala, Ministry of Youth Affairs
M"tilyn Davies, Education Adviser, NZEF
Dr Alan Barker, Strategic Manager, Policy, Research &
Development, NZQA
Stephen Wickeru, Exectrtive Director, Motor ITO
Liz Bowen-Clewley, Comm.Coordinator (PTE) NZQA
Gerald Mirmee, Departrrent of Labour
Michael Vaughan" Framevrtork Development Officer, NZQA
Gret Arrritage, Master Plumbers & Gasfitters ITO
Gary Norris, Executive Ditector, HCITB
David Lythe, Framework Dhector, NZQA
tohn McCarttry, Chairuran of ETSA Board, and
Member of NZQA Board
Srphanie Doyle, Industry Officer, NZCTU
Ewen Taylor, forurer Assistant-Secretary NZTCB
Alister Murray, Exec. Director, Furnitue ITO
Trevor Allesbrook, CEO, Building & Construction ITO
Mike Smitb National Education Officer, NZ Engineers Union

Jim Doyle, Executive Director, APNZ
David Hood, CEO, NZQA
Noel Scott, forrrer Associate Minister of Education

)ack Doherty, Comrrrunications Co-ordinator (Tertiary) NZQA
Hel Loader, Comnunications Co-ordinator (lndustry) NZQA
David Lorudale, Director of Training, Retail Meat ITO
Peter Palmer, Manager PCET, Ministry of Education
David Weaver, CEO, Windsor Engineering
Dr Iohn I-Iinchcliff, Director, AIT
Robert Leitch, CEO, Engineering ITO
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250394
080494
110494
L20494
740/194
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21M94
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050594
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130594
170594

200594
230594
270594
310594
020694
030694
070694
070694
090694
L4f/594
170594
200694
220694
270694
280694
280694



Bob Willyams, CEO, Manukau Polytechnic

lohn Berridge, Plastics ITO
Harvey MQueen, Executive Director NZCTE
Prof Dr Gary Hawke,lnstitute of Policy Studies
Victoria University of Wellington
Max Kerr, General Manager, ETSA
Don Griffin, Principal, CIT
David Lawrence, forrner Acting Director
Continuing Educatioru Department of Education
Bob Stuart, fonner Director of the WC
sandra Lee, spokeswornan on education for the Alliance

George Peters, forsrer Chairrran of the VTC

nay iaylor, forrter Assistant Director General of the NZEF

Marilyn Davis, Education Adviser NZEF
Max Kerr, General Manager ETSA
Brent RictrardsorL Framework Development, NZQA
Michael Norristu Framework Development Officer,
NZQA (personal communication)
Liz Bowen{lewley, (personal comnunication)
David Lythe, Professional Co-ordinator, NZQA
Catherine Bennett, Acting team Leader, Policy
Monitoring and Review, NZQA
David Hood, CEO, NZQA
Prof Dr Cedric Hall, Education Department, VIJW
Milq Kelekolio, Customer Senrice Co-ordinator
and Pacific Island Project Leader, NZQA
Monte Ohiia, Te Pou Whanau, NZQA
Joan Grace, ETSA, Skill NZ Development Proiect
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INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN GERMANY IN 1993 AND 1995

Dr Birgit Galler, FDP, Borur 731293

Gtirrtei Haas, BMBW, Borur 'j/1293

Dr Gisela Feller, BIBB, Borut 147293

Rudolf Rieders, BLK, Borur 151293

Dr Barbara DorrV BDA, Cologne 16L293

Georg Dicke, Carl Duisberg GesellsctEft, Cologne 761293

S. Oliver Liibke, DGB, Dusseldorf 177293

Deter Klause, DII{T, Borur 201293

Eva Kuda,IGM Metall, Frankfurt 270295

Uwe Lauterbach, Geruran Institute for lnternational



Educational Research (DIIPF), Frankfurt
Dr Manfred Tessaring, lAB, Nuremberg
Dr Ulrich Haase, BMBF, Bonn
Giirrter Haas, BMBF, Borur
Dr Willi Maslankowski, BMBF, Bonn
Dr Gisela Feller, BiBB, Borut
Richard von Bardeleben BiBB, Borut
Ursula Beicht, BiBB, Bonn
IGrl Spelb et g, ZDH, Borut
Dr foachim Gerd Ulricb BiBB, Borut
Erwin Barabosdr, BiBB, Borur
Dr Elisabeth-Maria Krekel-Eiben, BiBB, Bonn
Kurt Kielwein, BiBB, Borut
Prof Dr Detlef Sembill, Justus Liebig University, Giessen

Gerhard Bartel, Gesamtmetall, Cologne
Gernott Hernnarur, KMK Bonn
S.Oliver Liibke, DGB, D.rsseldorf
Dr Manfred Wahle, Ruhr University, Bochum
Dieter Krisdrok, BiBB, Berlin
RoU Janseru BiBB, Berlin
Dr Peter-Werner Kloas, BiBB, Berlin
Dr Peter Dehnbostel, BiBB, Berlin
Dr Wilfried Reisse, BiBB, Berlin
Dr Rudolf Wemer, BiBB, Berlin
Hans Borch, BiBB, Berlin
Bernd Schwiedtzik, BiBB, Berlin
Heinrich Althoff, BiBB, Berlin
Flans Krcirurer, The International Proied on Tedrnical
and Vocational Education (UNEVOC), Berlin
Ursula Hecker, BiBB, Berlin
Guido Frankg BiBB, Berlin
Dr UlrichBl6tz, BiBB, Berlin
Dr lochen Reuling, BiBB, Berlin
Dr Ulrich Bl6tz, BiBB, Berlin
Bernd Schwiedtzik, BiBB, Berlin
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Registered Standards il6

Standards tell you about the skills, knowledge and understandings you have

to have and be assessed against to get credit for that standard on the
National Qualifications Framework (NOF).
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GENERIC COMPTITING'
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Credit:
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SpecialNotes:

September 19955

December 1996

Computiog
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is bascd on I person bearing the prior
knowledge, and skills to oPerate a personal

comput€r.'

Evaluation ofdocumentation by I'IZQA. ?
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NZQA.e
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pcrformance criteria to be met may be

used. ro

23
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r Unit Standard number and registration date

z The title:

o [dentift'es the overall leamlng outcome.
. States what the leamer should be able to know, do or understand'

r Cunent value of level

r Indicates the level assigned to the standard on the NQF.

l The credit value

o Awarded when leamer meets all perbrmance criteria for each

element.
o Number of credits reflects time for'average leamef to achieve the

standard. However, leamers can progress at any speed'

s Final date for comment

. Relates to the date by v/hich comment must be made for subsequent

unit standard revislon.

c Purpose statement

. Expands on the title.
o Establishes how it relates to other standards.

z Entry Information

. Describes the knowfedge and skills already assumed.

s Accreditation Requfrement

. What a provfd'er must do to be able to award ctedit for the unlt
standard.

r Mod'eration oPtion

r What option the industry has selected for moderation.
r Moderation requirements must be met to award NQF.
e Details of how moderation system works are outllned in the

moderatibn action Plan.

10 Special notes-

. Allow br further expanslon and clariflcatfon.

. May lnclude defi'nitions and range statements.
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Desgffie sP ific outornes.

t2 FErbrmance srfterfia

., Griteria against wfiich assessmentludgemente a1l9i mada'

., Ga6euggeSt the most approBriate mettrod for eollec{ing widance'

r! Renge

o Give boundaries, sontext or guiding oemples to minimise dlffering

interpretations.
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RECOGNISED TRAINING OCCUPATIONS IN THE
METALWORKING INDUSTRY IN GERTVIAMT
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APPENDD( 4 DECISIONS OF THE NZQA BOARD
(24 September 1991)

1 That the Nationat Qualifications in the Framework encompass all
qualifications induding degrees and advanced degrees

Z ftlat the National Quilificatioru Framework NQF) be open-ended at

3
4

Level One
That on-job training be recognised and certificated as part of th9 NQF

That the compot ents of qualifications be units of learning based on

dearly idsrfrfied and published leaming outcomes

5 That a national inforsration system be established to provide ready

access to unib and standards
6 That unib of learning up to Level Seven be assigned to an appropriate

level of the NQF and be entered on a national information system

7 'Ihat the Qualificatioru Authority estabtish and maintain a networked
national database of studerrt records

8 That assessment for nationally recognised qualifications be based uPon

.l*rly defined standards
9 Thata Record of Leamingbe implemented
lOThat the principle of awarding credit for prior learning against rurits of

learning in the NQF is endorsed
11That a curency for cedit transfer be established
12That a prograrnme of research into methodologies for ttre recognition be

implemented in the 1:99t-1992 financial year
13That discussion with New Zealand urriversities be initiated with a view

to fornralising credit transfer arrangements
14That a database of the users of the NQF be established
15 That a partnership approach to urit development be endorsed, with the

Qualifications Authority in ttrc role of adviser and quality monitor as

appropriate.
l5That quality management be devolved progressively to providers as :rn

integral part of the delivery of services, with qua[ty audit by the

Authority.
17 That there be Maori-based qualifications within the NQF.
18That qualificatiors indude a Maori dimension where that is appropriate
lgThat quanficatioru consist of tailored packages of units whidr are

notntally deternrined by national consortia, or by single providers/
enterprises
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20 That qualificatioru be nasred as follows:

LEI'E. -

21That the level descriptors pubtished in Designing the Framglvork be

rewritten to accommodate Ubn general and vocational units of leaming

z2Thaflevels One to Three be seen as approximately eguivalent to years

34 and 5 of secondary schooling
Z3That a single qualification" the National Certificate, be available in ttre

senior secondary school

Source: NZQA, 1991b:29-30
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